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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO TE LIST 

OF ABBREVIATIONS OF FREQUENTLY QUOTED WORKS' 

A) CORRECTIONS 

Armellini, Chiese, 1891, see: Armellini-Cegghelli, Chiese^ 1942. 

CiAMPiNi, Vetera Monumenta^ read: Vetera Monimenta^ 1690-1699. 

Lanciani, Itinerarium Einsiedlense^ read: Einsidlense. 

Langiani, F.C/., read: F.U.R, 

Am. Jour. Arch.^ read: AJA 

E) ADDITIONS 

Armellini-Cegchelli, Chiese 

Boldetti, Cimiteri 

Bourque, Sacramentaires. 

Deighmann, Frilhchristliche Kirchen, 

Ferrari, Monasteries, 

Ferrua, Epigrammata Damasiana. 

Huelsen-Egger, Heemskerk. 

Lanciani, Andent Rome. 

Langiani, New Tales. 

Liber Pontificalis {L.P.). 

Lugli, Monumenti. 

Marangoni, Cose gentilesche. 

— Armellini, Mariano, Le chiese di Roma dal secolo IV al XIX^ 

nuova ed. di Carlo Cecghelli, Roma, 1942- 

— Boldetti, Marc’Antonio, Osservazioni sopra i Cimiteri de^ 

santi martiri ed antichi cristiani di Roma^ Roma, 1720. 

— Bourque, Emmanuel, EUide sur les sacramentaires romains^ Citta 
dei Vaticano, 1948. 

— Deighmann, Friedrich Wilhelm, Frilhchristliche Kirchen in 

Romy Basel, 1948. 

— Ferrari, Guy, Early Roman monasteries. Notes for the history of 

the monasteries and convenis in Rome from the V through the X cent- 

uryy Citta dei Vaticano, 1957. 

— Ferrua, Antonio, Epigrammata Damasiana, [Studi di Antichitd 

CristianUy 23) Roma, 1942. 

— Hulsen, Christian and Egger, Hermann, Die rbmischen Skiz- 

zenbiicher des Martin van Heemskerk^ Berlin, 1913-16. 

— Lanciani, Rodolfo, Andent Rome in the light of recent discoveries, 

London, 1897. 

— Langiani, Rodolfo, New Tales of old Rome^ Boston and New 

York, 1902. 

— Le Liber Pontificalis^ ed. Louis Duchesne, Paris, 1889; Supple- 

ment, 1957. 

— Lugli, Giuseppe, I monumenti antichi di Roma e suburbio^ I-III, 
Roma, 1930-38. Supplementoy 1940. 

— Marangoni, Giovanni, Delie cose gentilesche e profane traspor- 

tate per uso e adomamento delle chiese^ Roma, 1744. 

Fra Mariano da Firenze, Itinerarium. — Mariano da Firenze, Itinerarium Urbis RomaCy ed. Enrico 

Bulletti, {fitudi di Antichitd CristianUy 2), Roma, 1930. 

(x) See Vol. I, pp. VII ff. 
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Martinelli, Roma ricercata. 

Platina, Vite. 

Martinelli, Fioravanti, Roma ricercata nel suo sito con tutte 

le curiositd che in essa si trovano tanto antiche come moderne, Roma, 
1677. 

Platina, Bartolommeo, Le vite de^ pontifici^ Venetia, 1572. 

De Rossi, Piante. De Rossi, Giovanni Battista, Piante icnografidie e prospettiche 

di Roma^ Roma, 1879. 

Severano, Sette Chiese. 

Tempesta, map. 

Valentini-Zugchetti, Cod. Topogrqfico. 

Diss. Pont Accad. (= Atti, ser. I and II), 

Jbch. Dtsch, ArchdoL InsL 

Mem. Pont, Accad, (= Atti, ser, III), 

Rendic, Pont, Accad, (= Atti, ser, IV), 

Papers Brit, School, 

Rom, Mitt, 

— Severano, Giovanni, Memorie sacre delle Sette Chiese,,,, Roma, 
1630. 

— Tempesta, Antonio, Roma al tempo di Clemente VIII, La pianta 

di Roma di Antonio Tempesta dei I5g3, Gitta dei Vaticano, 1932. 

— Valentini, Roberto and Zucchetti, Giuseppe, Codice topograjico 

della citta di Roma, con una premessa di Pietro Fedele, I-IV, Roma, 

1940-53- 

— Dissertazioni della Pontificia Accademia Romana di Archeologia, 

— Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archdologischen Instituts, 
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— Rendiconti della Pontificia Accademia Romana di Archeologia, 

— Papers of the British School at Rome, 

— Roemische Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdologischen Instituts, 



P R E F A G E 

The preface to this, the second volume of the Corpus Basilicarum, must of necessity begin with 

a PostScript to the first volume. To a large degree this postscript has inevitably become a self- 

critique. 

Some of the shortcomings of the first volume were caused by circumstances beyond anyone’s 

control. Publication was interrupted by the vicissitudes of the war and the postwar years, and thus 

dragged on from 1937 to 1956. Also, while the publication of the first three fascicules was guar- 

anteed by the munificence of Monsignor J. P. Kirsch, the late rector of the Pontifical Institute 

for Christian Archeology, the financing of their preparation was based entirely on what little the 

author wcis able to raise from various sources. Only the preparation of the fourth fascicule rested 

on a sounder financial basis, due largely to the generosity of the American Philosophical Society. How- 

ever, the plates for the entire volume had been printed prior to 1937. To bring the plates up to 

date and reprint them was impossible. In one case, that of S. Giorgio in Velabro, I was able to 

insert a small revised plan into a page of the text; in other cases, written revisions were made in 

the text. 

The surveys of buildings for the entire volume had been made and the drawings executed by 

a number of architects, some inexperienced. Only at a relatively late point was it possible to secure 

the Services of so superior an architect as Wolfgang Frankl; but the bulk of his work for the Corpus 

will appear only in the present volume and in those following. As a resuit of these difficulties, the 

surveys included in the first volume contain occasional inaccuracies, and the drawings are very 

heterogeneous in quality and style. 

While these matters were beyond the author’s control, volume one contains a number of mis- 

takes, particularly in its first fascicule, for which the author is responsible and which he apolo- 

getically acknowledges. To mention two significant errors which unfortunately have been accepted 

by others: S. Anastasia in the IV century was not cross-shaped, but presumably basilical in plan, 

as pointed out orally by Prof. B. M. Apollonj-Ghetti; the huge building near S. Agnese was not 

a circus ambulatorius, but a basilica, as suggested first by Prof F. W. Deichmann and later confirmed 

by excavations.^ A number of other mistakes are known to the author, both errors in observation 

or in judgments, and misprints. Others have probably escaped his attention, but are presumably 

known to both benevolent and malevolent readers. Also, the author blushes at the barbarous 

English used, particularly in the early parts of volume one. Writing a tongue not native is never 

easy and I can only hope for the English reader’s indulgence; should he feel that my style has 

improved, I would feel satisfied. Originally I had intended to close the first volume with an appen¬ 

dix, correcting mistakes known to me and adding the results of new finds made by others and by 

myself over the past twenty years. However, much as I feel the need for such a list of Addenda et 

Corrigenda, I have decided to postpone it in favor of continuing the publication. 

(i) F. W. Deichmann, " Dic Lage der Gonstantinischen Basilika der Heiligen Agnes an der Via Nomentana ”, RAC 22 (1946) pp. 213 fF; 

R. Perrotti, “Recenti ritrovamenti presso S. Gostanza ”, Palladio ^ n.s. VI (1956), pp. 80 fF. 



PREFACE 

The publication of this second volume and of the following volumes appears under the joint 

imprint of the Pontifical Institute for Christian Archeology and the Institute of Fine Arts, New 

York University. While part of the surveys and pians included in this second volume and in the 

following volumes had been prepared in years past with means provided by the American Phi- 

losophical Society, since 1956 the Phyllis B. Lambert Architectural Research and Publication 

Fund established at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, has generously provided the 

resources for the continued preparation of the work and for the printing of the English edition. 

Indeed, the English edition of the fourth fascicule of the first volume was financed by that Fund. 

The title page of this second volume shows another change. The names of Mr. Wolfgang Frankl 

and Mr. Spencer Corbett appear together with my own name. I have been most fortunate 

in securing the collaboration of these two experienced archeological architects; both have been 

of immeasurable help not only in surveying the buildings and executing the pians, but also in assist- 

ing with the text. Their respective contributions will be indicated at the head of each chapter, as 

wili be contributions of others which may occasionally occur. The responsibility for the over-all 

plan and for the major conclusions, however, must stili rest with me and criticism should go to my 

address. 

The plan of work, as outlined in the preface to the first volume, will be continued in this second 

volume and the following volumes, though with minor modifications. It has appeared advisable 

in certain cases to be more explicit in discussing and illustrating important monuments at the ex¬ 

pense of less significant buildings. S. Lorenzo fuori le mura, which occupies nearly half the second 

volume, may well seem to have been dealt with at excessive length; stili, the importance of the 

church and the need to include two excavation reports justify the length of the text and the large 

number of plates. On the other hand, it was decided to omit small catacomb chapels, such as S. 

Ippolito; they should follow in a supplementary volume. However, large cemeterial basilicas, 

such as S. Lorenzo f.l.m. and SS. Nereo and Achilleo in the Domitilla catacomb have been included, 

formal logic notwithstanding. A minor change—to place the table of contents at the end rather 

than at the beginning of the volume—seemed advisable. 

It is a pleasant duty to express my deep gratitude for the encouragement and the backing, 

both moral and material, received time and time again, in the course of our work. May I first 

be allowed to express my humble thanks to their Eminences and the other members of the Pont¬ 

ificia Commissione Cardinalizia per i Beni della Sede for permission to survey the basilicas under 

their jurisdiction. I should like to express my gratitude equally to Count Galeazzi, who in his capa- 

city as Director of the Servizi Tecnici dei Vaticano was good enough to lay the matter before 

the Commission. Finally, it is a pleasure to thank the ecclesiastical authorities who have graciously 

consented to let us carry on our sometimes disturbing work in the buildings under their charge. 

My very warmest thanks go to Mrs. Phyllis B. Lambert in New York. At one time my student 

and for these last years a dear friend to myself and my wife, her architectural interest is deep, but 

not necessarily focused on the Early Christian period or indeed on the history of architecture. 

Nonetheless she has established at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, the Architect¬ 

ural Research and Publication Fund which, much against her wishes, bears her name, its princi- 

pal purpose being that of securing within the foreseeable future the completion of the Corpus. 

Next my sincere thanks go to the institutions which in the past have, and at present are sup- 

porting the Corpus in many ways. The Pontifical Institute for Christian Archeology in Rome, which 

under its first rector, Monsignor J. P. Kirsch, initiated the publication of the Corpus, will continue 

to supervise the editing and the printing of the English and to take care entirely of publishing the 

Italian edition; the present rector Monsignor Lucien De Bruyne, and the secretary of the Institute, 

Dr. Pasquale Testini, have time and again smoothed the path of the undersigned and his collab- 
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orators, as has the Rev. Father Antonio Ferrua, S. J,, in his capacity as head of the Pontificia Com¬ 

missione di Archeologia Sacra. The authorities of New York University and its Institute of Fine 

Arts, through its director, my good friend, Craig H. Smyth, have provided time, given constant 

encouragement and very pratical help in furthering the Corpus. Mr. Laurance Roberts, the 

hospitable director of the American Academy in Rome, has supplied accomodation for my 

frequent visits to Rome and also a spacious permanent workroom. The American Philoso- 

phical society in years past has generously contributed from its Penrose Fund towards defraying 

the cost of preparing a number of architectural surveys and of carrying through an excavation. 

It is a pleasure to remember in this connection the late Professor Charles Rufus Morey, who was 

largely responsible for inducing the Society to contribute so generously. 

Time and again I have called on friends and colleagues for help and advice and have received 

unstinted response. To mention just a few: Dr. Filippo Magi in charge of the Vatican Museums; 

Professors Ceschi and Guglielmo Matthiae and the late Prof. Alberto Terenzio, all of the Soprin- 

tendenza ai Monumenti dei Lazio; Professors Antonio Maria Colini and Guglielmo Gatti of the 

Reparto X (Belle Arti) of the Comune di Roma; Prof. John B. Ward Perkins of the British School 

in Rome; Prof. Erik Sjoqvist, now of Princeton University, but then director of the Swedish Insti¬ 

tute in Rome who was good enough to lend us a theodolite for some of our surveys; Prof. Karl 

Lehmann, whose advice I have sought frequently and never in vain; finally the Rev. Father Dom 

Guy Ferrari, O.S.B., and Prof. Enrico Josi who have been good enough to supervise the Italian 

translation. 

Throughout, the staffs of print rooms, archives and libraries, whether in Rome, Paris, or New 

York have been helpful beyond the call of duty. My special gratitude is due to the Vatican Li- 

brary, in particular to its prefect, the Rev. Father Dom Anselmo Albareda, O.S.B., and to Prof. 

Augusto Campana; to the Library of the American Academy in Rome and its librarians, Coi. 

Peter de Daehn and Mrs. Nina Longobardi; and to the Cabinet des Estampes of the Bibliotheque 

Nationale in Paris, especially to my friend Jean Adhemar. 

Like everyone who has worked in the field of Christian Archeology in Rome during the past 

forty years, I have drawn a thousand times on the vast store of knowledge, on the unfailing 

courtesy and on the unstinted help afforded to colleagues of all nationalities by Enrico Josi to 

whom this volume is dedicated in friendship and gratitude. 

Richard Krautheimer 

Institute of Fine Arts, 
New York University. 

Spring, 1959 
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b) ILLUSTRATIONS* 

Late IV century Shrine of Saint Laimence and baldacchino, medals of Successa and Gaudentianus-Urbicus\ 

Vatican, Museo Sacro Cristiano. P. Vettori, Dissertatio Philologica..., Rome 

(1) The church is mentioncd with reference to relics and indulgencies in every pilgrim’s guide since the XV century. General references 

to its architectural features with the XVI and particularly the XVII century become both numerous and repetitious. We limit ourselves to a 

short list of more specific statements giving particular emphasis to manuscript sources. 

(2) The manuscript was first referred to in Armellini-Gecchelli, op. ciL, p. 13 with minor errors in date and pagination. 

(3) The notes in this parcel were, in 1957, in the process of being catalogued. For permission to peruse the notes we are greatly indebted 

to the Rev. Father M.-H. Laurent, O. P., and to Dr. Augusto Campana, both of the Vatican Library. 

(4) Representations of the structures and their details prior to the Renaissance can be accepted only with the reservations due in general 

to the descriptive accuracy of late antique and medieval depictions of architecture. From among the huge number of exterior views from the XIX 

cent. on, we list only illustrations of particular significance. 
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579-590 

Xllith century 

Ca. 1510 

1532-1535 

1551 

1575 

1589 
1600 

1636 

1639 

1642-1648 

Ca. 1660 

Ca. 1660 

Prior to 1693 

Ca. 1700 

Ca. 1720 

First half of XVIII C. 

^75*> PP* 55 Migne, P.L* 60, coi. 331, note; De Rossi, Le me- 

daglie di devozione nei primi sette secoli della chiesa ”, BAC VII (1869) pp. 33 ff.r 

Lanciani, New Tales^ p. 65 

Model of East basilica presented by Pelagius //, mosaic\ Rome, S. Lorenzo f.I.m., 

East basilica, triumphal arch (De Rossi, Musaici^ loc. cit.\ see also Egclissi, 

Pitture della Basilica di San Lorenzo^ Barb. lat, 440f). 

Views of the church^ exterior and interior^ mural paintings\ Rome, S. Lorenzo f.l.m., 

West basilica, narthex, Saint Lawrence cycle (Wilpert, Mosaiken^ III, fig. 

448; Munoz, op. ciL^ pls. XX, XXX). 

Giuliano da Sangallo (?) 2, Capital voith victories from East basilica^ pen and ink\ 

London, Soane Museum, Codex Coner, f. 152. (Ashby, Drawings attributed 

to Andreas Coner Papers Brit School^ II (1904), pp. 21 ff) \ 

M. VAN Heemskerk, View from south west, including campanihy convent buildings and^ 

to the northy fortifications of LaurentiopoliSy pen\ Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, 

sketchbook, I, f. 21 (Huelsen-Egger, Heemskerk^ pl. 22, p. 12; Egger, Ve- 

duteUy II, pl. 51, p. 23 f) (fig- 6)- 
Bufalini, Plan of basilica and conventy woodcut\ Map of Rome (ed. F. Ehrle) (fig. 5). 

Ant. Lafr^ri, View from southwesty engraving\ Sette Chiese (Hermanin, Catalogoy 

p- xx) ‘ (fig. 7). 

H. VAN Aelst, View from Southwesty engraving\ Sette Chiese (re-edited 1600). 

Giovanni Maggi, View from Southwest includingy to the southy convent buildingSy vi- 

neyard and orchardy to the northy hili and gate; in margiuy La,y interior of East basilica^ 

from series Sette Chiese (Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiesey p, 1076) ® (fig. 8). 

Stefano della Bella, View from westy pen\ Florence, Uffizi, Coli. Santarelli, 

no. 12559 (Egger, Veduteny II, pl. 52; text, p. 24); see also Dedalo V (1925-26), 

p. 223. 

Ant. Egclissi, Mosaic of Pelagius I and murals in west basilicay West portico and la¬ 

ter al porch of East basilicay watercolours\ Pitture della Basilica di S, Lorenzo y Vatican 

Library, Barb, laL 4403y ff. 2-48. 

Israel Silvestre, View from southwesty etching\ (Hermanin, Catalogo y p. xx) (fig. 9). 

G. Dughet, View from westy black chalk\ Duesseldorf, Kunstakademie, No. 724. 

(I. Budde, Beschreibender Katalog der Handzeichnungen in der Kunstakademie,,,y 

Duesseldorf, 1930, p. 104). 

G. Dughet (?), View from southwesty black chalk\ Duesseldorf, Kupferstichkabinett, 

no. 726, {ibid,y p. 104). 

Anonymous, Interior from westy engraving; Ciampini, De Sacris Aedificiisy pl. XXVI. 

Anonymous, Paintings of portico and Pelagius mosaic y watercolours\ Windsor, Royal 

Library, Albani collection, I, 8952, 8974-9017. 

Anonymous Pagetti, View from westy including 1704 decoration of piazza^ convent 

buildings and orchard wally pen and wash; Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, no. 14255 

(Egger, Veduteny II, pl. 53, p. 24). 

Anonymous, View from southwesty including convent buildings y pen and wash; Rome, 

Gab. Naz. Stampe, Sc. R. 3, no. 125296 (Egger, Veduten II, pl. 54). 

(*) The Successa medal, found in 1636 in the catacomb of the Verano, has survived only in a lead impression. The VI century date 

suggested for these medals by Lanciani rests on no evidence archaeological or otherwise. Stylistically the medals point to the late IV or the V 

centuries; but the possibility cannot be excluded that the representation is symbolical rather than real. Prof. Josi informs me that the authen- 

ticity of the Successa medal has been doubted by the late Pio Franchi de’ Cavalieri. The origin of the Gaudentianus medal is unknown. 

(2) The sketchbook has been attributed to Giuliano da Sangallo by De Angelis d’Ossat, Vautore dei Codice londinese... Coner Palladio y 
n.s. I (1950) 94 ff. 

(3) omit listing the numberless drawings, from the XVI through the XVIII centuries, of this and the other Roman spoils re-used 

in the East basilica, such as: Bartoli, Monumenti, pl. GUI, fig. 186, pl. CCCXXXVII, fig. 568, pl. CCCXLVII, fig. 596, pl. GCCLIII, 

fig. 617; Egger, Kriiisches Verzeiohnis der archiUktonischm Handzeichnungen,,,, Vienna, 1903, nos. 66-75. 

(4) Gopied with minor changes, but disregarding the alterations occurring in the buildings around 1580, by Fra Santi, woodeut, Cosema- 

ravigliose, 1588, loc, ciL; Dughet, engraving, Sette Chiese, 159^5 Villamena, engraving, Sette Chiese, 1625; Anonymous, engraving, ca. 1600, (Paris, 

Bib. Nat., Gab. des Estampes, Vb 56); J. Laurus, engraving, Antiqua Urbis vestigia, 1628, pl. 155; P. Totti, engraving, Ritratto di Roma mo¬ 
derna, Rome 1638, p. 459. 

(5) Copied with minor changes by Anonymous, Deliciae Urbis Romae, Augsburg, 1613, pl. 8. 
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1750 

1753 

Ga, 1780 

Prior to 1789 

Late XVIII cent. 

1809 

Ca. 1810 

1823 

1830 

Ga. 1830 

1833 

1843 

1844 

1821-1845 

Prior to 1846 

1846 

1847 

Ga. 1855 

1857 

Prior to 1862 

G. B. PiRANESi, View from Southwest showing early XVIII century decor of facade and 

piazzct^ etching\ Vedute di Roma^ pl. 19 (Hermanin, Catalogo^ p. xx) ^ (fig. lo), 

G. Vasi, View from Southwest^ engraving% Delie Magnificenze di Roma^ Rome, 1753, 

I, p. XX 

P. H. ValengienneSj View from Southwest, including convent buildings, pen and wash\ 

Paris, Louvre, Cab. des Dessins, no. 13033. 

Seroux d’Agincourt, Plan, fagade, sections, delatis, engravings\ Histoire de VArt.,,, 

Paris 1823, IV, pI. XXVII, figs. 29-39. 

Anonymous a. D. g., View from south, showing clerestory, lateral porch, convent 

wing, wall of orchard, pen and wash\ Paris, Bib. Nat., Cab. des Estampes, Vb 

132Z (41), f. 25 (pagination unclear) (fig. ii). 
Luigi Rossini, Interior of East basilica from the west, engraving\ I monumenti piu inte- 

ressanti di Roma, 1818, piate unnumbered (Hermanin, Supplemento, p. xii) ® 

(fig. 22). 
D. Pronti, View from west, after disappearance of XVIII cent, decoration of facade, 

engraving\ JSfuova Raccolta delle vedutine moderne di Roma, no. 8. 

J. M, Knapp, Plan, ambones interior, engravings\ G. M. Knapp, Monumenti delVantico 

culto cristiano, Rome, 1840, pls. 15-17 and C. K. J. Bunsen, Die Basiliken des 

christlichen Rom, aufgenommen von J, G, Gutensohn und J, M, Knapp, Munich 

(1843) pls. XII-XIV^ 

Henri Labrouste, View from Southwest, detail of portico and cancelli, pencil and water- 

colour\ Paris, Bib. Nat., Cab. des Estampes, Vb 132Z (41) f. 48, 59 (pagination 

unclear) (fig. 12). 
A. Poynter, East basilica, XV cent, decoration of arcades east gallery, watercolour\ 

London, Victoria and Albert Museum, Printroom, Antiquities, 93 E 5, p. 21, 

Giov. Fontana, Exterior, interior, details and plan, engravings\ Raccolta delle migliori 

chiese, Rome, 1833, pls. VII-XIV \ 

Luigi Rossini, Interior from the west, engraving\ Scenografia degli Interni delle piu belle 

chiese di Roma, Rome, 1843, pl. IV (Hermanin, Supplemento, p. xii). 

G. Marghi, Plan and longitudinal section of East basilica, engraving\ Monumenti delle 

Arti cristiane primitive, Architettura, Rome, 1844, pls. 53-56 

Letarouilly, Exterior, interior both from and plan, details, engravings\ Edifices de 

Rome moderne, pl. 268-272 ^ 

Gio. Fontana, Interior of East basilica from the east, engraving\ Canina, Tempi Cri- 

stiani, pl. XL 

L. Canina, Plan, sections and interior, engravings\ Tempi Cristiani, pls. XXXII-XXXVI. 

Anonymous, View of Camposanto and of basilica from south-southwest, wood engraving\ 

L Album, XVII (1847), p. 293 (fig. 88). 

JuLES Audeoud, Interior of East basilica, photograph\ Paris, Bibi. Nat., Cab. des 

Estampes, Vf 40-c petit-folio, II, f. 18. 

V. Vespignani, Plans of basilica and catacombs, pen and wash\ Vatican Library, Vat, 

laL Ferraiuoli 888 {Sui parere contrario al Progetto di isolamento,,,), f. 183 (fig. 37). 

H. Huebsgh, Plan, transverse section, window of East basilica, engravings\ Die altchrist- 

lichen Kirchen, pls. XVII, 2, 3; XVIII, i, 2. 

(1) Hermanin, loc, ciL, questions the authenticity of the etching. 

(2) Little additional Information can be gained from the numerous subsequent similar views up to 1800, such as those contained in: Ri- 

DOLFINO Venuti, Accurata e succinta descriziom topografica.., di Roma moderna, Rome, 1766, opp. p. 23, engraved by J. L. Le Geay; A. Uggeri, 

Journee pittoresque des environs de Rome, Rome, pls. I, II; G. B. Cipriani, Vedute di Roma, Rome, 1799, pl. sba. 

(3) For the date 1809, see Hermanin, /. c. 

(4) Regarding the early date of the drawings (and apparently an early edition) see G. Fea, “ Lezioni sopra quattro basiliche ”, Diss. Pont, 

Accad, III, (1829) p. 76, note i. 
(5) The second edition, started in 1855, must have continued until after 1876, since its plates XIV, VII and VIII show plan, exterior 

and interior after Vespignani’s restoration and the text mentions the death of Pius IX. 

(6) Frequently wanting, the plates are contained, e.g., in the copy of Marchi’s volume in the library of the Istituto di Storia delParte e 

archeologia, Palazzo Venezia, Rome. 

(7) The drawings for the Edifices werc done between 1821 and 1845, see Letarouilly, op. cit, second edition, 1868, text, p, XVI f; the 

text was first published in 1840. 
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1855-1865 

Ca. 1870 

Prior to 1886 

V. Vespignani, Plans^ elevations^ sections, details^ including both surveys and restoration 

projectSy g8 drawings in pencily ink^ washy watercolour; Rome, Isti tuto di Archeo- 

logia e Storia delParte, Palazzo Venezia, Racc. Lanciani, XI, 45, I-III, 

nos. 31689-31787» (figs. 3, 4, 16, 23, 26, 27, 31, 46, 47, 48, 51, 90). 

J. W. H. Parker, Exterior^ interior^ details of ckurch, parts of catacomb^ photographs\ 

Rome, British School, nos. 322, 591, 592, 594, 1082, 1131-1133 (fig. 23). 

(See also idem, Archaeology of Rome^ Catacombs^ Oxford, 1876, pls. i, 2). 

Raffaele Gattaneo, Pla% woodcui\ Cattaneo, op. ciL^ p. 35. 

C. — DATES 

258 

314 — 35 

323 — 507 

336 — 354 

352 — 366 

366 — 384 

Saint Lawrence, martyred together with Sixtus II under Valerianus, is buried Via 

Tiburtina in crypta in agro Verano IIII id. aug. ’’ (Epitome Feliciana, L. P. I, 68). 

The final version of the Liber Pontificalis (Z. P. I, 155) adds that this burial took 

place in cymiterio Cyriaces ” 

During the pontificate of Sylvester, Constantine builds a basilica to Saint Lawrence 

on the Via Tiburtina, on the Verano above the arenarium of the catacomb: fecit 

basilicam beato Laurentio martyri^ via Tiburtina in agrum Veranum supra (or sub?) are- 

nario cryptae ”) and stairs up and down ” into the catacomb to the tomb of the 

Saint ... usque ad corpus sancti Laurenti... fecit grados ascensionis et descensionis near 

or at the tomb (locus) he builds an apse, decorates either the apse or the tomb with 

porphyry slabs, covers the tomb on top with a silver grate and surrounds it with 

heavy silver railings; In quo loco construxit apsidam et exornavit marmoribus porphyre¬ 

ticis et desuper loci conclusit de argento et cancellos de argento purissimo ornavit^ qui pens. 

lib. I (L. P., I, 181). For the tomb chamber he donates a small number of light- 

ing fixtures — a golden lamp, a silver chandelier with fifty wicks, two huge bronze 

candelabra and two lamps with scenes of the Saint’s martyrdom (?) at the tomb 

‘‘ ... ante ipsum locum in crypta posuit ... lusernam ex auro purissimo^ ... coronam ex argento 

cum delfinos L ... candelabra aerea duo in pedibus denos... ante corpus... argentoclusas sigil¬ 

lis passionem ipsius cum lucernas binixes argenteas... This first is followed by a second 

list of gifts, starting with a new paragraph and containing, aside from patens, chal- 

ices, scyphi and amae^ thirty huge lighting fixtures fara argentea XXX pens. sing. 

lib. XX... Thus the second list, its first line Donum quod obtulit... ” possibly 

fragmentary, can obviously not refer to the tomb in the catacomb. A third list of 

landed properties bestowed on the sanctuary begins with the Possessio cuiusdam 

Cyriacae... quod fiscus occupaverat tempore persecutionis^ Veranum fundum... 

Numerous epitaphs ranging between these dates and originating from loculi and formae 

in the catacomb, found re-used in pavement of East basilica (De Rossi, B.A.C.^ 

I, 1863, pp. 22 ff., pp. 68 ff.). 

Reference to the festival of Saint Lawrence in the Depositio Martyrum^ IIII idus 

Aug. Laurenti in Tiburtina ” (H. Lietzmann, Die drei aeltesten Martyrologien^ (Kleine 

Texte...y 2), second edition, Bonn 1911, p. 4). 

Epitaph dated into pontificate of Liberius found on hili east of church (De Rossi, 

Scoperte...''\ B.A.C.y 3rd ser. I (1876) pp. 16 ff.). 

Epigram of Pope Damasus preserved in the Syllogai Gentulensis-Corbeiensis and 

Laureshamensis I (De Rossi, Inscriptionesy II, pp. 82, 117; Ferrua, Epigrammata 

Damasianay no. 33) with reference to gifts presented to an altar of Saint Lawrence. 

Since the Sylloge Gentulensis deals only with suburban churches. De Rossi has 

convincingly located the inscription at S. Lorenzo f.l.m. 

(*) They will be quoted as Racc. Lancieaii, followed by the number. 

(2) Da BrA, op. cit.f 1952, pp. 17 ff., with insufficient reasons attempts to place the martyrdom of Saint Lawrence in 304. 
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“ Verbera carnifices, fiammas, tormenta, catenas 

vincere Laurenti sola fides potuit, 

haec Damasus cumulat supplex altaria donis 

martyris egregii suspiciens meritum 

The fragment of an epigram in Philocalian lettering, but not known to the syllogae, 

was found on the Verano, to the left of the entrance to the cemetery, near the tomb 

chapel of the Dominicans (Gatti, Not. Scavi, 1889, p. 274; De Rossi, B.A.C., (1890), 

p. 8; Ferrua, op. cit., no. 34, with erroneous indication of site). It is now in the 

cloister of S. Lorenzo. 

“ MARMORIBVS VESTITA... 

QVAE INTEMERATA FIDES... 

HIC ETIAM PARIES IVSTO... 

OMNIA PENA VIDES... ”. 

A second Philocalian or pseudo-Philocalian fragment “ (s)VPPLE(x)... (e)T MEA”, 

now at the Lateran, was apparently found near the same place in digging the 

foundations of the wall of the new cemetery {B.A.C., II, 1864, pp. 44, 47; Ferrua, 

op. cit., no. 69; Stevenson, op. cit., 1895, p. 82), while another pieceofthe same 

inscription “ ...(c)RVRA... (E)NDA... N(E) ” came to light in the excavation in 

S. Lorenzo f.l.m. in 1947-49, in the catacomb gallery J 4-15. (Ferrua, “ Spigo- 

lature archeologiche ", R.A.C. 26, 1950, pp. 224 ff., esp. 240 ff.). 

366 — 384 Apse of a small chapel or mausoleum containing numerous epitaphs, among them 

the Philocalian fragment (s)VPPLE(x)... TMEA..., found “ right of the narthex 

of the West basilica... ” in digging foundations of wall of Verano cemetery ...in line 

with the portico leading to S. Lorenzo, a few steps west of the basilica, that is, 

apparently left of the main gate (Stevenson, NBAC I, 1895, p. 82; De Rossi, 

“ Sepolcri Antichi neWAgro Verano ”, B.A.C., I, 1863, p. 16; II 1864, p. 44), Frescoes 

in apse assigned by De Rossi to the V or VI century. 

After 384 Fragments of an epigram in pseudo-Philocalian lettering, belonging to the epitaph of 

the deacon Florentius, known from the sylloge Centulensis (De Rossi, Inscr. 

Christ., II, 92) had survived in the cloister of S. Lorenzo; others were found ca. 

1880 on the Verano [B.A.C., 1881, pp. 19, 34 ff; Ferrua, op. cit., no. 68, as before 

him Ihm, doubts the Damasian origin and suggests a date after 384). The epigram, 

re-composed, is now in the Lateran. 

After 384? Trefoil chapel, excavated 1857 “ near the stairs ” to the Pincetto, near one of the north 

corners of the quadriporticus, either the northeast or the northwest corner (fig. 90).^ 

In the chapel was found, inscribed in ordinary lettering on a fragment of cancelli, the 

pseudo-Damasian epigram of a bishop Leo, formerly a pagan, apparently the 

owner of an estate perhaps in the neighborhood (De Rossi, BAC II, 1864, pp. 54 ff; 

Ferrua, op. cit., no. 67). The chapel was later dedicated to Saint Stephen (see 

below, dig. 468-483 and 772-795). Other fragments of the inscription were found 

near the chapel of the Dominicans on the Verano {B.A.C. grd ser., VI, 1881, p. 37; 

both Ihm and Ferrua doubt a Damasian date). 

Late IV or Epitaph of Lucilius Pelio who had purchased a double tomb “ ... LOCVM VESCAN- 

early V century DENTE IN BASILICA MAIORE AD DOMNV LAVRENTIVM (IN MESV 

ET SITV PRES)BITERIV ” found, perhaps re-used, in the remnants of what 

was believed to be a V or VI century structure at the foot of the staircase from the 

quadriporticus of the Verano to the Pincetto (De Rossi, BAC, 3rd ser., I, pp. 16 ff, 

esp. p. 23; De BrA, Iscrizioni latine, p. 100, no. 159), now walled up in the south 

wall of the East basilica. The epigraphic features suggest a late IV or early V cen¬ 

tury date (fig. 91)“. 

(1) See below, p. 120. 

(2) The part in parenthesis, stili read by De Rossi, is now missing» 

(3) De Rossi in dating this fragment like the one in bassilica maxiore (dig. VI century?) into the V century based his statement on the supposed 
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397 — 400 The Vita S. Melaniae Junioris in its Latin version distinguishes the celebrations of the 

vigil of Saint Lawrence “ in sancti martyris basilica ” and of his feast in the “ mar¬ 

tyrium beati Laurentii A reference to her husband praying “ ad martyrem ”, below 

his altar “ sub altare ”, suggests the existence of an altar surmounting the tomb 

{Analecta Bollandiana VIII (1889), pp. 23 f). The Greek text less precisely docs not 

mention the basilica and refers to Pinianus as praying “ jtQog x6 OvaiaaxifiQiov ” 

{ibid., XXII (1903), p. ii). The events discussed fall between 397 and 400.^ 

Ga. 400 Inscription of the presbyter Leopardus, preserved in the Sylloge Wirciburgensis, orig- 

inally in the apse of the basilica of Saint Lawrence. “ ... in basilica Laurenti circa 

chorum... ” to the effect that Leopardus redecorated or restored the building “ nova 

quaeque revisa... ”, decorated its walls and apparently donated, presumably in the 

apse a mosaic or fresco showing the hand of God distributing martyr crowns “ ... ma¬ 

nus ecce Dei praemia reddit... ”. 

Succedunt meliora tibi miranda tuenti 

quae Leopardi labor, cura et vigilantia fecit 

Sumptibus haec propriis ornavit moenia Christi 

Respice et ingressu placido nova quaeque revisa: 

caelestis manus ecce Dei praemia reddit 

quae cumulata vides digna in aecclesia Christi. 

(De Rossi, Inscr. Christ., II, p. 155). 

Since the Sylloge Wirciburgensis refers only to suburban churches, the “ basilica Lau¬ 

renti. ” can only be S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Leopardus is mentioned as presbyter of Sta. 

Pudenziana and as active in the building and restoring of churches under the 

Popes Siricius (384-390) and Innocent (401-417). 

403 — 404 Prudentius in his hymn on the Passion of Saint Lawrence refers once to a shrine (aedes), 

another time to a hall (aula) of the Saint and contrasts this latter to his aula in 

Heaven. (Peristephanon, II, w. 527 f., 551 f.; Migne, P. L. 60, cois. 330 f., 334. See 

also Prudentius, ed. H. J. Thomson, Gambridge, Mass. and London, (1949), II, 

pp. 138, 140). The large basilica described by Prudentius in his hymn on Saint Hip- 

polyt (Peristephanon, XI, vv. 215 ff.; Migne, op. cit., coi. 553 ff., Thomson, op. cit., 

pp. 318 ff.) as located near the catacomb of that Saint, has been occasionally iden- 

tified with one of the buildings at S. Lorenzo f.l.m. (Duchesne, Mei. Ec. Frang. 

(1921) I ff.; see also Pesarini, op. cit., 1913, p. 46, and MuSoz, op. cit., p. 9); but 

from the context it can have been in our opinion only a church of S. Ippolito. 

405 Epitaph of FI. Eurialus who had bought a tomb « AD MESA BEATI MARTYRIS 

LAVRENTI DESCINDENTIB(«^) IN CRIPTA PARTE DEXTRA... ”, found 

re-used in a wall near the present tomb chapel of the Dominicans, left of the main 

entrance to the Campo Verano (Marucchi, “ Di una iscrizione... ”, N.B.A.C., VI 

1900, pp. 127 ff., pl. III), now East basilica (Da Bra, Iscrizioni latine, p. 18) (fig. 8g). 

406 Sarcophagus of Licentius, found on Verano cemetery, “ left of main entrance, near 

the basilica of S. Lorenzo ” (De Rossi, B.A.C., I 1863, pp. 6 ff.) apparently not 

far from the cemetery wall “ left of the main gate ” (ibid., p. 73); now Capitoline 

Museum. 

418 Pope Zosimus buried near the tomb of Saint Lawrence “ ... via Tiburtina iuxta corpus 

beati Laurentii... ” apparently in the catacomb (L. P., I, p. 225; regarding the lo- 

cation, see ibid., p. 226, n. 4). 

building activity of Sixtus III at S. Lorenzo f.l.m. His reasoning was faulty, but the epitaph could nevertheless date from the V century. On 

the other hand, the epigraphic features make a later IV century date equally possible. Professor Enrico Josi has been good enough to confirm 

such a possibility, I suggest comparison with such dated inscriptions as those of Muscula (371), Ciimamius (371), Leo (391) and of an 

unknown (394-402), in: A. Silvagni, Inscriptiones Christianae, n.s. II pl. 2, 4, 5, nos. 6031, 4815, 4169. 

(i) We would never have found this very important passage without the help of Enrico Josi, who referred "to it in Roma Hobilis, 

ed. I. Cecchetti, Roma [1952]» PP- 3®® Regarding the date see A. D’ALks, “ Les deux vies de Stc. M^lanie la Jeune ”, Analecta 

Bollandiana XXV (1906), 401 ff. 
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Prior to 422 

After 425 or 438 

432 — 440 

440 

434, 464, 483 

461 — 468 

468 

468 — 483 

483 — 492 

496 — 498 

498 — 514 

V or VI century (?) 

V or VI century (?) 

The Martyrologium Hieronymianum mentions two masses on the vigil of Saint Lawrence, 

August 9, and his festival, August lo, ‘‘ Romae Laurenti diaconi et martyris some 

manuscripts adding “ via Tiburtina in cimiterio eiusdem ” [Mart, Hieron,^ ed. De 

Rossi and Delehaye, AA. SS,, Nov. II, 2, p. 431) 

Sarcophagus of Flavius Magnus, found together with that of Licentius, (above, dig. 

406), now at Capitoline Museum (De Rossi, Epitaffio di Flavio Magno B,A.C,y 

I, 1863, pp, 14 ff.), now Capitoline Museum. 

Sixtus III, possibly in replacing the Constantinian decorations of and around the tomb 

of Saint Lawrence, remodels and decorates his confessio and altar fecit,,, con¬ 

fessionem,,, cum columnis porphyreticis et ornavit platomis transendam et altarem et confes¬ 

sionem,,, de argento purissimo pens, lib, L,„; cancellos argenteos supra platomas porphyreticas,,, 

{et) absidam supra cancellos cum statuam beati Laurentii,,, argenteam,,, ” {L, P., I, pp. 

233 ff)- 
Gift of altar vessels to S. Lorenzo f.Lm. of equal size with gifts to St. Peter’s and S. 

Paolo f.Lm. {L, P., I, p. 234). 

The foundation, with Imperial permission, of an apparently large basilica of Saint 

Lawrence ,„ fecit basilicam sancto Laurentio quod Valentinianus Augustus concessit ” 

refers, in all likelihood, to S. Lorenzo in Lucina (Pesarini, op, cit,y 1913, pp. 43). 

Sixtus III is buried in the catacomb near the tomb of the Saint in crypta iuxta corpus 

beati Laurenti (L. P., I, p. 235). 

Epitaphs of virgines^ possibly members of a monastic congregation, found on Verano 

cemetery left of main entrance near Licentius sarcophagus (De Rossi, B,A,C,, I, 

1863, pp. 73 ff; and ibid,^ pp. 23, 68 ff; see also Ferrari, Monasteriesy p. 185). 

Pope Hilarus donates lighting fixtures and altar vessels at the tomb of Saint Lawrence 

ad sanctum Laurentium To the “ basilica beati Laurenti martyris ’’ he gives numerous 

lighting fixtures and vessels for baptism and penitents {L .P., I, p. 344). He also 

establishes a monastery, presumably that of St. Stephen, a bath, a swimming pool, 

a country house and two librari es “ monasterium,,, et balneum et aliud sub aere et 

pretorium. Fecit,,, e tbibliothecas II in eodem loco^^ {L,P,^ I, 245; Ferrari, Monasteries^ 

pp. 182, 184 and note). 

Hilarus is buried near the tomb of Sixtus IH (see above) ‘‘ ad sanctum Laurentium in 

crypta iuxta corpus beati episcopi Xysti {B,P,^ I, p. 245). 

Pope Simplicius consecrates a church of St. Stephen near the basilica of S. Lorenzo 

f.Lm., ... dedicavit,,, basilicam sancti Stephani iuxta basilicam sancti Laurenti,,. ’’ and 

establishes weekly tums of duty of the clergy for penitents and baptismal Services 

at the three great martyria of Rome, St. Peter, S. Paolo f.Lm. and S. Lorenzo 

f.Lm. ^^... constituit ad Sanctum Petrum apostolum et ad sanctum Paulum apostolum et ad 

sanctum Laurentium martyrem ebdomadas ut presbyteri manerent propter penitentes et baptis¬ 

mum: regio III ad sanctum Laurentium,,, ” {L, P., I, p. 249). 

Pope Felix III builds a church of St. Agapitus near S. Lorenzo fecit basilicam sancti 

Agapiti iuxta basilicam sancti Laurentii martyris,,, ” {L, P., I, p. 252). 

Pope Anastasius redecorates (?) the confessio of the Saint with silver ...fecit con¬ 

fessionem beati Laurenti martyris ex argento pens lib, LXXX„, 

Symmachus builds alms houses pauperibus habitacula,..'''' at S. Lorenzo, S. Paolo 

f.Lm. and S. Pietro {L, P., I, p. 263). 

Remnants of chapel, with architrave inscribed IOHANNES, like the chapel of bishop 

Leo found at foot of stairs from quadriporticus of Verano to Pincetto (De Rossi, 

B.A.C.^ Ser. III, i, 1876, p. 25; see above, late IV or early V century, epitaph 

of Lucilius Pelio). 

Fragment of epitaph of an unknown who (su)B EPISCOPATV — the name of the 

pope is missing — had bought a tomb {in i)ASSILICA MAXIO(r^) found, not 

(x) The reference in the Martyrologium Hieronymianum, on November 10, to the consecration of a church to Saint Lawrence, has been 

erroneously referred to S. Lorenzo f.Lm., i.a. by Krautheimer, op. cit., 1934, p. 290; see Delehaye, “ La dedicace de la hasilique de Fossombrone ”, 

Rendkonti, VI (1930), 109 ff. 

- R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Gorbett - Corpus BasiUcarum Christianarum Romae, 
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in situ, on the hili east of the church, it was wallcd up in the south wall of the East 

basilica (De Rossi, B.A.C., ser. III, I, 1876, pp. 16 fF, esp. p. 24; Da Rra, Iscri- 

zioni Latine..., p. 97, no. 150). The epigraphic character recalls inscriptions dating 

from the late IV through the VI centuries ^ (fig. 92). 

Early VI century Masses on the vigil of Saint Lawrence, August 9, and on his feast, August 10, listed in the 

Sacramentarium Veronense and, with the addition of the octave, August 17, in the 

original version of the Sacramentarium Gelasianum, without giving location (L. G. 

Mohlberg, Sacramentarium Veronense, Rome 1956, pp. 94 ff; H. A. Wilson, The 

Gelasian Sacramentary, Oxford, 1894, pp. 189 f, 353). 

523 — 526 Pope John I distributes among S. Lorenzo, S. Pietro, S. Paolo and S. Maria Mag- 

giore a gift of altar vessels and gold woven curtains received from the Emperor 

Justinus I {L. P., I, p. 276); at the same time the praepositus Stephen repairs a 

water main (Inscription on lead pipe found in 1707 “ in reparandis aedibus monasteri 

SALVO PAPA IOHANNE STEFANVS PP REPARAVIT”; Francesco(?) 

Bianchini, De tubis plumbeis effossis prope Ecclesiam S. Laurentii extra muros, (1707), 

Vat. lat. 9023, f. 41 and idem. Notae ad Anastasium Bibliothecarium, Migne, P. L., 

128, coi. 628; also De Rossi, R.S., III, p. 621) *. 

579 — 590 Pope Pelagius II builds above the tomb of Saint Lawrence an entirely new church and 

decorates his tomb with silver plaques “ ...fecit supra corpus... basilicam a fundamento 

constructam et tabulis argenteis exornavit sepulchrum... ” {L. P., I, p. 309). The inscrip¬ 

tion along the rim of the triumphal arch of the East basilica preserved in the ori¬ 

ginal and completed after the sylloge of Tours (De Rossi, Inscr. Christ., II, 63), 

stresses the light in the new building “ ... tuis templis lux ben{eranda redit) ”. A second 

inscription, preserved only in the syllogai of Tours, Lorsch IV and Wuerzburg 

(De Rossi, Inscr. Christ., II, pp. 63 f, 106, 157) was inscribed in 1860 on the wall 

above the triumphal arch surmounting the mosaic. Its original place is unknown, 

but may well have been in the apse (De Rossi, Musaici, text to pl. XVI). Its text 

underscores the contrast between the former darkness of the site and the new light 

(lines I, 2); the replacement, by a spacious hall, of narrow ways of access to the 

venerated tomb (lines 3, 4); the removal of danger to the site by a heavy mass 

(lines 5, 6) and the fact that Pelagius erected the building during hostilities upon 

the insistence of Saint Lawrence (lines 7-10). It closes by imploring the Saint 

for peace (lines 11, 12). 

DEMOVIT DOMINVS TENEBRAS VT LVGE CREATA 

HIS QVONDAM LATEBRIS SIC MODO FVLGOR INEST 

ANGVSTOS ADITVS VENERABILE GORPVS HABEBAT 

HVG VBI NVNG POPVLVM LARGIOR AVLA CAPIT 

ERVTA PLANITIES PATVIT SVB MONTE RECISO 

ESTQ.VE REMOTA GRAVI MOLE RVINA MINAX 

PRAESVLE PELAGIO MARTYR LAVRENTIVS OLIM 

TEMPLA SIBI STATVIT PRETIOSA DARI 

MIRA FIDES GLADIOS HOSTILES INTER ET IRAS 

PONTIFICEM MERITIS HAEC CELEBRASSE SVIS 

TV MODO SANGTORVM GVI CRESCERE CONSTAT HONORES 

FAC SVB PAGE COLI TECTA DICATA TIBI. 

594 Gregory the Great, in refusing to the Empress Constantina relics from Rome refers 

to the inadvertent opening, during building operations, of the tomb of Saint 

Lawrence under Pelagius II: “ Sanctae memoriae decessor meus, ad corpus s. Laurentii 

martyris quaedam meliorare desiderans, dum nescitur ubi venerabile corpus esset collocatum. 

(1) Cp. the epitaphs of an unknown (384), of Perseberatia (388), of Vitalis pistor (401), in: A. Silvagni, Inscriptiones Christianae, n.s. 

II, pl. 3, 4, 6. Ott the other hand, the writing maxior points to a late, possibly VI century date. 

(2) Bianchini, in the notes to his edition of Anastasius Bibliothecarius (III, p. 299) referred the inscription to John III; in Vat. lat. goss 

he linked it to John I. Ds Rossi, RS. III, p, 521 confirmed the date 523-526, based on a reference in an epitaph of 526 to a “ Stefanus prae¬ 

positus sancti Laurentii marinis" (De Rossi, Inscriptiones, I, no. 1005). The exact location of the find “ in reparandis aedibus monasterii basilicae 

adhaerentibus ’* is given only in the notes to Anastasius Bibliothecarius, not in Vat. lat. 9023. 
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effoditur exquirendo et subito sepulcrum ipsius ignoranter apertum est,,, ’’ {Epist,^ IV, 30; 
Migne, P, L,^ 77, coL 701) ^ 

Late VI century The Sacramentarium Veronense {Leonianum) lists, without location, for the feast of Saint 
Lawrence, August 10, and the vigil, August 9, thirteew masses and, in October, 
two masses super defunctos asking the Saint to intercede for a bishop and pope resp- 
ectively (C. H. Mohlberg, Sacramentarium Veronense^ Rome 1956, pp. 94 ff., 145 f; 
The Sacramentarium Leonianum^ ed. C. L. Feltoe, Cambridge, 1896, pp. 94 f, 146 f; 
see also De Rossi, B,A.C,^ II 1864, p. 37). 

Ca. 600 The Sacramentarium Gregorianum lists masses “ ... ad sanctum Laurentium foris murum.,, ” 
during Lent and on the vigil and the feast of the Saint, two on this latter day, with¬ 
out giving the location (H. Lietzmann, Das Sacramentarium Gregorianum^ Miinster, 
1921, pp. 24, 33, 39, 58, 85f.). 

625 — 638^ In the Itinerarium Salisburgense [Notitia ecclesiarum)^ the pilgrim coming from S. Ippolito 
to the North reaches the church of S. Lorenzo where there are two large basilicas, 
the martyr resting in the more ornate one; a tomb chamber outside the church...(?); 
the tombs of Abundius and Herennius; a miracle-working stone; many martyr 
tombs in the other church; and the loculus of St. Romanus far down in the cata- 
comb. Higher up is the church of St. Agapitus. Postea pervenies ad ecclesiam sci, 

Laurentiiy ibi sunt magnae bassilicae duae in quarum quis specioriorem et pausat et est parvum 

cubiculum extra eccl, in occidente Ibi pausat ses habundius et Herenius mari. Via Tiburtina^ 

et ibi est ille lapis quem tollent digito multi homines nescientes quid faciunt. Et in altera ecclesia 

sursum multi martyres pausant. Prima est Cyriaca sancta vidua et martyr, et in altero loco 

S, Justinus et iuxta eum S, Crescentias martyr et multitudo Sanctorum, Longe in spelunca 

deorsum, S, Romanus martyr, postea ascendes ed [ad) ecclesiam S, Agapiti martyris et diaconi 

s, Xyxti papae'"'' (De Rossi, R,S,, I, p. 139; Valentini-Zucchetti, Codice topo- 

grafico, II, p. 80). 

Ca. 635 — 642 The Epitome de locis sanctorum martyrum has the pilgrim come from Porta S. Lorenzo. 
to the South reaching first S. Agapito, then near the road the ecclesia maior of S, Lo¬ 
renzo, where, according to the writer, Saint Lawrence had formerly been buried, 
finally the beautiful new church where his tomb is at present. Under the same altar 
he sees the relics of Saint Abundius, outside in a porticus the miraculous stone which 
the Saint supposedly wore around his neck when drowned in a well. Finally he 
visits the relics of Herenius and of many other Saints before proceeding northward 
to S. Ippolito; “ Juxta viam tiburtinam ecclesia est sci Agapiti multum honorabilis mar¬ 

tyrum corporibus. Et prope eandem viam ecclesia est sci Laurenti maior, in qua corpus eius 

primum fuerat humatum et ibi basilica nova mirae pulcritudinis ubi ipse modo requiescit. Ibi 

quoque sub eodem altare Abundus est depositus et foris in poriico lapis est qui aliquando in 

collo eiusdem abundi pendebat in puteum missi. Ibi Herenius, Julianus, Primitivus, Tacteus, 

Nemesius, Eugenius, Justinus, Crescentianus Romanus sunt sepulti; et sca Cyriaca, sca Sim- 

perosa et Justina cum multis martyribus sunt sepulti, Inde in boream sursum in monte basilica 

s, Ippoliti,,," (De Rossi, R,S,, I, p. 142; Valentini-Zucchetti, Codice topografico, 

II, p. 114). 

048 — 682 The VII century source of the XII century itinerary of William of Malmesbury dis- 
tinguishes two churches at S. Lorenzo f.l.m., one sheltering the relics of Saints 
Lawrence and Abundius, the other of Saint Ciriaca, Romanus, Justinus and Cre¬ 
scentianus. It also mentions S. Ippolito, S. Trifone and, on the opposite side of the 
road, S. Agapito. “ ... iuxta hanc viam iacet S, Laurentius in sua ecclesia et Habundius 

martyr. Et ibi prope in altera ecclesia pausant hic martyres, Ciriaca, Romanus, Justinus, 

Crescentianus et ibi non Iunge Ipolitus vel basilica s, Ippolyti, Et ibi,,, Triphonis et,,, in 

altera parte viae illius est aecclesia Agapiti martyris.,, (De Rossi, R. S., I, p. 179; Va- 

‘ LENTiNi-ZuccHETTi, Codice topografico, II, p. 145). 

(1) The date of the letter is given by Ph, Jaff6, Regesta Pontificum^, I, Leipzig, 1885, p. 109. 

(2) Regarding the date of this and the two following itineraries, see De Rossi, Roma Sotterranea, I, pp. 144 f.; Huelsen, Chiese, p. III, 

misquotes De Rossi and erroneously places the Epitome after the Malmesburiense, 

(3) The sentence in the manuscript is mutilated. We accept the emended reading in occidente ”, proposed by De Rossi and Valentini- 

Zucchetti, IL cc. 
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708 — 715 First reference to the convent of S. Cassiano (Ferrari, Monasteries, p. 182). 

715 — 731 Gregory II repairs the city wall, starting from the ‘‘ ...porticus sancti laurentii... the 

roof of the church which threatened to collapse and the water-main leading to the 

church a portico sancti Laurenti inquoans^ ...civitatis muros restaurare decreverat...\ 

sancti Laurenti... ecclesiam foris muras sitam quae travibus confractis ruine iam erat vicina^ 

reparavit; atque aquam fistulis compagetis... in eandem ecclesiam reduxit... ” {L. P., I, 

pp, 396 f). 

VIII century Dedication of a church, in our opinion the basilica maior^ to the Virgin mentioned under 

the date of August 5 by one of the additions of the Reichenau Codex (Zurich, Kan- 

tonsbibh,(/fuL 28) to theearly VII century Echternach version of the Martyrologium 

Hieronymianum pridie nonas augusti dedicatio basilicae sanctae Mariae^ Justini et Crescen¬ 

tiae (De Rossi, L, Dughesne, H. Delehaye, Martyrologium Hieronymianum^ A A. SS., 

nov. II, I, pp. loi, 417). The joining in the dedication of the names of Justinus 

and Crescentia, both venerated in the basilica maior (dig. 625-638) to that of the 

virgin under whose patronage the maior appears at the end of the VIII century 

(dig. 772-795) suggests that the church referred to in the Reichenau codex is the 

basilica maior at s. Lorenzo f.l.m. 

772 — 795 Hadrian I donates one textile to each the basilica ad corpus and the ecclesia maior^ and 

repairs the roof of the latter. He later presents two sets of twenty curtains each to the 

basilica ad corpus and two sets of sixty-five curtains each to the basilica maior, now dedi- 

cated to the Virgin, which is joined next to the basilica ad corpus. He rebuilds the 

portico from the city gate to the basilica and restores hither and yonder ” the 

basilica ad corpus which is joined to the basilica maior. Fecit in ecclesia beati Laurenti 

martyris... scilicet ubi sanctum eius corpus requiescit, vestem de stauracim\ et in aecclesia maiore 

aliam similiter fecit vestem. Nam et tectum eiusdem beati Laurenti basilicae maiore, qui iam 

distectus erat et trabes eius confracte, noviter fecit... ’’ {L. P., I, 500); In ecclesia vero beati 

Laurentii martyris... fecit vela ex pollicis siricis numero XX et linea XX... ” {L. P., I, 504); 

“ Item ipse... praesul in basilica maiore quae appelatur sancte Dei genetricis, qui aderat iuxta 

basilicam sancti Laurentii martyris atque levite, ubi eius sanctum corpus requiescit, foris muros 

a porta usque in eadem basilicam noviter construxit. Hic idem almificus vates eandem basilicam 

sancti Laurentii... ubi sanctum eius corpus quiescit, adnexam basilicae maioris quae dudum 

isdem praesul construxerat, ultro citroque noviter restauravit... ” [L. P., I, p. 508). In the 

confessio he donates a golden relief in book form Fecit autem... in confessione 

beati Laurentii martyris foris muros imaginem ex auro purissimo in modum evangeliorum, 

eiusdem beati Laurentii effigie continentem quae pens. lib. XV... ” [L. P., I, 511), and a 

golden chalice and paten, ... et in ecclesia beati Laurentii martyris foris murum fecit 

auro purissimo patenam cum calice sancto, pens. inibi lib. XVH^ (L, P., I, 512). He also 

restores the church of S. Agapito near S. Lorenzo, including its aisles ... basilica 

Agapiti... iuxta sanctum Laurentium posita... in omnibus una cum porticibus... renovavit... ” 

{L. P., I, 508), the church of Saint Stephen next to the churches of S. Lorenzo, 

where bishop Leo was buried ^^ ... ecclesiam sancti Stephani iuxta eas sita ubi corpus 

sancti Leonis episcopi... quiescit... undique renovavit... ” {L. P., I, 508), and the entrance 

to the catacomb of S. Ciriaca ... una cum cymiterio beatae Cyriacae seu ascensum eius... ’’ 
{ibid.). 

End of VIII cent. Reference to the Itinerarium Einsidlense: In via Tiburtina foris murum. In sinistra sci 

ypoliti. In dextera sci laurentii (Lanciani, Itin. Einsidl., loc. cit., coi. 441 f). 

795 — 816 Leo HI donates to the church of S. Lorenzo silver images of Christ, Saint Peter and 

Saint Lawrence, and an altar cloth (L. P., H, 2); at a later time two more textiles, 

the more precious one “ ... super sanctum corpus... ’’ [L. P., II, 10), then a purple 

curtain “ ... cortinam tyram periclissin cum stauracin... ’’ [L. P., II, 10), finally, included 

in the so-called Leo list, a relatively small silver crown, coronam de argento pens. lib. 

XIII... ” {L.P., II, 20). He also restores the roof of S. Agapito ...sarta tecta... 

quae iam praenimia vetustate emarcuerat... To the monasteries of St. Cassian adjoin- 

(i) Professor Josi kindly pointed out this passage. 
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827 — 844 

847 — 855 

855 — 858 

858 — 867 

2nd Half 

IX century (?) 

913, 929, 955, 

962, 967 

Ga. 950 

956 — 964 

983 — 985 (?) 

1003 —1009 

1048 

1148 

1187 —1191 

ing S. Lorenzo ... in monasterio sancti Cassiani qui ponitur iuxta sanctum Laurentium,,. 

and St. Stephen ... ubi supra,,, ” he donates small silver vessels (L, P,, II, 23). 

Donation by Gregory IV of an altar cloth to the church of S. Lorenzo. {L, P., II, 76). 

Leo IV celebratas for the first time the octave of the Assumption of the Virgin in the 

church of St. Mary next to the church of S. Lorenzo f.l.m. ... octavam Assumptio- 

nis beatae Dei genitricis diem,,, in basilica eiusdem semper virginis,,, quae foris muros iuxta 

basilicam sancti Laurentii,,, celebrare praecepit,,, ” and donates to the church a precious 

textile vestem de fundato,. and forty-five curtains {L, P., II, 112). He makes further 

gifts of one textile each to the oratory of Saint Barbara below that church “ ... infra 

ipsius ecclesiae,,, to that of Saint Nicholas in(?) that church ... supradictae eccle¬ 

siae,,, ” and to that of Saint Eugenia {L, P., II, 112). At later occasions, he gives 

to the church of the Virgin two altar cloths, a large (?) curtain and twenty-seven 

vela (P. P., II, 119 f, 121, 125) and repairs the portico in front of the church 

“ ... porticum quae ante basilicam sanctae Dei genitricis consistit quae iuxta basilicam sancti 

Laurentii sita est foris muros^ clarius et firmius reparavit,,, ” (P. P., II, 128). At S. Lo¬ 

renzo he donates a textile, a censer (P. P., II, 113) and, at a later point, twenty-four 

vela de fundato quae pendent in arcis infra columnas maiores,., ’’ (P. P., II, 130). He also 

restored and endowed the impoverished monasteries of St. Cassian and St. Stephen, 

apparently uniting them into one and introducing Greek monks. (P. P., II, 113; 

Ferrari, Monasteries^ p. 182 f, 187). 

Benedict HI donates golden keys and a textile in the church of S. Lorenzo „, foris 

muros civitatis.,, {L, P,, II, 145, 146). 

Nicolaus IV donates to S, Lorenzo ,„ foris muros urbis,,, ’’ two silver crosses and four 

curtains for the ciborium pannos optimos IIII in ciborio dedit.,, ” (P. P., II, 153, 

166). 

Ghancel of church restored by the higoumenos Arsenios. Inscription re-used on ambo: 

‘‘ E[ni rov ^A^)a€vioc Jjyovjuevog ’^ix vecu; sjtolrjaa ro nQeafivreQiov ...” (P. P., II, 136, 

note 20; Bacci, J^,B,A.C, 9 (1903), p. 130; Ferrari, Monasteries^ p. 183, 187). 

References to landed properties monasterii sancti Laurentii {foris muro),,,’*^ (Ferrari, 

Monasteries^ pp. 183, 187 f), 

Monastery of S. Lorenzo reorganized and entrusted to the Gluniac congregation: 

“ (Odo of Cluny)... monasterium.,, ordinavit in.,, sancto Laurentio foris murum... ” (Fer¬ 

rari, Monasteries183, 188). 

Epitaphs, formerly in lateral porch of East basilica (De Rossj, op. cit.^ BAC II, 1864, 

pp. 65 fF), 

Inscription, mutilated, on transenna fragment, now in cloister, dating from the ponti- 

ficate of John XIV (?) “ PONTIFICATVS TOM JOHI XVIII (sic!) ” (Da 

Bra, Isciizioni^ p. 65) 

Mutilated inscription, now in the cloister, referring to an abbot Bonizo of the monas¬ 

tery and to Pope John XVII (Da Bra, Iscrizioni^ p. 65). 

Pope Damasus II is buried at S. Lorenzo (P. P., II, 274), allegedly in an antique sar¬ 

cophagus, now in the narthex of the West basilica, formerly inside left of the main 

portal opposite the Fieschi tomb (Panvinio, op, cit.^ p. 230). 

Giborium of high altar, now in chancel, that is on upper level of East basilica, executed 

by the stone masons Johannes, Petrus, Angelus and Sasso. Inscription insi^ archi- 

trave: ANN • D • Mo . G^ • XLo . VIID • EGO HVGO HVMILIS ABBS HOG 

OPVS FIERI _FEGI// -b IOHS • PETRVS - ANGS • ET * SASSO • FILLI * 

PAVLI • MARMOR HVI • OPIS • MAGISTRI • FVER • ” (Forcella, Iscrizioni, 

XII, p. 510). 

Glement IH builds the cloister “ ... claustrum apud sanctum Laurentium extra muros ordi¬ 

navit,,, ” (P. P., II, 451; cf. also Cancellieri, Vat, lat.y 9188, f. 26). 

(1) The XVIII would seem to be a mistake of the stonecutter. 
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Ca. 1200 

1191 — 1192 (?), 

prior to 1216 

1217 

1216 —1227 

1254 

1373 

1447 —1455 

1486 

1492 — after 1503 

Building of fortifications of Laurentiopolis. Inscription on slab, re-used in eighth wind- 

ow grating in South clerestory of West basilica: “ IN NOMINE DOMINI TEM- 

PORIBVS CELESTINI III ET INNOCENT(ii) ROMANORVM PONTI- 

FlC{um) DNS ?A{ulus) ABBA(s s)CI LAVRENTII FORIS MVROS FECIT 

HOC CASTRVM PER (m)ATI(u)M MO(na)CHVM (venerabilem) PRELA- 

TVM SCI BENEDICTI... ” (Bacci, op. cit., NBAC, (1903), p. 130; Da Bra, Iscri- 

zioni latine, p. 45, with minor discrepancies). 

Tomb of Saint Lawrence remodelled, apparently by Cencius Camerarius (Hono¬ 

rius III), after his appointment as papal chancellor 1191 and possibly before his 

elevation to Cardinal 1192. Inscription above fenestella facing East on dado of tomb 

inside confessio „ ... ENCIVS HOC FIERI CVM CANCELLARIVS ESSET 

DE... (sumptibus suis (?) fecit Laur)ENTI STEPHANI VOBIS ” (Da Bra, Iscri- 

zioni latine, p. 24 

Honorius III crowns Pierre de Courtenay as Emperor of Constantinople in the basi¬ 

lica of S. Lorenzo {L.P., II, 453). 

Honorius III enlarges the church of S. Lorenzo by joining new walls to the old ones 

“ ... aedificavit basilicam sancti Laurentii extra muros... novis muris veteribus coniunctis ” 

{Cronaca di Porta Romana, from Stevenson, Schedario, Vat. lat. 10558, p. 11). Represent- 

ation in mosaic of pope HONOR PP III between Saint Lawrence and a layman, 

perhaps Pierre de Courtenay, on the architrave of the narthex of the West basi¬ 

lica (Munoz, op. cit., pls. IX and XI; cf. A. Ecclissi, Barb. lat. 4405, f. 3). 

Inscription » +XPI NASCENTIS IN SECVLV VERO MANENTIS ANNVS MIL- 

LENVS QVINQVAGENVS QVARTVS > DVCENTENVS ” in choir on back 

of clergy bench (Forcella, op. cit., p. 508; Da Bra, Iscrizioni latine, p. 28, with di- 

vergencies), perhaps originally screen of schola cantorum (MuSoz, op. cit., p. 50). 

Gregory XI commands the abbot to restore the campanile, damaged perhaps in the 

earthquake of 1348 (Da Bra, op. cit., 1952, p. 106, note 2). 

Work of unknown extent on monastery buildings (coat of arms of Nicolaus V; Da Bra, 

op. cit., 1952, p. 142) and possibly on church: “ Johannis... Lateranensis, Mariae 

Maioris, Stephani Caelimontani, Sanctorum Apostolorum, Pauli exterioris et Laurentii extra 

muros, basilicas partim munivit, partim ornavit, partim mirum in modum revocavit... ” 

(Gianozzo-Manetti, Vita Nicolai V, in: RIS III, 2, coi. 931) 

Campanile restored (Grigioni, op. cit., p. 102). 

Repairs financed by Card. Oliviero Caraffa including, in 1492, gilded and painted 

ceiling in the nave of the West basilica (see Ciampini, De sacris aedificiis, pl. XXVI 

and Auddoud, Photograph), demolished 1855-1864. Inscription, read in the XVI 

century in one of its coffers “ OLIVERIVS CARAPHA... FACIVNDVM CV- 

RAVIT ANNO SALVTIS MCCCCLXXXXII ” (Forcella, op. cit., p. 514 

after Cod. Chig. L V. 167, f. 379; see also Albertini, op. cit..., f. 82 “ ... quam nuper 

Reverendissimus Olivierus Carapha card. Neapolitanus exornavit e laquearia aurea variis 

picturis adornata restauravit ” and similarly A. Fulvius, Antiquitates Romae, Rome, 

152 7, f. VI V.; repeated idem, Le antichitd. di Roma, Venice, 1543, f. 17, and Venice 1588, 

f. ii; L. Fauno, Delie antichitd. di Roma, Venice 1550, f. 17; Panvinio, op. cit., p. 228; 

Martinelli, op. cit., p. 136) *. Decorative paintings on gallery and clerestory levels 

(1) The parts of the inscriptions as given above, are perfectly Icgible, and Munoz* abbreviated version, op. ciL, p. 40, is unjustified. The 

missing part one wouid like to emend as de sumpiibtis suis ** de propriis suis **, ** de pecunia sua ** or the like. 

The reference to Cencio Savelli as cancellariusy rather than camerarius the office which he held since 1188 and by which he is known as 

a rule, has caused some doubt regarding his Identification with the donor of the decoration. Enrico Josi many years ago \NBAC (1919), 

p. 39] had even suggested to see in the Cencius of the insciption not the later pope, but a Cencius Cancellarius Urbis Romae. But according 

to G. yioKOmy Dizionario di erudizione storico^ecclesiaslicayVllyWtXiice^y 1841, p* 171, Cencio in 1191 succeeded Egidio Pierleoni as Cancellarius 

Ecclesiae. The omission of the cardinaPs title in the inscription, while not decisive, allows for the tentative suggestion that the donation oc- 

curred, possibly, prior to 1192 when he was elevated to the cardinalate. 

(2) No document seems to support Manetti’s statement; see F. Muentz, Les Aris d la cour des papeSy I, (Bibliotheque des Ecoles Fran9ai- 

ses..., 4) Paris, 1878. 

(3) Panciroli, Tesori...y 1625, p* 160, gives the date 1464 for the ceiling and attributes to the same period the pavement nel 1464 

fece il sojftio indorato e il suolo della chiesa’^ Later editions, e.g., the one of 1725 (ed. B. G. Celloni), p» 71, eliminate both errors. 
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Ca. 1505 

1515 

Ca. 1580 

1619 

1624 — 1629 (?) 

1604, 1623, 
1629, 1649 

Prior to 1647 

1676 

in nave of East basilica and figures of Virgin, Lawrencc and Stephen, accompanied 
by CarafFa coat of arms on walled-up east arcades: “ Nel muro sopra nel mezzo e 
dipinta la Madonna a destra S. Lorenzo a sinistra S. Stefano. In cima in mezzo vi i Parma 
dei Card. Carqffa... ” (Pesarini, op. cit., f. 151 after “ ms. Monsacrati nella biblioteca 
di S. Pietro in Vincoli... ; see also ancient illustrations, particularly Rossini, Mo¬ 
numenti, (fig. 22), and Poynter). Demolished 1855-64. Possibly repairs on facade; 
coats of arms of Caraffa, Aragon and Julius II, formerly on facade, now inside 
narthex (MuSoz, op. cit., p. 13). 

Possibly repairs undertaken by Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, commendatore of the 
monastery (Pangiroli, Tesori, 1725, p. 72) 

A breve by Leo X, March 5, 1515 entities Card. Alessandro Farnese to remove, pre- 
sumably for the building of Palazzo Farnese marbles, capitals, columns and the 
like, excavated in the vineyard around S. Lorenzo (Lanciani, Scavi, II, pp. 151, 
154; J. Hergenroether, Leonis X ... Regesta, Freiburg/B. 1891, No. 14392) ^ 

Roman sculptures found in medieval building “ ...fabbrica antica moderna ”, possibly 
part of the Laurentopolis opposite the church, demolished when square laid out 
in front of narthex (Flaminio Vacca, Memorie, no. 13, see F. Nardini, Roma Antica, 
IV, Rome 1771, p. X and Lanciani, Scavi, II, p. 169). 

Restoration of aisles of West basilica; new altars “ ... ha tre navi, e le due picciole laterali 
furono neWanno i6ig ristorate alia moderna con suoi altari abbelliti... ” (F. Tm, Studio..., 
Rome, 1674, p. 251; see also Visitatio... 1624, Vallicell., P igg, f. 151, 151’), removed 
1857-65. 

Ceiling of East basilica and decoration of crypt, financed by Card. Francesco Buon- 
compagni “ ... rinovato il detto soffitto che era caduto', e ornata la confessione... ” (G. Se- 

VERANO, Memorie, Rome, 1630, p. 652; G. Baglione, nove Chiese, Rome, 1639, 
p. 152; see also ancient illustrations, such as Rossini, Monumenti; Letarouilly, 

op. cit., III, pl. 269 and others) 

Funeral monuments (Bonelli, Guglielmi, Landri, Rondinini) set up in left aisle and 
against two end piers of West basilica (Forcella, op. cit., pp. 515 f). 

Paintings placed into the seven pre-existing altar frames and over-all decoration of 
the West basilica; inscription perhaps above door of former sacristy*, “ ... QUA¬ 
DRATUM E MINORIBUS COLUMNIS ORDINEM // ET INFERIORI¬ 
BUS (?) EX MIRACULOSO MARMORE // PARIETES SEGMENTATOS 
GRADUM SUBTERRANEI // SACELLI UBI TRIUMPHALIA lACENT 
CORPORA II DIVORUM LAURENTII ET STEPHANI // SEPTEMQUE // 
ALTARIA... SUIS INSIGNITA PICTURIS // CAETERAQUE... BASILICAE 
ORNAMENTA PERFECTA... CANONICI REGULARES... POSUERUNT // 
EXALTIS PROXIME ANNIS // UT AUTEM... MONUMENTUM EXTARET 
HUNC LAPIDEM PONENDUM CURAVIT FRANCISCUS SORICIUS... 
ABBAS... MDCXLVII... ” (Forcella, op. cit., p. 517, after Galletti; see also Ba¬ 

glione, op. cit., pp. 152 ff). 

Chapel of Saint Ciriaca redecorated; inscription (Forcella, op. cit., p. 518; Da Bra, 

Iscrizioni latine, p. 30). 

(1) The reference appears only in the Panciroli edition of 1725; proof, documentary or otherwise is lacking. 
(2) Professor Wolfgang Lotz has made the appealing suggestion that the columns in the vestibule of Palazzo Farnese came from these exca- 

vations, 
(3) The visitatores in 1624 ordered the repair of the ceiling: “ ... Laqueare collapsum supra Altare., ex integro reficiatur auro coloribusque distinc¬ 

tum ad instar laquearis anUrioris navis..." {Vallicell. P JS9, {. 152 v.); Gori, op. cit., p. 35, erroneously attributes the ceiling to Card. Francesco 

Barberini. 
(4) See Bruzio, Vat. laL 11875^ f. 267 v., transcribed by Pesarini, Vat. laL 13129, f, 53: “ Canonici S. Salvatoris eam instaurarunt ut inscrip¬ 

tione ianuam sacrarii 
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1688 

1697 

1704 

1700 —1721 

1729 —1730 

1811 —1838 

1821 —1822 

After 1848 

1857 

1855 —1864 

Repairs on roof financed by Card. Giacomo Rospigliosi; inscription, formerly in nar¬ 

thex of West basilica (Porcella, op. cit., p. 518). 

New sacristy; inscription, location unknown (Porcella, op. cit., p. 519). 

Pollowing a design of Alessandro Gaulli, the canons and Card. Pietro Ottoboni have 

a square cleared by razing walls in front of the church and a column erected, flanked 

by dadoes, carrying the monti and star of Clement XI. Inscription, formerly on 

base of column “...PROSPECTUM BASILICAE... COLUMNA ERECTA 

STRATISQUE PARIETINIS... APERUERE...” (Porcella, op. cit., p. 519, 

after Galetti See also Panqrou (ed. G. B. Gecconi), Roma antica e moderna, Rome, 

1725, p. 72: “ ... ^ stata con vago disegno d'Alessandro Gaulli Vornamento d'una bella 

Piazza, attomiata con vaghe colonne et una berCintesa cor donata, nel mezzo della quale... una 

colonna... ”) (fig. 10). 

Pirst (?) column to the left in East basilica excavated (Nibby, Analisi..., Rome, 1848, II, 

p. 256, after Prancesco de’ Picoroni, Vestigia di Roma antica, Rome 1744, I, p. 118: 

“ Avendo... Clemente XI fatto scavare intomo di una di esse colonne, a sinistra, si trovd che 

il piano era giusto a quello dei cimitero come at presente si vede... ”). 

Gonsecration of altars of Saint Lawrence and Stephen, Saint Romanus and Saint 

Gyriaca (Porcella, op. cit., p. 520). 

Gemetery on Campo Verano laid out in its first (1811-1814) and second (1834-1838) 

stage, the latter including a project of porticoes and chapels (Montenovesi, op. 

cit., pp. 15 f). 

Golumns in North aisle (?) of East basilica cleared to original level (Pontana, Raccolta..., 

1855, P- 7> Nibby, Analisi, p. 256). 

Pirst abortive attempt at isolating church undertaken under Card. Tosti (Vespignani, 

Parere, f. 172’). 

Capuchin Pathers replace regular Canons of the Lateran as guardians of the church 

and the monastery (Porcella, op. cit., p. 521). 

Isolation, restoration and remodelling of East and West basilicas under Pius IX, di- 

rected by Virginio Vespignani. Pollowing sounding in south aisle in 1852 (Ste- 

VENSON, Schedario, Vat. Lat. 105^8, f. 46) original level in nave and aisles of East 

basilica is uncovered in 1855 (Gori, op. cit., p. 26) and cleared in 1862-64 (Stev- 

ENSON, ibid., and De Rossi, B.A.G., 1863 and 1864, P<ts^vt). Upper level of east 

nave with chancel placed on piers, old walls of confessio replaced by present ones 

(Stevenson, loc. cit.) and walls of entire East basilica lined and reinforced, 1862-64 

(Stevenson, op. cit., f. 46 and Gori, op. cit., p. 26, “... l'antica basilica... della quale 

or si fortifica il muro laterale... ”). Hili cut east and west of both basilicas (1857-1863) 

(Vespignani, Parere, possim; De Rossi, BAC, 1863 p. 16). Windows pierced into 

north aisles of East basilica (Stevenson, op. cit., f. 46); those formerly closed in clere- 

story of latter reopened {Memoria, 1865, pp. 9). Ceilings of East and West naves 

(see digs. 1492 and ca. 1629) replaced by open timber roofe. Roof of portico restored 

[Memoria 1865, pp. 7 f). New parapets inserted in galleries of East church, upper- 

most narthex gallery rebuilt, floors of galleries restored [ibid., p. 9). Top of ciborium 

(see dig. 1148) restored into Romanesque pyramid (Stevenson, loc. cit.). Baroque 

altars (see dig. prior to 1647) removed from aisles of West basilica, rectangular 

Windows high up in its aisles replaced by round arched Windows [Memoria, 1865, 

p. 8 “ ... in queste navi minori vi erano finestre di forma quadra... immediatamente sotto la 

travatura; ... chiuse quelle se ne sono aperte in basso nuove... di forma rispondente... a quelle 

della nave maggiore... ”). See particularly older engravings zis listed above, drawings 

of Vespignani, Memoria 1865, Gori, op. cit., possim, and inscription of Pius IX, 

until 1943 on supporting wall of cemetery, northwest of church, “ ... BASILICAM... 

ULIGINE ET OBSCURITATE SQUALLENTEM EXCISA RUPE SUB¬ 

STRUCTIS MURIS ADMISSO INFERIUS LUMINE EGESTIS AEDIS 

GONSTANTINIANAE SOLO RUDERIBUS... RESTITUIT... MDCCCLIX... ” 
(Porcella, op. cit., p. 522). 
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1864 —1865 

1852 —1894 

1870 

1882 —1895 

1911 

1943 

1947 —1949 

1946 —1950 

1950 

1957 

Restoration completed; inscriptions on triumphal arch of West basilica “ ...AEDEM 

HANC GEMINAM... RESTITUIT BASILICAM CONSTANTINIANAM IN 

LUCEM REVOCAVIT... ANNO MDCCCLXIV... ” and in sacristy “...BA¬ 

SILICAM HANC... INSTAURAVIT AMPLIAVIT DECORAVITQUE ... 

MDCCCLXV... (ForcellAj op. cit., p. 522 f). Paintings of west facade executed 

by Silverio Capparoni and Alessandro Mantovani, of interior by Cesare Fracas- 

sini and others (Munoz, op, cit., pls. XCIII-CV; Triplice Omaggio, p. 38 f); demol- 

ished in bombing 1943. Sacristy replaces lateral portico along south flank of East 

basilica 1865; inscription (Forcella, op. cit., p. 523; also Memoria, 1865, p. 9). 

New larger column, carrying statue of Saint Lawrence set up in piazza in 1865, replac- 

ing column of 1704 (see dig. 1704); inscription on base ... PIUS IX... PONTI¬ 

FICATUS A. XIX... ” (Forcella, op. cit., p. 522; see also, Memoria, 1865, p. 6). 

Cemetery on Verano (see dig. 1811-1838) systematized 1852-55, and enlarged, includ- 

ing chapel (1860, Forcella, op. cit., p. 543), quadriporticus (1857-1874; De Rossi, 

BAC, 1864, pp. 54 ff, see also Vespignani drawing, Racc. Landani, 31731; Monte- 

NOVESi, op. cit., pp. 28, 33 f) and main gate (1870; Forcella, op. cit., p. 527). Areas 

north of main gate and eastward to and along south slope of Pincetto hili developed 

1863-1870 (De Rossi, {BAC, 1863 ff), on top of hili east of church 1870 ff, and after 

purchase of Vigna Carraciolo farther east 1873-1880 {Bull. Comm. and Mot. Scavi, 

passim; Montenovesi, op. cit., p. 34), later along east foot of hili. Wall at northwest 

corner opposite south flank of West basilica erected 1894 (Stevenson, op. cit., 1895). 

Convent building restored; inscription outside facing stair to Pincetto, (Forcella, 

op. cit., p. 524). 

East narthex remodelled by Raffaelle Cattaneo and Ludwig Seitz as funeral chapel 

of Pius IX (Anonymous, Das Grabmal Pius IX, Milan, 1891; MuSoz, op. cit., p. 

53 ff)- 

Sounding in West basihca between the ambos; discovery of upper portions of apse 

X (pl. ^^II, ^^ESARI^I, Op. Cit., pp. 51 f). 

Bomb damage; center part of narthex and upper part of facade smashed, roof and parts 

of clerestory of West basilica destroyed. 

Elxcavations at east end of West basilica, discovery of Pelagian apse H adjoining 

triumphal arch, of preceding catacomb galleries and tomb chamber L farther west, 

and of later changes, (pls. VII, VIII; Frankl-Josi-Krautheimer, op. cit., 1950; 

Krautheimer-Josi-Frankl, op. cit., 1952). 

Restoration and remodelling of church under the direction of Alberto Terenzio. Re- 
building of parts destroyed or damaged in 1943; re-setting of columns and recon- 
struction of frieze of narthex; rebuilding of upper portion of facade and of Western 
ends of clerestory walls; restoration of large parts of pavement in nave, new roofi 
both west and east nave. Remodelling, such as closing of Windows in south 
aisle of West basilica, opening of all Windows in nave of East basilica and fitting 
with marble grates after removal of Gothic tracery, opening of medieval Windows 
and marking of arches along south flank of West basilica. Govering of all walls 
inside and of south aisle outside with heavy plaster coat painted in false masonry 

Discovery of large apse in northwest corner of Verano cemetery. (Frankl-Josi, op. 

cit., 1950). 

Excavation on Verano, south of present basilica, uncovering foundation walls of huge 

basilica (Gatti, op. cit., 1957; Frankl-Krautheimer-Gatti, op. cit., 1958). 

(i) Based in part on excerpt from the files of the SoprinUndenza ai Monumenti medioevali dei Lazio kindly supplied by Professor Guglielmo 

Matthiae. 

3 - R. Krauthkimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbbtt — Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, 
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D. — GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The basilica of S. Lorenzo fuori U mura^ una ex septem, rises on the Via Tiburtina, roughly i km. 

from Porta S. Lorenzo, the Porta Tiburtina of Aurelian’s city wall. Totaling 8o m in length, the 

church is enclosed on the north and east by a high hili on which extends part of the municipal 

cemetery of Rome; a trench, roughly lo meters wide, separates the church from the clifF of the 

hili (pl. II; fig, i). To the south extends the plain, entirely occupied by the largest and oldest 

part of the municipal cemetery ; the north wall of this, the valley part of the Campo Santo Veram, 

runs at a distance of 27 meters from, and exactly parallel to, the south hank of the church. Between 

the church and the cemetery wall, a road leads to the arcaded entrance facade of the monastery 

of the Capuchin Fathers. Attached to the southeast corner of the church, the convent buildings 

extend east into the hillside, south on to the grounds of the cemetery plain; from these south port- 

ions of the building, a wing shoots forth westward within the cemetery enclosure. Adjoining the 

eastem third of the church, a XIX century sacristy accompanies its south flank. Slightly farther 

west rises the medieval campanile and adjoining it, the XIX century Cappella dei Sacramento, or Cap- 
pella di S. Tarsicio (fig. 2). 

The Via Tibmtina, to the west of the church, broadens into the somewhat shapeles piazznle 

S. Lorenzo as laid out in, and shordy after 1929! immediately in front of the structure, this piazzflle 
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joins the XIX century piazza, marked in ite center by the column of Pius IX. From there a few 

steps descend mto the narthex. Ite entablature is supported by six columns; their shafts, four spi- 

rally, two verdcally fluted rise from bases and plinths on high dadoes and are surmounted by 

Ionie capitals (figs. 2,12). A panel in the mosaic on its frieze refers to pope Honorius III (1216-1227) 

and to the coronation of Pierre de Gourtenay as Emperor of Byzantium (1217). The walls of the 

narthex are covered with frescoes from the passion of Saint Lawrence. Dating from the XIII cen¬ 

tury, they were poorly restored in the XVII and XIX centuries. The facade of the narthex 

with its columns, destroyed in the bombing of 1943, was rebuilt in 1946-1950, as was the upper 

part of the facade of the nave. But as early as 1857 these upper parts had been largely restored. 

Three steps descend from the narthex into the interior of the church. 

As it stands today, the church consiste of two distinet parts: the nave and aisles to the west includ- 

ing the narthex facing the Via Tiburtina, which we shaU call the West basilica (or the Honorian 

basilica), and, separated from the nave by the triumphal arch, the present chancel, better identi- 

fied as the East basilica. The nave of the West basilica is carried by twenty-two columns, widely 

varying in material and diameter, and Iit by twelve Windows on either side (fig. 14). The aisles, 

both Iit by large XIX century Windows until the restoration of 1950, are now nearly dark The 

floor of nave and aisles is covered with a cosmatesque mosaic pavement and both are surmounted 

by open timber roofs. Two ambos rise near the end of the nave. Near the end of the north aisle, 

(i) The Windows of the north aUle, whilc preserved, were fitted with dark-yellow glass panes. 
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a flight of steps descends into the Chapel of St. Cyriaca adjoining the left flank of the church. 

Opposite it, near the end of the south aisle, an arch opens into the Cappella dei Sacramento; a door 

to its left leads into a small ante-room from which are reached the campanile, the sacristy and a 

staircase ascending to the galleries of the East basilica (pls. II, IV). 

The chancel behind the triumphal arch is raised seven steps above a semicircular landing which 

projects into the easterly bays of the West basilica. Govered with a mosaic floor, the chancel carries 

the main altar on top of the steps, and in the rear the pontifical throne, flanked by a presbyter bench. 

The altar is surmounted by the canopy dating from 1148. But this entire chancel is an insert into 

the older East basilica; resting originally on an earth fili, it is supported by rows of marble piers 

planted in 1857-1865 on the original floor of the building, 2.15 m below the level of the west nave. 

Flights of stairs at the end of either aisle descend from the West into the East basilica. Another 

flight of steps in the center of the stairs ascending to the chancel, descends into the crypt: it shelt- 

ers the tomb monument of Saint Lawrence, raised only slightly above the floor of the East basilica, 

with an altar attached to its western face. 

Far smaller than its counterpart to the west, the East basilica, is yet a far more elegant and 

beautiful structure. Its nave, enveloped by aisles and galleries on three sides, is carried by twelve 

precious pavonazzetto columns on the ground level, by twelve equally splendid smaller columns in 

the gallery zone, five north and south, and two east. Fifteen Windows open into the nave; two more, 

though walled up, are visible on the east face of the triumphal arch. The Windows in the aisles and 

galleries are of XIX century date. The triumphal arch on its east face carries the huge mosaic, 

Christ flanked by Saints Peter and Paul, Stephen, Hippolyt and Lawrence, the latter followed 

by Pope Pelagius II (figs. 24, 25). 

Below the steps ascending to the chancel, a door leads from the nave of the East basilica into 

a shelter extending west. Built by the Soprintendenza ai Monumenti in 1950, it houses the constructions 

excavated in 1947-1949: in the area below the three easterly bays of the West nave: the remnants 

of the apse H of the East basilica, of the catacomb system both below and farther west, including 

the cataract grave, finally, the apse K at the western end. The springing of the apse of the East 

basilica was preserved in the restoration of 1946-1950 also above the floor level of the West nave 

adjoining the piers carrying the triumphal arch and its curve was marked by a black band in the 

pavement of the semicircular landing (pls. VII, VIII; figs. 25, 52). 

The two churches are at present the only parts visible of the Early Christian and medieval 

sanctuary of S. Lorenzo fuori le mura. Another huge structure once rose, however, on the area of 

the Verano cemetery, south of and parallel to the present basilica. Only a remnant of it is acces- 

sible in the northwest comer of the cemetery, the fragmentofa huge, absidal wall (pl. II; fig. 121). 

Both the West and the East basilicas, outside as well as in their interiors, have undergone two 

restorations of remarkable and perhaps somewhat excessive thoroughness in the course of the last 

hundred years. Between 1855 and 1865, Vespignani, advised by De Rossi, attempted to restore 

to the building what their period believed to be its Early Christian-Byzantine character. Furnish- 

ings, decorations, and ceilings of the XV-XVII centuries were removed, Windows were opened in 

the aisles of both basilicas and in the galleries of the East church, and both the west and the east 

naves were restored with open timber roofs with painted and gilded beams. The walls in the north 

and south aisles of the East basilica were covered with hollow plaster walls with a pilaster order, 

the east aisle filled with a profuse decor of mosaic and marble between 1883 and 1885, to serve as 

the mausoleum of Pius IX. Last but not least, the walls of the West nave, including the west face 

of the triumphal arch, were covered with murals in the mode of academic Christian history paint- 

ing. A painting imitating mosaic in the same late XIX century mode covered the upper part 

of the facade on the outside. 
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As it happened, S. Lorenzo was the only monument in Rome to be damaged in the Second 

World War. During a raid on July 19, 1943, the west nave was hit by a stray bomb, while several 

near misses exploded west and south of the church. (fig. 15), Damage was considerable, but 

largely limited to the decoration stile Pio IX’. large parts of the open timber roof were gone, the 

murals and the imitation mosaic were blasted ofF the walls and the facade. Of the medieval 

decoration, two pieces were lost, a famous panel of the cosmatesque floor showing two knights, and 

the baldacchino over the tomb of Cardinal Fieschi south of the main portal. The structure had 

suffered little, aside from the collapse of the columns in the narthex, of the facade and of the 

roof, and damage to the column shafts in the west nave caused by bomb splinters. 

From 1945 through 1950 a complete restoration was undertaken under the expert direction of 

Professor Alberto Terenzio, chief of the Soprintendenza ai Monumenti per il Lazio. Its aim was appar- 

ently fourfold: to secure the stability of the structure and to repair serious damage; to remove 

from the West basilica the marks of Vespignani’s re-styling; to evoke in the West basilica the origi- 

nal character of a medieval, in the East basilica of an Early Christian building; and, incidentally, 

to lay open some traces of building phases hidden by earlier restorations. Thus, in the West ba¬ 

silica the narthex columns and their entablature were set up again; the facade, in its upper portions 

at any rate, was rebuilt; parts of the clerestorey were rebuilt, and nave and aisles were provided 

with new open timber roofs; the XIX century Windows in the aisles were walled up. In the East 

basilica, three Windows of the clerestorey on either side, walled up in the XVII century, were re- 

opened and their Gothic tracery removed, and all the Windows were filled with marble panes pierc- 

ed by holes. New timber roofs were placed over nave and galleries. In both the West and East 

basilicas the interior walls were covered with plaster, as was the south flank of the West church, 

and while this covering was left white in the West basilica, in the East basilica it was painted in 

imitation of opus listatum. Thus the plaster coat covers not only the original masonry and its tell- 

tale breaks and additions, but in the East basilica also gives an impression as misleading, though 

in a different way, as Vespignani’s interpretation of “ Early Christian-Byzantine ” architecture. 

On the other hand, care was taken to mark the traces of arches and Windows, formerly walled 

up, in the south wall of the West basilica; to trace on the floor the curve of the apse of the East 

basilica; to build a shelter housing the lower portions of that apse and the structures farther west; 

finally, to rearrange the access to the raised chancel and the confessio (figs. 2, 14, 24, 25). 

Since the XVI century, the dichotomy of the structure into an older and a younger part has 

been obvious to observant eyes, and to an unprejudiced onlooker these halves would seem to be 

dated: the East basilica 579-590, by the mosaic of Pelagius II, including the inscription transmitted 

by several syllogai; the West basilica, less securely, 1216-1227, by the mosaic panel of Honorius III 

in the frieze of the narthex. This simple scheme was obscured for learned observers, however, by 

evidence contained in the Liber Pontificalis and in other early documents: the founding of a basilica 

on the spot by Constantine and the construction of gradus ascensionis et descensionis leading to the 

tomb of the martyr in the catacomb usque ad corpus, even though it remains unclear whether the comp¬ 

iler of the Sylvester biography in the Liber Pontificalis meant to place the Gonstantinian basilica 

above or below ground burials of V century popes near the tomb of the martyr^; an inscription 

referring to a decoration or redecoration at the expense of one presbyter Leopardus about 400, read 

in the ninth century in the apse of a basilica of Saint Lawrence in Rome, presumably the church on 

the Verano®; a seemingly contradictory passage to the effect that Sixtus III «...fecit basilicam Sancto 

(1) See above, p. 6, dig. 314-335. 
(2) See above, p» 8,9, dig. 418, 440, 468. 
(3) See above, p. 8, dig, circa 400, 
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Laurentio quod Valentinianus Augustus concessit », in ali likelihood erroneously referred to S, Lorenzo 

f.I.m. references in pilgrim guides of the VII century to “ two large basilicas ’’ on the site, a 

“ new, more beautiful ” one, sheltering the tomb of the Saint and the major in the VIII century, 

the distinction between the aecclesia beati Laurentii martyris, scilicet ubi sanctum corpus requiescit and the 

basilica maior finally, the finds in the XIX century, of two epitaphs referring to the basilica 

maior ” 

With only the West and the East basilicas known, these documents were bound to be interpreted 

as referring to these two structures. To Panvinio and Ugonio the West basilica was the Constant- 

inian building, its narthex an addition of Honorius III; the East basilica was an appendix erected 

by Pelagius II ®. Ciampini saw in the East basilica a Constantinian plan with a wider nave and 

with a transept occupying the last bays of the west nave; he gave to Pelagius only the mosaic and 

considered the structure rebuilt by Hadrian I with its entrance through the Constantinian transept. 

He correctly believed the West basilica to have been built by Honorius III ®. De Rossi, the first to 

know the references to a basilica maior, olfered stili another solution. The East church was held to be 

an enlargement towards the west of a first Constantinian basilica carried out by Pelagius II. The 

basilica maior was supposed to have been built by Sixtus HI (432-440) and to survive in part in 

the Honorian nave. The apses of the two buildings, the Pelagian pointing west, the Sixtine east, 

supposedly touched each other. Finally, the hypothesis continued, the two buildings were linked 

under Honorius HI by inserting the six large columns between the ambos and the triumphal arch 

and the corresponding intermediary portions of the walls of the nave and aisles Cattaneo elabo- 

rated on the thesis, by pointing out that all capitals in the West basilica were Honorian, while 

only the shafts and perhaps some pieces of the walls dated from the time of Sixtus HI; in the East 

basilica he considered the corner bays of the east aisle as part of the Pelagian enlargement ®. Du- 

chesne thought basically along the same line: Constantine’s building, the minor, was replaced by 

Pelagius’ building, the East basilica, which, however, possibly incorporated the Constantinian 

apse; the West basilica, while built by Honorius III, occupies the site of the maior, Sixtus IITs 

building of which, however, no trace was left ®. 

Neat as they were. De Rossi’s and Cattaneo’s hypotheses had several flaws. These were pointed 

out by Pesarini: the church founded by Sixtus IH, he stated, was S. Lorenzo in Lucina, not S. Lor¬ 

enzo le mura’, the West basilica, while re-using older column shafts, is a uniform construction 

ofthe time of Honorius HI; finally, a sounding made by Pesarini and Josi in 1911 in the Honorian 

nave between the two ambos brought to light the remnants of apse K pointing west rather than 

east, and the walls of what appeared to be a transept These elements seemed to connect with 

the “ intermediary portions ” of the aisle walls and with the East church. Consequently, Pesarini 

(1) Sce above, p. 9, dig. 432-440. 

(2) See above, p. 11, dig. 625-638, 635-642, 648-682. 
(3) See above, p. 12, dig. 772-795. 

(4) See above, p. 7, 8 f, dig. late IV or V century, and V or VI century (?). 

(5) Panvinio, op. cit., 1568, pp. 226, 228: S. Silvester... (Constantino) hanc... basilicam excitare suasit miro opere, marmoreisque... columnis orna¬ 

tam... habet... in medio arcum musivo ornatu a Pelagio IIfactum, qui antiquam ecclesiam a nova dividit. Pfova vero, idest a Pelagio II, structa....** Ugonio, op. 

cit., p. 153: “ Questa cMesafu da Pelagio II ingrandiia e fatta piil lunga **. 

(6) Ciampini, He sacris aedipctis, p. 114 il) His dating was based on the supposedly Constantinian cross plan, including the transept ”; 

on the supposed narrowing of the triumphal arch; finally, on the opus listatum of the East basilica which he considered to be post-Pelagian. 
Regarding the transept, see his p. 114: ** Autumo igitur Basilicam hanc... Crucis formam habuisse, scilicet ut... navis maior Orientem, ... navis transversa... 

eo sita fuisse loco ubi nunc ex una Secretarii porta ex altera vero partibus descensus ad Catacumbas cernuntur **. 

(7) De Rossi, BAC, 1864, pp. 41 ff. 
(8) Cattaneo, cp. cit., pp. 41 ff. 

(9) Duchesne, op. cit., 1921; Valentini-Zucchetti, Codice topografico, II, p. 80 note 3; C. Vogel, in: Duchesne, Le Liber Pontificalis, III, 
Paris 1957, p. 80. 

(10) Pesarini, op. cit., 1913. 
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attributed them to Pelagius II and it seemed only logical to interpret them iis the transept and 

apse of the East basilica which he assigned in its entirety to Pelagius II. No trace of the basilica 

maior had been found, and Pesarini suggested it might have been situated at the foot of the stairs 

leading to the hili east of the convent. Based on Pesarini’s findings and on other observations, 

Krautheimer, in 1934 concluded (as it now tums out, erroneously) that the transept and, indeed, 

large parts of the church to the east went back to a building period prior to Pelagius and, more 

precisely, to the beginning of the V century. Munoz ^ shared the mistaken opinion that the East 

basilica incorporated parts of a IV or V century construction, while its galleries were VI century 

work. He observed correctly that the West basilica rose on a site not previously occupied by any 

construction 

The excavations undertaken in 1947-1949 in the area west of the East basilica*, the observ¬ 

ations made in 1950 along the north wall of the Verano ® and the excavation undertaken inside 

the cemetery in 1957 ® have finally furnished the basis for a history of the building in which the 

monumental and documentary evidence can be made to coincide. 

E. — ANALYSIS 

I, Topography 

a) Terrain 

The lay-out of the building complex at S. Lorenzo, the West basilica, the East basilica, the 

convent buildings and the huge structure on the Verano cemetery, and their history can be explained 

only if the topographical situation and its changes over the last fifteen hundred years are taken 

into account (pls. II, V, VI; figs, i, 3, 4). 

At present a tufa hili rising, on the average, 9.70 m above the level of the Honorian nave, ± o, 

surrounds the two basilicas on the east and north, separated from them by a deep cut, approxi- 

mately nine meters deep and thirteen meters wide (pl. II; figs. 1-4). The convent buildings, along 

their north and east sides, are in direct contact with the hili, their groundfloor being sunk into it. 

The hili extends far to the east into what is called the rupe Caracdolo, and to the northwest where 

it accompanies the Via Tiburtina. In its interior it shelters on at least five gallery levels the huge 

catacomb of St. Gyriaca. The cut which today separates the east and north walls of the basilicas 

from the hili dates only from 1856-1864 a narrower trench begun some years earlier (fig. 3) had 

remained abortive ®. Prior to that, the hili was immediately adjacent to the north and east flanks 

of the East and West basilicas and rose to levels slightly lower than today, +9.36 m to the North ®, 

(1) Krautheimer, op, «7., 1934. 

(2) Mu^oz, op. ciL 
(3) Pro beneficio inventarii we summarize the suggestions of Da Bra, op. cit., 1952: the Constantinian church rose on the hili above the pres¬ 

ent site of the East basilica, the tomb of the Saint in the catacomb lay further west; it was later incorporated into a basilica erected by Six- 

tus III; Pelagius built the East basilica and transferred the tomb; in the X or XI century a post-Pelagian transept and apse (Pesarini’s apse) 

were added to the west. Pelagius* church was completely remodelled, and the tomb was again transferred into the new transept; the West 

basilica dated 1118, as does the present confessio into which the saint was then transferred; finally the two churches were joined together by 

Honorius III. 

(4) Frankl-Josi-Krautheimer, op. cit.f 1950; Krautheimer-Josi-Frankl, op. cit.^ 1952. 

(5) Frankl-Josi, op. ctt., 1950. 

(6) Krautheimer-Frankl-Gatti, op. cit., 1958. 

(7) See above, p. 16, dig, 1855-1864. 

^3) "Vespignani, Parere^ f. 172 vi ** (//) Card. Posti^ {^lota Pesoriere della R.C.A^... fece a tninor distanzn iniziate lo siesso isola^nento... 

(9) Racc. Lanciani, 31689, 31735, the latter erroneously giving the level of the hili as -{-26.50 instead of -f-16.50 m above the assumed zcro 

point, —7.10 m below the Honorian nave. 
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+9.10 m to the East 1. Thus, it corresponded to the level of the springings of the present-day gal- 

lery Windows in the East basilica and to nearly half the height of the north aisle of the West basilica. 

Traces of the masonry’s having been built against the rock remain visible all long the wall of that 

aisle at a level of roughly +5*oo m. In Roman times the level of the hili to the east was apparently 

as much as three to four meters lower, as witness a Roman road pavement found at that level 

Thus, it would have been roughly level with the galleries of the East basilica, +5-8o m. Also, it 

is worth noting that the cutting of the trench north and east of the East basilica caused the demoli- 

tion in that area of the two top levels of the catacomb galleries® (fig. 32). 

Before churches and convent were built, the hili must have extended considerably further west 

and somewhat further south. The foundation walls of the colonnades of the West basilica, in its 

Western two-thirds, were built in trenches deeply cut into the live rock while the floor of its nave 

and aisles in that part was placed directly on a bed of smoothed live tufa. Further west the pave¬ 

ment of the Honorian portico (and presumably the live rock on which it rests) lies two steps higher, 

+0.26 m, its Ionie columns another three steps higher, at +0.75 m. From there, after a short 

downslope of the sidewalk, the piazza maintains a level averaging +0.75 m across the Via Tibur¬ 

tina, broadened as it was in 1929-30 to the corner of the Viale Regina Margherita, roughly iro 

meters from the columns of the Honorian portico. The level was apparently created when the 

column of Pius IX was set up in 1865 on the piazza, 38 meters from the portico (figs. 1,13). Previously 

the level rose sharply towards that same spot, marked then by the column of Cardinal Ottoboni, 

reached by five steps, and maintained a level of from +2.90 to +3.37 meters across the old Via 

Tiburtina to a point roughly 85 meters distant from the Honorian portico (figs. 3, 4, 10, 12)*. Beyond 

the modern road the ground rises abruptly to the Botanical Garden, at roughly a level of + 10.00 

meters and the same situation obtained prior to 1865, when that higher ground was occupied by 

the Villa Venturi \ Apparently, then, the hili north and east of the basilicas once extended west 

over the site of the churches, the piazza, and the road, and continued directly, and on nearly the 

same level, into the hili across the road. At an unspecified time, the cutting of the Via Tiburtina, 

though presumably at a level some meters above the mid-XIX century level, bisected the hili and 

created more or less the present situation. Yet this bisection need not go back to Roman or Early 

Christian times: the Roman Via Tiburtina possibly ran further north-west, skirting S. Ippolito 

to the left ®. 

The configuration of the terrain south of the convent buildings and the two churches is harder to 

determine (fig. 3). The rupe Caracciolo, beginning at the south-east corner of the convent and running 

west-north-west to east-south-east, today falis in a steep cliff down towards the adjoining plain to 

the south. The face of the cliff was cut back in 1876 while the cemetery was extended to this site 

and a number of cubicula were halved in the operation;’ hence, the hili originally seems to have 

projected somewhat further. Yet the general direction of the bounding cliff remained apparently 

unchanged. Originally, it seems, it continued westward until it reached a line somewhere between 

the south flank of the two churches and the modern north wall of the front part of the Verano cem¬ 

etery. Near the Campanile, between the Ghapel of the Sacrament and the cemetery wall, the 

live rock rises to the surface at a level of ca. -f- 0.75 m, and this higher level, residual of the original 

(1) Racc, Lanciani, 31735, see previous note, thus correcting Krautheimer, RAC I934,p. 299 f, note 5. 

(2) See below, p. 28 and note 2. 

(3) Vespignani, Parere f section, p. 186. 

(4) Racc. Lanciani, 31733, 31735; see also the views drawn by Valenciennes and Letarouilly, above p, 5. 

(5) Ministero di Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio, Monograjia Statistka di Roma e Campagna Romana^ Rome, 1878, pl. II. 

(6) Ashby, op. cU,, 1906, p. 93. 

(7) Parker, Archaeology of Rome, Catacombs, Oxford 1876, pls. i, 2. 
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Fig. 3 — S. Lorenzo f. 1. m. Vespignanij Plan of churches and landscaping project for Verano cemetery 

Raec. Lanciani, 31733. 

4 - R. KKAUTMUiMER, W* Fsamkl, S. Co^bett — Corpus CArirtitutorum Romae. 
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Fig* 4 — S. Lorenzo f. 1. m. Vcspignanij Plan and sections of churches, 
convcnt and surroundingSj Racc. Landani^ 3*735- 

South face of the hiU was confirmed by the finds in 1862, of a mass of live tufa, on the site of the 

Chapel of the Sacrament, possibly the remnant of a catacomb gallery or a cubiculum, which rose 

more than 1*00 m above the i o level of the West basilica (fig* 26) Yet, immediately south, the 

^ -i'* 

(t) Lemciani^ 31713. 
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live tufa slopes sharply down to —4.01 m below the modern ceraetery walL The ground is loose 

earth and extends as a plain across the low parts of the Verano cemetery and west of its entrance. 

The over-all impression, then, is that the East and the West basilicas were both, though at diff¬ 

erent times, pushed sideways into the tufa hili, as were also the convent buildings. The huge basi¬ 

lica excavated on the Verano, on the other hand, was built a short distance from the south cliff 

of that hili, its foundations resting on, but not cut into, the tufa. 

b) Roads, grounds and accessory buildings 

The modern Via Tiburtina, starting northeast from Porta Tiburtina, later Porta S. Lorenzo, 

bends sharply to north-north-east some 400 meters before reaching the church. Upon reaching the 

height of the Verano cemetery and the basilica, the road broadens considerably and sends forth two 

plazas toward the east, the first opposite the 

cemetery gate with a little park, laid out after 

World War II, the second, the Piazzale S. 

Lorenzo, laid out in its general outline to¬ 

ward 1865 (fig. i). The Roman road, while 

following approximately the present course, 

may have run at this point slightly further 

north-west, passing S. Lorenzo perhaps on 

the far side of the modern highway It 

was presumably flanked by estates, one south 

of the church, perhaps in the II century 

owned by Lucius Verus, from whose pro- 

perty the Ager Veranus supposedly drew its 

name Like ali highways just outside town, 

the Via Tiburtina was accompanied by dense 

rows of mausolea, some sizeable, set up along 

the borderline of the bounding estates; as 

late as the XVI century their remnants were 

seen by Bufalini (fig. 5), Flaminio Vacca 

and others ®. Other mausolea, dating from 

the II to the V centuries, flanked by-ways 

which crossed the present cemetery. One Fig- 5 — S. Lorenzo f. 1. m. Bufalini, Plan of 

such supplementary road coming from the surroundings, map of Rome, 1551. 

south-west, from Porta Maggiore, supposedly 

fed into the Tiburtina on what is now Piazzale S. Lorenzo, but proof is lacking for Roman times. ^ 

On the other hand, in the area of the Verano cemetery, traces of several Roman by-roads have tum- 

ed up. One such diverticulum ran on the tufa hili that enclosed the churches: its pavement, 6 meters 

wide and bordered by a curbstone, turned up in 1856 for a length of 8 meters, hugging the north flank 

of the East basilica; it was demolished in cutting the trench around the church, but is recorded both 

(1) Ashby, op, cit.y 1906, p. 91. 

(2) Ibid.y p. 89 and Platner-Ashby, A Topographical Dktionaryy p. 3. 

(3) Lanciani, Scaviy possim. 
(4) Ashby, op. cit., 1902, map I; idem, ibid. 1906, p. 90. 
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in a drawing of Vespignani and a note of Lanciani Possibly the same road came to light further 

east on the hili, marked first, ca. 40 meters east of the basilica by a pavement at a depth of 3 

to 4 meters below the modern level and again, over 100 meters distant, by both a pavement 

and a row of pagan mausolea, extending “ ... from the mausoleum Antonelli east to the Vigna 

Caracciolo... ” At the foot of 

the hili other diverticula came to 

light, always accompanied by 

mausolea, pagan and Christ- 

ian: below the east cliff of 

the rupe Caracciolo, in plot 93 

of the cemetery, a pavement 

at a depth of — 2.10 m, ap- 

parently of the II century*; 

in the former Vigna Torlonia 

the epitaph of one Statilia Eu- 

hodia referring to the location 

of her mausoleum “ ... via Ti¬ 

burtina clivo Basiliiparte laeva..T 

and thus giving the name of 

one of the diverticula ®; finally, 

under the “ ...corner of the 

quadriporticus closest to the 

catacombs of S. Ciriaca... ”, 

i.e., the northeast corner, and meeting “... the short side of the quadriporticus at an angle of 30 

degrees... with a steep slope from north to south...” the pavement of a road flanked by constructions 

dating from the II to the IV centuries ®, and, in that same or in the northwest corner, the cella 

trichora of a IV or V century presbyter or bishop Leo (fig. 90) The entire area, in short, certainly 

south and east, but possibly on either side of the Via Tiburtina, was criss-crossed by by-roads and 

like the highway, these diverticula were bounded by dense rows of mausolea, mostly of freedmen 

de domu Caesaris. Hence, the territory in that neighborhood in the II and III centuries was apparently 

imperial property. Either part of it or else an adjoining estate at one time had come into the 

hands of one Cyriaca, whose name was linked by later legends to the creation of the catacomb and 

the burial of Saint Lawrence; her property was confiscated during one of the persecutions, either 

the one under Decius or that under Diocletian, but donated by Constantine to the newly erected 

sanctuary of S. Lorenzo ®. 

Which, if any, of these side roads survived beyond late antiquity and what happened to the 

Fig. 6 — S. Lorenzo f. 1. m. M. van Heemskerk, View of convent, churches, 

and Laurentiopolis from Southwest, 1535 (Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett). 

(1) Racc. Lanciani^ 31735; VaL lat. 130^4, f. 7 v. 

(2) The piece of road came to light in 1926, “ near the torre dei Cappuccini ”, see Da BrA, op. cit., 1952, p. 3. Our indications regarding 

its exact position and its level are based on information kindly supplied by Father Da Bra, as quoted by Krautheimer, op. ciL, 1934, p. 300; 

Vespignani’s drawing, Racc. Lanciani, 31735, notes, roughly at this point, right and left of the road line, two squares which may or may not 

represent mausolea. 

(3) Mot. Sc., 1877, p. 271; Bull. Conrni. 1878, p. 20; Ashby, op. dt., 1906, p. 91. 

(4) Not. Sc., 1893, p. 519, and Ashby, l. c., p. 91. 

(5) Not. Sc., 1890, p. 355; Bull. Com., 1890, p. 335; Ashby, l. c., p. 90. 

(6) Bull. Ist. Corr. Arck., 1869, p. 227. Ashby, L c., confuses the quadriporticus, the north wing of which was completed between 1868 and 

1870 with the entrance gate of the Campo Santo of 1870 and thus places the road in question erroneously under the gate. See also Lanciani, 

Vat. lat. i30iy, f. 13 v. 

(7) De Rossi, BAC II (1864), p. 54 fF. and drawing Vespignani, Racc. Lanciani, 31731. 

(8) See above, p. 6; dig. 3H-335‘ 
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estates bordering on the Via Tiburtina is impossible to say. The main road did survive, its direction 

in the VII century being marked on the right, in coming from the city, by a sanctuary of St. Aga- 

pitus, the building complex of S. Lorenzo and the catacomb of St. Cyriaca, on the left by the cata- 

comb of St. Ippolito. An estate near the sanctuary of S. Lorenzo since the IV and stili in the 

V century was papal property ^; another estate, possibly adjoining, may have been the property 

of a bishop Leo But far into the Middle Ages no details are known of the roadnet, the estates or 

the buildings erected on them, aside from the churches. Only that much is certain that the mona- 

stery set up near the church since the V and reorganized in the VIII century to Service it, since 

at least the X century owned property in the neighborhood It is equally certain that by the end 

of the XII century the hili adjoining the southeast corner of the East basilica had been scooped out 

to make room for the core of the present monastery buildings (figs. i, 4, 12). Surrounding the four- 

sided cloister and with their upper floors surmounting it, four wings, two-storied and ca. 15 meters 

deep, originally formed the quadrangle: those south and west free-standing, the latter opening in four 

arcades to the west, thus forming the entrance porch; the one to the east buried with its east wall 

in the hili, as was the north wing prior to 1865. A short projection links this north wing to the torre 

dei cappuccini which rises on top of the hili at the northeast corner of the convent. Another tower may 

have risen near the Southwest comer of the west wing (figs. 6, 7). Nothing proves that these XII cent¬ 

ury monastic buildings were preceded by similar constructions on the same site. But it may be 

worth pointing out that the torre dei cappuccini and the wing linking it to the core of the monastery 

buildings both contain, in their north walls, portions of what seem to be VI or VII century mas- 

onry. By the same token it is significant that the XII century monastery faced the main road 

whence a side road must have branched off to the arcaded entrance. 

The fortifications set up in the early XIII century turned the complex of churches and mona¬ 

stic buildings into a Laurentiopolis. Both their lay-out and that of the roads leading to church and 

convent are illustrated graphically and verbally by XVI century eye witnesses. Heemskerk’s 

drawing shows a sturdy tower rising at the foot of the cliff, west-northwest of the northwest comer of 

the Honorian portico (fig. 6). From there, a crenellated wall runs east along the brink of the hili north 

of the churches, another south across the plaza in front; a well head has been set up south of the 

campanile on the approach to the monastic buildings. Bufalini’s map shows in addition a number 

of monastic buildings adjoining the north flank of the present churches at the top of the hili (fig. 5). 

The Via Tiburtina remains, as today, at some distance from the Honorian portico; beyond the 

church it continues northeast, hugging the Southwest slope of the steep tufa hili. Beginning with 

Lafreri’s Sette chiese (fig. 7), a series of late XVI century engravings ^ complement the picture. 

The Western fortification wall across the plaza also shows crenellations; at its south end it is anchored 

by a second tower; this forms the starting point for the south wall, again crenellated, which termi- 

nates in a third tower, south and perhaps slightly east of the Southwest corner of the arcaded 

entrance to the convent. Two gates lead to the enclosure, both close to the Southwest comer 

tower; one, in the west wall protected by a medieval (?) porch, gives access over a side road 

branching off from the Via Tiburtina; the other, in the south wall, is approached from a road 

coming from Porta Maggiore. Lafreri’s engraving would seem to suggest that this road skirted the 

south wall of the fortification, Crossing the Campus Veranus from southeast to northwest; but Buf- 

(1) See above, p. 9; dig. 461-468. 

(2) See above, p. 7; dig. after 384. 

(3) Ferrari, MonasterieSy p. 185. 

(4) They continue in engravings long after the actual topography had changed around 1580, see above, p. 4, note 4. 
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alini’s map shows the road clearly as following in its last stretch a route running south to north, 

along what is now the west wall of the cemetery, Between the dates of Heemskerk’s drawing and 

Lafreri’s engraving, a wall with a quoined gate had been raised between the Southwest corner of 

the Honorian pordco 

and the south fbrtifica- 

tion wall, thus separa- 

ting an atrium from 

the monastic courtyard. 

Though in ruins the 

remnants of Lauren- 

tiopolis survived until 

before 1588; Panvinio 

(t 1568) stili saw them, 

and described them as 

built of tufa^; Ugonio 

in 1588 did not men- 

tion them any more. 

In Maggi’s Sette chiese 

{1600) only the Western 

fortification wall had 

survived, its medieval 

entrance replaced by a 

huge early baroque gate 

(fig. 8). The corner 

towers had gone as had 

the Southern fortifica¬ 

tion wall. The mona¬ 

stic buildings had been enlarged: a short three-storied wing, preserved to this day, projects west- 

ward from the Southwest corner of the convent; its third story stretches east above the old south 

wing of the monastery. A short bay projects south at the Southwest comer of the three-storied 

wing while a set of low two-storied buildings projects considerably in front of the south flank of 

the wing, arranged in U-shape and terminating west with a long low two-storied structure. In 

our context the most important feature is the grounds which stretch from these two, the high and 

the low wing westward to the road coming from Porta Maggiore. An orchard to the left and 

a vineyard to the right are separated from the monastic forecourt to the north and from each 

other by two walls projecting westward from the new wing of the monastery and running parallel 

to the south flank of the churches. The first of these walls, rather low, separates the orchard 

from the monastic forecourt to the north. Starting near the right-hand Southwest comer of the 

three-storied wing, it runs due west, until it reaches the refurbished westem fortification wall; 

there it turns Southwest at an angle, to continue finally due south along the road leading to 

Porta Maggiore. The other wall which appears in Maggi’s engraving is far higher, as high as the 

two-storied low convent wing and far too high for an ordinary garden wall; starting from a iittle 

loggetta at the south end of this wing, it runs, as does the first wall, due west, separating the or¬ 

chard from the vineyard. But some distance from the western wall of the orchard and vineyard 

Fig. 7 — S. Lorenzo Lafreri, View of church, convent, Laurentiopolis 

from Southwest, Sette Chiese, 1575. 

(i) Panvinio, op. ciL, 1568, p. 228; Vat. laL 6jBo^ f. 42 L and transcript, Pesarinj, Val. lat. f. 166. 
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enclosure along the road to Porta Maggiore and in the midst of the vineyard, this wall suddenly 

breaks off. It gives the impression of being the remnant of some huge structure left standing among 

vineyards and orchards. 

By 1642-48 when Israel Silvestre depicted the churches and the monastic building (fig. 9), 

Fig. 8 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Maggi, View of Verano, convent and churches from Southwest, Setle Chiese, 1600. 

these remnants of medieval and perhaps earlier constructions on the grounds of the monastery had 

disappeared almost entirely ^; aside from a small fragment of the huge wall between orchard and 

vineyard incorporated into the south face of the low two-storied structure^. Instead, starting from 

the northwest comer of the three-storied convent wing, a garden wall ran west to turn south at 

a right angle along the road to Porta Maggiore. As a resuit, the orchard it encloses has been some- 

what widened, while the monastic forecourt is tumed into the relatively narrow lane it has 

remained to this day. On the other hand, by the time of Israel Silvestre the complex of church 

and monastery was linked by an open area to the Via Tiburtina. The west wall, a last remnant 

of Laurentiopolis, is gone; so is the wall that since the second half of the XVI century divided 

atrium and monastic forecourt; only two lanes lead to the church and the arcaded monastery 

entrance, starting some distance Southwest of the Honorian portico, at the juncture of the Via 

Tiburtina with the road coming from Porta Maggiore. Thus a situation had been created that 

continued fundamentally unchanged until about 1930 As late as after the middle of the XIX 

century (fig. 13) when the orchard and vineyards west, south and east of the monastery and the 

low two-storied convent wing south of the three-storied wing gave way to the new cemetery, the 

(1) It appears stili in the drawing of the late XVIII century Anonymous A.D.C., see above, p. 5. 

(2) See the views from those of Dughet to the photograph of Parker, above, pp. 4 ff. 
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BifrjarWia/ir EcrlciiA S.LAurcAty extra iii«ro«, 

Vna ex kjt qi» Roi&e vifitintur , .OXimr. 

Fig. 9 — S. Lorenzo SilvestrCj Vicw of convent and church from west, 1642. 
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enclosing walls were rebuilt along the lines set prior to 1642-48. To be sure, the approach to the 

church was more and more systematized and monumentalized. The lanes leading from Via Tib¬ 

urtina to the church and the monastery entrance survived until 1870; but the approach to 

the monasterybetween church _ 

and garden wall was bordered 

by two rows of trees during 

the XVIII century and the 

space in front of the Honorian 

portico became a piazzale, 

first, in 1704, small and, with 

its column, dadoes carrying 

the Albani monti and bollards, 

a mere parvis in front of the 

church (figs. 10, 12). Only 

under Pius IX was the piazza 

enlarged so as to merge with 

the Via Tiburtina (fig. 13). 

The development of the 

approaches to the church and 

the monastery, then, suggests 

that from the XII through the XIX century they extended by degrees in the direction of the Via 

Tiburtina rather than vice-versa. Concomitantly, the road from the Porta Maggiore diminished 

in importance. In the XII and XIII centuries the approaches wouid stili seem to have been 

focused on the extern parts of the building complex, where the East basilica and the convent 

building met with the walls stili visible on the convent grounds in 1600. 

The creation since 1929-30 of the somewhat amorphous highway plus piazzale plus park, and 

the cutting of the Viale Regina Margherita opposite the church, has obliterated the last rem- 

Fig. II — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Anonymous ADG, Verano convent, and 

churches from south {Paris, Bib. Nat.). 

nants of this situation. 

c) Catacombs. 

Catacombs, both large and small, extend on either side of the Via Tiburtina in the neighbor- 

hood of the building complex of S. Lorenzo. Some were undoubtedly independent, primarily 

those beyond the Roman and modern highways, such as the catacomb of S. Ippolito some 500 

meters northeast of the basilica ^ and that of the Novatian schismatics which was discovered 100 

meters west of the Honorian portico in cutting the Viale Regina Margherita When these cata¬ 

combs were first laid out in the III century, the road apparently marked the boundaries of the 

estates on which the cemeteries had sprung up. 

On the other hand, the catacomb which extends around and below the basilica and the mona¬ 

stery, the cymiterium Cirmces of the final version of the Liber Pontificalis apparently forms a unit, 

though increasingly enlarged from the III and IV through the early VII centuries. Its galleries 

have been entered from the hili north of the basilica along the Via Tiburtina at some distance 

(1) See above, p. ag. 

(2) Fornari, RelazioTie circa una nuova regione cinuteriale a S, Lorenxo R.A.C. 6 (1939)» pp- 79 “ Cimiterio al Viaic Re¬ 

gina Margherita ibid. 10 (1933)» PP- “^7 {i934)j PP' 7 ff- ^03 ff* 

(3) See above, p. 6, dig. 258- 
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from the church from the hili to the east along the south cliff, the rupe Carraciolo where, in 1873, 

a cutting of the rock and, in 1876, a landslide uncovered a number of galleries and cubicula^; 

from the top of that hili far east from the same hili apparently close to the east wing of the mona- 

stery^; from the plain to the south, in “ the vineyard of the monks, not far from the little gate 

of the vineyard which adjoins the tower and the door of that church above the Via Tiburtina ”, 

that is, given the situation in 1597 when Bosio entered, apparently west of the three-storied proj- 

ecting wing of the monastery in the direction of the highway ® (figs. 8, 9), Galleries have come to 

light even as far as 200 meters Southwest of the portico of the basilica, below the modern widen- 

ing of the Tiburtina, but their connection with the catacomb of St. Ciriaca is questionable ®. Mod¬ 

ern entrances lead into the catacomb from the chapel of S. Ciriaca adjoining the north aisle of 

the West basilica ; from the north aisle of the East basilica ®; from the north wing of the cloister 

and finally from the south cliff of the rupe Carracciolo 

To this day the catacomb of S. Lorenzo remains poorly explored, Not even the number of 

gallery levels inside the hili has been definitely established: Marucchi speaks of “several levels” 

Styger, without expressing himself clearly, denies that there were three and points out that the 

levels of many galleries have been lowered^^; Vespignani, however, States specifically that there 

are five stories the third from the top running at a level somewhat lower than the pavement of 

the East basilica (fig. 32). On the other hand, south of the basilica, on the Verano cemetery, Bosio 

visited a huge network of catacomb galleries, arranged on three levels^®. Also, he apparently pen- 

etrated into galleries running below the pavement of the East basilica as did XVIII century 

explorers Styger, from the evidence then available, drew the conclusion that the levels of the 

catacomb in the region now occupied by the basilica were destroyed when this latter was built; 

since crowded galleries were found as far as 200 meters Southwest of the portico, he assumed that, 

“ the main part of the catacomb extended south of the basilica ” Since the connection between 

these galleries and the catacomb inside the hili remains in doubt, this latter thesis can so far not 

be verified. But evidence unknown to Styger supports his statement to the effect that part of the 

catacomb originally occupied the site later given to the building of the East basilica. For one thing, 

the excavations undertaken in the east bays of the West basilica, and the soundings made in the 

East basilica established, at levels ranging from —2.85 to —3.48 m, fioors with formae and walls 

with loculi of catacomb galleries demolished in later building activities and corresponding approx- 

imately to the third catacomb level in the north and east hili. Also, four of Vespignani’s drawings 

show the two top levels of the catacomb adjoining the church which were demolished when the cut- 

(1) Bosio, op, cit,^ pp. 402 fF. 

(2) Parker, Archaeology of Romey CatacombSy opp. pL I; Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Rome^ New York, 1893, pp. 350 ff. 

(3) Marchi, op. ciLy p. 112. 

(4) Bosio, op. cit., p. 409. 

(5) p. 407. 

(6) See on the contrary, Styger, Mdrfyrergrufte^ pp. 174 f. 

(7) The entrance was first discovered ca. 1580, see Bosio, op. cit, p. 400, and above, p. 15, dig. ca. 1580* 

(8) Likewise known to Bosio, op. cit, p. 400. 

(9) See above, p. 24, note 7. 

(10) PfBAC I (1895), p. 76. 

(11) Styger, Katakomben, p. 186. 

(12) Vespignani, Parere, p. 178: ‘‘ ...de* ire primi fra dnque piani di esse (sciL le catacombe)... **. 

(13) Bosio, op. cit, p. 407. 

(14) Bosio, op. cit, p. 401. 

(15) Marangoni, Cose gentilesche..., Rome 1744, p. 143. 

(16) Styger, Mdrtyrergriifte, p. 174. 

(17) See below, pp, 70 fF. 

(18) Racc. Lanciani, 31734, 31735; Vespignani, Parere, i. 184, 186. 
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ting was made between the hili and the north and east flanks of the churches (figs. 4, 32). These draw- 

ings, together with the pertinent portions of his Parere show for one that these galleries adjoined the 

east and north flanks of the East basilica and reached as far west but not beyond the Chapel of Saint 

Cyriaca. They also show that the galleries of these two levels, both in the direction east to west 

and north to south, ran against the walls of the East basilica in such a way as to leave no doubt as 

to their having been cut when this latter was built. Finally they show that on the three bottom 

levels, but not on the upper ones, catacomb galleries ran along and parallel to the east wall of the 

East basilica; they are obviously additions of late date to the catacomb system, either contemporary 

or later than the building. In this respect it is to be noted that on the third level where this gal- 

lery is stili accessible its walls contain no loculi, and that on the fourth, lower level “ below the north 

corner of the basilica ” and thus presumably accessible from that parallel gallery, an altar painting 

of apparently late VI or even VII century date was seen in the XVIII century 

Styger has pointed out that the parts of the catacomb accessible at present, date “ from the 

times of Peace ” that is, at the earliest the time of Constantine. In large part they are apparently 

later: the dated epitaphs from the catacomb, those later employed in the pavement of the East 

basilica ® as well as those seen in situ by Bosio ^ record consulates in the second half of the IV and 

the V centuries. Exceptionally they go back as early as 323 or are as late as 501; the epitaph dating 

from 607 which Bosio saw in the northernmost part of the catacomb is, if correctly read, very except- 

ional indeed. By the same token it is significant that the dated epitaphs copied by Bosio in the 

galleries below the Verano are the earliest from 369, the latest from 428 Hence Styger was 

probably right in suggesting that the oldest part of the catacomb, dating presumably from or be- 

fore the middle of the III century was small, limited to the site of the East basilica, and was demoli- 

shed when this latter was built; and that from this nucleus the catacomb expanded by degrees 

at the time of Constantine and during the following century ®. 

2. The churches 

a) The West basilica 

To the cursory glance the West basilica might well appear to be a homogeneous structure, 

erected according to a pre-established plan over a short period of time (pls. II, V, VI; figs. 2, 14). 

Indeed, the six columns of the portico (fig. 12), four of them spirally fluted, and their Ionie capitals, 

the mosaic frieze of its entablature, the frames of the three doors, the one in the center carried by lion 

protomai, the murals on the walls of the portico, the Ionie capitals of the twenty-two columns of the 

nave and the surmounting entablature, the proportions of nave and aisles, the brickwork of the 

nave walls and the Windows of the clerestorey, all seem to coincide with the date 1217 suggested by 

the images of Pierre de Courtenay and of Honorius III and by the latter’s inscription on the frieze 

of the portico. A more thorough analysis, even prior to the war, would have shown the history of 

(1) Marangoni, Cose gentilesche, p. 143: “Un*altra cappella... che giace perpendkolarmenU sotto Vangolo settentrionale della Basilica.,, {con) un 

antico altare nel prospetto di cui dipinte sono nel mezzo la B. V, colle parole MP &Y'\ 

(2) Mdrtyrergrufte, p. 174; idem, Kalohomben, p. 185. 

(3) De Rossi, BAC, 1863, possim; 1864, pp. 33 ff. 1866, p. 14. 

(4) Bosio, op. aV., pp. 402 fF. 

(5) Ibid., pp. 408 f. 

(6) Styger, Katakomben, p. 188. 
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the West basilica to have been rather more complex. The restoration undertaken by the Soprint- 

endenza between 1946 and 1950, and the excavations carried through in 1947-1949 in the east 

part of the nave have confirmed this impression. At the same time the thoroughness of the restor¬ 

ation makes it advisable to rely also on observa- 

tions made before some not unimportant features 

were obliterated. 

I, The portico. 

Fig. 12 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Labrouste, View of 
church and convent from west; plan and elcvation 

of narthex, 1837 (Paris, Bib. Nat.). 

The portico, for one, cannot be quite contemp- 

oraneous with the nave and aisles. To be sure, 

its three walls on the inside are brickwork, painted 

over with false red and white sham bricks before 

the murals were done and the same decoration ap- 

pears on the interior facade of the nave. On the 

outside, the flanking walls of the portico consist of 

small tufa blocks, 13-20 cm. long and 8 cm. high, 

and again the same tufa masonry is found on the 

exterior walls of the aisles. But a sharp vertical 

break separates the portico from the facade, run- 

ning from the ridge line of its roof to a level of 

4-5.30 m. At that point the vertical break stops 

both on the north and the south flank of the portico 

and its walls bond with those of the aisles (pl. V; 

fig. 2). Two small Windows, starting ca. 8.00 m 

above the level of the nave, open from the aisles 

into the narthex. Hence the portico in its present 

form would seem to have been an afterthought, sub- 

stituted while the building was going up, for a lower 

structural feature, possibly the walls of an atrium. 

n. Aisles and nave. 

Even more clearly than the Honorian portico, the aisles and the nave of the West basilica 

give evidence of changes in plan during the construction. They also show portions of earlier 

date incorporated into the walls of the present building. 

a) The eastern sections of the aisles {The intermediate bays). The walls of both aisles fall into two 

parts: to the east, roughly corresponding to the three last intercolumniations of the nave, the south 

wall for a distance from the triumphal arch of ii.8o m, the north wall for a distance of 10.00 m 

project strongly into the space of the aisles (pl. II; fig. 16). Their position, between the East basilica 

and the westem portion of the Honorian nave, justifies the use of the term “ intermediate bays ”. 

Their thickness, 1.18 m at present, includes XIX century reinforcements on the outside, both north 

above the descent into the Chapel of St. Cyriaca and south inside Vespignani’s Cappella dei Sacra¬ 

mento. Their original thickness (it is visible in the jambs of the door which leads to the ante- 

room of the sacristy) was 0.95 m; thus they are 0.15 m stronger than the aisle waUs further 

west Neither in the north nor in the south aisle are there any traces of Windows in the eastem 

sections of the aisle walls. 

(i) Scc also Vcspignani*s plan, Racc, Lanciani 31702 (fig. 16). 
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Fig. 13 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. J. H. Parker, View of piazzale, church, and 

convent from west, 1876. 

The masonry of the eastern portions of the south wall was visible in 1947-1949^ (pl. VI c). 

As far as it has not been disturbed by XIX century inserts ^ or, at its west corner, by high 

medieval brickwork it is formed up to a level of +7.54 m by an opus listatum^ which resembles 

but does not bond with that 

of the East basilica (figs. 17, 

18); a course of large stones 

separates this lower from the 

top section of the wall where a 

different opus listatum prevails, 

with higher tufelli (7-9 as 

against 5-6.5 cm) and occas- 

ionally with two brick courses. 

A third type of masonry, 

brickwork interlarded at wide 

distances with courses of com- 

paratively high tufa blocks 

(“ brick tufa masonry ”) has 

survived in the lower wall 

section east of the entrance 

arch of the Chapel of the 

Sacrament; apparently it re- 

presents a later repair. At the 

eastern end of the lower opus 

listatum section of the wall 

and no doubt part of it, an 

arch sprang from a level of 

+ 1.70 m (fig. 17). Another 

arch, its curve a depressed 

ellipsoid, sprang near the West¬ 

ern end from a level of rou- 

ghly -I-5.00 m; it had appar¬ 

ently been cut into the lower 

opus listatum section, but it 

antedates the high medieval 

brickwork at the west corner 

of the south intermediary bay 

(fig. 18). The corresponding 

section in the north aisle 

(i) The aisle walls throughout were 

covered in 1950 with a thick plaster coat, 

painted in sham brick. 

(a) Door to anteroom, jambs and lin¬ 

tei; window above; entrance arch to Chapel 

of Sacrament. 

(3) Following Lugli*s suggestion {La 

tecnica muraria presso i Romani, Rome 1957) 

we shall employ henceforth this term istead 

of opus mixtum. 

Fig. 14 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. West basilica, interior looking east 

(Photo: John Vincent). 
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shows at its eastemmost corner in the lower part a similar opus listatum, surmounted by an arch 

which opens into a chapel, Hg The arch and the east wall of the chapel bond with the masonry 

of the East basilica. West of 

the arch, however, the wall 

continues as a brickwork, inter- 

larded at intervals of ca. 1.30 m 

by courses of travertine blocks 

o.i 1-0.37 m high. The traver- 

tine-brick masonry however 

stops at the level of +9.00 m 

to be followed by a strip of opus 

listatum. The strip is but 0.80 m 

high, but the masonry is of 

high quality and resembles that 

of the adjoining East basilica 

though it does not bond with 

it. At the level of +8.84 m 

this upper opus listatum strip 

shows a row of original beam 

holes for a roof (pl. Va). 

While the break between 

the eastern and the western, far 

longer section of the aisle wall 

to the north has been oblitera- 

ted by Vespignani’s res tora tion, 

to the South it was clearly 

visible before and during the 

recent restoration. A vertical 

joint in the interior, 2.75 m 

west of the entrance arch of 

the Chapel of the Sacrament, 

on the exterior 0.44 m west of 

its exterior west wall and thus 

running at a slight diagonal, 

separated the eastem from the 

Western section of the aisle wall. 

In the interior, this break was 

hidden by the high medieval 

brick corner at the western end 

of the intermediate bay. Seen 

from the outside, it turned out 

to be caused by the fragment of 

a wall of opus listatum which 

crosses the aisle wall at a right 

S. Lorenzo f.l.m. West basilica, interior looking east, after 1943 

bombing {Photo: Soprintendenza ai monumenti). 

S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignani, Plan of churches before 

restoration, Racc. Lanciam 31702. (5) See below, pp. 84 fF. 
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angle (pls. II, V b). Its good face tumed east, its rear apparently built originally against live tufa, 

the wall was 0.72 m strong and attained the full height of the aisle, +10.00 m. Both the 

Western section of the south aisle and its eastern section (the “ intermediate bay ”) had been 

built against this pre-existing wall. Also it lined 

up both with the walls Z)i-i)6, found in 1947-1949 

below the area of the Honorian nave and aisles 

(figs. 54, 71) ^ and with the west wall of the annex 

of a structure which prior to 1857-1865 stood in 

place and slightly west of the present Chapel of 

the Sacrament 

The Chapel of the Sacrament, indeed, prior to 

1857, was preceded by a smaller structure with an 

annex to the west (pl. II; figs. 8, 12, 16, 51). The 

annex, since the early XVII century, seems to 

have served as sacristy, the main structure as 

monk’s choir^. However, both structures are far 

older. Indeed they stand on the axis of the cam- 

panile rather than at right angle to either the 

West or East basilica. The discussion of both must 

be postponed to a later section. 

Opposite the modern Chapel of the Sacrament, 

in the north aisle, opens the entrance descending 

into the Chapel of St. Cyriaca. Dating, in its 

present state, from 1677, this chapel has its level 

2.60 m below the West basilica and was surmo- 

unted prior to 1857-65 by another room (figs. 4, 

16) But apparently the chapel was preceded 

by an older one®, which was contemporary with 

the building of the West basilica: two wall 

fragments built of the same tufelli masonry and 

bonding with the outer lining of the north aisle, 

project outside right and left of the Chapel ent¬ 

rance. This high medieval chapel in tum may 

have replaced the stili older chapel Hg with its 

VIII century murals ®. 

Very considerable remnants of an earlier con- 

struction thus have been incorporated into the eastern 

sections of the waUs of both aisles of the West basi- ^ig. 18 - S Lorenzo f.l.m. W«i basilica, south 
aisle, intermediate bays, west end, detail, 1947-49 

lica. They will be discussed in greater detail below(Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 17 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. West basilica, east end 
of south aisle (intermediate bays), detail, 1947-49 

(Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) See below, pp. 80 f. 

(2) See below, pp. 68 ff. 

(3) VisiUitio,., 1624 {Vallicelliana P /pp), f. 151 v.: Prope hanc Portam (sc. the side door) in parte superiori adest Sacristia... Prope Sacristiam 

extat Porta per quam itur ad Chorum in quo Divina recitantur officia **. See also Racc. Lancianiy 31696 (fig. 51). 

(4) Racc, Lanciani, 31689, 31702. 

(5) It sheltered what was believed to be the tomb of saint Hippolyt and communicated with the catacomb. See Nikolaus Muffel, 

Beschreibung der Stadt Rom, L c. W. VooT, Stuttgart 1876, p. 35: “... neben in der kirchen ein kleine grnft und geht auch in die grosse 

gnift ... und sand Yppolitus liegt unter demselbigen Altar... **. 

(6) See below, pp. 86 ff. 

(7) See belov, pp. 84 ff. 
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The Western sections of the aisles. The Western sections of the aisle walls, corresponding to the 

first nine intercolumniations of the nave, at first glance seem to be uniform in construction. The 

masonry, as visible during the res tora tion of 1946-50, is brickwork on the inside on the outside, the 

Fig. 19 — S. Lorenzo f.l.ra. West basilica, south 
aisle, detail of wall, c, 1945 (Photo; Soprinten- 

denza a monumenti). 

Fig. 20 — S. Lorenzo f.I.m. West basilica, south 
aisle, wall showing arch opening, c. 1945 (Photo: 

Soprintendenza ai monumenti). 

wall is built of small tufa blocks {tufelli) (pl. V; 

figs. 2, ig, 20). Both the north and the south wall 

were repaired by Vespignani, at the top in a 

band ca. 0.80 m wide; at the bottom they were 

relined to a height of ca. 4.00 meters, and each 

had five huge Windows pierced into them. While 

in the south aisle these Windows were closed in 

1946-1950, they were preserved in the north aisle. 

On the other hand, two rows of small Windows, 

traceable prior to the recent restoration above 

Vespignani’s Windows were re-opened in the 

south wall (figs. 2,19}. One row ofeight, their silis 

+ 7.85 m above the pavement, evenly distributed, 

at distances of 3.15-3.25 m from axis to axis, runs 

from the second through the eighth intercolumnia- 

tion without tallying with the axes of these inter¬ 

columniations; a second row of five Windows, 

their silis at -1-6.50 m, their distances varying 

from 2.90 to 4.40 m, corresponds to the third 

through the eighth intercolumniations, though 

again off their axes. Both series of Windows, prior 

to 1946-50 had been blocked by rough rubble 

masonry, the upper ones certainly in 1865, 

Fig, 21 — S, Lorenzo f*Lm, West basilica, south colon- 
nade foundation wallj and East basilicaj apse i949 

(Photo: Soprintendenza ai monumenti)* 

(i) The Western sectiom of the aisle walls like those to the east were hidden during the restoration under a plaster coat painted with a 

brick patiem. 
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the lower possibly in the XVII century. Moreover, during the restorations of 1946-1950 the 

traces of three huge arches resting on piers, were uncovered and marked in the plaster of the wall 

following each other from the third through the seventh intercolumniations; these arches too 

were found blocked with rubblework (fig. 20). However, they are not contemporaneous with 

the masonry of the aisles: the jambs of the piers are hacked from the voussoirs of the arch insert- 

ed into the pre-existing brickwork. In the north aisle, neither an upper nor a lower row of small 

Windows seems ever to have existed. But a setback on the outside, at the level ca. +2.50 m shows 

where the structure was attached to the hili. 

Despite the differences in material, tufelli outside and brick inside, the construction of the aisle 

walls, in their Western two-thirds, is homogeneous. Yet the two rows of small Windows in the south 

aisle give evidence of a change in plan. Such a change is corroborated by the handling of the 

brickwork where it has not been disturbed either by Vespignani’s Windows or by the three huge 

arches, XV century inserts to judge from their masonry. The original brickwork, particularly high 

up on the wall where it was visible in 1947-50, showed signs of two successive treatments: 

trowel lines scratched into the mortar beds to mark the horizontal courses and, painted over 

this scratched-in decor, a sham brickwork with deep red “ bricks ” and very white “ mortar 

beds ” (fig. 19). This sham decor continues into the jambs of the lower, but not into those 

of the upper Windows. Also, these upper Windows differ slightly one from another: the jambs of 

the seventh from the west are slightly jagged, its arch irregular as if broken into the existing wall; 

in the sixth window, these features are regular. Hence, the lower Windows are original, the 

upper ones apparently an afterthought, introduced presumably when the wall of the south aisle, 

progressing from east to west, had reached the point between the seventh and sixth Windows. 

y) The nave. The foundation walls of the two colonnades (figs. 21, 54), as visible during the excav- 

ation 1947-48, consist of a solid masonry of tufa stones, hewn, though somewhat irregularly, with 

an occasional fragment of marble or travertine interspersed. Only at the top, after a slight set¬ 

back, the wall rises in five to six neat courses of regular small tufa blocks. Roughly 1.25 m strong 

near the top, these walls are sunk into trenches cut into the live rock throughout the larger Western 

section of the nave. In the eastern section, corresponding to the last three intercolumniations, they 

are built across the hollowed-out area created by earlier building operations Placed atop the 

walls are square travertine slabs, their upper surfaces fiush with the pavement; the plinths of the 

columns rest on these slabs, occasionally with a slight overhang. 

The pavement, in cosmatesque design, covers the floor of nave and aisles. The eastern section, 

corresponding to the last four intercolumniations, was slightly raised until 1857 as a projecting 

chorus minor (its foundations were found in 1947-1949) ^ and terminated at its Western corners by 

the ambones which are stili in place though placed on the lower level (fig. 14). 

The intercolumniations in the two colonnades vary, from axis to axis of the column shafts, 

between 2.97 and 3.62 m, with the wider intercolumniations in the east bays® (pls. II, Va). The col¬ 

umns themselves, eleven on either side, are far from homogeneous. The majority, to be sure, rest 

on square plinths but these are of different height, ranging from 9 to 17 cm. In fact, the first column 

to the north has no plinth whatever while the eighth on either side rise from a high dado, possibly 

a Roman cippus worked over. Among the bases ten are medieval, of simple Attic design and of 

(1) See below, pp. 70 ff. 

(2) Racc, Lanciani 21735 indicates a difference in level between chorus minor and nave of 0.50 m; the engravings of Rossini and Letarouillv» 

on the other hand indicate only one step, ca. 0.15 m. 

(3) See also, Racc. Lanciani^ 31706, 31077. 

6 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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mediocre workmanship; twelve are Roman spoils, one with three tori, two richly ornamented 

with laurei leaves and strigils (fig. 14). Their height again varies, from as little as 23.5 to as much 

as 37 cm. ^ The shafts vary in material, in diameter, in height, in the presence or absence of apo- 

phyge and necking. Seven are of grey (bigio), 

five of red, four of black and white granite 

{granito dei foro), six of cipollino these latter 

occupying fifth, sixth and seventh place on 

either side near the middle of the colonnade. 

The diameters of the shafts range from 0.69 m, 

(the eighth column, on dadoes, north and 

South) to as much as 1.12 m, the great ma- 

jority measuring between 0.72 m and 0.92 m 

averaging 0.83 m. Yet on either side the first 

columns and the last three are somewhat 

stronger; they measure 1.03 and 1.07 m, 0.91, 

twice i.o6, 1.08, i.io and 1.12 m respectively. 

The height of the shafts, roughly 5.60 m, 

differs only slightly and has been equalized 

by the varying heights of the plinths and 

bases. But obviously the shafts have been cut 

down in the process, some shafts have lost 

their apophyges (e.g., the third through sixth, 

South, the third and fourth north), some their 

neckings. The Ionie capitals, on the other 

hand, are ali of the same type (figs. 14, 15), 

well known in Roman churches of the XII 

and XIII centuries, and each corresponds to 

the upper diameter of the shafts on which 

they are placed 

Shafts and bases, then, are apparently 

spoils; plinths and capitals, on the other hand, were made for the building and adapted to 

the varying heights and diameters of the former. The beams of the architrave also appear 

to be spoils, though possibly gone over at the time the west nave was built and again in 

1865. They vary in length; but, while a few are as long as 3.44, 3.60 and even 4.70 m, 

the majority range from 2.93 to 3.20 m. Since, thus, they are slightly too short for the wider 

intercolumniations in the eastem bays, link pieces were inserted over the centers of the capitals 

above the eighth to the eleventh columns. Flat relieving arches in brick, above the beams of the 

architrave, were uncovered in 1946-1950 when the XIX century frieze design was removed; prior 

to 1865 (fig. 22) they rose within an unadomed frieze freestanding above the trabeation and 

surmounted by a strongly projecting comice resting on simple brackets. Towards the aisles, these 

Fig, 22 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Rossini, Interior of East 

basilica, looking e£ist, 1809. 

(1) Pesarini, op, cit.f 1913, p. 41 f., gives a careful description of the bases. 

(2) F. Corsi, Delie pietre antiche^ Rome 1845, p. 298, whencc wc take all refcrcnces regarding the material of the columns at S. Lorenzo. 

Gori, op. cU., p. 23, who found it difficult to see the material because of the humidity, describes three columns as consisting of ** caristio ” {cipol¬ 

lino) y the others as of red and grey granite; Marangoni, Cose geniUesche, p. 338 speaks only of “red and grey oriental granite 

(3) Cattaneo, op. cit.y p. 43, was the first to notice their medieval design. 

(4) See also the interior views of Rossini, 1843, and of Jules Aud6oud, II. 18, mentioned above, p. 5. 
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flat arches are surmounted by semicircular relieving arches, slightiy set back from the wall surface. 

Both inside and outside, the brickwork of the rising walls under the exaggerated repointing of the 

restoration of 1946-1950 shows a modulus of five bricks and five mortar beds per 28 cm (8 : 8 per 

49 cm), the bricks averaging 

3.0-4.0, the mortar beds 2.0- 

2.5 cm. The masonry, as 

visible during the years 

1946-1950, thus resembles 

that on the inside walls of 

the aisles in the western 

portions of the West basi¬ 

lica (fig. ig). Moreover, 

the upper walls like those 

of the aisles and the narthex 

showed traces of a sham 

brick pattern. A slight set 

back, at -t-17.35 prior to 

1865 carried the roofbeams, 

but was eliminated as was 

the masonry strip above, 

when the top of the clere- 

storey walls, 0.80 m high 

above that level, was rebuilt 

by Vespignani. The set-back 

may well have marked the top of the original brickwork and, in that case, the upper strip would 

have been contemporary with Caraffa’s coffered ceiling of 1492. This ceiling (fig. 22) was 

removed by Vespignani and the timber roof above, of XV century date or earlier, was repaired 

and left open. In 1946-1950 this timber roof was again repaired. 

Like the brickwork of the upper walls, the twelve Windows of either clerestorey, on the interior 

recessed into flat blind arches (figs. 14, 15), hint at a XII or XIII century date But it should 

be noted that these Windows, while more closely alike in height, averaging 2.35 m outside, 2.52 m 

considerably in width (pl. V). The five easternmost Windows, both north and south, are 1.20 m 

wide, the sixth window, counting from the east, 1.22 m. in the south clerestorey, r.28 m in the north 

clerestorey; the three westernmost Windows on either side measure 1.28 m each, while the fourth 

through sixth increase to a width of 1.35 m. The distances between the Windows, measured in the 

south clerestorey, increase only slightiy from east to west, from 2.20 to 2.25 m. On the other hand, 

both north and south, the Windows, beginning with the second from the west, move gradually 

from the axes of the intercolujnniations eastward, until, from the fifth through the eleventh they 

coincide with the axes of the columns. 

This shift was obviously based on the desire to place the easternmost window as close as pos- 

sible to the triumphal arch and, thus, to the first westernmost window of the East basilica, while 

at the same time achieving an even spacing along the outside of the clerestorey. On the other hand, 

the varying widths of the Windows suggest either poor workmanship or changes in plan during 

construction: building on both clerestories may well have begun from the east with comparatively 

« t w. a 

Fig. 23 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignani, East basilica, longitudinal section, 

looking south, Racc, Lanciani 31707. 

(i) Evcry second window, closed prior to 1865, was re-opened by Vespignani. 
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narrow Windows; when the sixth window was reached, it was decided to increase the width slightly. 

At the same time, building on the clerestorey walls was apparently started from the facade east- 

ward with the same slightly wider Windows; fmally, as the eastern and western portions were 

joined, the fourth to sixth Windows were made even wider. 

b) The East basilica 

I. Transformations and additions. 

a) Prior to 1857-1865, The East basilica, its short nave surrounded by aisles and galleries to 

the South, east and north, and originally terminated by an apse to the west, was to start with, 

a self-contained unit (pls. II, V, VIa; 

figs. 24, 25). It was forced into a dif¬ 

ferent role only when, with the disap- 

pearance of its apse and the building 

of the West basilica, the nave and aisles 

of the East basilica in the XIII century 

were made to serve as the former’s 

choir part. 

At that time, their original level, 

—2.10 m below that of the west nave, 

was buried, and on a new level, far 

above that of the West church, a tri¬ 

partite chancel was laid out, extending 

through the entire width of the old 

basilica (figs. 14,22,23). Its cosmatesque 

pavement stili preserved in the center 

section, within the old East nave, rises 

1.60 m ^ above that of the West nave; 

in the aisles, the difference prior to 

1857 was only i.io m. From the West 

basilica, seven steps, placed on either 

side ascended to the center section; 

the lateral sections of the choir, filling 

the aisles of the East church, were reach- 
Fig. 24 S. Lorenzo f.l.m. East basilica, interior, looking west pj from the west aisles OVer six Steps 

.owa„l, triumphal arch (Pho.o: Samaini). ascending from the 

lateral to the higher center section of 

the chancel®. This picture of the East basilica as an element appended to the West church 

is strengthened by the furnishing of the new chancel and their placing: a baldacchino in the north- 

east corner which can be traced through the imprint of two half arches inserted into the 

South and west faces of the northeast pier; the canopy surmounting the high altar, vertically 

(1) Racc. Lanciani, 31735, givcs the difference in level as 1.53 m. 

(2) Ibid,, 31692 31702, 31707. 

(3) See the pians of Letarouilly and Fontana. 



Fig* 25 — S. Lorenzo Triumphal arch of West basilica, and East basilica looking east 

(Photo: G. Kidder Smith), 
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above the tomb of Saint Lawrence near its front; the marble benches surrounding its center 

section; the pontifical chair with its rich mosaic back at the eastern end of the chancel; finally, the 

flanking long and high marble panels, inlaid with porphyry and serpentino plaques and with mosaic 

strips, originally perhaps the front screen of a schola cantorum (fig. 25) 

A lateral porch extended along the south flank of the East basilica on the site occupied since 

1865 by the sacristy, opening south in four arches resting on square piers (figs. 4, 11, 16) Only its 

easternmost bay has survived, together with its groin vault, in the room east of the XIX century sacri¬ 

sty (pl. II). The roof was apparently terraced (fig. ii) and accessible from the third floor of the 

campanile where the door of access survives. The porch, since it was level with the XIII century 

chancel inside the East basilica, at first glance would seem to date from this same period. But it 

may well be older. For one, it would seem to ha ve antedated the western loggia of the convent 

building which was apparently built against its easternmost full pier. Second, its pavement was 

crowded with tombstones dating back as early as the X century^; also its murals, representing among 

others the martyrdom of Abundius and Herrenius may well ha ve dated from the XI or XII 

centuries ®. Finally, the porch either contained remnants of, or was preceded on the same site 

by an older building, a wall of which has survived, enclosed into the east face of the campanile ®. 

The impression of dependence of the East basilica, now the chancel part, on the younger West 

basilica was further strengthened by the building, below the new chancel, of the crypt that shelters 

the tomb of Saint Lawrence (fig. 23, 26, 27). A descending flight of seven steps broken through the 

middle of the ascending chancel steps led into it. Its aspect prior to 1857 can be reconstructed best 

from Vespignani’s drawings ’. Measuring 4.40 by 8.40 m, and thus i.io m longer than at present, 

it was enclosed by solid walls, 0.65 m strong. A small ante-room to the west gave access through a 

door, flanked by two Windows. The floor of the crypt divided into two levels a larger section to 

the west, —1.50 m below the West nave, and a shorter one to the east; reached over two descending 

steps, it is only i.oo m wide and only o.io m above the level of the East basilica. On the upper 

level stili rises the tomb monument, a rectangular block placed on a low socie. The east face of 

the socie runs flush with the first of two steps which ascend from the eastern rear section to the 

Western main part of the confessio. The west face of the monument block is hidden behind a 

modern altar, raised one step from the floor of the crypt®. 

Eight columns carry the ceiling of the crypt, four to the west and two east of the tomb, with 

two more, thinner, columns flanking it on either side. All columns differ widely from one another; 

the six stronger ones all carry Ionie capitals of medieval workmanship; among them, the four 

columns west of the sarcophagus block have shafts of verde antico, 26 cm in diameter, and rise from 

dadoes, placed on the upper level of the floor of the crypt; they are, in all likelihood, XVIII century 

replacements of older supports On the other hand, the four other columns seem to be original: 

the two farthest east have shafts of grey marble, 28 cm in diameter, and emerge without dadoes 

or even plinths from the socie of the tomb structure; the two minor columns on either side of the 

(1) Munoz, op. ciL, p. 50. 

(2) Racc. Lanciani 31702, 31735; Vespignani, Parere, f. 185. 

(3) De Rossi, op. cit, B.A.C. II (1864) pp. 65 ff. 

(4) Racc. Lanciani, 31724, MuSoz, op. cit., pL LXXXVIII, 

(5) Munoz, op. cit., p. 62 f., and Wilpert, Mosaiken, II, p. 966. 

(6) See below, p. 68. 

(7) Racc. Lanciani, 31707, 31709» Si?”» 31712, 31780. 

(8) See below, p. 67 f. 

(9) Cancellieri, Vat. lat. 9164, c. 41: “4 {colonne) di verde antico di circa pal. 3 onc. i (apparently circumference)... furono ricavate da un 

pezzo di colonna trovato nelVorto da. meda. Chiesa, lungo pal. 12 incirca che fu segato per il lungo Twelve palmi (2.76 m) is considerably more than 

the height of the verde antico shafts, 2.15 m; hence the column found was apparently cut down. 
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sarcophagus rise from plinths and bases piaced on that socie. They have shafts of Thasian marble, 

oniy o,i6 m strong, and carry crude impost-like blocks. 

The flat ceiling of the crypt is inlaid with rosettes in blue, red and gold glass mosaic and, above 

the entrance, with a cross in the same technique. 

The floor, in its main part, as well as in the eastern rear section preserves remnants of a Cos- 

matesque mosaic pavement. West of the block, 

fragments of an interlace pattern and of a “ star 

carpet ”, apparently not in situ, are framed by 

what seem to be original plaques of giallo antico, 

East, in the rear section, the Western half of an 

interlace panel is preserved, cut in half by Vespigna- 

ni’s confessio wall. Prior to 1857, the walls on the 

inside bore a marble revetment, articulated by 

pilaster strips which rose from a high socie and 

carried an entablature, inlaid like the pilaster strips 

with cosmatesque mosaic (fig. 26). Inserted into 

the South wall of the first bay was a rectangular 

window-like niche, believed to be the tomb of 

St. Justinus Corresponding to the articulation 

of the side walls by pilaster strips, the east wall of 

the crypt, on its own lower level, was articulated 

by four slender columns of Hymettos marble piaced on a narrow step, a few centimeters from the 

rear wall, and carrying the entablature around the room. Finally, an altar rose on the Western 

projection of the tomb socie, its rear leaning against the west face of the sarcophagus. 

The style of this entire architecture coincides with that of the upper chancel. Thus the crypt 

would seem to date from the XIII century. The tomb monument, on the other hand, and the 

cosmatesque floor from which it rises, while obviously medieval in design, need not be contempo- 

rary with the building of the crypt. On the contrary, their position whithin the crypt suggests an 

earlier date. 

Through the insertion of chancel and crypt the East basilica had lost its original character as a 

self-sufficient entity (fig. 22). Its apse had fallen as had other structural elements extending farther 

west, appendages to the East basilica, partly of older, partly of younger date; only some remnants of 

these latter were incorporated into the walls of the “ intermediate bays ”, the easternmost sections 

in either aisle of the West basilica. Whatever connections the East basilica had had with elements 

to its west lost their meaning, however: the arches, at the western end of either ofits aisles became 

comparatively low entrances leading from the aisles of the West basilica into the side portions of 

the chancel; as a resuit, the corresponding arches above, on the gallery level, appeared to be much 

higher, but opened into the upper zone of the west aisles starting on the level of their capitals and 

architraves as they do to this day. 

The floors between aisles and galleries also were apparently removed at that time, thus depriv- 

ing the East basilica of one more element of independence 

The later changes in the East basilica prior to 1857-1865 were minor. Gothic tracery was 

Fig. 26 — S. Lorenzo f.I.ni. Vespignani, East basi¬ 

lica, crypt, longitudinal and transverse sections; tufa 

block on site of Chapei of the Holy Sacrament, 

Racc. Lanciani 31712. 

(1) Fra Mariano, Iqc. eit., “ in dextera ingressus cuius speluncae et in angulo uhi quaedam finestra visitur, corpus sancti marlirts Justini conditum est 

(a) Corsi, op. cii., p. agS. 

(3) See belowj p* 63. 
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inserted into the Windows, presumably around 1450 (figs. 23, 28, 29) Under Cardinal CarafTa the 

arcades of the east gallery were closed and covered with paintings, and a floral decoration was 

spread all over the piers of the East basilica (fig, 22) Finally in the XVII century, three Windows 

in either clerestory were walled up; a cofFered 

ceiling was placed over the nave; the steps lead- 

ing to chancel and confessio were remodelled; 

and possibly, changes were effected in the 

confessio (fig. 22) 

jff) Ajler i8^y-i86^. The East basilica surviv- 

ed until 1857 as a chancel appended to the 

West church. Vespignani removed most of 

the alterations dating from after the XIII cent¬ 

ury and half-heartedly restored the independ- 

ence of the East basilica: the original level 

was excavated, first in 1821, in its north and 

east aisle, then in 1857-1865 in its south aisle 

and nave (fig. 30) .■* At the same time the 

very elements were retained which tended to 

tum the East basilica into a mere appendage 

of the West church: the center chancel, its 

pavement placed on a grid of beams supported 

by four rows of piers, a kind of “ lower 

church”; the steps ascending and descending 

from the West nave; finally, the confessio below 

the High Altar, though remodelled beyond 

recognition, its solid walls with their mosaic 

decoration replaced by marble lined screen 

Fig. 27 — S. Lorcnzo f.l.m. Vespignani, Plan of East walls with huge windowS which open into that 

basilica (fragment), Racc. Lamiam 31780, “ lower church On the other hand, the 

re-excavated level in the East basilica was 

connected with the West basilica by flights of steps ascending from its aisles. As a resuit, the 

relation of the East and West basilicas was thrown into a confusing ambiguity: its nave, filled by 

the raised chancel, remained subservient to the West nave; its aisles, on the other hand, present 

themselves as fragments of the self-contained unit as which it had been laid out originally. This 

impression of fragmentation was reinforced by the distribution of light which, as a resuit of Vesp- 

ignani’s restoration, floods the building from numerous Windows pierced into the walls of aisles 

and galleries; the three Windows closed in either clerestory were re-opened, while the other three, 

fitted with Gothic tracery, were now blocked ®, with three more in the east wall shedding indirect 

(i) Dig. 1447'1455; the tracery was removed in 1946-1950. 

(а) Dig. 1493; see aho photo AuDfiouo. 

{3) Digs. 1639, prior to 1647. 

(4) The date of the excavation in the north and east aisles is given as 1821 by Nibby, Analisi^.., ioc. di.; Da Bra, op. «f., 1952^ p. I34j 

refers with regard to the excavations to the abbots Callisto and Manaoli, the latter active around 1&02. 

(5) Racc- Landanif 31780 (fig, 27) seems to indicate a project 10 shifc the position of the columns. Also the drawing 31707 (fig. 23) shows the ca- 

pitals with their volutes facrng north and south rather than eaat and west; on the other hand^ the drawrng 31709 gives them in this latter position, 

Stevenson, Vat. lat. 10558, c. 46, based on a conversalion with eyewitnessesj siresses that U cohnne e U dtposito mn sono stati ioccaii affaito 

(б) An apparently eariier project of Vespignani's to reopen the blocked Windows [Racc. Lamimi 31692) was abandoned. 
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light. In the aisles, on the other hand, Windows were opened where none could have existed prior 

to 1857: six in the north aisle, three in the east aisle, and two, facing north, east and south respec- 

tively, in both the northeastern and southeastern comer bays. Six windows in the south aisle open 

into the adjoining sacristy. 

Likewise in the galleries and 

their comer bays Windows 

were opened north, east and 

south (figs. 28, 29). 

The transformation, be- 

tween 1882 and 1885, of the 

short easterly aisle into the 

tomb chapel of Pius IX and 

its exuberant decoration in- 

creased, if anything, the im- 

pression of fragmentation 

created by Vespignani 

throughout the East basilica. 

Fig. 28 — S, Lorcnzo East basilica^ exterior, south clerestory from 

Southwest, 1934 (Photo: Sansaini)* 

y) The restoration of ig46- 

1950. No attempt was (nor 

could it be made) to correct 

in the recent restoration the 

basic ambiguity introduced 

by Vespignani in the relation 

of the Western to the eastern 

parts of the structure. The 

East basilica partly retained 

the features of the indepen- 

dent structure as it had orig- 

inally been conceived; partly 

it remained the chancel part 

appended to the West basi¬ 

lica in the XIII century trans¬ 

formation. Stili, some changes 

were made aimed at stres- 

sing the independent chara¬ 

cter of the basilica, The 

opening of ali the clerestory 

Windows concentrated more 

light onto its nave, Two 

concentric steps in the eastern- 

most bay of the West nave 

and a semicircular landing echo the curve of the apse of the East basilica buried undemeath (fig. 25)- 

Finally the removal of the XVII century balustrade formerly surrounding the ante-room of the 

confessio and rising along the ascending lateral stairs and in front of the upper canopy allows for 

a more complete and more unified view of the East basilica. In the confessio, the substitution, 

for the old heavy altar, of a light mensa, renders visible the west face of the tomb monument. 

Fig* 29 — S. Lorcnzo East basilica, east facadc, south flank, and 

south clerestory from southeast, 1934 (Photo: Sansaini). 
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Fig. 30 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. East basilica, north aisle, 

looking east (Photo: Anderson). 

Fig. 31 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignani, Plan for 

restoration of East basilica, Racc. Lanciani 31697. 

II. The original nave. 

Plan and elevation of the nave of the East 

basilica become ciear once the later alterations 

are disregarded (pls. II, V, VIa). In plan it is 

a nearly perfect rectangle, 11.35 by 

19.50 (19.70) meters, its floor level at —2.07 m 

(figs. 31, 32). Its corners to the east are 

marked by huge T-shaped piers, each prong 

1.15m strong, the “ leg ” projecting west i .55 m, 

the cross bars 1.70 m in the direction of 

the center axis, but barely 0.55 m in the 

direction of the aisles; the pilaster to the east 

is Vespignani’s addition. The two piers at 

the west corners of the nave differ in shape 

from those to the east as well as among each 

other. The northwest pier is shaped as a 

double hook, its eastern prong 1.30 m long 

and i.io m strong, the prong towards the aisle 

equzJly strong and measuring 0.65 m along 

its eastern but as much as 1.30 m along its 

Western face. The Western hook, 0.90 m strong 

at its Western, but only 0.55 m strong at its 

eastern or, better, southeastern end, projects 

along its northern face 0.80 m towards the 

colonnade of the west nave, while its Southern 

face continues in a straight line for as much 

as 1.95 m facing the center axis of the trium- 

phal arch. A fissure near the middle of this 

face separates its Western part, in XII or XIII 

century brickwork identical with that of the 

West baisilica, from the eastern part, an opus 

listatum masonry cut through and obviously 

the core of a wall; on the other hand, as 

became apparent during the restoration 1946- 

1950, the adjoining eastern face of the prong 

shows the well- preserved good surface of the 

same opus listatum masonry. The excavations 

of 1947-1949 have, in fact, revealed that the 

eastern part of this southem face of the pier is 

but the rising northwest corner of the apse 

which originally terminated the nave of the 

East basilica. The southwestem corner pier 

(figs- 33, 34) of the nave is more regularly 

cross-shaped: the eastern prong is 1.30 m long 

and 1.15 m strong, the one towards the aisle 
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1.25 m strong and measures 0.55 m along its eastern, 0.80 m along its westem face; the Western 

prong, i.oo m strong, projects towards the west colonnade, 0.65 m along its Southern, 0.95 

m along its northem faces; finally a short northern prong, o.go m strong, projects towards the 

center axis of the nave, its western face 0.40, its eastern face 0.55 m long. But this northem prong 

(fig. 33), while seemingly regular in shape, is 

likewise the remnant of an apse comer, the 

Southwest corner, its east face a smooth, well- 

preserved surface, its north and west faces, a cut 

core of opus listatum masonry (fig. 34) Both 

this prong, and its counterpart on the north 

pier, carry the triumphal arch which originally 

opened westward into the apse ^ (figs. 24, 35). 

The pavement of the nave was laid out in 

1863-1865 and no traces of an original pavement 

have been found in the nave, while both in the 

aisles and inside the apse such traces came to 

light in 1857-1865 and 1947-1949 respectively 

(figs- 47. 52)- 
Twelve columns of pavonazzetto rise between 

the corner piers of the nave, five to the north 

and South and two to the east (fig. 30). Famous 

since the XVI century, their shafts measure from 

0.65 to 0.70 m in diameter and are, except for 

the westernmost column on either side, 5.70 m 

high. AU are fluted and rise from ionic bases, 

set on low plinths slightly different in height. 

While all the bases have the same height, 0.31 m, 

the plinths vary: to the south they range from 

4-6 cm; to the north their height from west to east increases from 4 to 7.5 or 8 cm, with base-blocks, 

4 and 6.5 cm high added below the two eastemmost columns. Base blocks and plinths respectively are 

placed on low foundation walls of crude stones, cut into the live tufa or Crossing the bottom section 

of pre-existing catacomb galleries ®, Only below the westernmost column on either side, preceding 

the triumphal arch, bases and plinths are placed on dadoes, 0.57 m high to the north, 0.64 m to 

the south, and decorated on their sides with crosses and rosettes; the column shafts correspon- 

dingly are only 5,10 m high. It is also these two columns (fig. 30) whose shafts show filled rather 

than open flutings and which carry the capitals decorated with victories and trophies, drawn time 

and again ^ and referred to since the Renaissance, while the other ten columns are surmounted 

by slightly higher and simpler, yet beautiful, Gorinthian capitals. Shafts, bases and some of the 

Corinthian capitals give the impression of having been gone over thoroughly at Vespignani’s time. 

Above the capitals, 7.05 m from the floor level runs the entablature composed, to the north and 

south, of Roman spoils, door jarabs and fragments of friezes of II and III century workmanship, 

widely different in length, height and the design of the tendril friezes, and in the shape of the sur- 

Fig. 32 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignani, Plan of 

East basilica and adjoining catacomb galleries, 1857 

(Vatican Library, Cod. FerraiuoU 888). 

(i) In 1947-49 the imprints of catKdli slabsj re-used as marblc revetmcnt, wcrc visible on the west face of the west prong. 

{3) See below, pp, 55 fF. 

(3) Observed 1947 during sounding iit East basilica, between hrst and second column in south colonnade- 

(4) See above, p. 4, and note 3. 
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Fig- 33 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m, East basilica, southeast 

pier and softit of triumphal arch (Photo; Sansaini), 

mounting cornices. On the contrary, the east 

colonnade carries a more regular Ionie entablature 

with a triple fasciae architrave, a smooth frieze 

and a bracketed cornice, all three apparently 

whole pieces. The height of the entablature 

throughout totals 0.95 m (figs. 25, 33). 

The gallery zone, towards the nave, opens 

in six arcades north and south and in three, 

east, supported by short columns. The two col- 

umns to the east are placed on dadoes, 0.85 

and 0.88 m high resp; they are decorated with 

crosses, their ends voluted, their arms flanked by 

rosettes and birds (fig. 37). The other ten col¬ 

umns repose directly atop the entablature of 

the lower order; the bases in part, the plinths 

entirely, are buried in the modem brick pa- 

vement of the gallery (fig. 36). The shafts of 

the columns ali differ among each other, obvious- 

ly being Roman spoils. The two in the east 

gallery, slightiy longer than the rest, 3.08, as 

against 2.98 m, are green grani te ^ and unfluted. 

AU others are pavonazz^tto, but while the first 

through fourth columns, counting from the east, 

are simply fluted with fillets in the lower two- 

thirds of the shaft, the fifth columns on either 

side, preceding the triumphal arch, have spiral 

flutings (fig. 35). A similar careful distribution 

of older spoils, stressing the e^t gallery and lead- 

ing from there towards the triumphal arch and 

the apse, determines the arrangement of the 

capitais: the two in the east gallery are Corinth- 

ian “ leather leaf” capitais of V century date ^ 

(fig. 38), the first through fourth north and south 

II or III century Gorinthian, the fifth on either 

side II century composite. AU capitais carry 

flat impost blocks whence spring the semicircular 

arches of the arcade. The parapets of serrave2:zo- 

dating from the XIX century but before Vespi- 

(i) Corsi^ op. cit,^ p. 39B, 

(a) R. KautzscHj Kapitellstudien, p. 58 f* as against the VI century 

date suggestcd by Krautheimer, op. ciL^ ^934- 

Fig, 34 — S, Lorenzo f.Lm, East basilica, southeast pier, 

West springing of apse H and west prong showing im- 

prints of cancelli plaqucs (Photo: Soprintendenza ai mO“ 

numenti). 
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gnani’s time seem to replace an older set, three porphyry and three marble slabs on either side 

presumably looted by Napoleon I 

The arches of the gallery arcade, 2.25 m in ciear diameter are formed by bricks, averaging 

0.40 m in length. All are alike, but it shouid be noted that the left springing of the westernmost 

arch to the north (fig. 35), embedded as it is 

into the northwest pier projecting from the 

triumphal arch, consists of sHghtly longer bricks 

and suggests an original project with slightly 

wider arches in the gallery zone. (Apparently 

for technical reasons all arches adjoining the 

corners were inserted into the piers, after these 

had been built). Such a first project is also 

suggested by another anomaly. In three corners 

of the nave a pilaster strip, L-shaped in the 

two east corners, limited to the south wall in 

the Southwest corner, continues the corner pier 

upwards to above the level of the clerestory 

Windows; only in the northwest corner is there 

no provision for a pilaster strip of any kind (figs. 

35) 39)- The likelihood, then, is that construc- 

tion was started by building this corner first, 

without pilaster strip and with the springing 

of a wider arch. Then the apse was built and 

Work continued with the Southwest corner, 

introducing the pilaster strips and narrowing 

the arches. Finally work went along around 

the building until the northwest corner was 

reached again. The pilaster strips bond with 

the walls of the nave and both are built of 

the same opus listatum masonry. One, rarely 

two, courses of brick alternate with single 

courses of tufelli and face, both inside and outside, a core of good rubble masonry. 

The walls of the gallery arcades continue upwards into the clerestorey without any visible 

break. They contain six windows on either side, their silis only i .50 m above the apex of the gallery 

arches (figs. 34, 39). 1.50 m wide and originally 2.50 m high, their jambs are surmounted by semi- 

circular brick arches, 0.40 m wide and slightly set back; above the original silis a band, 0,40 m 

high, had been inserted prior to Vespignani. Since 1946-1950 all the windows are open. Above 

the Windows, the opus listatum masonry, well preserved both inside and outside, continues to a 

level of 16,60 m above the floor of the nave. From there on it is superseded by two successive 

strips of brickwork, totalling 1.95 m in height, the first of XIII century, the second apparently of 

XIX century workmanship (figs. 28, 29). Embedded in the latter were the beams of Vespignani’s 

timber roof as are those of the present open ceiling. 

35 — Lorenzo East basilicaj north gallery 

and clerestory3 east end (Photo: Sansaini). 

(i) See the interior views by Rossini (fig, 22) and Aad(5oud, quoted above, p, 5, 

(a) Pesarsni, VaL iat. iSJsg, f. 151, quoting ** ms. Monsacrati nella biblioteca di S. Pietro in VincoH ", 

(3) Stevenson, VaL lai. 10358, c. 46. 
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The lateral clerestorey walls of the nave are bonded to the east with the transverse clerestory 

wall which rises above the triple arcade of the east gallery. Three Windows, alike in size to those 

in the lateral walls of the nave, open in this transverse east wall and lead into the upper section ofthat 

gallery (pl. Va; figs. 25,37). The lateral clerestory walls of the nave continue, eastward however, 

and form the clerestory walls of the upper part of the east gallery; one original window opens on 

either side (figs. 28,29). The terminating east wall of the clerestory, on the other hand, was entirely re- 

built by Vespignani (fig. 29). 

The clerestory walls of 

the east gallery (as far as 

they are original, that is, 

west, north, and south) and 

those of the nave are appar- 

ently uniform and it must 

be presumed that a corre- 

sponding optis listatum wall 

terminated the east gallery 

eastward. At first glance, a 

break on the south clerestory 

between the nave and the 

upper wall of the east gallery, 

might suggest a later date for 

this latter (fig. 28); but appar- 

ently this break marks only 

the point where the masons 

started and ended, building 

clockwise, that is, different 

from the gallery zone, where 

they had worked counterclock- 

wise starting from the north- 

west pier of the nave. 

The west corners of the 

clerestory turn sharply in- 

ward, northward and south- 

ward respectively, thus indi- 

cating that the wall of the 

triumphal arch forms the term- 

ination of the nave. While 

the corner on the north side 

(fig. 29) is in line with that 

arch, the present south corner, remains slightly further east apparently as the resuit of a later 

repair (fig. 28). Two Windows open in the spandrels of the triumphal arch, clearly visible 

from both the east and the west nave, and taken into account by the artists who designed the 

mosaic of Pelagius II (figs. 24, 39). Placed somewhat higher, these Windows are slightly lower 

than those of the clerestory, their height being only 2.10 m, but they have the same width. 

Whether or not their fillings, marble plaques perforated by seven rows of round holes, are original, 

is a moot question. But certainly these Windows must have originally opened towards the outside. 

Fig- 36 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. East basilica, south gallery, looking west 

(Photo: Sansaini). 
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III. The apse. 

A number of features, visible in part before the restoration of 1946-1950 (but then inexpHcable), 

in part only afterwards, indicate that the triumphal arch originally opened into an apse. For one 

thing, the marble cornices above its piers are apparently inserted into the pre-existing masonry 

For another, the sofEt of the 

arch slopes westward (fig. 35), 

as if it were meant to conti¬ 

nue into a vault. Indeed, 

(and this is a third point), 

the West face of the arch un- 

covered in the course of the 

restoration of 1946-1950 but 

now no longer visible, showed 

traces of cut bricks, surmount- 

ed by a huge relieving arch 

—ciear proof of the original 

existence of a vault, presum- 

ably the half dome of an 

apse. As mentioned previous- 

ly, the cross piers which 

carry the triumphal arch on 

either side also show traces 

of alterations which hint at 

the previous existence of an 

apse; the western tongue, built 

in brick, which on either 

pier terminates the colonnade 

of the West nave, was added 

to the three prongs of an orig¬ 

inal opus listatum pier; the 

two prongs which carry the 

arch north and south were 

cut back on their inner and 

on their west faces (figs. 33, 

34). Finally, the excavation 

undertaken in 1947-1949 has 

brought to light the foundations and the rising wall of the apse which terminated the nave of the 

£ast basilica 

This apse, raarked JTon our plan, was nearly semicircular, 9.98 m wide and 5.25 m deep (pls. II, 

VII, VIII; figs. 21, 40, 41, 42, 52). It was attached, on either side, to the half piers that support the 

triumphal arch, originally the apse comers. Obviously the existence of this apse coincides with the 

westward slope of the soffit of the triumphal arch and the traces of a vault on its west face. The found- 

Fig. 37 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m, East basilica, gallery, southeasi corner bay, 

loaktng northwest (Photo: Sansaini). 

{1} Pesarini, op. p, 45, erroneously considcred these cornices part of the original triumphal arch, 

(i) Frankl-Josi-Krautheimer, (jp, di., 1950; Krautheimer-Josi-Frankl, op. cU.j 1952. 
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ations of the apse, as uncovered on its outside, are built of chunks of rock, and rise to a maximum level 

of —2.30 m. Inside the apse, a pavement was first laid out at —2.18 m, that is, nearly at the level 

of the nave of the East basilica. Two formae, f 23 and /24, were sunk from this level into the floor. 

Above the foundations the wall of apse H consists of concrete masonry, faced both inside and out 

with an excellent opus listatum and totalling 1.08 m in strength (figs. 21, 42, 52). The outer or west 

side was finished for view, while the inner wall was covered with a thick layer of mortar. 

This layer shows the imprint of a marble revetment consisting of plaques from 0.17 m 

to 0.55 m wide and 0.80 m high and held in place by iron hooks; a number of these hooks 

and some pieces of marble are stili in situ (figs. 40, 41). At a level of—1.38, that is, 0.80 m from 

the original floor, these plaques were surmounted by what seems to have been a row of thin marble 

battens, followed by a second series of marble plaques, only 0.33 m high. The entire revetment 

was terminated by an S-curved cornice which is stili largely in place, its upper face at —1.05 m 

below the level of the West basilica, that is 1.13 m above the level of the apse (fig. 42). 

Above this revetment the wall of the apse was originally pierced by at least two openings (pl. VII; 

fig. 42). There may have been four, but the respective right and left jambs of only two apertures 

are stili in situ, placed 2.20 m from the north and south springing of the apse. Their silis, beginning 

at a level of —0.94 m, rise 1.24 m above the original floor of apse H. Since the opposite jambs of 

these openings are not preserved, the width of the openings cannot be exactly determined. But 

obviously these openings were Windows, judging from the height of their silis above the floor of the 

apse. On the other hand, an additional small aperture in the center of the apse (fig. 53) was cert- 

ainly only a fenestella', with an inside width of 1.05 m (1.25 m outside), it started as low as —1.46 

m below the West basilica, that is, a mere 0.72 m above the floor level of apse H. 

The lack of any difference in floor level between the nave of the East church and its apse H is 

not unusual in cemeterial basilicas. Stili, some time and not necessarily long after the East basilica 
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had been buiit, this anomaiy was corrected by laying out a new pavement in apse //at —i .88 m, 

i. e. 0.30 m above its original level. As e vident from imprints on its concrete bed, this second pave¬ 

ment was composed of longish hexagons and squares. 

IV. The aisles. 

Like the lower portions of 

the nave, the aisles show heavy 

marks of the XIX century 

restoration. Their general lay- 

out is ciear: both the north 

and South aisles are at present 

7.45 m high, 3.30 m wide and 

20.00 m long in the ciear and 

both open east and west in 

arches towards the aisles of 

the West basilica and the 

comer bays of the east aisle 

respectively. Indeed, the east 

aisle, since 1885 the tomb 

chapel of Pius IX, is divided 

into a center and two comer 

bays by arches resting on nar- 

row pilasters projecting, one 

pair from the east wall, ano- 

ther from the east faces of the 

corner piers of the nave; the 

total length of the aisle is 

20.50 m, its width 5.25 m. 

Yet the width of none of 

these aisles is original, for in 

all three, in front of the ori¬ 

ginal walls Vespignani placed 

a false lining of flat tiles to 

which were applied false pil¬ 

asters to correspond to the 

original columns and to the 

new piers filling the nave 

(figs. 31, 43, 44). This false 

lining was placed at a di- 

stance from the original walls 

of 0.64-0.66 m in the east, ca. 

0.40 m in the north and o. 15 ra 

in the south aisle. The 

lining in the south aisle could 

be set up only after the re- 

moval of a reinforcing wall 

from northwest, and wall P (Photo: Sansaini), 

Fig. 41 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavatiotis 1947-49. Apse H, interior from 

northeast and sarcophagi f 16-21 (Photo: Sansaini). 

8 — R. KAAUTMbiMER, W. Franku , S* CoapETT — Basituamm Christianarum Bomat. 
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along the inner face of the south wall designed to support the medieval outer porch along the 

South flank (figs. i6, 46); at the same time, however, the building of the new sacristy in place of the 

porch led the architect to reinforce, now on the outside, this south wall by adding 35 cm to its 

thickness (fig. 31). Along the east and north 

flanks where the aisles had been built into the hill- 

side, their walls above the new ground level were 

for the major part apparently rebuilt ex novo: a 

masonry typical for the period of Pius IX, five to 

six courses of large regularly hewn tufa blocks 

alternating with double or triple brick courses 

shows both inside and outside on the north aisle 

wall (fig. 29). Whether or not any of this masonry 

represents a refacing rather than a rebuilding 

cannot be made out at this point. In any event, 

this masonry gives way to a brickwork, likewise 

XIX century, at a level of 5.77 m above the floor 

level of the East basilica, that is near the springing 

of the aisle windows. 

The Windows in all three aisles including the 

corner bays of the east aisle were pierced into the 

walls during Vespignani’s restoration. Nowhere, 

either in the building as it stands, or in any of 

the older illustrations is any trace of an original 

window discernible in the aisles. Also in 1857-1865, ceilings with large cofferings were inserted in 

the aisles (fig. 30). Finally, when the east aisle became the tomb chapel of Pius IX, pilasters were 

added to the east faces of the T-piers at the comers of the nave; they support the reinforce- 

ment of the arches that separate the center from the comer bays of that aisle. Others were added 

to the north and south faces of these T-piers as well as to the corresponding wall piers; they carry 

architraves. Also, the new tomb chapel was covered all over with marble revetments, carved 

capitals, and mosaics. 

The original portions of the aisles are thus not always easy to identify. Only to the west, where 

they face the aisles of the West basilica, the exterior walls both of the north and south aisle are well 

preserved (pl. VI A, B; fig. 45). Continuing without a break into those of the galleries, they are built 

of opus listatum identical with that in the upper walls of the nave. A relatively low aperture, its opus 

listatum jambs 2.23 m distant from another and topped, above the customary set-back by a brick 

arch (length of bricks averaging 0.40 m), opens from the aisles of the East into those of the West 

basilica. The difference in level between the two churches since 1865 has been overcome by flights 

of twelve steps, but since the jambs of the openings continue behind these steps right to the 

floor level of the East basilica the openings originally were not only extraordinarily slender, 

6.20 rh ciear to the apex of the arch, but also they must ha ve led into a space on one level 

with the East basilica. At the same time it should be noted that the masonry on either jamb 

and above the arch is weathered. That the left springing of the south arch has apparently 

been repaired is of lesser importance. 

Fig. 42 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Apse northeast springing from south, and window 

jamb (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) Visiblc 1946-1950. 
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Fig. 43 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Soundings 1947-49. Fast; basilica, south aisle, 

South Wall, springing of entrance arch (Photo: Sansaini). 

On the other hand, not a single original stone either inside or outside has remained in evidence 

on the walls of the north and east aisles. On the south wall soundings undertaken in 1947-1949 

have uncovered portions of the original masonry (figs. 43, 44). Thus, knowledge of the character 

of these walls, of the lighting 

of the aisles, and of their 

pavement prior to 1947-1949 

rests largely on Vespignani’s 

drawings, both surveys and 

restoration projects. 

Several of these drawings 

Show the south wall. Three 

pians measured at the level 

of the chancel, that is, 3.70 m 

above the original level of 

the East church, indicate its 

thickness ca. 0.70 m (figs. 16, 

27, 47). They also show, 

attached to the outside, three 

pilasters corresponding to 

three of the four piers that 

carried the arches of the la- 

teral porch which preceded 

the sacristy; on the inside 

they show, at a distance of 

3.30 m from the east arch of 

the aisle, that is projecting 

opposite the easternmost col- 

umn of the south colonnade, 

a pilaster, ca i.20 m strong, 

next to it a door, and farther 

West, starting 7.60 m and ter- 

minating 14.20 m from the 

east arch, a strengthening ap- 

plied against the original aisle 

wall. One drawing ® renders 

the elevation of this south 

wall below the level of the 

chancel down to the original 

floor level (fig. 46): the south 

jamb of the east arch and the adjoining aisle wall for a length of ca 3.15 m shows opus li- 

statum masonry; farther west followa projecting mass of rubble, ca. 2 meters wide, possibly the 

foundation of the upper pier, then, in Une with the opus listatum wall, a wall of tufelli blocks. 

Fig. 44 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Soundings 1947-49. East basilica, south aisle, 
south wall, west end (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) Racc. Lonciam^ 31702, 31711» 31780, 

(2) Racc. Landanif 31723. 
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possibly supporting the door on the upper level. This in turn is followed by the rubble foun- 

dation of the strengthening wall; from its Western end springs a brick arch which spans the 

distance to and rests against the south jamb of the west arch of the aisle buiit in opus listatum. Be- 

hind this brick arch, in line with the opus lista¬ 

tum masonry farther east, appears a tufelli 

masonry. 

The evidence of this drawing is both con- 

firmed and enlarged by that of the soundings 

undertaken in 1947-1949. They have brought 

to light the good opus listatum masonry 

in the easternmost stretch of the aisle wall 

extending 4.33 m from the east arch, that is 

to a point situated behind the rubble pier 

indicated on the drawing Racc. Lanciani, 31723. 

At this point there came to light a jamb and 

the left springing of a brick arch, its voussoirs 

composed of bipedales (pl. II; fig. 43). Its right 

springing was found 3.84 m farther west, 

corrresponding to the third intercolumniation 

from the east and again joined to and hence 

contemporaneous with the original opus lista¬ 

tum masonry of the aisle wall. While the 

upper part of the arch is apparently lost, its 

curve suggests an original height of 4.38 m 

above the level of the East basilica. The 

arch was blocked subsequently with a tufelli 

masonry intermingled with bricks; within it 

projects the support of the upper doorway 

marked on Vespignani’s drawing. The orig- 

! Fig. 45 - S. Lorenzo f.l.m. East basilica, north aisle, ^ood opus listatum masonry appeared 
west wall from west (Photo: Sansaini). again farther west, corresponding to the third 

and second intercolumniations counting from 

the west; it was hidden at Vespignani’s time by the rubble foundation of the strengthening wall 

(fig. 46). Only in the last intercolumniations a different element came to light, the tiifelli jamb 

of a doorway, 2.61 m wide, its right jamb 0.67 m from the terminating west arch of the aisle (fig. 

44). Oddly enough, the doorway was blocked with tufelli resembling those of its jambs; the bloc- 

king, 2.58 m from the level of the aisle, carried a projection of tufelli, 0.52 m high which in turn 

supported the sili of a door, on the level of the upper chancel. The brick arch noted by Vespig- 

nani was apparently removed by him together with the medieval strengthening of the wall. 

The original masonry of the south wall, then, was opus listatum of the same character as the nave 

walls. It was deformed but not essentially altered by later, presumably medieval additions and 

openings. But more important than these are the huge arch in its eastern section, and presumably 

another opening in the western part of the wall—an opening the existence of which can be gathered 

from the tufelli blocking which is exactly like the one used to block the arch farther east. 

The original ciear width of the south aisle, from the orig^inal wall surface to the shafts of the 

columns amounts to 3.60 m. 

Little can be said regarding the original north wall. It may have been stronger than the walls 
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to the South, i.io m as against 0.70 m, as suggested by Hubsch’s section which suggests moreover 

a thickening of the wall up to a level 2.70 m from the original floor. Vespignani’s drawings unfor- 

tunately fail to clarify this last point, but at least one ^ seems to confirm the greater strength of the 

Fig. 46 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignani, East basilica, south aisle, elevation of south wall, section 

through east aisle of east gallery and elevation of intermediate bays, Racc. Lanciani 31723. 

north wall (fig. 16). The width of the aisle also prior to Vespignani’s time seems to ha ve been 

3.90 m, that is, somewhat more than that of the south aisle. 

The masonry of the east aisle is not visible anywhere, neither on the present building nor in 

Vespignani’s drawings. But these drawings ® show a number of features of that aisle which have 

disappeared since 1857-1865. For one, the entire plan is irregular (pl. II; figs. 16, 31, 47): while the 

east wall of the center bay runs parallel to the transverse axis of the nave, the east walls of both 

comer bays stand at a slight angle to the transverse axes, the north and south walls of these bays 

at an angle to the corresponding walls of the aisles. Moreover, the two comer bays differ, 

the one to the north being longish in a westeasterly divertion, the one to the south roughly 

square and thus protruding considerably southward beyond the line of the aisle. No explan- 

ation comes to mind for these irregularities. A small door, framed by interlace work prior 

to 1857 sat in its south wall, on the medieval chancel level (fig. 46) but the four steps 

which Vespignani saw in that comer (fig. 47) would seem to have led to a door at a lower 

(1) Hubsch, op, ci/,, pl. XVIII, I. 

(2) Racc. Lanciani, 31702. 

(3) Racc. Lanciani, 31702, 31707, 3*7”- 

(4) Racc. Lanciani, 31723. 
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level. The arches which separated the three bays rested on one side on piers projecting ca. 

0.65 m from the east wall (they were hidden by Vespignani behind the false lining of the 

walls); on the opposite side, they disappeared into the east face of the T-piers at the corners 

of the nave (fig. 23). Relatively low, their 

apex remained below the level of the capitals 

of the nave columns. In each bay a niche 

projected eastward, rectangular ones right and 

left, a semicircular one in the center, only 2.25 m 

high and prolonged by low piers and a barrel 

vault projecting as much as 1.05 m from the 

east wall (and apparently concealed either by 

Vespignani or in 1882-1885)^. The niche in 

the right corner bay was 1.60 m deep and 

decorated on its barrel vault with a jewelled 

cross standing against a starred ground, on its 

side walls with the figures of four female and 

four male saints (Agatha, Caecilia, Agnes, Lucia, 

Sixtus, Stephen(?), Cosmas, Damian), on the 

rear wall with the Virgin and Child, fianked by 

saints Agatha and Lawrence® (fig. 48). As far 

as the XIX century copies allow any judgment, 

the frescoes may well date from the VIII cent¬ 

ury; indeed, they resemble perhaps those in 

chapel //9®. 

On the other hand, parts of the original pav- 

ement turned up in the aisles, though not in the 

nave, in 1857-1865. De Rossi has listed many 

Fig. 47 - S. Lorenzo V^pignani, East basilica, the earliest dated 323, the ktest 507, 
plan of findings, Racc. Lanciani 31711. evidently removed from the catacombs and re- 

used either in the pavement of the aisles or in 

the construction of formae *. Secondly, Vespignani in two drawings has marked both the location 

ofa number of tombs and of fragments of mosaic pavements ® (figs. 27, 47). The former, sarco¬ 

phagi and formae^ scattered through the north and especially the east aisle, all stand at a slight 

angle, varying from 10 to 25 degrees, to the walls of the East basilica. At least one, between the 

second and third columns of the north colonnade, counting from the west, would seem from 

the drawing to have been covered by the plinth of the column®; a group of three in the east 

aisle, enclosed between the two pilasters projecting south of the center niche was apparently en- 

closed within a small chapel marked off by parapets. In one of the tombs — the reports do 

not indicate which — an encolpion was found, possibly of sixth century date The fragments 

(1) Rucc. Larwiamy 31702, 31711» 31697, 31692* 

(а) iCflcc* Landani^ 31726* 
(3) See below, pp. B6 ff* and figs 75-83. 

(4) BAC T (1863) 22 fi; 31 fi; 68 ff*; 84 ff.; ibid. II (1864) 33 

(5) Lanciam, 31711, 31780; cfi also Nesbitt, Anhaeologia XL C*S66), p. 1S2* 

(7) Racc. Lancicmit 3*7iM ^ sounding made in 1948 brought no evidence of such a tomb* 

(б) BA€\ (1863), 31 f; 35 ff. See abo W* F* Volbach, La Croce...^ {Guida dei Museo Sacro, II), Citt^ dei Vaticano, n. d., pl. II, fig* 3* 
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of mosaic pavements are of three different kinds: rosette and cross patterns in red, green, and 

yellow, and enclosed in square panels at times framed by broad marble strips were found in the 

South aisle, close to and extending into its Western exit arch, a second time some 3 meters farther 

east, finally as a four some in the north bay 

of the east aisle and in two fragments in the 

center bay of that aisle; a zig-zag mosaic in 

red and green turned up, isolated, in that 

very bay; finally, a hexagon pattern flanked 

what appears to have been a porphyry plaque 

in the semi-circular niche in the center of 

the east aisle. This hexagon pattern would 

seem to have resembled closely the pavement 

found in 1947-1949 in the apse of the East 

basilica 

The construction of the original ceiling of 

the aisles cannot be exactly determined. When 

surveyed by Vespignani, both north and east 

aisles continued without ceiling or floor respectively into each other; the south aisle did have a 

ceiling, apparently very thin and at a level slightly above the present one It is doubtful, 

however, that this ceiling and floor respectively were of early date. A sounding undertaken in 

1946-1950 by the Sopraintendenza ai Monumenti uncovered above the second intercolumniation 

of the south colonnade, painted onto the architrave on the aisle side, a flat arch in XIII century 

sham brick work damaged by the beams and cut off on top by the pre-Vespignani ceiling and 

stucco floor of obviously later date. Thus it appears that in the XIII century, when this sham 

brickwork was visible, also to the south no ceiling or floor separated the aisle from the gallery. 

Stili, originally the galleries on all three sides no doubt had floors which served the aisles as 

ceilings, presumably level with the top of the entablature of the colonnades and with the silis of 

the arches that open west from the galleries. 

Fig. 48 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignani, East basilica, 
murais from south niche, east aisle, Racc. Lanciani 31726. 

V. The galleries. 

Length and overall plan of the galleries correspond exactly to those of the aisles. Their height 

north and south is obviously less since the outer walls terminate 5.35 m from the floor level (pl. VI a). 

At that point they carry an open timber roof, its beams inserted on the arcade side into the span- 

drels of the arches (fig. 36). The impression of lesser height. as compared to the aisles, is strength- 

ened further by the slightly greater width of the galleries, 4.20 m ciear from the shafts of the 

thinner gallery colunms to the walls which rise somewhat farther outward than those of 

the aisles. On the other hand, like the aisles, the galleries communicate through arched 

openings, tali, though lower than those of the aisles (4.75 as againts 6.30 m) and slightly 

narrower (1.07 as against 1.17 m), west with the aisles of the West basilica, east with the 

comer bays of the east gallery (figs. 36, 37, 45). 

(1) Sec above, p. 57. 

(2) Rau. Lancianif 31709, 31707; Huebsgh, op. cit., pl. XVIII, x, indicates a ceiling in the north aisle, 8.40 m from the floor level, that is 

considerably above the level from which rise the gallery columns. For the ceiling in the south aisle see also Canina, op. cii., pl. XL. 
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The masonry in the gallery zone is better preserved than in the aisles. Not only do 

the West walls show the original opus listatum below and on either side of the opening and 

the brick voussoir of the surmounting arch; also, both the south and the north wall show 

the same opus listatum masonry the former 

both inside and outside, the latter only inside. 

Indeed, Vespignani’s restoration on the wall 

of the north gallery remained limited to facing 

the exterior with a brick masonry (fig. 29). 

Yet, of greater importance, is the fact that 

all the Windows, both in the north and south 

gallery seem to be of his devising. Jambs and 

arches in XIX century brickwork have been 

inserted into the original masonry of the wall 

and stand out as alien bodies (figs. 35, 39). 

Nor is there any plausible evidence to sug- 

gest that Vespignani’s took the place of orig¬ 

inal Windows either in the north gallery or 

in the aisles indeed, Windows in these 

portions appear only in his project drawings, 

but are lacking from his survey drawings 

(fig. 23) ® as well as from all old illustrat- 

ions of the building. The south gallery, to 

be sure, in late XVIII and early XIX century 

views shows a series of Windows, possibly 

arched, but more likely rectangular and thus 

presumably of XVII century date 

Along the inner wall of the south gallery, 

below the modern Windows, a row of large 

beam holes, 21-31 cm wide, was uncovered in 

the restoration 1946-1950. If part of the orig¬ 

inal structure, they might be indicative of a change in plan. 

The east gallery (fig. 49) like the east aisle on the ground floor level, is subdivided into a center 

part and into two corner bays; the latter open in arches towards the center bay and the north and 

south galleries respectively (figs. 37, 50), Again, corresponding to the ground floor plan, the south 

corner bay on the outside projects towards the south. But while the corner bays, each with two Win¬ 

dows facing east and north and south respectively, maintain the roof height of the galleries, the center 

bay rises to the full height of the nave with two rows of three Windows each, piercing the 

gabled east wall (fig. 29). Yet only the walls of the corner bays show sizeable remnants of 

the original opus listatum masonry both inside and outside, the south bay on its south wall 

to two-thirds of its height (fig. 50), the north bay on its north wall as well as on its east 

Fig, 49 — S, Lorenzo £Lm, East basilica, east gallery, 

looking north (Photo: Sansaini), 

(i) A tract of this wall, though completely repointed, has been left visible in the restoration 1946-1950, 

(a) Krautheimer, op. I934» P» 305 and note, ahould be corrcspondingly corrected, 

{3) Ltmcumi, 31692, 31^3» 

(4) Rossini, in 1809, and the anonymous woodcut of 1847 (fig, 88) render the Windows with arches, the Anonymous ADC of the late 

XVIII century (fig, ii)* and Giovanni Fontana in Canina’s publicatlon, as rectangular. Also the text of the Memoria, 1865, p. g, describes 

the Windows in the gallery as quadre, piceaU e poche^\ ■ 
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wall to its full height. The east wall of the center bay was apparently rebuilt by Vespi- 

gnani both inside and outside, except for two small portions (fig. 29): a fragment of opus 

listatum at the northeast corner is bonded to the east wall of the north bay, while at the 

southeast corner a small piece of high medi- 

eval brickwork has survived, apparently a 

repair of the original wall (fig. 50). In the 

XVII century the greater part of the center 

wall showed rubble masonry possibly a 

repair of the time of Cardinal Caraffa. AU 

the Windows in these outer walls are of XIX 

century vintage. Indeed, Vespignani in his 

project drawings apparently stili planned a 

windowless east wall. More important, this 

east wall, in Vespignani’s drawings as well 

as in the older views (figs. ii, 23, 88) ^ had 

no gable and terminated at the same height 

as the lateral clerestory walls of the nave 

carrying a sloping roof. On the other hand, 

the wall which separates the east gallery 

from the nave, that is, the east wall of the 

nave was apparently left untouched. The 

triple arcade spans the distance between the 

two corner piers, its brick voussoirs and opus 

listatum spandrels slightly receding from the 

face of the piers. Above the arcade the wall 

continues on the clerestory level, again 

slightly receding; the three Windows in this 
upper wall are an integral part of the original 5° S. Lorenzo f.l.m. East basilica, southeast comer 

bay, looking southeast (Photo: Sansaini). 
wall, as evidenced by their opus listatum 

jambs (pl. Va). 

The jambs and arches between the corner bays and the north and south galleries have preserved 

their original opus listatum masonry, and their measurements, 1.92 wide, i.24-1.27 deep and the one 

to the north 4.85, that to the south 4.55 m high a pateh of slightly different opus listatum in the 

northwest corner of the southeast bay high up in the spandrel zone of the two arches, seems to 

indicate a minor repair of later date (figs. 37, 49, 50). On the other hand, the arches which lead from 

the corner bays to the center bay have undergone two later, though medieval alterations. To be sure, 

the walls above these lateral arches of the center bay show the original opus listatum masonry, though 

slightly less regular than below, and contain each an original window, though the one to the north 

was narrowed and shifted westward by Vespignani (pl. Va; fig. 50). But the arches below were 

wider and higher than today, 4.25 and 5.70 m respectively, so that the apex of their voussoirs nearly 

touched the silis of the Windows above. Thus, their supporting piers in opus listatum projected only 

(1) CiAMPiNi, De sacris aedificiiSy p. 115: **... murus post absidam tumultuario constructus e diversa materia constat... **. 
(2) Racc. Lancianiy 31692, 31694, 31707; drawing Anonymoiis ADC; drawing Valenciennes; woodeut Anonymous 1847 (sce above, p. 5). 
(3) A lowcr HIHng of the north arch was removed in 1946-1950. 

9 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. O^rbett — Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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0.15 m to the West where they bond with the nave comer piers and the arches towards the north 

and South galleries. To the east they must have projected roughly 0.70 m, but the original pier 

was replaced by another, consisting of large tufa blocks alternating with several brick courses; 

it is the “ tufa-brick ” masonry found also in the east portions of both aisles of the West basilica 

and presumably of XI century date. Stili later, brick piers were built against both the original 

opus listatum and the tufa-brick pier to support a new brick arch which diminished the width of the 

original arch to 3.38 m, its height to 4.20 m. The technique of the brickwork, strongly marked 

by trowel lines, resembles closely that used in the remodelling of the Western portions of the aisles of 

the West basilica (figs. 19, 50). This narrowing of the arches and strengthening of their piers became 

apparently necessary when a ceiling was placed into the east gallery cutting off its upper half: a 

series of beam and rafter holes came to light in 1946-1950, cut into the opus listatum spandrel on either 

side and into the voussoir of the original wider and higher arch. Above the ceiling a chapel was 

installed, its walls stuccoed and a huge mural painted on the west wall, representing two archangels 

placed between the Windows, and on the comer piers the figures of precatio and petkio all topped 

by a meander frieze framing four panels with busts of saints. A corresponding floral ornament 

decorates the soffits of the narrowed arches on the gallery level (figs. 37, 50). 

VI. Masonry. 

The masonry throughout the East basilica consists of opus listatum, its core of brick-and-tufa 

rubble faced with alternating layers ofbricks and small tufa blocks. (figs. 28,29,33-37,39-45). But 

the character of this opus listatum changes somewhat in different parts of the structure, in the ratio of 

brick and tufa courses, in the cutting and placing of the small tufa blocks, and in the handling of 

the mortar beds. In the rising walls of the nave, the aisles and galleries, one brick course alternates 

regularly with one tufa course; the tufa blocks are on the average between 60 and 75 mm high 

and between 150 and 185 mm long, though occasionally as short as 75 or as long as 220 mm. They 

are placed always lengthwise, except near comers where a block sometimes is tumed sideways, 

and hewn with the hammer into regular parallelepipeds, though with rounded corners. The bricks, 

apparently sp)oils, are from 160 to 400 mm long and from 29 to 32 mm high. The mortar beds are 

from 17 to 32 mm high, with an average of 27.5 mm, and slope downwards and inwards. Two 

“ moduli ”, each comprising two tufa blocks, two bricks and four mortar beds, correspond to 29.8 cm 

(= I R.ft.); 50 cm comprise four bricks, three tufa blocks and five or six mortar joints. In the core of 

the building this masonry fluctuates only slightly: in the comer piers of the nave the tufelli are less 

regular in shape, as low as 50 and as high as 80 mm (once as high as 95 mm), the mortar beds higher, 

so that the height of two “ moduli ” rises to 31 cm; in the arches across the east gallery, the height 

of the tufa blocks averages as much as 80 mm but the mortarbeds are lower than elsewhere in the 

building. Despite these fluctuations the masonry of the core of the structure is more or less uni- 

form. On the other hand, the masonry both of the apse H and of the clerestorey of the nave, especi- 

ally above the east gallery, shows wider departures, though along different lines. In the apse 

(figs. 21,41,42) the bottom section starts above the foundations with as many as four and seven layers 

of bricks before it continues with an opus listatum with never less than two brick courses sandwiched 

between the single tufa courses; even above the zone of the window silis, two brick courses are not 

infrequent. 31.5 cm, slightly more than one Roman foot, thus corresponds to one tufa block plus 

(i) Racc. Lanciant 31721« 
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two brick courses. Also the tufa blocks are extraordinarily regular in shape and never less than 6o 

nor more than 85 mm high. On the other hand, beginning with the walls of the galleries and 

continuing into the clerestory walls of the nave, the masonry is far less regular (figs. 28, 35): at 

times the regular alternation of one brick and one tufa course is interrupted for a short stretch by 

two and three brick courses, or else two tufa courses intervene between single brick courses. The tufa 

blocks are less regularly shaped, occasionally just fist-sized chunks, and very often placed sideways 

rather than lengthwise. In the clerestory walls of the east gallery, especially south, two and even 

three successive courses of tufa blocks are frequent. 

The changes thus indicated need not suggest changes in plan. The higher proportion of bricks 

in the lower sections of the apse, of tufa blocks in the upper walls, may well be interpreted as the 

intention on the part of the builders of strengthening the lower, while reducing the weight of the 

upper parts of the structure. On the other hand, the less regular construction of the upper walls 

is no doubt due to negligence best attributed to hastiness. For some reason the building, finished 

in its lower parts, had to be terminated in a hurry. Such hurry need not, but might well indicate 

a second building period, possibly after a short interruption. 

VII. The tomb. 

The tomb of Saint Lawrence rises in the crypt which was inserted, one recalls, together with the 

XIII century chancel into the nave of the East basilica. However, it would seem to antedate the 

building of both crypt and chancel. At present, it consists of two parts, the large monument-block 

and a low socie (pls. II, V a). The latter, rising 0.22 m above the floor of the Western front section 

of the crypt, terminates, with a somewhat narrower projection below the altar mensa, i.io m from 

the entrance of the crypt. Eastward the socie ends abruptly with the steps descending to the rear 

section; indeed, flush with the last step it is turned into the richly inlaid face of a confessio, 0.65 m 

high, flanked by two projecting pilasters. A fenestella opens in its center, framed by a gold, blue 

and red glass mosaic and surmounted by a comice which bears the dedicatory inscription of Cencius 

Cancellarius, Cencius Savelli. A cosmatesque mosaic, composed of porphyry and verde antico covers 

the top of the socie east of the monument block. The block, set back 0.50 m from the east edge 

of the socie, is rectangular, 2.15 by 1.30 m, and 1.13 m high. While enclosed on three sides by 

simple marble plaques, its west face, hidden by the modern altar, opens in a second fenestella framed 

by the marble pattern of a (lost) glass mosaic. The covering top plaque of the block, on the other 

hand, is framed by a cosmatesque green and red frieze sloping inward, like the top of a mensa. 

The inscription of Cencius Cancellarius suggests that the tomb monument in its present state 

dates from before 1216 and possibly prior to 1191/92 when Cencius held the position of cancellarius 

prior to his election to the cardinaJate. Hence the monument apparently antedates the construction 

of the crypt. 

The visible structure of the monument block reveals no element of earlier date. On the other 

hand, its very position within the East basilica is revealing, for it rises in the very center axis of 

the nave, in line with the second columns counting from the west on either side. To be exact, a 

point in the Western half of the sarcophagus block lies at a distance of 6.20 m from the axes of the 

north and south colonnades and of 12.40 m both from the inner curve of the apse and from the east 

colonnade of the nave. No doubt, then, the entire East church was laid out around some object 

now enclosed within the monument block, in all likelihood the original tomb of Saint Lawrence. 
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c) The campanile and the adjacent structures 

A number of structures rise (or rose formerly) south of the East basilica. They are of interest 

primarily in that they suggest the confines and ways of access to that building and to those preced- 

ing it. 

Outstanding among these structures is the campanile (pl. II; figs. 1,2, 11). It is eight stories high, 

the first three windowless, the upper five with two Windows on either side. The lower portions have 

been assigned, not quite convincingly perhaps, to the XI, the upper parts starting with the third 

floor, to the XII centuries In any event, marble fragments with interlace work, dating from the 

VIII or IX century and walled up in the lower parts of the tower, provide a terminus post. On the 

other hand, a terminus ante is given by the disappearance of the hili or of early structures south and 

west of the East basilica. Indeed, the south and west faces of the lower portion of the tower both 

show traces of having been built against live rock or against some earlier structure. Also, in the 

west face, some 6 meters from the ground, a door opens without any outer stairs ascending to it 

Hence, at the time the lower part of the campanile was built, the hili or some earlier structure 

extended south and west. Even more revealing is the placing of the campanile at an angle of 

roughly 15 degrees to the axes of the East as well as the West basilica, and at a distance of over 

6 meters from the wall of the eastern section of the south aisle of the West church, that is of the 

“ intermediate bays ” (pl. II; figs. 2, 16) ». Obviously, its placing was determined by the exist- 

ence of previous structures nearby, structures which differed from the axes of and hence pre- 

sumably antedated the East basilica. 

Indeed, such structures existed east, west, possibly south and certainly north of the campanile. 

For one, incorporated into its east face the fragment of a wall has survived, running eastward, 

its opus listatum faces turned north and south. Reaching as high as -j-y.So m, it must have belonged 

to a structure which once occupied the site (and antedated) the medieval lateral porch of the 

East basilica and hence of the present sacristy. Since, on the other hand, it reaches considerably 

higher than the gallery level of the East basilica, it is very unlikely that this early structure was 

linked to the building of the East church. It may well have been part of an earlier system of 

constructions on the site. 

Remnants of such an earlier system have indeed come to light during the excavations 1947- 

^949 3,djoining the Southwest corner of Vespignani’s Cappella dei Sacramento (pl. II). Running par- 

allel to the axis of the campanile, they consist of some opus listatum walls, one projecting from be- 

neath the foundations of the south wall of the Chapel of the Sacrament, and at least i .60 m strong, 

the other 5*3® farther south and 1.35 m strong; the first block was built for view on its west and 

south sides (while its north side was built against live rock); the second had its good faces east and 

north. Leaving at either end passageways of 0.65 and 1.35 m respectively, a wall of only 0.50 m 

strength ran between the two blocks. Finally, a second wall, also of opus listatum was found parallel to 

this first wall at a distance of 1.40 m, its west face built against the live rock. Obviously these rem¬ 

nants become intelligible only when related to the finds made inside the West nave, behind apse 

H of the East basilica *. If thus related, they suggest an “ access corridor ” or anteroom of some sort 

(1) Serafini, Torri CampanarUy pp. 104 ff. 

(2) Another door in the east face^ 8 m from the ground and framed by interlace posts, may have led onto the roof of the lateral porch 
of the East basilica; see above, p. 46. 

(3) See above, p. 39. 

(4) See below, pp. 80 f. 
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and certainly they indicate a system of structures on an axial system into which the campanile had 

to be fitted at a later point. 

Prior to 1857 other elements of the same axial system were preserved on the site of the present 

Fig. 51 — S. Lorenzo f.I.m. Vespignani, Structures on site of Chapel of the Holy Sacrament, 

plan and section, /facc. Lanciani 31696. 

Chapel of the Sacrament. At that time, two structures, a square room and a smaller, irregularly 

rectangular annex along its west wall linked the campanile northward to the wall of the Southern 

“ intermediate bay ” (figs. 46, 51)^. Neither their original function nor their date can be established, 

however. The larger room as early as 1624 ® and stili in 1857 served as a monks’ choir, its altar 

installed on the groundfioor of the campanile; while apparently level with the West basilica, it 

would seem to have communicated with it oniy through a rectangular opening, i .60 m above floor 

level, its frame composed of stone beams of different length. The annex had two stories: the lower 

one level with the West church opened onIy towards its aisle in a very low lop-sided, the upper one in 

the depressed ellipsoid arch (fig. 18), remnants of which were uncovered in 1946-1950 This lower 

floor was accessible from the monks’ choir by a short flight of steps The flat vault of the lower 

and the oval windows of the upper story as well as the battened buttressing along the Southwest 

corners of both monks’ choir and annex date possibly from the XVII or XVIII century (fig. 10). 

The brickwork of the depressed upper arch however and its relation both to the original opus listatum 

masonry of the wall and to the high medieval brickwork of the corner of the intermediate bay, 

suggest a date in the early Middle Ages. It is of even greater significance to realize the relation of 

(i) Plana and elevations, see Landani^ 31&96, 31702^ 31712, 31733, 31780; among viewa, ihose of Pirancsi (fig* 10) and Le Geay 

^how the chapel and its annex* 

(u) See above, p* 39, note 3* 

(3) See above, p, 38 aud fig* 18* 

(4) Racc. Lanciani, 31696; see abo Letacouilly, &p. ciU, pl* a6o. 
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the West wall of this annex to the very early structures in the immediate vicinity; for the wall runs 

parallel to the “ access corridor ” just mentioned; it continues the direction of the fragment of 

the opus listatum wall incorporated into the wall of the south aisle of the West church and it lines 

up with the walls D i-D 6, excavated in 1947-1949® {pls. II, VII a). 

Vespignani, while demolishing the chapel and its annex, found a “ mass of live tufa ” (fig. 26) 

Fig. 53 " S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. Bird’s eye view (Photo: Sansaim). 

It may have been the rest of a catacomb gallery, containing a loculus and, possibly, an object of 

special veneration. 

d) The EXCAVATIOM INSIDE THE WEST BASILICA (1947-I949) 

The lay-out of the £ast basilica makes sense only in the light of the excavations undertaken in 

1947-1949« (pls. II, Va, VII, VIII). 

The excavation covered an area of approximately 250 square meters in the nave and the north 

aisle of the West basilica, extending from the ambos in the nave to the steps which lead up to what 

is now the chancel of the church (figs. 52, 54). Additional soundings were made in the correspond- 

(1) Sce above, p, 39. 

(2) See belowj pp, 80 L 

(3) Ra£c. Landmi, 31712* 

(4) excavations were undertaken with the generous assistance of the Pontificia Commissione di Archeologia Sacra, of the American 

Philosophical Society and of Vassar Collcge. They were supervised by Enrico Josi, Richard Kraulheimer and Wolfgang Frankl. Our warmest 
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/i.4. 

53 —■ S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Arenarium catacombjg 1-4 (Plaii sketch W. Frankl), 

ing portion of the south aisle, in the East 

church, and, outside the south aisle, west of 

the campanile. Thanks to the efforts of the 

SoprifUendenza ai Monumenti and the Minxstero 

della Pubblica Istruziom the area below the nave 

has been covered with a concrete ceiling and 

made accessible from a door in the Southwest 

comer of the East nave. 

The finds will be described starting from 

the lowest and rising to the highest levels. 

I. The oldest catacomb system. 

(a) On the lowest level were found rem- 

nants of a system of catacomb galleriesg 1-^6, 

hewn into the tufa and running across the 

thanks go to the above mentioned institutions, They go also to the 

SofirinUndenza ai Mynumtati msdioeuaii d*l Lazw and to the late 

Alberto Terenzio who was then directing the restoration of the 

churchf for their co-operation and for the subsequent building of 

a shelter to keep the excavations accessible; to the Gapuchin Fa- 

thers of S, Lorenzo and especially to the Rev* Father Modesto who 

sniilmgly suffered ihc disturbance caused by three successive 

campaigns; finally to the indefaiigable workmen of the Commis¬ 

sione di Archeologia Sacra. 

The presentation of the results as given in the following pages 

is nearly identical with thai published in our previous repori 

Krautheimer-Josi-Frankl, op. cit.f 1952; it is supplemented by a 

few passages from the report Frankl*Josi-KrautheimeRj dLj 

1950* and by somc additional observaiions. 

Fig, 54 — S. Lorenzo fJ.m. Excavations 1947-49* North 

aislCj tomb chambers c 4-5 and wall D 1-2, looking west 

(Photo: Sansaini)* 

Fig* 55 — S, Lorenzo f*Lm, Excavations 1947-49* North 

aislej tomb charaber c 4-5 and gallery ^1-4, looking east 

(Photo: Sansaini). 
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area occupied by the nave of the West basilica from south-southwest to north-northeast and below 

its north aislefrom east-southeast to west-northwest (pl. VIIa; fig. 53). The original level, —3.13 m 

had been gradually lowered to a maximum of —4.04 m. A number of cubicula ci-c6 of 

irregular, often of roundish 

shape with loculi cut into the 

walls, opened along these gal- 

leries at levels ranging from 

— 3.28 to —3.75 m. The 

walls of the galleries likewise 

were hollowed out by loculi, 

the floors by formae. Below 

the area of the north aisle of 

the West basilica, was found 

a large double chamber, c 4-5, 

with loculi in the walls and 

marble pavement; c 4, one 

step higher, sheltered a tomb, 

sm I, surmounted by a mensa 

(figs. 54, 55) The walls of 

the loculi are faced with opus 

listatum, in which two tufa 

courses alternate with one 

brick course, their mortar 

beds very well smoothed. AU waUs were covered with a white stucco plaster. The sili of the 

connecting door was at a level of—3.05 m; its jambs show, the onesouth aregular alternation of 

brick and tufa courses, the other north two brick courses alternating with one tufa course. 

A number of inscriptions stili in situ were found but all of them seem to be in second use. A 

forma y 2 in the gallery g i was roofed a cappuccina with tiles, one bearing a brick stamp DOMITI 

GARIS, dating from the early second century Another forma y 3 in the gallery g 3 was closed 

with a marble slab... CONSVLIBVS; f 3 contained a slab inscribed MIRILl CRISGO..., and 

reinscribed 

... VS CVBIGVLA 

... LV DP. INP XH KAL. 

possibly of fourth century date c 4 contained two more inscriptions reused in the pavement 

... IL ... INA 

... lORI and ... VIRC 

(7?/) lAE EIVS ... IXX, respectively 

The latter has been dated 500. 

Fig. 56 — S. Lorcnzo f.Lrn. Excavations 1947-49. Inside apsc H, looking 

northeast; east end gallery A 4-15 and tombsy‘16-21 (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) For iiirther detaib regarding this fiist systcm of catacomb galleries and the pertinent inscriptions, see FRAi<Ki.-Josi-KitAimiEiMER, 

op. cit., 1950, pp. 9 ff. 

(2) The stamp may have been ineant to read DOMITI ARIG. Cp. C. I. L. XV, no. 1094 ff., and H. Bloch, I Bolli Lattrua di Roma, 

Rome, 1947. p. 61, 

(^) Information kindly supplied by the late Prof. A. Silvagnt. 
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(b) Somewhat further east, inside the later apse H, remnants of two tomb chambers could be traced 

(pls. VIIa, VIIIa, h; figs. 41,53,56). Their level, —2.55 m is considerably higher than that of the gal- 

leries g 1-6 and the corresponding cubicula, but their axes suggest a connection with that system. 

They are marked in the following 

ways: by a group of formae f 16- 

/22, including one sarcophagus 

strigilate, but without inscription; 

by a threshold which connects the 

two chambers; and in the South¬ 

west corner of the westernmost 

chamber by the traces of the tufa 

Wall and of its masonry facing. 

The formae in part overlap; hence, 

they may date from two succes¬ 

sive building periods. 

(c) Remnants of catacomb gal- 

leries, not dissimilar in their axial 

System to those described first, 

were uncovered in the area of the East basilica, near the second intercolumnation of the south 

colonnade. One gallery appeared to run in the direction of the present tomb of the Saint. The 

level of these galleries, from —2.80 m to —2.96 m, compares roughly with the original level of the 

System below the Honorian nave. Yet at this point it is impossible to establish any connection 

between the two systems. Nor is it p>ossible to teli how these systems relate to earlier finds made 

below the east aisle of the East basilica, including those of two sarcophagi below the stairs which 

prior to 1865 lead from there to the convent.^ 

........ A.5 

K. A.6. 
mmm 

(is. 

A31. 1.4. 15 

A.17 

A.19. 
kl.V 

57 — Lorenzo f.l.m. E.xcavations 1947-49, system, L-chamber 

and gallery A 4-15 (Plan sketch VV. Frankl). 

2. The i4-system. 

(a) A second system of catacomb galleries A i-A 19, unconnected with the first and later in 

date, came to light along the west-east exis of the Honorian nave, on a level of roughly —3.60 m 

(pls. II, VII, VIII; figs. 52, 56, 57). It cut across the earlier system, but parts of this remained 

accessible, as shown by the late inscriptions in r 3 and c 4. In contrast to the first, the second 

system is regular in layout and truly elegant in appearance. Its walls are lined with an opus 

listatum masonry, highly regular in technique and with the remarkably low height of 130 mm 

-145 mm for each „ modulus ”, formed of one course of bricks, one of tufelli, and two mortar 

beds. The tufelli, 60-70 mm high and 190-260 mm long, appear to be cut with a saw rather than 

with a hammer, but the comers are rounded, rather than sharp. The mortar, its joints 18-28 mm 

high, averaging 20 mm, is smoothed and smeared slightly over the edges of the tufa blocks and 

bricks (fig. 58). Very rarely, the regular alternation of bricks and tufelli is interrupted by two tufa 

courses. However, the four bottom courses are all tufa. 

The system appears to consist of three main parts: a large L-shaped chamber, A 1-3, to the 

West; a corridor, A ^-A 15, running due east from this chamber; and finally the beginnings of what 

appears to be another chamber .^4 18, just to the west of the triumphal arch (pl. VIIa; fig. 57). 

(i) De Rossi, B.A,C. I (1863), p. 8. 

IO - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett — Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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The large L-shaped chamber lies below the center and the south half of the Honorian nave, 

at the West end of the intermediary bays at a level of—3-50 ni (pls. VII, VIII; figs. 52, 59). Run- 

ning South to north extends a room which is 2.35 wide and thus far too large for a corridor. Its 

length is over 5 m, but it may have extended much farther south; the walls at the Southwest corner 

of the Cappella dei Sacramento may'well have formed its (possibly later) entrance. From the main room, 

a side chamber, 2.10 m deep and 2.72 wide, projects due west (figs. 60, 61). Its center is occupied 

by a rectangular pier, 0.75 X 1.05 m, possibly intended to support a tufa ceiling. Along the east 

wall of the main chamber rectangular niches are laid out at regular distances, 0.85 to 1.15 m 

wide, 0.59 m deep, and, judging from the filling of one of the niches, E 4, at least i.oo m high. 

Superficially they recall the niches frequently found in catacombs for sheltering lighting fixtures, 

but their large size suggests that they were to shelter huge candelabras rather than simple lamps. 

The walls both in the main room and in the side chamber were covered with stuccoed plaster, 

and are preserved to a height of as much as —2.42 m, 92 cm above the original floor. 

The corridor A 4.-A 15, 0.85 m wide, branches oflf the L-shaped chamber, directly opposite its 

west room, and runs straight toward the site occupied by the tomb of Saint Lawrence (pls. II, VII, 

VIII; figs. 25, 57). Its south wall, near the corner that turns into the L-chamber, is occupied by a 

niche of the type found in that room. Farther east, near the later apse H of the East basilica, one 

more niche opens in its south wall. In the part of the corridor that lies inside the area of apse H 

(fig. 56), loculi l 1-5, surmounted by flat arches of bricks, i R. ft. long, occupy both walls; they 

are closed with marble plaques in situ, one of them marked with an inscription EM/^N (fig. 62). 

The level of the corridor slopes from east to west from —3.30 m to —3.59 m. 

At the east end of the corridor another chamber, A 18, branches off to the south (fig. 57). Only 

its west wall, 2.00 m long, and the west corner of its south wall are preserved. But it should be 

noted that this wall is barely 6.00 m distant from the tomb of Saint Lawrence. 

This entire system is closely linked to the L-chamber, and its careful masonry, its regular layout, 

the niches in the walls, all point to some important funeral or cult center. No doubt it played an 

incisive part in determining the position of the later structures on the site. 

(b) The importance of this nucleus is further emphasized by the changes it underwent later. 

1. A gallery R 1-4 was laid out coming from the north and intersecting the gallery .44-15 

(figs. 55, 63). This gallery, B 1-4, starts in the area below the very east end of the north aisle of the 

West basilica, coming from the east; after about 4 meters, it turns sharply north. Its level, —3.59 m 

near the gallery A 4-15, rises to —2.74 m in the area under the Honorian north aisle. Its purpose 

was obviously to facilitate access from other parts of the catacomb system to the corridor that con- 

nected the L-chamber, the other tomb chamber farther east, such as ^ 18, and the site of the tomb 

of Saint Lawrence. The opus listatum lining of the new corridor differs from that of the earlier gal¬ 

lery, in that the tufa stones are irregular in shape (fig. 64). Also, one modulus counts two bricks 

and one tufa-stone and measures 210-240 mm, with an average of 80 mm for the height of the tufelli. 

The mortar beds between the courses as a rule are rounded; occasionally, however, they slope 

inward and downward. Altogether the technique is reminiscent of that used in the second quarter 

of the fourth century in the foundation walls of the nave of Old St. Peter’s. 

2. Within the L-chamber a number of changes took place, either before or after the construc- 

tion of R 1-4 (figs. 59, 60, 61, 63). The floor of its west room appears to have been raised after instal- 

Hng a mensa tomb, sm 2, and a forma fh’, traces of stucco on this tomb and on the center pier indicate 

the level of the new floor at —3.12 to —3.21 m. A second mensa tomb, sm 3, appears to have been 

installed slightly later, reaching a level of—2.97 m. It contains a sarcophagus (figs. 61, 65). In the 

center of its face a group of three figures is represented: a man standing and apparently dictating 

to a woman standing to his right, while a second woman stands behind him reading from a scroll; 
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58 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excava- 

tions 1947-49. L-chamber masonry 

detail (Photo: Sansaini). 

59 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. L-chambcr, cataract 

and apsc K during construetion of shelter, 1950 (Photo: Soprinten- 

denza ai monumenti). 

Fig. 60 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

L-chamber, supporting pier, mensa oleorum^ apse A", from northeast (Photo: Sansaini). 
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near each comer of the front stands a figure of the Good Shepherd. On the short sides, in very 

low relief, a young shepherd is represented, seated and feeding a lamb. The fragment of a lid, found 

at this point and showing Jonali being cast into the sea, woulds eem to have belonged to this sarco- 

Fig, 6i — S. Lorcnzo Excavations 1947'49. 

L-chamber, supporting picr^ mensa oleorum, cataractj sarcophagus^ from west {Photo: Sansaini)* 

phagus. Typologically the sarcophagus appears to form part of the group of “ philosopher ” 

sarcophagi, and on the basis of the chronology proposed for the type it can be dated tentatively 

within the last twenty years of the third century ^ Sunk as it is into the mensa tomb the sarco¬ 

phagus may, however, have been in second use. 

Finally, a tomb / was laid out east of the center pier at the end of the main room of the L- cham- 

ber (figs. 59, 6i). This tomb is exceptional throughout. Its measurements, 0.86 X 1.40 m, are far too 

small for a regular tomb. Equally unusual is its construction: it is half hollowed into the rock down to 

a level of —4.28 m and half built up by a good opus listatum wall, C i, which is covered with plaster 

inside and rises to —3.02 m, 0.45 m above the original floor level of the main room. The rear wall, 

C 2, of the tomb, also stuccoed, continues north where it leans against the older mensa tomb, sm 3. 

(i) F. Oerkb^ Die Sarkophag^pen der vorkimst^imschsn PP- ff*. 
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(fig. 63). The outer side of C 2 is stuccoed and thus must have been visible; it seems to ha ve formed a 

step which separated the lower level of the main chamber from the raised floor of the west room. 

Obviously, then, tomb t was designed to rise above the floor and to be visible from the south, east, 

and north. Its size and construction suggest 

that it was laid out to receive the venerated 

remains of some martyr, possibly transferred 

from their original resting place 

3. In a successive, if not much later 

period, the entire floor of the L-chamber 

including both its main part and the west 

room, appears to have been raised to the 

upper level of the new tomb t and a marble 

pavement laid out at —3.02 m ^ Stili, 

tomb t was even more clearly marked: 

its south portion was closed below the new 

level with a tile roof a cappuccina; this por¬ 

tion was forcibly opened at a later time. 

Over the small remaining portion to the 

north, a well-like cylindrical structure was erected (figs. 52, 59, 61) its outer diameter measuring 

i.oo m, its inner, 0.55 m. From the new level of —3.02 m it rose originally 0.46 m high to a 

level of —2.56 m. Faced on the outside with 

thin marble plaques, the structure can only be a 

cataract, designed to provide an opening through 

which visitors could look into the north part of 

tomb t, offer libations and insert brandea. Such 

cataracts are not infrequently fbund over venerated 

tombs in the Constantinian period, as can be 

seen by the arrangement in S. Sebastiano, St. Pe- 

ter’s, and S. Paolo f. 1. m. 

At a later period, yet undetermined (fig. 66), 

the cataract was transformed into a well by 

lowering its shaft down to the level of the ground 

water at ca. —7.00 m. 

Two pieces of columns shafts, obviously in se- 

cond use, were placed against the cataract, one 

on its east side, the other on its west side (figs. 52, 

59-61). They would seem to have been mensae 

oleorum, set up simultaneously with the cataract or 

slightly later.* 

4. After the cataract had been built, a 

number of formae (/ 9-13) were inserted in the 

floor of the main chamber and of the access gallery .<44-15. This gallery simultaneously was raised 

) i 

^3 — S. Lorenzo f.l.ml Excavations 1947-49. 

L-chamber including tomb /, gallery A 4-15, gal¬ 

lery B 1-4 (Plan sketch VV. Frankl). 

Fig. 62 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Gallery A 4-15, east end, loculus with inscription 

EMLN (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) We are greatly indcbted for this suggestion to Father Kunibert Mohlberg, O.S.B. 

(2) An epitaph, reused in the pavement bears the inscription (i)NNOX(entius). 

(3) See A. M. Schneider, Mensae oleorum**, R, Qu. Sckr, 35 (1927) pp. 287 ff. 
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to the level of ca. —-3.15 m. The forma of a child, / 10, was found in situ close to the entrance 

from the corridor ^ 4 to the L-chamber (fig. 67). The inscription 

QVINTIANE Q VIXIT 

VNNIS N.V. ET MENS.N.X. 

IN PACE 

appears to date from before the middle of the IV century Hence, it gives a terminus ad for 

the raising of the level in ^4-15, and a terminus post for the time until which the L-chamber remained 

in use. At the same time it dates the cataract presumably 

into the earher fourth century. It was continued to the west 

by the trace of another forma slab at the same level. Forma 

f 12, farther east, had been broken in the collapse of later 

structures; inside was found the fragment of a column shaft. 

The niche in the south wall of the corridor A 4-15, just 

before it reaches the site occupied by the later apse H was 

apparently repaired by patching up the corners in its upper 

part, E i^E 2, from level —2.69 to —2.40 (pls. VII a, VIII g). 

The relative chronology of this repair cannot be established. 

It is more important to note that this door, and the niche 

farther west, near the corner which turns into the L-chamber, 

were closed with an opus listatum mtwonry, E 3 and E 4 (fig. 

68). While E 4 starts at the original level of the corridor, —3.30 m and, thus would seem to antedate 

the formae / 9-13, £ 3 starts at the very level of these formae, —3.15, and hence should be contem- 

poraneous with them or of somewhat later date. At the level —3.09 m, a loculus, its closing slab 

stili in place, was inserted into the blocking E 4. 

5. A small fragment of an inscription was found lying in the loose earth near the forma 

/ loat the level of—2.70 m. Its paleograpfaic character is Philocalian. Its original site remains 

undetermined and the letters preserved ... (c)RVRA// ... (E)NDA// ... N(E) fit into none of the 

known Damasian poems; but they correspond in size and style to the fragment {s)VPPLE(x) {e)T 

MEA from the Ver ano. ® 

III. The iindetgtound area. 

The west room of the L-chamber and the tomb t, surmounted by its cataract, remained an 

important focus of the lay-out during the subsequent periods, but they were decisively changed. 

(a) The first important change consisted apparently in preserving only the west room of the 

L-chamber, its vault supported by the center pier, but laying out in front of the cataract an area 

capable of sheltering a larger crowd and thus forming a subterranean chapel inside the hili (pl. VIIA; 

fig. 68). 

To this end, the east wall of the L-chamber, opposite the cataract, was razed at a level of 

2.68 m, for a distance of approximately 2.00 m. In addition, the portions of the corridor A 4-15 

nearest to the L-chamber appear to have been razed at the maximum height of —2.60 m, The 

level of the Hve tufa on either side of the corridor .44-15, cut as it is at —2.69 m, appears to indi¬ 

cate that the area extended north and south to below the foundations of the Honorian colonnades. 

Fig* 64 — S. Lorcnzo f.l.m* Excavations 

1947-49* Gallcry B 1-4^ masonry (Photo: 

SansainI). 

(1) Information kindly supplied by the late Prof* A. Silvagni, 

(2) A* Ferrxja, SpigoUitur€ af€hiolog^he'\ 26 (1950), pp, 240 ff*, and abovc, p. 6 f, dig. 366-381* 
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east into the neighborhood of the old catacomb 

gallery ^3 and of the gallery B1-B4., near the 

apex of the later apse H. Roughly 4.00 m east 

of the cataract, the level of the area is possibly 

marked by two tomb slabs situated behind the 

blocked niche £4 (pl. VII a). Their inscriptions 

HIC EST LOCVS FILI and 

HIC REQVIISCIT IN PACE MA... 

DEPOSITVS SVB D III ID FEB 1 

appear to date shortly after 400, but they are 

obviously in second use (fig. 69). At its east end 
Fig. 65 - s. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. L-cha- 

mber looking west, sarcophagus (Photo: Sansaini). 
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Fig. 66 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 194749. L-chamber with 
cataract, gallery A 4-15, gallery B 1-4 (Plan sketch W. Frankl). 

near Z, 2, a large block of live 

tufa, —2.12 m high, projects 

into the area. (The correspon- 

ding spot near L i could not be 

explored for technical reasons). 

This block may represent the 

remnant of a tufa pier left stan- 

ding to support the tufa ceiling 

of the underground area, presu- 

mably in conjunction with another 

support near L i. 

The area, then would have 

been roughly rectangular in shape, 

with apparently three niches at 

its eastem end between the piers 

Z. I (?) and L 2 and the north 

and South boundaries of the area. 

These niches would have connec- 

ted thus: the one in the center 

with the east portion of the cor- 

ridor ^4 4-15 which was kept intact, 

its level raised to —2.43 m; those 

right and left possibly with the old galleries B i-B 

4 and g 3, respectively. Inside the area the Wes¬ 

tern tract of the corridor A 4-Ai^, near the 

L-chamber, may have been kept in use at least 

in its lower portions. 

(b) Important changes took place at the West¬ 

ern end of the area. The short west arm of the 

(i) Corrcctcd as against Frankl-Josi-Krautheimer, op. cU,, 1950, 

p. 22. 

Fig. 67 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Epitaph of Quintiana 

(Photo: Sansaini). 
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L-chamber was preserved, thus forming a niche extending westward from the underground area. North 

and South ofthis niche two huge walls, /) i-i) 6, were build against the live tufa and run north to south, 

approximately in the direction ofthe center ofthe cataract (pls. II, VIIa, b; figs. 54, 68, 70)' They 

diminish in strength, from 0.90 m at their northern 

to 0.60 m near the Southern end. The original 

length of these walls is undetermined, but the south 

wall continued below and beyond the south wall 

of the aisle of the West basilica to D 6 (pls., II, V, 

VIIa; fig. 70). Likewise to the north, D i continues 

beyond the north aisle into the adjoining catac- 

omb. The materiai of both ovalis consists of marble 

fragments, rocks of tufa and bits of bricks. Below 

the north aisle of the West basilica, the level of the 

setback between the foundation proper and the rising 

wall of 1-6 is as high as —1.93 m to —i.QSm. 

From there it slopes down to —2.77 ra near the 

north wall of the L-chamber. Approximately this 

,) is maintained for the wall 

D 3-4 below the south aisle of the West basilica. 

Throughout the area of both aisles, the wall rea- 

ches almost up to the level of the West church, 

and while near the cataract chamber only a few 

courses are preserved owing to the later construc- 

tion of the apse K, it seems ciear that D 1-2 was 

built against what had been the north wall of the 

L-chamber (pl. VIIa). 

The very solid construction of the wall D i ■— 

D 6 suggests that it was a foundation wall designed 

to carry a high upper wall.^ Indeed, at D 6 it carries 

the fragment of the opus listatum wall D 6’ which 

remains incorporated within the wall of the Hono- 

rian south aisle, Crossing it at a right angle and 

rising to a height of 8.00 m. ^ Hence the upper 

wall carried by D i — Z) 6 rose one or two meters 

same 

Fig. 68 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 

1947-49. Underground area and substruc- 

tion Wall D i-6 (Plan sketch W. Frankt). 

Fig, 69 — S, Lorenzo f.l.m. Epitaphs 

(Photo: Sansaini), (i) See abovcj p. 39. 
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built than the walls Z)i-6; also, it rises only to the level of the tufa along the foot of Di-D 2, 

—1.93 m. Its Principal function was apparently to contain the earth with which had been 

filled. At the same time it may ha ve suppor ted a light wall. Similarly, the east wall of 

the L-chamber A 12, rising even at present to a level of —2.42 m., accompanies D ^-D ^ 

at a distance of 1.40-1.50 m. In brief, D1-D2 and D'^-D6, together with two parallel walls, 

resting on F2 and ^12 respectively, may 

have formed two corridors which led towards 

the cataract from north and south respec¬ 

tively, the south corridor coming from the 

outside, the north corridor sloping down from 

the catacomb. It is just as possible, however, 

that the walls D1-D2 and Z)3-4-6 termina- 

ted the underground area without any cor¬ 

ridors intervening. 

(d) At a later, though not necessarily 

much later time, the underground area was 

apparently extended north and south into 

the zone now occupied by the aisles of the 

West basilica. This enlargement need not 

have occurred in the entire length of the 

area on either side, but it certainly took place 

along its western boundaries near the walls 

Z)i-Z)6. The corridors, if they ever had existed, were abandoned and a System of chancels 

was set up to regulate the approaches to the cataract (pls. VII, VIII; fig. 71). Two fragments 

of these chancels Fi and F5 are preserved though cut off by the foundation walls of the 

colonnades; both are built of small, irregular tufa stones, and rise from a level of —2.46 m 

and —2.42 m, respectively, Fi being placed on the live tufa, F5 on the remnant of 

the wall Ai2. Both F\ and F5 are preserved to a height of approximately 0.35 m and both 

show traces of jambs at their inner ends. Continuing Fi, a similar wall F2 may have rested on 

the poorly built wall above the cubiculum c 5. At right angles to Fi and F5 two short walls, 

F3 and 7^4, project due east from the terminating west walls D i-Z) 5 on either side of the cataract. 

While they rise from a level slightly lower than that of the corresponding fragments Fi, F2 and 

F 5, —2.60 to —2.70, as against —2.44 to —2.53 m, they have the same height of approximately 

0.55 m. F 3 and F 4 in front of the cataract appear to have been connected by a stone plaque or 

grill; north and south they formed, together with Fi and F5 the jambs of two openings. The extraor- 

dinary strength of the walls F^ and F4 might possibly suggest (WF) that like D 1-6 they too were 

designed to carry high walls rising through the underground area and possibly emerging above 

the level of the hili. A marble floor is preserved in the opening between F4 and F5 at a level 

of —2.57 m. On the other hand, between F3 and F4, near the cataract, the pavement was 

dropped to —2.75 m. 

Clearly, then, an arrangement had been created by which pilgrims could be led along the west 

wall of the area possibly behind a low barrier F 1-2 and F 5. Through the openings near F i and 

F 5 they would enter the area and pass in front of the cataract, barred from it only by a screen. 

The rectangular niche behind the cararact, the last remnant of the west room of the L-chamber, 

thus took on the aspect of a square niche, D 5 (fig. 68). 

Inside this niche the existence of possibly four successive floors is indicated by traces of plzister 

on the walls and on the center pier, at —2.38 m, —2.75 m, —2.64 m, and —2.56 m. At this last 

Fig. 70 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. South 

aisle, wall D 4-6 looking south (Photo: Sansaini). 

11 - R. Krauthbimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett — Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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(figs. 52, 6i). It was possibly at this period that the cataract was transformed into a well, attaining 

level the cylinder of the cataract seems to ha ve been raised: the marble revetment of the original 

shaft terminates and a new ring starts faced with a plaster coat; it rises 0.62 m to a level of—1.94 m 

/sr-n. 

Fig. 71 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Underground area showing walls Z) 1-6 and can¬ 

celli F 1-5 (Plan sketch W. Franld). 

Fig. 72 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Sketch plan of underground area and apse H fol- 

lowing construction of East basilica (Plan sketch 

W. Frankl). 

the level of—7.00 m. Also at this time, the center pier of the room was razed at a level of —2.57 m. 

The floor of the underground area north and south of the niche appears to have been laid out 

somewhat higher, at approximately —2.42 m, as shown by the chancels F i and F 2, Farther east 

the level of the area may have been as high as —2.33 m. A smooth mortar floor at this level was 

found inside the later apse of the East basilica, H\ it is certainly earlier than this apse, but at the 

same time it covers the last remnants of the corridor A ^-A 15 and of the cubicula containing the 

formae f 16-22. Thus it presupjxjses the demolition of these portions. Hence, it seems as if the under¬ 

ground area in a second stage had been extended farther east into the area later occupied by apse H. 

IV. The underground area afiter the building of the East basilica (Intermediate bays, I). 

The building of the East basilica entailed digging away the hili east of the underground area 

and around the site of the present tomb of Saint Lawrence; it entailed also taking over the eastern- 

most portions of the underground area. Likewise the portion of the hili immediately west of the 

new structure must have been cut away and a narrow gap opened between apse H and the west 

Wall of the East basilica on one hand, and the remaining portions of the underground area farther 
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West on the other. In any case, the new building replaced—-to use the terminology of Pelagius’ 

dedication-—the former “ caves ” by a well Ut, larger, hall. 

(a) The apse of the East basilica H, including its fenestella and the two wide Windows on either 

side, have been described above. Its foundation wall 

was sunk down to the level of the live tufa, whether 

on the fioor or outside the pre-existing catacomb 

galleries, and terminated outside the apse at —2.55, 

inside at —2.45 m, only slightly below the level of the 

enlarged underground area. Indeed, the west portions 

of the underground area remained preserved in back 

and closely connected with the new apse, including 

as their focus the well-cataract, the screen in front 

and the niche behind (fig. 72). The fenestella in the 

apex of apse H makes sense only if it allowed a visitor 

to the apse to see the well-cataract, exactly in its axis 

(fig. 52). Likewise, the two large Windows in the 

wall of apse H were obviously designed to admit light 

into the underground area in the rear; in fact, these 

Windows are sure proof that the underground area 

existed when apse H was built. Finally, the level of 

the East basilica, —2.07 ra, is scarcely 0.20 m above 

that of the eastern parts of the underground area. In 

fact, the arches at the west end of both aisles of the East basilica, H 7-8, were obviously designed 

to create a direct communication on the same level between the aisles and the side portions of 

Fig. 73 — S. Lorenzo f,l.m, Excavations 1947-49 

Sketch plan of underground arca aftcr construo 

tion of apse K (Plan sketch W. Frankl). 

Fig. 74 —^ S, Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Inscription on outer wall of apse //j left of and 

below fenestella. 

that area. Their apex, ca. 6.60 m above the ori- 

ginal floor of the East basilica, gives an approxi¬ 

mate idea both of the minimum height of the 

underground area and of the presumable maxi¬ 

mum height of the windows in apse H. On the 

other hand, the underground area can hardly 

have been much higher, limited as it was by the 

original level of the hili at +6.00 m (thus ca. 

8.30 m above the floor of the underground area) 

as well as by the necessary thickness of the tufa 

ceiling. At the same time, the wide openings at 

the west end of the galleries of the East basilica 

would seem to have led on to the level of the tufa 

hili, below which the underground area was hid- 

den, thus allowing for a direct access from the hili 

to the galleries. A short wooden bridge may have 

led across the gap which separated the wall of 

the basilica from the neighboring rock; the exi- 

stence of such a gap is proven by the way in which 

the opus listatum has been washed out by the rain 

on the west wall of the aisles of the East basilica 

on either side of and above the arches H 7 and H 8. 

(b) As mentioned before, the enlargement of 
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the underground area through the zone of both aisles of the West basilica cannot be later than 

the construction of the East church. In any case, a number of alterations within the area coincide 

with this period of construction (fig. 73). 

The remaining west portions of the gallery A 4-^ 15 were razed and the entire underground 

area covcred by a flagstone pavement at the exact level of the East basilica, —2.18 m. An epitaph, 

re-used in the pavement adjoining the south jamb of the opening from the north aisle reads: 

(i) ...OGVS ANITAT.., 

REVOCATA QVE VIX... 

(e)T FECIT CVM VIR{GLMC?) 

(p)IVSQyAM DVLCI... 

The area thus formed a retro sanctos behind the apse of the East basilica, placed underground. Its 

underground position becomes evident from the Windows in apse /f, needed for admitting light 

75 — S. Lorenzo f.I.m. Excavations 1947-49. Chapel Fig. 76 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

H [9, east wall, murals, lower layer, crowned head Chapel H 9, east wall, murais, upper layer, cur- 

(Photo: Sansaini). tains below Madonna (Photo: Sansaini). 

into the underground area, and from the openings which led from the galleries of the East basilica 

on to the hili. Aside from the westem boundary where it was hidden by walls Di-D% the natural 

tufa throughout the area seems to have formed the walls and the ceiling, the latter apparently 

supported by tufa piers L i and L 2 {pls. VII, VIII). Other piers may have been left standing when 

the area was extended north and south into the zone of the aisles of the West basilica, but could not 

be traced. From the north and south waUs two recesses, H g and H 10, presumably chapels, were 

opened west of and adjoining the arches H 7 and H 8 which led from the aisles of the East basilica 

into the retro sanctos. Of the entrance arch to the south chapel H lo only the springing is visible, its 
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voussoir formed of bricks, 0.40 m long 

(pl. VIc; fig. 17). The arch would seem 

to have been roughly 2.90 m wide and 

its apex would have risen roughly 5.50 

m above the level of the area at the 

time, —2.18 m. Its right-hand springing 

appears to have been inserted belatedly 

into the adjoining west wall of the East 

basilica. On the other hand, H 9, the 

chapel to the north, seems to be contem- 

poraneous with the East basilica. Its 

entrance archs bond with the wall of this 

latter, while the other end rests on the 

live tufa (pl. Va). Like the correspond- 

ing arch to the south it springs 2.00 m 

above the level of the West basilica, that 

is 4.18 m above that of the underground 

area and it rose to a height of ca, 5,50 m 

above that level; the face of the voussoirs 

is lost, only the core being preserved, 

The chapel to which this arch gave ac- 

cess is well preserved: measuring in plan 

only 1.96 by 1.86 m, it is 5.50 m high 

and is covered by a transverse barrel 
, . , , ,, , Fig. 77 — S. Lorcnzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49 Chapel H 9, 

vault (pl. II). Its east wall continues east wall, murals, Io\ver layer with cmwned head, and upper layer, 

the line of the adjoining west wall of figure of Virgin and standing angel (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 78 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. Chapel H 9, east wall, 

murals, upper layer, Virgin and standing angel, inscriptions (Photo: Sansaini). 

the East basilica and is built 

of the same opus listatum. On 

the other hand, its west wall 

shows brickwork with only 

an occasional course of tufa 

stones; it may thus belong 

to a later remodelling and 

the original west (and possi- 

bly the north) wall of the 

chapel may have been formed 

by live tufa. 

(c) At a later time the 

retro sanctos and possibly the 

area of the hili at the level 

of the galleries was further 

altered. Atop the tufa bound- 

aries north and south of 

the area, two opus listatum 

walls were placed, / i and 
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/2 (pl. II, Va, VIc) \ Underneath, the live tufa was apparently left standing. The walls /i and /2 

start, the one to the south at +7.54, the one to the north at +9.00 m, and rise to +9-8o m, that 

is nearly 12 m above the level of the underground area. Hence they rose far above the level 

of the hili behind the East basilica, and it may be significant 

to recall that the north wall shows a row of beam holes, pos- 

sibly intended for a roof It is equally important to remember 

that the wall to the south, /i at its Western end meets the opus 

listatum which, placed atop D 6, crosses the wall of the Hono- 

rian south aisle. But /2 would seem to be built against 

and thus later than that transverse wall. 

Remnants of a painted decoration came to light in diflfer- 

79 ~ S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 

I947"49‘ Chapel H g, east wall, mur- 

als, upper layer, Christ child (Plinto: 

Sansaini). 

ent places of the underground 

area. 

On the outer wall of apse H to 

the left of the fenestella appeared 

fragments of a long inscription in 

white lettering on a bluish-green 

ground which was obviously meant 

to be viewed by visitors to the 

underground area (fig. 74). Only 

a few letters could be deciphered, 

among them in the last line possi- 

bly the name ABVND...; the paleo- 

graphic character and the color scheme point possibly to a date in the early seventh century ‘ 

On the other hand, remnants of a large mural decoration in chapel H 9 appear to present ; 

Fig* 80 — S. Lorenzo fj.m* Excavations 1947-49, Chapel H 9, 

north wall, SS, Lawrence, Andrevv and John the Evangelisi 

{Photo: Sansaini), 

(i) Scc abovGj p. 38, 

(a) Suggestion kindly made by the late Prof* A, Silvagni, 
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terminus ante (or possibly even ad) for the date at which the entire area including the chapel H 9 was 

regularized by masonry walls and its upper portions made to emerge from the ground (figs. 75-83). 

Two layers of frescoes can be distinguished covering the three walls of the chapel. Of the lower 

layer only the top quarter shows on all three walls: traces of a figure with a halo on the west wall; 

Fig. 81 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Chapel H 9, north wall, St. Lawrence (Photo: 

Sansaini). 

Fig. 82 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Chapel H 9, north wall, St. Catherine (Photo: 

Sansaini). 

(fig. 83) three haloes on the north wall; and a fine crowned head surmounting a jewelled dress on 

the east wall (fig. 75). Its style suggests a date about 700, close to the time of the apostle heads, 

executed at S. Maria Antiqua under John VII, and of the relative works at S. Saba 

The second layer of the frescoes in its lower register shows a design of curtains (fig. 76). The 

main register on the east wall is occupied by the figure of the Virgin enthroned, the Child seated on 

her lap, and flanked by two angels (figs. 77, 78, 79). On the north wall a series of four Saints is 

arranged, each accompanied by his name: Lawrence, Andrew, John the Evangelist, Catherine 

(figs. 80, 81, 82). On the west wall appears a fragment of the figure of a man, with a halo and in 

short tunic and leggings, seemingly presenting an offering or receiving a gift, possibly a crown, 

in his veiled hands. A garland terminates the design on top (fig. 83). Stylistically the closest par- 

allels are offered by the frescoes of hzdf figures of saints in the annular crypt of the lower church 

of S. Crisogono, from the time of Gregory III (731-741) *• 

On the band which separates the two registers on the north wall the donor’s name appears: 

(1) Sce WiLPERT, Mosaihen, pls. 158, 169. 

(2) WiLPERT, Mosaiken, pls. 173 ff.; we want to thank the late Miss Myrtilla C. Avery and Professor Emst Kitzinger who were good 

enough to give us their expert opinion on these murals within the limitations imposed by photographic evidence. 
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EGO IOHS QVI MAXIMVS PRB ET MONACHVS VOCAT(us). The painter, too, has placed 

his name on the footstool of the Virgin: EGO CRESCENTI VS INFELIX PICTOR—^so far the 

first artist’s signature known to us in the history of early medieval painting (fig. 78). 

V. The Western apse (K) 

In the course of further regularizing the underground area, the rectangular niche at its Western 

end, the last temnant of the L-chamber and the immediately adjoining portions of the rear wall, 

D 1-4, were demolished to make room for a large apse, K (pls. II, VII, VIII; figs. 52, 59, 60, 73). 

The well-cararact, its second stucco ring ter- 

minating at —2.56 m, remained preserved in 

the center of the new apse, but it had to be 

raised by adding a third ring which termina- 

ted at thelevel of—1.94 m (fig. 59). This apse 

occupies the entire width of the Honorian 

nave between the medieval ambos. It consists 

of two portions distinet in level and techni- 

que which are clearly superimposed on each 

other. Its uppermost part 0 12 came to light 

in 1911 during Pesarini’s and JosPs exca- 

vation 

(a) At this point only the lower portion 

of apse K is relevant (figs. 52, 59, 60). Its 

diameter is approximately 9.30 m, its shape 

half elliptical. The entire apse was evident- 

ly built into and buttressed from the west 

by the tufa of the hili. Its masonry is of 

considerable thickness and consists on the 

outside of very large and irregular rocks; 

the foundation of large blocks of roughly 

squared stone reaches down as far as —3-54 

m. On the inside, the apse wall is formed 

by large orthostates of marble, 0.44 m wide 

and 1.70 m high, They start from a level 

of —3.13 m. and are surmounted by a 

second row of lower marble plaques, 0.40- 

0.47 m high. Above these, in tum, follow 

smaUer blocks of marble up to 0.20 m high. All these marble plaques are possibly spoils from 

some Roman structure. Where the plaques fail to join, patehes of brickwork have been inserted 

of excellent quality: five bricks and five mortar beds correspond to 27.5 cm, slightiy less than 

I R.ft., with mortar beds ranging from 20 to 25 mm, and with bricks from 30 to 40 mra; the 

mortar is smoothed and smeared across the edges of the bricks, The apse is sunk into a ibundation 

groove, hewn into the tufa at —3-40 m, but its floor level was considerably higher. In fact, the tufa 

and the older constructions within the area of apse K were razed at a level of —2.30 m, and traces 

Fig- 83 — 8. Lonenzo f.l.m. Excavations 1947-49. Chapcl 

H 9, west wall, martyr ofFcring crown (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) Pesarimi, op. dL, p, 51, 
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of a pavement along the apse wall were visible at the level of —2.21 m. (Unfortunately these 

traces disappeared during the excavation). Hence, the rim of the well-cataract must have emerged 

ca. 30 m from the pavement. 

The equality of levels in the East basilica, the underground area and apse K, makes it hard to 

date the latter. The few patches of brickwork may, upon further study, fumish a more precise date. 

VI. The underground area in its last phase. 

A successive phase of alterations is indicated by a new floor laid out in the underground area, 

at a level from —2.01 m right behind apse H to —2.12 m. Together with this new floor, four piers, 

L i-L were set up in the area, L i and L 2 possibly in place of older tufa piers; two were joined 

to the remnants of the choir screens F 3-4; two others were built against the exterior wall of apse H 

(flg. 73). Their material is a rather poor mixture of brick and marble fragments. 

By making use of the older levels —2.28 and —2.68 m respectively, the roughly square space 

enclosed by these four piers in the center of the area was apparently sunk two steps down into the 

floor. Vertical grooves on piers L 1-4 suggest that this sunken space in the center was apparently 

screened olf from the rest of the area. 

Possibly during this same phase of construction, the apse of the East basilica, H, underwent 

thoroughgoing changes. A new pavement was laid which extends at a level of —1.05 m, that is 

1.13 m above the original floor of the apse; since the floor of the nave of the East basilica remained 

at —2.20 m, five or six steps must have led up to the new level of the apse which extends only a 

few centimeters below the Windows (—0.95 m) of apse H. The outer openings of apse H near the 

corners were closed, so it seems, by railings. Near the center of the apse, the wall of apse H was 

pierced and two stairways, one with four, the other with five steps, were made to pass down to the 

floor which in the rear area is laid at a level of —2.01 m (pl. VII a, e; flg. 52). 

VII. The retto-sanctos as crypt and chancel (Intermediate bays, II) 

The next building phase appears to have decisively altered the aspect of the entire layout 

of buildings on the site. 

(a) The retro sanctos behind apse H underwent considerable changes. Its side walls were further 

regularized: below the existing opus mixtum walls /1 and / 2, the tufa was lined with new brick 

walls M I and M 2, which, on the north side closed off the entrance to chapel H 9 (pls. Va, VIc, 

VIIa; flg. 73). Higher up, the walls /i and /2 were, the one to the north replaced, the one to 

the South patched up by a masonry of bricks and large tufa and travertine blocks. The brick 

masonry is very regular and closely resembles that in the adjoining cloister of the monastery. 

(b) Possibly it was together with this rebuilding of walls that a number of groin vaults were 

erected within the underground area. Numerous fragments of such vaults, some of considerable 

size, were found lying about at a level of —2.20 m and reaching up to a level of —0.80 m, in the 

loose earth that covered the area underneath the present nave and north aisle (flg. 84). The surface 

of the vaults throughout bears the imprint of cane mats used to cover the centering, as do the vaults 

of the cloister. The lateral arches of the vaults of the retro sanctos were seen during the excavation 

at the Western ends of both the north and south walls of the intermediate bays, where they reached 

as high as +0.59 m above the Honorian level. Above these arches a pavement extended at +0.59 m, 

roughly 3.00 m above the last level of the underground area. On the other hand, the fragments 

of the vaults indicate a span of not more than 4 m with a height of only 0.60-0.70 m from impost 

12 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, s. Corbett — Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, 
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to Crown and a thickness at the crown of 0.35-0.40 m. Thus there must have been at most five 

vaults along the width and two vaults along the length of the area and their supports must have 

been no more than roughly i .50 m high. What these supports were, columns or piers, and where 

they rested, possibly on piers L 1-4, remains for 

the time an open question. 

Stili, the existence and height of these vaults 

leave little doubt that at the time they were built 

the area behind apse H was divided into two levels; 

the lower one, covered by vaults, less than 3 m 

high, was obviously a hall crypt. The upper one 

formed a retro sanctos^ on the assumption that apse 

H remained standing to its original height (RK); 

if, on the other hand, apse H had already been 

razed, the upper level behind it would have formed 

a kind of transept in front of apse K (WF), The 

crypt was accessible over the stairs which had been 

pierced earlier through the wall of apse H. 

Numerous fragments of a painted decoration 

were found buried undemeath the remnants of these vaults: floral motifs, in gold and red on 

a blue ground, set ofF by a white and green frame; remnants of lettering, white on red and red 

on white; small remnants of human figures. The flora motifs resemble those in the nave, above 

the vaults, of S. Croce in Gerusalemme (1143-1148). 

VIU. Retrochoir, new west apse and tumulus. 

The crypt appears to have collapsed, possibly not very long after it had been built. This led 

to a complete rearrangement of the lay-out. 

(a) The entire area behind apse H was filled in 

and raised 1.50 m above its former floor to a level of 

roughly —0.72 m below the Honorian nave and 

aisles to form a retrochoir behind the East basilica 

(pls. VII, VIII; figs. 59, 60, 85). 

The Western apse K was razed at the level of 

—0.72 m, and a new apse, 0 12, erected on its rem¬ 

nants, with its diameter, 9.80 m, somewhat wider 

than that of the older apse K. Its waU was faced on 

the inside with rather poor brickwork. Also, the 

rear of the new apse must have stili been encased by 

the hili: its wall, of smallish chunks of tufa roughly 

piled together and built a sacco, is no more than 0.30 m 

strong and thus too thin to stand free; remnants of 

live tufa rock near both ends were razed at a level of 

—0.17 to —0.21 m, at the same time apse K was de- 

molished. At its north end, the apse turns sharply 

northwards. A short chancel, only 1.60 m long and 

10 m wide, extended east on a level with the apse, 

closed off by marble plaques on the sides and by a 

brick wall, 0 5, in front. Throughout the area of 

Fig. 85 — S. Lorenzo Excavations 1947-49. 

Sketch plau of apse H and underground area, 

induding piers O 1-4 and apse 0 12 (Plan 

sketch W. Frankl). 

Fig. 84 — S. Lorenzo f.I.m. Excavations 1947-49. 

Fragment of vault (Photo: Sansaini). 
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the apse, retnnants of two pavements were found, obviously succeeding each other at —0.64 to 

—0.72 and —0.40 to —0.51 m respectively. A priest bench, 0 8, rose on the higher level, resting 

against the earlier wall of the apse. (The pavements, the wall of the chancel and the priest bench 

had to be destroyed in the 

course of the excavation). 

Bits of painted stucco found 

on this level suggest that the 

walls and the dome of apse 

K were covered with murals. 

On either side and in front of 

the chancel a pavement cov¬ 

ered the entire retro-choir, 

north and south as far as 

the present aisle walls, east 

as far as apse H a.t a. level 

of —0.73 to —0,81 m and 

thus o. 15 m below that of 

the chancel. Below the area 

of the present south aisle, 

this pavement was composed 

of marble fragments (fig. 86), 

including epitaphs from the 

destroyed catacomb Below 

the north aisle its level seems 

to have been lower than in 

the center and south, —o.95m. 

A priest bench was resting 

against the north wall of the retrochoir and against the north pier of the east basilica (0 9-10). A 

stair, 0 II, marked already in one of Vespignani’s drawings was found to descend from the new 

level to the north aisle of the East basilica (fig. 47). 

Inside the apse and chancel, traces of a large rectangular structure, 0 6-7, came to light, pos- 

sibly a tumulus directly behind and with its north east corner sitting atop the well-cataract (fig. 87). 

In fact, it would seem that only at this time was the shaft of the well-cataract raised from its pre- 

vious top level of —1.94 m to the new level of —0,72 m; the masonry of its upper part between 

these levels appears to have been built into the loose earth of the fili (fig. 52, 59). In the tumulus a 

low shallow footing of brick rose slightly above the floor of the apse; it enclosed a higher core of 

rubble masonry which, rising to a level of —0.44 m, showed imprints of a marble facing. The 

footing measured 3.80x3.70 m, the core 2.60x3.10 m, but it seems that the original structure 0 6 

Fig. 86 — S* Lorenzo f.Lm. Excavations 1947-49. South aisle, pavement with 

inscriptions (Photo: Sansaini). 

(i) The inscriptions read: 

a) DOMINO ET.„ b) ... RITVS TWS EST c) + SER„. 

QVI VIXIT ANN... .TE TAS... 

eVIVS FAN„, PVSN... 

NOTIVS E,.. PL» 

A fragment, found at ^0.40 m in the area of the north aisle, but not ira sihi, may have belonged to a corresponding pavement. The inscrip- 

tion runs:... ESCIT... 

VIT T.„ 

(2) Racc. Landani, 31711. 
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was smaller and only later enlarged i.io m southward by adding O 7. The measurements of the 

tumulus after its eulargment correspond exactly to those of the canopy with the inscription of 

1148; obviously removed from its original site, the canopy now stands in the chancel of 1254 

raised inside the east nave. In the found- 

ations of the south part of the tumulus 

several VIII or IX century slabs with inter- 

lace work and animal motifs had been re- 

used. The enti re structure of the tumulus is 

no doubt earlier than the second upper 

pavement of the new apse; its original 

north part seems contemporaneous with the 

first pavement. (The tumulus also had to be 

sacrificed during the excavation). 

The upper portions of apse K and the 

corresponding walls on either side are the 

ones that came to light in 1913 in the exca¬ 

vation undertaken by Josi and Pesarini 

Obviously their relation to the earlier struct- 

ures undemeath precludes what had been 

formerly assumed, that is, that they were either erected by Pelagius ® or pre-Pelagian On the 

contrary, they are the last structures on the site to precede the Honorian nave of the present 

West basilica. 

(b) At the time the retrochoir was laid out, apse H was transformed. The stairs which had 

descended to the underground area and later to the crypt were discarded when the vaults of this 

later collapsed; they were Ibund to be covered with fragments of the painted decoration of the 

crypt. Simultaneously the upper portions of apse H were thoroughly altered; only the two comers 

were preserved at full height; the wall between them was razed to a level of —0.88 m. On this 

level, four piers were set up, O 1-4, shghtly trapezoid in plan, 0.85x0,96x0.88 m, their stumps 

at a distance of 1.80 m from each other; their rubble masonry is covered with a thick coat of greyish 

plaster which shows at the foot the imprint of marble slabs. 

The floor which corresponds to these piers extends at a level of —0.72 m inside apse H and thus 

continues without interruption into the area in front of the new west apse 0 12. Only at the north 

and south end of apse H are there two areas segregated at a lower level of —0.93 m, thus suggest- 

ing a step leading from lower side portions to the center. 

The four piers 0 1-4 would seem to have carried five arches or else an architrave. It is doubtful 

whether, in rebmlding, the original half dome of apse H was preserved; it may have been replaced 

by a half-conical timber roof, or else the piers with their arches or architrave may have stood free 

without supporting any superstructure. In any case, the entire arrangement opened into the 

retrochoir in the same way in which an arcade at the east end of the chevet opens into the ambu- 

latory of a French Romanesque church. 

The rebuilding activity of this period, mid-twelfth century or somewhat later, fundamentally 

altered the building complex: the East basilica, which since the late sixth century had grown more 

Fig, 87 — S* Lorenzo f*Lm. Excavatlons 1947-49, Apse 

0 12 and tumulus (now demolished) (Photo: Sansaini), 

{1} Sce above, p. 88, note it 

(3) PESAium, /otf cit. 

(3) KRAUTHEnCER, loC, dL 
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and more important, now is treated as the principal construction on the site; the building to the 

West is turned into a mere retrochoir, an appendix to the main building. 

IX. The retrochoir as transept. 

This lay-out seems to have been altered even before the present west nave was built around 

the year 1200. Indeed, prior to this time, the piers 0 1-4 atop the wall of apse H were razed at a 

level of —0.63 m. The triumphal arch of the East basilica thus came to form the boundary line 

between the nave of this basilica and the former retrochoir, now a long choir or transept which 

extended from the triumphal arch to the new west apse 0 12. A new pavement was laid out all 

over the area, with its mortar bed found at a level of —0.53 m, and its marble slabs at —0.42 m. 

On this level a long chancel was set up, 6.70 m wide and extending east from the short chancel 

0 5 in front of 0 12 (fig. 85). Flanked by brick walls which were razed at a level of —0.13 m 

and with its entrance to the east, this long chancel ended just 2.20 m west of the triumphal arch. 

(It had to be demolished during the excavation). 

The thin wall Pi, perpendicularly under the triumphal arch, belongs apparently to that same 

building period (fig. 40, 85). It was designed, no doubt, as the eastern retaining wall for the fili on 

which the retrochoir was placed. Yet, this wall must have had some other function as well; for 

not only was its eastern face covered with fine stucco, but it contained also a niche T 2 in its center 

facing the tomb of Saint Lawrence. The concrete floor of this niche lies at nearly the same level 

as the pavement in the crypt west of the tomb-monument, —1.49 against —1.43 m. Yet it must 

be earlier than that crypt which, after all, had its entrance from the west and thus eliminated the 

niche P 2. 

X. The last phase. 

When the present West basilica was built, the wall P i, the west apse 0 12 and the adjoining 

rear walls were razed at —o. 17 m, as was the hili west of this apse and south of the intermediate 

bays. The West basilica was laid out and the former East basilica became its chancel, sheltering 

below its floor the new confessio around the tomb of Saint Lawrence. 

e) The Basilica on the verano 

The existence of Early Christian structures on the Verano cemetery might have been suspected 

since the sixties of the last century. Sarcophagi, inscriptions, and mausolea, dating from the IV, 

V, and VI centuries have come to light continuously in the northwestern area of the cemetery, 

bounded by its main gates and main road, by its western and northern walls and by the projecting 

west wing of the monastery, but extending beyond to the foot of the flight of stairs leading to the 

pincetto on the hili east of the convent (figs. i, 3, 88). The apse of a small chapel and a Dama- 

sian fragment ^ were found in digging the foundation walls of the cemetery just north of the main 

(i) Racc. Lancianiy 31710; see also above, p. 6 f., dig. 366-384. 
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gate. The neighborhood of the chapei of the DominicanSj ca. 20 m northeast of the northeast 

comer of the gate, yielded the epitaph of FI. Eurialus “ ad mesa... beati martyris Laurentii discinden¬ 

tibus in crypta... ” (fig. 89) the sarcophagi of Licentius and Flavius Magnus the epitaphs of 

Fig. 88 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Verano cemetery, convent and churches from south, woodcut 1847, 

several virgines of the V century®; finally, the Damasian fragment: Marmoribus vestita... ” *. At 

the opposite end of the area, in one of the north corners of Vespigani’s quadriporticus, the trefoil 

chapei of bishop Leo come to Hght (fig. 90)®; the Johannes mausoleum was found at the foot 

of the pincetto stairs, and re-used in it the Lucilius Pelio epitaph “ in basilica maiore ad domnu Lauren¬ 

tium in mesu et situ presbiteriu... ” (fig. 91) On the Pincetto was found an anonymous epitaph 

from a tomb in ” bassilica maxiore ” (fig. 92) ®. As it happened, however, the existence of a 

huge structure in the area was never suspected until 1950 when a new cemetery wall fitted 

with rows of loculi and recesses (fig. i) was built to take the place of Vespignani’s cemetery wall. 

At that time Mr, Frankl observed that the old north wall of the cemetery in its entire length of 

over 70 m rested on an opus listatum wall and that at its eastern end this wall was fully preserved 

to a height of nearly one meter above ground within the northwest corner of the projecting west 

wing of the convent (pl. III). Simultaneously, in the farthest northwest comer of the cemetery, 

at the Western end of the opus listatum wall the springing and part of the curve of a huge absidal 

structure were uncovered by the workmen of the building firms in charge (pls. III, IV; fig. 93). 

Frankl and Josi ® suggested even then the possibility of identifying these remnants with the basilica 

maior of the sources While the long opus listatum wall was torn down before even a photograph could 

be taken, it was fortunately surveyed and reported by Mr. Frankl (pl. III). The springing of the apse 

was saved through his efforts, combined with those of Drs. Colini and Gatti of the Reparto X {Antichitd 

e Belle Arti) of the municipality of Rome, built into a concrete shelter and made accessible through 

a manhole, placed in the last recess of the new loculi wall. Based on these finds an excavation was 

(i) Dig. 405. 
(а) Dig. 406, dig. 425 or 438. 

(3) Dig- 434. 464, 483. 
{4) Dig. 366-384. 
(5) Dig, after 3845 and Racc. Lanciani^ 31731, 

(б) Dig. V or VI century, 

(7) Dig, late IV or V century, 

(8) Dig, V or VI century (?) 

(9) FRANKi.-Josr, op. cit^ 1950, p, 50, 
(io) Dig. 635-642, 773-795, 
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undertaken inside the cemetery in 1957) financed by the Phyllis Lambert Architectural Research 

and Publication Fund of the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, in collaboration with 

the Reparto X of the Comum di Roma and with the support of the Pontificia Commissione di Archeolo- 

Fig. 89 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Epitaph of FI. 
Eurialus, 405 (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. go — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Vespignanij Plan of trefoil 
chapel excavated below quadriporticus on Verano. 

LVCitLl/ Sf E lIOB/lKUCONPhRhll 
-L0CVMV£SCANDENPII^BASI1.1C A f 

Fig. gi ~ S, Lorenzo Epitaph of Lucilius Pelio, 

East basilica (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig* 92 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Epitaph 

of unknown, in bassilica maxiore 

East basilica (Photo: Sansaim). 

gia Sacra. The excavation naturally had to be limited to the pathways and roads Crossing the ce¬ 

metery between grave plots and mausolea. Also, as was to be expected, the area in times past had 

been thoroughly turned over: the stratification is badly disturbed and the levels of finds lying in 

loose earth not too meaningful. Nevertheless, the elements in situ were sufficient to establish the 

basic elements of a huge basilica. 

(n) Otir sincere thanks for practical help, conttnued interest and valuable advice go to Profesaors A. M. Colini and G. Gatti of the Re* 

porto X dei Cornune di Roma; to the Rcv. Father A. Ferrua, president of the Poatificio Commissume di Arefimiogia Sacra; to Proflor John B. Ward 

Perkins, director of the British School in Rome; to Professor Lawrence Richardson of Yale University on whose advice we could depend in 

determining character and date of the sherds found; iast not least to Messrs, Alfred Frazer and Walt Widrig, Institute of Fine Arts^ New 

York University, our Indefatigabie collaborators in the excavation- 
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I, The absidal structure 

The fragmentofthecurvedabsidal Wall (pls. U, III, IV ; fig. 93), as uncovered in 1950 and 

preserved in a concrete shelter below the northwest corner of the cemetery, is roughly 11 meters 

long along its outer curve and, measured at the top, 0.90 m strong. Obviously the segment of a 

93 —' S, Lorenzo f.Lm* Basilica maior^ Excavation 1950^ apse (Courtesy: Dr* G, Gatti), 

circle, its curve swinging west-west-southwest suggests an inner diameter along the chord of 32.40 m. 

Founded on the live rock which below the apse appears at a level of —4.01 m, it rises in the top 

parts extant to a level of -—1.85 m. Its masonry, visible from —^3.50 m upwards, presents itself 

as an opus listatum with a decided preponderance of tufelli blocks over bricks, seven and more as 

against one. 

At a distance of ca. 3.75 m from the inner springing of the apse curve, the eastern jamb of a 

door crosses the thickness of the wall, starting from a level of—2.64 m. (fig. 94, 95). The true level 

of the opening may well have been higher, since the level —2.64 m may ha ve carri ed a stone sili. 

The corresponding western jamb is well preserved at a distance of 2.70 m. At a distance of 4.30 m 

from the western jamb of this first, the eastern jamb of a second door rises from the same level, 

—2.64 m; it was clearly discemible in 1950 (pls. II, III), but w^ then buried under the western 

wall of the cemetery. No trace is left of the opposite western jamb of this second opening. But 

the finds suffice to show that the apse wall was pierced by a series of openings placed at regular 

intervals. The level of the opening is marked in the wall by a single course of bricks and their sili 

is formed simply by the smooth surface atop that brick course. 

A level of —2.64 m, as suggested by that of the wall openings, may, but need not correspond 

to the floor originally extant within its curve. The existence of this level seems to be confirmed by 

a groove in the inner wall, just east and below the first opening, 1.75 m long and 0.30 m below 

its level with fragments of tiles stili inserted (fig. 94). It denotes the triangular roof of a grave 
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a cappuccina which would have just reached the level of —2.64 m, A second floor level, however, 

at roughly —2.35 m is given by two elements: a sewer, its iufelli walls, Crossing the apse south- 

ward and surmounted by a roof a cappucana^ its 

ridge at —2.35 m and waterproofed by an outside 

mortar covering; finally another row of horizontal 

grooves along the inner curve of the apse wall at 

the very level of —2.64 m, apparently also traces 

of graves a cappuccina, would have had roofs termi- 

nating at —2.35 m or thereabouts, corresponding 

to the level of —2.37 m, indicated by the colon- 

nade which will be discussed later (figs. 93, 94) 

The springing of the apse curve, at its south- 

eastern corner, shows along its eastern face, first 

a smooth surface, 0.60 m wide; continuing north 

another 0.70 m this surface was, when seen in 

1950, broken off but smoothed so as to serve as the 

Western jamb of an arch pierced belatedly into a 

pre-existing wall (pL III; fig. 93). The springing, 

in short, in its broken north half forms the star- 

ting point for a straight wall running due east and 

West. 

II. The aisle walls 

a) The north wall (pl. [III), was observed 

in its entire length in 1950 when the XIX century cemetery wall it carried was torn down. It 

was carefully surveyed by Mr. Frankl both inside and outside for a length of about 25 meters 

from the springing of the apse; farther east the wall was 

torn down with such speed that only the most important 

points could be checked. Even so, all essential characteristics 

of this, the north aisle wall of the Verano structure, are ciear. 

The wall as seen in 1950 extended from the springing of 

the apse to the northwest corner of the projecting west wing 

of the convent, a distance of 77.49 m, but it continued east- 

ward incorporated into the north wall of that wing. Its end, 

that is, the northeast corner of the structure, was observed in 

■^957 t>y Dr. Colini and uncovered, 5.05 m distant from the 

northwest comer of the wing (pls. II, IV; figs. 96, 97). Hence 

the length of the straight wall totalled 81.59 m. Throughout, 

the wall was apparently founded on the live rock, its level 

fluctuating from ■—^4.01 m near the apse to —5.21 ra some 

twenty meters farther east. 

The wall in its lower parts consists of a foundation built of chunks of tufa and ending at a level 

of —2.78 m (pl. III). Above it, the wall proper rose, with setbacks placed at irregular intervals 

on the outside; they run at one point, at —2.74 and —2.01 m, at another point at —2.51 m, and 

Fig. 95 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica 

maior, apse, westem jamb of first open- 
ing (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 94 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, apse, int¬ 
erior, first opcning, looking west (Photo: Sansaini). 

(2} Regarding the walls outside the first opening in the absidal wall, sce belowj p* 107, regarding the columnS} pp, 103 ff* 

13 - R, KnAUTHifiMeR, Fkankl, s. CorretT —- Carpus BaiiticaniJn Christianarum RomoM, 
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thus contrary to expectation are not continuous for the entire length of the wall. The setbacks, 

3-6 cm deep, cause the thickness of the wall to diminish from 0.87 ni at the foot to ca. 0.80 m in 

the top section. The masonry in the two bottom sections below the level of —2.01 m consisted 

of tufelli blocks, 8 cm high, 

h 1 Th h 1 

mortar joints were concave, 

rounded with the handle of 

a trowel. This opus listatum 

at its highest point to a height of —0.35 m, that is, to the very foot 

ery wall at —0.37 m. Within the north wall of the convent wing it 

eter high and indeed, its northeast corner, though deprived of its opus 

listatum facing within the convent wall stili rises to +0.35 m II (fig- 97)* Thus, the highest points of this wall in 1950 stood 

I approximately 3.00 m and more above the level indicated by 

\ the openings in the apse. 

i Along its outer north flank the main wall in its entire 

i length showed traces of wall fragments, vaults and arches, in 

I addition to the arch pierced through it near the springing of 

I the apse (pl. III). They were apparently remnants of tomb 

I chapels added to the main structure at a later time and pre- 

sumably at higher levels. They will be discussed below in 

some detail. At one point, 17 odd meters from the springing 

of the apse, two loculi had been broken into the outside wall, 

at levels —2.24 and —1.70 m respectively, childrens’ graves. 

— S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Convent, west wing from north with northeast 
comer of basilica maior left of drain pipe (Photo; Sansaini). 

Fig. 97 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica ma¬ 

ior, northeast comer embedded in wall tO judge from their size. 
of convent wing (Photo: Sansaini). 

jS) The South wall. The south wall of the Verano basilica 

was dug up in 1957 in two places at a distance of 33.85 m from the north wall: in dig i, south 

of the monument of Goffredo Mameli (fig. 98), and dig 2, some three meters west of the wall 

of the XIX century quadriporticus. (pls. II, IV). 

(a) In dig i the south main wall A came to light at a top level of —2.12 m and was followed 

down to —3.91 m (pls. II, IV; fig. 99, 100). The masonry, as on the opposite north wall, consists of 

tufelli blocks, 8 cm. high, and occasionally, though rarely, interrupted by a brick course; the mortar 
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Fig. 98 — S. Lorenzo f.Lm, Basilica 

maior^ excava tion in front of monu- 

ment of Goffredo Mameli (dig i) (Pho^ 

to: Sansaini). 

bedsj averaging 4 cm. in height, are slightly concave. The thickness of the wall was 0.90 m. At the 

very foot of the wall a forma had been hewn into the ground, containing fragments of white plaster; 

a piece of marble cornice, skirting a clipetis frame, and hence possibly from a sarcophagus; the 

neck and handle of an amphora; a terracotta sherd, Roman 

ware A and hence presumably HI or IV century; finally, 

two inscriptions, ..INIIV.. and ..VE...; the hooked serifs 

and the strong vertical and fine diagonal bars of the first 

inscription suggest a date between the late IV and the mid- 

fifth century. 

Beginning at a level of —^4.10 m and reaching up to 

—2.12 m, a far weaker wall, only 0.60 m strong, juts south- 

ward from the main wall (figs. 99, 100). Above the level of 

—3.07 na it appears to ha ve been bonded originally with the 

main wall A, even though its masonry differs slightly through 

its somewhat lower mortar beds and a slight increase in the 

number of brick courses. The relation of the two waUs has, 

however, been somewhat disturbed, for at their junction a 

tomb was later hollowed from the main wall. Occupying 

the entire width of that wall A and using in the back the 

north face of the west branch of wall i, it was lined with 

marble plaques and reached a top level of —2.52 m, its 

bottom remaining at —3.07 m. The tomb could traced for 

a length of i .80 m. None of its contents were preserved, but 

very possibly some or all of the objects found in the forma at the bottom of wall A may have slid 

down from the wall tomb. 

Outside, that is, south of wall A and east of wall A i, a forma F 3 was found (fig. loi), its cappuc- 

cina roof containing a marble 

slab and topped at —3.60 

m by a bipedalis tile. Its low 

level suggests the possibility 

that it antedates the construc- 

tion of wall A, and belongs to 

the wall below, A i. Its con¬ 

tents are lost, but from the 

level of —3.17 m downward 

a number of objects were 

found, such as a piece of 

plaster painted with black, 

gray, and purpIe stripes, and 

the fragraent of an inscrip¬ 

tion, ...(h)IC POS..., possibly 

III or IV century. They 

suggest the existence of a 

tomb chapel in that corner. 

Likewise, west of wall Aia 

mausoleum must have existed, as witness the backing of the west branch of wall A i by a later 

wall and the existence of a floor at the level —2.82 m. 

Fig* 99 — Lorenzo f*Lm. Basilica maior ^ dig from north west 

(Photo: Sansaini)* 
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Fle. ioo ^— S, Lorenzo f.Lm. Basilica maior^ dig i, from northeast 

(Photo: Sansaini), 

(b) The main south wall A was found again in dig 2, 20 odd meters east of dig i (pls.II, IV; 

fig. ioq). Measurements and construction were the same as those established in dig i, except that 

the top level reached by wall A was at —2.07 m. The east and south walls, D, of a forma, poorly 

built of tufa chunks, exten- 

ded south from the outer 

flank of the main wall. 

In the loose earth on top 

of the main wall a number 

of minor finds came to light 

at levels ranging from —2.92 

to —3.06 m, among them a 

fragment of plaster painted 

in black, red and porphyry 

with a vine scroll, and with a 

cross scratched in, and a 

small fragment of an epitaph, 

inscribed in what appears to 

be late IV or V century let- 

tering: ...(i)N PA(ce)... jj 

...MAI . M... East of the 

forma, at the level —2.94 m, 

more finds came to light: 

numerous pieces of painted 

plaster, ranging from cream colored to green and blue, to dark gray, purple and red, and among 

these latter a group of fragments of a moulding; pieces of glass; finally, a sherd blackened by 

fire and thus apparently from a 

cooking pot (figs, 118, 119). 

Dig 3, extending nothward 

from dig 3, was undertaken in the 

hope of encountering at its north- 

ern end the foundation wall of the 

south colonnade of the Verano 

basilica (pl. IV; figs. 103, 104). 

This hope proved vain: the decisive 

small area across the path had 

apparently been destroyed; instead, 

a XIX century tomb was found, 

built in brick and rising from the 

level —2.94 m to that of—2.29m, 

Farther south, on the other hand, 

dig 2 uncovered in the area of 

what had been the south aisle 

of the building, a row of formae, 

extending northward at a slight 

angle to the main axis of the 

structure (pl. IV; fig, 104). Their side walls, running east and west and their eastern end walls 

are built of courses of small tufa stones, at times more, at times less irregularly disposed. The 

Fig. loi — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, dig i, forma south of 

South wall of basilica (Photo: Sansaini). 
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tombs suggest two, and possibly three successive layers. In the first, the tomb bottoms, scooped 

from the earth (the live rock is more than two meters farther down), lie at levels of —4.01 and 

—3.97 m, and only small fragments of side walls, some 20 cm high, have survived. In the second 

and third layers the tomb bottoms range from —3.82 to —3.74 m, and at least one is formed by 

two huge bipedalis tiles. The tomb walls are 

more carefully built and while one ends at 

—3.42 m, another, possibly indicative of a 

third layer, reaches as high as —2.96 m, pos¬ 

sibly to support a cappuccina roof An adjoining 

tomb was apparently covered by a small barrel 

vault, its apex attaining a level of —2.85 m. 

Three coins were found in dig 3 at the 

lowest level, —3.96 m, but they are too badly 

corroded to be decipherable. At a higher 

level, —3.08 m, an inscription came to light, 

possibly of IV century date. It reads “ ...VI...// 

.. NEOS ...// ..DVBII.. ”. Other finds from 

the same lower layers include roof tiles and 

potsherds. 

Fig. 103 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, Fig. 104 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, dig 3, 
dig 3, looking north (Photo: Sansaini). looking south, showing formae (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 102 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior^ dig 2, forma 

south of South wall of basilica (Photo: Sansaini). 
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The north corner of the eastern facade wall remains incorporated, one recalls, within the north 

1 of the convent wing projecting west. The wall itself was found in dig 6, in the road south along 

convent wing, and in dig 7> inside the convent. 

a) In dig 6 (pls. II, IV;fig. 105) only a small piece 

' of the wall could be excavated, owing to the proximity of 

tombs on one side, of water mains and electrical cables on 

the other. As it happened, the portion excavated was situa- 

ted roughly 1.50 m north of the main axis of the structure 

and roughly 16 m from the north corner of the facade. The 

V" i - turned out to be slightly stronger than the north - south 

wall, i.oo as against 0.90 m, and was faced both east and 

v/cst with opus listatum; the number of tufa courses could not 

established, but it could be seen that they outnumbered 

by far the single visible brick course. Of major import is 

thefact that the top of the wall, at the level of —2.77 m, 

was not broken off, but smoothed with a coat of mortar. 

It presumably was designed to carry either a threshold or 

a plinth, thus suggesting an entrance at this very point— 

no wonder, given its proximity to the main axis, but no 

trace of a sili or a plinth could be found. 

No finds whatever came to light in dig 6. 

b) The facade wall turned up again in dig y, inside the convent, at a distance of 7.00 m. 

from the north corner, and was traced for a length of 2.00 m (pls. II, IV; figs. 106, 107), While its 

eastem face (fig. 106) lost part of its surface near the top, apparently when the wall collapsed, and 

breaks off at the level of-—1.22 m, the western interior surface, 

well preserved, rises even now as high as -—^1.04 m. But while 

Fig. 105 — S, Lorenzo f.l.ni. Basilica ma¬ 

ior, dig 6, tacade wall, looking north (Pho 
to: Sansaint). 

bncks averaging 3-4, rarely 2 cm, and with mortarbeds 2-4 

cm high, averaging 3.2 cm; one modulus, four brick courses 

and four mortar beds, corresponds to 27 cm. The courses 

are laid with great care, the number of broken pieces among 

the bricks is remarkably low. The mortar beds are smooth 

and straight, neither rounded nor sloping. 

At its Southern end, the brick wall turns westward at a 

right angle and shoots forth a western prong (figs. 107, 108). 

This prong, 1.72 m long, terminates abruptly and is continued 

by an opus listatum wall which could be traced for a length 

of only 0.62 m; the construction shows beyond doubt that the opus listatum was built against 

the pre-existing brick tongue, and hence is of later date. In contrast to the high level of the 

eastem brick wall, —1.04 m, both the westward brick prong and its opus listatum continuation 

attain a level of only —1.77 m. But at least the brick prong was originally higher: its upper 

portions have left their trace along the Southern right side of the inner face of the eastern (facade) 

brick wall (fig. 107)- Hence it looks as if it had served as the eastern counterpier of the north 

Fig. 106 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica 

maior, dig 7, facade wall, east face, top 
part (Photo: Sansaini). 
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colonnade of the Verano basilica, dividing, then, the area of the nave to the south from that of 

the aisle to the north. 

When the brick prong and its opus listatum addition were razed at the level of—1.77 m, a con¬ 

crete floor was placed over them, extending westward and thus covering the opus listatum prong 

as well, and northward into 

the area of what was the 

north aisle of the Verano 

structure. Traces of this floor 

—which is obviously of a 

date considerably later than 

the original structure— are 

clearly visible on the inner 

face of the eastern brick wall, 

including a brick inserted as 

support for the floor (fig. 107). 

Also, below the floor level, 

this eastern brick wall shows 

grooves, both vertical and 

horizontal, apparently for 

slabs composing a tomb, 

roughly 0.45 m high but only 

0.30 m wide in the ciear. 

Presumably to support the 

floor, another wall was set 

up to the north, at a distance 

of 1.70 m from and parallel 

to the westward brick and 

opus listatum prong. 

This opus listatum west¬ 

ward prong stili presents a 

major problem. It is possible that from the outset it was built as high as the older adjoining 

brick prong in its original state and was intended to strengthen the high brick counterpier. But 

it is equally possible that the opus listatum tongue never was intended to rise above the level of 

—1.77 m and that it projected from the brick pier as a mere seat. Finally, it is possible that its 

sole function was to support the concrete floor which at a relatively late point was inserted into 

the eastern end of the north aisle. 

The finds made in dig 7, all lying in loose earth, include three fragments of inscriptions, among 

them at least two of II or III century date: .. III OIL... // ... ANN XXII .. // .. EB. XI..., and 

... OT ... Other flnds were: fragments of roof tiles; pieces of painted plaster; the fragment of a 

marble cornice; sherds of medieval pottery, among them the broad handle of a large jug, and a 

piece of majolica ware, painted with a bird and geometric designs. 

Fig. 107 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, dig 7, lacade wall, west face, 
and west prong from northeast (Photo: Sansaini). 

IV. The colonnade 

Dig 5, west of the convent wing and in line with dig 7 inside, brought to light the remnants 

of the colonnade which separated the nave from the north aisle of the original structure (pls. II, 

IV, Vb; figs. 109-112). 
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Fig. io8 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, dig 7, west prong from northeast 

(Photo: Sansaini). 

The colonnade turned out 

to run exactly in line with the 

westward brick prong and its 

Western continuation found 

in dig 7(fig. 108), and parallel 

to the north wall at a distance 

of 7.90 m. Its foundation wall 

(figs. iio, iii) was followed 

for a length of 3.75 m starting 

from the west wall of the con- 

vent wing and dug up to a 

level of —3.35 m. It attained 

an average level of —2.95 m, 

but in two spots right near 

the convent wall and two 

meters farther east it rose to 

—2.78 m. The wall, i.oo m 

strong, was built in opus li- 

statum. Two or three tufa 

courses appeared to alternate 

with single brick courses; the 

tufelli blocks are somewhat ir- 

regularly squared, from 7.5 to 

IO cm high, the mortar beds, 

slightly concave and smeared 

over the edges of stones and 

bricks, 3-4 cm wide. Less 

than 20 cm from the top of 

the foundation wall the hori- 

zontal grooves of two tombs 

a cappuccina run along its 

South, nave side; the roof of 

another a cappuccina tomb was 

stili in place along the north, 

aisle side of the wall, its ridge 

attaining a level of —2.95 m 

and surmounted by a weak 

wall of small tufa chunks 

which stops at the level of 

—2.65 m. Grooves for a lo- 

wer, second row of tombs 

seemed to be barely visible 

along the nave side of the 

foundation wall at the level 

of —3-35 m. 

At the eastemmost point, 
Fig. 109 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior^ dig 5, from north 

(Photo: Sansaini). 
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half buried under the west wall of the convent wing, the foundation wall carried a squarish block of 

travertine, 0.41 m highj roughly 1.60 m long (only half visible) and 1.05 m wide—that is, slightly 

wider than the foundation wall on which it rests (pl. IV, Vb; fig. 112). In fact, it is placed somewhat 

off center and thus overhangs that wall notice- 

ably southward. The base block in turn carries, 

at the level of —2.37 ra and carved from one 

piece of red granite, the plinth and base of a 

column, totalling 0.36 m in height, the plinth 

0.12, the base 0.24 m. The plinth measures 

0.85111 square; the base has an upper diameter of 

0.62 m, with a roughened surface, 0.55 m in 

diameter, to carry the column shaft. Base block, 

plinth, and column base show traces of consid- 

erable fire damage. 

Attached to the west face of the base block. 

Fig. iio — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilka mmor, dig 5, 

foundation wall of colonnade, from south (Photo: 

Sansaini). 

Fig. 112 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica [maior, dig 5, Fig. 111 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilka maior, dig 5, foun- 

plinth and column base (Photo; Sansaini). dation wall of colonnade, from west (Photo; Sansaini). 

a low wall of tufa chunks runs westward, placed on top of the foundation wall proper and in- 

tended to secure the base block more firmly. At a distance of 1.60 m from the west face of the base 

block, this low wall shows the imprint of a second base block \ apparently of dimensions compar- 

(i) The imprint was first observed by Mr. Ward Perkiiw, 
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able to the first, and intended to carry another column base (figs. iio, ni). The distance 

from center to center of the two columns would have amounted to from 3.00 to 3.20 m. 

A number of hnds came to light in dig 5. 

On the nave side of the foundation wall the fragment of a column shaft, fluted and ofgreen ci- 

pollino, lay in a southeasterly direction, apparently as it had fallen at a level sioping from —2.65 

Fig. 113 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, dig 5, epitaph of unknown (Phofo: Sansaini). 

to —3.00 m (fig. 109). Its position suggested that it had risen from the base and plinth above the 

second base block which has left oniy its imprint. The diameter of the column, from the width 

of its flutings and arrisses can be calculated to have been 0.57 m. Smaller fragments of the same 

column were found nearby at a level of —3.08 m. 

The tile of the roof of a tomb a cappuccina, found 0.75 m 

South of the foundation wall, apparently belonged to the 

westemmost tomb which has left its groove in that wall (figs. 

rog, rri). The floor of the tomb, laid out with bipedalis 

tiles was found at the level of —2.80 m. Tiles either from 

this or an adjoining cappuccina tomb came to light at the 

level of —2.90 m. 

In falling the column shaft had smashed a huge marble 

slab with a long inscription, lying at the level of —2.71 m, 

apparently only shghtly moved out of its original place 

(fig. 113). Unfortunately, the inscription, is so badly worn 

that only a few words can be deciphered, for instance, the 

last line “ ET QVINTILIVS FILIVS EIVS (p)RECES- 

SIT IN PARAD(isum) Both the lettering with its characteristic U and open S fbrms and 

the E with a iong top bar and the formula “ precessit in paradisum ” suggest a late IV or early 

V century date The fragment of another inscription found nearby at the level of —3.00 m, 

... CE..// COM.., suggests an earlier date. 

Five fragments of another large inscribed slab were found atop the foundation wall, at a level 

of —2.50 m... The inscription runs ...(r)EQyiESG(it) // ... INARIV...//... ORVMQ,...// (p)OSI- 

TVS S (ub) // ... VN...//; the lettering suggests a date in the V century The fragment of an¬ 

other inscription, ...ABV...// ...VE...//...A..., of similar lettering, was found nearby (fig. 114). 

Fig, 114 — S, Lorenzo fJ,m, Basilica 

maior^ dig 5^ fragments of two epitaphs 

(Photo: Sansaini), 

(1) Suggestion kindly offered by Professor Enrico Josi/ the formula is as a rule ^^recessit in pace** or in somnum pacis sec Diehl, 

Inscriptiones CkruHanae Veteres Latinae^ possim, 

(2) Suggestion kmdly offered by Professor Enrico Josi. 
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Other important finds from dig 5 (fig. 118) are a fragment of a marble transenna with an open 

fish scale pattern, broken in two pieces; a fragment of II or III century lead glaze ware, and an- 

other of IV or V century ribbed ware; glass phials; a piece of plaster with two layers of paint; 

finally, a number of roof tiles. 

V. The chapels along the fianks. 

A number of walls jutting out from the north flank of the main structure, came to light in 1950, 

and were hastily surveyed by Mr. Frankl (pls. II, III, IV). Obviously remnants of mausolea and for¬ 

mae, the majority proved to be additions to the basilica, though sometimes of only slightly later date. 

A veritable maze of these walls accompanied the springing and the first, northeastern spring- 

ing and the first, northeastern springing of the absidal wall, and some remain visible below 

the northwest corner of the cemetery (pls. II, IV; fig. 115). 

Oldest among them appears to be a wall P. Running at an obtuse angle to the absidal wall, 

only its east face was visible in 1950. But the highly regular brick work, with mortar beds ranging 

from 18 and 20 to a maximum 28 mm and with bricks from 38 to 40 mm high, suggests a III cent¬ 

ury date. Apparently it is the small remnant of a mausoleum antedating the basilica. Two huge 

tufa blocks further west, reaching as high as —1.54 m, may, but need not belong to the same 

structure. 

Likewise only a tiny remnant of the wall T2 was preserved. Situated at the westernmost border 

of the area excavated, it ran at a slightly oblique angle to the main axis of the basilica and more 

or less parallel to the Western curve of the absidal wall. Faced with opus listatum, its north side show- 

ed an alternation of two tufa with one brick courses, while its south side, though contemporary, 

consisted almost exclusively of tufelli with only one brick course at the bottom. Thus it closely 

resembles the masonry of the basilica walls. Ti, a tufa wall, reaching to the level —2.23 m, seems 

to have been the side wall of a tomb a cappuccina. It later gave way to a wall Z’ 

Adjoining the wall P at its south end were the two waUs 0 and Q^. Only the east face of 0 had 

survived; its brick work, with mortar beds as high as 42, 47 and 50 mm suggests a date in the second 

quarter of the V century. Q^, apparently later than 0, showed opus listatum masonry with a regular 

alternation of tufa and brick courses, but with four brick courses at the bottom atop the foundation 

wall. The top level of this foundation, —1.91 m, as against —2.61 m for the foundation of the 

basilica, leaves no doubt regarding its late date. Indeed, the opus listatum with a number of brick 

courses at the bottom and moduli of 17 and 18 cm strongly recalls that of the East basilica. Qj. was 

subsequently placed atop Q. > but what little was preserved of it, two courses of tufelli, one of bricks, 

allows for no dating. 

Wall S (fig. 115) was built against the rear face of wall T2 and is later than wall Q,» but it ante- 

dates (2,1. Its opus listatum masonry shows at some points a vast preponderance of tufa courses, at 

others an irregular alternation of one or two brick with single tufa courses. The construction (it 

is the only wall of which large portions have survived) is remarkably crude. Both its masonry and 

its high level, —1.95 m, thus coincide with a late date for wall S, Its plan, parallel to the absidal 

wall of the ambulatory, at a distance of roughly 3 meters, but tuming south near P and (f, suggests 

that it delimited a chapel which was accessible from the first northwestern opening of the ambu¬ 

latory. 

A number oi formae and tombs a cappuccina, marked by walls U, V, W, X and T^, were later 

inserted into the space of the chapel. 

A narrowopening inserted between the absidal wall and the walls — Qi leads eastward into 
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a small adjoining space, delimited by the brick walls R and JV of which next to nothing was pre- 

served. 

The next chapel, going east, was flanked westward by a strong wall M, faced with a good opus 

listatum, one or two tufelli alternating with one brick course, eastward by a wall / i of unknown 

character. Wall M was covered with 

plaster showing traces of painting. An 

arch pierced through the north wall of 

the basilica and likewise plastered and 

painted, gave access to the chapel. 

Between chapel and church, a very 

thin partition wall was left standing, 

plastered and painted like the rest of 

the chapel. A low wall K, presumably 

designed to carry screens, protected the 

entrance inside the north aisle of the 

basilica. At a later date a wall 12 (tufa 

stones with a single brick course insert- 

ed) was built against I i and covered 

with plaster and paintings; it narrowed 

down the width of the entrance arch. 

The width of the next chapel seems to be determined by the walls /1 to the west and H to the 

east, the latter a brick wall with comparatively narrow mortar beds; 8 ^ bricks and 8 mortarbeds 

average per 50 cm with bricks ranging from 26 to 34, and mortarbeds from 22 to 32 mm. 

An arch G, slightly pointed, leaned against the east face of wall H, and was surmounted by a 

brickwall with quite high mortar joints, ranging from 34 to 40 mm. Arch and wall apparently 

formed the west wall of a chapel, its east wall being formed by wall D, a pure tufelli wall. The 

floor of this chapel G — D seems to have been at a level as high as —2.01 m. The fragment of a 

vault found collapsed inside suggests that the chapel was possibly vaulted. A forma was inserted 

into the floor of the chapel. 

Adjoining the chapel G — D eastward follows the chapel C — B. While the masonry of B 

could no longer be observed, C was represented by the flat area of an arcosolium, built of alternat¬ 

ing tufa blocks and bricks against the rear of wall D. 

No mausolea could be observed further east, though no doubt they existed. Strangely enough 

with the exception of the first, M-I, none of the mausolea found showed any access from the aisle 

of the basilica, nor from the neighboring chapels. Access thus may have been gained from the 

north, where the mausolea skirted the foot of the cliff. 

Fig. 115 — S. Lorcnzo f.l.m. Basilica metior, wall S, north of apse 

(Photo: Sansaini). 

VI. Stnictures of secondary importance. 

(a) A first attempt at locating the facade wall led to a dig, 6A, along the south wall of the convent 

(P^* IV). No early Christian constructions were found, but a numberof walls came to light, 

dating from the Middle Ages, the XVII and the XIX centuries. A huge brick arch, incorporated 

into the convent’s south wall and originally open, may be of XIII century date. Parallel to the 

arch at a distance of only 0.85 m ran a wall of a masonry resembling opus listatum, but apparently 

dating from the XVII or XVIII century. Finally, at the Southwest comer of the wing appeared 

the foundation of a huge buttress, built of large tufa blocks and dating not earlier than the XIX 

century. 
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On the other hand, the finds of IV and V century date made in the loose earth of this dig were 

particularly numerous. They comprised, at levels from —2.32 m downwards: flanged roof tiles, 

fragments of marble cornices, Roman glass phials, and other fragments, including the bottom of 

a bottle and a piece of window glass, pieces of 

painted plaster, mostly cream coloured, but one 

with a tiny piece of a “nilotic” scene, and finally, 

potsherds. Among these latter, one is Gallo-Roman 

and thus of I or II century date. Others are Ro¬ 

man ware A and ware B, that is of IV and V 

century date, and some are fire-charred on the 

outside, thus indicating their use as cooking pots 

(figs. II8, 119). The bottom of an amphora was 

pierced by a round hole, suggesting that it served 

either as a flower pot or as a libation vessel. 

(b) An attempt was made to approach the 

foundation wall of the south colonnade of the bas¬ 

ilica from the north, opposite the north end of 

dig 3. This sounding, dig 4, led to no resuit 

regarding the early Christian structure. Instead, it 

uncovered the westem portions of a large cross 

shaped pier, built from sizeable irregular tufa 

blocks (pl. IV). Starting from below the level of —3.36 m the masonry of the pier attained for 

the better part a level of —2.76 m; but some blocks belonging to its Southwest comer were found 

jutting out from the south wall of the excavation ditch up to the level of —2.00 m (fig. 116). 

The masonry suggests a XIX century date, but none of the XIX century illustrations of the 

site show any structure on this specific spot. They, do however, indicate the existence, some 12 m. 

farther east and in line with the cross pier found, of a pavilion open on three sides and resting 

on cross piers in front, south (fig. 88) This pavilion, its floor level at +0.82 m rose from a 

parapet which continued both east and west and was reached from the ground level, —0.88 m 

by a flight of stairs. A corresponding pavilion, facing north, rose some 50 meters southward, and 

slightly further west. A second glance at the woodcut of the Verano of 1847, and Vespignani’s plan 

and section show, however, that these pavilions were but isolated bays of a portico presumably 

planned in those years and to be continued westward and eastward. Hence we suggest that the 

pier found in 1957 is the foundation of the cross pier of one of the bays of this portico which was 

never completed. 

Lying in loose earth, several fragments of Roman vessels were found in dig 4: a sherd of Are- 

tine ware of the I century; one of black Etrusco-Campanian ware, presumably I cent. B.C.; one 

of Roman ware A or B, III to V century; finally, some sherds of uncertain date. 

(c) A sounding inside the convent wing, dig 7B, around the column supporting in its center 

the vault, established below a medieval or XVII century pavernent at —1.15 m the footing of the 

column at —1.34 m. It rested on nothing but a square base and, below, on two brick courses which 

were placed on two superimposed tufa blocks lying in loose pozzolana earth. We closed quickly, 

after embedding the column more solidly in cernent. 

Aside from a fragment of verde antico and several pieces of marble, no finds were made in this dig. 

Fig. 116 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Verano, pier of igth 

century portico (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) Cf. also the survcys of Vespignani, Racc, Laruiani, 31735 (hg- 4)> 3*744- 
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VII. Disiecta membra. 

(a) On the main axis of the structure, at a distance of 76*75 from the east facade and extend- 

ing a length of 5.67 m, dig 8 wzis undertaken in the hope of finding a span wall along the chord 

of the apse. No wall was found, possibly because technical reasons prevented us from going below 

a depth of —2.20 m. Aside from a sherd of 

Roman ware B and the handle of an amphora, the 

dig yielded the fragment of a plaque, roughly 20 

by 25 cm, showing in flat relief the fragment of 

a pilaster and capital, of undetermined late antique 

or early Christian date (fig. 117). The distance 

of the pilaster from the edge of the plaque makes 

it unlikely that it belonged to a sarcophagus; 

could it be possibly part of an altar frontal? 

(b) A sounding inside the convent, Southwest 

of the center column, was equally unsuccessful 

as regards the early Christian structure. It, too, 

however, brought to light some loose flnds: at the 

level of —1.32 m two small fragments of inscrip- 

tions ... VI ... II ... IS ... and ... MD . // .. SP..., 

the first possibly of IV or V century date; a few 

centimeters higher, a piece of dark plaster engraved 

with a pattem of perpendicular lines; finally, at 

levels from —1.55 to —1.75 m, a fragment from 

a strigilated vat sarcophagus, a piece from a col¬ 

umn shaft covered with a scale pattern, fragments 

of roof tiles and a sherd of medieval glazed ware. 

(c) By chance, at the time of our excavations in 1957, the Gas Company of Rome was laying 

new pipes parallel to and outside the north wall of the cemetery. The ditch dug for the pipes thus 

ran parallel to the north wall of the old Verano structure at a distance of roughly 1.50 m. Shallow 

though it was, the ditch yielded a considerable number of fragments, though none in situ. A por- 

tion 60 cm long of a cipollino column, sawed olf the side of the shaft, fluted and originally 0.53 m 

in diameter was found, roughly 39 meters from the northeast corner of the original structure. 

The fragment of a door sili bearing a hole for the hinge, came to light 40 meters farther west, just 

east of the springing of the apse wall. Among the bricks and tiles found, some bear stamps, such 

as ...GNO.... and ...GI..., but their dates remain vague. On the other hand, four fragments of 

inscriptions seem to date from the IV and V centuries: ...CISSIM..; MENS...// ...VOT...//.. 

...KA..; ... IS..; ...R(?)I... Finally, some medieval fragments were found, such as the fragment 

of a chancel screen with an VIII or IX century interlace pattem and a XIII century (?) tomb 

slab with the engraving of a chalice. 

(d) Two more fragments of fluted cipollino columns are preserved, both used as bollards: one, 

0.50 m in diameter, stands near the Southwest corner of the campanile; of the other much stronger 

one, with a diameter of 0.80 m, a fragment lies south of the sacristy adjoining the south flank of 

the East basilica. 

(e) Finally, the pieces of architrave and possibly some of the columns in the nave of the West 

basilica (fig. 14, 15) may Be counted among the scattered members of the huge basilica found on the 

Verano. The architrave pieces, one remembers, are from 3.05 to 3.20, on the average 3.12 m. 

Fig. 117 — S. Lorenzo f.I.m. Basilica maior, 

plaque with fragment of pilaster and capi¬ 

tal (Photo: Sansaini). 
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long, and thus^tally roughly with the distance from axis to axis of the two supports established in 

the north colonnade of the Verano structure. Among the columns some, notably the six huge 

columns in the east bays, with diameters ranging from 0.95 to 1.15 m, could hardly have rested 

m 

on the foundation walls of the Verano basilica which are only 0.90 m thick. Among the other 

columns, however, those with diameters ranging from 0.72 to 0.85 m might easily have stood there. 

Hence the architraves and these columns should . . ^ 

be taken into account as possibly having come 

from the basilica on the Verano. 

(f) A drawing by Labrouste^ (fig. 120) re- 

cords two cancelli of Late Roman or Early Christian S ® 

design preserved zis late as 1830 in S. Lorenzo i 

f. 1. m.: one, 1.06 m high and 1.21 m long, with ^ H ' 

rhomboid grill work; another, 0.73 by 0.73 m P| ' 

with a combined rhomboid and St. Andrew’s cross ' n»— 

pattern. Obviously however, the two could not — . <«. 

have belonged to the same set. The second frag- . .i. d g J 

ment had a number of companion pieces in the :* * 'S ^ ^ 

church: at least two <ranr«//i with the same pattern ^ \^ 

doubled, were used as part of the marble revet- v-' 

ment on the Western tongue ot the end pier in the / , \ ! 

South colonnade of the west nave where they left -v ' ' 

their imprint (fig. 34). Possibly, then, a set of | • K'' W 

these cancelli was employed somewhere in the group i*- 

of buildings at S. Lorenzo. The pattern suggests 

the IV or possibly the V century and thus a 0«.. ^ 

provenance for the cancelli from a construction x., t l 
^ ^ • 1 Lorenzo f.l.m. Labrouste, 
preceding the building of the East basmca, either Drawings of cancelli. 

a catacomb chapel or the basilica on the Verano. 

Since this latter fumished other materials for the construction of the West basilica, the likelihood 

is that the cancelli also come from there. 

Fig. 120 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Labrouste, 

Drawings of cancelli. 

(i) Paris, Bibi. Nat., Cabinet des Estampes, Vb 1322 (= 41), no pagination. 

Fig. 119 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, 

finds (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 118 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Basilica maior, 

finds (Photo: Sansaini). 
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vm. Later changes and survival of structure. 

It is likely that the Vcrano basilica, while in use underwent a number of changes, but nothing 

is known of them aside from the raising of the floor in the east portion of the north aisle and the 

concomitant placing of a tomb chamber below. This alteration cannot be dated, even approxi- 

mately, nor can the lifetime of the building be exactly determined. It was certainly in use during 

half a millenium and more. In the late IX century or after, it must have fallen into disuse and 

gradually into disrepair. By the time the West basilica was built, the old basilica on the Verano 

was apparently a ruin, serviceable only as a quarry. Its columns and architraves, as far as usable, 

migrated into the new church 

Nevertheless, the walls of the old structure did not entirely disappear. Both the outer walls 

and the foundation walls of the colonnades have determined over the centuries the construction 

of newer walls on the site. Whether these incorporated parts of the old walls or used them only 

as foundations, is not always easy to teli, but la loi de permanence des lieux is evident in action. 

The modern north walls of the cemetery of 1950 and its predecessor, built in the i86os, both 

rest, one recalls, on the remnants of the north wall of the old basilica They were preceded by 

a garden wall which ran west along the very same line, starting from the northwest corner of the 

projecting convent wing and turning south precisely where the modem cemetery wall turns its corner. 

Visible on ali views from the mid-XVII through the mid-XIX centuries (figs. 9, 12, 88) this 

wall yet cannot be traced back beyond Stefano della Bella’s drawing of 1636 and Israel Silvestre’s 

slightly later etching (fig. 9) ®. It is definitely missing in Giovanni Maggi’s engraving of 1600 (fig. 8). 

Its placing atop the outer wall of the old basilica which had long disappeared, finds, nevertheless, 

an easy explanation: when the projecting convent wing was built at the end of the XVI century, 

the remnants of the old wall must have been found at the corner, and offered a convenient starting 

point for the orchard wall. 

On the other hand, Maggi’s engraving (fig. 8) shows two walls which apparently rest on those 

of the old basilica. One recalls that until the late XVIII century a low wing shot forth southward 

from the projecting west wing of the convent. In line with the west face of that west wing, it 

extended south for a distance of roughly twice the length of that west face, 23 meters or so. At its 

south end a high wall extended west, breaking of suddenly after sixty-odd meters and separating 

the orchard from the vineyard. Both its direction and its distance from the projecting convent 

wing suggest that this wall either rose on the remnants or indeed incorporated large portions of 

the south wall of the Verano basilica. A fragment of this vineyard wall, incorporated into the 

south wall of the low wing, stili appears in the drawing of the Anonymous ADG. (fig. ii). 

As stated above, the north wall of the orchard, in Maggi’s engraving, does not coincide with 

the present cemetery north wall and thus with the outer wall of the Verano basilica. It runs farther 

south and seems to start from near the Southwest comer of the projecting west wing of the convent. 

Thus it apparently coincided with the Southern fortification wall of Laurentiopolis. Visible on all 

XVI century views (figs. 6, 7) \ this fortification wall started from a tower, situated farther east, 

but in line with the Southwest comer of that wing. Hence it ran on the line of and presumably 

rose from the foundation wall of the south colonnade of the old basilica. 

(1) See below, p. 140. 

(2) See above, pp. 94, 97 f. 

(3) See also above, pp. 4 f., representations by Delia Bella, Dughet, Anonymous Pacctti and others. 

(4) See also above, p. 4, view by van Aelst, 1589. 
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F. — RECONSTRUCTION 

a) The earliest phases 

The aspect of the site of the present churches of S. Lorenzo f.l.m. and of the Verano cemetery 

prior to Constantine can be reconstructed only in its barest outlines. 

I. The Verano area. 

The hili extended far west and south from its present area and covered the entire site now 

occupied by the East and West basilicas and by the core of the convent. Its south cliff feli down 

sharply somewhere between the churches and the modern cemetery wall towards the wide plain 

of the Campus Ver anus. Both the high plateau of the hili and the plain of the Verano were criss-crossed 

by deverticula and covered by mausolea as they have come to light in the excavations of the past cen- 

tury, on the hili as well as at its foot some loo meters east of the site of the huge structure excavated 

in 1957. Other mausolea were apparently scattered over the area of that structure and nearby. 

The two brick walls established in dig 7 and incorporated, one into the east facade of the huge 

building, the other into the eastern counter pier of its north colonnade, are possibly remnants of 

such a mausoleum, a III century structure, judging from its brickwork \ Another mausoleum, 

possibly of III century date may have left its traces in the wall fragment P near the right-hand 

springing of the huge absidal wall K One even wonders whether some of the tombs uncovered 

in dig 3, at levels as deep as —4 meters and thus m below the level of the Verano basilica 

are not part of an earlier graveyard In any event, mausolea either preceding or slightly later 

than the basilica have been found in the area since the i86os: one, an apse sheltering a tomb on 

its chord and with a window in its wall of tufa stones, was found while building the entrance gate 

to the cemetery, “ neWangolo interno verso la basilica... a sinistra ” of the other, several blocks of 

a large marble or stone base came to light “ near the mausoleum of the Dominicans... ” close 

to the south wall of the Verano basilica, some 15 odd meters west of dig i ®. 

While neither of these two mausolea can be dated, either absolutely or with regard to the con- 

struction of the huge basilica, the finds of Aretine and Etrusco-Campanian ware in dig 4 suggest 

possibly, though not necessarily, that the area was occupied by tombs since the I century A.D. 

and perhaps since the I century B.C. The fragments of II and III century inscriptions and of 

sarcophagi, strigilated and vat-shaped, found in digs i, 7, and 7C, testify to the further occupancy 

of the area by the tombs and mausolea of a huge graveyard through the III century A.D. 

II. The catacomb. 

a) The arenarium-catacomb. Presumably since the late II century, a catacomb had developed 

inside the hili, possibly from an arenarium. It seems not unreasonable to suggest that part of this 

arenarium- catacomb has survived in the system of galleries g 1-6 and the adjoining cubicula (fig. 53). 

They ran, one recalls, slightly below the level of the East basilica across the area both west and 

(1) See above, p. 102* 

(2) See above, p. 107. 

(3) See above, p. loi. 

(4) Racc. Lanciani, 31710. 

(5) Vespignani’s drawing of these base blocks, Racc» Lanciani, 31714, shows also what appears to be the basement of the Cappella dei Do- 

tnenicani which occupies roughly that site. 

15 - R. Krauthexmer, W. Frankl, S, Corbett — Corpui Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, 
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east of the tomb of the Saint, at an angle of roughly 30 degrees to the main axis of the present 

churches; one of the galleries in the area of the east nave points in the direction of the tomb. Noth- 

ing more can be said regarding size or location of this first catacomb. The entrance would have 

been presumably from the south where the cliff descended to the graveyard on the Verano plain, 

The A-system. This first aremnum-cz.ta.comh however, was superseded at an early moment 

by the lavish System A 1-19, its axis running due east and west, and presumably intersecting the 

older System i' 1-6 near the spot where the tomb of the Saint rises (fig. 57). The backbone of the new 

System is formed by the gallery .44-15 which runs from the direction of the tomb straight towards 

the L-chamber. This, in turn seems to have extended in the direction of the south cliff of the hili 

towards the Verano plain. On the other hand, all traces of the portions of the .4-system near the 

tomb have disappeared in the construction of the East basilica and the concomitant demolition 

of the catacomb galleries and cubicula all through that part of the area. It is possible that the gal¬ 

lery .4 4-15 continued east until it reached a small open space near the tomb; it is even possible 

that it continued beyond the tomb. But it is equally possible that the gallery ended at .4 15 and 

one might even venture the hypothesis that the walls A 18-19 at its southeast corner formed the 

right-hand front corner of a large room which some six meters farther east sheltered the tomb. 

A total length of ten odd meters for such a “ crypt ” would not seem too much; even the modest 

crypt of Saints Marcellinus and Petrus in the catacomb at Tor Pignattara is not much smaller. 

But A 18-19 may just as well be the remnant of a small cubiculum to the west of the space around 

the shrine of the saint. 

The east portions of the A system thus remain in doubt. The portions to the west on the other 

hand can be reconstructed with some degree of certainty; but the function of these parts is in doubt. 

Flanked in its Western portion by large niches, presumably to shelter lighting fixtures — candelabra 

in pedibus or cereostatos — gallery .44-15 issued from the L-chamber. This chamber was apparently 

an important element among the new constructions which were superimposed on the previous 

arenarium-catacomih. Its short west arm, opposite the starting point of the gallery .44-15 and south 

facing straight towards the shrine of the saint, had its roof (presumably live tufa) supported by the 

rectangular pier .43. Its south arm, only some 2 meters wide but at least 5 meters long, was 

again flanked by large niches designed to hold lighting fixtures. The function of the chamber thus 

may have been twofold. The short west arm could have been intended as a tomb chamber and 

indeed it was the part of the room later all filled with tombs, including one, surmounted by a 

cataract and provided with mensae oleorum. The south arm, on the other hand, really nothing 

but a wide corridor may well have formed the entrance gallery to the new layout. Indeed, 

everything points in this direction: its shape, the lamp niches; its proximity to the south cliff 

of the hili, roughly eight meters distant; finally, the constructions which later rose south of the 

hili near the site of the campanile and thus in close proximity to the south arm of the L-chamber. 

y) The tomb of Saint Lawrence. The original form of the tomb of Saint Lawrence and its relation 

both to the aremrium-catacomh and to the younger yl-system, remain to be clarified. The docu- 

mentary sources beginning with the report in the Sylvester biography of the Liber Pontificalis ^ and 

continuing with the inscription of Pelagius II ^ and the letter of Gregory the Great *, as well as 

the decoration of the tomb monument by Cencius Savelli Cancellarius * suggest first, that the tomb 

(1) See above, p. 6, dig. 314-335. 

(2) See above, p. 10, dig. 579-590. 

(3) Ibid., dig. 594. 

(4) See above, p. 14, dig. 1191-1192. 
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to this day occupies its original position, Neither it, nor the body of the Saint were apparently ever 

moved The text of the Liber Pontificalis also suggests that Constantine found a loculus contain- 

ing the body of the Saint; this, one would presume, was in the wall of a catacomb gallery or of 

a cubiculum, corresponding to the burial places of martyrs in other Roman catacombs. With regard 

to the original surroundings of the tomb, several possibilities are open. Either Saint Lawrence 

was buried in the first, the ar^narmm-catacomb. This is, in my opinion, (RK), the most likely hypo- 

thesis. But it is possible (WF) that his burial took place in the catacomb, after the System A 1-19 

had been superimposed on the first modest catacomb. In that case his body may have been laid 

to rest either in one of the walls of the room which extended east from the gallery .44-15, if indeed 

such a room existed; or in a gallery east of that room; or else, in the wall of a gallery continuing 

44-15 beyond the chamber A 18-19, assuming this to have been a simple cubiculum. In all these 

cases the system 4 1-19 would presumably antedate the burial of Saint Lawrence. Finally there 

exists the distinet possibility that the lavish layout 4 1-19 is later than the tomb and was created 

with the purpose of providing a dignified frame for the venerated shrine. This again might have 

taken place either before (WF) or under Constantine (RK). 

Obviously, neither the recent nor any older excavations have provided any archaeological 

evidence regarding the original aspect of the tomb, inaccessible as it remains within the medieval 

monument block, or of its immediate surroundings. 

b) Constantine’s and later IV century gonstructions 

The Liber Pontificalis attributes to Constantine both a rearrangment of the shrine in the cata¬ 

comb and the building of a basilica supra arenarium cryptae. The attribution to the first Christian 

emperor may have to be taken cum grano salis; but the recent findings testify to a considerable 

building activity in the IV century certainly on the Verano plain and presumably within the cata¬ 

comb. 

I. The catacomb. 

Whatever relation existed between the original tomb of Saint Lawrence and the two catacomb 

Systems, the early arenarium-cz.ta.comh, and the lavish layout 4 1-19, the Liber Pontificalis ascribed 

to Constantine alterations through which the venerated tomb was turned into the center of an 

impressive architectural layout. The tufa block containing the loculus was presumably isolated 

from the wall of which it formed part; it was apparently sawed ofF at the top; and, the openings 

of the loculus both on top and sideways were covered with silver grates. Also, the block was 

enclosed within an apse, presumably hewn out of the tufa wall of the catacomb The procedure 

in short would have been the same as that employed in isolating and placing against the foil of 

an apse in the catacomb of S. Ippolito the tomb of Saint Hippolyt or, in the Praetextatus catacomb, 

those of Saints Felicissimus and Agapitus The underground sanctuary thus provided should 

have been of sufficient height to hold the two bronze candelabra ten feet high which the Emp¬ 

eror placed in front of the tomb. It remains an open question whether or not Saint Lawrence’s 

tomb thus transformed into a shrine was surmounted then, like the shrine of Saint Peter by a 

(1) The hypothesis of Da Bra, op. dt, possim^ of several transfers of the body lacks any evidence, archaeological or otherwise. 

(2) See above, p. 6, dig. 3H-335' 
{3) Styger, Mdrprergrufte, pp. 185 ff., 129 ff.; Marucchi, Catacombe, I933> PP* 288 ff. 

(4) J. B. Ward-Perkins, and J. Toynbee, The Shrine of Saint Peter, London 1956, pp. 201 ff. 
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canopy resting on four twisted columnsi. The baldacchino to be sure, appears related to the cra¬ 

ticula of the Saint on both the Successa and Gaudentianus medals; but it remains doubtful whether 

this canopy actually existed, and if so whether it was Constantinian or later; or, whether its repre- 

sentation on the medals was intended as merely the Symbol of a martyr’s shrine. 

In no case is it easy to visualize the underground sanctuary either from the scarce hints given 

in the Liber Pontificalis or from the archaeological evidence available. Not even the relation of the 

apse to the ^-system or its approximate position facing west, north, south or (though this is un- 

likely) east can be ascertained. One would like to imagine it facing west at the end of a room of 

some size and in line with the gallery ^4-15 which after ali leads straight towards the tomb. Such 

a room might have started as mentioned before with the wall A 18-19. Provided with an apse at 

its end it would have resembled large catacomb chambers, such as the “ Cappella Greca ” in the 

Priscilla catacomb. But the apse built by Constantine to shelter the tomb might as well have re- 

mained isolated from the .4-system, at least to begin with. Indeed that system might well have 

antedated the apse (WF). However it is equally possible that ^-system and apse are contempo- 

rary (RK). No decision can be reached without discussing the masonry technique of the .4-system 

and related structures 

No archaeological evidence is available regarding the gradus ascensionis et descensionis which in the 

Liber Pontificalis attributes to Constantine. In itself the term may denote just as well one flight of steps 

on which to walk up or down as two ramps either in the same place or in separate locations. Whether 

one or two ramps, one would expect these stairs to ascend from the south, from the foot of the 

cliff. However, the levels of the tomb and of the .4-system more or less correspond to those at the 

foot of the hili as indicated by the floor level of the Verano basilica. Hence, no stairs would be 

necessary coming from that direction, and the possibility should be weighed whether the stairs 

per chance descended into the catacomb from the top of the hili, some 8 m above the catacomb 

level. 

II. The Basilica on the Verano. 

The observations and finds made in 1950 and 1957 on the Verano cemetery have furnished 

elements sufficient to reconstruet in its outlines the plan and, though more hypothetically, the elev- 

ation of a huge basilica (pls. II, III, IV; fig. 121). Known are: the overall measurements of the 

structure; its north wall and small parts of its south and east walls; the curved wall of the absidal 

structure projecting westward; the division into nave and aisles; the crowding of tombs wherever 

excavations were undertaken, whether in the apse, the nave or the aisles; the traces of tomb 

chambers along both the north and south flanks; a small portion of its north colonnade, marking 

the position of three neighboring supports, two columns and the brick counter pier at its eastern 

end with the added opus listatum tongue; diameter and material of some of its column shafts, in- 

cluding possibly some re-used in the West basilica; presumably pieces of its entablature, likewise 

re-employed in that construction; finally potsherds, inscribed epitaphs and other finds which may 

be of assistance in reconstructing aspect and possibly function of the structure. 

a) Overall plan. The overall plan is characterized by the joining of a huge rectangular unit, 

divided into a nave and two flanking aisles to the absidal structure which projects westward, only 

(4) See above, p. 4, note i, 

(5) See below, p. 132. 
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three feet narrower than nave and aisles combined. Hence the colonnades separating the nave 

from the aisles must have continued in a curve within the area of the absidal structure. Thus, this 

latter can only be the outer wall of an ambulatory linking the aisles to each other and enveloping 

the apse proper which rested on the curved colonnade (pls. II, IV; fig. 121). 

Measurements. If correctiy interpreted the measurements resuit in round figures of Roman feet (pls. 

II, IV). Thus the total width, including both outer walls is 35.50 m, 120 R. ft., while the ciear width 

is only 33.80 m, 114 R. ft. The length 

of nave and aisles, measured along the 

outer flank of the north wall, 81.59 m 

results in 276 R. ft. On the other hand, 

it results in the round figure of275 R-ft-) 

81.30 m, when taken from the center 

line of the facade wall to the center 

line of the span wall of ambulatory 

and apse, marked as it is by the spur 

projecting at the north springing of the 

ambulatory wall. Correspondingly, the 

width of the north aisle, measured from 

the center line of the outer wall to 

that of the foundation wall of the colon¬ 

nade, amounts to 8.75 m, 30 R. ft. 

On the other hand, the total length 

results in the round figure of 333 % 

R. ft., 98.60 m, only when taken from 

the center line of the facade wall to the 

outer line of the ambulatory wall. Fin- 

ally, the measurements of the nave 

yield no round figures whatever: assum- 

ing for the south aisle the same width 

as for the north aisle, the nave would 
_ „ Fi^. 121 — s. Lorenzo f.l.m. Reconstruction of basilica maiory and 

span 17.20 m from center to center of basilica as of c. 600 (Sketch by W. Frankl). 

the colonnades, and 16.20 m in the 

ciear, roughly 58 and 54^4 R- R- Thus, it looks as though the builders had started out by taking 

the width from outside to outside along the facade wall, while for the length and for the inner divi- 

sion of the aisles they used the center lines of facade and side walls as their starting points. 

After the width of the two aisles had been established, the width given to the nave was simply 

what was left over. 

The strength of the foundation walls, of the north colonnades, as well as of the outer wall of 

the South aisle and of the facade, averages i.oo m, 3% R. ft., that of the rising wall, both along the 

north aisle and in the ambulatory 0.85 to 0.90 m, 3 R. ft. 

y) Floors and levels. Throughout nave, aisles and ambulatory, the floors were apparently crowd- 

ed with tombs, mostly a cappuccina and covered, in some cases at least, with inscription slabs (pl. IV). 

The levels throughout the building differ slightly among each other. The entrances, both in 

the ambulatory and in the facade of the nave, suggest a level of —2.64 m and —2.71 m respectively 

and these levels are confirmed by those of the tombs in the ambulatory as well as in the nave and 
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in the north aisle. On the other hand, the bases of the colonnade rose from a level of —2.37 m. 

Thus one wonders whether the levels of the wall as they appear in the openings both of the facade 

and the ambulatory are but beds which carried stone thresholds; these latter would then ha ve 

reached the over-all floor level —2.37 m (pl. IV). 

d) The amhulatory. A reasonably certain reconstruction of the outer ambulatory wall can be 

based on the remnants which are preserved at and near its northern springing: the distance of the 

first opening from the springing of the curve, 3.25 m (ii R. ft.); the width of the opening, 2.90 m 

(10 R. ft.); and the distance from the westem jamb of this first to the eastern jamb of the next, 

second opening, 4.70 m (16 R. ft.). The ambulatory thus would have communicated with the 

outside through seven openings, facing north, west, and south (pls. II, IV; fig. 121). 

While the total width of ambulatory and apse measured 32.70 m, somewhat over iio R. ft., 

the inner width of the ambulatory has been assumed by us to have been equal to that of the ad- 

joining north aisle, 7.85 m, 26^ R. ft. This assumption is hypothetical, but it is based on the com- 

parable relation of aisle and ambulatory in the coemeterium Agnetis and in S. Sebastiano The form 

of the opening of the ambulatory towards the aisle likewise remains in doubt in the Verano basilica. 

One would like to assume an arch coming across, but no supporting pier projects from the corner 

of the ambulatory wall. On the other hand, it is not to be excluded that such an arch could have 

sprung directly from the wall while resting on a half pier projecting sideways from the main pier 

which at the end of the colonnade and at the springing of the inner apse supported the half dome 

of the latter. 

e) The colonnades. The finds made in dig 5 and dig 7 leave no doubt that a colonnade separated 

the nave from the north aisle (pls. II, IV). They also supply the measurements of at least one 

plinth, 0.82 m square; of a base, 0.30 m high jointly with the plinth; of the diameter of one column, 

0.57 m; and the material of this one, fluted column, green cipollino. Fragments of other fluted col- 

umns of the same material found in the ditch outside the north wall or scattered near the south 

flank of the East basilica suggest that these supports varied in diameter from 0.53 to 0.79. m. 

On the other hand, as one recalls, the shafts of the columns in the West basilica are apparently 

spoils from an older building. The diameters of the majority fluctuate from 0.72 to 0.85 m, not 

counting some stronger ones, measuring 1.00-1.15 m, at the Western and eastern ends of the colon¬ 

nades. Hence it is perhaps not too hazardous to suggest that despite their different materials, grey 

granite and porphyry, some or even all of these columns originally also formed part of the colon¬ 

nades of the basilica on the Verano. 

The distances of the supports in the colonnades are not easy to establish. The length of the 

eastern brick counterpier of the north colonnade, 1.75 m is known as is the position of the next 

following, that is the eastemmost column base. The distance from its center to the corresponding 

point on the counterpier, 0.25-0.30 m from its west face (that is, equal to the radius of the column) 

is 3.20 m. On the other hand, of the second column in the north colonnade only the imprint of 

its base block is preserved; hence, the position of its center and therewith its distance from the 

first column, can be only approximated (figs. 109-112). But it must have been between 3.00 

and 3.20 m. 

Again, these figures, rough as they are, find their correspondence among the materials re-used 

in the West basilica and apparently takeri from some older building. Indeed, the majority of its 

(i) R. pERRom, Recenti ritrovamenti presso S. Costanza^^y Palladio n. s* 6, (1956) pp. 80 ffl; Tolotti, Memorie degli Apostoli in Cata-- 

cumbas (Collezione Amid delle Catacombcy 19), Vatican City, 1953. 
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architrave pieces, not counting two which were apparently cut down, measure between 2.93 and 

3.20 m, averaging 3.11 m Thus they fit the distances of the columns as roughly calculated for 

the north colonnade of the Verano basilica. The correspondence seems too close to be merely 

coincidental and one cannot help feeling that these architrave pieces surmounted originally the 

colonnades of the Verano basilica, If this hypothesis is accepted, the distances of the columns, 

always from center to center, would have averaged 3.11 m, with possible deviations. Correspond- 

ing to the counterpier at the eastern end of the colonnades, a second counterpier must have risen 

at their western ends, joined in some way to piers carrying the arch at the springing of the inner 

apse. Between these counterpiers the number of intercolumniations for the total length of each 

colonnade, 77.50 m (including a distance of 0.25-0.30 m for placing the entablature on the counter¬ 

piers), results in twenty-five, resting on twenty-four columns (pls. II, IV). 

The calculation of the number of supports and intercolumniations in the half circle supporting 

the inner apse had best be based on the number of seven openings in the outer wall of the ambul- 

atory. Thus, a corresponding number of seven intercolumniations, resting on six columns, sug- 

gests itself for the concentric inner half-circle. In this case, the distances from center to center of 

the columns would amount to 3.10 m, or slightly more. In fact, among the architrave pieces re- 

used in the West basilica, four measure 3.43, 3.44, 3.60 and 3.70 m respectively. They may thus 

have belonged to the absidal colonnade of the basilica maior \ a fifth architrave piece, as long as 

4.10 m, might well have covered the wider intercolumniation in its apex. On the other hand, 

basing the intercolumniations in the inner apse on the same distances as those in the nave colon¬ 

nades, averaging 3.11 m, the length of the half-circle, 25.21 m (8.00 mX“) divides into eight inter¬ 

columniations resting on seven supports. This would obviously not only place one support in the 

center axis but also obliterate the correspondence with the outer openings of the ambulatory; 

nevertheless, it might be considered as a second, though less likely hypothesis, 

C) The facade. The piece of the facade wall established in dig 6, small though it is, proves none- 

theless significant for reconstructing the original aspect of the building, Its carefully smoothed 

mortar top at —2.77 m prepared to support a stone threshold or a plinth suggests the existence at 

this point of an entrance. On the other hand, the uninterrupted extension of this mortar bed, up 

to 1.90 m from the center axis of the structure and beyond, precludes a door opening: 3.80 m and 

more appears to be overly wide for the center door even of a huge basilica. Thus one inclines 

rather towards reconstructing the facade with an open arcade like those established recently in Rome 

for S. Sebastiano, S. Vitale and SS. Giovanni e Paolo^. To be sure, this meets with a new difficulty: 

assuming five arcades in the facade, as they exist in the afore-mentioned buildings, one of the sup¬ 

ports should have left its trace in the form of a base block resting on the tract of wall excavated 

in dig 6. Assuming only three, wider arcades, this difficulty would be removed, but the span of 

these arcades would have to be at least 4.50 m, 15 R. ft., and thus unusually wide. Hence, although 

likely, the reconstruction with five arcades must remain hypothetical (pl. II; fig. 121). 

r]) The elevation. The colonnades of the nave, if our assumptions are correct, would have risen 

from the level —2.37 m. In ali likelihood columns of different material, strength, form and colour 

were intermingled: fluted and unfluted; green cipollino, grey and red grani te; the diameter varying 

from 0.53 to perhaps 0.80 m and more. The height of the shafts must have been in the neighbor- 

(1) See above, p. 42. 

(2) G, Matthiae, “Basiliche paleocristianc con ingresso a polifora”, BolL d*Artet n.s. 42 (1956) pp. 107 ff.; A, Prandi, II complesso mo- 

mmentale della Basilica Celimontanay Rome 1953, pp. 461 fF. 
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hood of 5.75 m: not oniy is this the height of the column shafts in the West basilica; it is also the 

approximate height to be calculated from the fragments of cipollino columns found during the exca- 

vations. Slight differences might easily have been equalized by using capitals of different height 

and shape, Ionie, Gorinthian or composite, or different bases, as they were re-used in the nave 

of the West basilica. 

That the colonnade carried an entablature is likely, but its height can only be estimated. The 

architrave pieces preserved in the West basilica are 0.60 m high; assuming a frieze and cornice 

surmounting the architrave as at Old St. Peter’s, the total height of the entablature might have 

been 1.50-1.60 m. The total height of the colonnade, including bases, capitals and entablature, 

might thus have approximated 8.50 m. Without frieze and cornice, neither of which need have 

been present, or with a lower height of these elements, the total height would have been 7.50 to 

8.20 m. 

The height of the walls above the entablature and of the clerestorey, and thus the total height 

of the nave can likewise be estimated only on the not too reliable basis of comparison with contem- 

porary buildings in Rome: in S. Sebastiano the proportion of width and height of the nave is 13.20 

by 13.75 taking the ciear width; in S. Clemente it is 14.20 by 13.30 m; in early V century build¬ 

ings, such as S. Vitale and S. Maria Maggiore, the proportions became steeper, 14.43 and 17.00, 

and 16.40 and 18.00 m respectively. The normal IV century proportion thus seems to hover near 

1:1. (The different proportions of the five-aisled basilicas, such as Old St. Peter’s with 23.64 by 

37.91 m, and S. Paolo f.i.m. with 23.86 by 32.56 m had better be disregarded). Hence the total 

height of the Verano basilica should roughly correspond to the ciear width of the nave, 16.20 m; 

thus, the height of the upper walls including the clerestorey would have roughly equalled that 

of the colonnades including their entablature. 

The number of Windows in the clerestorey may be assumed, arbitrarily though with some 

likelihood, to have corresponded to that of the intercolumniations. Their width and distances in 

the reconstruction have been based on the width of the intercolumniations, their height on the 

corresponding Windows at S. Sebastiano (fig. 121). 

The numerous fragments of roof tiles found throughout the area of the building suggest that 

the nave as well as the aisles were covered, presumably with open timber roofs. 

6) The flanks. The outer walls of the aisles, at the highest point preserved, attain a height of 

roughly 3 m above the original floor level. Thus it is impossible to teli a priori whether they 

were pierced by Windows higher up. Yet, in ali likelihood the aisles had no Windows; for all along 

the flanks of the basilica mausolea were attached to the walls. Whether part of the original con- 

struction or additions of slightly later date, these mausolea are incompatible with a window zone 

in the aisles. 

The location of the trichora of Bishop Leo ^ and its relation to the Verano basilica requires a brief 

discussion (pls. II, IV; fig. 90). De Rossi’s statement “at the foot of the stairs leading to the Pincetto” ^ 

suggests a site corresponding to the north exit in the middle of Vespignani’s new quadriporticus. 

But Vespignani’s drawing ^ shows that the site was below one of the corners of the quadriporticus, 

presumably one of the north corners. Lanciani’s note on the drawing identifies this as the northeast 

corner; but it should be stressed that the northwest corner is at the same distance from the Pincetto 

(1) See above, p. 7, dig. After 384- 

(2) De Rossi, BAC II (1864) 54 ff. 

(3) Racc. Lanciani, 31731. 
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stairs as the northeast corner. In placing the trefoil into this northwest comer of the porticus, 

its location coincides exactly with the fragment of a mausoleum wall found in dig 2 Also, a 

second glance at Vespignani’s drawing shows that the straight wall of the trefoil chapel adjoined 

a stronger wall, running east and west, — apparently the south wall of the Verano basilica. 

t) Decoration. The fragments of porphyry and marble revetment and of painted plaster found 

during the excavations (figs. 118, 119) suggest that parts of the structure, possibly only the mauso- 

lea-chapels along its flanks but possibly also parts of the walls in the nave and aisles, were covered 

with a variegated stucco decoration and with opus sectile. Cancelli, such as those found in fragments 

in dig 5 and those drawn by Labrouste (fig. 120), might ha ve protected the entrances to the mau- 

solea-chapels or they might have enclosed tombs in the nave and aisles. The sherds of cooking 

vessels found suggest the possibility that some of the tombs were surmounted by mensae for the ce- 

lebration of funeral banquets. 

Though apparently a later addition, the decoration placed in the apse (“ circa chorum ”) as a 

donation of the presbyter Leopardus ® must be mentioned to complete the picture of the Verano 

basilica. It showed apparently the hand of God holding a wreath, but nothing else is known, not 

even whether it was a mural painting or a mosaic. 

x) The surroundings. With its huge dimensions, with the colourful columns, with its nave and 

aisles crowded with tombs with possibly some mensae scattered in between, its flanks encircled by 

mausolea, with its apse enveloped by the ambulatory, the Verano basilica was one of the great build- 

ings of early Christian Rome (fig. 121). To give a fuller impression of it, some words must be added 

about its surroundings. To the north it stood against the background of the hili that sheltered the 

tomb of the Saint in the catacomb. South and east spread the plain of the Verano strewn with 

mausolea, some earlier, some certainly later than the basilica, among these latter, some 40 meters 

east of the east facade of the basilica, the mausoleum of one Johannes It is only logical to assume 

that a plaza extended in front of the facade with roads leading north to the foot of the hili and east 

toward the mausolea in the plain. The situation to the west, toward the Via Tiburtina, is of greater 

interest. The sources, indeed, suggest that a colonnaded portico linked the basilica to the Porta 

Tiburtina in the city wall, now Porta S. Lorenzo *. The existence of this portico west of the basili¬ 

ca and along the road explains, it would seem, to a large degree the presence of the huge openings 

in the ambulatory wall. 

The ambulatory rather than the east facade, would indeed have formed the main entrance to 

the Verano basilica. From there would have entered the crowds come from the city to honor their 

dead, and the pilgrims come to venerate the martyr. Indeed, the inscription of Leopardus ® could 

well be interpreted so as to refer to just this situation: it advises the visitor, entering from the ambu¬ 

latory, that “ better things are to be presented to him for his admiration ”, presumably a more 

important part of the decoration “ succedunt meliora tibi miranda tuenti ”; it exhorts him to look about 

or, perhaps, to look back in his peaceful progress “ respice et ingressu plcLcido ”; finally, at the very 

end of the stanza, it points out to him the representation, customarily reserved for the apse, which 

the visitor would have seen first, if he had entered by the facade of the basilica. 

(1) Sec above, p. loo. 

(2) See above, p, 8, dig. ca. 400. 

(3) See above, p. 9, dig, V or VI ccntury, 

(4) Sec above, p. 12, dig. 715-73 *• 

(5) Sec above, p. 8, dig. ca. 400. 

16 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S, Corbett — Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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C) FrOM THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE L-CHAMBER AND THE VeRANO BASILICA TO THE BUILDING 

OF THE EaST basilica. 

I. The catacomb area. 

Any attempt at visualizing the constructions inside the catacomb must remain limited both 

in area and scope: confined to the neighborhood of the L-chamber and extending as far east as 

the apse H of the East basilica, they can be presented at best in their outlines. 

(a) Architecturally the L-chamber is little altered by the first changes affecting it; the tombs 

crowding its short west arm; the single extraordinarily short grave t, prominently placed at the 

entrance of that area and nearly opposite the point where the gallery .44-15 issues towards the 

tomb of Saint Lawrence; finally, the cylindrical cataract placed over that grave and the mensae 

oleorum nearby (fig. 63). But these changes profoundly affect the function of the site; rather 

than the side chapel of an entrance hall, the west arm of the L-chamber is turned into a cult cen- 

ter, secondary yet a counterpart to the tomb chamber of Saint Lawrence at the opposite end of the 

gallery .44-15. Whose relics were venerated in the cataract grave remains so far unknown. 

(b) As a resuit of this change in function, a second series of changes thoroughly altered the 

architecture of the site: the long south arm of the L-chamber was suppressed; its west arm served 

as a sheltering niche for the cataract grave and a cave chapel wzis laid out in front, hewn from the 

rock, but protected along its west boundary by walls, D 1-6. While these walls extended sideways 

both toward the Verano basilica and the catacomb galleries in the north part of the hili, the cave 

chapel was confined to the area below the Honorian nave, its eastern limit roughly coinciding 

with the apex of the later apse H (fig. 68). 

(c) Within the underground area, in a further change, a chancel screen was placed in front of the 

cataract grave with passage ways leading sideways towards that center (fig. 71). In a third change, 

the cave chapel was enlarged north and south into the area of the aisles of the West basilica. 

It exact shape, both in the first and in the third phase, remain undetermined. Likewise, its height 

remains in some doubt. Given are its floor level, from —2.57 to —2.33 m, the level of the hili 

top, roughly -I-6.00 m, and the level of the apex of the arches that from the aisles of the East basi¬ 

lica led into the underground area, -I-4.40 m, that is, ca. 6.80-7.00 m above the floor of the area. 

Hence, this or a few centimeters more or less would be the approximate height of the cave chapel, 

leaving only one meter or slightly more for the thickness of its tufa ceiling. On the whole, however, 

the aspect of the underground area remains uncertain. Only its function as a cult center accom- 

modating and channeling increasingly large crowds of faithful is obvious. 

What, if any, changes took place around the tomb of Saint Lawrence is unclear. The sources 

limit themselves to referring to a new baldacchino on porphyry columns over the tomb It is per- 

missible, however, to suggest that the original small sanctuary around his tomb was gradu- 

ally enlarged into a sizeable cave chapel hollowed from the live rock. 

n. The area sub divo. 

When discussing the walls Z) 1-6 it was pointed out that they apparently acted both as con- 

taining walls delimiting the underground area along its westem boundary and as foundation for 

walls rising above the level of the hili. One of these upper walls, D 6, in opus listatum masonry has 

survived incorporated within the wall of the Honorian south aisle (pl. Vb). Others, beyond the 

(l) Sce above, p. 9, dig. 433-440. 
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South cliff of the hili could be traced in the constructions incorporated into the east face of the 

campanile and in those formerly adjoining it west and south. 

If the Wall Z)i-6 on top of the hili indeed carried an upper wall, this wall would ha ve skirted 

the site of the cataract-tomb in the underground area. Hence it might have formed the westem 

boundary wall of an area under the open sky, focussed possibly on an altar placed above the 

cataract. After the building of the East basilica, and thus much later, the walls 11 and 12 would 

have been designed as the north and south walls respectively of this area and concoraitantly as 

links to the East basilica (fig. 122). 

The structures south of the hili cannot be reconstructed even in vague outlines. They might 

represent structures which afforded access both to the underground area (as no doubt they did) 

and to the area sub divo on top of the hili. In that latter case they could have possibly contained 

staircases to ascend the hili and to descend from there into the catacomb — the gradus ascensio¬ 

nis et descensionis ” of the Liber Pontificalis. 

d) The East basilica 

I. General situation. 

On the basis of the large parts preserved and of those established by the excavation of 1947- 

1949, a reconstruction of the East basilica can be easily presented. The lay-out, however, becomes 

intelligible only when viewed in relation both to the tomb of Saint Lawrence and to the secondary 

cult center focussed on the cataract grave of the unknown martyr (fig. 122). 

The dedicatory inscription of Pelagius II and the letter of Gregory I (dig. 579-590 and 590- 

604) both suggest that the building of the East basilica was caused by the collapse of the hili over 

the tomb of Saint Lawrence. The space around the tomb inside the catacomb, apparently overly 

enlarged, had caved in and was to be replaced by a basilica ad corpus, a tomb church sheltering the 

shrine of the Saint. The architectural program, then, consisted in the creation around the shrine, 

of a safe, large, and well-lit space along the lines of a regular church building. At the same time 

this space, as demonstrated by the finds, had to be linked to the underground area extending west- 

ward in front of the cataract grave. 

II. The apse. 

Disregarding the raised XIII century chancel and its XIX century underpinning as well as 

the XIX century changes in fenestration, the nave of the East basilica and its enveloping aisles 

and galleries present themselves more or less as built in the VI century. To complete the original 

picture one mainly wants to visualize the apse H which from the triumphal arch opened in a semi- 

circle, its floor level with that ofthe nave (pls. II, VIIa; figs. ii, 52). Its wall rose as a perfect half 

cylinder covered up to i.ii m from the floor with a marble revetment. It was pierced in the 

center by a fenestella, its sili only 0.72 m above the floor and obviously intended to permit a visitor 

to the apse to view the cataract grave to the west and possibly, vice versa, a visitor to the under¬ 

ground area to view the tomb of Saint Lawrence. Higher up, 1.24 m from the floor ofthe apse, 

larger Windows opened on either side, piossibly four, though only two can be definitely ascertained, 

one near either springing of the apse. If four, the width of these Windows might have been roughly 

1.40 m. Their height, limited by the maximum height of the underground area into which they 

opened, might have attained as much as 4.50 m, nearly six meters above the apse floor, but a height 
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of roughly 3 m is more likely. The level of the springing of the haJf-dome surmounting the apse, 

presumably set ofF by a cornice, is easily established: marked by the springing of what is now the 

triumphal arch (and was originally the beginning of the apse vault), it stands 7.50 m above 

the floor of the East basilica. The apex of the apse vault rises to a level of 12.40 m from the 

floor (fig. 122). 

lii. Measurements and planning. 

Terminated by the apse, the plan of the East basilica reveals its basic measurements and the 

focus of its design. Measurements apparently were based not on the Roman foot but on a Byzantine 

foot of roughly 317 mm, not surprising in a VI century construction in Rome. It seems that they 

were taken in the ciear, 

much in contrast to the 

procedure followed in the 

huge basilica to the south. 

The different approach may 

be due less to new concepts 

of space than to the fact 

that the plan was apparent¬ 

ly laid out starting from 

the tomb of the Saint in 

the very center of the con¬ 

struction. In any event, 

the total ciear length of 

the building, from the apex 

of the apse to the original 

inner face of the east wall 

in the east aisle (fig. 31) 

amounts to precisely 31 .yom 

of the north and south aisle 

walls respectively to 20.65 m, nearly 66% Byz- feet (20.90 m). The depth of the apse, from 

chord to apex is 5.25 m, one sixth of 100, that is 16% Byz. feet (5.28 m), the width of the nave 

11.35 nearly 36 Byz. feet. Again, the length of the nave, starting at the chord of the apse is 

20.85 m, 66% Byz. feet, but in this measurement the thickness of the east wall of the nave is 

included. The height of the nave colonnade, of course, was given by that of the columns and 

the entablature, both spoils. The height, however, of the gallery zone and the clerestory totals 

10.20 m, close to 32 Byz. feet (10.14 m) and the apex of the apse vaults rises nearly 40 Byz. 

feet above the floor level, 12.45 against 12.68 m (pls. II, Va, VI b). 

AU this seems to suggest that the plan was laid out from the inside, as it were, starting from a 

focus on the center axis of the structure. This focus is obviously the tomb of Saint Lawrence. 

The entire design was developed around it and developed primarily in terms of the ground plan. 

Hence, the measurements of nave, apse, and aisles resuit in round figures in the plan more clearly 

than in elevation; hence, the concentration of twelve precious columns on the ground floor; hence 

the treatment of the ground floor as a self-contained unit unconnected with the gallery floor with- 

out any stairs leading up. On the ground floor the tomb holds the crucial place: west of it curves 

the half round of the apse; north, south and east expands the nave, enveloped on three sides by the 

originally dark belt of the aisles (figs. 24, 25). This centralizing movement of aisles and columns 

Fig. 122 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Reconstruction of East basilica and underground 

area c. 600 (Sketch W. Frankl). 

100 Byz. ft., the ciear width between the original inner faces 
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enveloping the nave on three sides is taken up in the galleries. It is reinforced by the Windows of the 

clerestory which form a four-sided band continued by the two Windows at either end of the absidal, 

now the triumphal arch. The centralized quality of the nave encircling the tomb could not be 

more strongly stressed. Even the display of the columns and capitals, spoils though they are in their 

majority, is focussed on the tomb and its background: the columns of green marble in the gallery, 

facing the tomb; the Victory-and-trophy capitals and the high ornamented dadoes marking the 

columns on either side right behind the tomb; finally, in the gallery zone, the corresponding co¬ 

lumns with spirally fluted shafts and composite capitals. Singled out from the rest, these last co¬ 

lumns preceding the opening of the apse, lead the eye on to the mosaic on the face of the absidal, 

now the triumphal arch, high above and behind the tomb; finally to whatever decoration, figural 

or other, was displayed in the half-dome of the apse. 

Whether or not the tomb of the Saint was also the site of the altar remains an open question. 

It is, possible that the altar was placed close to the monument, adjoining it either west or east or 

that, indeed, the top of the monument served as altar. In any event, it is unlikely that the altar 

rose in the apse; its level, equal to that of the nave, makes such a position for the altar as improb- 

able as the presence of the fenestella which suggests pilgrims crowding into the narrow space of 

the apse. 

IV. Decoration and lighting. 

The marble revetment of the apse, fragmentary though it is, and the mosaic on the face of the 

absidal arch, Christ enthroned and flanked by Peter and Paul, Lawrence and Stephen, Hippo¬ 

lytus and Pope Pelagius are the only remnants of the early Christian, and perhaps medieval decora¬ 

tion preserved Fragments ofpavernent mosaics, very different from one another in design and thus 

possibly marking individual tombs, were noted in the aisles by Vespignani (fig. 27, 47). The apse 

vault, too, must have borne a mosaic, but design and subject matter remain unknown. It may 

ha ve incorporated along its bottom and divided possibly into three columns of four lines each, ^ 

the dedicatory inscription of Pelagius (known, one recalls, only from the Wvirzburg sylloge and 

placed wrongly in Vespignani’s restoration above the mosaic of the triumphal arch on the XIII 

and XIX century brick strip). It is, however, equally possible that the original inscription ran 

above the apse Windows below the springing of the half dome and its cornice. Above the inscrip¬ 

tion, filling the greater part of or (if the inscription ran below the cornice) the entire half dome, 

one would expect some figural decoration. Indeed, Duchesne has pointed out that the mosaic on 

the face of the triumphal arch, Christ flanked by saints, is a subject customarily reserved to an apse; 

hence, he concluded that a mosaic of greater importance (and, he surmised erroneously, of greater, 

Constantinian age) occupied the apse vault. The question of what this mosaic represented must 

be left open; possibly it was simply a jewelled cross, on a blue or golden ground. 

The effect of the mosaics glimmering over the tomb and of the marble columns and the marble 

revetment forming its foil and encircling it, becomes intelligible only when seen in connection with 

the lighting of the East basilica. Daylight entered only through the clerestorey Windows. Thus 

only the nave was well-lit, and it was only from there that aisles and galleries, both windowless. 

(1) Baldass, op, ciL, attributes only the figures of St. Lawrence and Pelagius to the original VI century mosaic; the head of St. Hip¬ 

polytus he assigns to a restoration of the VII-IX centuries, the other figures to repairs about iioo. 

(2) De Rossi, Inscriptiones, II, p. 157, note 9. 
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received indirect light. (What little light entered the south aisle and the galleries through their 

entrance openings may easily be discounted). They formed, as it were, dark bands enveloping 

the nave and contrasting with the four-sided band of Windows higher up. Curtains in the inter- 

columniations, such as those donated in the VIII and IX centuries ^ would further increase the con- 

trast between the dim outer zone of aisles and galleries and the lighted inner zone of the nave. 

This outer zone was continued on its fourth side by the stili darker zone of the underground area 

behind the apse. Visible through the apse Windows, whether two or four, this cave chapel would 

receive daylight only from these Windows, their one function being just that (fig. 122). On the 

other hand, this area must have been Iit by lamps day and night. Thus the contrast between the 

ciear daylight in the nave, the dim light in aisles and galleries, and the flickering lamp light 

visible behind the apse must have been as remarkable as the integration of ali these zones by 

artificial light during night Services. 

V. Entrances and site. 

Only one entrance gave access from the outside to the ground floor of the East basilica, the 

huge arch in the flank of the south aisle. The two arches, one at the western end of either aisle, 

were primarily exits leading from the basilica into the underground area behind. On the other 

hand, the galleries had their own entrances. They were inaccessible one recalls, from the ground 

floor. Two, at the east end of the north and south galleries respectively, are well preserved; they 

led to the top of the hili enclosing the church from the west, above the tufa ceiling of the cave 

chapel underground. One would presume, that other entrances opened from the east gallery, 

either its center part or the corner bays, onto the eastern part of the hili. 

These entrances, more than anything else, clarify the position of the East basilica in its rela- 

tionship to the site and the pre-existing constructions (fig. 121). The large entrance arch in the 

south aisle, nearly 4 m wide, was obviously intended to admit large crowds of visitors coming from 

that direction. Indeed, its axis runs parallel to, and about five meters east of the facade of the huge 

basilica in the Verano plain. A plaza-like road in front of that facade, as it may be assumed to 

have existed, would have led straight towards the south entrance of the East basilica. The two 

structures thus formed a kind of double sanctuary; the huge building on the Verano not containing 

the venerated tomb of the Saint, but crowded by the graves of faithful and surrounded by their 

mausolea, and the smaller, but more precious East basilica, the shrine church sheltering the tomb 

of Saint Lawrence. Whether or not the two buildings were linked by a portico so that they really 

“ hung together ” must remain undetermined. But certainly the coupling into a joint sanctuary 

of the two churches, as independent architecturally as interdependent in their function, tallies with 

the descriptioris given shortly after the building of the East basilica by the pilgrim guides One 

even tends to wonder whether the dedications of the two churches of this double sanctuary, as 

documented since the VIII century, the larger south church to the Virgin, the smaller north 

chapel to the martyr, Saint Lawrence, corresponds only by chance to the dedications customary 

in double cathedrals since the V century 

(1) See above, pp. 12 f., dig. 772-795, 795-816, 847-855. 

(2) See above, p. 12, dig. 772-795. 

(3) See above, p. ii, dig. 625-638, 635-642, 648-682. 

{4) Krautheimer, ‘‘Die Doppelkathedrale von Pavia ** in: R. Salomon, Opicinus de Canistris^ {Studies of the Warburg Institute, I), Lon« 

don 1936, pp. 323 fF.; A. De Capitani d^Arzago, Archiktture dei secali quarto e quinto in Alia Italia, Milano (1944), pp. 94 ff.; J. Hubert, “ Le- 

caikedrales doubles et Vhistoire de la liturgie ”, Atti dei i® Congresso internazionale di studi longobardi, Spoleto 1952, pp. 167 fF. 
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On the other hand, this north church, the East basilica, was linked equally closely to the under- 

ground area inside the hili and behind its apse, the shrine of the unknown martyr in its cataract 

grave, and to the catacomb galleries extending north and east (fig. 122). The former was visible 

through the fenestella and the Windows in the apse and accessible through the exits at the end of 

either aisle; thus, it formed an appendix to the East basilica, complementing its function, a large 

retro sanctos. The galleries of the catacomb were reached through exits in the north flanks of the 

East basilica and presumably of the underground area, 

Normally, then, a pilgrim approaching the sanctuary from the city would walk through the 

covered portico coming from the Porta Tiburtina. He would reach the west end of the Verano 

basilica and enter through one of the openings in its ambulatory. Passing through the length of 

the church he might leave by the arcade in its east facade. On the plaza in front he might turn 

north and enter the East basilica through the south aisle. He would venerate the tomb and might 

afterwards pass into the underground area to offer his prayers at the cataract grave. Finally, he 

might visit the catacomb galleries and leave either by retracing his steps or by finding his way to 

one of the exits of the catacomb farther north or east (pl. II; fig. 121). 

Access to and exit from the galleries, on the other hand, was entirely independent from this 

route. Visitors could reach them from the hili, either the Pincetto to the east or the hili to the west, 

without a long detour, but after entering, they could only look down on the tomb, not approach it. 

Thus, the galleries would accommodate either an overflow of pilgrims or such among the faithful 

who came to attend Services rather than embark on a pilgrimage. 

VI. Exterior. 

Embedded as it was into the hili, the East basilica was visible in its full height from the outside 

only where the entrance arch opened in its south flank, Otherwise its ground fioor was hidden 

by the surrounding rock, certainly west, north and east, but probably also south, at least in large 

part. Only the gallery fioor, the upper portion of the apse and its roof, and the clerestory of the 

nave and of the east gallery emerged from the rock, thus presenting to the casual visitor the sil- 

houette of an ordinary basilica without galleries, perched on top of the hili. 

e) After the building of the East basilica 

I. First changes up to 800. 

a) The East basilica. The raising of the apse fioor by about 30 cm. and the laying in it of a pave- 

ment with a hexagonal pattem have little significance architecturally, but they suggest possibly 

that at this point an altar was placed in the apse. 

f) The underground area. The underground area, likewise, can be easily visualized, Neither the 

reconstruction of a fiagstone pavement, nor of the tufa piers that possibly supported its ceiling, nor 

of the expansion by chapels on either side, encounter any difficulty (fig. 122). 

y) The area sub divo. Of greater importance are the changes that affected the site extending on 

the hili above the underground area and behind the upper portions of the apse of the East basi¬ 

lica. The walls 11 and 12, indeed, beyond regularizing the side walls of the underground area, 

rose above the level of the hili. More important, they possibly linked the East basilica to the older 
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Wall which, placed above the underground walls Z)r-6, presumably rose on top of the hili and term- 

inated there an area sub divo focused, we assume, on an altar placed perpendicularly above the 

cataract-tomb. Also, the walls 11 and / 2 seem to have carried roofs: either a single lean-to roof 

spanning the entire site and suggesting that the tufa ceiling of the underground area had col- 

lapsed, or the roofs of two porticoes extending west from the exits at the west end of either gallery. 

In either case, it becomes ciear that the East basilica became the starting point for westward ex- 

pansions. 

6) Decoration. The murals in the north chapel of the underground area (and possibly those in 

the niche of the south corner bay in the East basilica, fig. 48) ^ assist us in visualizing the complex 

further, dominated by the more somber colors of the fresco painting rather than by the glimmer 

of mosaics. 

II. Later changes. 

The regularization of the underground area and, more important, its fusion with the East basi¬ 

lica, jointly with the westward expansion of the latter, become the guiding principies of all later 

changes prior to the building of the West basilica. Three successive States of the building can be 

easily reconstructed. 

a) Apse K. The outstanding element in the first phase is the construction of the lower portions 

of apse K. Slightly later, four masonry piers were set up in the center of the underground area, 

rising from a new floor and connected by screens. Thus an enclosure was set ofF immediately 

adjoining the apex of the apse of the East basilica. The raising of the floor inside the apse, far 

above the level either of its nave or of the underground area, with stairs ascending from the nave 

to the apse and descending from there to the underground area, completes the picture (fig. 73). 

Apse H has been tumed into a dominating factor of the design; below it lie, on one side the 

tomb of Saint Lawrence, on the other the enclosure inside the underground area. This latter, 

through the building of apse K, has taken on the features of a regular carolingian retro-chapel 

jS) Hali crypt and upper chancel. The substitution of a vaulted hall crypt for the underground area 

was accompanied by the building of an upper structure behind the apse H of the East basilica, 

extending west as far as and terminated by apse K. Two reconstructions are possible. Either the 

upper parts of apse H were razed — in that case the structure above the crypt formed a transept 

preceding apse K (WF) — or else apse H remained standing, in which case the structure behind 

it, including apse K, was a retrochoir (RK). In either case, but more in the former, the incorpo- 

ration of the rear parts into the East basilica and its westward expansions become ciear. 

y) ^P^^ 0 and tumulus. A third state of the construction (fig. 85) is marked by the rebuilding 

of apse K in its upper portions, 0 12: the placing, in front, of a short chancel enclosing a tumulus, set 

vertically above the old cataract tomb t, and presumably an altar; the enlargement, possibly as an 

afterthought, of the tumulus, and the placing over it of the canopy donated in 1148 by abbot 

Hugo; finally, further east, the setting up on top of the remnants of the apse of the East basilica 

(1) See above, p. 62. 

(2) See below, p, 144. 
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// of a screen of four piers, 0 1-4. They may have carried five arches or else an architrave. If the 

upper portions of apse H had not been razed previously, these arches (or the architrave) may 

have stili carried the original half dome. More likely this latter had been replaced by a half- 

conical timber roof, or else the piers surmounted by their arches or architrave may have stood free 

without supporting any superstructure. 

In any case, the retrochoir or transept extending west of the East basilica had now become 

part and parcel of this latter. The screen of piers placed atop its former apse H opened into the 

Western parts just as the arcade at the east end of the chevet opens into the ambulatory of a French 

Romanesque or Gothic church. 

6) The last phase before the building of the West basilica (fig. 123). The Western retrochoir was 

even more closely fused with the East basilica when in a final operation the pier screen 0 1-4 was^ 

Fig. 123 — S. Lorenzo f.l.m. Reconstruction of last stage of East basilica 

with retro sanctos (Sketch W. Frankl). * 

(♦) The drawing is an attempt to visualize the East Church in its last stage, just before the building of the West basilica. It is not 

intended to present a definitive solution, but tb open a discussion regarding the reasons which led to the construction of the West basilica, 

the transformat ion of the East basilica into its chancel, and the grounds which determined the details of this alteration. 

The reconstruction as presented in the drawing is suggested by the following observations. They are ali well grounded, but none can be 

considered entirely certain. 

1. The shape and height of the transept are based on the extant walls of the intermediate bays north and south which rise on the south- 

to a level of + m. 10.89. ^Fhe arch with the mosaic of Pelagius II, now the triumphal arch, reaches a level of + m, 12.51. Assuming that 

the side walls reached roughly to the same level, they could have carried the roof of the transept. On this assumption these walls would have 

been lowered to their present height when incorporated into the aisles of the West basilica. 

The floor of the transept in a first phase was placed at a level of + m. 0.77; at this stage a hall crypt extended below the floor through 

the entire area of the transept, When this crypt collapsed, it was not rebuilt; instead a new floor was laid over the rubble at a level of 

—0.68 to —0.82 m. 

2. The apse 0 12 sheltered at this time a base and tumulus O 6. This tumulus rose on the axis of the Pelagian arch and on that of the 

-System, Hence it corresponded also to the axial system of the walls of the intermediary bays, which are parallel to the old catacomb gal- 

lery A 4*15. The tumulus took into consideration the existence of the well erected over the cataract and of the tomb L At a later stage the 

tumulus was enlarged on the south side. Thus the axis of the new tumulus no longer coincided with the well (O 7). Instead, the new center 

of the tumulus coincided with the axis of the Pelagian nave. It was probably at this stage that the canopy was erected. With its considerable 

height, it was visible from the nave of the church and therefore had to occupy its axis The first tumulus might have been low (0 6) and hence 

would not have been visible at a distance. Together, the bases O 7—by which O 6 was enlarged—and 0 6 fit exactly the span of the 

canopy of 1148 which at present surmounts the high altar in the XIII century chancel. 

ry — R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett — Corpus Bastliearum Christianarum Romae. 
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razed and, on the upper level, in front of apse 0 12 and its short chancel, a long chancel was push- 

ed forward, its access right under the absidal arch of Pelagius II and thus at the very top of the 

steps which from the East nave ascended to the higher level of the choir. Simultaneously, we 

think, the wall P 1-2 was set up at the foot of the arch of Pelagius IL It served a threefold purpose: 

as a retaining wall for the fili below the high choir; as support for stairs which on either side must 

have ascended to the higher level; finally, as witnesses the niche P 2 in its center, as a backdrop for 

the tomb of Saint Lawrence far west in the nave of the East basilica. 

The tomb, indeed, at this point, must have undergone a thorough remodelling. Columns were 

set up along its flanks to carry a ceiling which would have projected eastward from the level of the 

high choir, forming a kind of columns baldachin. East of the tomb, on the level of the East 

basilica four slender columns may have formed a pergola. Only in a second building operation 

was the raonument-block proper remodelled by surrounding it with a high socie and decorating it 

with mosaic inlay. This decoration was financed by Cencius Savelli. 

We conclude this section with a descriptive reconstruction of the church at that time, that is about 

1200, shortly before the West basilica was begun. The visitor, as a rule, would stili approach the 

building from the south, branching off the Via Tiburtina and walking past the ruins of the Verano 

basilica. Entering the East basilica by the huge arch in its south flank, he gained its south aisle 

and from there its nave. Near the end of the nave rose the sarcophagus block of Saint Lawrence 

below the projecting columns baldacchin, to be decorated slightly later by Cencius Savelli. Its top 

served as an altar mensa or else it had an altar attached to it. Behind the monument a flight of 

steps ascended to the upper level of the high choir. Indeed, the last vestiges of the old apse H of 

the East basilica had disappeared with the removal of the pier screen 0 1-4 which an earlier rebuild- 

ing had planted on its curve. Thus, what formerly had been a retrochoir or transept concealed 

by that screen, had become a regular high choir, visible from the nave. Concomitantly, the arch 

of Pelagius II, no longer the face of an apse, had become a triumphal arch separating the lower 

East nave from the upper choir. Set on that upper level, the visitor saw the new, long chancel 

and far back, the canopy of 1148, the altar beneath, and the terminating apse 0 12 (fig. 123). 

The co-existence of the two altars, the one on the tomb of Saint Lawrence, the other on the upper 

choir, reflects a dichotomy of cult centers which from the outset had marked the situation at 

The floor of the transept, the remnants of the base 0 6-0 7 and the steps O ii ascending from the east nave were found in situ in 

1947-49- 
3. The wall P i projects with two pilasters towards the east nave. These pilasters could possibly indicate the position of the side walls 

of a crypt-like structure erected over the tomb of St. Lawrence. Such walls could have been either closed or open. They might have been 

opened either by Windows, or they might have consisted of piers and columns surmounted by architraves or arches. The front wall towards 

the east nave may have been open and supported by the four slender columns shown in two of Vespignani’s drawings {Racc^ Lanciani, 31712 

{fig. 26), 31780). 

4. When the west nave was built and the chancel inserted into the east nave, the canopy of 1148 must have been removed and placed 

over the tomb of St. Lawrence. It is unlikely that this was done immediately. The crypt over the tomb is earlier than the canopy surmount- 

ing it; otherwise, the columns above would correspond to thosc underneath. Given the time lag, either i) the crypt had been built before 

the raising of the chancel, the canopy having been placed over it at the time of the elevation, or 2) the crypt was built during the raising 

of the chancel, the decision to maintain the canopy being made after the crypt was finished. 

5. Presuming that this reconstruction corresponds approximately to the situation prior to the building of the West church, the reasons for 

this new building campaign are as follows. The tomb of St. Lawrence and its sheltering crypt-like enclosure occupied half the east nave. 

This was suitable and normal as long as the East basilica served primarily to house the tomb. The idea of adding a transept may have 

arisen after the basilica maior on the Verano was no longer in use and Mass had to be celebrated in the East basilica, with the clergy occupy- 

ing the transept, the worshippers the nave and the galleries. 

When the crypt below the transept had collapsed and the new floor was laid at a lower level, clergy and worshippers were completely 

separated. At the same time the new liturgical requirements demanded the placing of the altar over the tomb of the Saint. Thus it was 

a brilliant and audacious idea to use the existing ceiling of the tomb as a starting point, placing the new chancel at that level and adding 

to the west a large new nave for the congregation. At the same time, the cataract and the well above were abandoned as a cult center. 

The building of the new nave also made it easier to reach the church from the Via Tiburtina. This is a familiar argument, but it is 

probably worth repeating. (W F). 
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S. Lorenzo f.l.m, The catacomb, as early as the IV century had sheltered the tomb of Saint Lawrence 

and, distinet from it, the cataract-tomb of an unknown martyr in the L-chamber. In the VI and 

VII centuries this dichotomy had become apparent in the distinction of, on one hand the East 

basilica focussed on the tomb of Saint Lawrence, on the other the underground area to the west 

and, perhaps, the area sub divo, above on the hili. Around 1200, the same confiict stili survives: 

the tomb-monument of Saint Lawrence at the end of the nave, claims a dominant position within 

the East church; but high above it, raised on the upper level, rise the canopy and its altar above 

the tumulus which in turn is placed vertically above the IV century cataract-tomb, Only the 

building of the West basilica eliminated this second cult center, 

The construction of the West basilica was undoubtedly caused by the desire to normalize the 

situation. The church now became accessible directly from the Via Tiburtina, it had a regular 

nave and, through the insertion of a chancel into the East basilica, a regular chancel; and it had 

one single cult center, the tomb of Saint Lawrence, in its own crypt. The old dichotomy was 

finally done away with. 

G. — CHRONOLOGY 

Combining the results of the structural analysis of the extant buildings and the finds made 

during the various excavations extending from 1863 to 1957, the historical references to the build¬ 

ings at S. Lorenzo should fall into place within an acceptable chronology. 

The documents say nothing regarding the history of the site prior to Constantine, aside from 

the fact that Saint Lawrence suffered martyrdom in 258 during the persecution of Valerian and 

was buried in a catacomb on the Via Tiburtina. When this catacomb was first started, is uncer- 

tain; but it does not seem unreasonable to assign its beginnings with other cemeteries of the 

Roman community to the late II century. It may have been laid out on the estate of a Ghristian 

family. The estate, by 300 owned by one Gyriaca, was apparently confiscated under Diocletian, 

“ ... possessio cuiusdam Cyriacae religiosae feminae quod fiscus occupaverat tempore persecutionis... ”, and 

returned by Constantine to the Ghristian community of the city 

The sources become more explicit only with the IV century. By the middle of that century 

a cult center existed at the tomb of the Saint, as proved by the reference to his festival on August 

IO in the Depositio martyrum. Based presumably on early IV century documents, the biography 

of Pope Sylvester in the Liber Pontificalis describes this cult center “ on the Agro Verano ” as com- 

posed of three distinet elements: the tomb of the Saint inside the catacomb; two flights of stairs,. 

one ascending, the other descending to the tomb; finally, a basilica. The building of the latter 

and of the stairs as well as the decoration of the tomb, its enclosure with an apse, and the gift of 

two huge candlesticks ante corpus, are all attributed to Constantine. But obviously this statement 

of the VI century compiler of the Liber Pontificalis need not be taken at face value. 

Indeed the reliability of these historical data and their correspondence with the finds of recent 

years require some discussion. The compiler of the Liber Pontificalis, in attributing to Constantine 

church foundations and donations, no doubt based himself frequently on genuine documents pre- 

served in the papal archives. However this did not prevent him from attributing to the first Chris- 

tian emperor either slightly later buildings erected possibly by his sons or by other members of the 

imperial family or crediting him with constructions which he merely decorated or altered. Both 

possibilities must be envisaged with regard to the complex at San Lorenzo f.l.m. 

(i) L, P* I, 182. Regarding the hypothesis of this restitution, see G. Bovini, La proprieta ecclesiastica e la condizionegiuridica delia Chiesa in etd 

precostantiniana, Milan 1949, pp. 90 ff* 
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Parts of the oldest catacomb on the site may have survived in the remnants of the arenarium- 

catacomb g i-6. However it is not certain that this first system existed unaltered either by the 

time Saint Lawrence was buried in 258 or when Constantine after 314 made his donations and 

built the apse behind the tomb of the Saint. The system A 1-19, as one remembers, cuts across the 

older arenarium-czX2iComh and the observer is tempted to link to Constantine’s building activity 

this lavish system, including as it does the L-chamber, the gallery ^4-15 and the room to the east, 

be it a small cubiculum or a large chamber extending to or possibly enclosing the tomb of the Saint. 

But the possibility should at least be considered that the .4-system dates prior to Constantine, either 

before 314 or indeed before 258. 

The dating of the ^-system must rest on two criteria: its planning and the masonry technique. 

The planning at first glance suggests a Constantinian origin (RK). The layout is lavish in every 

respect, in size as well as in the handling of the walls set with deep niches, designed to hold huge 

lighting fixtures such as those described among Constantine’s gifts. Everything suggests an affluent 

donor, either the Emperor or a member of his family; one would not expect such lavishness in a 

catacomb laid out by the Christian community prior to the Peace of the Church or indeed prior 

to 258. Also the .d-system seems to be clearly oriented towards the tomb of Saint Lawrence, and 

this would appear to be another argument in favor of a date coinciding with the constructions 

which the Liber Pontificalis attributed to the Emperor. On the other hand (WF), monumentally 

planned constructions do occur in Roman catacombs sometimes as early as the III century: the 

“ Capella Greca ” complex in the Priscilla catacomb is one example, the burial chamber of the 

popes in the Callisto catacomb another. The orientation of the ^-system towards the tomb of the 

Saint also could be explained at an early date: one might assume that it was laid out after 258 

when the veneration of the matyr had already started, but stili prior to Constantine; or else one 

might assume that the martyr vas buried within the existing system A 1-19 which then would 

necessarily date even prior to 258. 

The masonry technique equally leaves us in some doubt. The very regular opus listatum could 

suggest an early date (fig. 58). Tufa blocks like those in the J-system, cut with a saw rather then with 

a hammer, and low moduli, one tufa block, one brick and two mortar beds averaging 130 mm, mark 

structures dating perhaps as early as the first third of the III century: parts of the Villa dei 

Sette Bassiparts of the barracks of the equites singulares below San Giovanni in Laterano; 

parts of the Priscilla catacomb near the “ Cappella Greca Gertainly the opus listatum of the 

^-system differs from the type used in the possibly late Constantinian foundation walls of the 

Lateran basilica, in the post-Constantinian foundations of the nave of Saint Peter’s, in the upper 

walls of San Sebastiano and in those of the Coemeterium Agnetis where the tufa blocks are more 

irregular in shape, sometimes simply chunks and where the moduli tend to be slightly higher. On 

the other hand, the masonry of the ^-system does not really correspond to early III century exam- 

ples either. The tufa blocks are not quite as regular, the corners are as a rule rounded and not 

necessarily cut with a saw. On the whole the opus listatum of the .4-system seems quite similar 

to that employed in the circus of Maxentius on the Via Appia and in the Maxentius basilica. 

System A then might possibly be early Constantinian (RK) or it might antedate Constant¬ 

ine (WF). If an early Constantinian date be accepted, the layout with the L-chamber at its 

Western end and the straight corridor leading towards the tomb of the Saint, might well connect 

with the Work undertaken and the gifts deposited near the tomb by Constantine. Accepting an 

•(i) Lugli, Tecnica muraria,.,^ p. 652» 
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earlier date one would have to assume that at the time the Liber Pontijicalis was compiled, tradition 

attributed to Constantine constructions laid out before his time and merely altered by him. 

A Constantinian date for system A is further suggested by its slightly later enlargement through 

the galleries branching ofF northward, B 1-4. Their masonry technique (fig. 64) is reminiscent 

of that used near the mid-IV century in the foundation walls of the nave of Old St. Peter’s, at 

S. Giovanni in Laterano and in similar structures 

The original function of the L-chamber is a priori not ciear. At the outset it did not contain 

any important tomb. Rather the impression is that it was a hall linked to the tomb of the Saint by 

means of the gallery ^4 4-15. Only in a second period — though stili before the mid-IV cen¬ 

tury (if indeed the Quintiana epitaph dates from that time) — was it changed into a regular tomb 

chamber containing mensa tombs and sarcophagi, and finally into a secondary sanctuary by insert- 

ing into it tomb t and stili slightly later the surmounting cataract. The identity of the venerated 

martyr remains so far unknown; but from the VII century on the tomb was apparently connected 

with the martyrs Abundius and Ireneaus whose cubiculum was located “ outside the basilica to 

the West ” 

The basilica which the Liber Pontijicalis also attributes to the building activity of Constantine, 

remains nevertheless clearly distinet from these underground sanctuaries and their stairs of 

approach. Indeed, the VI century compiler of the biography of Sylvester appears to have known 

two distinet lists of donations, one deposited at the tomb “ ante locum in crypta ” or “ ante corpus ”, 

the other apparently in the basilica. This second list begins with a new sentence Donum quod 

obtulit it lists thirty large chandeliers, far too many for the apse in the catacomb; and it contains 

a large number of sacred vessels, as they usually serve for celebrating Mass. Yet neither the Liber 

Pontijicalis nor any other source indicate the location of this basilica or its exact relation to the cata¬ 

comb. To be sure, the Liber Pontijicalis States that it was built supra arenarium cryptae, and this has 

been interpreted to mean that it rose on top of that portion of the hili which stili houses part of the 

catacomb; either to the east, perpendicularly over the site of the Pelagian basilica or else further 

west on the part of the hili which later gave way to the Honorian structure. Yet it must be rememb- 

ered that the catacomb extends far, also Southwest and south where its galleries have been encount- 

ered on the piazzode and on the Verano cemetery. Moreover the reading supra arenarium cryptae, 

above the sandpit of the catacomb, is not entirely certain; some manuscripts read sub arenario cryptae, 

and thus suggest that the basilica attributed to Constantine rose at the fbot of the hili within which 

the catacomb extends. Indeed everything suggests that the basilica which the Liber Pontijicalis attiib- 

utes to Constantine should be identified with the large structure on the Verano south, at the foot 

of the catacomb hili. None of the sources prior to the VII century mention more than one basilica 

near the tomb of the Saint, and it is out of the question that a structure the size of the Verano 

building should have been passed over in silence. On the other hand, the masonry of the basilica 

on the Verano definitely suggests a IV century date. Hence we incline towards identifying 

the liewly discovered Verano structure with the basilica which the compiler of the biography of 

Sylvester in the Liber Pontijicalis attributed to Constantine, together with the systematization of 

the tomb of Saint Lawrence in the catacomb. To be sure this statement of the VI century comp¬ 

iler need not be taken verbatimi the lay-out in the catacomb, system A 1-19, might well be early 

Constantinian, while the building of and the donations to the basilica might date from the late 

(1) Deichmann, “Das Mausoleum der Kaiserim Helena", Jbch. Dlseh. Archaol. Inst. 72 (1957), p. 95. takes up a doubt 1 used to have 

{Krautheimer-Josi-Frankl, op, ciUy 1952, p. i) but have no longer regarding the authenticity of the passage L. P. I, 181 f., which descri¬ 

bes Constantine*s building activity at the tomb of Saint Lawrence. He cautiously suggests the possibility that extensive work there took 

place only under Damasus or even under Sixtus III. . ■ 

(2) See above, p. ii, dig. 625-638, 638-642. ' 
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years of his reign or even from that of his sons. In any event, the sources since the last third of 

the IV century suggest the existence near the tomb of Saint Lawrence of a basilica. In 

the first place, the Vita S. Melaniae Junioris in reporting events from the years 397-400, distinguishes 

as existing at that very time the martyrium of the Saint sheltering his tomb and his basilica. 

Again the inscription of the presbyter Leopardus about 400 in basilica Laurentii circa chorum 

speaks of the decoration of the walls and presumably the apse of a building already in existence. 

Coinciding with this, the site of the Verano structure and its immediate neighborhood has, since 

1863, yielded large numbers of sarcophagi and of funeral and other inscriptions, dating from the 

latter IV through the V centuries and presumably coming from the Verano basilica Among 

them are a number of fragments in Philocalian lettering, a strong indication that in the last 

third of the IV century the structure was in use; that, in short, this is the basilica maior of the 

Lucilius Pelio and the later anonymous epitaph (fig. 91, 92), that is, the “ huge basilica ” in 

contrast to the small underground shrine of the saint. 

The basilica, in any event, became a second focus on the site, rivaling the center inside the 

hili around the tomb. Hence a number of mausolea arose close to it, some independent, others 

opening from the walls of the huge structure; the building technique of these latter tallies with 

known constructions of the later IV and the V centuries. 

Neither archaeological nor documentary evidence fumishes any clue regarding the date of the 

porticus which led from the city gate, the porta Tiburtina, to the sanctuary. To be sure, it is men- 

tioned first in the VIII century®; but the parallels of the V century porticoes leading to St. Peter’s 

and St. PauPs outside the walls, suggest a corresponding date also for the one at S. Lorenzo. 

Tomb and basilica remain distinet in the documents throughout the one and one-half cen¬ 

turies from the pontificate of Sixtus III to that of Pelagius II: the basilica continues to be known 

to the Liber Pontificalis as “ basilica beati Laurenti ” in inscriptions as basilica maior or maxior (fi^. 

91, 92). It remains the only large church building mentioned on the site and the large number 

of lighting fixtures bestowed on it by Pope Hilarius testifies to its size. At the same time, some of 

the tomb chapels adjoining it or nearby, may have taken on a new function: the chapel of the 

Bishop Leo near the east end of the basilica was rededicated as the oratory of St. Stephen^ 

whose cult from now on intertwines with that of Saint Lawrence. Further south, apparently at 

some greater distance but stili “ iuxta basilicam sancti Laurenti ”, rose at the end of the V century 

the church of Saint Agapit ®. 

The catacomb, during the V century, like the basilica maior and its neighborhood, grew ever 

more in importance. The immediate neighborhood of the tomb of Saint Lawrence between 418 

and 468 became apparently a favorite papal burial ground®: three out of six popes who died 

during these decades were buried there. The tomb was redecorated at least twice and gifts were 

showered upon it and its altar Indeed by the late IV centuiy or even earlier an altar had been 

placed over the tomb of the Saint, and this altar, its chancel screen and the tomb (confessio) were 

decorated by Sixtus with porphyry slabs and silver railings. The apse of the IV century stili rose 

over the se railings 

(1) See above, pp. 7 ff., digs. 366-384, 405, 406, V cent., 434, 464, 483; see also fig. 114. 

(2) See above, p. 12, digs. 715-731, 778-795- 

(3) Sec above, p. 9, digs. 461*468, 468-483. 

(4) See above, pp. 7 ff., digs. after 384, 468-483, 772-795. 

{5) See above, p. 9, dig. 483-492. 

(6) See above, p. 8 C, digs. 418, 440, 468. 

(7) See above, p. 9, digs. 432-440, 461-468, 496-498. 

(8) See above, pp. 6, 9, digs. 314-335, 432-440- 
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Whether or not the area around the tomb had been enlarged meanwhile or was enlarged at 

that time, can obviously not be determined. That it was enlarged seems likely. After ali, the area of 

and near the L-chamber, and of the gallery connecting that chamber and the tomb ofSaint Lawrence 

underwent a series of alterations between its first construction and the building activity of Pela¬ 

gius II in the late VI century. The insertion of tomb t and the surmounting cataract fall presumably 

stili prior to the mid-IV century. Nothing so far permits us to date in its first phase the underground 

area, which replaces the L-chamber, either its terminating walls Di-6 or, for that matter, the area 

sub divo which may have risen above that area. On the other hand, the walls Fi-^ which were 

later set up in the underground area to regulate the access to the tomb t and the cataract, may 

date after 500 Hence the underground area (and the area sub divo) may both have been laid out 

some time in the V century. Its final enlargment, across the entire zone of the intermediate bays 

and eastward, can be assigned only the vaguest terminus ante or ad: the building of the East basilica 

under Pelagius II (579-590) presupposes either the existence or the simultaneous construction of 

this enlarged underground area. Whatever the respective dates, the successive changes prove that 

the area around tomb t, far to the west of the tomb of Saint Lawrence, in the course of the late 

IV, the V and VI centuries, developed into an ever more important underground sanctuary. They 

also suggest that similar alterations may have taken place around the principal cult center of the 

catacomb, the tomb of Saint Lawrence. 

Indeed the V and VI centuries formed apparently a new climax in the cult of Saint Lawrence 

in Rome and, as a resuit, in the history of the construction near his tomb. Papal gifts of altar vessels 

to San Lorenzo are twice mentioned as equalling those made to St. Peter’s and to St. PauPs outside 

the walls or to these two and to S. Maria Maggiore Whether these gift s to S. Lorenzo were 

intended for the altar of the basilica or the one at the tomb remains in doubt. But certainly from 

the time of Sixtus III until the VI and possibly the early VII centuries, the sanctuary on the Ti¬ 

burtina ranked with those at the Vatican, on the Via Ostiensis and on the Esquiline. Apparently 

S. Lorenzo, like the martyria of St. Peter and St. Paul, was developing into one of the three or four 

great pilgrimage centers of Rome. Near the end of the century ali three are endowed with hostels 

for the poor Possibly also in the interest of the pilgrims, turns of duty were established for the 

clergy at S. Lorenzo, Saint PauPs and Saint Peter’s to take care of baptism and of the absolution 

of penitents, and baptismal vessels donated by Pope Hilarius but it is just as possible that these 

arrangements were to serve the needs of the suburban population in the vicinity. Indeed, some 

decades before, a monastery had been established near S. Lorenzo, along with a lavish pontifical 

manor house {praetorium). 

Until the pontificate of Pelagius II, 579-590, the sanctuary on the Via Tiburtina consisted 

jointly of the large basilica on the Verano and of the underground areas inside the hili, one around 

the tomb of Saint Lawrence, the other in front of the cataract and the short Western arm of the 

L-chamber. This situation changes with the building activity of Pelagius. His two dedicatory 

inscriptions, one along the rim of the triumphal arch, the other originally perhaps in the apse of 

the East basilica, leave no doubt that this basilica was erected by him. They also hint at the reas- 

ons which necessitated the new construction. For one. Pelagius’ basilica eliminated the narrow 

approaches which so far had led to the venerated tomb, the angustos aditus, meaning the catacomb 

galleries and possibly an underground area. Secondly, it replaced them by a larger hall, a largior 

aula, capable of holding a sizeable congregation. Third, this hall was filled with light, instead of 

(i) See above, p, 81. 

(a) See above, pp. 9 f., digs. 432-440, 523-526. 

(3) See above, p, 9, dig. 498-514, 

(4) See above, p. 9. dig, 468-483. 
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being a hiding-place of darkness — and indeed not only is the Pelagius church flooded with light 

through Windows in its clerestory, but two or four windows in its apse shed light into the under- 

ground area in front of the cataract. AU this had been brought about by cutting the hili and creat- 

ing below, sub monte reciso, a level surface, planities. At the same time this heavy work, gravis moles, 

had eliminated a grave threat apparently to the tomb of the Saint and its surroundings inside the 

hili. Pope Gregory’s letter further clarifies what had happened The exact location of the 

tomb in Pelagius’ time could no longer be established, and the workmen had to dig for it; presum- 

ably then, it was buried under a landslide. One would assume that part of the hili above the 

tomb had collapsed as a resuit of hollowing into it a large underground area, comparable to the 

one in front of the cataract . In order to save the tomb, that part of the hili was cut into and sub 

monte reciso, the new church was built on the level of the tomb, into the hili which, one recalls, until 

1857, enclosed it east and north, while to the west it remained untouched until the West basilica 

was built in the XII and XIII centuries. Only to the south where the hili feli steep down towards 

the Verano and the basilica maior, was the ground level or nearly level with the floor of the Pelagius 

church. Hence it seems likely that the church was driven into the hili sideways, from the south. 

Only from this flank was its ground floor possibly directly accessible, while the galleries could be 

reached through the arches opening on to the west part of the hili and, perhaps through other 

entrances leading from the east hili into the east gallery. 

The East basilica tallies with the tradition of other VI and VII century catacomb churches 

in Rome and the dedicatory inscription of Pelagius II, in conjunction with his mosaic on the trium- 

phal arch leaves little room for doubt regarding the date of its construction under his pontificate, 

579-590. True, the building contains a few pentimenti, additions and changes made while construc¬ 

tion was in progress or shortly after it was completed. It also contains some elements of early rather 

than late VI century date. The capitals in the east gallery of the narthex certainly date from the 

second half of the V century ^ and the dadoes both in this gallery and under the two westernmost 

columns of the nave, while certainly VI century, need not be as late as the last quarter. It is even 

possible that the entire walls of the aisles, the galleries and apse H, together with the piers at either 

end of the upper and lower colonnades, belong to a first building period, while the walls of the 

clerestory and over the triumphal arch, with their lighter and less careful masonry were constructed 

later. The continuation of the clerestory walls on three sides of the narthex may possibly have 

been an afterthought. Thus the possibility arises that the building was begun before Pelagius II 

and only completed during his pontificate. But it is more likely that the entire structure was begun 

and completed, though perhaps with an interruption and somewhat hastily at his time. The use 

of a few V or early VI century among so many classical spoils is not to be wondered at. 

The underground area behind the apse of the East basilica, needless to say, remained intact. 

But rather than being a secondary, independent focus of the catacomb system inside the hili, it 

was turned into a retro sanctos appended to the East basilica. Stili, the cataract would seem to have 

retained the connotations of an independent cult center. 

Indeed, it is shortly after Pelagius’ building activity that the cult of Abundius and Irenaeus 

was ever more stressed at the sanctuary on the Tiburtina and one wonders whether per chance the 

name of St. Abundius, “ who was thrown into a well... ” was not attached to the cataract over 

tomb t which had meanwhile been turned into a well. 

The sanctuary on the Tiburtina after the construction of the East basilica consisted thus of 

three main elements: the building on the Verano, that is the basilica maior", the new basilica of Pela- 

(1) See above, pp. 10 f., dig. 594, 

(2) See above, p. 53, note 2. 
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gius; finally, the underground area, that is, the retro sanctos behind and communicating with the 

apse of the East basilica. This is exactly the situation which is described by the pilgrim guides 

during the VII century and which, indeed, continued unchanged through at least the middle 

of the IX century. The VII century itineraries ali coincide in describing two basilicas of Saint 

Lawrence on the Tiburtina, both large. But while the one where he rests is described as being 

“ new and more beautiful ”, the other remains known as the maior^. 

This, distinction corresponds to the differences in decoration and size between the new East 

basilica of Pelagius II and the older basilica maior on the Verano. The retro sanctos, too, is possibly 

alluded to in at least one of these guides, “ the small cubiculum (to the west) where Abundius and 

Herenius are laid to rest... ”. The co-existence of these three constructions, Pelagius’ church, ba¬ 

silica maior, and retro sanctos, and of the various martyrs buried there and in the galleries of the cata- 

comb was obviously bound to confuse the more naive. Hence, one of the itineraries tries to 

explain the situation by suggesting that Saint Lawrence had originally been buried in the 

basilica maior, while other guides place into it, the “ altera ecclesia sursum ”, the tombs of Cyriaca, 

Justinus, Crescentius and other martyrs. Confusion regarding the meaning of the basilica maior 

was indeed bound to arise at that point. Its original function as a huge graveyard and possibly 

funeral banquet basilica had been forgotten: refrigeria, long combatted by some church leaders, 

had gone out of fashion in the V century; tombs had completely filled the floor of the structure, 

thus apparently precluding further burials. On the other hand, the construction of the Pelagian 

East basilica robbed the basilica on the Verano of its privileged position as the only structure of 

the sanctuary complex where Services could be held for large congregations. Hence, the attempts 

of the pilgrim guides to locate in the maior burial places of martyrs; hence also, possibly a certain 

neglect of the structure. 

On the contrary, the retro sanctos behind the Pelagian apse retained or increased its importance.^ 

Though not supported by documents, alterations and redecorations continued, apparently, through 

the VII and at least the first half of the VIII century. The raising above its north and south tufa 

boundaries of masonry walls (/1-2) resembling those of the East basilica might date from the early 

VII century as does, apparently, the long indecipherable inscription painted on the outside wall 

of apse H. Of the two layers of frescoes in the north chapel 9 of the area only the second can be 

dated with greater accuracy. The crowned head of the first, lower layer recalls some of the muraE 

in S. Maria Antiqua and thus would date from about 700. The upper layer, the work of the 

painter Crescentius, is close in style to the frescoes from the pontificate of Gregory III (731-741) 

in the annular crypt of the lower church of S. Grisogono. 

By the early VIII century, indeed, interest must have been reawakened in the entire complex 

of buildings around S. Lorenzo. The first distinet reference to the nuns’ congregation of S. Cas¬ 

siano, 708-715, is of lesser significance, since the convent may have been considerably older 

On the other hand, it is important to note the repairs which Gregory II (715-731) effected in the 

“ church of S. Lorenzo ”, both on its roof and on the water main which fed the building since the 

early VI century. Pipes from this main were found, apparently, on the site of the Verano ba¬ 

silica Hence, the activity of Gregory H reported in the Liber Pontificalis apparently concerned 

the basilica maior, but he may just as well have been responsible for the second mural decoration 

of chapel /7 9. 

Beginning with Hadrian I, the complex of structures on the Tiburtina and the monasteries and 

(1) See above, p. ii, digs. 635-638, 635-642, 648-682, 

(2) Ferrari, Monasteries^ pp. 182 ff. 

(3) See above, p. 10, dig. 523-526. 

iB - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Gorbett — Corpus Basilicarum Qirtstimarum Romae. 
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convents that serviced it, were again on the ascent. The period from the late VIII through the 

middle of the IX century, indeed, forms a third high point in the history of the site, after its second 

climax in the V century. The archaeological evidence is small, but the documents are numerous 

and explicit. The “ basilica maior beati Laurentii ”, specifically so termed, is being restored, appar- 

rently thoroughly (“ quae... isdem praesul construxerat ”) and its roof is renewed (“ tectum... qui 

distectus erat et trabes eius confracte, noviter fecit ”). It also receives two sets of sixty-five curtains each, 

apparently to fili its intercolumniations. More important, it is given a new function by being dedi- 

cated to the Virgin Mary. Simultaneously, the East basilica of Pelagius, now termed the “ basilica of 

Saint Lawrence where his body rests ” receives two sets of twenty or thirty curtains each^, aside from 

other textiles and from a golden relief attached to the tomb. Both basilicas are described as adjoining 

each other (“ basilica maior... qui aderat {or adhaeret) iuxta basilicam sancti Laurentii... ubi eius sanctum 

corpus requiescit” and “basilicam sancti Laurentii ubi sanctum eius corpus quiescit adnexam basilicae maioris...”)'^. 

Of greater importance is the remark that Hadrian repaired the East basilica hither and yonder 

ultro citroque One would like to interpret it to refer to repairs both in the Pelagius church and 

in the retro sanctos and to attribute to Hadrian’s activity the building of apse K at the Western end 

of the underground area. The use of the orthostate marble plaques, obviously taken from Roman 

buildings, in constructing that apse could possibly be likened to the frequent use in Hadrian Fs 

church buildings of travertine blocks removed from the Servian Wall. The comparison is too 

hazardous, however, to allow for determining the time when apse K was built. It seems safer to 

leave the date open. 

No archaeological finds so far support the documentary evidence regarding repairs undertaken 

by Hadrian on the structures adjacent to the buildings of the sanctuary proper, such as the chapels 

of St. Stephen, formerly the mausoleum of bishop Leo, the church of St. Agapitus with its aisles 

and the portico extending from the city gate to the sanctuary complex. But this activity goes to 

confirm that the sanctuary was very much in the ascendancy. It apparently continues to flourish 

under Leo HI and Gregory IV, as witness their donations. Like his predecessors. Leo IV made 

lavish donations: to the basilica maior, now the church of the Virgin Mary, he presented among 

other textiles and altar vessels, forty-five (or perhaps sixty-five) curtains to that of Saint Lawrence, 

that is the East basilica, twenty-four curtains “ to hang between the large columns ”, apparently 

those on either side of the nave. He also restored the portico in front of the former basilica maior 

“ porticum quae ante basilicam sanctae Dei genitricis consistit ”; given the site of the building on the Verano 

one is inclined to interpret this to refer to the portico which, coming from the city gate, terminated 

in front of the apse of the old basilica maior. 

Documentary evidence regarding the complex of buildings on the Tiburtina after the middle 

of the IX century becomes increasingly rare. What little there is at that late date ^ — gifts 

of crosses and textiles, among them curtains for a ciborium, apparently of an altar — refers to only 

one church, the “ ecclesia (or basilica) beati Laurentii foris muros ”, apparently the East basilica. The 

basilica maior, from 772 to 855 known as the church of the Virgin Mary, is no longer mentioned. 

It need not have fallen suddenly into disuse; but one wonders whether the fire which damaged 

the one column base found in situ did occur at that time. In any event, as long as no contrary evid¬ 

ence turns up, the impression must prevail that after the middle of the IX century little import¬ 

ance was attached to the basilica maior. 

(1) Twenty curtains would not fili the twice fifteen intercolumniations of its nave and one wonders whether the reading XX should 

perhaps be emendated into XXX. 

(2) See above, p. 12, dig. 772-795. 

(3) view of the donation of 65 curtains by Hadrian I, it seems plausible to read also in the biography of Leo IV, LXV instead of XLV. 

(4) See above, p. 13, digs. 855-858, 858-867. 
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On the contrary, the apse of the East basilica together with the adjoining retrosanctos continued 

to attract attentiori. Successive architectural changes bear evidence of the increasing stress placed 

on an ever closer connection between the apse of the East basilica and the underground area, The 

raising of the pavement in apse H to the level of the window silis and the building of stairs broken 

through its wall and descending into the underground area is the first of these changes, But it 

cannot be dated. 

While later than apse K which may, but need not date from the late VIII century, it can be 

given only the vaguest terminus post. On the other hand, it can be assigned a safe terminus ante by 

the following building operations which must have started about iioo. 

These next building operations comprise, to sum it up, the building in the underground area 

of the side walls Af 1-2 north and south and the insertion into it of a vaulted crypt with a rich 

painted decoration; the building, after the collapse of the crypt, of a retrochoir or transept and 

apse, 0 12, sheltering a tumulus, on the site of the underground area, but on the raised level 

of the apse of the East basilica; the enlargement of the tumulus', the setting up of a chevet of piers 

above the curve of the razed apse of the East basilica; finally, repairs in the east gallery of that 

basilica, including the substructures of its dividing arches, Technical, stylistic and documentary 

evidence jointly suggest that ali these building operations, while no doubt successive, were con- 

centrated in a period of roughly fifty years between the late XI and the middle of the XII centuries. 

The brick-tufa and travertine masonry of the side walls M 1-2 and of the repairs in the east gallery 

is frequently found in medieval constructions in Rome from at least the late XI through the late 

XII centuries: in the atrium of S. Clemente and in the foundations of the upper church, 1099- 

1128; in the blocking of the arcades of Sto. Stefano Rotondo, 1130-1143; at the same time, in the 

palace adjoining S. Maria in Gosmedin; finally, in the cloister of S. Lorenzo itself, 1189-1191. 

It is, in short, a customary type of masonry and might possibly date from the late XI century, 

but not much earlier. Similarly, the use of cane mats to cover the centering, as visible on the 

vault fragments from the crypt, was presumably customary for some time among masons in 

medieval Rome. Its appearance in the cloister of S. Lorenzo at the end of the XII century thus 

need not preclude an early XII or even late XI century date for the crypt. On the other hand, 

the mural decoration of the crypt recalling as it does the floral decoration of S. Croce in Gerusa- 

lemme points to a date not too far before the middle of the XII century, This date, however, 

can not be set too early either; for, of the two succeeding building operations, the construction of 

the retrochoir or transept with apse and tumulus and the enlargement of the tumulus, the latter 

dates presumably not after 1148 when the altar canopy was set up above. The setting-upof the 

chevet piers might possibly date somewhat later. In short, the four building operations may 

have rapidly succeeded one another. 

The same quick succession of activities marks the remodeling of the building, shortly before 

and after 1200 by Honorius III, both prior to and after his election to the papacy and continuing, 

apparently, under his successors. Two projects follow each other. The first, dated after 1191 

through the inscription of Gencius Cancellarius on the tomb of Saint Lawrence, comprises the 

remodeling of that tomb and the simultaneous destruction of the apse of the East basilica, H. 

It thus aimed, apparently, at extending the visible area of the East basilica uninterrupted to the 

Western boundary of what had so far been a retrochoir and to turn its apse, 0 12, into the main 

apse of Pelagius’ building (fig. 123). This first was replaced by a more ambitious project when it was 

decided to raze the retrochoir and its apse and instead to build the present West basilica. The date 

(i) WiLPERT, Mosaiken^ IV, pL 250. 
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of this radical change in plan cannot be determined exacdy. Any date between, say, 1195 and 

1220 seems reasonable. Only this much is certain: the execution proceeded with several minor 

changes in the project, as apparent from the two sets of Windows in the south aisle and reached a 

first termination with the addition of the west narthex to the completed facade. The date of the 

narthex is usually given as 1217, based on the representation in the frieze, of Honorius III and 

Pierre de Courtenay; but since the coronation of Pierre as Emperor of Constantinople was no 

doubt the most important event connected with the basilica under Honorius III, any date prior 

to the pope’s death, 1226, seems reasonable for the building of the narthex. It is perhaps even 

worth considering a date shortly alter Honorius’ death. Certainly the termination of the eastern 

portions of his building program, the insertion of the chancel into Pelagius’ nave were terminated 

much later, presumably only with the setting up of the choir screen, now the presbytery bench 

of the chancel, under Alexander IV, 1254. 

The basilica maior, at the time of these building activities had long fallen into disuse. Its archi- 

traves and possibly its columns were pilfered for the construction of the nave of the West basilica. 

In fact, the decision to re-use these elements might explain some of the strange Solutions which 

occur in this new construction particularly at the point where it was joined to the East basilica: 

the level, chosen arbitrarily 2.07 m above that of the East basilica; the difference in level between 

the springing of Pelagius’ arch and the architrave of the West basilica; finally, the height assigned 

to the nave of that latter. The starting points of the design were apparently two: first, the decision 

to assign to the nave of the West basilica a roof level equal to that of the East basilica; second, the 

decision to re-use the columns of the basilica maior. Once these decisions were made, all the rest 

followed automatically. 

H. — HISTORICAE POSITION 

I. The fourth century sanctuary 

The IV century sanctuary on the Via Tiburtina consists of two elements, separate yet comple- 

menting each other: the underground shrine with its adjacent rooms and the basilica maior. 

Both singly and as a unit they fall into place within the picture of early Christian architecture in 

Rome as it has evolved in recent years. At the same time they are the most complete example so 

far known of their type. 

(a) While the tomb chamber of Saint Lawrence and its precious furnishings can be envisaged 

only dimly from the few hints in the Liber Pontificalis, the L-chamber and the gallery of approach 

find their parallel in the more lavish tomb chambers of IH and IV century catacombs. However, 

the lay-out as it can be reconstructed at S. Lorenzo appears to have been both more extensive 

in plan and more elegant in execution than any other underground sanctuary known so far. 

(b) The basilica maior on the Verano with its aisles and ambulatory represents a building type 

on which attention has been focussed only recently. The plan resembles closely that of S. Sebas- 

tiano on the Via Appia of the huge building near Sta. Costanza, the so-called coemeterium Agne- 

tis^, and of the church of SS. Marcellino e Pietro at Tor Pignattara, excavated in 1956 by 

(1) Sce above, p. ii8, note i. 
(2) Ibid. 
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Deichmann and von Tschira Considerably larger than S. Sebastiano, the basilica on the Verano 

approaches in size the one near S. Costanza. Thus it joins, as one more example, the group of 

basilicas with ambulatories, a type so far unknown or unheeded; also it adds some new features 

to our knowledge of the group. The system of supports, piers surmounted by arcades at S. Seba¬ 

stiano, in the Verano basilica is formed by colonnades with architraves. (The type of supports both 

in the coemeterium Agnetis and in the basilica at Tor Pignattara remain unknown). Also the openings 

in the ambulatory wall of the Verano basilica are so far a unique element. But within the group, 

both these elements are apparently variations on a theme. 

The basilica with ambulatory in the IV century is apparently a Roman type. The two Early 

Christian examples known so far outside Rome, Siaggu and the Asklepieion basilica in Miletus date 

from the V century. Within Rome, it is limited to churches extra moenia and linked to catacombs. 

Regarding its function a number of elements are apparent and become more so in the Verano ba¬ 

silica. For one, the tomb of the Saint or the comparable venerated spot is not contained within 

the basilica. It remains in the catacomb which extends either underneath the church (S. Sebas¬ 

tiano, SS. Marcellino e Pietro) or adjoining it (S. Agnese, Verano basilica). Second, the basili¬ 

ca is flanked by mausolea. Third, the floor of the basilica, both in the aisles and the nave, s 

occupied by densely crowded tombs. While the evidence has vanished completely at S. Sebastiano 

and largely in the structure at S. Costanza, the small portion of the latter building excavated by 

Valadier ^ showed a dense row of tombs; the finds on the Verano finally leave no doubt. The 

epitaphs of Lucilius Pelio and of the unknown (figs. 91, 92) confirm the burial function of the 

Verano structure AU these buildings, then, were apparently, aside from their other functions, 

huge covered graveyards, coemeteria cooperta^ badly needed as the galleries near the venerated 

tomb of the Saint in the catacomb were filling up. Indeed, the structure near S. Costanza was 

apparently known as the “ ... coemeterium Agnetis ” just as the basilica at Tor Pignattara stili in 

the VIII century was known as the cimiterium beatorum Petri et Marcellini ®. 

The proximity of the basilica to a martyr’s tomb or a venerated spot suggests that one of its 

Principal functions was to accomodate large crowds at the occasion of memorial Services at the 

dies natalis of the martyr ®. The character of such memorial Services in the IV and early V cen¬ 

turies is far from being clarified. No doubt, they culminated in the celebration of the Eucharist 

But the funeral banquet prepared on, or close to a mensa dedicated to the martyr, seems to have 

been equally important *. This theory brings up the questions, whether mensa and altar in IV cen¬ 

tury terminology are synonymous, whether the altar rose in the cemetery basilica or over the tomb 

of the martyr, finally whether the mensa was necessarily set up over his tomb. 

(1) Deichmann and Tschira, ‘‘ Das Mausoleum der Kaiserin Helena,,. ”, Jbck, Dtsch, Archaol, InsL 72 (i957)> pp. 44 ff*, reaches us as we are 

reading the proof of this fascicule. In addition to the excavation rcport, the paper assembles the four churches that represent the type, and 

discusses its principal characteristics and its function against the background of the development of the martyr cult from the IV through the 

VI centuries. 

(2) L. Canina, Supplemento alVopera delVarchitetto Desgodetz sopra li edifizi antichi di Roma^ Rome 1843, II, pl. 8, reproduced above, vol. I, 

pl. III. 3. 

(3) Deichmann-Tschira, op, ciL, p. 65, in discussing the basilica at Tor Pignattara designate the tombs which cover its entire floor as 

early medieval. The original floor of the building could nowhere be found, but the authors assume, rightly in our opinion, that these medi- 

eval tombs were preceded by Early Christian tombs. Regarding the entire group, we are inclined to emphasize more strongly than Deich¬ 

mann its character as a cemetery and funeral banquet hall. 

(4) L, P, I, 207. 

(5) L, P, I, 500; see also Deichmann-Tschira, op, cit,y p. 78. 

(6) Deichmann-Tschira, op. cit., pp. 87 f, 

(7) Ibid, 

(8) Augustinus, Ep, 22 and 29; sermo 310 and 311 {PL 33, coi. 90 f, 114 ff.; PL 38, coi. 1412 fF.); Paulinus, poema 27 (PL 61, 

coi. 660 f.). See also F. van Der Meer, Augustinus ais Seelsorger^ Cologne 1953, pp. 487 ff. 
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Regarding the placing of the altar in the sanctuaries on the Verano, the martyrium in the 

catacomb and the huge basilica, the literary sources are ambiguous. The gifts of sacred vessels 

listed among the Constantinian donations for the basilica and the absence of such vessels from 

among the donations ad corpus would seem to suggest that the Eucharist was celebrated in the basi¬ 

lica. On the other hand, the Vita S. Melaniae Junioris^ referring to the years 397-400, leaves no doubt 

that at the end of the IV century, an altar rose over the tomb of the saint in his martyrium inside 

the catacomb. The existence of this altar ad corpus is confirmed by the reference in the Liber Pontifi¬ 

calis to its remodelling under Sixtus III, 432-440. Hence, one might assume that in the early IV 

century an altar rose only in the basilica, while in the second half of the century a second altar was 

placed over his tomb. However, it is equally possible, that the altar in the catacomb existed from 

the outset ^ and that the vessels were donated to the basilica not to serve an altar proper, but what 

the IV century called the mensa martyris. 

Indeed, one should remember that mensa and altar in IV century parlance are far from syno- 

nymous. While the altax, altare^ serves only the celebration of Mass, rrunsa refers as well and per- 

haps primarily to the funeral banquet table placed over the tomb either of ordinary mortals or of 

a martyr. The writings of the Fathers and inscriptions from North Africa, North Italy and Istria ® 

leave no doubt of this. The custom of such huge banquets in memory both of martyrs and ordi¬ 

nary mortals remained in vigor both in North Africa and in Rome to the end of the IV century 

The finds made at the Verano suggest, indeed, that the coemeteria basilicas of our group served also 

as funeral banquet halls; the sherds of cooking vessels scattered over the site lead us to weigh the 

possibility that refrigeria were partaken of by relations and friends at mensae rising over the graves 

inside the basilica. 

The funeral banquet at the mensa of the martyr likewise was stili customary at the end of the IV 

century. However, it was linked to the celebration of the Eucharist ®. Hence it would require the 

same vessels as a regular altar, that is, the very vessels listed among the Constantinian donations to 

the Verano basilica. Indeed, beginning with the late IV century, the mensa martyris was turned 

into a regular altar, or replaced by one. 

This raises the question of whether the mensa martyris in the IV century invariably rose over 

the tomb of the Saint. In IV century Rome, the huge crowds which would gather on the dies na¬ 

talis of the great local martyrs could not attend either a funeral banquet in their memory or Mass 

in the narrow space of a martyrium inside the catacomb where perhaps originally a mensa and, since 

the late IV century, an altar rose over the tomb of the Saint, as known from the Vita Melaniae. 

Hence one wonders whether perhaps a “ substitute mensa ” was set up since Constantinian times 

in the adjoining huge basilica. The donation of sacred vessels to the basilica may, therefore, have 

been intended for this “ substitute mensa ” where the funeral banquet for the martyr was celebrated, 

culminating in the Eucharist. 

From 'the writings of Saint Augustine, it appears that occasionally the building where the 

mensa martyris stood became known pars pro toto as his mensa ®. The Eurialus epitaph from the Ve¬ 

rano (fig. 89) may well be a case in point: he was buried “ ad me{n)sa beati martuiis Laurenti right 

(1) The reference to altana in the Damasus epigram ** V&rbera carnificis... ” (dig. 366-384), is of no Help in deciding the question, since 

the plural, purloined as it is from Virgil, is probably a poetic form; see Ferrua, op. cit.y p, 167. 

(2) See on the contrary, Deichmann-Tschira, op. ctt., pp. 92 ff. 

(3) E. Diehl, Inscriptiones Latinae Veteres Christianae, passim 

(4) See above, p. 141, note 8. 

(5) Augustinus, sermo 310 {PL 38, coL 1413). 

(6) Augustinus, Enarratio in Ps. 38 {PL. 36, coi. 412, note 2); Enarratio in Ps. 80 {PL. 37, cois. 1036, 1047). 
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hand where one descends into the catacomb Similarly, Lucilius Pelio (fig. 91) at roughly the 

same time had purchased his tomb “ in the basilica maior, in the mensa and on the site of the chan- 

cel In neither case is the term “ mensa ” likely to refer to the “ substitute mensa ” proper. Instead, 

it would seem to designate either part of the basilica maior or that building in its entirety. Hence 

the suggestion seems permissible that the term “ mensa beati Laurentii ” in both epitaphs refer either 

to the basilica because refrigeria were celebrated in it, both in honor of the Saint and in memory 

of those buried in its area; or else that it refers to the sanctuary where his mensa rose. 

In any event, the joint appearance of the basilica with ambulatory on the Verano and of the 

tomb of the Saint in the adjoining catacomb throws new light on the problem of the huge and 

complex martyrs’ shrines in IV century Early Ghristian architecture in Rome. 

2. The sixth century sanctuary 

The building under Pelagius II of the East basilica into the catacomb similarly sheds hght 

on the VI century concept of a martyr’s sanctuary. 

The basilica itself, like the similar buildings of S. Agnese and perhaps SS. Nereo and Achilleo 

in Domitilla, obviously represents a Byzantine type. The plan, with galleries surrounding the nave 

on three sides leaves no doubt regarding its origin in the eastem coastlands of the Mediterranean 

and the measurements, in Byzantine feet, furnish corroborative proof. On the other hand, the 

masons employed were undoubtedly Roman, as witness the native technique of construction. 

Indeed, the Byzantine character of the structure must be qualified. For one, the basilica with gal¬ 

leries disappears from Constantinople proper in the first decades of the VI century. It may have 

survived slightly longer in Greece, but it is only in border provinces, such as the northern Balkans, 

that it remains in continuous use after 550. In Rome, on the other hand, the type appears only 

after the middle and more frequently near the end of the VI and in the early VII century. Hence 

it could have reached Rome perhaps from Greece or from one of the farther distant Byzantine prov¬ 

inces, but not from Constantinople. Secondly, in Rome at that time the type is employed only 

within one specific situation: for the construction of a shrine church over a venerated tomb situated 

deep inside a hili on the lower level of a catacomb. For this task the basilica with galleries served 

admirably. The groundfloor was sunk or pushed sideways into the hili, level with the tomb of the 

Saint. Accessible as a rule by a staircase from the crest of the hili above, it would hold the bulk 

of the pilgrims come to visit the tomb; at S. Lorenzo it could be reached sideways from the foot 

of the hili, due to the exceptionally favourable situation. The galleries, level with and accessible 

from the crest of the hili, had no communication by stairways with the groundfloor. They would 

receive an overflow of pilgrims or such of the faithful as had come not so much to visit the tomb 

as to attend Services. 

AU these are features which the East basilica of S. Lorenzo shares with the nearly contemporary 

catacomb churches of S. Agnese (625-638) and SS. Nereo ed Achilleo in Domitilla (523-26). Howe- 

ver, S. Lorenzo is marked by two more features which in its sister churches are either less prominent 

or entirely lacking. For one, it is linked to a retro sanctos, as is also the DomitiUa church and, incident- 

tally, the small catacomb sanctuaries of S. Ippolito, S. Ermete and S. Generosa, apparently a 

typical VI century feature; the lack of a retro sanctos at S. Agnese may be due to its later date. Yet, 

at S. Lorenzo the connection with the retro sanctos is achieved not by an insignificant perforation 

of the apse, as in these other buildings, but in a monumental design, by means both of a fenestella 

and of huge Windows which admit light into the underground area. Secondly, the East basilica 

was coupled not only with this retro sanctos, but also with the basilica maior to the south. Thus the 
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two churches formed a double sanctuary as it were. At times one is tempted to compare this double 

sanctuary with the double cathedrals so frequent since the IV century in Upper Italy, Istria and 

Dalmatia. One even tends to wonder, whether the dedications of the two churches at S. Lorenzo, 

as documented since the VIII century, the longer south church to the Virgin, the smaller north 

church to the martyr, Saint Lawrence, corresponds only by chance to the dedications customary 

in these double cathedrals since the V century 

3. The eighth and ninth century sanctuary 

The most decisive of the later changes, prior to the high Middle Ages, at S. Lorenzo is possibly 

the construction of apse K at the westem end of the retro sanctos. Regardless of its date, late VIII 

or possibly IX century, it transformed the underground area into a large chapel with its own apse 

(and presumably its own altar) attached to the apse of the East basilica. The design has no par- 

allel among Roman churches of the period. But it is reminiscent of the often half-subterranean 

“ post-absidal ” chapels of Carolingian churches north of the Alps, such as St. Riquier at Centula 

(795), St. Emmeran at Regensburg (778), Corvey (822), Saint Denis (832). Given the close con- 

nections between Rome and these northern centers during the “ Carolingian Renaissance ”, the 

resemblance is likely to be more than fortuitous. 

(i) See above, p. 126, note 4. 



S. LORENZO IN DAMASO 

{R. Kraulheimer, W. Frankl) 

The origins of S. Lorenzo in Damaso are better documented than those of nearly any other 

fourth-century church in Rome Written testimony conceming the church as it stood throughout 

the Middle Ages, goes back as far as the seventh century, as do the records of its fourth-century 

dedicatory inscriptions. This evidence leaves little doubt that the original church, and buildings 

connected with it, occupied, either wholly or in part, the ground where the fifteenth-century Pal- 

azzo della Gancelleria now stands; an area bounded to the east by Piazza della Cancelleria, to 

the north by Corso Vittorio Emmanuele, to the south-west by Via dei Pellegrino, and to the west 

by a garden The name of the founder, pope Damasus (366-384), and the dedication to Saint 

Lawrence, are perpetuated in the present church, which occupies the northern third of the palace 

area; the remainder being taken up by the great courtyard and the wings of the palace which 

enclose it. Descriptions of the old church are as yet unknown. Visual evidence prior to 1509 is 

limited to two late fifteenth-century city maps These only show that the church was then a ba¬ 

silica, its axis running due west to a semicircular apse, while a campanile rose near the east end 

of the right hand aisle. Obviously, such evidence telis us nothing of the date of the structure, whe- 

ther it was Early Christian or medieval; nor, for that matter, does it help us to locate, with pre- 

cision, the site of the old church within the area now occupied by the palace. Finally, archeo- 

logical evidence, which might help us to recreate the original structure and its later additions, is 

extraordinarily scarce 

The eighth- and ninth-century compilers of the syllogai of Verdun and Lorsch I saw a number 

of inscriptions in the church, conceming both its foundations and its annexes. A distych “ ad eccle¬ 

siam sancti Laurentii in Damaso quae alio nomine appellatur in prasino... ” recorded in the Verdun syl- 

loge, States that pope Damasus dedicated his new church {nova tecta) to Saint Lawrence The 

compiler saw the inscription “ in illo throno ”, in the apse. He adds that the church had two names: 

“ sancti Laurentii in Damaso ” and “ in prasino that is, it was named after the pope who had found- 

ed or perhaps only restored it, and also after the Green Faction, whose stable or club house was 

(1) Selected Bibliography: Ugonio, Stationi, c. 221^ fF.; G. B. Bovio, La pieth trionfante,,., Rome, 1739; Ant. Fonseca, De basilica Sancti 

Laurentii in Damaso, Fano, 1745; G. Ruggieri, Della Chiesa di S. Damaso e della Confessione..,, Vat. lat. 9035, cc. 115!?.; Franc. Cancelueri, 

Memorie dei culto di S. Lorenzo..., Della sua... Basilica presso il Teatro di Pompeo, 1821, Vat. lat. 9172; idem, “ Lettera a Garlo Fea sopra la pietra 

opistografe... sotto la mensa di S. Lorenzo in Damaso”, Effemeride letterarie, Rome, IV (1821), 341 ff.; Schedario Stevenson, Vat. lat. /0555, cc. 

44 ff.; Rohault de Fleury, Letters to E. Stevenson, ibid., cc. 48 flf., 54 fF., 61 f., 62^^; idem, Les Saints de la Messe, p. 64 f., PI. 335; 

C. Pecorari, s. Lorenzo in Damaso, Rome, 1900; H. Grabar, Zum altesten Kultus des Martyrers Laurentius”, Z^chr. f. Kathol. Theologie, 

27 (1903), 133 fF.; A. DE Waal, Die Titelkirchen S. Laurentii in Damaso und in Lucina R. Qu. Schr., XVII (1903), 75 fF.; E. Lavagnino, 

II Palazzo della Cancelleria e la chiesa di San Lorenzo in Damaso, Rome, 1924; Hulsen, Chiese, p. 284; Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiese, pp. 457, 1326; 

A. Prandi, “II luogo delFantica basilica di San Lorenzo in Damaso e Titinerario di Einsideln ”, Arch. Soc. Rom. Storia Patria, 74 (1951), 161 fF. 

Works dealing exclusively, either with the fifteenth-century church and its later remodellings, or with the Roman monuments discovered 

below and near the palace, will be referred to in later footnotes. 

(2) The hypothesis that the old church and its annexes were located on the other side of Via dei Pellegrino has been refuted by Prandi, 

op. cit. 

(3) Paris, Bibi. Nat., lat. 4802, and Florence, Laurenziana, Red. 77; see De Rossi, Piante Icnografiche, Pls. II, i, and IV. 

(4) The publication of the Early Ghristian material, found during repair work to the palace in 1937, was promised as early as 1951; see 

Prandi, op. cit., p. 161, note i. We are stili waiting for it. 

(5) De Rossi, Inscr. Christ., II, p. 134, no. 5; Ferrua, Epigrammata Damasiana, p. 212, no. 58; Haec Damasus tibi Xpc deus nova tecta dicavi 

Laurenti saepius martyris auxilio 

19 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicarum Oiristtenarum Romae. 
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nearby A longer inscription, “ in introitu ecclesiae ”, presumably on the interior of the nave fa9- 

ade, was more explicit regarding the interest taken by pope Damasus and the work done to the 

church, and possibly its annexes, during his pontificate. Preserved in the syllogai of Lorsch I and 

Verdun the inscription States that either Damasus himself, or his father, had risen in this place 

from exceptor to priest that Damasus had been priest of the church, or was living there, “ hinc 

mihi provecto... ” when elected pope, and, finally, that after his elevation, he decided to build there 

a structure for the archives, and to add columns on either side, “ ... archivis volui ... nova condere 

tecta 11 Addere praeterea dextra laevaque columnas... ”. The latter statement requires further elucidation. 

While these two inscriptions were possibly, though not certainly, in mosaic, a third one, pre¬ 

sumably also Damasian, was carved on an architrave, probably that of the main entrance, “ in 

limine superiori portae... sculptum ” Other inscriptions of the late fourth and the early fifth centuries, but 

not Damasian, in the church or its annexes, were known to the compilers of the early syllogai. One, 

presumably undemeath a painting or mosaic depicting the saint’s martyrdom ®; a second in the 

baptistry or on the font, “ ad fontem ” *; and a third within or close to an adjoining chapel, a 

“ domus religiosa... tecta devota ” This last one was erected by Attica, wife of Felix Magnus, possibly 

the correspondent of Symmachus ®. 

The foundation of the church by Damasus, or at least an extensive rebuilding by him, is con- 

firmed in the signatures of the synods of 499 and 595. At the former, one presbyter signs himself 

as “ tit. Damasi ”, two as “ tit. sancti Laurenti ”, at the latter a single presbyter signs “ tit. 

Damasi ” Likewise, the Liber Pontificalis attributes the foundation of two churches to Damasus, 

one being his mausoleum on the Via Ardeatina, the other dedicated to Saint Lawrence, “ near the 

theatre ”, scii, that of Pompey The latter is presumably identical with the basilica inside the city, 

which was founded as a titulus, and endowed by the pope. The donations are quite rich and com- 

prise altar vessels, lighting fixtures, two estates, some houses, and a bath near the basilica Sub- 

sequent references are remarkably scarce. Under Hadrian I there is a note of restorations to the roof 

and of the gift of two precious cloths; one for the altar, the other for the tomb of Damasus behind 

the altar post... altare ubi requiescit corpus sancti Damasi... ” Apparently, then, by the late eighth 

(1) Remnants of the buildings of the factio prasina were uncovered in Vicolo dei Pavone and below the so-called Piccola Farnesina; see 

Armeluni-Cecchelli, Chiese, p. 1326. 

(2) De Rossi, Inscr, Christ., II, p. 135, no. 7; p. 151, no. 23; Ferrua, op, cit., p. 210, no. 57 (In the Verdun codex the epigram is badly 

mutilated, save for line i): 
‘‘ Hinc pater exceptor lector levita sacerdos 

Creverat hinc meritis quoniam melioribus actis 

Hinc mihi provecto XPS cui sumina potestas 

Sedes apostolicae voluit concedere honorem 

Archivis fateor volui nova condere tecta 

Addere praeterea dextra laevaque columnas 

Qme damasi teneant proprium per saecula nomen'*. 

(3) The original wording of line i is doubtful. The codices read pater and this is accepted by both Ihm, Damasi epigrammata^ p. 58, 

no. 57, and Ferrua, loc. cit. However, De Rossi, lac. dt.y in my opinion, rightly thought that the reading puer would make better sense. 

(4) De Rossi, Inscriptionesy II, p. 332, no. 5; Ferrua, op. cit.y p. 256, no. 74'^. It is preserved only in Giovanni Dondi*s sylloge of 

1375- 

(5) De Rossi, Inscriptionesy II, p. 151, no. 24; Ferrua, op. cit.y p. 167, n. 33^, from Lorsch I. 

(6) De Rossi, Inscriptiones, II, p. I35> no. 6, accepted the inscription as Damasian, while Ferrua, op. cit.y has excluded it. It is known 

only from the Verdun sylloge. 

(7) Known from Lorsch I; De Rossi, Inscriptiones y II, p. 151, no. 25. 

(8) Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopadicy vol. 6, coi. 2167. 

(9) MGHy Auctores antiquissimiy XII, 414!.; Epistolae, I, 367; see also Kirsch, Titelkirchen, pp. 8 and 84!. 

The divergency among the signatures of the synod of 499 remains unexplained. Apparently, the titulus was known by the name of the 

founder as well as by that of the patron saint. 

(10) LPy I, 212: Hk fecit basilicas duas: una beato Laurentio iuxta theatrum et alia Via Ardeatina ubi requiescit . 

(11) LP, I, 212: Hic constituit titulum in urbe Roma basilicam quam ipse construxit ubi et donavit patenam argenteam... domus in circuitu basilicae... 

balnaeum iuxta titulum ", 

(12) LP, I, 500. 
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century, the remains of pope Damasus had been transferred to his church in the city. Indced, 

this is confirmed by the heading of the epigram, “ Hinc pater... ” in the Lorsch sylloge, “ In ecc¬ 

lesia beati iMurentii martyris in qua requiescit sanc^ Damasus papa ” Finally, a number of gifts, all 

surprisingly small, went to the church in the early ninth century. Under Leo III, who also re- 

paired the roof the church received 

an altarcloth and a corona of silver 

weighing only five and a half pounds. 

Under Gregory IVanotheraltarcloth 

was given. It appears that the im- 

portance of the church had consider- 

ably diminished. 

As far as we can ascertain, no 

remnants of Early Christian construc- 

tions are preserved either in the walls 

of the Palazzo della Cancelleria or 

in the present church of S. Lorenzo 

in Damaso (fig. 124). Both struct- 

ures date from the building activities 

of Cardinal Raffaele Riarlo, which 

began in 1495 and ended in 1511. 

Today, the church suggests the Ro- 

man high Renaissance only in its bas- 

ilical plan. All detziils have been 

altered in later restorations, and even 

the Renaissance plan has been largely 

obliterated. Repairs of an unknown 

extent, except for Vignola^s new en- 

trance portal to the church, were fin- 

anced in the late sixteenth century 

by Cardinals Alessandro Famese 

(1577), Peretti and Ludovisi Card¬ 

inal Farnese had the church deco- 

rated with frescoes by Giovanni de’ 

Vecchi and Niccolo Pomarancio and 

had a coffered ceiling placed over the 

nave In a second remodelling in 

1638, under Cardinal Francesco Barberini, the apse was enlarged and decorated with marble 

revetments and reliefs, and a new High Altar was built, possibly under Bernini’s direction ®. Another 

remodelling under Cardinal Ottoboni included repairs to the narthex in 1703 and the building 
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Fig. 124 —' S- Lorenzo in Damaso. Anonymoiis, Plan of church 

and palace, ca. 1800 {Racc. Lanciani^ XL, loo, 94) 

(i) See above, p. 3^ note 3. 

(3) LP, I, 38. 

(3) 12, 

(4) MichelANGELO BoRsij RagguagHo diitinio dd fisiauro... di S. Lorenzo in DnmasOt Rome, 1821. 

(5) Ugonio, Stntionit c, 324, and Nebby, Roma nel 1838, U, i, p. 293. 

(6) Martinelli, Roma e^c ethnica sacraj p. 136, mentions the cnlargement and decoratlon of the apse and the new High Altar apsidem 

universam dilatavit, parietes eius lucentibus pretiosisque lapidibus cooperuit, altareque nobilissimum in medio presbyterio locavit*^, as does 

Grecorius Porcius, Fornix Lanrentianoe basiiicac-,., Rome, 1640, possim, and Nibby, loc cit.^ who in 1838 stili saw the painted decoration of the 

late sixteenth century in the nave. See also the Stato UmporaU of 1660, quoted by Armellini, in Armellini-Gegchelli, ChiesCi p. 451. 
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of an open confessio in the chancel in 1737 179^ structure was, according to contempo- 

rary reports, “ totally devastated ” and its present aspect is due largely to two nineteenth-century 

restorations. In the first, begun by Joseph Valadier in 1807, and completed by G. Salvi in 1820, 

a cane vault was placed over the nave, the columns were transformed into piers, the aisles 

were vaulted, and large fan Windows were introduced to illuminate the nave. At the same time 

the chancel was enlarged by blocking up the two arches closest to the apse In the second 

restoration, directed by Vespignani, 1868-1882, the baroque decoration of the apse, the High 

Altar, its baldachino and the cane vault were removed, a new confessio was built and a new 

coffered ceiling was placed over the nave Recent works in the palace and the church, begin- 

ning in 1937, and continued after a fire in 1939, have been limited to strengthening the struc¬ 

ture and refurbishing details of the decoration. 

The present church thus appearing to be no older than the end of the fifteenth century, the site 

of its Early Christian and medieval predecessor has been sought elsewhere: across Via dei Pelle- 

grino^; or in the area of the palace, but with its fagade fronting Via dei Pellegrino®; or in the area 

of the palace courtyard, facing Piazza della Cancelleria ®. But these are unsupported speculations, 

as also is the reconstruction of the plan suggested by Rohault de Fleury. Nor are the inscriptions 

of pope Damasus of any great help in recreating the structures he erected. They only state that 

he ordered the construction of an archive building and added {addere praeterea) columns on either 

side of what was presumably a pre-existing structure The reference has been frequently explained 

as an allusion to porticoes, which surrounded or flanked the church, on the outside. The text leaves 

it uncertain whether the colonnades belonged to the archive building or to the church, but, given 

the location of the inscription (m introitu basilicae), it is probably the latter. However, we see no 

need to imagine external porticoes. To us it would seem just as reasonable to interpret the pas- 

sage as a reference to the enlargement, by Damasus, of an earlier single-naved structure, converting 

it into a basilica by adding aisles “ dextra laevaque ”. One might even suggest that the archives could 

have been housed in the aisles of the basilica. The addition of chapels slightly later, such as that 

of Attica, remains a literary reference ®. Nor can Damasus’ basilica be identified unqualifiedly 

with the church which is seen on the fifteenth-century maps; after ali, many alterations are likely 

to take place during a period of more than a thousand years. 

However, when repairs were being made in the palace between 1937 and 1940, a number of 

older constructions were uncovered, reaching from Roman Republican to Early Christian times, 

and later. The Roman structures, which were found below the garden and in the small courtyard 

to the West of the present church, have been published ®. They include two long tufa walls, the bed 

of the Euripus canal and the tomb of one Aulus Irtius, zJl Republican. At a higher level some 

brick walls of unknown date and function were found. Other remnants of Roman, Early Christian 

and possibly medieval date, were seen in 1938-1939 in the area of the large courtyard and in one 

(1) Fonseca, op, ciLy p. 197, and Giov. Incisa della Rocchetta, “La veduta settecentesca deirinterno di San Lorenzo in Damaso 

BolL Musei Comunali di Roma, I (1954), pp. 35 ff. See also Panciroli, Roma sacra e moderna, 1725, pp. 543 f., and Tm, Studio di Pittura, 1763, p. 122. 

(2) Borsi, op. cit,; see also Bianchini’s notes to the lp, Migne, P. L. 127, coL 78; Nibby, loc, cit,, strangely enough, described the late, 

sixteenth-century ceiling as stili existing in 1838. 

(3) Triplice Omaggio alia Sanlita di Pia IX, Rome, 1877, II, p. 45: “ Con i disegni... delFarchitetto Vespignani... demolita la cadente 

volta di camera canna... e stato ultimato il nuovo lacunare... e tutta decorata di stucchi e doratura la volta dei presbiterio... 

(4) Lanciani, Itin. Einiedl., coi. 450. Pecorari, op. cit., pp. 16 ff. 

(5) Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiese, p. 458. 

(6) Rohault de Fleury, Les Saints de la Messe, IV, Pl. 355, and p, 64 f., quoting a letter from Enrico Stevenson; sce: 2X^0 Schedario Steven- 

son, Vat. lat. 10553, f* 4^ ss., 54 ss., 6o'^-64. 

(7) See above, p. 146, note 2. 

(8) See above p. 146, note 8. 

(9) B. Nogara, Monumenti romani scoperti... neWarea... della Cancelleria {Qmderni di Studi Romani), Rome, 1941; H. Maggi, I Rilievi Flavi dei 

Palazzo della Cancelleria {Monumenti Vaticani di Archeologia e d*Arte, VIII), Rome, 1945. 
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of the basement rooms of the palace, but they have not yet been reported, nor has it yet been pointed 

out that other remnants stili survive in the basement below the present church. 

The following observations, which W. Frankl was able to make in 1938, are necessarily cursory 

and the surveys sketchy. Nevertheless, it seeins worthwhile to place them at the disposal of other 

scholars. AH levels refer to a point ± o, on the threshold of the main portal of the palace. 

1. Remains of Roman buildings were identified at two points: in the basement of the sixteenth- 

century church, below the south half of the nave (not shown on our drawings); and in two base¬ 

ment rooms which lie between the main portal of the palace and the south flank of the church. 

These remnants, belonging to several successive building periods, warrant careful study within the 

framework of second- and third-century Roman archeology. However, since our work is limited 

to Christian architecture, the description of these older remnants must be omitted from these pages. 

2. A group of walls below ground level in the large courtyard of the palace, are the only rem¬ 

nants which may possibly be connected with the church of Damasus or its medieval successors 

(pls. IX, X). 

a) Almost in line with the south wall of the covered way, which from the main portal leads 

into the courtyard of the palace, the right hand springing and curve of a small apse were discovered, 

its opening facing north. It was intact when first seen by Frankl, but the workmen had torn it 

down before he could measure it; the impressions of the bricks in the surrounding earth, however 

were sufficient to establish its floor level, —^3.37 m The diameter of the apse was 4.70 m. As 

for the character of the masonry, the bricks ranged in thickness from 3.2 to 4.2 cm., averaging 3.8 

cm., the mortarbeds from 2.2 to 3.3 cm., averaging 2.8 cm., giving a modulus of five bricks and 

live mortarbeds in a height that is only slightly more than one Roman foot: a normal fourth- 

century proportion. The level of the apse was indicated by a marble floor, placed on a bed of 

calcestruzzo, which in tum rested on a possibly older brick pavement. 

b) A wall, running west, had been buUt against the outer face of the right hand springing of 

the apse. Its brickwork was characterized by considerably higher mortarbeds, from 3.3 to 4.4. cm., 

resulting in a modulus of four 

bricks and fouf mortarbeds in a 

height of nearly one R, ft. A terra- 

cotta pipe crosses this wall at a 

distance of 1.50 m. from the spring¬ 

ing of the apse (fig. 125). 

3. The wall described in the 

preceding paragraph is not quite 

two meters long, after which its 

place is taken by a different wall, 

which stands in the same aJign- 

ment. Running west, the latter 

could be traced for a distance of 

over 18 meters. The relationship 

between the long and the short 

walls is not ciear; their junction 

wa^ found to be patched on the 

(i) This corresponds with the level, established by Prandi {t>p. «i», p. 166, note i), oF an Early Christian ot early medieval Street, below 

Corso Vittorio Emanuele, It also nearly corresponds with the level at which the Roman remnants in the basement rooms of the palace were 

razed (see also pl. X, section C’-D')* 

Fig, 125 — S- Lorenzo in Damaso. Remains of brick wall 

discovered in the palace courtyard (Photo; Sansaini), 
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South face, and on the north face it is hidden by a shallow pilaster. The brickwork of the long 

wall is characterized by the red color of the bricks and by their regular size, They are 3.3 to 4.4 cm. 

high and the mortarbeds range from as little as 2.0 to as much as 3.7 cm. The resuiting modulus 

of five bricks and five mortarbeds in sHghtly over one Roman foot resembles the modulus al- 

ready noted in the small apse. The 

brickwork was perfectly preserved 

in the westernmost stretch of the 

long wall. In its eastern half it was 

interrupted by two large arches 

which had been inserted in the 

wall at a later stage (fig. 126), 

Each arch is formed of a double 

voussoir of short bricks, 27 to 28 cm. 

long, closely packed, and inserted 

into the original structure. The 

bricks are yellow, and the white 

mortar is laid in thin beds. At a 

stili later time the arches were walled up with a crude masonry, consisting of chunks of tufa and 

travertine. Two layers of plaster covered the walls: the first one apparently contemporary with 

the arches, since it continued unbroken on their intrados; and a second stratum, showing traces 

of red and yellow paint, which covered both the first layer and the blocking of the arches. 

In line with the pilaster at the easternmost point of the long wall, and thus at a right angle to 

the latter, a wall was found running north (fig. 127). Only one piece of it was seen, at a distance 

roughly 4.50 m. from the pilaster. 

But this piece, 0.60 m. thick and 

1.22 m. long, sufficed to show that 

the brickwork corresponds with 

that of the long wall, and that the 

two belong to the same building. 

The broken south end makes it 

obvious that the wall originally 

continued southwards, while its 

northward extension remains unex- 

cavated. A niche was cut in its 

West face; it was 0.32 m. high 

and 0.40 m. wide, and its sill was 2.60 m. above the floor level established in the small apse. 

The interior of the niche was covered with red painted plaster, blackened by candle smoke. Rem- 

nants of the same layer of plaster were preserved to right and left of the niche; one piece retaining 

a fragment of geometric decoration, a white circle filled with red and surrounded by a yellow ground. 

It was not unlike the decoration of the second layer of painted plaster which covered the blocking 

of the arches in the long wall. On the east side of the wall a long slab of marble was found stand- 

ing in the loose earth. 

4. Lastly, Frankl noted a short fiight ofsteps, approximately in the axis of the small apse, but 12 

meters to the north, that is, near the north-east comer pier of the palace courtyard. Three steps were 

found, descending northward from a level of—1.28 to—1.96 m., the two bottom steps perhapsante- 

dating the top step. It is possible that these steps formed part of the complex of buildings discussed 

in the foregoing paragraphs, but it seems more likely that they belong to the building ofthe palace. 

Fig. 127 — S. Lorenzo in Damaso. Remains of brick wall with 

niche (Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 126 — S. Lorenzo in Damaso. Brick wall with secondary 

arches found tn the palace courtyard (Photo; Sansaini) 
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The levels and the styles of masonry are the only guides we have for dating these constructions. 

The small apse, the long wall running west, including the pilaster at its east end, and the wall 

running north in line with that pilaster, seem to be similar in technique, and suggest a fourth-century 

date. They might well belong to a building erected by pope Damasus. The small stretch of wall 

inserted between the long wall and the small apse, may be interpreted by its thicker mortarbeds 

as a fifth-century repair. The inserts of arches and patchwork in the long wall are probably of 

twelfth-century date, while their blocking may date from as late as the fifteenth century. Given 

the level of these arches, apex —0.45 m., one is inclined to think that the old floor-level, —3.57 m., 

as preserved in the small apse, was that of the entire fourth-century church, and that it probably 

continued to be the level of nave and aisles up to the time when the arches were built into the south 

flank. It may be noted that the Roman structures to the north-east of the apse are cut down a 

little below this level. On the other hand, the floor-level would seem to have been considerably 

higher when the niche in the south-north wall was low enough to be blackened by candle smoke. 

Perhaps the blocking up of the arches in the east-west wall became necessary because of the raising 

of the level. 

The following reconstruction is tentatively suggested. The small apse, too small to be the 

main apse of a large church, might be the terminating recess of a narthex, running north and 

south. The long wall might be the south flank of an aisle, and the pilaster at its east end could 

indicate the corner of the church fagade. The Roman walls which are preserved beneath the 

nave of the present church may perhaps have been re-used as the outside wall of the north aisle. 

If so, the original church had an overall width of 25.10 m. The wall with the niche would then be 

part of the front wall of the nave. While persuasive, this reconstruction remains quite hypothe- 

tical, and the walls which were seen all too briefly in 1938-1939 may just as well have belonged 

to almost any other combination of buildings. If it could be proved that they are part of Da¬ 

masus’ basilica, the question would arise, whether the latter was constructed in its entirety by that 

pope, or whether he only remodelled a pre-existing single naved hall by adding aisles. Only the 

full publication of all observations made between 1937 and 1948, and further research based on 

such a publication, can hope to clarify the problem. 



S. LORENZO IN FONTE 

{R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett) 

As it appears today, S. Lorenzo in Fonte, in the Via Urbana, is a small chureh of seventeenth- 

century date Neither the restoration of the interior and the building of a new fa^ade, some de¬ 

cades ago, nor the erection of a small clock-tower to the south, in 1734 2, have essentially changed 

the aspect of the chureh, as it was redesigned in 1628-1629 and described in 1629 by Martinelli 

It is a single-naved, vaulted hall with a narrow chancel, and a sacristy to the right. To the left of 

the nave, in the entrance passage of the adjoining house, a staircase descends to a Roman well 

(Martinelli calls it a crypt), 18 m. east of the chureh and 5.50 m. below its floor level; traditionally 

the prison where Saint Lawrence lay in the custody of Saint Hippolytus^ (pl. XI). 

However, the existence of a chureh on the site is documented long before the seicento. Indeed, 

Martinelli’s account conveys the impression that the present nave stili preserves the walls of an 

older structure, to which, in 1628-1629, the chancel and the sacristy to the south were added. 

This older chureh is mentioned in 1461, 1470, 1492, 1555, and 1556®. In 1543 the expense of 

repairs was borne by Cardinal Juan Alvarez In 1450 Muffel visited “ the prison where Saint 

Lawrence baptized Hippolytus...in a great hole like a cistern, which has a long entrance way... 

and a well-spring ” If a chureh existed at that time (indeed, a chureh is noted as early as 

1318® and 1320®) it may have been quite an insignificant building. The documentary evidence 

goes back no further, and the identification of S. Lorenzo in Fonte with either St. Hippolytus 

or Santa Maria in Fontana, both churches in the vicinity, has been convincingly refuted Nor 

does the reference to a Memoria Sancti Hippolyti in an inscription of about 400, have any bear- 

ing on S. Lorenzo in Fonte. The inscription, found in 1850 and now in the Lateran Museum, 

refers to buildings “ ... a memoria sancti martyris Ypolliti usque huc... ” erected by the presbyter 

Ilicius, who was a contemporary of pope Siricius. But the tablet was found, not in situ, below Villa 

(1) Bibliography: N. Muffel, Beschreibung der Sladt Rom {Biblioihek des Literarischen Vereins in Sluttgart, GXXVIII), Tubingen, 1876, p. 53 f.; 

Fra Santi, Cose maravigliose, 1588, p. 55V.; F. Martinelli, Ecclesia S, Laurentii in Fonte de Vico Patricio illustrata f Rome, 1629; Bosio, Roma sot- 

terranea, 1632, p. 584; Anonymous, Prospettiva della Grotta e Fonte di S. Lorenzo, Rome, 1632; Franzini, Roma antica e moderna, Rome, 1653, pp. 

372 ff.; P. S. Bartoli, Recueil des peintures antiques, Paris, 1757, Pl. XXXIII and p. 31; Nibby, Roma nel 1838, II, i, pp. 295 ff.; De Rossi, 

“ I monumenti dei secolo iv spettanti alia chiesa di S. Pudenziana... Degli edifici esterni alia chiesa eretti a spese dei prete Ilicio ”, B.A.C., 

ser. i, V (1867), pp. 57!.; B.A.C,, ser. iii, II (1877), p. 16; ibid., ser. iv, I (1882), p. 16; Hulsen, Chiese, pp. 263 ff.; Cecchelli, Studi e do¬ 

cumenti sulla Roma sacra (Miscellanea, R. Deputazione di Storia Patria), Rome, 1938, pp. 279 ff.; Krautheimer-Frankl, ‘‘ Recent Discoveries 

in Churches in Rome”, A.J.A., XLIII (1939), pp. 388 ff., esp. p. 394f.; Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiese, pp. 279, 1327. 

(2) The date is inscribed on the clock-tower. 

{3) Op. ciL, pp. XI f. 

(4) Loc, cit,: Ingressum ex marmore tiburtino non angustum nec inelegantem habet... spatium interius mediocre, totum concameratum cum unica tantum Ara 

maiori... in Presbyteria simili concameratione tecto...: supra praecipuum ostium... chorum musicis... accomodum: dextrorsum in ingressu Ecclesiae Sacrarium: ad 

Altaris digniorem partem descensum per angustos gradus in Cryptam: parietes tectorii operis: pavimentum lateritium marmoreis lineis intextum... 

Titi, Nuovo Studio,.., Rome, 1686, p. 244 seems to have been the first to mention Domenico Castelli as the architect of the chureh, but 

it is not included in the Prospetti e Piante di tutti gli edifici eretti... di Urbano VIll disegnati da Domenico Castello, Vat. lat. 4409. 

(5) Hulsen, Chiese, pp. 59, 69, 83, 96, 286 ff. 

(6) Martinelli, op. cit., p. xxix; the date 1543 is given, for example, by Franzini, loc. cit. 

(7) Muffel, loc. cit. Item zu sarui Lorentzen im Kerker do er gefangen ist gelegen und sand Tppolitum tauft hat ist gar in einem bilden loch ais ein 

zistern und hat ein langen eingangk... und ist ein prun entsprungen...**. 

(8) Hulsen, op. cit., p. 263. 

(9) Ibid., p. 32, no. 162. 

(10) Hulsen, Chiese, p. 263, 268; Cecchelli, Studi e documenti, loc. cit.\ Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiese, p. 1327. 
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Fig, laS — S. Lorenzo in Fonte. Anonymous, Sectional view of the well house, 1632. 

Gaetani on the Esquilme, between Via Merulana and the church of S. Vito, and thus a good ten 

minutes walk from S. Lorenzo in Fonte In all likelihood it was brought there from the catacomb 

of S. Ippolito on the Via Tiburtina. 

Although we have no documentary evidence for a church building at S. Lorenzo in Fonte 

before the fourteenth century, the archeological evidence leaves no doubt that, by the eighth or 

ninth century, a cult center existed on the site. This evidence consists, first, of the Roman well- 

house behind the church and the corridor by which it is approached and, second, of some remnants 

of walls which are preserved below the seventeenth-century church floor. 

The well-house, known as the prison of Saint Lawrence since the fifteenth century, and 

possibly earlier, lies behind the apse of the church, nearly on its axis. In form it is three-quarters 

of a cylinder, the north wall being flat. A spiral staircase winds upwards, following the exterior 

of the curved wall. It is built of opus reticulatum with quoins of small tufa blocks. Before 1950, 

when the present low concrete ceiling was inserted, the well chamber rose to a height of 2.50 m. 

and was topped by a shallow dome, in the center of which was the opening of the narrow upper well 

shaft. An opening near the floor in the flat north wall is framed by a sixteenth-century relief, depicting 

Christ flanked by two angels. Two old illustrations, one a pamphlet of 1632, the other a drawing 

(i) De Rossi, opp, ciX, V (1867), pp* 57 ff*, XV (1877), p* 18, and xx {i88a), p. 18, A copy of the inscriptlon is now buili 

into the wall abovc the stairs which descend to the Roman well-hoiise; see below, p. 155» 

20 -- R, KftAUTiiEiMEa, W, Frankl, s. CoaBEiT - Corfms E&sUketrum Chiisii&usrum Ramat. 
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dtmwitS {^nnc fit^uXmo f-uJ^tnm^IyuirK ^nus^^H 

XR* ^ csintt^ Bmdt ^ ^ fnu^ VJIt ' X- Tmeae^aa ns^t^yr^mo 
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ca/s€^ Jt S-Cinn^ort sctttyytm^a c^amA^UMa£& dma C^tcM XV, Part» ^ttttuJ^-nn^ <iar%eT€ 
SMjierJkte UCayu/rt i/Sii#t#p Aa4W02<?*5 

Fig. 129 — S. Lorenzo in Fonte. P. S. Bartoli, Gross section of the well-house and adjacent buildings. 

executed in 1684 by P. S. Bartoli and pubiished in 1754, render the well-house almost as it is at 

present ^ (figs. 128, 129). Both these seventeenth-century illustrations show the passage, which leads 

from the church to the well-house, nearly in its present form; the pamphlet of 1632 in plan, 

Bartoli in section. BartoU’s drawing also depicts the building complex to which the well-house 

originally belonged; a Roman terrace house on the north slope of the Oppian hili, excavated 

in 1684, high above what is now Via Cavour. 

Sometime during the early Middle Ages the well-house, apparently, became known as the prison 

of Saint Lawrence where, according to legend, he was held in the custody of Saint Hippolytus, 

As a resuit, it seems, a corridor was buiit, leading to it in a slightly wavering line from the place where 

the apse of the seventeenth-century church now stands. The corridor, 2.25 m. high and from 1.25- 

1.50 m. wide, is barrel vaulted (fig. 130). Its floor is now level, from the entrance to the well-house 

except for a short drop about half way along, made in 1950 to allow an underground railway to 

pass overhead. However, Bartoli’s engraving shows that the corridor floor originally sloped down to 

(i) Anonymous, Prospittiva, op. cit.i Bartoli, loc. cU, Bartoli*s drawing has been reproduced without its eicplanatory legend by Lanciani, 

RuinSy fig* 149; by F* Noack. and K* Lehman n-Hartleben, Bmgmhichiliche Uniersuchungen am Stadirand v<m Pompeji, Berlin-Leipzig, 1936, Pl* 56; 

by Krautheimer-Frankl, oj&, ciL, (1939)» fig- 4. 
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the well-house, the floor of which was then apparently lower. The masonry of the corridor walls 

is hidden under a heavy coat of plaster, but one or two cracks show that it is of brick. Four 

small round-headed niches of irregular shape, cut in the walls, recall the lamp niches which are 

found in eighth- and ninth-century crypts in Roman churches. However, the corridor (and pro- 

bably the stairs descending to it) 

seem to have been remodelled in 

1629, as we learn from the ano- 

nymous pamphlet of 1632, “ cor- 

ritore accomodo nuouamente per lo 

quale... si descende agiatamente... 

The door through which the 

corridor is entered at its westem 

end has jambs and lintei built of 

large, well-hewn travertine blocks, 

the jambs showing mortice holes 

for the hinges ot a heavy door 

Northwards, the travertine blocks 

continue, forming the lower cour- 

ses of a Wall which separates the 

corridor from the descending stairs, 

in the house which adjoins the 

church. Both doorway and wall 

stand oblique to the axis of the 

church and of the corridor. The 

upper part of the wall consists of 

brickwork which is certainly me- 

dieval, but there is not enough of 

it to suggest a more precise date. 

The eighth century is possible. 

The vaulted staircase which — g LQj-ejjzo in Fonte. Corridor Icading to well-house 

descends to this entrance from the (Photo: Sansaini) 

house next to the church, runs 

parallel to the church wall in its upper part. At the bottom it curves inward to meet the corridor 

entrance. Both the pamphlet of 1632 and Bartoli’s drawing, depict the descending tunnel more 

or less in its present state. To be precise, Bartoli renders the stairs differently, starting with a steep 

stair of fifteen high steps, followed by a long ramp, with only three steps at the bottom, in the in¬ 

ward curve. However, he was wrong in this, for the 1632 pamphlet shows the stairs as they are 

today, with only minor divergencies: twenty-five (in reality twenty-three) steps at the top and 

nine in the curve at the bottom. Hence we conclude that the stairs were laid out in 1629. 

Two seventeenth-century burial vaults, which exist below the floor of the church, enclose 

remnants of earlier constructions, some of which seem to be part of an ecclesiastical building. The 

vaults are Imed up along the axis of the church; the first. A, near the middle of the nave, the 

second, 5, at the entrance to the chancel. Contrary to our earlier belief the vaults are 4.50 m. 

(r) The legend on Bartoli^s drawing Farm antkha di traifertim credula di aitro careere rna guasta per fare ii sudeiUf corritare**), suggests 

the possibility that the door was altered in 1629 (fig. 129), 

(2) Krautheimer-Frankl, ap. cit.f p* 395* 
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distant from each other and never communicated. Moreover, their levels differ widely: vault A, 

albeit deeply filled with earth, has its present floor about 3.75 m. below the nave pavement, while 

the level of vault B is only —- 2,20 m. (pL XI). 

The oldest features seen inside vault A consist of two piers, which project from the north and 

South walls of the burial vault under its seventeenth-century west wall. While the north pier dis- 

appears into the end wall of the burial chamber, the south pier is separated from that wall by a 

short gap, in which the tufa foundations of the south wall of the present church appear. The 

projecting tongues of these Roman piers, 0.68 m. thick, are broken off and show the concrete core 

faced with brick on either side. Since they line up, the two piers may have formed a continuous 

wall, but it is more likely that they were separate, and connected by an arch. The brickwork sug- 

gests a third-century date: the bricks ranging from 29 to 43 mm. in thickness, and the mortarbeds 

from 19 to 28 mm., averaging 36 and 22 mm. respectively. The modulus is thus five bricks and 

five mortarbeds to one Roman foot. 

A narrow gap, filled by a vertical mass of concrete, identical with that of the seventeenth- 

century vault of the burial chamber, seperates the northern Roman pier from a brick wall of very 

different type, running west and east. In this wall the bricks, nearly all broken, differ in color and 

thickness and are interspersed with fragments of marble, including at least one very sizeable piece. 

After continuing eastwards for roughly 3.50 m., the wall is cut off by another vertical mass of 

seventeenth-century concrete. 

This wall finds its counterpart near the eastern end of the south wall of the burial vault. There, 

a wall of very similar make, though lacking the marble fragments, encloses a small niche, the curved 

wall and half dome of which are 

built of tufa concrete, while the 

voussoir bricks of its fascia are 

short and irregular. For one meter 

above the apex of the niche, the 

wall continues in brickwork. Here, 

the bricks range from 30 to 35 

mm. in thickness and the mor¬ 

tarbeds from 16 to 22 mm.; thus, 

averaging 32 and 22 mm. respec- 

tively, with a modulus of five 

bricks and five mortarbeds to 27 

cm. Higher up, the wall-face con¬ 

tinues in a construction of irreg¬ 

ular tufa blocks, and it is on this 

wall that the remains of a fresco, 

perhaps of ninth-century date, has 

survived, showing the lower part 

of a male personage in ecclesiasti- 

cal robes (fig. 131). 

The westward continuation of 

the wall with the niche disappears behind a short length of later east-west wall, which is built 

of tufa, except for a few brick courses and a few crude brackets, which jut out near the top. The 

handling of the mortar, with short vertical trowel strokes, suggests a fifteenth-century date for this 

later addition. To the east, on the other hand, the wall with the niche and the fresco are cover- 

ed by the right hand abutment of an arch, which crosses the entire width of the seventeenth- 

Fig. 131 — S. Lorenzo in Fonte. South-east comer of burial 

vault A (Photo: Sansaini). 
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century burial vault and forms its visibJe eastern end. The left hand abutment of the same arch 

continues behind the vertical mass of the seventeenth-century tufa pier, which terminates the south 

wall of the chamber (fig. 132). 

The arch, spanning 3.20 m. 

and 0.65 m. thick, is formed 

mainiy of bipedales, 0.62 m. long, 

although occasionally a voussoir 

consists of two smaller bricks. The 

mortar joints are carefully work- 

ed. In contrast, the bricks in 

the spandrels and above the arch 

are quite small and the mortar- 

beds are far less carefully handled: 

the bricks range in thickness from 

35 to 42 mm., the mortar from 

25 to 35 mm.; whence the modu¬ 

lus of five bricks and five mortar- 

beds is as high at 33.5 cm. Arch 

and upper wall on the east face 

show the same masonry as on the 

West. Such brickwork, including the use of bipedales, is not uncommon in thirteenth-century 

buildings in Rome; for instance, the narthex of SS, Giovanni e Paolo. 

Burial vault B is more easily described. Its west wall, including the staircase which descends 

from the chancel, is of nineteenth-century date in its upper part. Its curved east wall belongs entire- 

ly to the seventeenth century. Older remnants are as fbllows. At the very bottom of the west 

wall a series of short brick projections 

appear, framing large beam holes. 

Above the beam holes, the remains of a 

concrete floor are preserved all along 

the wall, continuing at the foot of the 

south wall of the chamber. The floor 

must originally have been supported on 

wooden beams (fig. 133). Hence, the 

visible remnants appear to comprise the 

uppermost part of the lower floor, and 

the bottom part of the upper floor of 

a two-storied building. The wall of the 

upper floor forms the westem portion 

of the south wall of the burial vault. 

Its masonry, an irregular mixture of 

small bricks and tufa stones, resembles certain walls at S. Maria in Cosmedin, thus suggesting 

a late eighth-century date. A bench of similar masonry rises from the pavement in front of the 

south wall. Both wall and bench are covered with stucco plaster and, although the bench has 

sagged about 10 cm., are no doubt contemporary. 

At a later time, a new pavement was placed in the room, level with the top of the bench and 

bordered to the west by a new wall. This new wall oversails the beam holes and the intervening 

brick projections of the first period, and is built against the south wall with its bench. Its brickwork 

Fig. 132 — S. Lorenzo in Fonte. Arch at east end of burial 

vault A (Pholo: Sansaini). 
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is characterized by horizontal coursing and by the profusion of very smooth mortar which is smeared 

over the edges of the bricks. Although it has none of the characteristic trowel-lines, it yet resembles 

falsa cortina masonry in other respects, and thus suggests a high medieval date, possibly twelfth 

or thirteenth century. 

Stili later, a staircase was built against the medieval west wall, parallel with the north wall of the 

burial vault. On the south side, its 

masonry of tufa and brick is mark- 

ed by the short vertical trowel 

strokes which are characteristic of 

fifteenth-century masonry in Rome. 

The steps contained in this con- 

struction apparently started at 

a higher level and led down to a 

level below that of the burial 

vault. It is tempting to interpret 

it as a medieval descent to the 

travertine-built doorway, which 

leads to the well-house (fig. 134). 

Another late medieval remnant 

survives in the wall of the sacristy, 

which projects from the right flank 

of the nave. Built into the outside face of its east wall we note two arches supporting an upper wall. 

The brickwork suggests a thirteenth- or fourteenth-century date. 

Thus three separate elements stili surviving at S. Lorenzo in Fonte can be assigned to an early 

medieval date. 

1. The corridor through which the well-house is approached may be tentatively assigned, 

on the basis of its lamp niches, to a possible date of origin in the eighth or ninth century. The 

brick and travertine wall at the entrance might be contemporary. 

2. The two walls which run east and west in burial vault A have eighth-century brickwork, 

and the southem one has in it a niche and a fragment of a mural which is of indeterminate, but 

certainly early medieval date. No doubt the room which those walls flanked was an oratory. In 

size it was not altogether insignificant, for originally it must have extended beyond the area of 

burial vault A, both east and west. Proof of this is seen in the former existence of at least two sub- 

dividing and strengthening diaphragm arches. The one to the east has survived, while fragments 

of the other are built into the seventeenth-century west wall of the burial chamber. The length 

of the extension westward and eastward remains in doubt, but to the east the oratory must have 

terminated before it reached the area of the walls which are now enclosed in burial vault B. 

3. The oldest of those walls in vault B, to the south and west, including the bench on the south 

side, show again what appears to be eighth-century brickwork. The room to which they belonged 

was the upper floor of a building, whose ground floor might well have been level with the corri¬ 

dor through which the well-house is approached. Indeed, the wall which separates the corridor 

from the present stairs may be the east wall of that ground floor room. 

Hence, one might deduce an arrangement, in which the oratory seen in vault A, the house seen 

in B, and the corridor, would ali have followed one another in sequence from west to east. But 

this remains conjectural. Only this much is certain, that eighth- and ninth-century remnants 

have survived in the two burial vaults and in the corridor, and that all these features are linked 

together in the veneration of a traditional locus sanctus in the well-house. 

Fig. 134 — S. Lorenzo in Fonte. North side of burial vault B 

with remains of earlier staircase (Photo: Sansaini). 
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Armellini-Cegchelli, Chiese, 1942, pp. 355 ff., 1328 ff. 

Valentini-Zugghetti, Codice topograjico, 1940-53, passim. 
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B. — ANCIENT DESCRIPTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS 

a) DESCRIPTIONS 

Ugonio, Stationi, loc. cit. 
Idem, Schedario, Barb. Lat. iggs, c. 24'', 25. 

Idem, Schedario, Barb. Lat. 2161, c. 12, 

Pesarini, Schedario, Vat. Lat. igi28, c. 295 ff., transcribing, inter alia, Barb. Lat. 2161, c. ii3''fF. 

b) ILLUSTRATIONS 

1472 

1588 

1593 

1630 

1631-1641 

1662 

1666 

1702 

XVIII cent. 

XVIII cent. 

1817 

Ca. 1826 

1830 

Ca. 1855 

Ca. 1922 

Prior to 1927 

Anonymous, View from Northwest, pen and ink drawing; Strozzi map, Florence, 

Bibi. Laurenziana, Red. 77 (De Rossi, Piante Icnografiche, Pl. IV). 

Fra Santi, Fa^ade, woodcut; Fra Santi, op. cit., p. 29''. 

A. Tempesta, View, woodcut; Tempesta, Map of Rome, republished, without 

changes, 1606. 

A. Eclissi, Fresco in apse, watercolor; Windsor, Royal Library, Coli. Dal Pozzo, 
Mosaici Antichi, I, £ 13, no. 8940 (C. R. Morey, op. cit., Pl. I). 

Anonymous, Plan of church and convent, pen and watercolor; Rome, Arch. di 

Stato, Mappe e disegni, cart. 85, no. 508 (fig. 136) b 

Anonymous, Plan of Piazza S. Lorenzo in Lucina, including front part of church, 

and elevation of church fagade and adjoining buildings, pen and watercolor; 

Vatican Library, Chig. P VII, 13, f. 31 (Fig. 140). 

Anonymous, Plan, views and sections of Areo di Portogallo, pen and watercolor; 
ibid., f. 32 (fig. 137). 

D’Aquino, Views of interior and fa5ade, engravings; D’Aquino, op. cit., Pls. i, 2. 

Anonymous, Plan of church, painting; Rome, S. Lorenzo in Lucina, altar paint- 

ing, first chapel, right side. 

Anonymous, Plans of convent, pen and watercolour; Rome, Arch. di Stato, Mappe 

e disegni, cart. 86, no. 511. 

G. B. Cipriani, View of fagade, engraving; Cipriani, Degli edijici antichi e moderni 
di Roma, Rome, 1817, Vol. 2, not numbered. 

Anonymous, Plan of church and neighbouring buildings, and elevation of shop- 

fronts along Via S. Lorenzo in Lucina, pen and watercolour; Rome, Pal. 

Venezia, Istituto di Archeologia e Storia delPArte, Racc. Lanciani, vol. 52, c. 144 

Matteo Lovati, project for new fa^ade of church, not exeeuted, engraving; 

Rome, Pal. Venezia, Istituto di archeologia e storia delParte, Racc. Lanciani, 
IX. 39. I, p. 195, no. 31020. 

Audeoud, Part of fagade and campanile, photo; Paris, Bibi. Nat., Cab. des Estam- 
pes, Vb 142^ (34), f. 22. 

Anonymous, Upper part of fa^ade, pen and ink; Rome, Associazione dei cul¬ 

tori di architettura (Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiese, p. 357, bottom), 

Alinari, Fagade, photo; Alinari, no. 38320. 

G. — DATES 

366 A faction of the clergy and the people of Rome meet in Lucinis, presumably later called 

the titulus Lucinae, to elect Damasus pope “ ... in Lucinis Damasum sibi episcopum... 
expostulant... ” [Epistulae Imperatorum Pontificum..., ed, O. Guenther, CSEL, 35, 

Vienna, 1895, p. 2). Epitaph of a presbyter TITVL. LUCI.,., “tituli Lucinae”, 

found in the cemetery surrounding the church of S. Valentino, Rome. (O, Ma- 

RUCCHi, II cimitero e la basilica di S. Valentino, Rome, 1890, p. 98) *. 

(*) The date is iniplied in the description of the adjoining palace as Polazzo delVIll.mo Sign. abaU Peretti. Hence the plan (with a flap 

and obviously prepared as a project for alterations in the convent) dates after the death of both Card. Aless. Peretti, 1623, and his brother, 

Prince Micttele Peretti, 1631, and before the elevation in 1642 of Michele*s son, the abbate Francesco Peretti, to the Cardinalate. 

(2) I cannot quite follow Father Mohlberg when he argues, op. cit,, p. 267, that the titulus Lucinae mentioned in this epitaph may have 
been a “ non-ecclesiastical edifice ”. 
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432 — 440 

499 

595 

450 — 600 

590 — 604 

684 — 85 

687 — 701 

772 — 795 

783 

End of VIII cent. 

795 — 816 

827 — 44 

844 — 847 
858 — 867 

Ca. 990 

1084 

1112 

1118—1119 

1130 

Sixtus III, with imperial permission, builds a church in honour of Saint Lawrence 

fecit,., basilicam sancto Laurentio quod Valentinianus Augustus concessit ” {LP, I, 235) 

Signatures at the synod of that year of two presbyters “ tituli Lucinae ” (MGH Aucto¬ 

res antiquissimi, XII, 410 ff.; see Kirsch, Titelkirchen, pp. 8, 80 f). 

Signatures at the synod of that year of one presbyter “ tituli sancti Laurentii ” (MGH, 

Epistulae, I, 366 f.; see Kirsch, loc. cit.). 

A station “ ad sanctum Laurentium martyrem ”, presumably S, Lorenzo in Lucina, 

seems to appear in Sacramentaries composed at that period, and reflected in the 

eighth-century Frankish version of the Gelasianum (Mohlberg, op. cit.). 

Reference to the titulus beati Laurenti martyris qui appellatur Lucinae ” (Registrum Gre- 

gorii, ed. MGH, Epist., I, loi (lib. II. 2); see Kirsch, loc. cit., p. 81). 

Benedict II undertakes repair works in the church of Saint Lawrence, “ qui appel¬ 

latur Lucinae ” and donates an altar cloth “ in titulo suprascripto ” {LP, I, 363). 

Donation by Sergius I of four silver arches “ in basilicam sancti Laurenti martyris qui 

appellatur titulus Lucinae” {LP, I, 367). 

Hadrian I repairs, rebuilds, and redecorates a number of churches about to collapse 

from old age, together with their aisles “ in omnibus una cum porticibus earum nimio 

decore ”, among them “ titulum beati Laurentii martyris qui appellatur Lucine ” {LP, 

I, 507)- 
Sarcophagus of the deacon Paulus found among other eighth-century tombs adjoin- 

ing the east flank of the narthex (De Rossi, op. cit.). 

Referred to in the Itinerarium Einsidlense as sci Laurentii in Lucina {Itin. Einsidl.y 

coi. 442). 

Assault on Leo III during the Collect in the church of Saint Lawrence quae appel¬ 

latur Lucinae {LPy II, 4). Donations by the pope in titulo beati Laurenti in Lucina ’’ 
of a precious textile and a small silver corona {Ibid.y II, 12, 20). 

Gregory IV donates a precious textile in basilica beati Laurentii in Lucinae'*^ {Ibid.y 

II, 78). 

I The Tiber floods the church “ beati Laurenti quae appellatur Lucinae ” {Ibid., II, 92, 153). 

Mentioned in the Itinerary of Sigericus under “ ad Sanctum Laurentium in craticula ” 

(Pesci, op. cit.-, see also Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiese, I, p. 107 f.), 

The soldiers of Robert Guiscard are reported to have nearly destroyed and almost 

reduced to nothing the quarter where S. Lorenzo in Lucina is situated: “ Immo ipse 

cum suis totam regionem illam in qua aecclesiae sancti Silvestri et sancti Laurentii in Lucina 

site sunt penitus destruxit et fere ad nichilum redegit... ” {LP, II, 290). 

Dedication of High Altar, possibly in the course of rebuilding the church, and depo- 

sition of numerous relics: the grill {craticula) of Saint Lawrence, transferred by 

Pascal II from an old altar, apparently in the church (inscription on stone cath¬ 

edra in apse, Grossi-Gondi, op. cit., p. 56; see also “Benedict inscription”, now 

in narthex. Porcella, op. cit., V, 117); relics of Pontianus and his fellow martyrs, 

brought from Aquatraversa by one Benedict, presbyter of S. Lorenzo in Lucina, 

and of Gordian and other martyrs, brought by the same from the Via Ardeatina 

(“Benedict inscription”, now in narthex. Porcella, V, 118); of the popes Cor¬ 

nelius, Stephen and Dionysius and other martyrs, apparently from S. Callisto 

(inscription, now in narthex, Porcella, op. cit., V, 117) 

Transfer to the High Altar by Benedict of relics of Saints Sempronius and other mar¬ 

tyrs from the Via Latina (“ Benedict inscription ”, loc. cit.). 

Anacletus II, dedicates the church on May 25, and deposits relics of Alexander and 

(1) Pesarini, op. cit., was the first to refer the passage to S. Lorenzo in Lucina rather than to S. Lorenzo f.l.m. He was followed in this 

view by Mohlberg, op. cit., and Krautheimer, 1934; Ferrua, op. cit., disagrees with this thesis on the ground that the pope represented on 

the twelfth century apse ** mosaic ” was Sixtus II rather than Sixtus IIL The argument, in my opinion, carries little conviction. 

(2) Some confusion prevails regarding the exact date of these transfers: the inscription of Benedict mentions that the relics from Aqua¬ 

traversa were brought October 15, 1112, and deposited upon orders of Paschal II in the High Altar in sepulchro sub craticula*^*, on the 

other hand, the cathedra inscription dates the transfer of the craticula by Paschal January 27, 1112, but places the consecration of the altar 

January 24, 1112. This last contradiction has already been pointed out by Grossi-Gondi, op. cit., p. 56, note 1; but he mistakenly referred 

the dedication of January 24 to a secondary altar {Ibid., p. 53, note 3). In any event, it must be borne in mind that the Benedict inscription 

was carved only in 1118-1119. Is it not likely that the date October 25, 1112, should be corrected into October 25, iiii? 

21 - R, Krautheimer, W, Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilkarum Christianarum Romae. 
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other martyrs in the High Altar, in addition to those previously deposited there 

(Inscription in narthex, Forcella, op. cit., V, 119). 

1196 Reconsecradon of the church by pope Celestin III “ GVM TANTA SOLLEPNITATE 

ET GLORIA QVANTA HACTENVS NEC RECOGNITA NEC VISA FVIT ”, 

and recognition of relics deposited 1130 in High Altar (Inscription in narthex, 

formerly near High Altar, Forcella, op. cit., V, iig; see also Ugonio, op. cit. 

c. 187, Bosio, Roma sotterranea, 1632, p. 415, and Guizzardo, op. cit., p. 12, as men- 

tioned below, dig. 1675). 

1427 The CardinaFs palace and the church are repaired by Cardinal Jean de Roche-Taille, 

“ RUPE DE SCISSA JOANNES... ISTE DOMUM QUASI COLLAPSAM 

ET PRESTRATA RUINAE FUNDAMENTA VIDENS... TEMPLUM DO¬ 

MUMQUE CADENTEM CUNCTA NOVARIS REPARAT...” (Inscription, 

lost but quoted by Martinelli, op. cit., p. 138, and, after him, by Pxazza, Gerar- 

chia, p. 417, and by Forcella, Iscrizioni, V, 120). 

1463 Church thoroughly repaired by Cardinal Calandrini, “ da Filippo Calandrino da' 

fondamenti Ju ristorata co'l Pcdazzo unito... ” (Panciroli, op. cit., 1625, p. 435; see 

also A. Fulvio, as quoted by F. Nardini, Roma antica, Rome, 1665, ed. 1771, p. 944: 

“... in Capella nova Capellanorum fuit olim basis illa nominatissima et horologium supe¬ 

rioribus annis effossum quod habebat septem gradus circum et lineas distinctas metallo mau- 

rato... et in angulo quatturo venti... ex opere musivo... ”). Part of the dial of the horolo¬ 

gium Augusti was found in digging the foundations for the CardinaPs new chapel 

of Saints Philip and James, now the sacristy (Fr. Albertini, De mirabilibus veteris 

et novae urbis Romae, Rome, 1510, f. 29 v., 30, quoted by Lanciani, Scavi, I, 169). 

1596 (1598?) ^ By order of Cardinal Dezza, the floor of the church is raised 1.60 m., up to Street level, 

and supported on vaults. “... strato ad altitudinem palmorum fere septem elato fornicibus 

constructis... ” (P. Resta, Memoria, quoted by Grossi-Gondi, op. cit., p. 59, note 3). 

“ ... Hora uguagliata al piano della strada, calandosi prima nelVentrare... ” (Panciroli, 

op. cit., 1600, p. 418). “ ... Ed il il Cardinale Inico d'Alvalos d'Aragona facendo 

innalzare il pavimento al piano della strada... ” [Idem, ed. 1625, p. 435). 

1606 The church, at the istance of the title Cardinal, Alessandro Peretti (Panciroli, op. 

cit., 1625, p. 436; Guizzardi, op. cit., p. 9), is given in charge to the Chierici Re- 

golari Minori. (P. M. Felini, Trattato nuovo..., 1625, p. 72). The High Altar is 

removed from the apse and the floors of the church and the narthex are brought 

to the same level; “ ... hanno scostato dolia Tribuna d'altare maggiore accid si facesse 

il choro; agguagliarono al pavimento... il piano dei portico... ” (Pancirou, loc. cit.). 

1616— 1647 Building and decoration of four chapels along the left flank, and of the first chapel to 

the right (See below, p. 19, note 8; and also Forcella, Iscrizioni, V, 129). 

1650 Under the generalate of Padre RafFaele d’Aversa, and following the designs of Cosi- 

mo Fansaga, the nave is remodelled by raising its upper walls, building, though 

not yet decorating, the missing chapels to the right, constructing a new ceiling with 

three paintings, and decorating the upper walls with the gilded stucco figures of 

the saints whose relics are contained in the High Altar, “ ... evecto fastigio sacellis 

dispositis sanctorum simulacris expressis quorum corpora reliquiasque recondit laqueari demum 

super inducto... ”. (Inscription, formerly on the main door. Forcella, Iscrizioni, V 

130» quoting Nibby, loc. cit. Also “ ... Questa chiesa e stata ultimamente quasi rifatta tutta 

sotto il Generalato di P. Raffaele Aversa... ”, F. Franzini, Roma antica e moderna, Roma, 

1668, pp. 113 f., and “ ... vi aggiunsero U bel soffitto e diversi stucchi dorati rappresentanti 

l'effigie de' Santa... (whose relics are kept in the church)... ”, N. Roisecco, Roma 

antica e moderna, Rome, 1765, II, pp, 163 fif.; also “ ... si i cominciato dolii stuccatori uno 

cornicione seu cimarone di farsi intomo alia chiesa sotto le fenestre et sopra le capella conforme 

al disegno dei Cavalier Cosimo JIapoletano Architetto... ", Rome, Archivio di Stato, Cor- 

porazioni religiose maschili, filza 1446, Diario dal 1639 al 1651, p. 212 ) ». 

(1) Grossi-Gondi, quoting Resta, gives the date 1598, Panciroli 1596. 

(2) Forcella quotes the inscription not from the original, but from Nibby, giving its location as sopra la porta Nibby however, says 

sulla porta al interno Thus it may possibly have been on the door leaf, and have disappeared during the nineteenth-century restorations. 

(3) Other passages in the diary (pp. 218, 220) refer to the artists engaged in painting two of the canvases for the ceiling, Viviano Spa- 

darino, Napoletano, and Giacomo Piccioni (?), Romano; see also Trri, Nuovo Studio, Rome, 1686, p. pittura in mezzo olla soffiita 

con la Rosurretlione di Cristo, i di Maometto Greuter,.,; le altre sono dello Spadarino e dei Piccione, che si riconoscono alia maniera.,,'\ 
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1663— 1664 

1670 (?) 

1675 

1721 

1858 

1902 (?) 

1915 

1918 
1927— 1928 

Decoration of Fonseca chapel, the fourth to the right, by G. L* Bernini (F. Franzini, 

op, cit,, p, 104; R, WiTTKOWER, Bemini^ London, 1955, p. 236). 

Decoration by C, Rainaldi of chapel of St. Anthony, the Nunez Chapel, the se- 
cond to the right (E. Hempel, Carlo Rainaldi^ Rome, n. d., p. 15). 

High Altar designed by C. Rainaldi. In opening the old altar, three lead tablets are 
found, one bearing inscription of Celestinus III, May 26, 1196 {Ibid,, p. 12)* 

Baptistery, designed by Giuseppe Sardi, installed at northeast corner of nave (Titi, 

Descrizione delle pitture,,. in Roma^ Rome, 1763, p. 369). 
Restoration directed by Andrea Busiri; removal of seventeenth-century decoration 

from nave and fagade, addition of two chapels: La chiesa.., girata alVintorno da 
otto capelle^ due nuove e acquistd,.,\ le pareti guasto e malconcie furono pianate.., ” {Triplice 
Omaggio..,, op. ciL^ II, p. 21 f.). Paintings in nave by Bompiani ‘‘ ... neUT858 /m... 
nuovamente ristaurata e decorata di pitture a fresco... opere di Roberto Bompiani... ’’ (A. 
Nibby, Itinerario di Roma^ Rome, 1870, p. 12; see also. Triplice Omaggio, loc. cit.)\ 
new ceiling in nave, inscribed MDCCCLVIII. 

Restoration of campanile (Soprintendenza ai Monumenti dei Lazio, Pratiche^ 2 c, 
1166, May 21, 1902). 

Repairs of pavement in front of altar (Soprintendenza, Pratiche^ loc. cit., March 12, 
1915), finding of architrave with interlace work (Soprintendenza ai Monumenti 
dei Lazio, Archivio Fotografico, no. 6537). 

Repairs in nave {Ibid.y Dec, 27, 1918). 
Restoration of narthex and fagade; removal of rooms inserted into narthex (A. Ter- 

ENZIO, op. cit.) 

D. — GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

S. Lorenzo in Lucina (pls. XII, XIII) lies in the northern part of the Campus Martius^ in an 

area rich in Roman monuments The main axis of the church is parallel to Via dei Corso, the 

Via Lata of Roman and medieval times, and 60 meters to the East of it. Its front, turned roughly 

north, faces Piazza S. Lorenzo in Lucina. The apse projects southwards in the direction of the 

Street of the same name, but it is separated from it by the Southwest wing of Palazzo Fiano. The 

long east side of the church flanks the courtyard of this palace Encased in a late nineteenth- 

century shell, the palace occupies the site, and apparently stili encloses parts of the old Palazzo di 

S. Lorenzo in Lucina, which was the residence of the title cardinals of the church until the early 

seventeenth century. Begun 1281-1287 by Cardinal Hugh of Evesham^, it was remodelled by a 

succession of title cardinals, beginning in 1427 and continuing throughout the fifteenth and into the 

early sixteenth century. By then it had become a vast agglomeration of incongruous structures, 

including three towers, at the north-west, north-east and south-east corners of the area, and a long 

(1) Preliminary discussions regarding this restoration had been going on since 1922; see Soprintendenza, Pratiche^ loc. cit. 

(2) For the aspect of the church and the adjoining buildings before 1662, see the maps of Bufalini (1551), Cartaro (1576), and, more 

particularly, Tempesta (1593 and 1606), Maggi-Maupin-Losi (1625), and the survey preserved in the Archivio di Stato, Rome, cart. 85, 

no. 508 (1631-1641). For the period from 1662 to 1748, see the maps of Falda (1667) and Nolli (1748) and the surveys in the Vatican Library, 

Chigi, P VII, 13, f. 31 and 32 (1662), and Istituto di Archeologia e Storia delPArte, Pal. Venezia, Rome, Racc. Lanciani, XI, vol. 52, no. 144 

(1748?). 

(3) Regarding the complex problem of ownership of the palace from the eighteenth through the nineteenth century, see Reumont, 

“ II palazzo Fiano di Roma Arch. Soc. Rom. St. Patria^ VII (1884), pp. 549 ff., and R. Lanciani, ‘^Miscellanea topographica*^Bz^//.Com., 1891, 

pp. 18 ff. Its history stili needs clarification. 

The east wing is first shown on Tempesta’s map of 1593, the south-west wing on the map of Maggi-Maupin-Losi, 1625; Falda’s map 

of 1667 shows ali three wings fully enclosing the courtyard, marked as Palazzo Ludovisi. But the present east wing was buiit only in 1884. 

(4) Fl. Biondo, and Piazza, Gerarchia, p. 417, refer only to “an English Cardinal ”, but Ugonio, Stationi 187'', gives the name, Ugo, 

presumably Hugh of Evesham; see Reumont, op. cit. 
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Fig. 136 — S. Lorcnzo in Lucina. Anonymous, survey of Areo di Portogallo, 1662 (Vatican I.ibrary). 

wing ^ parallel to, but not adjoining, Via dei Corso Thus it came into the possession of Cardinal 
Alessandro Peretti, after 1585 the title holder of the church. Between 1593 and 1625, either he or 

his brother and heir, Prince Michele Peretti, added a hook-shaped wing in the south-west corner 

of the area, adjacent to the apse of the church (fig. 135) The rest of the palace remained un- 

(1) Martinelli, Roma ex ethnica sacra^ p. 133, and after him Piazza, Gerarchia^ p. 417 and Porcella, Iscrizioni, V, 120, quote the long 

inscription which refers to the state of the remodelling, in 1427, under Cardinal Jcan de Roche-Taillc (de Rupescissa), archbishop of Rouen. 

Work continucd under Jcan Ic Jeune de Coutay, bishop of St. Jean de Moriane (t/ Cardinale Morinense) (1439-1451), Philip Calandrini (1451- 

1476), Giovanni Battista Cibo (1476-1484), aftcrwards innocent VIII, Jorge Costa of Lisbon (1503-1508), and Fazio Antonio (1508-1510). 

See Fl. Biondo, loc, «/.; Fra Mariano da Firenze, loc, cit,; and especially F. Albertini, loc, cit., in the edition of A. Schmarsow, p. 

24, n. 3. 

(2) It is shown first on Tennpesta*s map of 1593, and stili appears in the survey of 1662, Chig. P. VII, 13, f. 31. 

(3) The wing docs not yet show on the Tempesta map of 1593, but it does show on the Maggi-Maupin-Losi map of 1625. The cormee 

of the wing bears the monti and the star of the Peretti-Montalto. The stylistic features point to a date after 1600. On the other hand, Ales- 
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changed. Indeed, as late as 1662 a medieval or fifteenth-century tower of the old palace rose at the 

south-east corner, near the Corso. Until that time a Roman triumphal arch, perhaps erected by 

Hadrian, adjoined the east wall of the tower and spanned Via Lata; only then was it removed so 

that the Street could be widened (fig. 136) Since the palace was the residence of the Portuguese 

ambassador during the sixteenth century, the arch became known as the Areo di Portogallo Below 

the south-west wing of the palace, and in the corresponding corner of its courtyard, parts of 

the Ara Pacis came to light in 1859 and 1903. To the west of the church, in the seventeenth 

century and probably long before, stood a number of individual buildings including, nearest to 

its flank, since the early seventeenth century the convent and garden of the Chierici Regolari Mi¬ 

nori (fig. 135). After 1603 the latter community took charge of the church. Apparently in 1748, all 

sandro Donati, writing in 1638, says that ** Afichael Perettus,,, Venafri princeps {aedes) munijice aedificans egressus earumgue parte absoluta^ aliam morte 

praeventus imperfectam reliquit.,.*' {Roma vetus, ed. Amsterdam, 1695, p. 321). 

(1) Platner-Ashby, Topographical Dictionary, p, 33, who like most scholars since Nardini {Roma antica, Rome, ed. 1771, p. 989 f.) and Nibby 

{Roma nel 1838, I, i, pp. 471 ff.) attribute the arch to Marcus Aurelius, instead of the sixtecnth-century attribution to Domitian. The fif- 

teenth-century designation was Areo Tripoli or Tropholi or Trophaei. Present opinion varies “ bctween the time of Hadrian and Marcus 

Aurelius and the fourth or fifih centuries**, sce. E. Nash, Pictorial Dictionary, I, London, 1961, p. 83. 

(2) Nibby, loc. cit. 

(3) Survey of 1631-1641, Arch. di Stato, cart. 85, no. 508 (fig. 135). 
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these structuras were encased in a new shell, with a row of shops along Via in Lucina, a charming 

portal leading to the sacristy of the church adjoining it, and a new faijade towards Piazza S. Lorenzo 

in Lucina, ali stili extant. In building the south-east corner projection of this shell, now 3 Piazza 

dei Parliamento, the ohelisk of the famous sundial of the Campus Martius, the horologium Augusti, 

and its hase were excavated The hronze markings of the dial had heen seen as early as 1463 when 

under Cardinal Calandrini the foundations were laid for the chapel ofSS. Philip and James This 

chapel, later used as sacristy, projects from the present west flank of the church, far into the area 

of the convent huildings (fig. 135), on the very site of the present seventeenth-century sacristy. 

Piazza S. Lorenzo in Lucina, to the north of the church, had more or less its present shape as 

early as 1551, when Bufalini puhlished his map. 

The church is preceded hy a narthex, its floor roughly level with the piazza, its front wide open 

(fig. 137). Its roof is supported hy six columns 

entahlature. The twelfth-century character of the 

of the nave rises ahove the sioping roof of the 

narthex. Surmounted hy a triangular gahle with 

mouldings of seventeenth century date, it opens 

at clerestorey level in two rectangular Windows, 

flanking an oculus in the center. The Windows 

existed as early as 1588; at that time the oculus 

was filled with a wheel tracery, presumahly of 

fifteenth century date (fig. 138). Apparently in the 

remodelling of 1650, the flanking Windows were 

enclosed in profiled stucco frames (fig. 139), hut 

these were removed from the rectangular Windows 

in 1927-1928*. To the right of the fagade rises 

the campanile, five storeys high from the clere¬ 

storey level. Each of its two lower floors has two 

single openings, while the three upper storeys have 

pairs of douhle openings®. Its present state dates 

from two restorations. In 1858 a small termi- 

nating heifry presumahly set up in 1650 (fig. 140), 

was removed *, while the openings of the four 

upper storeys were unhlocked in 1902 

and two piers, one at either end, crowned hy an 

narthex was restored in 1927-1928 The fa^ade 

Fig. 138 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. 

Fra Santi, fa^ade, 1588. 

(1) E. Nash, “ Rom, Obclisk und Circus **, Rom Mitt.y 64 (1957), 232 ff., csp. fig. 1 and p. 237. The obelisk was known as early as 1510 

(F. Albertini, op. cit., p. 237 f., 29, 30: in loco ubi nunc est domus nova capellae apostolorum Philippi et Jacobi in ecclesia S, Laur, in Lucina fuit 

basia nominatissima urbis non longe a qua est obeliscus aemisepultus"\ see, on the contrary, the note in the Coner Sketchbook, f. 69, Th. Ashby, 

Papers British School^ II (1904), p. 40: ** rep{er)to fuit a(nn)o D. 1512 in campo martio**. It was seen again in 1594, as mentioned by Fl. 

Vacca, Memorie, no. 45 (in Nardini, Roma antica, Rome, ed. 1773, IV, p. xxiiif.). See also A. M. Bandini, De obelisco Caesaris Augusti, Rome, 

*750* 

(2) Albertini, as quoted in the previous note. See also N. Roisecco, Roma antica e moderna, II, 1765, p. iji f. (**.,, linee di bronzo inca^ 

strate»,, supra lastroni di marmo alcune delle quali a memoria che si trovassero nel cavare i fondamenti della... Sagrestia... **); Moroni, Dizionario..., XLVIII, 

185 (“... nello scavare i fondamenti... della Capella dei Cardinal Calandrini... **); finally, F. Cancelueri, II Marcato (di)... Piazza Navona, Rome, 1811, 

p. 170, note 2 ...Cappella la quale per ordine di Clemente VIII fu convertita in Sagrestia...**). 

{3) A. Terenzio, loc. cii. 

(4) Baroque pediments placcd above the rectangular Windows, presumahly in 1650, were removed prior to 1855; cf. Cipriani*s view 

and Aud6oud*s photograph (fig. 141). 

(5) Serafini, Torri Campanarie, p. 213. 

(6) It appears for the first time in the survey of 1662 (Chig. P. VII. 13, f. 31; our fig. 139), for the last time in Aud^oud*s photograph 

of c. 1855. 

(7) Magni, loc. cit. 
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one door leads from the narthex into the churchj while a snialler door opens into the 

oor of the campanile. Both nave and campanile are level with the floor of the narthex, 

is 54.10 m. longj including chancel and apse, and 13-25 in- wide {pl. XII, fig. 141)- It 

eis; the first space on the left is occupied by a bap- 

tistry, the one on the right by the 

. / ^ campanile. The total width of the 

church, including the chapels, is 

/ 24.75 Smaller end chapels pro- 

! ject southwards, parallel with the 

axis of the nave, from the fifth 

chapel on either side. Five rectan- 

gular Windows, one above each of 

the arched chapel openings, admit 

light into the nave. The coffered 

ceiling of the nave dates from 1858. 

The High Altar, built in 16751, 

stands under a triumphal arch, 

which rests an two projecting piers 

fii^ade and terminates the nave. Behind 

ry). the arch, the curve of the semicir- 

cular apse extends to a total depth 

of 9.50 m. It is vaulted with a half-dome and 

has three rectangular Windows, resembling those 

of the nave, in the upper part of its wall. A 

shallow niche, hollowed into the apse wall at its 

apex, shelters the stone cathedra which bears the 

inscription of Paschal II, dated 1112 Midway 

between throne and triumphal arch, stands the 

old high altar of the same date To the left of 

the chancel, a small staircase leads up from a dark 

side room to a choir loft. To the right of the 

chancel, there is a chamber of irregular shape 

at the end of the row of the chapels which flank 

the West side of the nave. At present it is merely 

a passage, connecting the chancel and the small 

end chapel with a cul-de-sac, which opens south¬ 

wards into Via S. Lorenzo in Lucina. Originally, 

however, it must have belonged to the church 

itself; and a small apse of early date projects from 

its South wall into the adjoining courtyard. 

Viewed from outside, the eaves of the chancel 

and apse are seen to be nearly three meters lower 

than the eaves of the nave roof (pl. XII). Of 

greater significance is the observation that, below 

r -1 - * BIIHFT 

Fig, 140 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina, Campanile 
prior to 1855, Paris, Bibi* Nat* (Photo: J* Audeoud) 

(i) See abovCj p, 163, digest 1675* 

(3) See above, p* 161 dig* tii3, and Grosst-Gondi. 

(3) See preceding note* 
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the level of the rectangular Windows, that is to say, roughly five meters above the level of the nave 

floor, the apse wall is set back on the outside, by more than a meter; its upper part being that much 

thinner than the part which stands below. 

E. — ANALYSIS 

r. Renaissance and baroq,ue 

As it presents itself today, the church of S. Lorenzo in Lucina seems to consist of two incon- 

gruous parts: on the one hand, a narthex and campanile of high medieval date; on the other, a 

nave of nineteenth-eentury design terminated by a high baroque altar and flanked by seventeenth- 

century chapels. To a large extent, this impression is the resuit of a series of remodellings, which 

extend from the late fifteenth through the early twentieth century. 

a) The latest of these operations restored its original medieval aspect to the narthex (fig. 

137) To do this, a number of incongruous walls were removed from the fa^ade and interior of 

the portico, which, from the late 

sixteenth century if not earlier, had 

had its end bays partitioned off 

to make, on the left side, a small 

chamber and staircase, to the right, 

a parish office (figs. 135, 138) 

During this operation a column 

was discovered, and isolated, on 

the east flank of the narthex. Un- 

fortunately, the restoration destroy- 

ed the graceful eighteenth-century 

balustrade which formerly stood 

on top of the portico entablature. 

Likewise, the seventeenth-century 

stucco frames were removed from 

the flanking rectangular Windows 

of the upper fagade. 

^i) The remodelling of 1858 

was far more thorough. In it the 

nave received its painted marble 

and figure decorations and its cof- 

fered ceiling (fig. 141)^. At the 

same time the sixth chapel on ei- 

ther side of the nave, and the 

adjoining end chapels, were built 

(pl. XII). Those on the east side took the place of a narrow space, which formerly adjoined the 

fifth chapel and a long chamber to the South of it; those to the West replaced part of the convent 

buildings (fig. 135) The baptistry chapel, the first to the left, was created in 1721 in the Southern 

(1) Terenzio, /oc. cii. 

(2) The walU appear on ali views, beginning with Fri Santl, 1588, while the interior divlsion is shown on the plan of the AreAima di $tat& 

of 1631^164!) and on the survey of 1662, Chig. VII^. 13, f. 31. 

(3) See above, p* 163, dig. 1858, 

(4) Surveys Arch. di Stato^ cart, 85, no» 508, and Raec. Lanciani vol, 52, c, 144, 

B r'- 
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half of an oratory which, from before 1588, as Fra Santi’s woodcut shows, also occupied half of 

the left hand end of the narthex. 

r) The dull remodelling of 1858 did away with the baroque decoration which the nave had 

received in 1650. Of this, only a very summary interior view has survived ^ but an inscription, 

formerly above the door, and the guidebooks from 1668 until 1850, convey a fair idea ofit. A splen- 

did ceiling was decorated in its 

center with a painting of the Re- 

surrection by Maomet Gruyter, 

and with others at either end by 

Spadarino and Piccioni. Gilded 

stucco figures of saints and stuc- 

co ornaments decorated the 

walls, presumably between the 

Windows At the same time, 

it would seem, the Windows on 

the fa^ade received their stucco 

frames and surmounting pedi- 

ments, known to us from Ci- 

prianFs engraving, and the little 

belfry w^ added to the cam- 

panile. These disappeared in 

1927-28 and 1858 respectively 

Likewise, the five rectangular 

Windows which now light the 

nave must be assigned to the 

remodelling of 1650. Indeed, it 

was only possible to make them 

after the clerestorey walls had 

been raised in height by nearly three meters, using a poor rubble masonry which is characteristic 

of seventeenth-century building in Rome (it is clearly visible in both upper walls), and after a 

set of four earlier rectangular Windows at a lower level had been blocked up (Pls. XII, XIII, fig. 

142). A corresponding project to raise the walls of the chancel is attested by the indented ends 

of the raised portions of the nave walls, but it was apparently abandoned. In any event, the raising 

of the nave wall seems to be the enectum fastigium referred to in the inscription of 1650 On the 

other hand, the reference in that inscription to the laying out of chapels {capellis dispositis) must be 

taken with a grain of salt, since the great majority of those to the left, and the first of those to the 

right, date between 1616 and 1640 Thus, it would seem that the claim made in the inscription of 

Fig. 142 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. 

East clerestorey from the south (Photo; Krautheimer). 

(i) D*Aquino, op, PL L 
(3) See above, p, 163, dig. 1650. 

(3) See above, p. 163, digesta 1858 and 1937-1928» 

(4) A drawing in the Ufhzi, Gab. dei Disegni, Iqc. ciu Dis* arch*, 2797a, shows the seventeenth-century decoration oT an arch, marked 

Lorenzo in LucinaIt may be the project for the decoration of the triumphal arch» 

(5) The first chapel to the left (not counting the Baptistry), the Pas^ti^iconi chapel, tnay be dated roughly i6i6'-i6i8 by its three paint'‘ 

ings from Cario Saraceni s iast years* The second, the Sirtoli chapej, redecorated in 1732, was founded prior to 1641 and first decorated that 

year (Porcella, V, 139), The third, remodclled in 194^» contains its ofiginal altar paintings by Alessandro Turchi (f 164S)* 

Thefourth, the Alaieoni chapel, was consecraied a first time in 157^ snd again in 1634, a date confirmed by the decoration, including Vouet*s 
paintings (W» Grelly, Simn Vouei^ New Haven, 1962). 

The first chapel to the right, wholly redecorated in 1858, originaily had ceiling paintings by G. B* Speranza (t 1640) and Tommaso 

Suini (t 1635) and an altarpiece by Tommaso Salini (t 1625) who used a drawing by Baglioni (G* Baglioni, ViU dii ptUori, Rome, 1743, 
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1650 refers only to the building of the remaining three chapels on the right side of the nave; and 

these chapels did indeed receive their decorations and altarpieces shortly after 1650 The sur- 

vey of 1631-1641 shows only the chapels along the left flank, and the first chapel on the right. 

d) Thus the building of the chapels apparently started a decade after the Chierici Rego- 

lari Minori took possession of the church and the convent, in 1606. At the same time, the High Al¬ 

tar was moved from the apse to the place under the triumphal arch where it stili stands though 

remodelled in 1675. But as early as 1596 or 1598 the floor of the church was raised roughly seven 

palmi (1.57 ni.), and supported on vaults, thus bringing it to the level of the Street and protecting 

the building from the inundations of the Tiber 

Traces of a set of four rectangular Windows, all blocked up, show in each of the clerestorey 

walls, at a level 1.80 m. below the five similar Windows which replaced them in 1650 (pls. XII, XIII). 

Two more Windows of the former set have left their traces in the upper walls of the chancel. The 

shape and size of all these Windows suggest a date in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth cen- 

tury. 

When these later remodellings are set aside, the structure reveals itself as an Early Christian 

basilica, built on top of the remnants of a Roman construction, and rebuilt and added to at least 

twice in the early and the high Middle Ages. 

2. The medieval church 

The remnants of the medieval church which stili survive are the narthex, large parts of both clerestorey 

walls, and the entire campanile. The picture is complemented by the description of the building given by 

Ugonio, and by the survey plan of 1631-1641. The latter shows, as stili extant, four rectangular piers of the 

right hand arcade of the nave. All these elements are of high medieval date, but they do not all belong to 

the same building period. The campanile is certainly later than the clerestorey walls. 

a) The narthex 

The six columns in front of the narthex stand on a low parapet wall, 0.40 m. high above the floor (fig. 137). 

Plinths, bases and shafts, all different in size and design, are apparently Roman spoils. The Ionie capitals, 

on the other hand, seem to be of twelfth-century workmanship. As was customary in Rome from the fifth 

through the twelfth centuries, they are adjusted to the differing heights of the shafts by shorter or longer necks. 

The piers at either end are surmounted by roughly-hewn Corinthian pilaster capitals. The brickwork of these 

piers, at present covered by a thick coat of plaster,” was visible in 1938; the bricks were from 3.7 to 5 cm. 

high, averaging 4.1 cm., the mortarbeds ranged from 1.4 to 2.2 cm., averaging 1.9 cm.; thus five bricks and 

five mortarbeds formed a modulus of i R. ft. During the restoration work of 1927-28 it became apparent 

that the pier at the left, or east end of the porch was a corner pier. Its southward termination has been marked 

in the new plaster coat. The column uncovered in the east wall of the narthex has its base level with the floor; 

its capital is medieval Ionie. Hence, the narthex was open at one end as well as to the front. The entablature 

pp. 173, 241 ff,). The painting, at present on the altar, has always been taken to be the Salini original. Only Huetter-Lavagnino, op. cit., p. 37 

have doubted the attribution; indeed, the eighteenth-century appearance of the painting, the inclusion in it of a plan of the church with all 

its chapels and, finally, the omission in Baglioni’s reference of the figure of Saint Lucina, cause some wonder. Could the painting, now on the 

altar, have been substituted in the eighteenth century for Salini’s original? However, if, as it seems, a Salini painting originally decorated this 

altar, the chapel would stili date from before 1625. 

(1) The second chapel (again not counting the space occupied by the campanile) belonging to the Nunez family and dedicated to Saint 

Anthony, was designed by Carlo Rainaldi; the terminus ante quem is October, 1659, when Jan Miel, who exeeuted the paintings, left Rome. The 

third was redecorated in 1740 as a tomb chapel for Cardinal Gio. Ant. Davia. Its original decoration would seem to have been exeeuted 

in the early seventeenth century (paintings by Avanzino Nuzi, j 1629, and Orazio Borgianni, t 1616; see Tm, Nuovo Studio di pitiura, Rome, 

1686, pp. 395 ff.); but since the chapel is not yet shown on the survey of 1631-1641, the paintings must have been transfered later. Finally, 

the fourth, the Fonseca chapel, contains, in addition to Bernini*s bust of Dr. Gabriele Fonseca (1668-1675) (R. Wittkower, Bernini^ London, 

1955, p. 30), paintings by Girolamo Cortese, dated 1664 (E. W. Waterhouse, Baroque painting in Rome, London, 1937, pp. 56, 71) and was 

founded perhaps as early as 1662. 

(2) Panciroli, Tesori ruxscosti, 1625, p. 436. 

(3) Resta, Memorie, as quo ted by Grossi-Gondi, op. cit., p. 59, attributed the work to Cardinal Deza and to the year 1598. Panci* 

ROLi, Tesori nascosti, 1625, p. 435, dates it 1596 and attributes it to Cardinal Inico d*Avalos. See also Panciroli, Tesori nascosti, 1600, p. 417. 
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above the front columns, consists of architrave, frieze and cornice, ali of simple design. Inspection in 1927-28 

revealed that some of the architrave blocks are the quartered pieces of a column shaft The frieze has seven 

flat relieving arches of brick, one over each intercolumniation. The cornice is decorated with the usual row 

of marble corbel stones. 
The soffit of the entablature, in the two eastern bays, stili bears traces of the sixteenth-century wall which 

was removed in 1927-8. 

b) The nave and campanile 

Large portions of a medieval clerestorey have survived in both upper walls of the nave (PL XII, XIII, 

fig. 142). Below the rubble masonry, which was added in 1650 to raise these walls by more than three me- 

ters to their present height, they extend for nearly the whole length of nave and chancel. The medieval ma¬ 

sonry also appears in the right hand wall of the chancel, where it surrounds the walled-up window of 1650. 

Only the Southern end of the nave wall on the right side, and the northern end on the left side, date from an 

earlier period. In both places the jamb and the springing of a window arch are seen, but the openings of 

these Windows have been blocked with the medieval brickwork which composes the rest of the clerestorey. 

Each of the medieval clerestorey walls, not counting the right hand upper wall of the chancel, was 

pierced by ten narrow arched Windows. Four of these are stili clearly outlined in the right hand, and five in 

the left hand clerestorey. They vary in width from 0.93 to 1.02 m. and are 2.40 m. high. The first window 

in the right hand clerestorey wall starts 4.10 m. from the corner of the fagade, while the last one is 2.20 m. 

from the Southern end of the wall. The first nine Windows in the right hand clerestorey (counting from the 

fagade) and ali ten in the left hand clerestorey, are framed by a blind arcade which has round arches resting 

on pilasters, their springing marked by a cornice of two projecting brick courses. The span of these arches 

measures roughly three meters and the width of the pilasters is 0.90 m. Pilasters and archivolts stand out 

o.io m. from the plane of the wall. Above the apex of the blind arcades, the medieval wall continues for an- 

other 0.80 m., to a height of 13.00 m. above the present nave floor level. 

The masonry of these medieval portions of the clerestorey is brick, homogeneous in size and varying in 

color from light to dark red. The bricks average three centimeters in height; they vary in length from 25 to 

30 cm. The morter is grey, mixed with a considerable amount of black lava fragments. The joints are from 

2.0 to 2.5 cm. high. Four bricks and four mortarbeds thus measure ont palmo romano^ 0.22 m.; six bricks and 

five mortarbeds measure one Roman foot; nine and one-half bricks bricks and nine mortarbeds measure 50 cm. 

The mortar is smoothly smeared around the bricks and occasionally levelled in against the top of the brick 

below with a sharp stroke of the trowel. 

The same brickwork appears in the upper walls of the chancel and, apparently, in the upper part of the 
fagade. A survey drawing, made in 1920, when the fagade was stripped of its plaster coat, shows among other 
things a window of roughly the same proportions as the medieval Windows in the clerestorey walls 2. However, 
neither the fagade nor the chancel walls were articulated by blind arcades; nor do the chancel walls show any 
traces of medieval Windows. 

The campanile represents a second medieval period of construction. Its walls were built against the 

northern end of the western, or right hand clerestorey wall. The south wall of the campanile cuts through 

the northernmost medieval clerestorey window on that side, while its north wall stands in Une with the church 

fagade. The lower floors of the tower are closed, except for two doors, one opening from the narthex, another 

(dated 1940) opening into the nave. At clerestorey level there is a storey with two large bUnd arches on each 

face. Above this there is a storey with two wide openings, and finally, there are three storeys with two twin 

openings on each of the four sides (fig. 137). 

The brickwork of the campanile is similar to that of the clerestorey walls; it differs primarily in the sUghtly 

diminished thickness of the mortarbeds, which average two centimeters (hence six bricks and six mortarbeds 

per R. ft., or 10:10 per 50 cm). It also differs in having richer profiles, decorated with sawtooth brickwork 
on cornice and imposts. 

Several Windows of the medieval clerestorey were walled up, possibly when the campanile was built. 
While we are discussing the medieval features of the church, the twelfth-century altar must not be omit- 

ted. Its front is well preserved, hidden behind the High Altar of 1675. Decorated with a mosaic of porphyry 

and serpentino arranged in a diamond and star pattern, it is pierced by a large fenestella ®. The stone cathe¬ 

dra in the apse, obviously contemporary, is dated by its inscription, 1112^. 

(1) Terenzio, loc, cit. 
(2) Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiescy drawing on p. 357. 

(3) Grossi-Gondi, loc, cit.y p. 61 

(4) Ibid.\ see also above, p. i6r, dig. 1112, 
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3. The Early Christi an elements 

Elements of an Early Chrlstian church survive below the present floor of the nave and the cha- 

pels on either side. They are also preserved in the upper walls of the building at a number of points 

between the fa^ade and the apse. Since the latter are more easily discernible, we start our di- 

scussion \vith them. 

At the beginning of the left hand clerestorey wall and at the far end of the right hand wall we 

see remains of the clerestoreys of an earlier building, embedded in the medieval brick masonry. In 

the right hand, or Western wall, 

these remnants are: a) a brick pier 

surmounted by opus listatum ma¬ 

sonry, the whole rising to the same 

height as the later medieval clere¬ 

storey wall, + 13.00 m.; b) the 

jamb of a window, not less than 

2.60 m. high, which terminates the 

pier, 1.60 m. from the south cor- 

ner of the nave; c) the arch of this 

window, formed of bipedales^ 0.59 

m. long, set to a radius of 1.58 m. 

(fig. 143). Since the arch is set 

back, as customary, a few centi- 

meters from the supporting pier, 

the window originally would have 

been roughly 3.10 m. wide^. Since 

the window sili is missing, the 

original height of the window can- 

not be ascertained. Its opening is 

blocked by the brickwork of the 

medieval clerestorey, and a smail 

medieviil window has taken the 

place of the earlier one. Of the corresponding window at the beginning of the left hand, or eastern 

clerestorey wall, far less is preserved; but there too, at a distance of only i.oo m. from the fa9ade 

corner, the right hand jamb is clearly seen in its upper part (fig. 144). A fragment of the surmount- 

ing arch is also seen, together with the brickwork of the spandrel which, in the top part of the 

wall, gives way to opus listatum. It appears from a drawing, done when the stucco coat of the fa9ade 

was temporarily removed, that the opus listatum masonry extended nearly as far as the middle of 

the fa9ade. Another smail patch of opus listatum masonry shows in a break of the plaster revet- 

ment near the south end of the left hand clerestorey, below window level (Piate XIII). 

The brickwork of the window piers shows features characteristic of Early Christian, and speci- 

fically fifth-century, building technique in Rome, Bricks range from 2.5 to 3.8 cm. in height, and 

are up to 55 cm. in length; mortarbeds are 3 to 4.5 cm. and even 5 cm. thick; giving a proportion 

of four bricks and mortarbeds per Roman foot, or seven bricks and six mortarbeds in 50 cm. The 

Fig. 143 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. South end of west clerestorey^ 
remains of Early Christian window arch (Photo: Sansaini). 

(i) A short perpendicular break j seen in 19385 2.05 m. north of the right hand jamb of the window, is unlikcly to be the left hand window 

jamb, as we then thought (Krautheimer-FeankLj Qp. ciL, p. 389). Possibly it belongs 10 a beam-hole in the original opus listatum^ for onc 

of the roof beams of the west aisle. 
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Fig. 144. — S. Lorenzo in Luci¬ 

na. North end of east clerestorey 

(Photo: Sansaini). 

Fig. 145 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. Opus 

listatum in the east wall of chancel 

(Photo: Sansaini). 

mortar is pinkish-grey in color, and is mixed with a large proportion of broken brick. In the opus 

listatum, somewhat irregularly, one, three and four brick courses alternate with the tufelli courses. 

Other parts of this Early Christian structure survive in the left hand, or eastern wall of the 

chancel, in the eastern springing of the triumphal arch, in the lower portions of the apse wall and 

in the small side room which adjoins the chancel on the west side. 

The upper part of the chancel wall on the left, or east side consists entirely of opus listatum 

masonry, of similar build and with the same thick mortar joints as is seen at the top of the north east 

and South east corners of the clerestorey (fig. 145). At its south end the chancel wall continues, 

without a break, into the curve of the apse; at its northern end it meets the masonry of the trium¬ 

phal arch. The arch itself is formed of large bipedales, over 80 cm. long. In width and texture 

the mortarbeds of the triumphal arch are exactly like those observed in the window arches of the 

original clerestorey. The arch springs from a marble block, which in turn rests on a huge impost 

block of travertine, well profiled and no doubt originally surmounting a column (fig. 146). The 

diameter of the triumphal arch is 12.10 m., and its apex would have risen 11.95 m. above the pres- 

ent sixteenth-century level of the nave. 

Similar opus listatum masonry, but with regularly alternating courses of brick and tufelli, was 

found on the outside of the main apse, near its right hand, western springing (fig. 147). It appears 

again in the north wall of the side room to the west of the chancel, in the eastern half of an area 

of wall which was uncovered in 1938. (The western half of this area is of earlier date, presumably 

late Roman) K Finally, two walls of the same type as that as that seen in the original clerestorey, 

were found in this side room, both forming part of the western chancel wall. One, apparendy the 

outer face of that wall, and built of the same opus listatum, was uncovered in the left hand side of the 

passage which leads into the side room from the southemmost chapel on the western side of the nave 

(1) See below, p. 179* 



ind shoulder 

Fig. 146 — S. Lorcnzo in Lucina. 1’inlablature and springing nf 

triumpha! arch, cast side, secn from the Soutii (Photo: Sansaini). 

(fig. 148). The other showed in the right hand, or 

Southern jamb of the passage by which the side 

room communicates with the chanceL Part of the 

original chancel wall, it was sliced through when the 

passage was made, and shows the thickness of that 

wall, 0.85 m., exposing both the core of the wall and 

the bricks which formed its inner face (fig. 149). The 

smooth face of the brick wall to the left in the photo- 

graph belongs to a later building period, when an 

inner lining was inserted in apse and chancel 

(i) See below, p. 177, 

Fig. 149 — S. Loren^o in Lucina. Kight, 

core and intcrnal brick face of original chan¬ 

cel walK Lcft, secondarv^ inner lining (Photo: 

Sansaini), 

i 

it 

Fig, 148 — S, Lorenzo in Lucina. Exterior 

of ciiancel wall, wcst side (Photo: Sansaini). 
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Fig. 150 — S. Lorcnzo in Lucina. Foundations of north wall. 

Threshold stoncs of ccntcr and castern doorways (Photo: Sansaini). 

The foundation walls for the nave supports in this Early Christian church, were identified 

at three points: a) below the entrance to the first chapel on the west side; b) along the front of 

the fifth and sixth chapels on the east side; c) below the north-east corner of the nave (pl. XII). 

The masonry of these foundation walls is largely opus listatum; only the corners are built in brick, 

apparently to give them grea- 

ter strength. 

Traces of the entrances to 

the Early Christian church 

are visible inside a series of 

twelfth-century tomb vaults 

near the north end of the 

nave. They consist of three 

threshold stones of marble, 

i.6o m. below the present 

nave floor (figs. 150, 151, 

152). The one to the East is 

1.75 m. long and the one in 

the center is 3.15 m. long. 

Only the eastem end of the 

Western threshold could be 

traced. The distance between 

the lateral and the Central 

thresholds is i.iom.; the di¬ 

stance from the eastern thresh¬ 

old to the foundation wall 

of the nave supports on the 

east side measures 2.20 m. 

While the center threshold 

stone sits wholly on the pier 

of an earlier Roman buil- 

ding the two lateral thresh¬ 

olds are placed on Early 

Christian foundations. The 

one to the West has beneath 

it a masonry consisting of big 

chunks of stone, capped by 

brickwork, which rises to an indefinite level. The eastem threshold stone rests on a brick wall, 

interrupted by a single course of tufelli. At the Western end, the brickwork does not rise above the 

bed of the stone; but at its eastern end, Early Christian brickwork continues as far as the comer 

of the nave, rising to a higher level (fig. 152). 

Lastly, traces of Early Christian masonry were seen in the exterior walls of three side chapels; 

the fifth to the left and the first and second to the right, thus disclosing the breadth of the original 

aisles. The piece found in the second chapel to the right has brickwork like that of the window 

piers in the clerestorey walls, though with thinner mortarbeds, ranging from 3.0 to 3.8 cm. Hidden 

Fig. 151 — S. Lorcnzo in Lucina. 

Threshold stones of center and westcrn doorvvay (Photo: Sansaini). 

(i) Sec below, p. 178. 
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behind a pilaster of medieval masonry, it is built against a very small fragment of an even earlier 

brick wail, perhaps dating from the fourth century. 

A first rebuilding of this Early Christian church primarily affected the chancel. In it both 

apse and chancel were rein- 

forced, by inserting Imings 

against the inner face of their 

walls. The thickness and the 

character of this masonry, 

above floor level, can be esta- 

blished in the opening which 

leads into the chancel from 

the side room (fig. 149). The 

supplementary wall is seen 

there, against the original thin 

chancel wall. It is 1.30 m. 

thick and is built of brkk- 

work with rather thick mor- 

tarbeds. The courses waver 

and the mortar is mixed with 

fragments of black stone in 

contrast to the deep red brick 

fragments of the original con- 

struction. 

The fbundations of the 

lining wall are visible in the se- 

venteenth-century crypt which 

extends below the chancel and 

apse (fig. 153). AU around it, 

and at the eastern and West¬ 

ern ends of its north wall, 

where the piers of the trium- 

phal arch stand, the walls ol' 

the crypt are built of huge 

blocks of stone, apparently in se- 

cond use^. Intermingled with them 

are pieces of marble, a fragment 

of a cippus, and a few marble co- 

lumn drums. It is a type of ma¬ 

sonry frequently found in the foun- 

dations of Roman churches of the 

eighth and ninth centuries. 

Possibly at the same time, a 

side room with a small apse pro- 

jecting Southward was built against 

the Southern end wall of the 

CROSS SECTION C-B 

roman 

jGftt-CENT 

fUM Ot HAVt 
i AT aitCHlN£ IXVEL 

..J 

Fig. 152 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. Plan and cross section of vaults 

below nave fioor, north end. 

(i) They resemble the blocks of Ihe repubhcan fortifications of Rome, ihe so-called Servian walL See below, p. 183. 

- R, Krauthkimer. W. Franku. S. Corbett - Otrlrus Boiiticarum Cftrisdanarum Romai. 
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Western, or right hand aisle of the Early Christian church. A passage was cut through the west 

Wall of the chancel to establish communication between the chancel and the side room. Part of 

the brickwork of the small apse was uncovered in 193^ (^S- ^54)* seems to resemble the brick- 

work which forms the inner lining of the chancel above floor level. The courses undulate and 

the joints are very wide; five bricks and five mor- 

tarbeds occupying a modulus of one Roman foot (9 

bricks and 8 mortarbeds per 50 cm.); the bricks 

range from 2.8 to 4.2 cm., the mortarbeds from 1.6 

to 3.2 cm., averaging 3.4 and 2.3 cm. respectively. 

A lintei, decorated with interlace sculpture, was 

found in the church in 1912 and is now displayed 

in the narthex. Its fascia is 1.68 m. long and its 

total length, including the lugs at either end, is 

2.67 m. The interlace might be of eighth or ninth 

century date (fig. 155). 

A number of tombs “ of barbarian times ” 

came to light in 1903, in the courtyard of Palaz- 

zo Fiano at levels ranging from four to six meters 

below Street level. Another group of tombs of 

eighth-century date was uncovered in 1872-1873 

close to^the east flank of the nar¬ 

thex. Among them was the sarco¬ 

phagus of a certain deacon Paulus, 

who died in 783^. The level at 

which these graves were found is 

unknown. 

3. Roman and Late Roman 

Structures 

Remnants of a large Roman buil- 
ding of second-century date have sur- 

vived inside the seventeenth-century tomb vaults, below the front part of the nave (fig. 152). Part of what 
appears to be the wall of a room, or possibly the fagade of this building, was used as the foundation of the 
center doorway of the Early Christian nave. A brick wall, 3.60 m. long, extends from below the western end of 
the threshold stone to a point someten centimeters beyond its eastern end (figs. 151, 152). A broken-off pier 
projected southward from it, 60 cm. from the east end ofthe wall. The thickness of the pier, 0.85 m., is clear- 
ly visible, but its length can only be guessed. At the eastem and western ends of the wall, the bricks, deep 
red and averaging 3.3 cm. in height, have mortarbeds averaging only 0.34 cm. high, resulting in a modu¬ 
lus of eight bricks and mortarbeds per Roman foot, or 14 : 14 per half meter. In the middle stretch of the 
wall the mortarbeds are much thicker, averaging 2.4 cm., to give a modulus of five bricks and mortarbeds 
per Roman foot. The technique is well known in the late second century A.D. It served to strengthen cor- 
ners and jambs while admitting a somewhat looser brickwork in between. It looks as if the surviving piece 
of wall has the jamb of an opening at either end. Such openings might have led either into an adjoining 
room or into the Street. The broken pier on the inside of the wall shows that a room lay to the South. 

Measured from center to center, 3.25 m. south from the broken pier, two arms of a cross-shaped pier are 
cecognizable, one projecting north and corresponding to the broken pier, the other projecting west (fig. 152). 
The former, 0.85 m. thick and i.oo m. long, is built of closely coursed “ corner ” brickwork, while the latter, 
0.75 m. thick and 0.85 m. long, is built of the more loosely packed second type. The arms to East and South 

lintei stone (Photo: Corbett). 

Fig. 154 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. Exterior 

brick face of lateral apse (Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) Pasqui, Uk. cit. 

(a) De Rossi, op. cit., Bull. Com., 1872-1873, pp. 45 ff. 
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have to be presumed. Stili farther south, the eastern arm of another cross-pier survives, spaced as before. 

It is o.6o m. long, thus matching the corresponding sector of wall in the fa^ade; the thickness was not mea- 

surable. 

Small fragments of late Roman, presumably fourth-century, structures were identifiable in two places 

along the west flank of the building. 

In the outer wall, between the 

first and second chapels on the west 

side of the nave, a brick wall of fourth- 

century character was noted by 

Frankl. It clearly antedates the frag- 

ment of Early Christian opus listatum, 

adjacent to it. The bricks range in 

thickness from 3.2 to 3.8 cra., and the 

mortarbeds from 3.0 to 4.0 cm., giving 

averages of 3.5 and 3.6 respectively, 

The modulus of four bricks and mor¬ 

tarbeds amounts to 26.4 cm., some- 

what less than one Roman foot; seven 

bricks and seven mortarbeds average 

50 cm. 

Roughly in the same alignment, 

a second fragment of similar charac¬ 

ter came to light in the north wall 

of the room which lies on the west side of the chancei (fig. 156). This fragment too has survived because 

an Early Christian opus listaium wall was built against it Sliced through when the side room was extended 

westward, the fourth-century wall shows a concrete core, faced on the east side with brickwork, covered with 

a thick coat of painted plaster. The modulus of bricks and mortar cannot be established, but the thickness 

of the mortar is discernible; it is equal to the height of the bricks. Obviously, it is the inner face of a wall 

which ran due north and south. Its outer face seems to have been in line with the small fragment seen in 

the outer wall of the second chapel, but the distance between the two fragments, 30 m., makes it impossible 

to establish the connection with certainty. 

Fig. 156 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. North wall of room to west 

of chancei. Right, fragment of brick wall. Center, opus listatum 

(Photo: Sansaini). 

♦ 

F. — RECONSTRUCTION 

a) Roman and Late Roman buildings 

The Roman remnants found below the front part of the nave must have belonged to a hall which was 

divided at least into two, and possibly three, or even four aisles (fig. 152). The cross-shaped piers would 

have carried arches, springing in four directions, and forming a series of groin-vaulted bays. The north wall, 

pierced by at least two entrances, one for each of the two aisles, may have led either to an adjoining room 

further north, below the present narthex, or else it may have been the facade of the building; in which case 

it fronted a Street which branched off the Via Lata. The building couid have been a portico, parallel to Via 

Lata, but it might equally well have been the ground floor of a commercial building, such as the one which 

adjoins the church of S. Martino ai Monti, the so-called Titulus Equitii, 

It is tempting to view the two fragments of late Roman brick wall, found along the Western flank of the 

church and near the western edge of the side room off the chancei, as part of one and the same long wall, 

However, they are far too small to allow any reconstruction of the building or buildings, of which they 

formed part. 

b) The Early Christian church 

The measurements and over-all plan of the Early Christian structure are given by the survi- 

ving elements: a) the foundation walls of nave and aisles and the bottom part of the nave facade; 

b) the two Windows and their piers in the upper nave wall, one at the beginning of the eastern, 

(i) See abov<r, p- 174* 
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the other at the end of the Western clerestorey; c) the eastern springing of the triumphal arch; d) the 

left wall of the chancel and the wall of the apse, rising to a height of over eight, and nearly five 

meters respectively; e) the terminating, Southern wall of the right hand aisie and parts of its 

outer wall (pls. XII, XIII). Evidently the building was a basilica, its nave rising high above two 

flanking aisles. The original floor level is given by the door silis of the fa^ade, i.6o m. below the 

seventeenth-century floor. The length of the nave, including the thickness of the fa^ade wall and the 

triumphal arch was 43.84 m., nearly 150 R. ft.; its width from axis to axis of the foundation walls, 

14.75 exactly 50 R. ft.; its ciear width, 13.25 m., or 45 R. ft. The total width of aisles and nave 

was 24.75 m. ciear, and from axis to axis of the outer walls 25.50 m., roughly 85 R. ft. The nave 

walls, from the original floor level, at -1.60 m., to the eaves line, which was presumably a little 

higher than the top of the opus listatum in the clerestorey walls, were over 14.50 m; probably 50 R. ft. 

Twenty Windows, ten in each clerestorey, shed light into the nave. Given their probable width, 

about 3.10 m., and the length of the clerestorey walls, 41.40 m., the nine separating window 

piers must have been roughly 0.90 m. wide, or 3 R. ft. The level of the window silis, and 

hence the exact height of the Windows, remains undetermined 

The triumphal arch, resting on two columns surmounted by capitals and impost blocks, led 

from the nave into the apse (pl. XIII). Its apex was 13.55 o*" 45 ^/2 R. ft., above the level 

of the original nave floor. The apse was laid out on a semicircle with an interior radius of 6.80 m., 

or 23 R. ft., but it is strongly stilted so as to attain a total depth of i i.oo m. from the triumphal 

arch to its apex. The front part of the apse thus forms a chancel. 

The internal length of the church, from the fa^ade to the apex of the apse was 53.80 m., or 

181 R. ft.; including the thickness of the walls, its length was 186 R. ft. The aisles ended at the 

line of the triumphal arch. 

The fa^ade of the nave seems to have had three doorways; a larger one, presumably 10 R. ft. 

wide, between brick jambs, flanked by two narrower ones, each with a ciear width of 5 R. ft. There 

is no trace of a window in the portion of the original fagade which seems to survive 

This leaves a number of questions unanswered. While the original nave presumably had nine sup- 

ports on either side, corresponding with the nine window piers above, their type remains in doubt. 

They might, conceivably, have been piers surmounted by arches, as was the case in the Romanesque 

church which succeded the Early Christian building, and as we fmd in the Early Ghristian church of 

S. Sebastiano. But the likelihood is that the supports were columns, as in all fifth-century churches 

in Rome. If so, given the spacing of the Windows, which are nearly four meters apart, linteis would 

be impossible, and the columns can only have supported an arcade, as at S. Sabina or S. Pietro 

in Vincoli I and II. Whether or not the aisles had Windows remains unknown, and it is uncertain 

whether the aisles originally had doors at the north end. Finally, we have no basis on which to 

reconstruet the decoration of the church; its paintings, mosaies, stuccoes, and the type of capitals 

(assuming that its upper walls rested on columns) are all unknown. 

No doubt nave and aisles were covered by open timber roofs. Moreover, the extraordinary 

thinness of the apse wall, only 70 cm., makes it extremely doubtful whether it could have carried a 

concrete vault. It is far more likely to have had a wooden roof, perhaps concealed by a false half- 

dome constructed, possibly, from hollow tubes or cane. 

(1) Krautheimer-Frankl, op, cU,,p. 389, were mistaken in deducing 13 Windows. 

(2) Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiese, II, p. 357. 
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c) The FIRST remodelling 

A first remodelling afFected the Early Christian building in three respects. 

The strengthening of the apse wall, from 0.70 m. to more than two meters in thickness, made 

it possible to erect a concrete vault. At the same time this lining narrowed the space of apse and 

chancel, and must have formed a wall behind each column of the triumpha! arch, as seen from the 

nave. 

A side room, terminated by a small apse, was added to the right hand side of the chancel and 

main apse. It communicates with the latter through a passage, over two meters wide. It seems 

to have been a sacristy, or possibly a baptistry. Whether another passage led ,to the west aisle 

remains in doubt, and the existence of a corresponding room on the left hand side of the chancel is 

entirely conjectural. 

The architrave of a door, carved with interlace work, was found inside the church in 1912. 

Its length, 1.68 m. between the lugs (0.36 and 0.63 m. respectively) might have fitted one of the 

flanking doors in the nave fa9ade, the thresholds of which are 1.75 m. long. 

d) The medieval church 

A reconstruction of the medieval church may be based on the surviving elements; that is, the two clere- 

storey walls, which are nearly entire, and the narthex. To these we may add documentary evidence, which 

consists of the survey plan of 1631-1641, Del Sodo’s brief remark “ una bella chiesa con tre navate et una tribuna, ” 
and Ugonio’s extensive description: “ ... la nave di mezzo grande innalzata sopra pilastri e archi di mattoni con le doi 

ali minori dalle bande... in capo... alcuni gradini per arrivare aWaltar maggiore. Dietro Valtare si vede per vestigio dei Fre~ 

sbiterio la sedia di marmo e sopra essa la Tribuna ”. The medieval church apparently retained the Early Christian 

level, which was not changed until the end of the sixteenth century According to Ugonio, the supports of 

the nave were piers; nine in number, as appears from the survey plan, and rectangular in shape. This form, 

together with the surmounting arches, suggests that the Early Christian church was rebuilt, nearly in its 

entirety, in the high middle ages; and the hypothesis is confirmed by the proportions of the clerestorey Win¬ 

dows, by the blind arcades which frame them, and by the brick technique of the upper walls. The same re- 

building program seems tho have given us the fa§ade of the present church, at least in its upper parts, and 

the narthex which leans against the fagade. The plan of the narthex, open on the sides as well as in front, 

and its seven Ionie capitals are ali characteristic of high medieval design. 

When Ugonio described the church in 1588 he stili saw the remnants of a pavement “intarsiato tutto 

di pietre di diversi colori... ” * apparently of twelfth-century date. Moreover, he saw very ancient paintings in 

the apse, “pitture antichissime ”, including a garland on the triumphal arch, “ larco di essa Tribuna... dipinto... 

delVistesso modo che Varco grande della nave principale di S. M.a Maggiore... ” and in its middle a >^, “... il medesimo 

segno che Id nel mezzo di esso areo in questo modo... ” ®. On this basis Ugonio attributed the entire decoration of 

the church to the pontificate of Sixtus III. The painting, which survived in the half-dome of the apse until 

1650, is preserved in a copy by Eclissi at Windsor, first published by Morey*. It showed Christ flanked by 

SS. Peter, Paul, Lawrence, Stephen, Lucina and Sixtus (fig. 157). The latter was not pope Sixtus III, as 

Ugonio and Morey thought, but his canonized predecessor, Sixtus II ®. Details and style, as far as Ecclissi’s 

drawing allow for judgment, are clearly high medieval and, as Morey points out, both garland and are typ- 

ical of the Roman twelfth-century renascence of Early Christian motifs. In any event, terminus post quem 

is given by the location of the painting, on a vault which cannot be earlier than the eighth-century inner lining 

of the apse wall. 
The high altar and the stone cathedra of the twelfth-century church are stili preserved, though not in 

situ«. 

(1) See above; p. 162, dig. 1596. 

(2) Ugonio; Stationi^ c. 187» 

(3) Ugonio: Cod, Barb. LaL 2161, c; 114. 

(4) Morey, op. cii,, pl. I. 

(5) Ferrua, ioc* cit, 

(6) Grossi-Gondi, op. cit., passim. 
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Fig. 157 — S. Lorenzo in Lucina. 

Antonio Fxlissi, ca. 1640 watercolour rcpresentation of apse paintings (Windsor, Royal labrary). 

The narthex seems to belong to the building period in the carly twelfth century, when the nave was re- 

modelled. It stands at the present Street level, which is 1.57 m. above the original and medieval leveis of the 

nave. The floor was made level with the present nave pavement in 1606 but we do not know what other 

changes of level were necessitated by this adjustment. 

The campanile, which occupied the first bay of the right hand aisle in the medieval church, belongs to a 

somewhat later building period. It is built against the wall of the clerestorey and blocks its first window. 

G. — GHRONOLOGY 

Beyond any doubt the dtuliis in Ijjtcinis existed in 366, when the faction of Damasus assem- 

bled there to elect him pope. It is more than Hkely, not to say certam, that this titulus occupied 

the site of the present church; the transformation of in Lucinis to titulus Lucinae by 400 (dig. 

ca. 400) and the contmued coupling of the ecclesia or basilica beati Laurenti with the titulus Luci¬ 

nae is obvious enough. It is possible that the second-century structures found below the nave, or 

the fourth-century walls ascertained in the right flank of the chapels, or both, had some con- 

nection with this titulus. However, no documentary or archeological evidence indicates when 

the second-century structures became a Christian community center or titulus, nor do we know 

why they were enlarged in the fourth century, if that is what happened. 

The remains of the Early Christian church, on the other hand, in plan as well as in building 

technique, point to a date in the first half of the fifth century. The proportions of nave and aisles, 

the height of the nave nearly equalHng its ciear width, the thick mortarbeds of the brickwork, 

the reddish hue of the mortar, mixed as it is with numerous brick particles, the use of brickwork 

(i) PaNCiROLij Tesori nascostii 1625 ed,, p. 435 f. 
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in heavily loaded parts, and opus listatum in the other parts of the structure: all these factors find 

their parallel in Roman churches from S. Vitale (401-417) to S. Maria Maggiore (432-440). 

We therefore propose to revert to the thesis first proposed by Pesarini, and to link the building 

of S. Lorenzo in Lucina with the often debated passage in the Liber Pontificalis, which attributes to 

Sixtus III the erection of a church in honor of Saint Lawrence “ quod Valentinianus Augustus conces¬ 

sit”. Father Ferrua’s objections notwithstanding imperial permission was needed for build¬ 

ing this church, because its rear part and right hand aisle occupied public property; i. e., part 

of the dial of the nearby horologium Augusti. 

Hence the documentary and archeological evidence seem to coincide, and justify the attri- 

bution of the Early Christian basilica of S. Lorenzo in Lucina to the pontificate of Sixtus III 

(432-440). 

The remodelling of this first church can be assigned a date between 772 and 795, again on the 

basis of both archeological and documentary evidence. 

The foundation wall of the apse lining consists of huge peperino blocks, reminiscent of those 

used in the Servian Wall, intermingled with column drums, stelae and the like. This building tech- 

nique is frequently found in the foundations of Roman churches erected between 750 and the end 

of the ninth century. Moreover, the brickwork of the rising walls, irregular and wavering, points 

to a date during the “ Carolingian renaissance ”, as also does the interlace door architrave, now 

preserved in the narthex 2. A passage in the Liber Pontificalis suggests a more precise date. Hadr- 

ian I (772-795) restored and redecorated the church of S. Lorenzo in Lucina, which had nearly 

collapsed, together with its aisles {porticus) The early medieval graves, found to the east of 

the narthex and in the courtyard of Palazzo Fiano, correspond with this dating However, the 

assertion that the old church had nearly collapsed need not be taken literally; the repairs seem to 

have been quite limited in scppe. 

The fifth-century basilica, thus restored in the eighth century, apparently suffered serious damage in 

1084, when the Normans of Robert Guiscard ravaged the entire quarter of the Campo Marzo ®. As a rule 

one is inclined to mistrust medieval reports of churches being destroyed by looting soldiers, but in this parti- 

cular case the building really does seem to have been badly damaged. In any event, in the following decades 

it was rebuilt almost in its entirety; as witnessed by the consecration of the High Altar and of a second altar 

in 1112, by the transfer of more relics in 1118-1119, and finally by the consecration of the church itself in 1130 

by Anacletus II«. The building technique of the clerestorey walls, their brickwork, the type of mortar, the 

proportions of the Windows, and finally the blind arcades, combine to indicate a date in the early twelfth 

century. 
The campanile is so similar in technique to the clerestorey walls that one hesitates to view it as a construc- 

tion eighty years later in date. However, our knowledge of the development of masonry technique in medieval 

Rome is as yet so limited, that it is probably best to accept the date generally proposed for the campanile, and 

to link it with the reconsecration of the church in 1196'. 

(1) Pesarlvi, loc, cit,\ Ferrua, loc. cit. 

(2) See above, p. 173. 

(3) See above, p. 161, dig, 772-795- 

(4) See above, p. 161, dig. 783 and p. 178. 

(5) See above, p. 161, dig. 1084. 

(6) See above, p. 161, digs. 1112, ii 18-1119, 1130* 

(7) See above, p. 162, dig. 1196. 
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H. — HISTQRICAL POSITION 

In masonry technique, over-all proportions, and details such as the Windows, the original 

church fits perfectly into the group of Ghristian basilicas which became Standard in Rome in 

the first half of the fifth century. In fact, the proportions of S. Lorenzo in Lucina coincide almost 

exactly with those of S. Vitale (401-417) in both churches the nave is 150 R. ft. long and 50 R. 

ft. wide. One gets the impression that, time and again, a Standard plan was being used for parish 

churches. In only one main feature does S. Lorenzo in Lucina differ substantially from its sister 

buildings: the stilted apse is unique among fifth-century Roman churches. As early as the fourth 

century the basilica urbana at Salona was apparently provided with a chancel in front of the apse, 

but unlike the continuous curve at S. Lorenzo in Lucina, the Salona chancel was separated from the 

apse by setbacks at the apse shoulders. 

The remodelling of the late eighth century added a minor apse to the side-room which lay on 

the West side of the main apse; no extraordinary feature in the picture of Roman architecture about 

800. 

The twelfth-century rebuilding, on the other hand, shows one remarkable element: the blind 

arcades which frame the clerestorey Windows. Unknown elsewhere in Rome, it is a common fea¬ 

ture in twelfth-century Ravenna. S. Agata, S. Giovanni Evangelista, and S. Spirito in Ravenna, 

were all rebuilt in the twelfth century and all have the same blind arches. So too does the abbey 

church at Pomposa (1112); whence it may seem that influences from Ravenna were felt in the re¬ 

building of S. Lorenzo in Lucina which took place after 1084. 

(1) G. Matthiae, “Basiliche palcocristiane con ingresso a polifora BolL d^Arte, XLII (1957), pp. 107 ff. 

(2) G. Gerola, ‘‘ II quadriportico di S. Agata*’, Felix Ravenna^ N. S., IV (1934)» PP* ^5 ff*; Idem, Uarchitettura deuterobizantina in Ravenna^ 

Ravenna, 1921, pp. 68 ff. 



S. LORENZO IN PANISPERNA 

{R. Krautheimer) 

Documentary evidence makes it seem highly probable that the church of S. Lorenzo in Panisperna ^ 

occupies the site of the basilica S. Laurentii in Formosum. The latter disappears from the list of Roman chur- 

ches at the very time when S. Lorenzo in Panisperna first appears in the early versions of the Mirabilia^ ca. 

1030 Since the “ ecclesia martyris quae ponitur Formonsis ’’ or “ laurentii in formonso ubi assatus est ” or simply 

sci laurentii in formonso ” was well known to the author of the Itinerarium Einsidlense and was restored under 

Hadrian I, 772-795 it must have been an Early Christian or, at latest, a seventh-century oratory. The only 

two papal gifts it ever received, according to the Liber Pontificalis, were both presented by Leo III. One, a 

small textile, the other a lighting fixture {canistrurrC)^ weighing only two pounds seven ounces, ® are among the 

smallest of Leo III’s generous donations to Roman churches. It would thus seem that S. Lorenzo in Formonso 

was an insignificant oratory even in Carolingian times. However, it was then, and throughout the Middle 

Ages, constantly referred to as the site of Saint Lawrence’s martyrdom, where he was roasted ”, ubi assatus 

est 

On the other hand, archaeological evidence for an Early Christian structure on the site is completely 

unknown. The present church, single naved, flanked by chapels and continued by a long nuns* choir, 

dates from 1565-1574, and was consecrated in 1577. It has been maintained that the present church was pre- 

ceded by a larger one consisting of a nave and two aisles but no evidence in support of this thesis has been 

offered, nor is any date proposed for the earlier building. On the contrary, Ugonio seems to suggest that until 

1565 the church was small and single-naved, and that the side chapels were added in the late sixteenth cen- 

tury®. Ugonio also reports an altar dedicated by Boniface VIII in 1300®, which he saw in an underground 

vault beneath the high altar. 

The only early structures found on the site of the church are Roman. A mosaic pavement exists, below 

the wall which leads from the Street to the atrium, 2.66 m. below Street level; and a number of rooms lie below 

the substructures of the nuns’ choir, their walls combining brick and reticulate, and therefore presumably of 

early second-century date, their floors paved with mosaic. It thus seems possible that the original oratory 

of S. Lorenzo in Formonso was established in a room which once formed part of a Roman building. This hypo- 

thesis is supported by a passage in the Mirabilia, ‘‘ ... in panisperna palatium Tiberinum ubi Decio et Valerianus re¬ 

cesserunt mortuo beato Laurentio... ” and by a corresponding remark of Flavio Biondo’s about 1447, “ 

nasterio di S. Lorenzo in Panisperna fu edificato nelle therme de Olimpiade... ” 

(1) Bibliography: Biondo, Roma ristaurata (1447), ed. Venice, 1543, c. 28^; Fra Mariano da Firenze, Itinerarium Urbis Romae (1517), 

ed, E. Bulletti (Studi di Antichita Cristiana^ 2), Rome, 1931, p. 206; Ugonio, Sialioniy c. 74 ff.; Andrea da Rocca di Papa, Memorie Storiche... 

di S. Lorenzo in Panisperna^ Rome, 1893; Hulsen, Chiese, pp. 292 f.; Armellini-Cecchelli, CkiesCy pp. 249 ff. 

(2) Hulsen, loc. cit. 

(3) Lanciani, Itin. EinsidL, coi. 442; see also Hulsen, “La pianta di Roma delVAnonimo Einsidlense Diss. Pont. Accad., IX (1907), pp. 393, 

401, 402, 404. 

(4) LP, I, 507. 

(5) LP, II, 90. 

(6) See above, note 3, and Urlichs, Codex Urbis Romae topographicuSy Wurzburg, 1871, pp. 94, 131. 

(7) Andrea da Rocca di Papa, op. cit.^ p. 12. 

(8) Ugonio, Stationi^ c. 76: Epicciola chiesa ma con alcune cappellette a nuovo nwdello politamente acconda... Vanno /574... e circa i medenmi tempi 

riconsecrata... 

(9) Ibid,, Ha sotto una chiesoletta sotterranea dove si vede un^altare cke al tempo di... Bonifatio Vlll... nel i$oo... a di 23 di luglio fu a S. Lorenzo 

dedicato come e quivi in una pietra notato...**; Franzini, Roma antica e moderna, Roma, 1653, p, 372, Bonifacio Vlll per una inscriuiotie... nella 

cappella sotto l*altar maggiore... **. 

(10) Urlichs, Codex topographicus, p. 94. 

(11) Biondo, loc. cit.; repeated by Fra Mariano, loc. cit., and later guide books. 
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S. LUCIA IN SELCIS 

(/?, Krautkeimery W, Frankl^ S, Corbett) 

The church and the adjoining convent buildings of S. Lucia in Selcis ^ extend along the Southern side of 

the Via in Selcis, a stone’s throw to the west of the titulus Sylvestri or Equitii^ next to the church of S. Martino 

ai Monti. A church dedicated to Saint Lucia was established ‘‘ near S. Silvestro ” by Honorius I (625-638) 

By the time of Leo III (795-816) a diaconia had been installed there, but nothing indicates the date of its foun- 

dation, whether under Honorious I or at any time between his and Leo III’s pontificates. By the late eighth 

century, church and diaconia bore the epithet in Orthea or in Orfea^ obviously a topographical indication The 

church was repaired and received some very minor donations, textiles and a corona^ under Leo and his suc¬ 

cessor To the year 847 the Liber Pontificalis assigns the legendary exorcism, by Leo IV, of a dragon “ in 

some obscure and hidden caves... near the basilica of Santa Lucia... which is situated in Orphea ” By the 

early twelfth century the indication “ in Orphea ” had been replaced by the term “ in selce ” which has 

survived to this day At that time the church was a titulus and it retained this status until 1586, when 

deprived of it by Sixtus V 

The present church of S. Lucia in Selcis was attributed by contemporary sources to Maderno ® and it is 

certainly a seventeenth-century construction. Dedicated in 1604, it stands at the footofthe sloping Street, and 

is surrounded by the walls of a convent of the same date, occupied by a congregation of Augustinian nuns. 

This community has been in charge of the church since 1604^. The entrance to both church and convent 

is near the bottom of the hili. Adjoining the Augustinian convent and higher up the Street, is a far older 

structure, occupied by a second convent, of Benedictine nuns. 

The fa^ade of this older structure, as it flanks the Street, consists of three parts (fig. 158, Pl. XIV). To- 

wards the bottom of the slope, immediately next to the early seventeenth-century convent, but set back a few 

centimeters, stands a narrow tower-like construction (structure I), rising four stories high above its basement. 

The masonry, to the level of the second-floor window, is medieval brickwork; higher up it is plaster-faced 

and of indefinite date. To the left, the medieval brickwork continues, without a break, into a vertical pilaster 

and, beyond, into the right hand part of a second construction, further uphill (structure II). The latter attains 

the same height as structure I but is wider. While its lowest courses are hidden by secondary reinforcement, 

apparently of sixteenth- or seventeenth-century date (it appears on Vasi’s engraving, 1746-1764), and its top 

floor is built in much the same way as the corresponding floor of structure I, the three intervening stories of 

structure II are of considerable importance to our present study. Only in its right half is the brickwork me¬ 

dieval; the left half has brick masonry of a very different kind. The bricks are 2.9-4.9 cm. thick and the mortar 

beds 1.7-2.5 cm. high, giving a modulus of 8 bricks and 8 mortarbeds in a height of 50 cm. The bricks vary 

in color from light yellow to deep red. These factors, taken together, point to a late antique, possibly fourth 

(1) Bibliography: Biondo, Roma ristaurata (1447), Venice, 1543, c. 31; Ugonio, Vatican Library, Barb. lat. 1994, p. 204 (f. io8v.) and 

Barb, lat. 2160, f. 172V.; Panciroli, Tesori nascosti, Rome, 1600, p. 432; Franzini, Roma antica e moderna, Rome, 1653, pp, 360 f.; Martin- 

ELLi, Roma ex ethnica sacra, 1653, p. 164; Parati, Ghiesa di S. Lucia in Selci Album, XIV (1847), p. 945; Rohault de Fleury, Les 

saints de la Messe, 1893 ff., II, 89!., Pl. 147, 148; Hulsen, Chiese, p. 306; Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiese, p. 273. 

(2) LP, I, 324: “ Fecit ecclesiam beatae Luciae in urbe Roma iuxia sanctum Silvestrum quam et dedicavit et multa dona optulil 

(3) Lanciani, Itin. EinsidL, coi. 440: *^..,ad scam. Ludam in Orthea**; coi. 444: Sca. lucia in ortheo**. 

(4) P* II • diaconia sanctae Luciae in Orfea fecit vestem... **; ibid., p. 21: “ ... in diaconia sanctae Luciae quae appellatura Orphea... **; 

ibid., p. 28: **... sarta tecta beatae Luciae martyris quae ponitur in Orphea... ibid., p. 77: in basilica beate Lucie... quae appellatura Orfea... **. 

(5) iio* in primo... pontificatus sui anno, iuxta basilicam beatae Luciae martyris, quae in Orphea sita est, in quibusdam tetris abditisque 

cavernis...**. 

(6) LP, II, 313: Stepkanus {cardinalis) sanctae Luciae in silice...** under the year ii 18-1119. 

(7) Franzini, op. cit., 361: “ ...w dirb il titolo in sino a Sisto V...**. 

(8) Baglioni, Vite dei pittori... (1642), Naples, 1743, p. 197: “ La chiesa e il Monastero di S. Lucia in Selce ha avuto il Maderno per architetto... **. 

(9) Franzini, op. cit., p. 361; ‘‘ Queste monache sotto la regola di S. Agostino la ristorarono da fondamenta {scii, the church) e finita che fu si con- 

sacro Vanno 1604... 
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century date, Like the medieval brickworkj this masonry terminates above the fourth floor leveL It is impor¬ 

tant to note the traces of two arched openingSj at the fourth floor level, which are part of the original ma- 

sonry. They are blocked with medieval brickwork but their outlines are clearly visible. Of the one to the 

rightj only the left hand jamb and springing are preserved, The one to the left, on the other hand, is nearly 

complete. It is 2.45 m, wide and a full 3*50 m, high, Its base coincides with the top of the seventeenth-cen- 

tury third-floor window. 

The late antique brickwork of structure II continues, without a break^ into the adjoining fa^ade of struc¬ 

ture III, further uphill. Distinguished from structure II by another sct-back, it is now roughly 20 m, long. 

It may originally have continued further to the left, but its upper end has been completely rebuilt in medieval 

brickwork, which includes a massive projecting buttress. On the ground floor the fa^ade retains traces of five 

shop openings, of the type common in Roman insulae^ varying in width from 2.80 to 3,80 m. The piers be- 

tween the openings are made of tr averti ne blocks, irreguiar in size, and perhaps in second use, The openings 

were spanned by flat brick arches, of which only one survives, Above that level, however, the structure is 

well preserved, including the relieving arches, which spring from the tops of the piers and indicate the vault- 

ing of the shops. The five openings are blocked up in vaiious types of masonry, presumably having been 

closed at different times; each blocking wall shows traces of a small arched doorway, itself in turn blocked up, 

One of the blocking walls is buiit of large tufa blocks, possibly taken from the Servian wall, as often happened 

in the eighth and ninth centuries; one is partly blocked with late medieval brickwork; and a third has small 

peperino blocks, such as were commonly used in Rome in the fifteenth century* 

Seven meters above the level of the linteis which formerly spanned the shop openings, we see a row of 

five large, arched Windows, the easternmost only half preserved* Originally, no other opening pierced the broad 

and high late antique walh which intervenes bctween the upper Windows and the relieving arches of the Street- 

Fig. 158 ~ S. Lucia in Selcis, Fagade of adjacent convent (Photo; Sansaini), 
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level opcnings. The uppcr Windows are blocked with bnckwork of high medieval type and, although at a 

slightly higher Icvcl, corrcspond exactly in sizc, style of brickwork, and in the mode of their blocking, with 

the two openings observed in the fa^ade of structure II. However, neither in their shape, with half round 

arches, nor in their large size, 2.50 m. wide and 3.50 m. high, nor in their close spacing (they are only 1.30 m. 

apart) do thcsc Windows conform to the pattern which is common in the secular architecturc of late antique 

Rome. 
Behind fa^ades II and III, the interior of the building remains, as yet, practically unknown. The few 

observations which Frankl was able to make when he was briefly admitted, some twenty-two years ago, are 

nccessarily sketchy. They are only prcsentcd here in the hope of stimulating a more thorough investigation, 

which is highly desirable. Only thus might further and more definite rcsults be obtained. Frankl observed 

that: 

1) The dividing wall between structures II and III is perpcndicular to the fagade and secms to be ancient. 

In one place near ground level several large blocks of tufa were seen, also some brickwork and a block of tra- 

vertine. The wall is probably contemporary with the fa^ade, especially since the fagade is set back at the 

point of intersection. On the east side of this wall a ramp with low steps ascends to the main floor of struc¬ 

ture III. 

2) A parallel wall stands about twelve meters to the south of the fa^ade in structure III. At the only 

point where it could be examined, the masonry seemed to belong to the baroque period. 

In the 1580’s Ugonio saw the fa5ade of structure III more or less as we see it at present, and recorded 

it in his collectanea^ by description and 

^ in a drawing ^ His sketch (fig. 159) 

-p--- ^ shows four of the travertine piers 

I fhe ground floor (A columnae seu 
perticae e tiburtino); the blockings of 

f -- the shop openings with tufa blocks 

T-’ {E, lapides quadrati tuphei (?) Albani) •, 

\ ‘ the relieving arches {F, Arcus magnae 

1 ^ 5 (^) superstites); the five upper 

?***1- ^ I openings (G, Fenestrae superiores muro 

** occlusae). A minor divergence in his 

* 9' A’ • sketch is the presence, at the right hand 

****]^^^ ground floor openings, of a 
^ huilt with polished stone blocks 

iVpH nun flSir I 1 ^ I , the one in existence. Beyond this pier 

' V 1^**^ f Ugonio noted not the fa^ade of 
structure II, as one would expect, 

. • but a ramp with steps which ascen- 

upper floor of structure ded to the 

III (A, Scala S. Luciae)^ and a brick 

wall enclosing it (5, Murus lateritius). 

The top of the ramp seems to disap- 

pear behind the right hand edge of 

the fa9ade of structure III. Higher 

up and to the right, Ugonio sketched 

in two arches, without explanation. 

In his notes in Barb. lat. 2160, f. 172^^, 

Ugonio comes back to the problem of the ramp, and makes it quite ciear that the church or oratory was 

upstairs: “ ^4 questa chiesa si sale per molti scalini... 

Ugonio’s sketch leaves us uncertain where the ramp and its retaining wall stood in relation to fagade III. 

Traces of a former stairway are stili discernible, Crossing the Central shop opening and leading to a corbelled 

balcony in front of the tali, marble-framed doorway, now blocked up, which appears in the right hand part 

of fa^ade III. The blocked-up holes for the balcony corbel-stones are easily seen. However, this can hardly 

be the ramp drawn by Ugonio, as his drawing shows the shop fronts unencumbered by any stairway. The 

ramp which he saw might have been at right-angles to the fagade, Crossing the breadth of Via in Selcis, but 

159 — S. Lucia in Selcis. 

Ugonio, sketch of facade (Vatican Library) 

(i) Vatican Library, Barb. lat. 1994^ p. 204, and Barb. lat. 2160, f. 172V. He evidently took his notes for inclusion in the Stationi while 
the church was stili title church. 
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this is unlikely* Perhaps it was parallel to fa^ade II; ihe refacing wall which hides the lower part of the 

fagade could also hide the scar of the stairs* In either case^ they would have led to a corbelled balcony; other- 

wise the ramp would have blocked the little arched doorway which stili exists, at Street level, directly under- 

neath the blocked marble frame. Yet anothcr possibility is^ that Ugonio sketched the stairs which stili exist 

inside the buildingj as though they 

were seen from outside. 

Ugonio gave no further descrip¬ 

tio n of the ecclesia S, Luciae^ as it pre- 

sented itself in the late sixteenth cen- 

turyj beyond mentioning its upstairs 

location; possibly it was at the level 

of the five large openmgs^ high up in 

fagade IIL However^ to quote a cont- 

emporary^ it was “ a room rather 

than a church ” perhaps no more 

than a small oratory on an upper 

floor. 

It is not surprising that the late 

antique fagades along Via in Selcis 

have given rise to numerous hypotheses» 

They obviously did not belong to an 

insula or apartment house of ordinary 

Roman type^ despite the shops on the 

ground floor* For one thing, the five 

arched opcnings on the top floor (or 

seven, if we count those in fagade II 

as well) are not at all like the small 

rectangular Windows usually found in Roman apartment houses. As a rule^ in Roman architecturCj Windows 

of this size and shape are characteristic of semi-public or public buildingSj whether secular or ecclesiasticaL 

True, the openings on the top floor at S* Luda could be the openings of a loggia or corridor^ running in front 

of the apartmentSj rather than Windows. But this leaves unexplained a second element, unorthodox andj 

indeed, inexplicable in an apartment house: the high expanse of wall, originally unbroken by any openings^ 

which extends from the shops below^ to the silis of the arched openings on the fourth floor* 

Under the circumstances^ it was tempting to interpret the travertine piers of the shop openings on the 

ground floor, as the nave pillars of an early Christian basilica, the relieving arches which rest on them then 

being regarded as its arcades* The high unbroken wall above would represent the triforium zone, and the 

openings on the top floor would be the Windows of the clerestory* According to this hypothesis, a corresponding 

wall with arcade and clerestorey zone would have risen on the opposite side of Via in Selcis, the nave of 

the basilica having occupied the width of the Street, 

The hypothesis is ingenious, but hardly tenable* The archcs on the ground floor were never open, but are 

relieving arches. Also, no trace of a corresponding high basilica wall has been found on the opposite side of 

Via in Selcis, nor has anything been found that might represent an apse* Also, while the original brickwork 

of the two fagades is not later than the third or fourth century, no document earlier than Honorius I (625- 

638) mentions a church in that neighborhood; and the church imagined in the foregoing hypothesis would 

have been a large one, 
We propose a different explanation, The features which characterize the fagade at S, Lucia in Selcis are 

(a) the sloping hili, (b) the shop openings on the ground floor, (c) the high rising wall above, unbroken by 

Windows, and (d) the arched openings on top* Just these elements, it seems to us, mark another late antique 

building in Rome, the so-called Library of Agapitus It consists of a large hali, its wall unbroken from the 

pavement to the large arched Windows of a clerestorey* It rests on the vaults of a basement, in which a row 

of shops are laid out along the slope of the climis ScaurL By analogy, one might suggest that the fagade which 

flanks Via in Selci is the right hand flank of just such a hall, The entrance would have been from the top 

of the slope, near the titulus Equitii^ and its floor would have been supported by the vaults of the shops, laid 

out in the basement along the slope of the Street, The termination of the hall on the downhill side remains 

(1) Franzini, Qp. 1653, p. 361: Siito F.,. ^)£dendola piu tosto ridoUa alia forma d*una sianza che di chiesa^.^”* 

(s) H.-I. Marrou, Autour de Ia bibliotheque du Pape Agapite ”, M^t. Ec. Franf., XLVIII (1931), pp, 124 ff*, as quoted above, vol, I, 

p, 3SOj no, I, 
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in doubt; the angle which separated fagade III from fagade II may indicate a separate bay, preceding a semi- 
circular apse; or else the apse, instead of being semicircular, could have been rectangular; its right hand 
flank being represented by fagade II with its two Windows. 

Whatever the details, the hall at S. Lucia in Selcis would have been a secular basilica, a public or semi- 
public building, of late third or fourth-century date. Whether it was stili preserved in its entirety, when Hono¬ 
rius installed in it the “ ecclesia sanctae Luciae ”, remains an open question. By that time, in the second quarter 
of the seventh century, it could well have been damaged and remodelled. Certainly, it had been completely 
changed by the ninth century. The smallness of the donations made by Leo III and Gregory IV makes it 
obvious that in their time S. Lucia in Selcis was but a tiny oratory, installed presumably in the upper storey 
of the old building. It remained a small upstairs sanctuary until the late sixteenth century. 



SS. MARCELLINO E PIETRO ON THE VIA LABICANA 

{R. Krautheimer, after F. W. Deichmam and A. Tschira) ^ 

A. — BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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Marucchi, “ La cripta storica dei SS. Pietro e Marcellino ”, N.B.A.C., IV (1898), p. 137 ff. 

Tomassetti, La Campagna Romana, III, Rome, 1913, p. 388 ff. 

Styger, Katakomben, 1933, p. 198 ff. 

Idem, Mdrtyrergriifte, 1935, p. 205 ff. 

Marucchi, Le Catacombe Romane, Rome, 1933, p. 312 ff. 

Cecchelli-Persico, SS. Marcellino e Pietro {Le Chiese di Roma Illustrate, no. 36), 1938. 

Deichmann, Report on investigations of Late Roman rotundas in Rome and Latium, Jbch. Dtsch. Archaeol. 

Inst., Arch. Anz., LVI (1941), p. 733 ff*. 

Deichmann-Tschira, “ Das Mausoleum der... Helena und die Basilika der Heiligen Marcellinus und Pe¬ 

tii”, Jbch. Dtsch. Archaeol. Inst., LXXII (1957), p. 44 ff®. 

Krautheimer, “ Mensa-Coemeterium-Martyrium ”, Cahiers Archeologiques, XI (1960), p. 15!. 

B. — ANCIENT DESCRIPTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS 

1. DESCRIPTIONS 

No old descriptions of the basilica, or of its ruin, have survived. 

2. ILLUSTRATIONS 

Plan, possibly of precinct and apse of basilica, engraving; Bosio, op. cit., 1632, p. 323; repeated in 

Aringhi, op. cit., II, p. 51. 

C. — DATES 

303 — 305 Martyrdom of Peter and Marcellinus in Rome during the persecution under Diocle- 

tian, and burial of their remains through Lucilia, as reported to Damasus in his 

boyhood by the executioner himself; see below, digest 366-384. 

(1) This chapter on the basilica of SS. Marcellino e Pietro on the Via Labicana is based largely on the publications of Professors Deich¬ 
mann and Tschira, and we wish to express warm gratitude for permission to use their discoveries. We are particularly grateful to them for 
allowing us to reproduce their plan of the excavations (our Pl. XV) and their reconstructions of the basilica (figs. 163-166). 

Since the Corpus is concemed only with the basilica of SS. Marcellino e Pietro, our bibliography and list of dates includes few items which 
refer primarily or exclusively to the catacomb, or to the Mausoleum of Helena. For the latter see Deichmann, and Deichmann-Tschira, op. 
cit.; for the catacomb, the various publications of Marucchi and Styger should be consulted. 

(a) Quoted as Deichmann, 1941, 
(3) Q.uoted as Deichmann-Tschira, 1951. 
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313 — ca. 320 Brickstamps O F S R {officina summae rei fisci Domitiani) found in masonry of Maus¬ 

oleum of Helena (Deichmann, 194^5 ?/•> CIL^ XV. i, nos. 159^ ff*) 

324 — 326 Coin of Constantine, minted during these years, found embedded in mortar of Mau¬ 

soleum of Helena (Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 61). 

314 — 335 During the pontificate of Sylvester, Constantine is reported to have buiit inter duas 

lauros a basilica in honor of two martyrs, the presbyter Marcellinus and the exor- 

cist Peter, and a mausoleum for his mother, Helena; fecit Augustus Constantinus 

basilicam beatis martyribus Alarcellino presbitero et Petro exorcista,., et mysileum ubi mater 

ipsius sepulta est Helena Augusta^ via Lavicana^ miliario ///”. For the love of his mo- 

ther and the veneration of the Saints ”, Constantine endowed these foundations 

with two sets of gifts Firstly, a gold paten, a huge golden chandelier, four gold- 

plated candlesticks each 12 fect high, and a silver altar weighing 200 pounds, were 

placed in front of the porphyry sarcophagus of the empress; ...patenam auream... 

coronam auream... cum delfinos CXX... candelabra argentea auroclusa in pedibus XII ////, 
pens. lib. CC... altarem ex argento purissimo pens. lib. CC, ante Sepulchrum Beatae Helenae 

Augustaey qui sepulcrum est ex metallo porphyrethicus exculptus sigillis Secondly, the 

basilica of the martyrs was endowed with another altar weighing 200 pounds and 

numerous altar vessels, among them a goblet of gold, inscribed with the name of 

the dowager empress; item in basilica sanctorum Petri et Marcellini donum dedit: 

altare ex argento purissimo^ pens. lib. CC..., patena aureas... //, scyphum aureum maiorem 

purissimum^ ubi nomen Augustae designatur^ pens. lib. XX... ”. The list of the endowment 

of the basilica continues with the enumeration of many other gifts, such as 900 

pounds of nard oil and 100 pounds of balsam annually, for incense for the holy 

martyrs, incensum sanctis martyribus suprascriptis... ”; and huge landed properties 

including the fundus Laurentium ^ which had been the property of dowager-em- 

press Helena, extending from Porta Maggiore to Centocelle, between the Via 

Prenestina and the Via Latina; also other holdings in Italy and Sardinia. The 

whole endowment, with an income of 3750 solidi, is the largest of the donations 

attributed by the Liber Pontificalis to Constantine, except for those assigned to 

the Lateran, the Lateran Baptistery and, supposedly, St. PauPs (CP, I, p. 182)^ 

354 The Depositio Martyrum mentions the feast of Gorgonius, ‘‘Gorgone in Lavicana”, 

without further identifying the site (Marucchi, Catacombe^ p. 20). The phrase in 

the Depositio^ “ Clementis Semproniani Clavi Pficostrati in comitatum ”, could refer to 

the Quattro Coronati and the site “ inter duas lauros ”, but the identification remains 

unproved. 

366 — 384 Epitaph at the tomb of Marcellinus and Peter inside the catacomb, composed by Pope 

Damasus: 
Marcelline tuum pariter Petriq. sepulcrum 

percussor retulit Damaso mihi cum puer essem: 

haec sibi carnificem rabidum mandata dedisse^ 

sentibus in mediis vestra ut tunc colla secaret^ 

ne tumulum vestrum quisquam cognoscere posset. 

Vos alacres vestris MANibus fodisse sepulcra 

candidule^ occultoS POSt quae iacuisse sub antro; 

postea commonitAM VEstra pietate Luciliam 

hic placuisse magis saNCTissima condere membra. 

The text is preserved in the Passio Marcellini et Petri (see below, dig. Fifth Century, 

but does not appear in any of the eighth- and ninth-century syllogai. A fragment 

of the original inscription was found in 1913, reused in the pavement of SS. Quattro 

Coronati (Ferrua, op. cit.^ no. 28, p. 160 ff; from AA. SS.^ Junii, I, p. 173). 

(1) Deichmann, loc. a^jwith reference to C/L, XV, no. 15901., and H. Bloch, “I bolli laterizi... Bull. Com., 1938, pp. 181., 182 ff. 

(reprint, Rome, 1947, pp. 313-318) points out the occurence of these stamps in Early Constantinian times and their disappearance in the 

twenties of the fourth century. 

(2) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, passiiriy do not differentiate between the donations to the basilica and those to the mausoleum. 

(3) For the identification of the properties see Deighmann-Tschira, 1957, pp. 75 ff. 

(4) The topographical problems are discussed ibid., pp. 66 ff. 

(5) Deichmann-Tschira, op. dt.y p. 57; I am inclined to consider as spurious the donation list for Saint Paul, as given in the Vita S. Syl- 

vestri in the L. P. 
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Two fragments of an arch inscribed with Damasian lettering, the text unknown, were 

found in the catacomb in 1896, one in the tomb chamber of the two martyrs, the 

other in an adjoining cubiculum (Crostarosa, op. ciL, p. 120; Marugchi, op. 

cit., 1898, p. 154). 

Two further epigrams of Damasus are known, commemorating Tiburtius and Gor- 

gonius respectively, the latter “ ... magno sub vertice montis».. ’’ (Ferrua, op. cit.y 

nos. 31, 32, p. 164 fF), presumably from the site ‘‘ inter duas Lauros The first of 

these is known through the syllogai of Tours and Centula; the second through 

those of Lorsch and Tours, and through fifteenth- and seventeenth-century copies 

of the original, which survived in the pavement ofS. Martino ai Monti until 1651. 

Shortly after 422 The Martyrologium Hieronymianum lists the feasts of Marcellinus and Peter “ in 

cimiterio inter duos lauros via labicana milario quarto ” on June 2, and of Tiburtius via 

lavicana inter duas lauros on August ii. The latter is here mentioned for the first 

time. The Martyrologium also mentions 30 un-named martyrs, on December 22 

[AA. SS.^ Novembris, II, 2; see also H. Delehaye, Les origines du culte des martyrs^ 

Brussels, 1933, p. 280). 

Fifth century (?) Composition of the Passio SS. Marcellini et Petri^ relating the martyrdom of Saints Mar¬ 

cellinus and Peter and their burial ‘‘ Via Labicana milliario tertio... in inferiori parte 

cryptae far down in the catacomb, near the cubiculum which had been built 

by two of Tiburtius’ relatives, Firmina and Lucilia, close to the tomb of the martyr 

Tiburtius {AA. SS.^ Junii, I, p. 173 ff). 

536 — 555 Repair of damage to the catacomb chamber of Saints Marcellinus and Peter, which 

had been occasioned during the Gothic siege; also, possibly, the replacement of 

Pope Damasus’ epitaph by a copy. This was recorded iii an inscription of Pope 

Vigilius, which may have existed in more than one copy. One, in the coemeterium 

Jordanorum has been transmitted through the syllogai of Lorsch IV and Verdun; 

another was at duas lauros^ and a fragment of it, found in 1804, is preserved in the 

Lateran Museum: 

“ Dum peritura gethae posuissent castra sub urbe 

mouerunt scis bella nefanda prius 

Istaque sacrilego uerterunt corde sepulchra 

martyribus quondam sita sacrata piis 

Quos monstrante deo damasus sibi papa probatos 

affixo monuit carmine iure coli 

Sed periit titulus confracto marmore scs 

nec tamen his iterum posse latere fuit 

Diruto uigilius nam mox haec papa gemescens 

hostibus expulsis omne nouauit opus 

(De Rossi, Inscriptionesy II, loo-ioi. See also idem^ II Museo epigrafico cristiano 

Lateranense”, R.A.C.y ser. 3, I (1876), p. 125, and ibid. ser. 3, II (1877), p. 21). 

625 — 638 The Itinerarium Salisburgense clearly distinguishes the burial place of Tiburtius and 

that of Marcellinus and Peter. The former was to the North of, or inside the ba¬ 

silica ^ and, in any event, above ground; while the latter was down in the cata¬ 

comb: in aquilone parte ecclesiae Helenae primus Tiburtius martyr. Postea intrabis in 

speluncam ibi pausant SS. Martyres Petrus pbr. et Marcellinus mar. Postea in interiore antro 

Gorgonius... et in uno loco in interiore speclunca XL mart. Et in altero XXX Mar. et in tertio 

IIII coronatos et sca. Helena in sua rotunda (De Rossi, Roma Sotterranea^ I, p. 139). 

625 — 638 Pope Honorius I restores the cemetery of SS. Marcellinus and Peter on the Labi¬ 

cana: Renovavit et cymiterium beatorum... Marcellini et Petriy Via Lavicana (ZP, I, 

324)- 
Ga. 635 — 642 The Epitome Salisburgense {de locis sanctorum martyrum) mentions the church of Saint 

Helena on the Via Labicana, where she is buried together with Peter, Marcellinus 

(i) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 78, refer the phrase in aquilone parte ecclesiae Helenae to a site inside the basilica, and specifically to 

its high altar* I would prefer it to mean a site North of the basilica. I admit the difficulty of having to identify the “ ecclesia Helenae ’* with 

the basilica of Marcellinus and Peter, but I would rather assume a lapsus calami of the scribe; it would not be his only mistake. It would be 

difficult, in my opinion, to describe the basilica as lying to the North of the mausoleum; its deviation from the west axis being but 20 degrees. 

25 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbktt - Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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772 — 795 

816 — 817 

827 

827 — 844 

847 — 855 

855 — 858 

and Tiburtius, and many other martyrs in the catacomb: “ Via ... lavicana ecclesia 

est scae elenae ubi ipsa corpore iacet ibi sci isti dormiunt, petrus. marcellirms. tyburtius... XXX 

milites. Gorgonius... IIII coronati... et in cryptis innumera man multitudo sepulta iacet ” 

(De Rossi, Roma sotterranea., I, p. 148). 

Pope Hadrian I restores the cemetery of Saints Tiburtius, Peter and Marcellinus... 

near the basilica of Saint Helena; repairing its roof and building stairs which, for 

the first time, give access from the church to the graves of Saints Marcellinus and 

Peter: “ Cimiterium... beatorum Petri et Marcellini... iuxta basilicam beatam Elene reno¬ 

vavit', et tectum eius, id est sancti Tiburtii et eorundem sanctorum Petri et Marcellini 

noviter fecit, et grados eius que descendunt ad eorum sacratissima corpora rmviter fecit, quoniam 

nullus erat iam descensus ad ipsa sancta corpora'' {LP, I, 500). 

Pope Stephen IV donates a textile to the basilica of Saint Helena: “ necnon in basilica 

beate Helenae fecit vestem de fundate " {LP, II, 50) 

Theft of the relics of Saints Marcellinus and Peter, by four Frankish monks, acting for 

Einhard. Entering the basilica of Saint Tiburtius, “ in Via Labicana tribus ab urbe 

passum millibus distantem ", they first explored the possibility of opening Saint Ti¬ 

burtius’ tomb and then the tombs of Marcellinus and Peter, “ in criptam eiusdem 

basilicae contiguam ". Three days later they returned, and tried unsuccessfully to 

open the altar under which they supposed the body of S. Tiburtius to rest. They 

then descended to the tombs of Marcellinus and Peter, “ Ingressi Basilicam S. Ti¬ 

burtii, primo altare illud, sub quo eius corpus situm credebatur aperire tentavit... monumen¬ 

tum durissimo marmore extractum, inermes id aperire... repellabat... tumbam Beatorum Mar¬ 

cellini et Petri descendunt... vident S. Marcellini corpus in superioribus eiusdem sepulcri partibus 

positam... ". After removing Saint Marcellinus they returned to the catacomb, some 

nights later, and removed the relics of Saint Peter too; making vows before the 

door of the temple: “ Cumque ad locum venatum esset, votis se prosperanda ante aedis januam 

factis, ingrediuntur... cryptam ad B. Petri corpus accessit... sacra sancti Martyris membra... 

sustulit... " (Eginhardus, Historia translatioris, AA. SS., Junii, I, p. 181 f). 

The relics of Saints Gorgonius and Tiburtius are transferred by Gregory IV to the 

oratory of S. Gregorio in the Vatican basilica: “ in quo... oratorio... corpora beatorum 

martyrum Sebastiani, Gorgonii... ac Tiburtii ex cymeteriis in quibus ante iacebant, per¬ 
duxit" {LP, II, 74). 

The relics of the Quattro Coronati are rediscovered by Leo IV, and deposited in their 

church on the Goelian Hili; but it is not ciear whether they were brought from the 

catacomb of Marcellinus and Peter * on the Via Labicana, or from an earlier 

resting place on the Goelian Hili, where they are listed in the Martyrologium Hie- 
ronymianum *. 

Mention is made, under Pope Benedict IV, of repairs to the roof and the “ portica " 

of a church of Saints Peter and Marcellinus. Whether this refers to the church on 

the Via Labicana, or to the one inside the city, on the Via Merulana, is not known: 

“ ... et in ecclesia beatorum Petri et Marcellini martyrum, cuius tectum iam vetustate positum 

vicinum ruinae existebat, depositis vetustissimis travibus et in aliis impositis a noviter ipsum 

tectum atque portica in circuitu omnia noviter restauravit" (L. P. II, 147). Deichmann has 

pointed out that the basilica on the Labicana had been deprived of most of its 

relics in the thirty years preceding Benedict’s pontificate, and therefore refers the 

passage to the church on the Via Merulana *. 

D. — GENERAL DESCRIPTIQN 

The discovery of a milestone marked MIL. III near the Mausoleum of Helena, 3,30 km. 

outside Porta Maggiore on the Via Casilina, the old Via Labicana, makes it likely that the mauso- 

leum, the catacomb and whatever structures existed nearby, were situated on the land “ inter duas 

(1) Deichmann-Tsghira, i957j P» 8o, assume that the passage refers only to the mausoleum of Helena. 

(2) See above, pp. 192-193. digs. 354, 625-638, and 635-642. 

(3) AA. SS.y Nov. II, 2 and Delehaye, op. ciL^ p. 231. 

(4) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 80; see also above, digs. 827, 827-844, and 847-855. 

(5) CiAMPiNi, De sacris aedificiisy p. 123, and Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p, 66. 
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Fig. r6i — SS. Marcellino e Pictro. Bosio, engraving shovving rotunda and pian of precinct 

with apso and ambulatory, Roma SoUerranea, 1632. 

lauros ” which tradition places near the third {or fourth) miles tone of the Labicana It is prob- 

able that an Imperial villa existed at this place “ inter duas lauros ” from the late second century, but 

it is not certain whether this villa was connected with a large military camp or not As yet, re- 

mains of neither villa nor camp have come to light on the site. However, this is not altogether 

surprising, in view of the size of the estate, which may have extended five miles from the city walls, 

from Porta Maggiore as far as Centocelle, in a wedge which included ali the land between the Via 

Latina and the Labicana On the other hand, it is certain that a graveyard of the equites singula¬ 

res^ the Imperial Horseguards, lay close to the Mausoleum of Helena, presumably in the vicinity of 

the Roman highway. Since the third century, and especially during the last seventy years, tomb- 

stones of the cavalry regiment have been discovered in the area, some possibly dating from the late 

third century; that k, from shortly before the corps is presumed to have been abolished, after 

the battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312 The existence of more lavish mausolea beside the simple 

tombs of the equites singulares has likewise been suspected, some perhaps dating back into Republi- 

can times. 

The structures extant on the site are the following: the Mausoleum of Helena, a huge rotunda, 

(1) The dtstance is given as three mifes by the Liber Pontificalis (see above, p, iga* dig. 313-334) and the Pasm SS* Mamllmi et Petri (dig- 

Fifth Century?), as four miles by the MartyTologium Hieronymianum (dig. Shortly after 422), 

(2) DEicHMAPTN-TscHtRA, 1957, p. 66 ff., dcny the existence of such a camp, based on Holder-Egcer-Aonelu, Liber Pontificalia Eccle^ 

siae Ravennatisy MGH, SS* Red* ItaL et Long*, p, 307, in contrast 10 Tomassetti, op* cit,, p. 339 f^, and Th* Ashby and G. Lugli, La villa 

dei Flavi crbtiani ad duas Lauros”, Mem. Poni* Accad., ser. 3, II (1938), p. 157 ff. 

(3) Deichmank-Tschira, 1957, p. 75, and above, p, 192, dig, 315-335, 

(4) Enrico Jose, as quoted by Deichmann*Tschira, 1957, p, 69 f. and note. 
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8o meters north of the highway, known as Tor Pignattara at least since the sixteenth century; a 

small rectangular chapel with an apse, now called S. Tiburzio standing 70 meters west 6f the 

mausoleum, and serving the congregation of nuns who are in charge of the nearby orphanage; 

finally, the catacomb of SS. Marcellino e Pietro, which extends north, west and south of the chapel 

of Saint Tiburtius, and has the tomb chamber of the principal martyrs immediately underneath 

the chapel. The mausoleum and one region of the catacomb were rediscovered, and the latter cor- 

rectly identified, by Bosio in 1594 He believed the rotunda to be the basilica of Marcellinus 

and Peter, and he thought that it had later taken on the name of Saint Helena, who had been 

buried in it The catacomb chamber enclosing the loculi of Marcellinus and Peter was found 

in 1887, and excavated in 1896 by Stevenson, who correctly explained that the two super- 

imposed loculi, originally in the wall of a gallery, had been subsequently isolated and left standing, 

as the center of veneration, in the middle of an apsed chamber, all hollowed out inside the 

rock* As early as 1887 Stevenson had identified the small apsed chapel, which stands above 

ground, as the chapel of Saint Tiburtius; presumably the one alluded to in the Passio SS. Marcellini 

et Petri^. Bosio provides additional information in his plates and the accompanying notes (fig. 

161) ®. He shows a huge double precinct wall enclosing a rectangular area. An apse projects west- 

ward from its outer wall, while the inner wall has a concentric semicircle of pillars, corresponding 

to the curve of the apse, with more supports continuing north and south. The accompanying leg- 

end explains the enclosed area as the atrium of the church of Saint Helena the double precinct 

wall as the portico of that atrium, and an opening in the center of the apse, supposedly flanked by 

two niches, as the entrance to the atrium. Bosio also saw part of a cross-shaped mausoleum, not 

far from the rotunda. It was groin-vaulted and had four niches, and stood over an underground 

room. At that time, this mausoleum was believed to be the church of Saint Tiburtius 

The catacomb remained accessible after the sixteenth century and was visited and explored to 

some extern. During the construction of the orphanage in 1895, a lucky chance brought remnants 

of foundation walls near the chapel of Saint Tiburtius to light. They had collapsed and subsided 

into the second floor of the catacomb, but examination showed that they contained numerous frag- 

ments of tombstones of the equites singulares An excavation, undertaken by E. Stevenson in 1896, 

uncovered more foundation walls East of the chapel of St. Tiburtius, and also the remnants of a 

large exedra Stevenson recognized that he had discovered the remnants either of a large basi¬ 

lica or of a cemeterial precinct; but his death, in August 1898, put an end to his investigations. On 

the basis of Stevenson’s discoveries, Marucchi deduced the existence of a large Gonstantinian ba¬ 

silica, somewhere between the Mausoleum and the chapel of St. Tiburtius 

(1) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, pf. 54, 70. 

(2) Bosio, ob. cit.y p, 321 (ed. 1650, p. 356); see also Aringhi, op, ciL, p. 48* 

(3) See previous note. 

(4) Ibid.; see also p. 193, dig. Fifth Century (?). 

(5) Ibui.; see also p. 193, dig. Fifth Century^ (?). 

(6) Bosio, op. cit.y p. 321; Aringhi, op. cit.y p. 50 f. 

(7) This proves, incidentally, that the precinct is not meant to enclose the rotunda, as a superficial glance at Bosio’s piate might suggest. 

(8) Bosio, op. cit.y Pl. 325, ...chksa {come si crede) di S. Tiburzio poco lontano dalla chiesa de^ Sanf Marcellino e Pietro nella Via Labica¬ 

na'': and, p. 322, chiesa di S. Tibvrtio a questa vkirtay dalla quale si vedono ancora i vestigi, fosse nominata parimente di S. Elena". 

(9) Crostarosa, op. cit. p. 121. 

(10) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 55. 

(11) Deichmann, 1941, pa$sim\ Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 49. 
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E. — ANALYSIS 

Foliowing their investigations at the Mausoleum of Helena in 1940 and 1953, Deichmann and 

Tschira, in 1956, uncovered the remains of a large basilica to the west of the rotunda, extending 

beyond the present chapel of St. Tiburtius (pl. XV) 

The terrain descends quite steeply towards the Via Labicana, but slopes down gently from the 

mausoleum towards the west and north. The natural cappellaccio lies below the mausoleum at a 

level of -0.50 m. Aside from the catacombs, which are only loosely connected with the layout above 

ground, the excavators were able to distinguish four, perhaps five, components in the complex of 

buildings: an older precinct wall, the basilica, a group of small mausolea, including that of St. 

Tiburtius contiguous to the basilica, the huge rotunda or Mausoleum of Helena, finally perhaps, 

a forecourt to the south of the basilica. The orientation of the precinct, the basilica and the ro¬ 

tunda, is determined by the direction of the Via Labicana and deviates 23 degrees from the normal 

east-west orientation. For the sake of simplicity this deviation is not taken into acount by the exca¬ 

vators, nor will it be referred to by us \ 

The oldest part of the complex was apparently a walled precinct. Its enclosure to the east 

was an opus listatum wall, only 0.45 m. thick. It was found incorporated in the eastern foundation 

wall of the basilica, facing the Mausoleum of Helena, 10 meters distant. In the south-east corner 

of the basilica, the wall rises as high as 6.50 m. above ground level. The same wall appears 13 meters 

further south in the modern stairs which descend to the catacomb. A slight projection at the north- 

east corner of the basilica suggests that the wall also continued to the north of the basilica. The 

north and south walls of the basilica were joined to this pre-existing precinct wall at a slightly obli¬ 

que angle, prossibly so as to fall in with, and perhaps preserve, older structures, presumably mau¬ 

solea, which were enclosed in the precinct. It is likely that the precinct had approximately 

the shape suggested in Bosio’s engraving, but archeological evidence is, as yet, lacking. 

The basilica, the next part of the complex to be built, was joined to the east wall of the 

precinct, with a deviation of 4 ^ degrees from normal. It extended roughly 65 meters westward. It 

was impossible to uncover the building in its entirety and the excavation had to be limited to a 

few key points; the east wall of the basilica, the adjoining north and south walls of what turned 

out to be an inner narthex, the junction of inner north and south piers with the east wall of the 

narthex, four piers along the south side of the nave, a small stretch of the foundation wall 

of the row of supports on the north side, where it begins to curve into the semicircle which termina- 

tes the nave, small parts of the foundations of the outer wall of the south aisle, and a long stretch 

of the same wall curving into the apse (fig. 162). 

For the most part, only foundation walls survive, resting in shallow trenches with sloping sides, 

hewn into the live cappellaccio rock. As a rule, the bottom of these trenches is a platform of cappellaccio^ 

on which rests a solid mass of concrete. The top layers of this mass consist, almost exclusively, of 

fragments of tombstones of the equites singulares, together with chunks of peperino; the interstices 

filled with small tufa stones. AU this material was taken from older mausolea, which were presuma¬ 

bly demolished during the construction of the basilica, A fragment of terracotta cornice with dentil 

frieze may well have belonged to such a mausoleum, possibly of second-century date. The setback 

at the top of the foundation wall is at some points as wide as 0.40 m. Of the wall which stood on 

it, only a few courses are preserved. They consist of opus listatum, two tufa courses alternating as a 

(1) To a large extent the following paragraphs are a paraphrase of the Deichmann-Tschira report, 1957, pp. 51-56. 

(2) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 51, place the deviation at 45 degrees. 
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rule, with two brick courses. The topmost courses of these walls which survive, stand nowhere 

higher than 1.30 m. below the present ground level. 

No trace of the pavement could be observed and even its level is unknown. If it ever existed, it 

must have been thoroughly destroyed by the cemetery which occupied the site of the basilica in 

the Middle Ages. In a num- 

ber of places, medieval gra¬ 

ves were cut into the foun- 

dation walls. The previous 

existence of Early Christian 

graves has been suggested 

by the excavators, but no 

such tombs have been found 

so far. 

Nevertheless, the over-all 

plan of the structure is ciear 

in its individual parts and 

measurements (pl. XV), The 

narthex, between the old pre- 

cinct wall and the east wall 

of the nave, was 6.40 m. 

wide. The basilica was 65 m. 

long, including the narthex, 

and 29 m. wide; the nave 

being 13 m., the two aisles 

each 6.50 m. wide. The thick- 

ness of the foundation walls 

of the nave was 0.93 m., that 

of the aisie walls only 0.55 m.; 

dimensions which speak in fa¬ 

vor of a high nave and low 

aisles. To the west, the nave 

ended in a semicircle, enve- 

loped by an ambulatory 

which was the continuation 

of the aisles. The nave roof 

was supported by rectangular 

piers, 1.73 m. long and 0.90 m. wide; but towards the Western end of the nave, where the 

curve started, the length of these piers diminished to 1.49 m. 

Numerous fragments of painted stucco, found particularly in the later fillings of the tombs in 

the nave, suggest that the rising walls were covered with plaster, painted to imitate marble decora- 

tion. 

It seems that a number of mausolea were attached to the outer wall of the basilica. One has 

survived in the present chapel of S, Tiburtius. It is a rectangular structure, measuring 5.56 by 

6.70 m., with a semicircular apse slightly off axis, facing north. The chapel rises over the 

tomb chamber of Marcellmus and Peter, in the catacomb below. Its south-east corner touches 

the outer curve of the huge apse, and it must be presumed that it was accessible from the basilica, 

although its axis does not conform to the axial system of the basilica. Hence the mausoleum 

Fig. 162 — SS. Marcellino e Pietro. Foundations 

and base of south-wcst pcrimeter wall (Photo; Deichmann-Tschira). 
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may well antedate the basilica, being linked to the larger structure ex post facto. A wall, projecting 

north, at the junction of narthex and northern aisle, suggests the existence of another small mauso- 

leum; so do two spur walls, which butt up to the Southern quarter of the curved perimeter wall 

(fig. 162) and are evidently later than it. None of these mausolea could be investigated during 

the excavations, but some of them might have been built at the same time as the basilica, The re- 

mains of a coemeterium sub divo with numerous and mausolea {celle sepolcrali) were found in 

1896 Among them was a mausoleum of circular plan, roughly 5 meters in diameter. Its walls 

were of opus listatum and the remains of a sarcophagus were found in situ in the interior. This mau¬ 

soleum seems to have been situated to the east of the Tiburtius chapel, but its exact location is 

not given in Stevenson’s notes 

The Mausoleum of Helena is the largest of these funerary monuments and, like all the others, 

it was attached to the walls of the basilica. The excavation has shown beyond doubt, that the west 

wall of its rectangular entrance-hall replaced an earlier east wall of the narthex. The axis of the 

entrance-hall and that of the narthex nearly coincide, and the mausoleum was accessible through 

the narthex of the basilica only. The way from one to the other was through a triple arcade; 

the foundations of which came to light in the excavations of 1957, together with a few remains 

of the rising walls. 

At a later point the narthex of the basilica was remodelled. Four half-piers were built in 

its interior, two projecting eastward from its west wall, two westward from its east wall, in prolon- 

gation of the line of supports in the nave. These piers differ in technique from the walls of basi¬ 

lica and narthex, and are clearly supplementary. At the same time, it would seem, the wall which 

previously separated the narthex from the nave was demolished over most of its length. 

F. — RECONSTRUCTION 

Basing themselves on the long wall which is partly incorporated in the east wall of the narthex 

of the basilica, and on Bosio^s plan, Deichmann and Tschira have convincingly shown that the 

first structure on the site was a huge precinct, rectangular in plan. From Bosio’s plan and the accom- 

panying legend, it appears that the enclosure was lined on all four sides by porticoes, but it is not 

certain how much visible evidence of this survived in his time. Nor can it be proved that the pre¬ 

cinct enclosed older mausolea, although the present chapel of Tiburtius, being off axis, and there- 

fore apparently earlier than the basilica, militates in favor of such an assumption, 

The basilica which came to be inserted in the precinct was a very large buiding, 65 meters, 

that is 220 R. ft. long, and 29 meters or 100 R. ft. wide, including the outer walls (pl. XV). Its 

axis ran more or less west-north-west to east-south-east. It was preceded by a narthex, originally 

undivided, which measured 22 R. ft. in depth, or one tenth of the total length of the structure. An 

entrance, perhaps as much as four meters wide, presumably arched, opened in the south wall of the 

narthex. Deichmann-Tschira assume that the narthex communicated with the nave through three 

arches Excluding the depth of the narthex, the interior was nearly 200 R. ft. long. It was divi- 

ded into a nave and two aisles, the former measuring 13 m., the latter 6.50 m, in ciear width, a pro- 

portion of i :2:i. If we add the thicknesses of the outer walls, and half that of the arcades between 

the aisles and nave, the respective figures are 7.50 and 14 m., or 25 and nearly 50 R. ft. The nave 

(1) Crostarosa, op. cit.f p. 122. 

(2) According to Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 56, note 14, Cod, Vat. laL 16556, f. 167 contains a photograph with a note by Steven- 

soN, Maggio i8g6'\ 

(3) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 52, 
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walls were supported by brick-faced piers, originally numbering seven. on either side, between the 

narthex and apse curve, Each pier was 1.73 by 0.93 m. or nearly six by three R. ft., except for the 

last pier before the curve of the apse, which was only five R. ft. in length, The distances between the 

piers seem to have averaged 3,50 m., or 12 R. ft., a distance which was certainly spanned by arches 

(fig, 163). The outside wall 

of the aisles continued in a 

huge apse, as is apparent from 

the curved part of the foun- 

dation wall which was exca- 

vated, The existence of the 

apse is further confirmed by 

Bosio’s plan; for the exedra, 

which his engraving shows 

projecting westward from the 

precinct wall, can be nothing but the outer apse wall of the basilica. The row of piers which 

Bosio shows inside the curved outer wall, are apparently the piers which supported the apse of the 

nave and separated it from the surrounding ambulatory. Bosio marks the piers so precisely that it 

can hardly be doubted that he saw some of them. Thus, in ali likelihood, the piers and arches of the 

aisles continued around the half-circle of the apse. If we 

assume, as the excavators do, that there were shorter piers and 

narrower arches in the curved part, the number of arches 

would have been six, the number of piers seven, with one 

pier standing on the axis of the nave. The aisles continued 

around the apse, as an ambulatory, with no setback at the 

point of junction. 

The strength of the foundation walls of the nave, nearly 

twice as thick as the foundations of the outside walls, makes 

it practically a certainty that the nave rose high above the 

aisles (fig. 164). By comparison with S. Sebastiano, Deich- 

mann and Tschira assume, for the nave a height of 13,80 m., for the aisles 6.80 m,, roughly 

the same as their width, The existence of clerestorey Windows in the nave can be presumed, as 

can that of open timber roofs for both nave and aisles (fig. 165). Apparently the outside walls 

of the aisles were beset with small mausolea; witness the spur walls which were found during the 

excavation. Other mausolea rose nearby; the cross-shaped one seen by Bosio, the round one 

found by Stevenson, and the still-existing chapel of Saint Tiburtius. Obviously we can no longer 

be sure whether Saint Tiburtius’ relics reposed in this, or in one of the other mausolea; either in 

Constantine’s time or in the early ninth century, when an attempt was made to remove them. 

However, in contrast to Deichmann and Tschira, we are inclined to believe that, even at that 

late date, the martyr’s relics rested in a mausoleum to the north, rather than in the High Altar of 

the basilica 

A few short remarks may be added to the foregoing reconstruction, which is as presented by the 

excavators. Firstly, it is not surprising that no traces of pavement were found. If the entire floor 

was covered with graves, as was the case in other structures of the type, such as S. Sebastiano 

and the basilica maior of S. Lorenzo, no pavement would have been provided. The second point 

concerns the ambulatory. Bosio’s plan shows eight, not seven, piers along the curve of the apse, 

Fig. 164 — SS, Marcellino e Pietro. 

Restored cross section (Drawing: 

A. Tschira). 

Fig. 163 — SS. Marcellino e Pietro. 

Restored section through rotunda and basilica (Drawing: A. Tschira). 

(i) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 52. 
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Fig. 165 — SS. Marcellino e Pietro. 

The basilica and mausoleum, first stage (Drawing A. Tschira). 

and therefore an opening rather than a support in the center (fig. 161). To be sure, this may be 

a reconstruction based on Cinquecento concepts of symmetry, but Bosio may have seen remains, 

and his suggestion ought to be taken into account. Finally, Bosio’s plan shows a large opening 

at the very center of the outer wall of the ambulatory, the “ entrance to the atrium The two 

small niches which flank it 

are, in all likelihood, a pro- 

duct of his scholarly imagi- 

nation, based on his knowlege 

of Roman architecture; but 

one wonders whether the lar¬ 

ge opening may have been 

one of several in the ambu¬ 

latory, resembling the seven 

openings in the ambulatory 

wall of the basilica maior of S. 

Lorenzo. 

The main entrance to the 

church was certainly in the 

South wall of the narthex 

with, possibly, another en¬ 

trance in the center of its east 

wall. But this cannot be 

ascertained, since the east wall 

was destroyed when the Mau¬ 

soleum of Helena was added; 

the east wall of the narthex 

being replaced by the west 

wall of the entrance-hall of 

the mausoleum. However, the 

Southern entrance to the 

narthex suggests that the prin- 

cipal approach to the basilica 

was by way of a diverticulum from Via Labicana. If other entrances from outside led into the 

north side of the ambulatory, as we incline to assume, they could have been approached by a 

second diverticulum coming from the Labicana. Bosio’s plan suggests the possibility, that the Sou¬ 

thern part of the old precinct survived as a courtyard or atrium, along the south flank of the basi¬ 

lica. Since the excavation had to be limited, and could not uncover the south wall of the church in 

its entire length, the question of the existence of such an atrium must be left open. 

In a secondary remodelling, the narthex was altered by the insertion of piers, which continued 

the alignment of the nave arcades. The purpose of these piers can only have been to carry arches 

across the depth of the narthex, thus dividing it into three bays, in correspondence with the aisles and 

nave. Deichmann and Tschira suggest that these cross-arches carried high upper walls, which con¬ 

tinued the clerestorey walls of the nave. In this way the narthex would have been eliminated, and 

the nave prolonged as far as the entrance-hall of the Mausoleum of Helena (fig. i66). The re¬ 

construction further suggests, that this entrance-hall was approximately the same height as the 

nave of the basilica. It is uncertain whether the prolongation of the nave was joined to the entrance- 

hall through a wide opening which replaced the three previously existing arcades. If it was so, the 

Basilica and mausoleum with modified narthex (Drawing: A. Tschira). 

26 - R. Krauthfimer, W. Frankl, S, Cordrtt ~ Corpus BasiUcarwn Christianarum Romae, 
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entrance-hall would have formed a kind of transept to the nave, and the remodelling would have 

given the complex a new focus at the tomb of Helena. 

The reconstruction of the Mausoleum of Helena falis outside the scope of this Corpus. 

G. — CHRONOLOGY 

The Liber Pontificalis attributes to Constantine, and to the pontificate of Sylvester, the construc- 

tion of the basilica of Saints Marcellinus and Peter and of the Mausoleum of Helena. The attri- 

bution appears to be based on genuine documents, such as the donation lists which the compiler 

copied. It is supported by the discovery of brickstamps of early Constantinian date in the Mau¬ 

soleum of Helena, and of a coin minted between 324 and 326, apparently embedded in the mortar 

of the inner wall Moreover, as Deichmann-Tschira have pointed out, an early Constantinian 

date is suggested, for both the basilica and the mausoleum, by the entire historical evidence. The 

property donated to the basilica, (and not to the Mausoleum) all lies in the Western provinces of the 

Empire, as is customary in the Constantinian donation lists of the Liber Pontificalis which date from 

before 324 The only exception was the fundus laurentus, which may have come to the church as a 

bequest of the Empress Helena, after her death in 335/336®. The scyphus, on the other hand, 

“ ubi nomen Augusta designatur...,” ^ might well have been presented by Helena during her lifetime®. 

The chronological sequence of the buildings, likewise, has been convincingly presented by 

Deichmann and Tschira ®. Because of the brickstamps in its masonry, the rotunda can hardly date 

much after 326. The coin, which was found embedded in the mortar, may suggest a date bet¬ 

ween 324 and 326, or possibly slightly later, but it may equally well have been lost, as Deichmann 

And Tschira suggest, while the revetment was being attached to the walls. Similarly, we fully 

agree with Deichmann and Tschira’s suggestion that the mausoleum was not built for Helena, but 

for Constantine himself; just as the famous porphyry sarcophagus, with battle scenes, was intended 

for him In fact, it is more than doubtful if Helena’s remains were transferred from Nicome¬ 

dia (?) to Rome, when she died®. This makes it the more surprising that both mausoleum and 

sarcophagus were linked with her name so early as the sixth century, when the Constantinian parts 

of the Liber Pontificalis were being compiled. Possibly the compiler relied on the donations which 

Helena had actually made to the basilica, including the scyphus bearing her name; donations which 

may have been made in the belief that the mausoleum would ultimately shelter her son’s body, 

and those of other members of the imperial family, including her own. 

Since the entrance-hall of the mausoleum was built against the narthex of the basilica the 

basilica must be dated in the first quarter of the fourth century; whether it be as early as the “ se- 

cond decade ” or about 320 

(1) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 64. 74 flf.,. 

(2) Ihid., p. 74 f., following A. Piganiol, VEmpereur Constantin, Paris, 1932, p. iiaf. 

(3) See above, p. 192, dig. 314-335* 

{4) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, ioc, cit, 
(5) Ibid., p. 64 f., 74. 

(6) Ibid., p. 64. 

(7) Deichmann, 1941, coi. 740, with reference to P. Franchi de’ Cavalieri, ‘‘I funerali ed il sepolcro di Costantino Magno”, MeZ Ec. 

Frani., XXXVI (1916-1917), p. 245 ff.; Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 74 and note 77. See also A. Alfoldi, TIu Conversion of Constantine, Oxford, 
1948, p. 104. 

(8) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 76, note 77; see, however, Deichmann, 1941, coi. 135, and Alfoldi, Ioc, ciL 
(9) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 64. 

(10) Ibid., p. 74. 

(xi) Krautheimer, Cahiers ArcheoL, op. cit., p. 22. 
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The precinct wall antedates the basilica but it remains in doubt, whether it should be assi- 

gned to the first years of Gonstantine’s reign or the last year of Maxentius, perhaps 310-312 ^ or, 

possibly, to the year immediately foliowing the cessation of Diocletian’s persecution (305). The 

grand lay-out of the precinct, if Bosio’s plan can be trusted, militates against the last hypothesis, 

and certainly against a third-century date, but the years 310-315 cannot be excluded. Under no 

circumstances could the precinct have been laid out after 315. 

The catacomb may be a little, though not much, earlier than the precinct. It has been sug- 

gested that it was started after the persecution of Diocletian, since the first dated inscription found 

there is from 312 nevertheless, it seems to us that a late third-century date need not be exclu¬ 

ded. Certainly some of the mausolea above ground, such as the cross-shaped mausoleum which 

Bosio saw ^ and the so-called chapel of Tiburtius, could have been built before 300, as well as after 

that date. 

The basilica was stili in use in the last quarter of the eighth century, when its roof was repaired 

by Damasus I It has been suggested that it feli into disuse shortly afterwards; and certainly it 

cannot have been well guarded in 827, when Einhard’s agents removed the relics of Marcellinus 

and Petrus from the catacomb, and attempted to open the altar of Saint Tiburtius 

The consistent transfer of relics away from the catacomb, during the first half of the ninth cen¬ 

tury, suggests that the church was then being gradually abandoned However, there is some 

evidence that a rehabilitation was attempted shortly after 850. Between 855 and 858 the Liber 

Pontificalis notes repairs, not only to the roof of a church of SS. Marcellinus and Peter, but also to 

“ portica in circuitu ” Such “ surrounding porticoes ” would more easily fit the basilica on the 

Via Labicana than the church on the Via Merulana; whether we think of aisles and narthex en- 

veloping a nave, or aisles and an ambulatory, or even the porticoes of an enclosure. The church 

on the Via Merulana was always a small building, as far as is known The basilica had apparen- 

tly been abandoned by the time the medieval cemetery was established among the nave founda- 

tions, but unfortunately the graves of this cemetery have yielded no datable evidence to prove 

that it originated after the middle of the ninth century 

H. — HISTORIGAL POSITION 

The group of ecclesiastical structures of which SS. Marcellino e Pietro forms part, has been 

repeatedly discussed in recent years, with regard to type, date and function As well as the 

structure on the Labicana, three buildings of the type are so far definitely known: S. Sebastiano, 

the basilica maior of S. Lorenzo f. 1. m. and the larger of the two basilicas at S. Agnese f. 1. m. A sim- 

milar structure in the Villa dei Gordiani (Tor de’ Schiavi) on the Via Prenestina hcis not yet 

been fully excavated^^. AU of them are very large; in ali of them the aisles continue as ambula- 

(1) Deighmann-Tsghira, 1957, p. 50 f. 

(2) See H. U. v. ScHdNEBECK, ‘‘ Beitrage zur Religionspolitik des Maxentius und Constantin ”, Klioy Beiheft 43, 

(3) Deighmann-Tsghira, 1957, pp. 70, 73 f. 

(4) See above, p. 193, note 8. 

(5) See above, p. 194 dig. 772-795, 

(6) See above, p. 194 dig. 827. 

(7) Deighmann-Tsghira, 1957, p. 80. 

(8) See above, p, 194 dig. 855-858. 

(9) Deighmann-Tsghira, 1957, by implication, refer the passage to the church on the Merulana. 

(10) Deighmann-Tsghira, 1957, p. 65, 80. 

(11) Deighmann,‘‘Die Lage der Konstantinischen Basilika der Heiligen Agnes...”, R,A.C, XXII (1946), p, 213 ff.; Krautheimer, 

Cahiers Archeol.y XI (1960), passim; see also above, p, 140 ff. 

{12) G. Gatti, ^‘Una basilica di eta Gonstantiniana ”, Capiiolium, XXV (1960), June, p. 5 ff. 
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tories enveloping the apse; and ali of them date from the first half of the fourth century. As far as 

as we can teli, S. Sebastiano is probably the first, and S. Agnese the latest example Whe- 

ther or not the set-back at the springing of apse or ambulatory, seen at S. Agnese and S. Lorenzo, 

marks a development in the type % may be left an open question. In size as well as in its details, 

SS. Marcellino e Pietro is closest to S. Sebastiano ® (and, incidentally, to the structure in the Vilia 

dei Gordiani). Length and width in SS. Marcellino e Pietro and S. Sebastiano are nearly the 

same, 65.29 X 29.30 and 64.50 X 30.75 m. The corresponding figures in the Villa dei Gordiani are 

66 and 28 m., * while the structures at S. Agnese f. 1. m. and S. Lorenzo are respectively 98.30 and 

98.50 m. long, and 39.70 and 35.50 m. wide SS. Marcelino e Pietro also shares with S. Sebas¬ 

tiano the form of the nave supports, piers, whereas the basilica maior at S. Lorenzo had columns ®. 

S. Agnese f. 1. m., presumably the last building in the group, returns again to the pier pattern. 

With regard to their purpose, all the buildings of this group lie over catacombs, and near to, 

but not enclosing, a martyrium. In all of them, the floor was covered from wall to wall with 

graves. Hence, it seems likely that they served the triple purpose of covered graveyards, funeral 

banquet halls, and churches for the celebration of the vigil and Mass at the feast of the patron 

saint It is an open question whether they ought to be classified as churches, in the ordinary 

meaning of the word. 

(1) Krautheimer, Cahiers ArcheoL^ p. 22; Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 81 L incline towards placing SS. Marcellino e Pietro before 

S. Sebastiano, while Kirschbaum, Die Grdber der ApostelfUrsteny Frankfurt a. M., 1959, p. 158, dates S. Sebastiano in thesecond decade of the 

fourth century. 

(2) Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 83. 

(3) Ibid,, p. 84 f. 

(4) Ibid, 

(5) Gatti, op. cit. 

(6) See above, p. 116 f. 

(7) Krautheimer, Cahiers ArckeoL, op. ciL,passim and, with different emphasis, Deichmann-Tschira, 1957, p. 92 ff. 
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1. Descriptions prior to 1519 

1510 Francesco Albertini, De Mirabilibus Urbis Romae^ F. 55. 

1517 Fra Mariano, op. cit.^ p. 212 F. 

2. Illustrations 

1472 Anonymous, Strozzi Map, view of church From northwest, pen and ink; Flo- 
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C. 1520 

C. 1520 

Sixteenth Century 

1588 

1593 

Antonio da Sangallo the Younger (?), Projects for new church, pen and 

ink; Florence, Uffizi, dis. arch. 869 (N. Ferri, Indice geogrqfico-analitico dei 

disegni architettonici degli Uffizi, Rome, 1885, p. 1435 Munoz Gasparini, op. 

cit., p. 9). 
Idem (?), Projects for new church, pen and ink; Florence, Uffizi, dis. arch. 907 

{Ibid.). 
Anonymous after Sansovino (?), Project for fagade, pen and ink; Florence, 

Uffizi, dis. arch. 2876 [Ibid.). 

Fra Santi, View of transept of old church remodelled into fagade of new church, 

woodcut; Fra Santi, loc. cit. 

Tempesta, Bird’s-eye view of old church, showing transept and campanile, 

woodcut; Tempesta, Map of Rome (repeated without change in his map 

of 1606). 

C. — DATES 

296 — 304 

418 

Second quarter 

of the fifth cen¬ 

tury 

499 

Early sixth cen¬ 

tury 

595 

Ca. 600 

772 — 795 

End of the 

Eighth Century 

795 — 816 

827 — 844 

850 — 855 

Pontificate of Marcellus-Marcellinus, to whom the foundation of the titulus Marcelli 

is attributed by later legends; see below, dig. second quarter of the fifth century 

The presbyter Boniface is elected pope by a faction of the clergy who lead him to be 

ordained “ in ecclesia Marcelli ”; report of Symmachus as praefectus urbi to Emperor 

Honorius [Epistulae imperatorum pontificum aliorum, ed. O. Guenther, CSEL, XXXV, 

Vienna, 1896, p. 60). 

The legendary passio Marcelli reports how pope Marcellus, having been persecuted 

by the Emperor Maximian, receives from Lucina, a Roman matron, the donation 

of her possessions “ ... donationem de facultate sua ex omnibus ecclesiae catholicae ” and 

is asked by her “ ut domum eius ecclesiam consecraret ”. He is then condemned by 

Maximian to work in the catabulum, the stables of the imperial post, which now 

are set up in that very church; the Emperor ordering “ ut... plancae sternerentur 

ad animalia catabuli publici ” (AA. SS. Januarii, II, p. 9). In a second version of the 

Passio, Marcellus is condemned first by Maxentius, then freed, but sent back to 

the catabulum by Maximian [Ibid., p. ii f.); while in the version incorporated 

in the final sixth-century compilation of the Liber Pontificalis, the condemnation 

is attributed to the reign of Maxentius, in the year 308-9 [LP, I, 164; see Alba- 

RELLi, op. cit., and Kirsch, op. cit.). 

The synod of that year is attended by three presbyters “ tituli Marcelli ” [MGH, 

Auct. antiqu., XII, 410 ff.; Kirsch, Titelkirchen, p. 8). 

The Sacramentarium Gelasianum in its first version, knows a statio “ in natali Sancti Mar¬ 

celli confessoris" on January 16 (H. A. Wilson, The Gelasian Sacramentary, Oydoxd, 

1895, p. 162). 

Three presbyters “ tit. sancti Marcelli ” sign the acts of the synod of that year [MGH, 

Ep., I, 366 f.; Kirsch, Titelkirchen, p. 8). 

The Sacramentarium Gregorianum on January 16, the “ natale sancti Marcelli papae ”, 

mentions a statio consisting of prayer, oblate, compline; and another one “ ad 

sanctum Marcellum ” on the Thursday of the fifth week of Lent, “ In quadragesima 

Hebd. V... feria //// ” (H. Lietzmann, Das Sakramentarium Gregorianum, Munster, 

1921, pp. 187 and 40 f.). 

Repairs undertaken by Hadrian I; '‘titulum sancti Marcelli via Lata situm noviter restau¬ 
ravit" [LP, I, p. 509). 

Listed in the Einsiedeln itinerary as “ sci. Marcelli" (Lanciani, Itin. Einsidl., coi. 
441). 

Leo III donates a textile and a small silver corona “ in titulo sancti Marcelli " [LP, II, 

p. ii), "in titulo beati Marcelli martyris atque pontificis" [LP, II, p. 21). 

Donations of a textile and a silver corona by Gregory IV “ in ecclesia beati Marcelli", 

" in basilica beati Marcelli" [LP, II, pp. 78, 83). 

The Cardinal presbyter “ tituli beati MarcelliP is placed on trial, excommunicated and 

deposed for neglect of duty (Kehr, It. pont., I, p. 74 f.; see also LP, II, p. 129). 

(i) E. H. Rottges, “ Marcellinus Marcellus”, Z^lschrift fwr kalholische Theologie, 78 (1956), pp. 385 ff., has demonstrated the identity of 

Marcellus with Marcellinus (this being the real name), the years of his pontificate, 296-304, and the existence of a sede vacante from 304 to 310. 
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885 — 891 

1116 

1368 

1519 

1525 

1527 

1595 
1597 

1665 
1682 — 1683 

1861 — 1867 

1912 
1920 

Donations by Stephen V of a silver vessel, a gold cross, manuscripts and textiles, 

including 26 linen curtains {vela) “in titulo sancti Marcelli^’ {LP, II, p. 345). 

Supporters of the bishop of Sabinum elect him anti-pope at SS. Apostoli, and with- 

draw with him to the church of S. Marcello “ in basilicam sancti Marcelli ” {LP, 

P- 345)- 
The church, previously collegiate, “ in suis aedificiis nimius collapsa ac etiam ruinosa.. 

is handed over by Cardinal Arduin and pope Urban V to the Servi di Maria (Kehr, 

op. cit.^ p. 73, quoted after a document reproduced in A. Giani, Annales ordinis fra¬ 

trum servorum virginis Mariaey Lucca, 1719, I, p. 322). 

The church, damaged by fire, collapses on the night of May 23, and preparations for 

its rebuilding are made as early as the fall of that year (Bull of Leo X, October 8, 

1519, referred to by A. Giani, op. cit.y II, p. 68 f.) 

Rebuilding of the church under way, after a project attributed either to Antonio San 

Gallo the Younger, or to Jacopo Sansovino (Vasari, Vite^ ed. Milanesi, II, p. 497; 

see also Fiocco, La cappella dei Crocefisso in San Marcello ”, BolL d^Arte^ ser. i, 

VII [1913], p. 87 ff.). 

Deliberations regarding the rebuilding of the church, the roof of which had recently 

collapsed, propter necessariam fabricam dicte ecclesie quam nuperrime propter illius 

ruinam secularem totum tectum dicte ecclesie collapsum fuit... ” (Lanciani, Scaviy I, p. 236). 

Rebuilding completed (G* D. Franzini, Roma antica e moderna^ Rome, 1653, p. 126). 

High Altar, chancel vault and ceiling of nave completed (Nibbv, op. cit.y p. 317; see 

also Franzini, op. cit.y p* 126: ... dei 1597 che le fecero VAltar maggiore ed unbel sof- 

fitto dorato... ”). 

Campanile to the east of church demolished (Munoz Gasparini, op. cit., p. ii). 

Fagade towards Corso built, after design of Carlo Fontana; Anno 1683. Erasi fin 

daWa. 1682 incominciato il lavoro sontuoso della nobile facciata... ed in questo anno... si 

terminOy senza perd le statue... ” (Diary of convent, quoted by Munoz Gasparini, 

op. cit.y p. 24); ... la facciata che si va facendo hora... con Varchitettura dei Cavalier Fon¬ 

tana... ” (Titi, jsfuovo Studio^ Rome, 1686, p. 190). See also E. Coudenhove-Erthal, 

Carlo Fontana^ Vienna, 1930, p. 53. 

Restoration of interior directed by Vespignani; baroque High Altar replaced (Nibby, 

Itineraire de Rome^ Turin, 1876, p. 17; Angelucci, op. cit.y p. 25). 

Discovery of baptismal font (Munoz, op. cit). 

The church struck by lightning; collapse of ceiling and roof (Angelucci, op. cit.y p. 7, 

and illustrations, pp. 6, 10). 

D> — GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The axis of S. Marcello al Corso runs nearly due west and east (Pl. XVI). The splendid seven- 

teenth-century fagade is turned west, towards a small piazza which lies beside the Via dei Corso, 

the Via Lata of ancient times, a few meters north of S. Maria in Via Lata. The apse projects east- 

ward into a courtyard; the courtyard in turn leads to the narrow Via di S. Marcello, at a point some 

ten meters beyond the northwest corner of Piazza SS. Apostoli, North of, and parallel to the 

church, runs the Galleria Sciarra, a more than ordinarily undistinguished structure, which has occu- 

pied the site of the sixteenth-century Palazzo Sarsina-Michiel since this was demolished in 1912 

To the South extends a seventeenth-century structure, formerly in its entirety, and at present stili 

partly occupied by the convent of the Servite Order, the Servi di Alaria, who have been in charge 

of the church since 1369 ^ 

The curved fagade was designed by Carlo Fontana, and built in 1682 and 1683 The portal 

(i) R, Lanciani, The Destruction of Ancient Rome, New York, 1903, p. 213, erroneously gives the date as 1509. 

{2) It stili appears in an Anderson photograph; see Munoz Gasparini, op, cit,, fig, 2, p. 25. 

(3) See above, dig. 1368. 

(4) See above, dig. 1682-1683. 
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(1) Munoz Gasparini, p, 6o, 

(2) MuSoz GasparinIj op. p* ii, 

{3) ML igog, pp. 223 ff. 

(4) Albarelli^ N.B.A.C,, XIX {1913), p. 

(5) NoL Sc,. 1912, p* 338, fig. I, 
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Fig. i68 — S. Marcello al Corso. General plan showing baptistry and earlier buildings. 

(Based on Notizie degli Scavi, loc cit.) 

1472 make this quite ciear. So too does Fra Mariano, when he locates the church ^ ante ecclesiam... 

Apostolorum in angulo plateas eius ...” As late as the end of the Ginquecento, the Fra Santi woodcut 

and the Tempesta map both show a huge window, surmounting the new door toward the Corso. The 

semicircular arch of the window was apparently the opening of the former apse, torn down after 

1519. Moreover, the maps all show the old campanile rising southeast of the nave, on the site of the 

present sacristy. Thus, before 1519, the church was apparendy entered from Via S. Marcello, to 

the east. The position of the baptismal font, about ten meters distant from the east wall of the church, 

and adjoining the courtyard, is yet another confirmation of the reversal of the axis. 

E. — ANALYSIS 

Large parts of the earlier church, mostly of twelfth-century date, are preserved in the walls and 

foundations of the sixteenth-century building. 

I. The Romanesque Church 

In the narrow spaces which intervene between it and the adjacent buildings, a high brick wall 

appears on each side of Fontana’s fa^ade, rising roughly 15 m. above Street level (fig. 169). Term- 

inated by a sawtooth comice, they seem to have been the west wall of a transept; the end walls 

27 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbktt - CorpuJ Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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a distance of 8.70 m. from the west wall, over the 

West side of the second chapel vault. It extended 

across the full depth ot the chapel, 4.70 m. wide. 

The outside face of this east wall is stili visible 

from the roof of the second chapel. 

In the space above the first and second chapels, 

parts of the short transept wall facing south were 

also ascertained. 

The basement under the sacristy contains a 

number of walls which belong to the same 

plex. One of them, only 0.60 m. thick, contains 

an entrance with steps descending from the east 

and, 1.22 m. further west, there was a second 

wall, originally 1.58 m. thick, but now broken 

through. These seem to be part of the old cam- 

panile. The stub end of a third wall, incorporated 

in the east wall of the basement room, stood paral- 

lel to the axis of the church, and may be part of 

the left aisle wall of the pre-Renaissance structure. 

In a position corresponding to the second chapel 

a stretch of 

brickwork belonging to the north aisle of the pre- 

Renaissance structure was discovered in 1938, in 

a barely accessible tunnel, reached from the ba¬ 

sement of Galleria Sciarra. 

Finally, it is reported that medieval coats-of- 

prior to 1912, in the attic room to the left of the entrance. Presumably they 

were on the end wall of the north transept*. 

As far as could be ascertained, all these walls have the same kind of brickwork; the bricks are 

irregular in length and height; varying from 2.2 to 4.2 cm. and averaging 3.5 cm. in thickness; the 

mortarbeds average 2.4 cm., with a range from 1.5 to 3.5. The modulus is nine bricks and eight or 

nine mortarbeds to 50 cm. in height or, better, five bricks and five mortarbeds to i R. ft. All 

this suggests a twelfth-century date, being comparable with building techniques observed at S. Cri- 

sogono (i 123), S. Maria in Trastevere (c. 1145) and S. Gregorio Magno. 

com- 

nave. 

Fig. 169 — S. Marcello al Corso. Narrow picce 

of Romancsquc transept wall seen bcside the 

XVII-centur)^ facade (Photo: Sansaini). 

arms were seen 

(1) Mui^oz Gasparini, op, cit, 
(2) Albarelli, op. cit., p. 112 MufJoz Gasparini, op. cit., p. ii 
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2. The Early Ghristian Structures 

a) The church. Only one small stretch of Early Ghristian masonry has been ascertained in 

the walls of the church (fig. 170). Visible inside a tomb vault which lies below the fourth chapei 

on the left, it is presumably the side wall of the north aisle of the original church. The masonry 

is opus listatum, one or two tufa courses alternating 

with single brick courses. Only small parts of this 

masonry are ascertainable, but a modulus of two 

tufa stonesj two bricks and four mortarbeds seems 

to measure i R. ft. 

The outer face of this same stretch of wall 

was seen in 1938, in the no longer accessible 

tunnel beside Galleria Sciarra. In contrast to the 

interior, the outer face is pure brickwork, with 

bricks ranging from 3.6 to 4.5 cm., and mortarbeds 

from 3.0 to 3.5 cm., averaging 4 and 3.1 cm. re- 

spectively. The resulting modulus is nearly jfbur 

bricks and four mortarbeds per i R. ft., that is, 

seven bricks and seven mortarbeds per 50 cm. 

b) The font. The baptismal font which came 

to light in igi2, lies some 12 m. beyond the line of pig. 170 — S. Marcello al Corso. Opus listatum 

the north wall of the church, and due north of the at the base of the north wall, in the fourth 

baroque apse. The buildings which formerly sur- Sansaini). 

rounded it have now been destroyed, but a brief 

description of them was published at the time of their discovery ^ (fig. 168). The font stood in a 

room, from which a spacious rectangular exedra opened northwards. The complex lay obliquely 

to the church axis, deriving its orientadon from earlier buildings. The highest pavement ^sociated 

with the font is 3.50 m. below present day floor level, while the original Roman pavement was 

identified some three meters lower down. The font is built of brick, and measures slightly over 

four meters in diameter (Pl. XVI, fig. 171). It would be hexagonal in plan, but that the points 

of the hexagon are truncated, giving it the outline of a twelve-sided figure of alternating long and 

short sides. The basin is also hexagonal, but here the points are developed into semicircular ni- 

ches, disposed so that each niche corresponds with one of the long facets of the exterior. 

The brickwork of the outside wall face has two zones, distinguished by different methods of point- 

ing (fig, 172). The lower zone is carelessly finished, with rough-faced mortar, approximately 

flush with the brick-face. The upper zone has the mortar smoothly worked, and the coursing is 

emphasized by horizontal and vertical grooves, which simulate the close joints between carefully laid 

new bricks, the technique known as falsa cortina^ common in Romanesque architecture in Rome. 

Only two courses of the latter are seen, the higher part of the polygon being concealed behind se- 

veral coats of plaster revetment. When the font was first excavated, some traces of painted orna- 

ment adhered to the plaster The horizontal base-line of the revetment indicates the level of a 

floor which surrounded the font during the later period of its use. 

The remains of an earlier pavement, of brick, perhaps coated with cocciopesto, are found some 

0.70 m. below the upper floor line, in two areas, one to the east and one to the west of the font. 

(i) jvo/. Sc., 1912, p. 337 r. 
(a) Albarzlli, ep. p, 122. 
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About twenty centimeters below this level, the monument is now surrounded by a modern cernent 

floor, and this conceals everything below it; but at the time ofthe excavation another ancient pave- 

ment was reported about two 

meters lower down. However, it 

is uniikely that so deep a level 

can have had anything to do with 

the Early Christian monument 

which we are considering. 

At the top of the polygonal 

font, the walls terminate in an 

irregular, broken surface. This re- 

sults partly from the monument 

not having been immediately re- 

cognized on discovery, so that the 

builders had already started to 

demolish it when it was saved 

through the intervention of Fr. 

Albarelli. ^ Luckily, a horizontal 

mortar bedding-surface survives at 

one point, to indicate the level of the former coping which lay o.8o m. above the level of the 

uppermost floor. 

Inside the basin, the walls and floor are lined with thin, re-used marble plates, some of which 

Fig, 172 —^ S. Marcello al Corso. Exterior of the font 

{Photo: Sansaini). 

(1) Albarelli, op. p» 131 ♦ 

(2) Ibid.y p. 118- 

(3) A. MuSoz, Boli, d^ArU (1913), p* 393, 
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stili retain shallow moldings or inscriptions left over from their earlier use as gravestones. In several 

places, where the marble linings had broken, they were replaced in former times, though at what 

date is uncertain, by hard white plaster, carefully modelled to simulate the missing marble plates 

(%• 173)* 

The floor of the font is paved with marble slabs, including part of an inscription which is ob- 

viously from a Christian grave. At the center of the hexagon there appears to have been a vertical 

pillar of marble, 0.30 m. square, 

and of unknown height. It is now 

cut off level with the floor, and is 

only identifiable by the rougher 

surface of its stump, embedded in 

the surrounding paving slabs. The 

floor is inclined from north to 

South, and has an outlet at the 

base of the southernmost niche; 

where the floor is 1.24 m. below 

the level of the coping bed. 

The eastern part of the basin 

is occupied by a flight of three 

marble-faced steps. The two lower 

steps are intact, and the top one, 

which occupied the eastern niche, 

is represented by the base of its 

marble fascia and its rubble core. The outline of the niche is discernible at the back of the 

core. It is built of un-faced brickwork and, at the level which survives, seems never to have been 

faced with marble, as would probably be the case if the steps were secondary insertions in the 

marble-lined basin. Consequently, it appears that all the marble-work which survives today is 

likely to be of one date. 

The means whereby water was conveyed to the font are unknown, except that, on the external 

facet which stands diametrically opposite the drainage outlet, a channel in the falsa cortina brick¬ 

work contains a vertical terracotta pipe, about o.io m. in diameter (pl. XVI). At the base of this 

pipe there is the extremity of another, which joined it horizontally. The pipe thus passed under 

the floor until it reached the wall of the polygon, where it rose vertically, presumably to supply wa¬ 

ter to the font through some kind of outlet which stood above the coping. 

Fig- *73 — S. Marcello al Corso. Interior of the font 
(Photo: Sansaini). 

F. — RECONSTRUCTION 

Nothing whatever is known of the domuSy according to legend the property of the widow Lucina, 

which apparently served as a titulus or community house from the early fourth century. The stretch 

of Early Christian wall, discussed above, can hardly belong to this structure. Its style of construc- 

tion places it in the late fourth or early fifth century, and it must either have been part of some re- 

modelling of the titulus, or else a construction which replaced the latter, and was in turn replaced 

by the Romanesque church. The archaeological evidence at this point is obviously insufficient 

to suggest even the vaguest outline of the Early Christian construction, nor is the historical evidence 

(i) For the inscriptions, see Not, Sc., 1912, p. 337. 
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helpful to this end. Aside from a passing note under Gregory IV a basilica sancti Marcelli is first 

specifically referred to in the tweifth century. 

Likewise, the baptismal font can be reconstructed only in its latest form. The plaster faced, 

polygonal exterior wall rose o.8o m. above the floor of the baptistry and was capped with a coping, 

presumably of marble. This surrounded a six-lobed, marble-lined basin, about 1.20 m. deep and 

3,10 m. in diameter, into which the postulant descended by three steps. The top step occupied 

one lobe of the basin, while the lower steps fanned out below, as can stili be seen. A rectangular 

pillar at the center of the basin probably supported a small table for vessels used in the rite, or else 

a lectern. The font in this form is obviously to be associated with the period when the floor level 

was raised, and the walls were heightened in the chaxacteristic falsa cortina. Of the preceding period, 

represented by the lower zone of more roughly finished brickwork, we can say nothing with certain- 

ty except that, externally, the font had the same polygonal form as it had in its later state. It seems 

likely that the six-lobed interior, which we see today, is also a reproduction of what went before, 

but we have no proof of this. 

G. — GHRONOLOGY 

1. The church. The small stretch of wall preserved from the earliest, or pre-Romanesque church, 

is faced inside with opus listatum, outside with brickwork. With regard to its characteristic 

thickness of mortarbeds and the ratio of brick to mortar, the brick externa! face is similar to 

many late fourth- and early fifth-century structures in Rome; such as S. Clemente and SS. 

Giovanni e Paolo ^ or, for that matter, the upper walls of S. Maria Maggiore, of S. Sabina and 

the baptistry of S. Giovanni in Fonte. We thus venture to suggest a date between 380 and 450 

for the construction of the bulding which preceded the Romanesque church of S. Marcello. Neither 

archaeological nor historical data are available to narrow down these limits. The election of Boni- 

face I “ in ecclesia Marcelli ” might well have taken place in the old domus ecclesiae and the 

writer of the Passio Marcelli seems stili to have been acquainted with a domus rather than a regular 

basilica Possibly, the very interest in the titulus, as evidenced by the Passio, may have led, to the 

construction of a new building in the first half, or near the middle of the fifth century. Presumably 

this was a basilica, the type of building which became increasingly used in Rome for the repla- 

cement of old community houses, from the late fourth century onwards. However, a mere remodel- 

ling of the old titulus is equally possible, though less likely. 

The fifth-century structure, whatever its plan and whatever its later history, gave way to the 

Romanesque church whose remnants have been discussed Plan and masonry suggest a date in 

the second quarter of the tweifth century, rather than earlier. 

2. The baptismal font. The falsa cortina of the upper brick courses points strongly to the conclu- 

sion that the monument, in its latest form, is Romanesque. Unfortunately, the only evidence for the 

date of the earlier font is the brickwork of the lower zone, which is insufficient for any conclusion. 

The most we can venture is that it is unlikely to be earlier than the fifth century j since at that date 

(1) See above, p. ao6, dig, 827.844. 

(2) See above, I, p. 130, 287. 

(3) See above, p. 206, dig. 418. 

(4) See above, p. 206, dig. Second Quarter of the Fifth Century. 

(5) See above, pp. 209-210. 
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one would expect to see opus mixtum in non-structural walls of this sort. On the other hand it does 

not have the character of ninth-century brickwork, and the date is likely to fall between these 

two limits. 

H. — HISTORICAL POSITION 

The replacement by Standard basilicas of older domus ecclesiae, is a phenomenon characteristic 

of Rome in the decades between 380 and 450. S. Clemente, SS. Giovanni e Paolo, S. Lorenzo in 

Lucina, S. Vitale are examples from the very heart of the city; the two last named, quite close to 

S. Marcello. Hence, it would be no surprise if, at that church, just such a replacement had taken 

place at the same time. Not infrequently these new structures were also provided with baptistries 

Understandably, therefore, the baptismal font at S. Marcello has been frequently given a fifth- 

century date. However, the erection of baptistries adjoining city churches continued into later cen¬ 

turies, and an eighth-century date for the font at S. Marcello in its earliest stage is quite possible. 

The six-lobed plan of the font, if it was already present in the first stage, is unique for Rome in 

the present state of our knowledge. 

(i) Kirsch, Titelkircheriy pp. i86 ff. 
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B. — ANCIENT DESCRIPTIONS AND ILLUSTRATIONS 

I. Descriptions ^ 

1588 Ugonio, loc. cit., c. 155 f. 

1659 Anonymous, Description oF the redecoration oF the church, 1654-1657 (Dengel, op. 

cit., pp. 90 fF., document 107). 
1743 Marangoni, Cose gentilesche, p. 444. 

(i) No old descriptions of the church survive from the period before the fifteenth-century remodelling. We therefore limit ourselves 
to listing a few descriptions which, though posterior, give some hint of the earlier aspect of the building. 
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2. Illustrations ^ 

1472 

1474 

Prior to 1548 

1554 

Beginning XVII 

cent. 

1621 

1653-1657 

1660 

1809 

Anonymous, View of church from north, pen and ink; Ptolemy Manuscript, Paris, 

Bibi. Nat. lat. 4802 (De Rossi, Piante icnografiche^ Pl. Ila). 

AnonYmous, Strozzi Map, view of church from northwest, pen and ink; Strozzi Map, 

Florence, Bibi. Laur., red. 77 (De Rossi, Piante icnografiche^ Pl. IV). 

Antonio da San Gallo the Younger, Gosmatesque (?) pavement, pen and ink; 

Florence, Uffizi, dis. arch. 1223^ (Bartolini, Monumenti^ Pl. CCXXXII, fig. 

404, i). 

Giovanni Antonio Golonna da Tivoli, Sketch of ceiling of Paul II, pen and ink; 

Vat. lat. 7721, fol. 90V. 

Anonymous, Plan of palace, church and surroundings, ink and wash; Rome, Archive 

of S. Marco (Dengel, op. cit.^ pl. III). 

Anonymous, Plan of palace and church, pen and ink; Venice, Arch. di Stato, Cod. 27, 

Palazzo di San Marco in Roma (Dengel, op. cit,^ p. xvii and Pl. IV). 

G. A. Canini, Plan of church, fresco; Rome, San Marco, nave, Construction of 

Church by Pope Mark’’ (Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, op. cit.y Pl. XXX). 

B. Lagi, Plan of church, pen and ink; Rome, Archivio Vaticano, arm. VII, tomo 29, 

f. 179 (Dengel, op. cit., p. 90, n. 3). 

L. Rossini, front view, and view of left flank of church and campanile, engraving; 

Rossini, / monumenti i piu interessanti in Roma^ 1818, Pl. unnumbered. 

C. — DATES 

336 

Ga. 348 

End of fourth 

century 

499 

595 

701 — 705 

715 — 731 

772 — 795 

Pope Mark founds a basilica inside the city, near a place called the Pallacina(e? )^ 

and provides it with altar vessels, a corona^ and grants of land in the Campagna: 

‘‘ ...fecit duas basilicas^ unam via Ardeatina ubi requiescit et aliam in urbe Roma iuxta Palla¬ 

cinis... In basilica in urbe obtulit hoc: patenam argenteam^ pens. lib. XXX... fundum An- 

tonianum^ via Claudia^ praest. sol. XXX... ” (LP, I, 202). It is not entirely certain 

that the sixth-century compiler of the Liber Pontificalis based himself on a genuine 

document of 336, but the precise description of the land grants makes it likely. 

Epitaph of one ... ANTIUS LECTOR DE PALLACINE... ” found at S. Priscilla 

(De Rossi, Inscriptiones^ I p. 62, no. 97). 

Fragments of post-Damasian inscription, found in south west angle of First Church, 

below Second Church level (Ferrua, op. cit.^ R.A.C.^ XXV (1949), p. 15 f). 

Two presbyters tituli Marci attend the synod of that year [AIGH^ Auct. Ant.y XII, 414; 

Kirsch, Titelkirchen^ p. 8). 

One presbyter ‘‘ tituli sancti Marci ” attends the synod of that year [MGH^ Episto- 

lae, I, p. 367). 

John VI donates an altar cloth or a canopy super altare ecclesiae sancti Marci cooperto¬ 

rium ” (LP, I, 383). 

Under the pontificate of Gregory III, perhaps in 716, the Tiber floods the city “ ultra 

basilicam sancti Marci (LP, I, 399). 

Hadrian I, whose family residence was near S. Marco (LP, I, 486), repairs the roof 

of the church and its aisles, “ tectum tam vetustate positum vicina ruinae existebat, depo¬ 

sitis vetustissimis travibus et aliis fortissimis inpositis^ a noviter... atque portica in circuitu 

fecit (LP, I, 500). He also repairs three old silver arches, Arcora... tria... vetustis¬ 

sima... addens... argenti lib. XIf noviter fecit. He also donates an altar cloth “ super 

altare maiore et vestem de stauracim ”, 27 curtains for the arcades, ‘‘ ... per diversos arcos.. 

(1) Views of the church and particularly of its campanile, seen from afar, occur in many fifteenth- or sixteenth-century panoramas of Rome, 

such as Codex Escurialensisy f. 58V (Egger, Codex Escurialensis, p. 140), Anonymous, after Heemskerk (Hulsen-Egger, Heemskerky II, f. 91V,) or 

Wyngaerde (Egger, Veduteriy II, Pl. 109). However, these distant views contribute nothing to the history of the church prior to Paul II’s 

pontificate, and the same is true of the views which show only the fifteenth-century portico, such as Israel Silvestre’s Veduia (Egger, Veduten^ 

I, text p. 48). We therefore limit ourselves to llsting the few views or pians which present the situation prior to 1470-80, or illustrate a rarely 

seen point. 

(2) While the Pallacinae are mentioned by Cicero (Pro RosciOy VII. 18), neither the meaning of the term, whether building or open 

space, nor their exact location has been established. 

28 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicttmm Qvristianarum Romae. 
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791 

794 

End VIII cent. 

795 — 816 

827 — 844 

844 — 847 
853 

855 — 858 

Ninth or tenth 

cent. 

1145 

1154 

vela numero XXVIIand one curtain for the chancei (?), cortinam... quae pendet 

sub trabe... {LP, I, 500). Later gifts include six new silver arches alios arcos argen¬ 

teos numero VI, pens. simul, lib. LV”, the repair of seven golden chalices {LP, I, 507), 

and, after 791, the gift of gold and silver altar vessels “ ... in titulo beati Marci nu¬ 

tritori” {LP, 514) 

The Tiber floods the city and overthrows a portico beyond the church “ ... ultra basi¬ 

licam sancti Marci ...porticum... evertens... ” {LP, I, 513). 

Mentioned in the iconoclastic argument as one of the ancient large churches decorated 

with sacred stories and images, “ ... usque hactenus sanctorum pontificum, videlicet Silvestri, 

Marci et Julii mirae magnitudinis sanctos eorum ecclesiae apud nos sunt depictae tam in mu¬ 

sivo quam in ceteris historiis cum sacris imaginibus ornatis ”, Hadrian I to Charlemagne 

{MGH, Epistolae, V, p. 49). 

Reference “ ad sanctum Marcum ” in the Einsiedeln Itinerary (Lanciani, Itin. Ein- 

sidlense, coi. 443). 

Minor gifts by Leo III “ in titulo beati Marci ” {LP, II, 12), “ in titulo beati Marci qui 

appelatur in Via Lata” LP, II, 21). 

Gregory IV, formerly presbyter of S. Marco, demohshes the old church, formerly his 

parish church, which was near collapse, “ ecclesiam... Beati Marci... quam tempore 

sacerdotii sui regendam susceperat... quae ob nimiam vetustatem crebro casura esse videbatur... 

a fundamentis prius eiecit et postmodum novis fabricis totam ad meliorem cultum atque deco¬ 

rem perduxit absidamque... musibo aureis superinducto coloribus... depinxit ”, rebuilds it 

anew and decorates the apse with a mosaic. His gifts include altar vessels, a silver 

canopy, “ cyburium... ex argento purissimo ”, silver plaques for the altar, textiles for 

side altars, “ vestes de fundato minores VIII quae altaribus superponuntur quae per circuitu 

eiusdem ecclesiae esse noscuntur ”, two sets of twenty-six curtains for the arcades, “ vela 

de fundato XXVI et linea similiter, quae pendent per arcos ecclesiae ”, and curtains for the 

main portal, “ vela cdexandrina ante portas maiores pendentiae habentia homines et caballos’, 

vela... ex quibus unum habens rotas... et aliud arboris... pendentia ante valvas ipsius eccle¬ 

siae” {LP, II, 74-75). 

Dedicatory inscription on arch of apse mosaic: 

VASTA THOLI FIRMO SISTVNT FVNDAMINE FVLCHRA 

QVAE SALOMONIACO FVLGENT SVB SIDERE SITV • 

HAEC TIBI PROQVE TVO PERFECIT PRAESVL HONORE 

GREGORIVS MARCE EXIMIO CVI NOMINE QVARTVS 

TV QyOQVE POSCE DEVM VIVENDI TEMPORA LONGA 

DONET ET AD CAELI POST FVNVS SIDERA DVCAT 

(De Rossi, Mosaici, loc. cit.; see also, Duchesne, LP, II, 84, n. 5). 

The Tiber floods the area of San Marco {LP, II, 91 f). 

The synod of that year is attended by Hadrian, presbyter “ tituli sancti Marci ” {LP, 

II, 186, n. 2), later Pope Hadrian II, 867-872 (LP, II, 173). 

The Tiber twice floods a portico (or the narthex?) * in front of the church, ‘‘ ingressus 

est per porticum qui est positus {quae est) ante ecclesiam S. Marci ”, and recedes “ in cloacam 

quae est iuxta monasterium S. Silvestri et Laurentii martyris quod vocatur Pallacinis ” {LP, 

II» 145» 153)- 
Inscription on well-head, now in narthex, by one Johannes, presbyter of the church 

(De Rossi, op. cit., 1875; Cecghelli-Armellini, op. cit., p. 562). 

Relics of Pope Mark transferred to church (Martinelli, Roma ex ethnica sacra, 1653, 

p. 171 ff.). 

Canopy of High Altar, now lost, executed “ per manus Johannis Petri, Angeli et Saxonis 

filiorum Pauli ”, i. e., the same workshop which had carved that of S. Lorenzo 

f. 1. m. in 1148® (Forcella, Iscrizioni, IV, 345; see also. De Rossi, “ II pavi- 

(1) The date of the gift should in ali likelihood be assigned to a period after the Tiber flood of 791. 

(2) See, however, above, dig. 791* 

(3) See above, p. 13. 
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1464— 1470 

1503— 1523 

1595— 1600 

1654— 1657 

1732— 17541 

1840—1843 

1947/48 

mento di S. Maria in Castello a Corneto Tarquinia ”, B.A.C., VI [1875], 85 flf., 

esp. p. 125, n. I, from Cod. de Winghe (cod. Menesirosi), f. 222, and Cod. Chig. J 

V, 167, and Armellini-Cecchelli, op. ciL, p. 561). 

Remodelling of church by Paul II (1464-1470), title Cardinal since 1455: indulgences 

soliciting contributions, 1458-1467 (Dengel, op. cit., pp. 70 fF., docs. 81-88; see 

also Porcella, Iscrizioni, IV, 347) and payments for work, 1464-1471 (Muntz, 

op. cit., II, 74 ff.; ZiPPEL, op. cit., pp. 14 ff.), such as; overhauling of roof, 1465, and 

covering with lead tiles, bearing papal coat-of-arms and inscription, dated 1467 

(Stevenson, op. cit.; Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, op. cit., p. 176, fig. 71); ceiling of 

nave, 1467-1468 (Muntz, op. cit., pp. 74f.); vaulting of aisles and supporting 

piers, 1467-1468, and remodelling of aisle walls, including niches and capitals, 

with papal arms on cornice (Muntz, op. cit., p. 77 f.); new cornice of main apse, 

1468 (Muntz, op. cit., p. 76); portico, 1469-1470 (Muntz, op. cit., p. 77); stairs 

descending into nave, 1468 (Muntz, op. cit., p. 76). See also dedicatory inscription 

on nave ceiling, lost, but known through fifteenth-century sylloge of Petrus Sabinus 

(De Rossi, Inscriptiones, “ ... arte nova et templum et facies mutata locorum et de fictilibus 

nunc plumbea tecta refulgent... ” and Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, op. cit., pp. 58 ff.). 

Pavement repaired by Domenico Grimani, title Cardinal of S. Marco; Dengel, op. cit., 

pp. 33f., n. 7). 

Choir stalls, now lost, set up by Agostino Valier, title Cardinal of S. Marco (Dengel, 

Op. cit.^ p. 87, doc. 102 n. 8). 

Redecoration of church financed by the Venetian ambassador, Niccolo Sagredo, and 

directed by Orazio Torriani, including new glazing of Windows, stucco garlands 

between, and a cornice and frieze below the Windows, paintings by Mola, Allegrini, 

Canini, Chiari and Borgognone in the triforium zone (Tm, Muovo Studio^ Rome, 

1686, p. 156; see also G. Scavizzi, ‘‘ Gli Affreschi della Scala Santa ed Alcune 

Aggiunte per il Tardo Manierismo Romano I Boli. d^AriCy 45 (1960), p. 130 and 

n, 52), stucco profiles in the arcade zone and, in the colonnade, the recarving of the 

old capitals and their transformation into new Ionie capitals with festoons, and the 

repolishing and whitewashing of the shafts. (Dengel, op. cit.^ p. 90 ff., doc. 107, 

and p. 90 f., n. 3; see also, F. Martinelli, Roma ricercata^ 1677, p. 85: NeWanno 

1634 il Sagredo ha nobilitate detta Chiesa con haver aperto il passo in diversi luoghi al sole che 

la rende luminosa^ con haver compartito le mura della nave... in... quadri ornati di stucco e 

historiali per... nobili pitiori... ” and lost dedicatory inscription, 1657, quoted Piazza, 

op. cit.y pp. 419 f.). 

The church is redecorated by the title Cardinal Angelo Maria Quirini after the design 

of Filippo Barigioni (Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, op. cit.^ pp. 71 ff.) choirstalls 

and High Altar, 1735-36 (Forcella, Inscriptiones^ IV, 364 f.). Granite columns 

replaced by brick columns revetted with red-and-white figured marble (Titi, 

Muovo StudiOy 1763, p. 182: Il card. Quirini... levate della nave di mezzo le colonne 

di granito vi fece porre le presenti di mattoni che per essere impellicciate di marmi di Sicilia 

sono piu vittose^ ma di minor pregio also Marangoni, op. cit.^ p. 444); grey marble 

revetment of piers renewed; doors at ends of aisles blocked; stucco reliefs in arcade 

zone (Titi, op. cit.y p. 181, and Hermanin, op. cit.^ p. 41); the paintings of 1653- 

1657 remained in place. 

Repairs financed by Card. Giacomo Giustiniani; lead tiles removed from roof and 

replaced by ordinary tiles (Stevenson, op. cit.); apse mosaic restored (Bartolini, 

op. cit.., p. 20); rediscovery of crypt {ibid., possim). 

Crypt re-opened and restored; doors of aisles and some clerestorey Windows unblock- 

ed; revetment of columns refastened (Ferrua, op. cit.y La Civilta Cattolicay III 

(1948), p. 504); older churches excavated below present pavement (Ferrua, opp. 

citt.). 

(1) The date 1732-1734, given by Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, loc. ctL, is erroneous; both Marangoni and Cracas, II. cUt., specity 1732 and 

1744 as the years when the Jirst ten columns were remodelled. 

(2) Tm, Nuovo Studio, 1763, p. 179, does not yet mention either the remodelling of 1732-1754 or the names of Cardinal Quirini and Fi¬ 

lippo Barigioni. Vasi, Itinerario, 1807, p. 273, refers, without date, to a restoration under Card. Quirini, but attributes the design to Orazio 

Turiani. 
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D. — GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The neighborhood of S. Marco (fig. 174) rich in Roman antiquities. There, in the year 

1447, Flavio Biondo noted “ traces of great ancient structures ” in which he would have liked to 

see Cicero’s Pallacinae, but he concluded that the identification would be a mistake In the 

late fifteenth, and early sixteenth centuries, numerous architectural fragments were seen near, or 

tULL AROCX. COMUN. iXil 

Fig. 174 — S. Marco. Roman streets in the neighbourhood of Palazzo Venezia (Gatti, op. cit.). 

in the church, but not all of them had necessarily been there originally, because the portico of 

the church may have served as a lapidarium, perhaps as early as the time of Paul II In recent 

times, a Roman Street pavement has been excavated some 50 m. east of Palazzo Venezia and 7 m. 

below the present road level ®. It apparently marks the course of the Via Flaminia, or Lata. 

Another ancient Street, running east-west from the Flaminia towards S. Marco, coincides approxi- 

mately with the axis of the palace fa9ade, and continues in the courtyard to the west. A third 

Street parallel with the Flaminia, is supposed to have been observed, some 15 m. north of the 

(1) Biondo, loc, cit.: bcnche vi si veggano segni di grandi edifici, antichi nondimeno noi non possiamo pensare, che cosa si fussero 

queste pallature (sic!)... **. 

(2) Gertainly found near the church was an Ionie comice “reperta apud S. marcumknown from the Coner sketchbook, f. 73 (Th. 

Ashby, Papers Brii. Schooly II (1904), p. 41 and Pl. 73) and from drawings in the Berlin Kunstgewerbemuscum and in the Casa Buonar- 

roti, Florence {ibid.y p. 41). Preserved at S. Marco, possibly as part of a lapidarium, were an Ionie comice, “ istava a san marcho **, a base 

“ a santo marcho ”, an entablature “ a santo marcho in Roma ”, a figured capital “ in sula piazza de Roma a san marcho ”, a segmcntal 

pediment “ stava sotto il porticho di san marcho ”, and another cornice, “ cimase in cla piaza di san marcho ”, all drawn by Fra Giocondo 

(Uffizi, dis. arch. 1535, 882 r. and v., 2050; Bartoli, Monumenti, figs. 57, 64, 65, 66). Another entablature and frieze “ in s. marco ”, a cor¬ 

nice “ iusta s. marcu(m) ” and a base with the apophyge of a flutcd column shaft “ ad s. marcum cum canalibus ” are preserved in the 

Coner sketchbook (f. 98a, ii2d, 133C; Ashby, loc. cit., pp. 49, 55). Finally, a composite pilaster capital was surveyed by Jacopo Sansovino “ a 

sto. marcho” (Uffizi, dis. arch. 4327V.; Bartoli, op. cit., fig. 623). A richly decorated column base was drawn many times in the sixteenth 

century at S. Marco, e.g., by Baldassare Peruzzi (Uffizi, dis. arch. 632r. and v.; 633r. and v., Bartoli, op. cit., figs. 317, 318) but it stood 

originally in the Temple of Mars Ultor “ a santo baxilio ” where both the Coner draughtsman and Antonio da San Gallo the elder (?) saw 

it (Ashby, op. cH., Pl. i24b and p. 61, where a number of later drawings of this base, then at S. Marco, are listed). 

(3) Kirsch, Titelkirchen, p. 86. 
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apse of the church Lanciani’s plan suggests that rows of ancient piers were ascertained below 

the palace, in the area bounded by the two last mentioned streets; but this is uncertain, and in 

any case it is very unlikely that the edifice seen by Piranesi and Nardini, below Palazzo Doria 

and S. Maria in Via Lata, extended so far to the south Certainly neither streets nor piers could 

have been seen by anyone 

below the level of the ninth- 

century church, as Lanciani 

shows Remnants of two 

earlier churches, found in that 

place in the 1940’s, make that 

impossible. On the other 

hand, it seems true that the 

remains of some Roman struc¬ 

ture were found, as early as 

1768, below the courtyard of 

Palazzo Venezia, northwest of 

the church and that a se- 

wer ran southeast from the 

church towards the convent 

of San Lorenzo and San Sil- 

vestro in Palacinis A buil- 

ding, then believed to be the titulus, was uncovered in 1923, “ near the east corner of the palace ”, 

by which the southeast corner is presumably meant 

The exterior of the church has been scarcely visible since, in the middle of the fifteenth century, 

it came to be enclosed within the walls of Palazzo Venezia. True, part of the west wall is seen 

in the palace courtyard, where the fifteenth-century loggia remains incomplete, and the Ro- 

manesque campanile stands modestly among the roof-tops, dwarfed by the immense mass of the pal¬ 

ace tower (fig. 175), yet to a casual observer the exterior of the church consists only of the im- 

pressive two-storied fifteenth-century portico, which bears the arms of Paul II in the upper order. 

The axis of the church lies roughly north-south, with the sanctuary at the north and the portico at 

the south end. 

Three doorways lead into the church through the rear wall of the portico; a central one to the 

nave and lateral ones to the aisles, the latter re-opened in 1947-1948. Immediately inside the doors, 

flights of steps descend 1.50 m. to the level of the church floor. Fundamentally, it is a simple basilica 

(i) For these streets see Lanciani, Foma Urbis, PL XXL Unfortunatelyj his indicat ion of sources is at times deficient; the Street north 

of the apse, for which he refers to Piranesi, Anlickita di Roma, Rome, 1848, I, p, 14, n. 103, is noc mentioned in that source. On the other 

hand, it is likely that the Street coming from the ea^i which Lanciani marks ** Scavi 1876, 13^90 M. ” was actually seen. 

(3) Lanciani, Frnna Urbis^ cU. Regarding the findings below Santa Maria in Via Lata, see Sjoqvist, Studi archeologici e lopografici 

intomo alia Piazza dei Collegio Romano, " Opuscula Arckacologka, IV {Sknfter ...svmska insiitutct i Rom XII), 1946, pp» 47 fL, esp. pp. 77 and 

115, where Nardini, Bellori and Piranesi are quoted with reference 10 these and similar remains below Palazzo Doria, and to their identification 

with the Saepta Julia. That the latter identification is untenable has been demonstrated by G. Gatti, “ Saepta Julia e Porticus Aemlia nella 

Forma Severiana; ” Bull. Com., 62 (1934), pp» 123 ff. and Idem, II portico dcgU Argonauti e la basilica di Nettuno, ” Atti III Ccnvegno Pfa- 

zi&tudc di Storia deirArchitettura, Rome, 1940, pp. 6i fL Piranesi, op, cU., p. 14, nos. 104, 105, and, following him, Lanciani, Forma Urbis, /w, 

nV., had assumed that the structure found below Santa Maria in Via Lata extended as far south as San Marco, and existed underneath the 

church. Hulsen, Porticus Divorum und Sarapeum im Marsfelda, ** Rom. Mit., 18 (1903), pp. 17 ff., esp. pl. II, placed them further 

east, skirting the church and continuing south to the very foot of the Capitoline Hili, Gatti, op. cit*, 1934, ph Ij makes it slop below 

the north corner of Palazzo Venezia. 

(3) Loc. ciL 

(4) Nardini, Roma Antica, Rome, 1771, p. 555, note a. 

(5) Hulsen, Chiese, pp, 291 ff, and map 2; see also above, p. 218, dig. 855-858, 

(6) Hermanin, ap. ciL, p. 6. 
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consisting of a nave with flanking aisles and twelve columns on each side; but this arrangement has 

been obscured by remodelling in the Baroque period (fig. 176)* The nave ceiling is of coffered wood, 

while the flanking aisles are groin-vaulted. At the north end, the nave terminates in an apse. In 

the present arrangement, which dates from the eighteenth century, the sanctuary is raised i .37 m. 

above the general floor level, and 

projects over 5.00 m. into the body 

of the church from the apse front, 

extending also into the aisles. The 

eighteenth-century high altar stands 

close to the front of the platform. 

The regular arcades of the eight¬ 

eenth-century nave cease at the line 

of the platform, and in the zone of 

the sanctuary, which roughly corre- 

sponds with two normal bays, the ar¬ 

cades are replaced by triple ope- 

nings, supported on pairs of por- 

phyry column-shafts, perhaps taken 

from the former ciborium. The Bar¬ 

oque arcades of the nave, ten to 

each side, rest on freestanding co¬ 

lumns surmounted by voluted capi- 

tals with low-hanging festoons. The 

shafts are of brick, revetted thinly 

with red and white Sicilian marble, 

the jointing of which is skifully con- 

cealed \ Behind each column rises 

a second support; a brick pier, re¬ 

vetted in striped grey marble, with 

a pilaster facing the aisle. The piers 

carry another series of arches, of 

Fig, 176 — S. Marco. Interior (Pholo; Corbett) slighdy smaller radius than those 

borne by the columns. 

Many tombs obscure the architecture of the side aisles, but behind them the side walls can be 

distinguished as a series of aiternating round and square niches, built in travertine. Pilasters of 

the same stone, between the niches, correspond with the marble pilasters of the piers opposite. Cor- 

responding to the ninth arcade, a door in the wall of the right or eastern aisle communicates with 

the entrance vestibule of the palace, on the axis of the main palace portal, facing Piazza Venezia. 

A corresponding doorway on the left side of the church leads to the palace courtyard. Obeying the 

law of permanence des lieux, this cross axis corresponds with the east-west Roman Street which branches 

off Via Flaminia 

Above the arcades, the nave walls are decorated with stucco reliefs and frescoes, enclosed in 

stucco frames. The twelve clerestorey Windows on each side are likewise framed in stucco mould- 

ings. 

(1) Tm, Nuovo StuJw, 1763, op, ctU^ p. 184; see also, above, p- 219, dig. 1732*1754- 

(3) See above, p, 220, and note 3, 
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All this decoration, except for the travertine niches and pilasters of the aisle side walls, the fre- 

scoes, and possibly the rectangular piers of the nave arcades, was applied to the structure in a pro- 

gram of remodelling directed, between 1732 and 1754, by Filippo Barigioni. 

In some elements, such as the frescoes of the nave, Barigioni’s design preserves the memory of 

another remodelling, under- 

taken shortly after the middle 

of the seventeenth century. 

This work is known to us 

through the specifications of 

the architect, Orazio Torria- 

ni ^ and from the report of 

an anonymous writer dated 

1650 These documents list 

the elements newly designed 

by Torriani: festoons between 

the Windows and cornices be- 

low them; stucco frames and 

paintings in fresco; stucco 

profiles to set off the arcades. 

They also refer to the stucco 

frames of “ round Windows in both fagades and one thinks of the Windows which stili exist in 

the gable walls at each end of the nave, but since these are hidden by the ceiling, they cannot have 

been visible in 1653-1657. Reference is also made to the repair of “ old columns ”, including 

polishing and whitewashing, and to the remodelling of the old capitals, which had to be re-cut, 

and altered into “ Ionie capitals with festoons and volutes, all of the same type ”.® To this period 

we also ascribe the raising of the sanctuary floor level, since its present elevation obviously ex- 

ceeds the height indicated by four steps, seen in an early seventeenth-century plan *. The report 

of 1659 adds that the old marble capitals all differed and were in poor condition In 1741, 

when the old columns were being removed from the church, Marangoni noted their disparity, 

both in material and size*. 

It would be a mistake to suppose that the arrangement of piers and free-standing columns, 

which we see today, was entirely Barigioni’s invention. Even before 1741 the old columns had 

been backed by piers; into which, however, they were more deeply set. This becomes ciear 

from a remark by Marangoni'^, from the sketch-plan of the church dated 1621 ® and from a 

plan (fig. 177) in the Vatican Archive, drawn in 1660, by the canon Bartolomeo Lagi. Ob¬ 

viously neither of these two pians is the work of a professional draughtsman (the first, indeed, shows 

seven supports on either side instead of nine), but both show clearly that the columns were embed- 

-—— -—. 

Fig. 177 — S. Marco. B. Lagi, plan of the church, 1660 

(\'atican Archives, .Arni. VII, toin. 29, f. 179). 

(1) Dengel, p. 90 n. 3. 

(2) Ibid., pp. 90 ff. 

(3) Dengel, op. cit,, p. 95, n. 3; ** (the masons must) ... spicconare e ristaurare lutte le colonnej allisciarle et imbiancare ... (and) fare li capiteli.., 

tuite ad un modo di ordine cioi ioniche con festoni in faccia e sue volute con,,. tagliare tutti li capitelli vecchi di marmo ed alzare il collarino delle colonne.,. 

e stuccarele volute con festoni... 

(4) Sec above, p. 219, dig. 1654-1657. 

(5) Dengel, op. cit., p. 93; “ li... capitelli di variati modi e lacerte li fece ridurre tutte con ordine corrispondente aW opera con il ripolimento deWantichi 

pilastri et di dette colone 

(6) Marangoni, op. cU,, p. 444; Nella Basilica di S. Marco...con XVIII colonne... erano di inormi diversi e varie colore ed ineguali... Ma in 

quesVanno medesimo VEmo. Signore Cardinale Angelo Maria Quirini... ha fatto levare le antiche colonne ... parte di Granito rosso e nerOy parte di Cipollino, e parte 

di marmo Greco e di giossezza e di lunghezza diversa 

(7) Ibid., ** (the old olumns) furono inzainate ne' pilastri e la meta...che rimaneva in prospelto fu intonacata...". 

(8) Dengel, op. cit., Pl. IV; see above, p. 217. 
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ded in rectangular piers. They also show single supports in the chancel, in line with the nave sup- 

ports but apparently carrying arches twice the width of the nave arcades, one spanning the 

distance to the last support in the nave, the other reaching to the springing of the apse. More- 

over, both pians show the position of the twelfth-century altar canopy, and the plan of 1621 adds 

a smali apse at the end of each side aisle ^ 

The plan of 1660, supported by another very 

sketchy plan of the early seventeenth cen- 

tury ® also shows the approaches to the 

sanctuary. Two flights, each apparently of 

eight steps, ascended to the sanctuary plat- 

form, which extended across both nave and 

aisles; as it stili does. Between them, a pas- 

sage at the level of the nave led to the foot 

of the altar, 

These seventeenth-century pians appa¬ 

rently present the church as remodelled 

by Paul II (1455-1470), both before and 

during hb pontificale Several elements 

of this fifteenth-century rebuilding by the 

Venetian pope are stili recognizable. The 

pilasters of the upper storey of the portico 

bear his arms, and so does the cofFered nave 

Ugonio, leaves no doubt that the nave piers 

were added to existing columns An inscription of Paul ITs, formerly on the ceiling, was re- 

moved, apparently in the seventeenth or eighteenth century The clerestorey Windows are set 

with Gothic tracery, characterbtic of mid-and late- Quattrocento taste in Rome, as in, for instan- 

ce, Sant’Anastasia and San Lorenzo f. 1. m. ^ Also, moreover, the groin-vaults of the aisles, be- 

hind their eighteenth-century stucco, have a cast rubble construction, which is a fifteenth-cen¬ 

tury technique. 

Two elements testify to work undertaken in the high Middle Ages. They are the cosmatesque 

panels inserted in the present pavement, and the lion protomes which flank the main portal of the 

nave inside the portico®. The altar canopy of 1154 was removed in the eighteenth century®. 

At first sight, the only hint of the churchb antiquity comes from the apse mosaics, which clear- 

ly belong to the ninth century; the dedicatory inscription assigns them more precisely to the pon¬ 

tificale of Gregory IV (827-844). Also, beneath the floor of the apse, a ninth-century annular 

crypt survives in a good state of preservation; while close inspection of the exterior reveals that 

the clerestory walls are of typical ninth-century construction, only slightly modified by later window 

arches. A few cancelli^ preserved in the portico, have interlace patterns which are characterbtic 

of the same period; so too, b a small capital possibly from an altar canopy, which b comparable 

Fig. 178 — S. Marco. G. A. Colonna da Tivoli, 

ceiling of nave (Vatican Library, Lat. 7721, f. 90 v.) 

ceiling (fig. 178), and some of the piers in the aisles. 

(1) The plan of 1621 marks columns not backed by piers, apparently mistakenly, 

(2) See above, p. 218, dig. 1154. 

(3) Dengel, op, Pl. in, see above, p. 218, 

(4) See above, dig, 1464'! 470 p, 219, 

(5) Ugonio, op, c. 158 v.; vi s<mo amo h&ggi {le cohnm) tna foriificah conpiiasiri*\ 

(6) See above, p* 219, dig, 1464-1470, 

(7) See above, voL T, p, 60 and fig. 43, vol, II, p. 47 f. and fig, a8, 

(8) Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, op, oiL, p, 40, fig. 30. 

(9) See above, p, 2tS, dig. 1154. 

(10) Denoel-Dvorak-Egger, op. ciL, p. 37, fig. 29, and Pl, XVIII, 
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to those which flank the portal of the Zeno chapel at S. Prassede (817-824). A well-head, donated 

by a presbyter Johannes, standing in the portico may be of ninth or tenth-century date One of 

the cancelli has a simple St. Andrew cross pattern, pointing to an earlier period, possibly the fourth 

or fifth century 

When the pavement of the nave was temporarily removed, during the years 1947-1950, excava- 

tions in the ground beneath it disclosed, not only the foundations of the ninth-century colonnades, 

but also important remains of two earlier churches. These both occupied the same site as the present 

building; the walls and stylobates of each having been used again in the foundations of its successor. 

By modifying some of the burial vaults beneath the side aisles, it was possible to extend the excava- 

tions, in a few places, as far the side-walls. Afterwards, the nave floor was replaced on a reinfor- 

ced concrete bridge, which allows the excavated area to remain open for further study. 

E. — ANALYSIS 

The excavations ® revealed four principal strata: 

1. Pre-existing walls which, for the most part, are cut off below the floor-level of the First 

Church. 

2. The remains of the First Church, consisting of an opus sectile pavement, column-footings and 

some fragments of the perimeter walls. The pavement is approximately 2.30 m. below the level 

of the present nave. 

3. Remains of the Second Church, comprising other column-footings and perimeter walls at 

a level about one meter higher than those of the First Church. This church contained a large 

schola cantorum. 

4. The Third Church, the foundations of which are placed immediately on top of the column- 

footings of the second. Substantially, this is the church which stili stands, albeit redecorated be- 

yond recognition. 

I. Pre-Existing Structores 

Pre-existing structures on the site of the church comprise a series of walls, lying parallel with the axis of 

the church, and separated from each other by intervals of about three meters. The one nearest the east flank 

of the church (fig. 179, A-A’) is of opus listatum, 0.45 m. thick, and visible over a length of thirty meters 

from north to south. Towards its north end, this wall incorporates an earlier building of reticulate masonry 

with brick quoins, and near its south end it passes over a much thicker cross-wall (A”). For its entire length 

the wall is cut down below the floor-level of the First Church, except at the south end, where it is incorporated 

in the south wall of the church at the point of intersection. The listatum is of excellent quality, consisting of 

single courses of tufa alternating with four courses of brick. The mortar is worked flush with the wall-face. 

The next wall (B), 3.90 m. to the west, is also cut down below the level of the church floor, except at its 

Southern extremity. It was used as the foundation of the east colonnade in the First Church, and part of it, 

at the south end, does duty as the colonnade end-pier. At that level, the wall consists entirely of brick, the 

bricks averaging 0.033 bigh, with mortar-pointing similar to that of wall A-A, and mortarbeds ranging 

between 0.026 and 0.028 m. in thickness. Five courses form a modulus of one R. ft. The thickness of the 

wall is unknown. 

The third and fourth parallel walls (fig. 179, C and D) are concealed beneath the pavement of the 

First Church. They were seen during the excavations of 1947 and their thickness was then measured as 0.60 m. 

(1) Armellini-Cecchelli, Chiescy p. 588. 

(2) Dengel-Dvorak-Egger, op, ciU^ p. 36, fig. 28. 

(3) These pages could not have been written without the kindness of the Rev. Fr. Antonio Ferrua, S. J., who was present during 

the excavations and has generously allowed us to use the very full and accurate notes which he then took. Our knowledge of the first-period 

colonnades, and many other elements of great importance depends entirely on this source, since the evidence has now been reburied. 

See also Fr. Ferrua’s publications, cp. cii., above p. 216. 

29 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corptts Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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The fifth wall (E) lies underneath the west colonnade of the First Ghurch. It has been seen at oniy one 

point, and its thickness cannot be measured. It is built of brick, and rests on a concrete foundation, capped 

by a projecting footing course, which lies at a depth of 3.40 m. below the pavement of the present-day west 

aisle. We cannot be sure whether the wall existed before, or whether it was built expressly as the colonnade 

stylobate of the First Ghurch. 

Adjacent to the south wall of the Ghurch, and filling the space between the pre-existing parallel walls A 

and B, we find the remains of a coarse black and white mosaic pavement, depicting a cantharus with vine- 

scrolls. The composition is disposed so as to be seen from the south side; thus proving that, in the pre-existing 

complex, there was an opening where the south wall of the First Ghurch now stands. A brick pier projected 

from the west face of wall A-A just at the south-east corner of the mosaic panel. Wall B has no corresponding 

projection on its east face, with the resuit that the former opening was slightly asymmetrical. The vase is neither 

midway between the two parallel walls, nor on the centerline of the opening, but half way between these two 

possible locations (fig. 182). 

2. The First Ghurch 

a) Perimeter walls 

The perimeter walls of the church survive in very few places and, where they do occur, are 

now seen for a height of little more than thee-quarters of a meter; that is, between the first period 

floor level, and the level of the foundations of subsequent building phases. Apart from re-used 

walls, ali walls which can be identified with certainty as belonging to the First Church, are made 

of opus listatum. 

I. North wall. 

The north boundary of the First Church is unknown, except to the extent that its location is 

vaguely indicated by variations in the pavements 

II. West wall. 

On the west side of the complex, underneath the wall of the present west aisle, an ancient 

wall appears in two places at the proper level for the First Church (Fig. 179> F-F); one in the latitude 

of the High Altar, and the other 

24.00 rn. further south, near the 

south end of the west aisle. Both 

fragments are decorated on the 

east face with painted plaster. 

The northern one has no recogniz- 

able subject, but the Southern 

one retains the lower part of an 

unidentifiable scene, depicting se- 

veral horses ® in red on a white 

ground, with some foliage in green 

(fig. 180). The wall is mostly 

of opus listatum, in which courees 

of brick and tufa alternate, but in 

one place there are three successive courses of tufelli. To the south of the painting, the west side- 

wall takes a different alignment. We encounter it in an excavated area (Fig. 179, G) beneath 

the vestibule which connects the Renaissance portico with the west aisle. In this place, the west 

Fig. 180 — S. Marco. West wall of First Church; 

painting of horses (Photo: Corbett). 

(1) See below, p. 230. 

(2) Ferrua, Civ. Calt., 1948, 510, suggests they might bc stags. 
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wall of the First Church stands some 2.50 m. to the east of the alignment of the wall with the 

painting of horses. Unfortunately, the intervening walls are concealed by tombs. Towards the 

northern end of excavation G, the west wall of the First Church was interrupted by some kind 

of exedra (fig. 181) raised 0.50 m. 

above the floor-level, and partly 

closed by a low block of masonry 

with a capping of thin marble 

plates. When excavated in 1947- 

1948, the front of the block was 

found to be plastered and painted, 

and the base of a small column, 

0.21 X 0.21 m., was found in situ on 

top of the block near the front, at 

the South end, with the impression 

of a second base beside it From 

the exedra, the wall continues south- 

wards for exactly three meters, to 

the point where it meets the south 

wall. A vertical division, 0.90 m. 

south of the exedra, may possibly 

indicate two periods of construction 

Fig. 181 — S. Marco. South end of west aisle. but the evidence is inconclusive. 

III, South wall, west aisle. 

The south wall of the First Church provides foundations for the rear wall of the Renaissancc 

portico, i.e., the end wall of the present church. The interior face of the ancient wall is seen for 

the whole span between the west wall and the end-pier of the west colonnade (Fig. 179, E), and 

it is evident that there was no doorway at the end of the aisle. West wall, south wall and end-pier 

are all bonded integrally together. As far as the revetment allows the wall to be examined, it is 

seen to be built of opus listatum, in which two courses of brick alternate with one of tufa. The south 

and west walls retain vestiges of painted decoration, imitating marble panelling in red and pink, 

with a white background. The decoration of the end-pier cannot be distinguished. 

IV. South wall, east aisle. 

The south end of the east aisle in the First Church is rendered more complicated than that of 

the west aisle, by the fact that it makes use of several pre-existing structures (figs. 182, 183). The end- 

pier of the east colonnade consists of a short length of the pre-existing wall B, which remained 

standing above the church floor-level while the rest of wall B was cut down to make a stylobate 

for the colonnade. The south wall of the aisle consists partly of the pier (A”’) which projects from 

the west face of pre-existing wall A-A’, and partly of a new wall (J), which closes the opening bet¬ 

ween A and B. Wall J is made of opus listatum but the painted plaster revetment is too well pre- 

served to reveal the proportion of brick to tufa. Pre-existing wall A-A’ did not form the west side 

of the west aisle; instead, it was cut down to about the level of the First Church floor, and the aisle 

extended beyond it. The part of the aisle end-wall, which consists of wall J and Pier A’”, is normal 

(i) Ferrua, op. cit.y R, A, C,, XXV (1949), p. 15, with plan. 
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to the axis of the church, but from the point where it coincides with the west face of A, the inner 

face of the end-wall turns obliquely north-east. The roughly cut cross-section through wall A con- 

sequently stands in an oblique plane. Walls J - A’” and this oblique cross-cut are ali decorated 

with plaster, painted to represent 

marble panelling, exactly like the 

decorations previously noted in 

the west aisle. The extension of 

the painted plaster across the obli¬ 

que cross-cut proves that the east 

aisle of the First Church was broa- 

der than the interval between 

walls A and B. How much broa- 

der is rather a moot point, be- 

cause the east flank-wall cannot 

be identified with certainty; all 

the brickwork which stands at pre- 

sent to the east of wall A having 

the character of later periods. 

Nevertheless, the foundations on 

Fig. 182 — S. Marco. Walls and pavement at south end 

of east aisle (Sketch: Corbett). 

which the posterior brick super¬ 

structure rests, probably belong 

to the original church. They 

consist of concrete, made out of 

broken pieces of marble, previously 

worked and presumably spoils of 

more ancient buildings. The foun¬ 

dations in the oblique part of 

the south wall are not in line 

with the superstructure, hinting 

at two periods of construction. 

The same concrete foundations 

extend beneath the posterior brick¬ 

work of the side-wall, indicat- 

ing the probable alignment of 

the original side wall in the First 

Church. 

b) Entrance 

While we have been able to 

identify the south wall of the First 

Church at the Southern end of 

each side aisle, the portion which 

Fig. 183 — S. Marco. South-east corner of east aisle 

(Sketch; Corbett). 

formed the south end of the nave is entirely hidden by later building. Nevertheless, in the line 

where this wall must stand, and about midway between the southeast and Southwest corners 

of the First Church, a breach (fig. 179, H) which was made in 1949-1950 through the ninth- 

century foundations of the present south wall, coincides with the Central portion of the threshold 

stone of the principal doorway of the First Church. It is a block of marble with its upper surface 
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cut in two steps. The outer step, to the south, is o. lo m. wide, while the inner step, 0.05 m. lo- 

wer, is 0.29 m. wide. The block thus has a total depth from front to back of 0.39 m. Its length 

(breadth of the doorway) cannot be determined, as both ends are buried in the later foundations. 

Three rectangular mortice holes, in the surface of the inner step, were presumably for doorbolts 

at, or near, the middle of the doorway. They indicate the axis of the First Church, which cor- 

responds closely with the center-Iine of the present building. 

c) Golonnades 

Some of the base-blocks of the two rows of columns, which divided the First Church into nave 

and aisles, were found in the course of the 1947-1950 excavations. In alignment, they correspond 

exactly with the colonnades of the later churches, though the spacing is not the same. As noted 

before, the eastern colonnade stood on pre-existing wall B, and the western colonnade stood on 

Wall E, which may survive from an earlier building, or may have been expressly built for the church. 

Seven base-blocks belonging to the First Church were identified, as 

indicated in Fig. 179 by the letter X. They are now concealed 

by the modern walls which enclose the excavated area, but they 

were noted by Father Ferrua during the excavations. They are 

made of travertine, 0.22 m. thick and about 6.50 m. square. 

They are spaced about 3.30 m. between centers. Their upper 

surfaces seem to have coincided with the level of the First Church 

pavement. The columns which stood on these base-blocks do not 

survive except, possibly, in the fragments of broken column shafts 

which are found mixed in the rubble foundations of the chancel 

enclosure of the Second Church. A capital which was also found 

embedded in these foundations may have belonged to the First 

Church (fig. 184). It is of the Composite order, with two tiers of 

stylized acanthus leaves, and volutes which have been broken off. 

Its height is 0.51 m. and the diameter at the base is 0.37 m. The 

upper surface of the abacus has dowel-holes, for metal pegs which secured an impost block, or 

perhaps architrave stones. They may date from an earlier use, not necessarily in the church. 

The dimensions of the capital accord well with the size of the base-blocks, suggesting a column 

shaft about 4.50 m. high. 

d) Pavements 

The main threshold stone (H) of the First Church, marks the Southern ex tremi ty of an exten¬ 

sive pavement of opus sectile (figs. 185, 186). It measures 25.25 m. from south to north; its northern 

limit being a step, beyond which the church floor lies at a slightly higher level, and is made of large 

marble flagstones. We presume that the opus sectile formerly extended in width at least as far as 

the colonnades, although no more than the Central portion survives. (Since it only survives in 

the area where the chancel enclosure of the Second Church came to be built, it seems that the 

sectile owes its preservation to that structure, but the exact reason for this is not ciear), Some traces 

of the hard bedding cernent, from which the sectile had been removed, were found outside the later 

chancel enclosure, on the west side, at the time of the excavations. The sectile consists of square 

panels, 0.60 x 0.60 m,, made up of small plates of marble of various colors. The design of the 

pavement was marked by several special features. At a distance of 4.80 m, from the threshold 

stone, the ordinary pattern of squares and diagonals is interrupted by a band of simple chequers 

(fig. 185, a) lying at right-angles to the church axis. The band is 0.60 m. (one square of sectile) 

Fig. 184 — S. Marco. Compo¬ 

site capital found in the exca- 

vations. (Photo: Corbett). 
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F>g‘ J85 — S. Marco. Sectile pavement of the First Church (Plan: A. Corbett), 

wide and it extended laterally for a length of five or six squares; probably no more than that, since 

the third square to the west of the axial square seems to be made with ordinary diagonals. To 

the north of the band, after an interval of i .80 m. (three squares) the pattern of the opus sectile is 

interrupted by a second chequer band (b), parallel with the first. About half way between the 

two bands and on the center-line of the nave, most of one square of sectile is occupied by a rectang- 

ular piate of white marble (c), in the center of which is an aperture, 0.20 m. square, with 

rebated edges. When found, the aperture was furnished with a neatly fitting marble cover, which 

had in the center a small raortice, as though for a lifting hook. 

To the north of the second chequered band, the ordinary opus sectile continues for the space 

of twelve squares (if we ignore a gap of six missing squares which was probably caused by the con- 

struction of a tomb at a much later period), after which the rhythm is interrupted by a cross-band 

(d), of different pattern, made up with small uniform triangles of marble. Elements of only two 

such squares survive. Further north, at a distance of 20.50 m. from the threshold stone, the ordin¬ 

ary pattern of opus sectile is again interrupted by a square panel (e), 1.20 X 1.20 m. (four ordin¬ 

ary panels), wherein the marble plates are set to form a grid of nine small squares (fig. 187). 

The four comer squares differ in color and pattern from the others, resolving the composition into 

an equal-armed cross. Each corner square also represents a cross; whence the whole panel depicts 

a large cross with four small ones between its arms 

(1) For other examples of the decoration of an altar emplacement with crosses, see P. Testini, The kMistna church*^, Exca- 

vaihn at Ramat Rahel^ 1939-Soj Hebrew University of Jcrusalem, 1963^ p. 8t f. 
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At its northern extremity, the opus sectile is bounded by a narrow band of unpaved earth, 0.45 m. 

wide, beyond which a plain marble slab floor continues, at a higher level. The interval evidently 

contained the marble block of a step and, when it was first excavated, a small fragment of marble 

plating, which protruded above 

the level of the former step (fig. 

179, K), suggested that there 

might also have been a chancel- 

screen. To the north, the pave- 

ment is o. 115 m. higher than the 

opus sectile, and consists of large 

rectangular slabs of grey marble. 

These slabs extend over an area 

4.50 m. wide from south to 

north, after which they disappear 

beneath the modern wall which 

bounds the excavated area. The 

eastern flank of the marble slab 

pavement may be indicated by 

a low wall (fig. 179, K’), stan- 

ding parallel with the church 

axis and about two meters to the 

east of it. At the time of exca- 

vation this wall was found to be 

plastered and painted on its east 

face; the plaster rising at least 

0.30 m. above the surface of the 

marble slabs. The south end of 

wall K’ seems to correspond with 

the step or screen base, which 

separated the marble slabs from 

the opus sectile. 

The precise northern limit of 

the marble-slab pavement is un- 

known, but it cannot have extended far because, ten 

meters to the north of the step, we find the frag- 

mentary remains of another sectile pavement, ap- 

proximately level with the one described above 

The remains are too limited to be fully interpre- 

ted, but the floor seems to have been bounded on 

the east and west by two parallel waills (perhaps 

only benches), 4.55 m. apart, in the alignment of 

the church axis but not quite equidistant from it 

(fig. 179, L). At the same level, a little to the 

Fig. 186 — S. Marco. Sectile pavement of the First Church 

(Photo: Soprintendenza ai monumenti). 

Fig. 187 — S. Marco. Panel in sectile pavement 

(Photo: Corbett). 

(i) These fragments of pavement lie beneath the present High Altar. 

They are accessible through an opening, with an ornamental bronze gra- 

ting, in the vertical wall of the sanctuary platform. 
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north-west of the excavation beneath the altar, a larger area of opus sectile is stili in situ (L’) and 

now forms part of the floor of the modern corridor which gives access to the annular crypt on the 

West side. Fragments of four squares of sectile are seen, very similar to those of the main floor, but 

bordered on the south side by a margin of white marble. Other fragments of similar sectile pave- 

ment, which occur higher up on the stairs in the same passage, are presumed to have been re- 

laid in their present position when the stairs were built. 

e) Levels 

Taking the lower step of the main entrance threshold stone (H) as zero, we find that the opus 

sectile pavement slopes downwards to the marble-framed aperture (fig. 185, C) which lies four 

and a half centimeters below the threshold (—0.045 Proceeding northwards, the sectile 

then slopes gradually up to its highest point (+0.18 m.) at its northern extremity, the foot of step K. 

Step K is II14 cm. high (+0.295 the marble pavement beyond it has a slight down- 

ward slope as it continues towards the north (+0.25 m. at the point where the marble slabs pass 

underneath the modern retaining wall). The opus sectile pavement (L), in the hole underneath the 

High Altar, is 0.25 m. above threshold stone H. 

At the south end of the west aisle, near G, we note the remains of a cernent floor at a level 

slightly above the threshold stone (+0.085 there are also traces of an older cernent floor 

slightly below it, corresponding accurately enough with the threshold level. 

Towards the south end of the east aisle, the level of the highest surviving course of the pre- 

existing wall A (—o.io m.) leaves a depth of ten centimeters for the thickness of a pavement at 

the level of threshold H. However, no trace of the pavement remains. The mosaic floor of the pre- 

existing complex (—0.17 m.) is seven centimeters below the top of wall A, and might seem likely 

to have been hidden altogether beneath the floor of the First Church. Nevertheless, we know that 

this was not the case, because the painted plaster decoration of the south wall continues down 

to the level of the mosaic, without any trace of a superimposed floor. Consequently the pavement 

at the south end of the east aisle must have been in two levels; the ancient mosaic covering the 

area between walls A and B, at a level seventeen centimeters below the threshold stone, while the 

normal floor-level obtained, above and to the east of wall A 

3. The Second Church 

In the course of time, the First Church was replaced by a new building, which made use of the 

old foundations and therefore had much the same dimensions as the old one. The floor-level was 

about a meter higher than before; probably a precaution against river floods. The cause of the 

First Church’s destruction is suggested by a deposit of black ash at its floor-level, and by fragments 

of burned marble which were found lying between the first and second floor-levels. 

When, in due course, the Third Church came to be built, its foundations were placed at the 

Second Church floor-level, entailing the complete removal of the superstructure. Consequently, 

our study of the Second Church is confined to its foundation walls, stylobates, etc., which were be¬ 

low the level of the Third Church foundations, and to the walls of a chancel enclosure which, 

being independant of the main structure, was partly spared from the levelling operations which 

preceded the third period of building. 

(i) The anomaly cannot be explained. There is no evidence for a baptistry in this place, but the mosaic floor, set below the genera! floor- 

level, may be thought to hint at something of the sort. 

30 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, 
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a) Structure 

The Second Church perimeter wall is visible only at the south-east comer, and at one point 

on the east side, about eight meters north of the corner. Even in these places, we only have the 

courses which lay below floor-level. These walls are built entirely of brick, laid in level courses 

634 to 7 cm. high—^in one place seven courses measure 0.45 m.; in another, ten courses measure 

0.60 m. Mortarbeds are usually about 3 cm. thick. In pointing the mortarbeds, the bricklayer 

held his trowel at a slight angle, so that the mor- 

tar surface coincides with the edge of the brick 

course above it, but is recessed three or four mil- 

limeters behind the top edge of the course below. 

It is impossible to measure the thickness of the 

perimeter wall, since the interior face alone is visi¬ 

ble, and the upper surface is completely obscu- 

red by the superimposed Third Church footings. 

The colonnade of the Second Church rested 

on the same foundations as the First; the stylo¬ 

bates being raised to the required level by addi- 

tional courses of brickwork, which has the same 

character as the perimeter walls and is 0.60 m. 

thick. At the south end of the eastern stylobate 

(fig. 188) the new brickwork was carefully bonded to the end-pier of the First Church, itself, as 

will be remembered, a survival from an even earlier structure (wall B). The heightened stylobates 

enveloped and preserved some of the travertine base-blocks belonging to the First Church, thus 

enabling Father Ferrua to ascertain the spacing of the original colonnades The columns of the 

Second Church rested on similar, but rather larger travertine base-blocks (fig. 179, TT), 0.15 m. 

to 0.20 m. in thickness, and about 0.75 m. square. Six of them are identifiable, half buried in the 

Third Church foundations, and from them we can reconstruet the column spacing of the Second 

Church. It was a trifle more open than in the earlier period, averaging 3.45 m. between centers. 

The north wall of the Second Church may be recognizable in two fragments (M-M) which are 

incorporated in the foundations of the third-period apse This wall is of brick, 0.60 m. thick, 

and stands about one meter high above the crypt floor. It was cut away when the apse was built, 

and is now seen only as two broken stub-ends of wall, embedded in the apse foundations, 

b) Pavements 

The pavement of the Second Church had to be demolished in the course of the excavations. 

It was composed of rectangular panels of opus sectile enclosed in white marble margins. 

c) Ghangel enclosure 

A large part of the nave in the Second Church was taken up by a chancel enclosure, built in 

opus listatum, plastered and painted to imitate marble panelling (figs. 189, 190, 191). The spacing 

of the panels corresponded with the design of the pavement. The revetment consists of a thick 

undercoat, with a thin surface coat of finer plaster, on which the painted decoration was applied 

al fresco. 

Fig, 188 — S. Marco. South-wesi conicr of the 

east aislc (Photo: Corbett). 

(1) See above, p 230. 

(2) See below, p, 239. 
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The floor leveis inside the chancel enclosure are ascertainable from fragments of pavement 

which adhere to the walls, and elsewhere from projecting rubble footings, which must have been 

below floor level. These factors combine to pro ve that the floor of the enclosure was higher at the 

South end than at the north, several steps intervening. Hence it can hardly be doubted that the 

High Altar was at the south end of the nave, and 

that the orientation of the Second Church was the 

reverse of what obtained in the First Church. 

The original height of the chancel enclosure 

Wall is unknown, as it was cut down to pavement 

level in the building of the Third Church; how- 

ever, the painted panels show that the walls stood 

not less than 1.40 m. high, above the pavement 

which they enclosed. 

The chancel enclosure was entered at the 

north end though an opening 1.70 m. wide, which 

was revetted with real marble, in contrast to the 

painted imitation found elsewhere, The slabs 

have vanished, but the bedding cernent is unmistak- 

able, on one side of the opening. The opening 

led into a long, narrow area, 2.95 m. wide and 

9.25 m. long from north to south, enclosed by pa- 

rallel walls, 0.45 m, thick. At the south end of this area, part of a heavy marble chancel post, mea- 

suring 0.34 m. X 0.31 m. in cross-section and 1.18 m. long, lies on its side, partly embedded in 

the east wall of the enclosure. The post is likely to have been the footing of a transenna, which 

divided the main part of the enclosure, to the south, from the narrower approach passage. Beyond 

Fig. 189 — S. Marco. North-east corner of the 

Second Church chancel enclosure,* seen while the 

present church floor was removed (Photo: So- 

printendenza ai monumenti). 

Fig. 190 — S. Marco. Chancel enclosure of the Second Church, longitudinal section, facing east. 

the transenna, the width of the schola increases to 3.55 m. and the walls are 0.62 m. thick. One 

meter beyond the transenna footing, the enclosure was traversed by a cross-wall, in the center of 

which there was an opening of about the same width as the one at the north end. Whereas the 

listatum of the narrow northern part, and of the broader portion between the transenna and the 

cross-wall, consists generally of alternate courses of tufelli and brick, from this point onwards, as 

we proceed south, the listatum has a higher proportion of brick, two or three brick courses alternat- 

ing with one of tufelU. The division between the two modes of construction occurs on the north 

side of the cross-wall (fig. 190, J), where there is an unbonded vertical joint. It thus seems likely 

that the narrow northern part, the transenna, and the short piece of the wider enclosure to the 

north of the cross-wall, are all secondary additions to the original structure, which at first did not 

extend north of J. The relative leveis do not exclude the possibility that the cross-wall at J was 

suppressed when the northern part of the structure was added, the transenna taking its place. 
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In the Southern part of the chancel enclosure, the parallel side walls continue southwards 

from the cross-wall, for a distance of nearly twelve meters, after which they have been destroyed 

to make way for the foundations of later buildings, leaving us in ignorance of the disposition of 

that part of the Second Church which must have been nearest the altar. 

Towards the south end ofthe chancel enclosure, lateral walls of opus listatum (fig. 179, W-W’), 

0.42 m. thick, extend to east and west, joining the side walls of the enclosure to the nave colon- 

_ _ nades, and closing off the south end of the nave. 

These walls had seats buiit against them, giving 

V ^: them an additional thickness of 0.48 m 

<' iJ/jBKMtSL that is preserved. Unfortunately, the 

V « are ill-conserved and do not admit detailed inter- 

? pretation. One small item may be noted. A small 

i' piate of marble, 0.22 m. wide, was found in the 

^^t;avations, projecting at floor level from the west 

swivel-pin of a door or gate It may be explain- 
Fig. 191 - S. Marco. Dccoration of sccond pc remnant of a chancel-screen, belonging to 
riod chancel enclosure (Photo: Sopnntendenza . , , . . , 

o,* a small side altar which stood between the west 

remains 

The Third Church 

The Third Church to occupy the site once more used its predecessor’s foundations, and thus 

perpetuated the main outline of the original plan. Once more the orientation was tumed about, 

with the resuit that the main entrance was again at the south end of the nave, as it had been in 

the First Church. The new floor-level was some 1.20 m. above that of the Second Church; i.e., 

at the level of the present-day pavernent. Not a little of the Third Church is stili extant forming, 

as it were, the skeleton of the present structure. Every main wall rests on foundations which were 

originally laid for the third period building, while the entire apse, with its mosaic half-dome and 

horse-shoe crypt, evidently date from the same period. The colonnades of this building, the shafts 

mostly differing in material, diamater and length, were scen by Marangoni Obviously they 

were spoils, possibly taken from the preceding constructions on the site. Most of these sbadls and 

capitals, worn out by the eighteenth century, and of disparate types, have disappeared, though 

some may stili exist among the fragments which lie in the Palace courtyard. However, although 

the colonnades have gone, the original clerestorey walls stili remain, as can be seen from the ext¬ 

erior, despite alterations to the Windows in the fifteenth century. On the other hand, the side walls 

of the aisles were drastically remodelled, presumably when the Renaissance palace was buiit. 

(1) The feature was carefully noted by Fr, Ferrua, but it has now disappeared^ 

(2) MaranconIj ioc, ciUf see above, p, 319, dig. 1732*1754* 
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receiving the form of alternating round and square niches. The third-period colonnades, after 

first being partly enclosed in rectangular piers (above, p. 223), were finally replaced in the eigh- 

teenth century by the marble-faced columns which adorn the church today. 

a) Foundations 

The lowest foundations of the Third Church consist of a single course of enormous blocks of 

tufa or peperino, roughly quadrate, and taken from a more ancient structure (fig. 192). From evi- 

dence collected elsewhere, this seems likely to have been the Republican or “ Servian ” city wall 

and, as similar material is frequently found in 

the substructuros of Roman churches, particularly 

those of the Carolingian period, we call it, for 

the sake of brevity, by the name “ Servian blocks ”, 

even though the precise origin may be disputable. 

At S. Marco the Servian blocks form continu- 

ous platforms, 40.00 m. long, i .50 m. wide 

and 0.50 m. thick, under each nave colonnade, and 

they also occur at the base of the side-walls, and 

the Southern end-walls of the two aisles, but not at 

the South end of the nave. At the base of the 

apse, two courses of similar blocks are seen. In the 

side-walls and stylobates, the Servian blocks were 

laid on top of the foundation walls of the pre- 

ceding building. Since the breadth of the Servian 

block foundations is more than double the thick- 

ness of the earlier walls on which they rest, we con¬ 

clude that the second-period floor level remained 

undisturbed while the blocks were being placed 

in position; and that the rather excessive amount 

by which the blocks now overhang their substruc¬ 

turos, is the resuit of the excavations, wherein the 

fili which formerly helped support them has been 

partly removed. Above the Servian block plat¬ 

forms, the Third Church foundation and stylobate walls are buUt entirely of brick, with flush- 

pointed mortarbeds 2 or 3 cms. thick, laid in courses averaging 0,062 m. high. Often these courses 

are slightiy undulant. 

The cutting which was made to provide an entrance to the excavated zone {H on fig. 179), 

enables us to examine the cross-section of the south wall, at the point where it coincides with the 

center-line of the nave, beneath the threshold of the main doorway. Here, instead of Servian blocks, 

the third-period foundation consbts of a broad baulk of rubble masonry, built up with irregular 

fragmen ts of sto ne and brick, between inner and outer faces of slightiy larger, but stili very coarsely 

hewn material. At the base, the baulk is 1.20 m. thick, but at a height of 1.30 m. it is reduced 

to 0.90 m. thickness. Unlike the greater part of the third-period construction, which rests on top 

of the second period foundation, this baulk rests directly on the threshold stone and opus sectile 

pavement of the First Church. Its unwonted depth probably results from the fact that, at this 

place, the builders of the Third Church found no second-church foundation walls for their Servian 

blocks to rest upon, and therefore had to dig down to a lower level in search of a secure base for 

Fig. 192 — S. Marco. Third-period nave found¬ 
ations; stylobate resdng on Servian blocks 

(Photo: Soprintendenza ai monumenti). 
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the new structure. Probably there are no Servi an blocks here because it would have been difficult 

to get them into position, in the trench so created. The absence of a second-period wall is signi¬ 

ficant, since it shows that the Second Church nave continued beyond the line of the south wall, 

as we know it in both First and Third Churches. This is the sole indication that the second-period 

building might have been apsed. 

b) Apse 

The apse of the Third Church is stili intact, but its structure can only be examined at the base; 

elsewhere its walls are hidden, externaliy by the chambers of the Renaissance palace, within which 

it is enclosed, and internally by the Baroque decorations of the church. The vault and fascia are 

embellished with the original mosaics, bearing the monogram of Gregory IV (827-844), (fig. 193). 

The model of the church, which 

Gregory carries, indicates that 

the apse originally had Windows. 

An annular crypt, of a type 

common in ninth-century Ro- 

man churches, lies at the base 

of the apse, below the level of 

the nave floor. A horse-shoe 

shaped passage, following the 

curve of the wall, is entered 

by small descending flights of 

steps, close to the apse shoul- 

ders. From the curved pas¬ 

sage, at its apex, a Central rect- 

ilinear corridor branches off, 

and following the axis of the 

church back towards the nave, 

leads to a confessio directiy 

underneath the High Altar. 

The ancient parts of this crypt at San Marco are constructed of very poor masonry, in which 

all sorts of broken fragments of brick are used, together with some pieces of stone and marble 

(fig. 194)- Mortarbeds are thick and irregular, and coursing is very uneven. At the base of the 

apse wall there are two courses of Servian blocks, set flush with the face of the brickwork above 

them; an important point to note, since it proves that the horse-shoe crypt was designed ab initio. 

Had it been added as an afterthought to a previously built apse, the builders would have had to 

shave back the Servian blocks to create a vertical wall in the annular passage, since the blocks would 

certainly have been laid to project beyond the brick wall-face, as they do everywhere else in the 

church. The condition of the stone face makes it evident that this operation was not necessary; 

whence we conclude that the crypt was planned with the apse, in one program. 

The horse-shoe passage was formerly revetted with marble slabs. They no longer exist, but 

the bedding mortar and some iron clamps which held them in position are seen. Small niches for 

lamps, 1.20 m. above floor level, are set at intervals in the passage wall. The pavement was com- 

posed of marble slabs and, like the marble revetment of the walls, contained several epitaphs 

brought from the catacombs. The walls terminated in a stucco cornice, which included several 

decorative motifs, interlace work, saw-teeth, squares with St. Andrew crosses, etc. (figs. 195, 196). 

^93 — Marco. .Apse mosaic (Photo: Andcrson). 
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The present concrete ceiling is modern; a flat brick vault was found at the time of disco- 

very. The original ceiling was decorated with stucco roundels, enclosing cross and star patterns. 

Some fragments of these ancient stuccoes are conserved 

The crypt was discovered in 1843, beneath the level of the projecting eighteenth-century 

sanctuary platform The original entrance steps 

are lost, and the crypt is now approached by mo¬ 

dern stairways at the northern end of each side 

aisle. These lead to transverse passages and thence, 

through openings cut in the nave colonnade 

stylobates, into the ancient part of the crypt. On 

the west side of the apse, the modern transverse 

passage has, as part of its floor, some remains 

of opus sectile pavement surviving from the First 

Church The passage on the east side of the apse 

affords a glimpse of the second-period stylobate wall, 

with the Third Church colonnade foundations pla- 

ced on top of it; they are seen where they have 

been sliced though to create the passage. 

A short distance to the north of the two “ elb- 

ows ” which mark the beginning of the horse- 

shoe passage, the curved outer wall is interrupted, 

on both sides of the apse, by the remains of a 

cross-wall (M-M on fig. 179) of earlier date, built 

into the structure of the apse wall. It does not 

appear on the opposite (inner) walls of the horse- 

shoe passage. The Servian blocks of the apse 

foundations occur only to the north of the cross- 

wall; between the cross-wall and the “ elbows ” 

the brickwork of the apse wall extends to the crypt 

floor. 

The rectilinear corridor to which the curved 

passage leads is 1.65 m. wide and 6.40 m. long, 

and lies along the main axis of the church. The 

wall revetment and altar are modern, but the anc¬ 

ient ceiling is conserved, consisting of slabs of tra- 

vertine, 0.25 m. thick, spanning the corridor from 

wall to wall. The ceiling slab at the south end, 

immediately over the altar, is pierced by a circular 

hole, 0.25 m. across, which is evidently an ancient 

cataract, joining the High Altar to the confessio. 

If it could be observed from the nave (which has 

not been possible since the sanctuary was height- 

ened in the eighteenth century), the cataract would 

Fig. 194. — S. Marco. Interior of ciy^pt. 

(Photo: Corbett). 

MI. 

(1) Bartolini, op. cit., XXVII, fig. 64. 

(2) Bartolini, op. cU., 

(3) See above, pp. 232-233. 

■ ^ :-e_^ 

*95 — Marco. Stucco decoration of 

the cr}’pt (from Bartolini, op. cit,). 
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be seen to open in the floor of a small painted niche, 0.90 m. wide, facing south along the 

nave axis. At present, the niche forms the northern extremity of al ong, narrow passage, discover- 

ed by Bartolini, which has the front wall of Barigioni’s sanctuary platform at its Southern end. The 

entrance to the passage is closed by an oval grating in the plinth of the High Altar. We presume 

that the passage was created by Barigioni, or, if it already 

existed, was preserved and extended by him, so that the 

ancient niche need not be entirely hidden in his heightened 

and enlarged sanctuary. That some sort of passage did 

exist in a smaller form, before Barigioni’s time, is sug- 

Fig. ,96 - S. Marco. Stucco decora. «“‘«I the arrangement of the chancel steps as we see 
tions of the crypt (from Bartolini, 0/). a7.) them in the seventeenth-century sketch-plan mentioned 

above (fig. 177). Towards the front of the sanctuary area, 

that is to say, directly underneath the present High Altar, the passage floor is replaced by a deep 

hole, which descends to the level of the first-period church (some of the opus sectile pavement oc- 

curs there), and is flanked by two parallel arches. These look like arcosolia, and were taken as such 

by Bartolini, but in reality they are merely the foundations of Barigioni’s High Altar. The sharp 

drop in level which reveals the “ arcosolia ” is probably a consequence of Bartolini’s researches. 

When the niche was first discovered by Bartolini it was decorated with frescoes, but they have 

by now almost entirely perished. Bartolini could stili see a head of Christ on the back wall of 

the niche, and the lower limbs of two standing saints on the side walls. As well as being visible 

through Barigioni’s oval grating. 

Fig. 197. — S. Marco. Ninth and fifteenth century clerestorey seen 
at south-west corner of the nave. 

the niche today is also seen 

through a small cataract, placed 

vertically above the original 

one, and opening in the floor 

of the present sanctuary, just 

at the foot of the High Altar 

steps. It is likely to have been 

put in by Bartolini. 

c) Clerestorey 

At present, the nave is 

illuminated by rows of round- 

headed, three-light clerestorey 

Windows, with cusped marble 

frames and Central colone t- 

tes, typical of the fifteenth 

century (fig. 197). Presumably 

they were introduced when the 

church was incorporated in the 

fabric of Palazzo Venezia, by 

Paul II. Viewed from the exterior, it is evident that each of these Windows supplants another, 

smaller and slightly lower, but spaced at the same intervals (which must, of course, be the spacing 

of the colonnades in the original design of the Third Church). The former Windows were round- 

headed and had double rings of brick voussoirs. The openings were 1.20 m. wide and the brick 

piers between them measured 1.90 m. We do not know their height. The original brick arches 

are traceable throughout the whole length of each clerestorey, proving that there was no transept. 
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F. — RECONSTRUGTION 

a) The earliest structures 

Nothing can be ascertained concerning the plan of the buildings which preceded the First Ghurch. 

The five walls A-E which run parallel to each other, north and south, need not have belonged to the 

same structure; indeed, wall E may have been built as the foundation wall of the west colonnade 

in the First Ghurch. The remaining four, as far as they are visible, differ from one another in that 

the easternmost consists of opus listatum while the other three, B-D, are built of brick. Opus listatum 

and brick, of course, do occur in the same building in the same period of construction; but it is 

equally possible that walls B-D originally belonged to different buildings, and were built at different 

times. Likewise, there is no way of determining what function the building or buildings served. 

The only hint is given by the mosaic pavement, which lay in the south-east corner of the early build¬ 

ing. Its cantharus and vine-scroll design may well be Ghristian, and could date from the late 

third, or the early fourth century. 

b) The first ghurch 

In contrast to the uncertainty which shrouds the earliest structures, the main elements of the 

First Ghurch are ciear. We know the perimeter walls to the west and south, including the end walls 

of both aisles, and the threshold of the main door leading into the nave. We also know the found¬ 

ation walls of the nave, that is to say walls B and E, the first certainly taken over from an earlier 

construction; and we have the bases of six columns in situ, two in the west and four in the east col¬ 

onnade. A large part of the opus sectile pavement survives, and we have remnants of wall decor- 

ation in the left or west aisle, and on the south wall of the east aisle. 

A partial reconstruction is possible. The First Ghurch had a nave and aisles, the nave being 

10.00 m. wide. The shape and width of the right hand or east aisle, remains unknown, since 

nothing has survived of its outer flanking wall. But it is reasonable to assume that the outer walls 

of the Second and Third Ghurches made use of a corresponding aisle wall, surviving from the 

First Ghurch. Thus the ciear width of the east aisle would have been 4.70 m. The left hand or 

west aisle, where parts of the outer wall have survived, was obviously irregular in plan; 2.90 m. 

wide at the Southern end, while some eight meters further north the width increased to 5.40 m. The 

nave was supported by parallel colonnades, the columns being spaced at 3.30 m. from center to 

center, their shafts approximately 4.50 m. high. At the south end, each colonnade terminated in 

a rectangular end-pier. The one capital preserved, which might possibly have belonged to the First 

Ghurch, is Gomposite, but it sems to be a spoil, and other capitals could have been of different or- 

ders. It remains doubtful whether the colonnades carried an entablature or an arcade placed 

on impost blocks. The main entrance was at the south end, through a doorway on the axis of the 

nave. No south doors opened into the aisles, and an earlier door at the south end of the east aisle 

was blocked. On the other hand, the continued existence, to this day, of entrances in the right and 

left flank of the Third Ghurch, 29.00 m. from the fa^ade of the nave, and on the axis of a Roman 

Street coming from Via Flaminia to the east, makes it seem likely that the Second and First Ghur¬ 

ches also had entrances in the same position. 

As yet, nothing indicates definitely whether or not the nave rose above the height of the aisles 

to a clerestorey. The greater width of the nave, as compared with the aisles, makes it likely that 

this was the case, but it seems better to leave the question open. 

31 - R, Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, 
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The walls of the aisles were decorated with frescoes, in part imitating marble revetment. The 

fresco with horses (or stags ?) in the left hand aisle remains unexplained, both as to subject and pur- 

pose. Nor is it easy to find an explanation for the exedra near the south end of the left hand or west 

aisle. 

The pavement of the nave consisted of opus sectile, and a similar pavement may well have exten- 

ded into the aisles. Only at the very south end of the east aisle, to the right of the main entrance, 

was the cantharus mosaic from an earlier structure incorporated in the floor of the church. It may 

have been retained in order to mark this south bay of the aisle for some special liturgical function; 

but it is uncertain what that function might have been. 

On the other hand, it seems rea^onable to assume that the divisions marked on the nave floor 

corresponded to liturgical practice. The two checker bands, four and six meters respectively from 

the entrance, and the intervening broad strip of pavement, would seem to mark off a zone, near the 

main door and at a considerable distance from the altar site. It might have been a space reserved 

for catechumens; or else it might have been a space where the faithful, confined otherwise to the 

aisles, congregated in view of the altar, while the rest of the nave around, and in front of the altar, 

would be reserved for celebration of the mass. 

While this remains hypothetical, and in any case leaves unexplained the movable marble plaque 

found between the chequer bands the quintuple cross pattern, 21.00 m. from the entrance, 

on the Central axis of the nave, presumably marks the site where a movable altar was set up during 

Services. Four meters further north, that is, behind the cross pattern, the floor rose to form a low 

platform, paved with marble slabs, bordered perhaps by cancelli, and raised one step above the sec¬ 

tile floor. One would like to view this platform as the place set aside for the clergy and the elders 

of the congregation. The length of the platform and, indeed, the extension of the nave further 

north, remain unknown. Likewise, it is unknown whether the nave was terminated by an apse; 

but there is no reason to assume that it was. The cross wall, M-M, embedded in the foundations 

of the present apse, 41.50 m. north of the south wall of the First Church, seems to mark the posi- 

tion of the north wall in the Second Church, and may reproduce a wall of the preceding period. 

It is unlikely itself to date from the first pariod, as it is brick-faced masonry, and ali the known 

walls of the First Church are built in opus listatum. 

About 37 meters from the fa^ade, areas of the same opus sectile which covers the nave, are found 

both on the center-line of the complex, and in the region of the left hand or west aisle. They are 

about level with the nave floor, but we do not know whether they belong to the main hall of the 

church or to adjacent chambers. 

c) The second church 

After the destruction of the First Church, apparently by fire, its nave and aisles were rebuilt 

on the same foundations as before, but at a higher level. However, the orientation was reversed 

and the altar of the new church rose at the south end of the nave, where the entrance had formerly 

been. The south end-walls of the aisles probably remained unchanged. On the other hand, the 

south wall of the nave seems to have been removed, possibly for the construction of an apse. 

The breadth of the nave remained as it had been in the First Church, and as in the former 

example, the roof was supported by colonnades. However, the Second Church columns were 

spaced more openly; 3,45 m. from center to center. Hence the number of intercolumniations 

(i) Perhaps the likeliest explanation is that offered by Fr, Ferrua, that the marble plaque was merely the inlet to a drain, for the con- 

venience of those who washed the floor. It lies at the lowest point. 
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was twelve, and their greater width makes it likely that the columns carried arcades. One would 

like to associate the curtains which Hadrian I gave to the church, with these arcades but their 

number, twenty-seven, does not tally. 

More than half of the nave was occupied by a long chancel built in opus listatum, plastered and 

painted to imitate marble revetment. Initially, the chancel area was about 17 meters long from 

north to south, and 3.55 m. wide. From it, near the south end of the nave, wing walls traversed 

what remained of the nave, and continued in the aisles. Subsquently the chancel was extended 

northward for an additional 11 meters, but the extension, enclosed by walls like the original chancel, 

was narrower, being only 2.90 m. wide. The height of its flanking walls, at least 1.40 m., made it 

into a narrow passage; a kind of dromos or solea. 

d) The third church 

The Third Church once again used the foundations of its predecessors and consequently had 

much the same dimensions. However, the level was raised roughly 1.30 m. above that of the Se- 

cond Church, that is 2.30 m. above the First Church. Also, the orientation was again reversed, 

returning the entrance to the south end, as it had been in the First Church. Lateral entrances led 

into the aisles but they had no end doorways to the south, the present ones being of fifteenth-cen- 

tury date 

Like its predecessors, the Third Church was a basilica. The ciear length of nave and aisles 

was 40.50 m.; their ciear width totalled 30.50 m. This suggests that a foot of 30.5 cms. was used, 

resulting in a width of 100, and a length of 133 feet. The north end of the nave terminated at 

the apse which stili stands, its half-dome decorated with the mosaic of Gregory IV. The upper 

walls of the nave were carried by two colonnades, each of twelve columns. This number is con- 

firmed by the thirteen Windows of the clerestorey, ali of which are preserved to some extent, and 

by the notice in the Liber Pontificalis which States that Gregory IV gave the church 26 curtains 

“ to hang under the arches ”. ® The last reference also proves that the columns of the Third 

Church carried arches, and not an architrave. The column shafts, as we know from Marangoni, ^ 

differed in size and material and thus were apparently spoils. It is likely that they had previously 

done duty in the Second, and before that, in the First Church. Nothing is known of capitals or 

bases, but the distance from center to center of the columns measured 3.10 m. 

In the clerestorey walls, small round-headed Windows corresponded with the spacing of the col¬ 

umns below. These Windows stili exist, though slightly changed in the fifteenth century (fig. 194). 

Their original width was 1.20 m. (4 feet), the distance between them 1.90 m., (roughly 6 feet). 

The Windows were surmounted by double rings of brick voussoirs, above which the wall of the Third 

Church continued for another 75 cm.; a total height of 14 meters, or more than 45 feet. At the 

foot of the apse, beneath the level of the nave, a horse-shoe crypt was laid out, its straight south- 

ward arm ending below the High Altar. The south end of this arm communicated, through a 

cataract, with a niche which presumably contained the relics at the foot of the High Altar. 

(1) See above, pp. 217-218, dig. 772-795. 

(2) See above, p. 219, dig. 1464-1470. 

(3) See above, p. 218, dig, 827-844; cf., also Crostarosa, Basiliche cristianCi 1898, p. 71. 

(4) See above, p, 223. 
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e) Later additions 

A campanile was built at the south end of the church in. the twelfth century It rose, not as 

is usual, over the aisle, but in the south-east corner of the nave. The reason for the anomaly is un- 

known. Apparently the main portal was remodelled at the same time, and provided with the lion 

protomes, which are stili extant. A new pavement seems to have been laid in the nave as witness 

the remnants of cosmatesque floor seen by Ugonio It is likely that all these changes took 

place around the middle of the twelfth century; certainly a new canopy was erected over the High 

Altar in 1154®. 
The church was incorporated in the Palazzo Venezia and was extensively remodelled in the 

fifteenth century. The side walls were rebuilt, with rows of alternating round and square niches, 

while the clerestorey Windows were enlarged and filled with “ Gothic ” tracery. Rectangular piers 

were placed behind the columns, the side aisles were vaulted, the coffered wooden ceiling of the 

nave was inserted, and doors were placed at the south ends of both aisles. In the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury the nave was redecorated, the colonnades were replaced by engaged columns, and the plat- 

forms of the altar and of the chancel were raised. The crypt was rediscovered in 1843, but it 

was not reopened and restored until 1947, when the remnants of the older church es below the 

level of the present nave were also excavated. 

G. — CHRONOLOGY 

The brief reports published, so far, on the excavations at San Marco, have classified the struct- 

ures preceding the First Church as pre-Constantinian, the First Church as fourth, and the Second 

Church as fifth century The Third Church, which essentially stili stands, has always been re- 

cognized as a ninth-century structure. 

There is very little evidence, archaeological or documentary, for dating the earliest structures 

on the site, as represented by walls A-D and by the cantharus mosaic which was inserted between 

walls A and B, prior to the building of the First Church. To be sure, a fragment of brick and 

reticulatum wall, which was incorporated in wall A, furnishes a terminus post quem about the middle 

of the second century for wall A, (and possibly for the walls B-D, provided they are all contem- 

porary, which is not certain). Neither the opus listatum of wall A, nor the small amount of brick- 

work identifiable in walls B-D, are enough for a precise estimate of date; though they would 

seem to be later than the end of the second century. On the other hand, the cantharus mosaic 

seems to be of early fburth-century, and possibly of Constantinian date. Similar mosaics are 

frequent enough throughout the fourth century 

Only a comparatively short time could have separated the laying of this mosaic from the buil¬ 

ding of the First Church. The levels are nearly the same and, as will be remembered, the mos¬ 

aic was incorporated into the pavement of the right aisle of the church. Regarding the date of the 

First Church, Pope Mark I (336) is reported in the sixth-century version of the Liber Pontificalis 

to have built a basilica on the site; and the list of donations in the Liber Pontificalis, including land 

grants in the close vicinity of Rome, sounds as if it was based on an original document. On the 

(1) Serafini, Torre Campanarum p. 178-180, and fig* 480. 

(2) Ugonio, Stationiy c, pavimento rulValto deWaltare e intarsiato, e da segno che gia simile Jusse il piano di tuUa la chiesa*^» 

(3) See above, pp. 218-219, dig. 1154. 

(4) Ferrua, opp. ciL; Montini, op. cit, p. 224. 

(5) See M. Mirabella Roberti, La posizione delFaltare nelle piu antiche basiliche di Aquileia e di Parenzo ”, R, A. C., XXVI (195®)» 

p. 185 f. 
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other hand, the archaeological evidence is too scarce for us to assign a precise date to the remnants 

of the First Church which have survived. The technique of construction of the few pieces of wall 

surface which are visible is too indefinite to provide ciear testimony, but it does not preclude a 

fourth-century date. On the other hand, the opus sectile pavement fits a date in the fourth century 

very well, and possibly in its first half. Similar pavements in the rooms preceding the Lateran 

Baptistery are assigned to the second half of the third century, or ca. 300 Other specimens 

of the same kind of pavement are known in a construction near Via Merulana in a number of 

fourth-century houses at Ostia, and in the Temple of Venus and Rome The pavement of the 

Basilica of Maxentius, large tracts of which were stili preserved in the early nineteenth century, was 

particularly close Apparently of Constantinian date, it had squares enclosing smaller squares, 

diamonds and circles, of different kinds of marble, and is very similar to that of San Marco. 

Finally, the placing of the altar in the middle of the nave of the First Church, and the laying 

out behind it of a platform one step higher, presumably for the clergy, would seem to be character- 

istic of the earlier part of the fourth century. Not only does this position of the altar appear to 

coincide with what Eusebius describes in the Gathedral of Tyre ®, it is also definitely established for 

a number of fourth-century churches on the Adriatic coast: for Aquileia, prior to 314; for Orsero, 

in the first half of the fourth century; for Parenzo, after 378®; and for the Basilica Ursiana at 

Ravenna, ca. 400 Likewise, in a number of North African churches, the altar rises in the 

nave, either in the middle, or in front of the apse. Beginning with Orleansville in 324, the cus- 

tom seems to prevail throughout the fourth century and, perhaps as a Constantinian survival, into 

the fifth century. Among numerous examples one might mention churches i and 3 at Sabratha, 

both dating from the fourth century; the great basilica at Tebessa, of the late fourth century; the 

earliest church at Djemila, earlier than 411; Kherbet Guidra, before 444; and stili later, Morsott ®. 

The famous late fourth-century mosaic from Tabarca, which represents the exterior and interior 

of a church, clearly shows the altar standing near the middle of the nave, rather than in front of the 

apse ®. Nor was the custom of placing the altar in the middle of the nave unknown in Rome. At 

S. Maria in Trastevere, prior to the remodelling of the church under Gregory IV, the altar 

stood low down in the middle of the building, so that the congregation used to crowd around it “ in 

an inconvenient and unseemly manner ” ^®. If it could be proved that the position of the altar in the 

naveofS. Maria in Trastevere went back to Pope Julius (337-353), who built the first church 

on the site, it would support an early date for the First Church at S. Marco as well. It may be 

relevant, that an excavation below the pavement of the twelfth-century nave in S. Maria in Tra¬ 

stevere, undertaken in 1863-1866 revealed, together with Gregory IV’s schola cantorum, remnants 

(1) G. B. Giovenale, II Battistero Lateranense {Studi di antichita cristiana^ I), Rome, 1929, p. 61 f., fig. 28-29, inclines to date them about 

300; A. M. CoLiNi, “ Storia topografica dei Celio Mem, Pont. Acc,, VII, Vatican, 1944, p. 360, prefers the second half of the third century. 

(2) CoLiNi, i6td., p. II, fig. 255. 

(3) H* D’Espouy, Monuments antiques^ Paris, 1906, II, PL 90. 

(4) Valadier and L. Canina, Aggiunte e correzioni aWopera sugli edifizi anticM di Roma deWArchitetto A. DesgodetZy Rome, 1842, part I, Pl. 

XX and p. 20, where it is described, ** son le tracce dei pavimento fatto con lastrc di marmo di varie specie...” See also A. Minoprio, “ A 

Restoration of the Basilica of Constantine”, Papers Brit. Sch.^ XII (1933), pp. i ff., esp. p. 9 and Pl. VII. 

(5) Eusebius, Hist, Eccles., X.iv.44, ed. Ulton & Lawlor, Loeb Classical Library, New York, 1932, pp. 426-427. 

(6) Mirabella Roberti, op. ciL, p. 189 f. 

(7) G. Bovini, “ Qualche appunto sulPantica cattedrale di Ravenna”, Felix Ravenna^ lxi (1953), p. 59. 

(8) J. Braun, Der Christliche Altar, Munich, 1924, pp. 385 f., gives a long, if incomplete list with reference to Gsell, Les monuments antiques 

d^Algerie, Paris, 1901. For Dj*emila, see Y. Allais, Djemila, Paris, 1938, for Sabratha, J. Ward Perkins, “The Christian Antiquities of Tripoli- 

tania”, Archaeologia, XCV (1953), pp. i ff. Further examples are found in. A. Berthier, Les vestiges du christianisme dans la Mumidie Centrale, 

Algiers, 1942. 

(9) P. Gauckler, “Une chapellc de martyrs a Tabarka”, Monuments Piot XIII (1906), p. 188 ff., Pl. XVII, and J. Ward Perkins, 

op. ciL, p. 57 f. . • 

(10) LP, II, 80; ** nam prius altare in humili loco situm fuerat, pene in media testudine circa quod plebs utriusque sexus conveniens, pontifex cum 

clero plebi confuse inmixto sacra misteria celebravit 
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of an older building, possibly the church of Julius I, which included a pavement composed of mar- 

ble plaques of various colors arranged in a geometric pattern 

We thus assign the First Church to a date before the middle of the fourth century. The few 

months of Mark’s pontificate, January i6 to October 6, 336, are obviously too short a period 

for the erection of a building as large as the First Church. It seems more likely that he gave the 

congregation a house which he owned on the site; the remnants of which may be represented by the 

walls preceding the First Church, including the cantharus mosaic. Or perhaps the construction 

of the First Church was begun under Mark’s pontificate and was continued, after his death, in the 

pontificate of Pope Julius. 

It is not easy to assign a date to the construction of the Second Church. The fifth-century date 

suggested, though possible, seems to have little solid foundation. Documentary evidence is enti- 

rely lacking, and archeological evidence is scarce. Only the tooling of the mortar in the brick con¬ 

struction of the walls gives a possible clue; for the inward and downward striking of the mortarbeds 

resembles a similar technique used in the apse of S. Giovanni a Porta Latina, despite the greater 

thickness of the mortar in the latter church That apse dates from the sixth century, and is 

possibly as late as the second half of that century and it seems quite likely that the Second Church 

of S. Marco should also be assigned to about the same time. Moreover, the level of the Second 

Church floor being about half-way between the First Church and the Third Church, suggests 

that its date too, should be about half-way between that of the others. 

It cannot be definitely established whether the chancel was built at the same time as the Second 

Church or not, but it is likely that the older part of the chancel is contemporary with the construc¬ 

tion of the church. In fact, the tooling of the opus listatum in the chancel walls, and of the brickwork 

in the perimeter walls of the church, is similar. At first glance it would seem that neither the first, 

shorter chancel, nor its northward extension, can reasonably be assigned to a period earlier than the 

sixth century. The long, narrow shape of the first chancel already clcissifies it as a solea’, corresponding 

with the enclosed pathway which, in sixth-century Constantinople, projected from the chancel of 

Hagia Sophia towards the ambo Whether this element had earlier forerunners in the East or not, 

it was in the sixth century that it spread from Constantinople along the coast of Asia Minor to Greece, 

Dadmatia and Istria, and as far as Rome. There, it appears in the lower church of S. Clemente, 

between 533-535, wider than in the Eastern examples but clearly recognizable, enclosed by cancelli 

and slightly raised above the floor of the nave The chancel at S. Marco, in its first form, seems 

to offer a close parallel to that of S^ Clemente, whether it be a few decades later in date, or not. 

Some solea may have existed as early as the middle of the fifth century, e.g., in the Cathedral of 

Verona and in the north hall of the post-Theodosian Cathedral at Aquileia; but the great major- 

ity are of sixth-century date ®. 

The extension at S. Marco of thb first solea by a second one, a pro-solea as it were, has par- 

rallels. In the basilica of Dermech, in one of the suburbs of Carthage, exactly the same enlargement 

of a first by a second solea has taken place In Rome, a similar chancel enclosure occurs at S. 

(1) De Rossi^ B. a, C., IV (1866), p. 76, pautmento primittoo osservo un pariito di figure geometriche in marmi di varie colori..,^*, 

(2) See above, vol. I, p. 304. 

(3) Renate and Walter Schumacher, “ Die Kirche San Giovanni a Porta Latina*’, Kolner Domblatt^ XII-XIII (1957), pp- 22 ff., sug- 

gest this date instead of the earlier one proposed by myself, loc, ciu^ I think a late date quite possible. 

(4) See for the following G. Xydis, “ The chancel barrier, solea and ambo of Hagia Sophia **, Art Bull.y XXIX (1947), P* * P* ^4 

(5) See above, vol. I, p, 118, Pl. XIX. 

(6) B. Forlati Tamaro, “ La basilica paleocristiana di Verona ”, Rendiconti Pont. Accad., 30-31 (1950), 117 ff., and M. Mirabella Ro- 

BERTi, ** Osservazioni sulla basilica pK>stteodosiana settentrionale in Aquileia ”, Studi in onore di Aristide Calderini, III, Milan, 1957, p. 874 f.; Xy¬ 

dis, op. cit. 

(7) P. Gauckler, Basiliques chr6tiennes de Tunisie, Paris 1913, pl. I. 
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Pietro in Vincoli. Like the enclosure at S. Marco, it is composed of two parts: a main area, 4,25 

m. wide, projecting from the transept into the eastern bays of the nave, continued west ward by 

a narrow pro-solea, only 3.30 m. wide. 

At S. Marco, the differences in masonry technique between the first solea and its extension, are 

so small that little time need have separated their respective construction. Indeed, the painted 

decoration of the pro-solea makes any date after 580-590 unlikely. Likewise, the opus listatum mason¬ 

ry of the pro-solea with its occasional insertion of two or three brick courses, recalls quite closely 

that of the clerestory walls of San Lorenzo f.l.m. (579-590) ^ 

The date of the Third Church is established by the biography of Gregory IV in the Liber Pon- 

tijicalis, by his dedicatory inscription in the mosaic of the apse, and by the characteristics of the build- 

ing technique in the foundation walls and in the clerestorey; characteristics which find their exact 

parallel in other late eight- and ninth-century churches in Rome. 

H. — HISTQRIGAL POSITION 

Obviously the importance of the First Church is twofold. Presumably already begun under 

Constantine, it appears to be the earliest known example of a parish chitrch laid out as a basilica, 

with a nave and aisles, prior to the middle of the fourth century. Secondiy, the building appears 

to provide our first hint of the liturgical lay-out of an early parish church in Rome. 

The importance of the Second Church, on the other hand, lies in the fact that it furnishes in 

its chancel plan one more parallel in Rome to the liturgical lay-out of Byzantine chancels, pre¬ 

sumably in the course of the sixth century. 

The Third Church, finally, furnishes yet another instance of the ninth-century renascence of 

Early Christian prototypes. In this respect it may be compared with many other churches, in- 

cluding the remodelling of S. Anastasia, S. Gecilia, S. Francesca Romana, S. Prassede, SS. Nereo 

ed Achilleo, S. Maria in Domnica, and S. Martino ai Monti. 

(i) Sec above, p. 67. 





S. MARIA ANTIQUA 1 

(/?. Krautkeimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbetl) 

The ruins of the classical buildings which later became the church of S. Maria Antiqua (pl. 

XVIII) occupy the space on the south side of the Forum Romanum, between the Western escarpment 

of the Palatine and the huge rectangular brick structure which is sometimes called the Temple, and 

sometimes the Library of Augustus They consist of a first court, later used as an atrium, an inner 

court, later used as a nave (fig. 198), and a tablinum with three chambers, of which the Central one 

Fig. 198 — S. Maria Antiqua. Interior (Photo: Gab, FoL Xaz.) 

was used as the presbyterium of the church. The walls of the building can be dated, by brick stamps 

and bricklayer’s technique, to the Antonine period. 

Ample documentary evidence attests the conversion of the building into a church, but it starts 

late, with a reference in De locis sanctis martyrum, datable ca. 635-643 Nevertheless it should be 

(1) Sclected bibliography 1 G. McN. RoshfortHj “ S. Maria Antiqua”, Papers of the Brituh Schml At Rome, vol. I, London, 1903, pp. 

1-123; W. DE GrUneken, Sainte MarU Rome, 1911; Eva Tea, Lh Basilka di Santa Maria Antiqua^ Milan, with full bibliography, 

pp. 369-377; P, J. Nordhagen, “ The Earliest Decorations in Santa Maria Antiqua, and their Date ”, Acta ad Arckaeologiam et Artium Hista^ 

fiam pertinentiay Inst. Romanum Narmgiaet voh I, Oslo, 1963, pp. 53 ff. 

(2) R. DelbruecKj Der Siidostbau am Forum Romanum”, Jbch. Dtsch. Arckdoi. InsLy XXXVI, 1921, pp. 8 ff,; G, Lucu, ll Centro 

montimentaUy Roma, 1946, pp. 185 ff, 

(3) G, B. De Rossr, Roma Sotterranea, Vol, I, 1864, p. 143; *' Basilica quae app sca Maria antiqua ”, For the date of thk text, see abovc, vol. 

I. p- 137, n. 4. 

32 - R. KRAUTHEtMgft, W. Fkamki,, S, Goraett “ Corpus Bmituarum CPriittitTutrum Rumar. 
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noted that the church already bore the epithet “ old ”, antiqua, at that time. Additional, nearly 

contemporary, evidence of the ecclesiastical use of the building is provided by a layer of the 

mural decorations which is not by any means the oldest. This series of paintings, which depicts 

the Church Fathers, refers to the anti-monothelite council held at the Lateran in October 649, 

and therefore can be safely dated in the pontificate of Martin I (649-653)1. Half a century later, 

John VII (705-707) provided an ambo and a chalice, built a residence for the popes on the hili nearby 

and redecorated the church with other murals Stylistic factors enable us to identify the latter with 

certain paintings seen on the walls of the presbyterium The murals of the transennae enclosing the 

chancel have likewise been attributed to the pontificate of John VII, or to a slightly earlier period^. 

A set of murals in the left hand side chamber was donated, at the time of Pope Zacharias I (741-752) 

or slightly earlier, by Theodotus, the primicerius of the lawyers of the Roman Church and ^‘'dispensator 

Sce Dei genetricis ... qui appetatur antiqua ” Both Zacharias’ and Theodotus’ portraits appear in the 

murals, but the portrait of Zacharias seems to have beeh painted over an earlier layer ®. In any 

event, Theodotus’ position of dispensator suggests that, by the second quarter of the eighth century, 

S. Maria Antiqua was linked to a diaconia The fresco in the main apse is dated in the pontificate 

of Paul I (757-768) by his portrait and by an identifying inscription *. A few decades later, be- 

tween 772 and 795, Hadrian I decorated the walls of the atrium with frescoes, including his own 

portrait as donor ®. Apparently at the same time, or perhaps slightly earlier, the wall of the left 

aisle was covered with similar murals 1®. A further mention of the church occurs in the late eighth- or 

early ninth-century Itinerarium Einsidlense Textiles and other liturgical ornaments were donated 

by Leo III to “ diaconia ...Dei genetricis quae appetatur Antiqua ” 1^, and even to the “ dicLconia Antiqua ” 1®, 

rather than to the church proper. Finally, under Leo IV (847-855), the church was abandoned, 

apparently having been rendered useless by an earthquake in 847 1^. Its privileges and possessions, 

perhaps including a venerated icon, were then transferred to the newly established church of S. Ma¬ 

ria Nova (S. Francesca Romana) 1^. 

The state of the building when it was excavated showed that everything worth taking had been 

removed; even many of the paving stones. In course of time the artificial canyon, in which the 

church lies, filled up with earth and by the nineteenth century the nave was buried ten meters deep. 

In the fourteenth century a chapel named S. Maria de Inferno, or S. Maria tibera nos a poenis inferni, 

was built above the ruins of the Roman atrium^®. This chapel gave place in 1617 to the 

(1) Gruneisen, op. cit., pp. I40>i4i; M. Avery, “ The Alexandrian Style at Santa Maria Antiqua, Rome Art Bulletin, vol. VII, 1925, 

p. 132. 

(2) L. P,, I, p. 385: John VII “ Basilicam itaque sanctae Dei genetricis qui Antiqua vocatur pictura decoravit, illicque ambonem noviter fecit et super 

eandem ecclesiam episcopium quantum ad se construere maluit..." See also the inscriptions on the ambo (below, p. 263). 

(3) E. Kitzinger, Romische Malerei vom Beginn des 7. bis zur Mitte des 8. Jahrhunderls, Diss. Munich University, 1934, pp. 43 fl*. 

(4) Ibid., pp, 20-21. 

(5) Tea, op. cit,, p. 222; Kitzinger, op. cit., pp. 30, 43. 

(6) Kitzinger, ibid., p» 43. 

(7) See also F. Niederer, The Roman Diaconiae (Diss. New York University), New York, 1950, p. 88, and J. Lestocq,uoy “ Adminis- 

Iration de Rome et diaconies du VII® siecle ” R. A. C. VII, 1930, pp. 275, 281-2. 

(8) Gruneisen, op. cit., pp. 34 and 150; Kitzinger, op. cit., pp. 42-43, 

(9) Rushforth, op. cit., p. 103; Gruneisen, op. cit., p. 93; Kitzinger, op. cit., p. 33. 

(10) Kitzinger, ibid, 

(11) Lanciani, Jtin. Einsidlense, 1891, pp. 497-99. 

(12) L. P., II, pp. 14, 19, 26. 

(13) Ibid., p. 12. 

(14) Rushforth, op. cit., p. 9. 

(15) Regarding the icon, see P. Cellini, “Una Madonna molto antica*’, Properzioni, III, 1950, pp. i ff.; Kitzinger, “ On Some 

Icons of the Seventh Century ”, Late Classical and Mediaeval Studies in Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, jfr., Princeton, 1955, pp. 132 ff., and the 

recent paper by C. Bertelli, “ La Madonna dei Pantheon ”, Boli. d^Arte, 1961, pp. 24 ff. 

(16) Hulsen, Chiese, 1927, p. 339. The chapel and an adjoining building seen from the West are shown in a drawing of the Forum of 

ca. 1550, formerly in the Liechtenstein collection, which in 1960 was on the Swiss market (Auction catalogue Klipstein and Kornfeld, n. 98, 

Handzeichnungen alter Meister, 1960, n. 123, pl. 20). 
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church of S. Maria Liberatrice, designed by Onorio Longhi, and built at the expense of Cardinal 

Marcello Lante Excavations of a sporadic nature took place throughout the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries; the earliest recorded being in 1526 Part of the tablinum was brought 

to light in 1702, by workmen salvaging marble in the garden of the church of S. Maria 

Liberatrice®. A sketch was made (fig. 199), but the ruins were reburied a few months later. 

Fig. 199 — S. Maria Antiqua. Excavations of 1702 (Francesco Valesio, Archivio Comunale Roma) 

The site was finally excavated by Giacomo Boni in 1900, after S. Maria Liberatrice had 

been pulled down *. The state of the buildings when first excavated is illustrated in the draw- 

ing (pl. XIX) made by Antonio Petrignani, the architect in charge of the restoration, published 

here by kind permission of the Soprintendente alie Antichitd di Roma {IV). 

While the history of the church can be traced through documentary evidence and inscriptions 

from only a little before 650, the archaeological evidence goes back further. The mid-seventh- 

century layer of murals to the right of the apse, showing the Church Fathers, was by no means the 

first Christian mural decoration in the building. Underneath it two earlier layers can be discerned: 

the remnants of an Annunciation, including the famous Angel and, beneath this, the Virgin En- 

throned with the Child in her arms {Maria Regina). In the latter, the Virgin was originally flanked 

by two angels, but the one on the left side was apparently cut off when the apse was enlarged to 

its present size. 

A date in the first half of the sixth century, based on stylistic grounds, has been generally accep- 

ted for this painting The Annunciation, which partly covers it, has been assigned to various 

(1) G. D. Franzini, Roma antica e moderna, Rome, 1633, PP- 3*^ f*5 Martinelli, Roma ex ethnica sacra, 1653, p. 222, gives the dedi- 

catory inscription of 1617; Nibby, Roma nel 1838, Parte moderna, vol. I, p. 377. 

(2) Lanciani, Storia Scavi, vol. I, p. 225. 

(3) Gruneisen, op. cii., p. 34. See also Tea, op. cit., pp. 4-5; and De Rossi, BAC, vol. VI, 1868, pp. 16 and 90. 

(4) Tea, op. cit., pp. 3-20. 

(5) Avery, op. cit., pp. 133 ff: Kitzinoer, op. cit., pp. 6 and 40. 
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dates in the period between 550 and 660, that is, the whole period between the Maria Regina which 

preceded it, and the Church Fathers who are painted on top of it. Opinions vary between “ a few 

decades prior to 649 ” ^ “ in the first half of the seventh century ” 2, and “probably after 570 and 

before 650 ” A date in the last decades of the sixth century would therefore be possible. In any 

event, it should be pointed out that the representation of the Annunciation presupposes the use of the 

structure as a church; whereas the representation of the Enthroned Virgin [Maria Regina), while 

indicating that the building was under Christian auspices, perhaps does not necessarily prove its 

use as a church 

The scope of this Corpus does not allow us to enter into a lengthy discussion of these paintings, 

and we confine ourselves to the analysis of the structure and to the adaptation of the building 

for Christian use. 

I. The Roman structure 

The Roman structure is set out axially on the site, and measures 19.0 m. by 50.3 m. internally. 

At the north end, a Central gateway 5.0 m. wide leads into a square outer court, surrounded by high 

brick walls which are decorated with round and square niches. An even wider opening, directly 

opposite the first, leads from the outer to an inner court, 19.0 m. wide and 21.0 m. long, compri- 

sing a Central impluvium surrounded by a quadriporticus (fig. 200). An octagonal concrete pedestal at 

the center of the impluvium may have supported a fountain. The surrounding porticoes were roofed 

with barrel vaults, and opened to the impluvium through large single arches at the ends and narrower 

triple arches at the sides. At the corners of the impluvium the arches rest on L-shaped brick piers 

and the triple side arcades originally had square brick piers, although we now see columns in their 

place. 

Gontinuing the axial lay-out to the south of the quadriporticus, a broad opening ® now leads to 

a Central chamber or tablinum, 8.0 m. wide and 6.8 m. from north to south. The Central chamber is 

flanked on each side by smaller chambers which are entered through narrower openings, lying 

opposite the side walks of the quadriporticus. The three chambers are roofed with high barrel 

vaults. A rectangular niche in the middle of the south wall of the tablinum originally terminated 

the main axis of the Roman building; it has been replaced by a wider apse, but the width of the 

original niche can be estimated from the diameter of the relieving arch which is seen in the wall 

above. A similar rectangular niche is seen in the left hand side chamber, but the right hand cham¬ 

ber, which was smaller, has none. In addition to the entrances which led into the three chambers 

from the quadriporticus, there were also doorways in the lateral walls, leading from one chamber 

to another. 

A wide doorway in the west side of the atrium, and another near the north-west corner of the 

quadriporticus, led to the great cella of the adjacent Temple or Library. These doorways were 

(1) KrrziNGER, op. cit,y pp. ii ff. 

(2) Avery, op, p. 149. 

(3) Nordhagen, op, cit,y p. 71. 

(4) See below, pp. 263 fF. 

(5) The building was modified in classical times and the original form of the opening is not known. It seems ciear that formerly there 

were smaller openings where the single broad one now stands. The roof of the Central walk of the quadriporticus is a broad vault, spanning 

east-west, its axis parallel to the main axis of the building. At each side, the vault springs from the apex of a lower cross-vault which spans 

the quadriporticus walk between the corner-pier and the south wall. The greater part of the vault system is modcrn, but enough evidence 

survived in the ruins for the reconstruction to be reliable (Tea, op, cit,, pp. 14-17). However, it is evident that the south walk was originally 

roofed with a different scheme of vaulting. The brick face of the south wall rises to a higher level than the springing of the cross-vaults. Pet- 

rignani*s drawing (Pl. XIX) shows the higher springing line and also the roughly cut horizontal channels into which the springers of the lower 

vaults were subsequently inserted. The same illustration also depicts a large block of travertine which overhangs the broad opening in the 

south wall of the quadriporticus, resting on a projecting fragment of brickwork at the level of the original vault springing (Tea, op, cit,^ p. 237)* 

The style of brickwork shows that the alterations to the vaulting and the south wall were already effected before the end of the second century, 

and have nothing to do with converting the building into a church. 



Fig. 200 — S. Maria Antiqua. The quadriporticus (Photo: Anderson). 

symmetrically arranged on either side of the main axis in the latter building. Another opening, 

near the south-west corner of the quadriporticus, communicated with an adjoining chamber to the 

South of the cella. Other openings on the east side of the outer court and the quadriporticus, gave 

access to a long ramp which winds up to the Palatine. 

Regularly spaced holes for metal cramps show that the walls of the quadriporticus and the 

three end chambers were originally revetted with marble plating for a height of five metres, but 

nothing remains of this decoration. The upper part of the walls, and the vaults, were coated with 

white plaster, decorated with red painted panels. The pavement of the quadriporticus was opus 

spicatum", the pavements of the tablinum and side chambers remain unknown. At an early date, 

before the building was finished, rough passages about 1,50 m. high were hacked through the walls 

which divide the tablinum from the side chambers. Afterwards the openings were sealed up with 

thin walls of opus listatum, The peg-holes of the original marble revetment appear on the surface 

of the sealing walls, and it is evident that the passages served some quite temporary purpose, and 

were closed up before the marble decorations of the building had been finished. 

A more important change was made to the three end chambers when the openings which led 
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from the quadriporticus to the side chambers were blocked up, and the doorways leading from the 

latter to the tablinum were reduced in width. The brickwork of these alterations differs notably 

from that of the Antonine period, having mortar-beds 2 to 3 cm. thick instead of 1 ^ cm. It seems 

likely to date from the fourth century. Similar brickwork occurs in a wall which at one time block¬ 

ed the passage between the north-west corner of the quadriporticus and the adjoining cella. 

The latest significant alteration to the classical complex (that is, in the period preceding the 

Maria Regina stratum of mural paintings) consisted of the redecoration of the quadriporticus and the 

end chambers. The walls were encrusted with opus sectile, and the vault of the tablinum was covered 

with mosaics In applying the sectile, after removing the original marble revetment, the walls were 

coated with a layer of cernent about 5 cm thick, and plates of terracotta were then set in the sur- 

face of this cernent, almost touching one another (see fig. 202). The plates were cut out of large tubes 

or vases, some 20 to 40 cm. long and 8 cm. wide. This revetment [opus testaceum) was the background 

for the surface decoration of opus sectile. The sectile revetment extended to cover the new brickwork 

which had been built to reduce the width of the doorways of the side chambers, and cannot be 

earlier than that modification (probably fourth century). The surface decoration ofj^ch'/^ has perished, 

except for portions of a white marble skirting with a moulded capping which surrounds the tablinum 

for a height of 35 cm. above the present pavement, and for part of a narrow vertical margin of 

green porphyry which survives at the south-east corner of the same chamber (fig. 203). Nevertheless, 

although the decorati ve surface has gone, something of the former sectile pattern is discernible from 

the arrangement of the terracotta plates, which are disposed to follow the main outlines of the sur¬ 

face lay-out. Thus, a row of large panels separated by pilasters appears on the side walls of the 

tablinum, the capitals of the pilasters being about five meters above floor level They seem to 

have been crowned by a sectile entablature, the corm'ce of which was partly in relief, to judge by 

the deep countersinking of the testaceum at the appropriate level. Fragments of opus testaceum are 

seen on the walls of the tablinum and in the left hand side chamber; also on the corner pier at the 

south-east corner of the quadriporticus, and on the outer walls of the quadriporticus in the same 

region. Presumably the opus testaceum once revetted the whole of the quadriporticus. No trace of it is 

now found in the right hand side chamber. 

2. The Building used as a church 

a) Structurae Alterations 

In converting the Roman building into a church, only two major changes were necessary. To 

create an apse on the centre-line of the nave the rear wall of the former tablinum was quarried away 

and a roughly semicircular apse, 4.75 m wide, 2.00 m deep and 6.20 m high was formed in the thick- 

ness of the Roman masonry. The floor of the apse is 0.35 m above the level of the pavement in 

front of it. There was no need to build the apse wall externally, because the different orientation 

of the adjacent Horrea Agrippiana makes the Roman wall abnormally thick at that point. 

The other major change was to substitute columns for the square piers which sustained the 

quadriporticus arcades. To give the columns on the west side sufficient height, the lowest courses 

of the brick piers were retained. On the east side, rectangular blocks of travertine were substituted 

for the brickwork at the base of the columns (fig. 198). All four columns have granite shafts, and 

marble caps and bases of the Gorinthian order. An important indication of the date of this change 

(1) Rushforth, op. cit.y p. 21, n. i; Tea op. ciL, p. 30. 

(2) We cannot agree with Delbrueck {pp. cit.y p. 27) when he assigns to this place certain marble pilaster capitals which were found, 

loose, in the excavations. The sectile had been destroyed centuries before the church was abandoned and there is no reason why the capitals 

should have remained in the building. Moreover, they seem too heavy for use in opus sectile. 
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is afforded by three coins of Justin II (565-578) which were discovered in situ beneath the Southern 

column on the east side 

In this way, the colonnades and side aisles of a church were created in what had formerly been 

the lateral walks of the quadriporticus, while the middle part of the quadriporticus, presumably 

Fig. aoi — S. Maria Antiqua. General plan. 

roofed over, now became a church nave. Presumably at the same time, the tablinum was provided 

with an apse and was turned into the presbyterium^ while the south walk of the quadriporticus be¬ 

came the bema (fig. 201). 

b) Pavements 

As far as we know, ali the pavements of the Roman building were opus spicatum (fig. 210). It oc- 

curs beside the octagonal pedestal in the middle of the quadriporticus at a level which we take as 

zero (± o). The same type of pavement is seen in several places in the four walks of the quadri¬ 

porticus, about 25 cm. higher (+ 0,25}. 

The pavement of the presbyterium is evidently later in date. It is opus alexandrinum, laid in panels 

one metre square, separated by narrow margins of white marble (fig. 202). The level varies between 

4- 0.49 and + 0.53. The grid of squares does not properly fit the space in which the pavement 

lies, and a row of half panels occurs along the east wall, and stili narrower panels against the south 

Wall. Some of these truncated panels are opus alexandrinum but others have simple patterns execu- 

ted in coarse mosaic, with tesserae of purple and green porphyry about 2 ^ cm. square (fig. 203). 

The fact that the floor pattern does not fit the dimensions of the presbyterium, in either direction, is 

(i) G, Boni; ctL Tea, op. dL^ p. 19. 



Fig. 203 — S. Maria Antiqua. Opus aUxandrinum and opus sictiU at the south-east comer of the tablinum (Photo; Corbett). 

proof that the alexandrinum pavement originally belonged in some other building and was transferred 

to its present location. In both kinds of panel, alexandrinum and mosaic, the tesserae butt up to the 

skirting of the wall revetment and do not pass beneath it; and in places where the skirting plates 

are lacking, the paving material extends to touch the mortar backing of the former plates. Hence 

the pavement must have been laid at a time when the wall decorations were dilapidated and in¬ 

complete. 

The alexandrinum pavement of the presbyterium also extended into the middle part of the south 

side of the quadriporticus, where a fragment of it is seen protruding from the eastern edge of the 

bema floor (fig. 204). Its level is the same as the higher part of the presbyterium pavement {+ 0.53 m). 

The greater part of the bema is paved with another floor, at a slightly higher level 0.59 m). 
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It, too, is divided by marble strips into square panels but, instead of opus alexandrinum, each panel 

contains a pattern executed in coarse mosaic of the same kind as was seen in some of the narrow 

panels at the edge of the presbyterium pavement. The correspondence of the different floor levels in 

the bema and presbyterium is uncertain, but it seems likely that we have strata of paving belonging 

to two distinet periods. The first period is repre- 

sented by the alexandrinum (with some coarse mo¬ 

saic patehing) which we see in the presbyterium and 

beside the bema at and below level -f- 0.53 m; 

the second period is represented by the mosaic pa¬ 

vement of the bema at + 0.59 m. Thus we have 

to suppose the former existence, in the presbyterium, 

of a pavement at the upper level (+ 0.59 m) which 

has now vanished. Such a thing might have occur- 

red if the floor in question was made with big 

marble slabs, which were worth the expense of 

removing when the church was abandoned c ■ a r * ° Fig. 204 ■— S. Mana Antiqua. Mosaic pavement 

Evidence that the Southern part of this missing of the bema superimposed on a lower stratum of opus 

floor was level with the top of the former sectile skirt- alexandrinum (Photo; Corbett). 

ing board (about 33 cm. above the alexandrhmm 

level), is seen in the fact that the painted plaster decoration to the left of the apse curves forward 

at the base, as though to meet the horizonta! plane of the floor (fig. 203). 

The bema is bordered on the south side by a modern step going down to the presbyterium, and 

to north, east and west by the remains of transenna walls. The panelled mosaic pavement of the 

bema does not lie symmetrically in the church, 

but extends some two meters further to the 

west than to the east of the centre line. The 

westward extension is separated from the 

Central zone by a transenna wall which 

stands on the surface of the floor and is evi- 

dently later, but it replaces an earlier railing 

of wood or metal, which was conteraporary 

with the mosaic floor. This vanished feature 

is indicated by the exceptional breadth of the 

marble strip which divides the panels, where 

the railing formerly stood. The longitudinal 

-dividing strips are all 30 cm. wide except 

this one, which is 40 cm; thus clearly diffe- 

rentiating the Central part of the bema from 

the Western extension. The railing is further 

indicated by part of a metal peg, embedded 

in the wide marble strip, visible where the strip is no longer hidden by the later transenna wall 

(fig. 205). To the west of the transenna the bema pavement extends for 1.65 m., after which the 

floor stops abruptly. The mosaic pattems show that this was indeed the edge of the floor, and 

(1) Tea remarks {op. ciL^ p. 39) /f piano uca U imeu di graridi lnytre marmoree but does not addoce any evidence lo support the 

assertion. Petrignani^s drawlngs show no such traces. 

S3 It. KiiAUTHRtMF.R, W, Frankl, S., CoRR^TT — Corput BosUicaram Christianarum Rantae^ 
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that some feature at this point formerly divided the bema from whatever lay to the west. Since there 

is no trace of a wall, the feature in question is likely to have been a step. 

The nave of the church, previously the impluvium, was paved with miscellaneous material includ- 

ing some very large granite slabs (2.80 m long) and smaller pieces of white marble. Most of the 

pavernent has been removed, and the granite slabs which remain are smashed into fragments, pre- 

sumably by the collapsing vaults. The nave floor varies in level between + 0.44 and + o*53 m- 
The side aisles had marble pavements at about the same level, superimposed on the opus spicatum. 

Only a few fragments remain in the left aisle, and none in the right. In the narthex, which occupied 

the middle part of the north walk of the former quadriporticus, the Roman opus spicatum seems to 

have been retained. 

c) Transennae 

Numerous partitions were inserted in the quadriporticus during its use as a church. The bema 

was bounded by transennae on its north, east and west sides. The northern one separates it from the 

nave and consists of a low wall with a Central opening 1.48 m wide. The opening has a stepped 

marble threshold and is flanked by posts made of fluted rectangular marble pillars, broken off 

short. The wall to the east of the opening has perished, but the one on the west side rises i.io m 

above the bema floor and is 0.44 m thick; the brickwork was concealed beneath a revetment 

of painted plaster. Where the eastern end of the vanished east transenna abutted against the 

south-east corner pier of the quadriporticus, a patch of the opus testaceum of the former sectile 

revetment remains in position (fig. 198), proving that, when the transenna was built, some of the 

old revetment survived, though denuded of its surface decoration. Subsequently, the testaceum 

was stripped off the comer pier, except where the transenna protected it. On the other hand, 

the west end of the same transenna stands close to the brickwork of the south-west corner pier, with- 

out any intervening testaceum. We conclude that the walls of the quadriporticus were stili partly 

covered with the dilapidated remains of the former revetment when the transennae were built. 

The transenna which bounds the east side of the bema is slightly higher than that to the north. 

It is 0.40 m thick and 1.30 m high, and it stands on the lower bema floor stratum (+ 0.53 m), 

but it has the upper stratum of mosaic {+ 0.59 m) laid against it. It is therefore contemporary 

with, or possibly earlier than, the upper stratum of pavement. The evidence set out in the 

preceding paragraph about the survival of certain areas of testaceum on the south-east corner 

pier, is confirmed at the point where the northern extremity of the east transenna meets the 

same pier. 

As noted above, the Western extension of the bema pavement was at first separated from the Cen¬ 

tral zone by a light screen or railing. Later this feature was replaced by a masonry transenna wall, 

most of which stili survives. It resembles the transenna wall which marks the eastern boundary of 

the bema in everything except that it is built on the surface of the mosaic floor stratum, whereas its 

counterpart is built on the stratum below. In its present state, the south end of the transenna is brok¬ 

en away, leaving a gap 0.80 m wide between the ragged end of the masonry and the south wall 

of the quadriporticus; but the paintings on the transenna show that the opening did not exist when 

the church was in use (fig. 206). At the left hand edge of the surviving decoration we see the begin- 

ning of a third picture which must have closed the gap completely. At first the inner wall-faces of 

all three bema transennae were vertical, but masonry seats were built against them at a later date. 

The painted decorations are not earlier than the seats. 

The frescoed decorations of these transennae have been assigned to the pontificate of John VII 
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Fig. ao6 — S. Maria Antiqua. Masonry transenna on the west side of the bma (Photo: Soprinlendenza Foto Romano). 

(705-707) or a little earlier but they do not necessarily date the masonry, which could ha ve 

existed without paintings. 

When the lateral walks of the quadriporticus became the aisles of a church, the Southern end 

of each walk was partitioned off, to some degree, by a transverse feature. In the west aisle, the re- 

mains of the cross partition are difficult to interpret with certainty (fig. 207). Theoriginal height 

of the Wall is not ciear, and we are not sure whether the Central opening, which now exists, is an 

original feature or a secondary breach; in the latter case, perhaps made only to facilitate the remov- 

al of other features, when the church was abandoned, A rectangular mortice hole, cut in the 

Roman brickwork of the right hand side wall, two metres above the remains of the cross 

wall, suggests the possibility of a pergula capped by a horizontal marble lintei. Unfortunately the 

brickwork of the L-pier, where the other end of this lintei would ha ve rested, is broken, but it is 

possible that a similar mortice hole existed there. The considerable difference in level between the 

floors on each side of the cross partition argues in favour of the theory that there was no opening 

originally. The broken flagstones on the south side of the partition show that the floor level of the 

area in the comer of the quadriporticus, which the partition defined, was 25 to 30 cm. higher 

than the floor level of the west aisle. It was also at least one step higher than the bema floor to the 

east, as noted above. On the west side of this corner area a spacious doorway, pxesent in the 

Roman structure, leads to a side chamber of the adjacent “ Library of Augustus ”. There is no 

evidence to show whether this opening was closed up, or left open, during the Christian period. 

To the south of the corner area, a narrow doorway is cut through the secondary wall which at one 

time sealed the original entrance to the comer chamber. 

While the south-west corner of the quadriporticus thus seems to have been separated from the 

west aisle by a marked change in floor level and a partition wall or pergula^ not necessarily with 

(i) KiTZtNGBRj R6mische Mallei, PP- ao and 50, n. 52, tentatively suggests a date before John VIL Norehagen favours that pope*s 
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an opening, the corresponding corner on the left side of the church was an open extension of the 

left aisle; the partition being a transenna, standing only 1.38 m high above the aisle floor, with a well 

defined opening 1.30 m wide in the middle (fig. 208). Inside the transenna, the church floor was 

a littie higher than in the aisle. To the left, a narrow doorway broken through the Roman wall 

led by a flight of ten steps to the Palatine ramp This 

opening is now sealed with modern brickwork. To the 

south of the corner area which the transenna defines, a 

wide opening was created by demolishing most of the 

brickwork which had formerly sealed the original door¬ 

way, so that the chamber on the left hand side of the 

former tablinum once again became the terminal fcature 

of the left aisle. 

A schola cantorum occupies the Central part of the nave, 

in front of the entrance to the bema (fig. 200). On each side 

and at the north end it was enclosed by walls, 0.30 m 

thick and 1.25 m high (measurable at the north-west 

corner), with seats 0.33 m wide inside. The masonry is 

mainly brick, but a few large blocks of marble are inclu- 

ded here and there. Walls and seats were plastered, 

and the walls were decorated with frescoes which closely 

resemble those of the left aisle, and also those of the 

atrium, which date from the pontificate of Hadrian I 

(772-795), The side walls of the schola butt up against 

the transenna which marks the north side of the bema, 

without bonding, and therefore seem to be posterior. 

Marble posts attached to the masonry of the left side of 

the schola probably represent an ambo, and between this 

and the bema there seems to have been a cupboard or 

recess, framed in marble. The right hand wall of the 

schola exists only at the north-west corner, elsewhere it 

has been destroyed. The north wall survives from the 

north-west corner as far as the flank of the Central 

Fig. 207-S. Maria Antiqua. Transenna at the extranee, whence the breadth of the latter may be cal- 

south end of the west aisle (Photo: Gorbett). culated as having been about 2.8o m. The north-east 

corner is missing. The pavement of the schola (-f 0.44 m 

to -j- 0.53 m) was high enough to conceal the remains of the octagonal Roman pedestal in 

the middle. 

In the north walk of the former quadriporticus the remains of three inserted walls are visible. 

On the left side of the narthex, the space which corresponds to the breadth of the corner pier was 

separated from the left aisle by a high brick wall. It stands directly on the opus spicatum and is 0.34 m. 

thick. Mortice holes in the contiguous Roman walls show that it was originally at least 3.10 m. high, 

though it has since been cut down to i .50 m. On the east side, this wall is painted with hanging cur- 

tain decorations which also appear opposite, on the left side wall of the aisle. The west face of the 

first wall is now bare brick, but symmetrically placed cramp holes show that it was formerly revetted 

(i) Tea, op. cit.y p. 345* 
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with marble. The cross wall, together with the Roman walls to north and south, seems thus to have 

formed a small exedra at the left hand end of the narthex. In front, the exedra was defined by a 

low transenna wall 0.73 m high and 0.34 m thick, with a Central opening about 0.90 m wide 

A horizontal slot, cut in the Roman brickwork of the north side of the exedra, 0.85 m above the 

floor, seems to have housed the edge of a mar¬ 

ble sheif or table. 

Another transenna separates the right aisle 

from the narthex, and thus seems to create 

another exedra balancingthefirst. Its brickwork 

resembles that of the left hand exedra, but 

there is nothing to show how high it originally 

rose; it is now cut olT about 0.30 m above floor 

level. There is no sign of a low transenna in 

front of this exedra. 

Finally, two low walls partition off a small 

chapei in the north-west corner of the former 

impluvium. The floor of the chapei is raised 

about 6 cm. above the general nave level. It 

was entered on the south side, and a Httle niche 

hacked in the wall of the corner-pier shows 

where the altar once stood. On the east side, 

the chapei is bounded by the schola cantorum. 

d) Chapels flanking the PRESBYTERY 

The south-east corner chamber of the Roman building was originally decorated with marble 

plating to a level five and a half metres above the floor and, above that, with white plaster 

decorated with painted red panels. In a second phase the marble plating was replaced with opus sectile 

mounted on opus testaceum. This decoration sealed up the square niche whieh originally opened 

in the centre of the south wall. In a third period, the testaceum was removed for a height of 3.0 m, 

and the wall surfaces were redecorated with a fresco cycle, the majority of its paintings depicting 

the martyrdom of SS. Quiricus and Julitta. The original entrance in the north wall, whieh had 

been walled up in the intermediate [sectile) period, was reopened, and the chapei became the 

terminal feature of the left hand aisle. The square niche was also reopened, and a crucifixion scene 

painted therein. On the right side of the chapei a small wall cupboard was created by unsealing 

and slightly enlarging the passage whieh had been breached through the west wall, and subsequently 

sealed up with opus listatum (above, p. 253). The chapei was divided by a marble chancel screen i.io 

m. high with a gateway 0,60 m wide at the centre. The threshold stone of the gateway and the ex- 

tremity of the right transenna slab survive; the latter embedded in a vertical channel roughly cut 

in the Roman brickwork. The base of a marble altar Hes in situ in the Southern part of the chapei. 

It has a small relic chamber near the middle, and grooves for the ends of the vertical plates whieh 

formed its front and sides. The original doorway in the west wall, through whieh this corner chamber 

communicated with the former tablinum, was made slightly narrower during the period of the opus 

sectile decoration and continued in use throughout the Christian period. The date of the fresco cycle 

(i) Petrignani omits this waK from his drawingj but it is unquestionabiy ancient. 
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is established by the portraits of the donor, Theodotus, and Pope Zacharias I (741-752), the latter 

apparently replacing a portrait of Gregory III (731-741). Hence the decoration of the chapei, and 

presumably the installation of its marble fittings, must have been started before Gregory’s death, and 

finished in or soon after 741 

The corresponding chamber in the south-west corner of the Roman building was also furnished 

as a chapei. There is no evidence to show whether its walls had formeriy been revetted with opus 

sectile, or not, but during the sectile period the doorway which connected it .with the tab¬ 

linum was reduced in width, and the doorway in its north wall was sealed up, exactiy as 

the south-east chamber. When the south-west chamber was turned into a chapei, a shallow 

rectangular niche was opened in the south wall, and the side walls were decorated with paintings 

of medical saints. Vertical channels, roughly cut in the brickwork of the side walls, show that 

the chapei was divided by a marble transenna about 1.40 m high. The pavement has been 

entirely removed, but in the middle of the chamber there is a circular well, 1.30 m in diameter. 

As the well lies just in front of the place where the Central gateway of the transenna must have been, 

we presume that it dates from an earlier period. The doorway in the east wall, leading to the pres¬ 

byterium, remained as it had been in the preceding {sectile) period. The north doorway, which had 

been sealed up in the sectile period, was partly reopened and a passage was made so that the corner 

chapei could be entered from the chamber in the corner of the former quadriporticus, on the west 

side of the bema. The frescoes in this chapei are assigned, on stylistic grounds, to the second half 

of the seventh century but it is not ciear whether the transenna and the unblocking of the north 

doorway date from the same time, or later. 

e) Other features 

A doorway near the north-east corner of the Roman quadriporticus gave access to the ramp 

which led to the Palatine. Painted decorations of the Christian period, which line the sides of this 

opening, cease at a vertical line 0.55 m from the outer face of the wall, showing that the opening 

was either entirely blocked up by a wall 0.55 m thick, or else was partly restricted by some kind of 

door frame, which would produce the same vertical edge in the plaster revetment. 

Traces of a small edicula are found near the middle of the left hand wall of the presbyterium. A 

deep rectangular niche, 0.47 m wide and 0.67 m high, is chiselled out of the Roman brickwork 

(fig. 209). Its horizontal upper edge is 1.54 m above the Oj&Mj pavement. Two mortice 

holes above the niche, hacked through the several superimposed layers of opus testaceum and pain¬ 

ted plaster, and penetrating the brickwork, seem likely to have housed the ends of projecting brack- 

ets, on top of which some kind of canopy or cornice probably rested. The brackets would have 

been about i.oo m apart and 2.00 m above floor level. We do not know when this edicula was 

first made, but it stili existed in the last period of decoration of the presbyterium. The simulated hang- 

ings of that period were interrupted where the niche opened, giving place to a panel on which the 

letters AT/A can be read 

Against the wall of the left aisle we see the remains of a small altar or reliquary shrine (fig. 210). 

It is built of brick, and is 0.65 m square on plan, and 0.75 m high. The internal compartment is 

lined with plates of marble and the exterior of the altar is coated with white plaster. It is later in 

date than the latest stratum of wall paintings (hangings), against which it leans. 

(1) KrrziNGER, op. cit., pp. 26 fF., 43 ff. 

(2) Ibid., p. 51, note 55. 

(3) Rnshforth deduced a painting of the Virgin and Child {Papers Brit. Sckool, Vol. t, p. 58). 
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While the monument was being excavated, 

a paving stone which lay in the nave, directly 

in front of the gateway to the iema, was found 

to be an inverted slab of white marble, octa- 

gonal in shape, measuring 1.05 m x 0.74 m, 

and o. 13 m thick. The vertical end faces were 

decorated with inscriptions “ IOHANNES 

SERVVS SCAE MARIAE” and “ICJANNOY 
/lOYAOY THC e€0)TOKOY^\ The upper 

surface of the slab has dowel holes at each 

corner, some stili containing fragments of me- 

tal dowels which must have been for the fixing 

of vertical members, presumably a parapet. 

The inscriptions refer to John VII, of whom 

the Liber Pontificalis records “ ambonem noviter 

fecit ” h 

3. Chronology and reconstruction 

Four important phases are recognisable in 

the various changes which were made to this 

building during the Early Christian period, 

a) The first half of the sixlh century. The apse 

had not been made and the expanse of the 

South Wall of the central tablinum was inter- 

rupted only by the original rectangular niche. 

The Maria Regina painting extended from the 

right hand side of the niche to the corner of 

the chamber. Probably another painting ba- 

lanced it on the ieft side The floor of the 

tablinum was covered with the opus alexandrinum 

pavernent which stili exists. It had been trans- 

ferred from some other place, and did not fit 

the area accurately; where necessary it was 

patched with coarse mosaic. Outside the area 

of the tablinum the alexandrinum pavement also 

extended, at the same level, to cover the central 

bay of the quadriporticus on the south side. 

b) Transformation of quadriporticus and tablinum 

into a church [after 565), Although, in the stage 

outlined above, the tablinum was decorated with 

a religious picture, it need not have been a 

church. The structural alterations which seem 

to mark a definite transformation into a Ghri- 
Fig. 210 — S, Maria Antiqua. Side altar in the left aisle 

(Photo: Corbett). 

(1) Z,* P. I, p, 385. For the reconstruction of the ambo^ see Roshfortu, op. cit.^ pp. Sp*9i. 

(2) L» La Madonna di Santa Maria ia TrasUveref Roma, 1961, pp. 52 ff* 
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stian church, are the creation of an apse where the tablinum niche had previously been, and the 

conversion of the side walks of the quadriporticus into the aisles of a church, by substituting column 

shafts for the original brick piers. We presume that the impluvium was roofed over at the same 

time, to create the church nave. From now on we use the word presbyterium for the chamber which 

was formerly the centre tablinum. Also in this phase of development we place the elevation of 

the bema', for which purpose a new pavement of marble and mosaic was laid, about 6 cm. above 

the level of the opus alexandrinum, in the south wing of the quadriporticus. The design of the 

mosaic paneis is close to those which existed in the church of Pelagius II (579-590) at S. Lorenzo 

f. 1. m.^. We presume that the presbyterium was also repaved at the same time, but this pavement 

has disappeared, possibly because it was made with large slabs of stone which could be salvaged 

when the church was abandoned. The coving at the base of the plaster against the south wall ^ 

indicates that this missing floor lay about 33 cm, above the alexandrinum pavement. The north 

and east sides of the bema were defined by masonry transennae. The east transenna stands on top 

of the alexandrinum pavement, and the mosaic pavement laps up against it; clearly it was built be- 

fore the second floor was laid, but the two operatioris may have been practically contemporaneous. 

In the case of the north transenna, which divides the bema from the nave, the precise sequence of 

construction is less ciear, but we presume that the pavement and the transenna wall are more or 

less coeval. On the other hand, the west side of the bema wzis certainly not defined by a masonry 

transenna when the mosaic floor Wcis new; instead, the mosaic pavement continued westwards for 

another two meters before terminating at the riser of a step, or steps, which led to a higher level 

now destroyed. Nevertheless, although there was no masonry transenna, the westward exten- 

sion of the bema was marked off from the central area by a light railing of wood or metal. Thus 

the original bema consisted of a Central portion; nearly square, with a narrow extension on the west 

side only, which was separated from the main part by a railing. 

The date when the quadriporticus was converted into a church is supplied by the coins of Justin 

II (565-578) which were discovered underneath one of the column bases. It is more likely to be 

a precise date than a terminus post quem, because the coins can scarcely have reached that position by 

chance, and therefore seem to have been deliberately placed there to record the date when the 

columns were erected 

When the tablinum niche was enlarged into the present apse, part of the Maria Regina painting 

had to be sacrificed. Presumably the Annunciation scene was painted at this time, to conceal the 

assymetry of the triincated panel. 

c) Middle of the seventh century. In the third phase the metal or wooden railing, which had divided 

the middle part of the bema from the Western extension, was replaced by a masonry transenna wall, 

corresponding in height and thickness with the wall which already existed on the east side. As 

there was no opening in this transenna wall ®, the bema was now cut off from its former Western ex¬ 

tension, and the only way to pass from one to the other was by going through the Southwest corner 

chamber. We therefore assign to this phase the reopening of the north doorway in that chamber. 

The paintings in the chamber (medical saints) are dated by style to the second half of the seventh 

century «. The paintings of the Church Fathers (soon affer 649) belong to the same period, 

d) Tlu eighth century. The paintings on the bema transennae are dated by style ca. 700, and the 

seats in front of them must have been built before the paintings were executed, but possibly as part 

(1) See above, p. 125 and figs. 27, 47* 

(2) See above, p. 257. 

(3) See above, p. 258. 

(4) See above, p. 254 f.. 

(5) See above, p. 258. 

(6) See above, p. 262. 
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of the same programme. The ambo presented by John VII (705-707) probably stood in the nave 

which, at that time, had no schola cantorum. Later, when the schola was built, the ambo was broken 

up and its marble base was used in the schola pavement. This seems unlikely to have occurred 

within a generation of John’s death, whence we date the schola as not earlier than the second quar- 

ter of the century. The paintings on its walls were probably executed under Hadrian I (772-795), 

and the schola could be as late as that date. Meanwhile, we have the securely dated decoration of 

the south-east corner chapel, which was executed in 741, or possibly a little earlier. 

The main lines of the church as it stood towards the end of the eighth century can be reconstruc- 

ted quite easily (fig. 201). The Roman atrium was used as a graveyard, as is shown by the numerous 

graves which were cut in the surrounding walls. It might be expected that the large Roman arch- 

way, leading from the atrium to the former quadriporticus, would have been partly walled up and 

provided with a doorway, but no trace of such a feature survives, and it seems possible that S. Maria 

Antiqua continued the tradition of many fifth-century churches, wherein the entrance facade was 

an open arcade The Roman walls on each side of the Central archway were broken through to 

make entrances leading to the side aisles. A narthex lay immediately inside the Central entrance. 

It was flanked by exedrae; the left hand one with a chancel wall in front of it. There was no way 

from the narthex to the side aisles. The narthex was separated from the nave by the end wall of the 

schola cantorum, which had a gateway in the middle and probably a step. The schola walls were 1.25 m 

high and had seats along the inside. It is doubtful whether there were any openings, through which 

the schola could be entered from the side aisles. The left wall of the schola retains traces of a construc- 

tion which was probably an ambo, though certainly not the one supplied by John VII, which is too 

small. At the south end of the schola, the nave was separated from the bema by another transenna wall, 

with a Central gateway and another step. In its latest from, the bema was bounded to east and west by 

transenna walls with seats, and was only a little wider than the schola cantorum, although we must 

remember an earlier stage when there was a transenna wall on the east side only, and the right 

hand side was demarcated by a light railing, beyond which the bema pavement continued for a short 

distance. To the south of the bema, a wide arch opened into the presbyterium, which was identical 

with the tablinum of the Roman structure, except for the apse cut in the rear wall. The floor of the 

presbyterium was apparently even higher than the bema, though this no longer appears to be the case 

since the pavement has been removed. 

The left aisle was entered from the atrium, and possibly also from the Palatine ramp. The 

triple arcade of the former quadriporticus, remodelled in the sixth century with columns in place 

of the original brick piers, served as the left hand colonnade of the nave, through which the aisle 

was linked to a narrow zone of the nave, outside the schola cantorum. There may have been no di- 

rect access from the aisle to the schola. Half way along the aisle, a small altar stood close to the left 

hand wall. Near the south end, the aisle was crbssed by a transenna wall with an opening in the 

middle, which led through to an intermediate zone and thence, through a wide doorway, into the 

chapel of SS. Quiricus and Julitta, which occupied the south-east corner chamber of the original 

Roman building. The chapel was divided into two parts by a stone chancel screen, and had a 

small altar in the Southern part, standing in front of a square niche. A doorway in the right side wall 

led through to the presbyterium. 

As with the left aisle, the right aisle of the church was not entered from the narthex, but only 

from the atrium. It was shorter than the left aisle, terminating at a transverse pergula which may 

or may not have had a opening at the centre. As before, the triple arcade of the quadriporticus led 

from the aisle to the part of the nave which lay outside the schola cantorum. In the northern part of the 

area there was a small side chapel, enclosed by transenna walls. The pergula at the south end of 

(x) G. Matthiae, “ Basiliche paleocristiane con ingresso a polifora”, Boli. d*Arte, XLII, 1957, pp. loi fF. 

34 ~ R. Krauthrimer, W. FrankLi S. Gorbett ~ Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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the aisle divided it from the area, in the corner of the former quadriporticus, which lay to the west 

of the bema. Since the later transenna wall completely separated this area from the bema, and the 

pergula may have had no opening, it is possible that communication with the rest of the church was 

solely by way of the chapel on the west side of the presbyterium. A wide opening in the west wall of 

the corner area (already present in the Roman period) gave access to the adjoining bulding, which 

we have called the Temple or Library of Augustus for want of a better name. It seems probable 

that some kind of monastery or clergy house was built in the ruins of this ancient structure, and the 

raised area to the west of the bema thus appears to be a passage or antechamber, lying between the 

clergy house and the south-west chapel. Consequently the latter may be recognisable as a sacristy. 

4. FuNCTION of THE SANCTUARY AND ITS RELATION TO THE PALACE ON THE PaLATINE 

Ever since the discovery and identification of S. Maria Antiqua and its rich mural decoration, 

scholars have been vexed by a number of problems. The designation of the church as S. Maria 

Antiqua as early as 640 seemed to show one of two things; either the church claimed to be the 

oldest sanctuary of the Virgin in Rome (even older than S. Maria Maggiore, which had been de- 

dicated by Sixtus III between 432 and 440) or else it was linked to the oldest among the 

Roman diaconiae Neither hypothesis carries much conviction. Nothing proves the adaptation 

of the ruins as a church before the building of the apse, which took place in 564-578 or perhaps 

even later; even the Maria Regina mural cannot go back before 530, and it only proves the Chris- 

tianization of the ruins, not their use as a church On the other hand diaconiae are not supposed 

to.have been developed in Rome before the late seventh century, long after the first document 

refers to S. Maria Antiqua; however this is a moot point Perhaps a third hypothesis may be 

considered: namely, that the church could possibly have enshrined an icon which either was, or 

by 640 was considered to be, the oldest icon of the Virgin in Rome. The icon now at S. Maria Nova 

(S. Francesca Romana) was presumably transferred from S. Maria Antiqua in 847-855 ®. One recent 

writer has dated it in the late seventh or early eighth century ®; another estimates that it is coeval 

with the icon of the Pantheon, ca. 611 In either case the appellation S. Maria Antiqua in 640 

would make no sense; but if it were possible to assign the icon to an earlier period, say the middle, 

or even the last quarter of the sixth century, its designation as the oldest icon of the Virgin in 

Rome and, by transfer, the designation of the church as S. Maria Antiqua, would be justified. The 

experts in the field of early medieval painting must decide whether this hypothesis is tenable. 

Their decision will depend on other circumstances concerning the church, which are undoubt- 

edly relevant. One, the lavish care bestowed on its decoration, starting at the latest in the sixth 

century and continuing throughout the eighth century; and the connection of the church with 

the Imperial palaces on the Palatine Hili, until at least the early eighth century. Indeed, the Roman 

ramp, which ascends to the Palatine from the southeast corner of the quadriporticus, has led to 

an hypothesis that the ruins of S. Maria Antiqua were originally the guard room, protecting the 

entrance to the Imperial residence. This is unlikely, because the ramp was obviously laid out, not 

as a main approach, but as a Service corridor. However, it may have become the main entrance 

to the palace later, when the original facade and main gate, facing north at the summit of the hili, 

(1) Cecchelli in: F. Castagnoli, C. Cecchelli, G. Giovannoni e M. Zocca, Topografia e urbanisika di Roma, (Storia di Roma, XXII)^ Bo- 
logna, 1958, pp, 269 ff. 

(2) F. Niederer, op, cit., p, 88 and J. Lestocquoy, op, ciL, pp. 275, 281-282. 
(3) See above, p. 263 f. 
(4) See bclow, p. 305 f. 
(5) Kitzinger, “ On Some Icons ”, op. ciL, pp. 147-150. 

(6) Kitzinger, ibid,, p. 136. 

(7) Bertelli, Boli. d'Arte, XLVI, 1961, p. 28. 
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had become unusable. Under such circumstances the structure which now is S. Maria Antiqua, 

might have become a state apartment at the level of the forum, albeit closely linked with the upper 

palace. It is not ciear when this change might have occurred, or whether the redecoration of the 

structure with opus sectile (whatever its date) was linked to this new function. 

It is likely that the change took place at the time of the Byzantine reoccupation of Rome, 

in the middle of the sixth century. Doubtless Justinians’ viceroy, be it Belisarius or Narses, would 

have demanded an approach to his palace comparable with the Chalke Gate in Constantinople 

It would also be natural for him to place this “ propylaea ” under divine protection, and to dedicate 

it specifically to the Virgin, the protectress of the frontiers of the Empire, under whose patronage 

Rome had been reconquered from the Arian Goths. Hence it is not surprising that her image, 

enthroned and adored by angels, appears to the right of the niche in the rear wall of the former tabli¬ 

num. What representation counterbalanced the Maria Regina to the left of the niche, is obviously a 

matter of conjecture; equally conjectural what the niche itself enshrined. One thinks of an icon of the 

Virgin, but this is sheer hypothesis. In any case, the entrance gate seems thus to have been con- 

verted to Christian use, without yet being turned explicitly into a church. It would be natural for 

the next stage of the metamorphosis to take place soon afterwards; probably when the columns 

were set up in the nave (564-576, or a little later). In such a case, the name of the Virgin would 

naturally be attached to the sanctuary — a gate-sanctuary as it were; the entrance chapel of the 

Sacred Palace which the Byzantine Emperor continued to maintain in Rome. His representatives 

used the palace on the Palatine throughout the seventh and as late as the early eighth century. But 

it is not ciear whether the change from gate-sanctuary to church took place under the auspices of a 

Byzantine governor or whether, in the general weakening of the Byzantine authority, the papal ad- 

ministration laid its hands on the gate-sanctuary and transformed it. 

Nevertheless S. Maria Antiqua stili remained closely linked to the Sacred Palace, which the 

Byzantine Emperors continued to claim, and where their representatives resided on their visits to 

Rome during the second half of the seventh and in the early eighth centuries. The exarch Theo¬ 

dorus Calliopa was there in 653; the emperor Constantine II in 663 and the dux Christophorus as 

late as 712 In the seventh century an imperial curopalatU was responsible for the maintenance 

of the palace buildings. The curopalatU Plato, who died in 686, repaired the long stairs of the palace 

{longo refecta gradu), as we learn from his epitaph Perhaps this was the ramp which ascends from 

(1) Procopius, Buildings, I, X, ii, pp, 84-85 (ed. Loeb Classical Library, 1954); Bertelli, La Madonna di S, Maria in Trasievere, pp. 52 ff. 

(2) £. jP., vol. I, p. 338; Jaffe-Ewald, nos. 2078, 2079; see also, E. Gaspar, Geschichie des PapsUums^ voL II, Tubingen, 1933, pp. 

568 ff. 

(3) L. F., vol. I, pp. 343 and 392; Gaspar, op. cit,, vol. II, p. 641. 

(4) See Gruneisen, op» cit, p. 16, note. The epitaph, formerly in S. Anastasia, is known only from the Sylloge of Petrus Sabinus, The 

text is given by Gruneisen, aX, p. 15, n, 3, by De Rossi, Inscriptiones, vol. II, p. 442, n. 152, and Idem, “ Des lampes chretiennes trouvees 

dans le palais des Cesars et autres monuments de Thistoire ecclesiastique du Palatin **. B* A. C. 1867, pp. 9 ff. 

— In Templo Divae Anasiasiae — 

Ultima funereo persolvens munia busto 

Quo pater illustris membra locanda dedit 

Adjecit titulos proles veneranda Joannes 

Ne tantus quovis esset honore minor 

Hic jacet ille Plato qui multa per agmina lustrans 

Et maris undisoni per freta longa volans 

Claruit insignis regno gratusque minister 

Celebremque sua praestitit esse manu 

Post ergo multiplices quos prisca palatia Romae 

Praestiterant curas longo refecta gradu 

Pergit ad aeterni Divina palatia Regis 

Sumere cum meritis praemia firma Dei 

Plato V, IlL Cura palatii Urbis Romae 

vix, ann, pL m, LXVI 

Dep, m, nob, die VII Indic, XV Imp, Dn, 

lusiiniano Aug, Ano, II p,c, eius Ano, II, 
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the east side of S. Maria Antiqua. John VII was the son of this Plato, and the episcopium or bishop’s 

residence which he built above S. Maria Antiqua was presumably instaJIed in some part of the 

Imperial palace where he had grown up. 

John VIFs close personal tie with the palace explains why he spent so much labour and care 

on redecorating its entrance chapel, S. Maria Antiqua. But it does not explain either the earlier 

or the later extensive schemes of mural decoration. It is possible that the first fresco cycle, which 

included the Maria Regina, was financed by the Byzantine viceroy. It is also possible that transform- 

ation into a church and the decoration with new murals, including the Annunciation, were 

consequences of the connection with the imperial palace. But it is certain that the third cycle, with 

the Church Fathers, was ordered and paid for by Pope Martin I and, given its anti-monotheletic 

character, the cycle was clearly designed to be a challenge to the Emperor’s pro-monotheletic pol- 

icy. Can it be that, in the absence of an Imperial ofiicial from Rome, the Church had tempora- 

rily occupied the old palace? 

The question cannot yet be answered. But none the less it seems to us likely that the repeated 

redecoration of S. Maria Antiqua, and the gifts showered upon it by the successors of John VII for 

one hundred and fifty years, long after both Imperial palace and papal residence had disappeared 

from the Palatine, are best explained by the presence in the church of an ancient and highly 

venerated icon of the Virgin. 



S. MARIA DE ARACOELI i 

(R. Krautkeimer) 

A Benedictine monastery named S. Maria in Capitolio is mentioned in numerous documents, 

beginning in 944 and extending through the first half of the thirteenth century The hypothesis, 

that there was an earlier Greek monastery on the site, is based on the chance find, near the present 

church, of a fragment of architrave inscribed HrOYMGNOC^; but the evidence is obviously insuffi- 

cient \ Under the name S. Mariae et S. Johannis Baptistae in Capitolio or simply S. Mariae in Capitolio, 

it is referred to time and again in documents from the tenth through the twelfth century Stili 

under the name of S. Maria in Capitolio the monastery was ceded to the Franciscans in 1250, by 

a bull of Innocent IV The name S. Maria de Araceli is first found in a document of April 6, 1323 

Obviously the name is linked with the legend of Augustus and the Tiburtine sibyl, which occurs 

many times in late medieval literature. The sibyl comes to the emperor in his bed-chamber, 

shows him a vision of the Virgin with the Christ-child, standing upon an altar in heaven, and telis 

him that this is the Altar of the Son of God. The story appeaxs, fully developed, in the twelfth- 

century version of the Mirabilia Slightly later, in the thirteenth century, it is repeated in the re- 

lief and inscription of an altar which now stands in the subterranean chapel of S. Helena, at the 

north end of the transept *. In Greek sources the substance of the legend can be traced as far back 

as the sixth century. In Rome, the story may have become aissociated with the monastery of S. 

Maria in Capitolio on account of an inscription, A CUBICULO AUGUSTORUM” which occurs 

on a Roman column now in the church, and which may perhaps have been seen on the site before 

the church was buiit 

The present church is entirely a construction of the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centu¬ 

ries ; nothing of earlier date is discernible. However, the monastery was certainly founded before 

944 and it may have existed as early as the first part of the eighth century, under the name 

(1) Selected bibliography: Fra Mariano, Itinerarium, pp. 40 fF,; F. Gasimiro, Memcrie istoricke delta ckiesa.,. di S. Maria in Aracoeli,,,, Romc, 

1736 (reprinted 1845); Hulsen, Chiese, pp. 323 f.; A. Colasanti, S, Maria in Aracoeli (Chiese di Roma illustrate, 2), Rome, n. d. (ca. 1928) 

with bibliography on pp. 151 f.; M. Guarducci, “ Ara Geli...’% Rend, Pont, Accad, (1947-49), PP- 277 ff.; Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiese, pp, 663 ff.; 

1344 f.; Ferrari, Monasteries, pp. 210 ff.; Valentini-Zucchetti, III, passim. 

(2) L. Allodi and G. Levi, II regesto Sublacense, Rome, 1885, p. 94, n. 54, p. 181, n. 130 3116. passim', Kehr, It, Pont, l, pp. 101 f.; Hul¬ 

sen, loc, cit,; Ferrari, loc, cit, 

(3) Gatti, Mot. Sc,, 1892, pp. 407 f.; De Rossi, “ Le origini della chiesa delFAracoeli ”, B. A, C,, ser. 5, voL 4, 1894, pp. 85 ff.; Guar¬ 

ducci, loc, cit. 

(4) Ferrari, loc, cit. 

(5) Kehr, It, Pont, I, pp. loi f.; Hulsen, loc, cit,', Ferrari, loc, cit, 

(6) Hulsen, loc. cit,', A. Potthast, Regesta Pontificum Romanroum, Berlin, 1874-75, nos. 14062, 14651, 17671. 

(7) Hulsen, loc. cit. The church is mentioned in connection with a deed of six golden florins: ,„Ecclesie sancte Marie de Araceli pro opere et 

melioramento fiendo in dicta ecclesia sex florenos auri ”. {Rome, Archivio di Stato, fondo S. Si!vestro, quoted by F. Gorobellese, “ Notizie storico- 

artistiche di Roma ”, Archivio stor, Ital, XXIII, 1899, p. 336. 

(8) Urlichs, Codex topographicus Urbis Romae, Wiirzburg, 1871, pp. 95 f: Ilico apertum est coelum et maximus splendor irruit super eum {i, e. 

Augustus). Vidit in celo quondam pulcerrimam virginem stantem super altare, puerum tenentem in bracchiis,.. et vocem dicentem audivit: haec ara filii dei est... Haec 

visio fuit in camera Octaviani imperatoris ubi nunc est eeclesia sanctae Mariae in Capitolio^'. See also Graphia Urbis Romae, ibid., pp. 120 f., and 

elsewhere as listed in Fra Mariano, loc. cit,, p. 41, n. 3. 

(9) Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiese, p. 664, with illustration. 

(10) Fra Mariano, op, cit., p. 41. 

(11) The document of 944 has sometimes been erroneously assigned the date 886, as pointed out by Ferrari, op. cit., p. 211, note 4, follow- 

ing Allodi-Levi, loc. cit. 
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S. Maria de Camellaria although it is unaccountably absent from the list of donations which Leo 

III (795-815) made to ali the churches and monasteries of Rome Whatever its date, this monas- 

tery would doubtless have contained an oratory and, like the monastery itself, the oratory may 

have been created inside the classical structores which must have existed on the site, both above 

and below ground. Hence it has been suggested that the subterranean chapel of S. Helena, in the 

north transept, occupies the position of the original oratory The question could be settled only 

by careful investigation of the site, with excavations. 

(1) A notice dated 731-741 mentions a ” tnonasierium sanctae Dei genetricis quae appellatur camellaria necnon et beatorum Johannis baptistae atque 

euangelistae (P, Rabinkauskas, Die romische Kuriale„,y Aliscellanea Historiae Pontificiae^ XX, 59, 1958, pp. 42 flf) and a document of Anacle- 

tus II, dated 1130-1134, concedes “ monasterio Sanctae Dei genetricis et Virginis Mariae Sanctique Johannis Baptistae in Capitolio totum montem Capitolium,,, 

cum porticu camellariae... usque in ortum qui est sub camellaria'' (Jaffe-Lowenfeld, Regesta pontificum^ I, Berlin, 1885 ff., n. 8425; see also Kehr, 

It. Pont., p. loi). Based on this, Bischoff {Centro Italiano di Studi suWAlto Medioem, Settimane di Studio IV, La cittd neWAlto Medioevo, Spoleto, 

1959» P* 6*4) has proposed to identify S. Maria Camellaria with S. Maria in Capitolio — a plausible hypothesis. 

(2) See also Colasanti, op. cit., p. 6 (with misprint " 350 ** instead of “ 805 **). 

(3) Colasanti, op. cit., p. 7. 











S. MARIA DE METRIO i 

{R. Krautkeimer, S. Corbett) 

A sanctuary named S. Maria de Metrio, served by oniy one priest, is first mentioned in the 

thirteenth century, but no location is given. However, the fourteenth and fifteenth-century church 

catalogues list the church between S. Maria Nova (S. Francesca Romana) and S. Salvatore de 

Arcu Trasi (the Arch of Constantine) Consequently, certain writers havc proposed to identify 

S. Maria de Metrio with a group of ruins at the foot of the Palatine, on the south side of the Via 

Sacra between the Arch of Constantine and the Arch of Titus Either temporary abandonment 

Fig. 211 — s. Maria de Metrio. General view of the apse (from Sopsintendenza, op. cit.). 

or a change of name could explain its omission from the catalogue of Cencius Camerarius in 1192 *. 

The strange appelation “ de Metrio ” might be corrupted from Demetrios, a dedication befitting 

a Greek monastery though no monastery in known is the neighbourhood of this site 

The complex beside the Via Sacra consists of a small absidal enclosure built into an earlier 

horrea courtyard, which was excavated in 1872 (fig. 211). The only evidence of Christian use is 

supplied by the Soprintendenza report, which States that certain fragments of marble in thepave- 

ment were carved with Christian symbols and inseriptions: “ ... alcuni pezziportano iscrizioni esimboli 

cristiani^'. None of these fragments can be seen today but the words call to mind the thousands 

(j) Selected bibliography: R, Soprintendenza degli ScavIj Scopate archidagkht della ciuA e provfTtcia di Rorna*,* Rome, 1873, 

p, 80 fF.; J. W. Parker, ArchQJSohgy of Roms, VI, Oxford, 1887, pp. 34 f., pls. XXIV fF; Lanci ani, Ruins and Excavaiutns^ 1897, pp. 170 fL; Hul- 

SEN, Chiese^ pp- 345 ff-; I* A. Popescu, " Le cosidette terme di Eliogabalo in Via Sacra*’, Ephemeris Daco-Romana^ IV, 19^6, pp. i ff.; 

Lugu, Motmmenti AnRchi^ I, Roma, 1930, p. 180; Armellini-Cecchelu, Chiese^ pp, 638, ia5i. 

(2) HOlsen, ibid.^ pp. 33, 48. 

(3) Hulsen, ibid-i and Popescu, ibid-p on the contrary, Lanciani, ibid.^ identlEei the ruins with the church S. Gesario de Grecis, but this 

structure must have been iocated on the top of the Palatine. 

(4) HOlsen, ap. cii, pp. IO fT. 

(5) A monasterium of S, Semetrius appears in the documents from the pontificale of Gregory the Greai to that of Leo IV, and both Hiilsen 

and Lanciani have attempted to equaie S. Semeirius, S. Demetrius, and S. Maria de Metrio. This however is untcnable, since S. Semetrius 

was Iocated on the Via Appia near the church of S. Cesario. See Ferrari, Monasteries^ pp. 96 ff. 
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of fragments of Christian epigraphy, looted from the catacombs, which found their way to the pave- 

ments of Roman buildings during the early middle ages. This evidence is obviously far from con- 

clusive, and the hypothesis ^ that the whole complex of ruins once served as a large church seems 

quite unwarranted. 

The early building history of the site can be summed up along the lines suggested by Popescu. 

The earliest preserved structure is apparently a concrete wall retaining the cliff of the Palatine; it 

may have supported the terrace where the Gardens of Adonis were laid out. Towards the end of 

the first century A. D., a huge row of arches was constructed to sustain an extension of the terrace. 

In the second or early third century, the space which lay between the arches and the Via Sacra was 

developed as horrea, a commercial and residential complex having a courtyard with tavernae at ground 

level and dwellings on upper storeys, Eleven shops on the north side of the structure opened di- 

rectly to the Sacra Via; behind them, nine more shops opened on a narrow court, The opposite side 

of the court was bounded by a high stone faced retaining wall, behind which stood the substructures 

of the Palatine terrace. To east and west, the narrow ends of the court were closed by wings of the 

horrea which contained passages through which the court was entered, stairs leading to the upper 

storeys, and perhaps a few more shops. The narrow ends of the court were shaded by arcaded por- 

ticoes with rectangular brick piers, but the site was too narrow to admit porches in front of the shops 

on the long side. The end porticoes probably had balconies above them, from which the first floor 

apartments were entered, The two balconies were connected together, at first floor level, by a nar¬ 

row gangway supported on a row of brick piers which stood against the base of the terrace retaining 

wall, along the south side of the court. The piers stili exist and the coursing of the masonry of the 

vanished retaining wall, against which they were built, can be seen impressed on their concrete core, 

although the wall itself has been removed. 

At the end of the third century, or early in the fourth, a small bathing establishment was set up 

at the Western end of the court; occupying the shops there, and sealing up the entrance passage. It 

had a small caldarium and the other features of a bath. Probably at about the same time, an orna- 

mental niche was built between two piers of the portico at the opposite end of the court. It 

blocked up the middle part of the east porch, but the court could stili be entered through the 

lateral archways. 

At a stili later date, the Western end of the court was again transformed by the insertion of the 

structures which have been interpreted as evidence for the presence of an early church (fig, 212). A 

spacious apse, built in opus listatum, was erected within the framework of the Western portico; two of 

the portico piers were incorporated in the apse wall, and it extended nearly a metre further out into 

the court. The half-dome was set low enough to allow it to fit underneath the portico vault, this leav- 

ing the first floor terrace undisturbed. In front of the apse an area about eight metres square was 

separated from the rest of the court, and apparently roofed over. To the east, the roofed enclosure 

was bounded by a stylobate wall, supporting a pair of marble columns, set between end-piers 

of opus listatum. Presumably they were crowned by a triple arcade and constituted the entrance 

to the enclosure The Southern flank of the enclosure is built of opus listatum, apparently coeval 

with the apse; it develops into a barrel-vaulted exedra, not unlike a transept. In correspondence 

with this, on the other side of the enclosure, a north “ transept ” was created by widening the door- 

way of one of the former shops. Middleton^ noted that the enclosure was paved with a coarse mosaic, 

(1) Popescu, op, cit.y p. 25 ff» 

(2) The masonry of the stylobate seems to be integral with the end-pier and the vertical face of the latter is part of the original plan 

(i. e., it is not subsequently cut); hence Popescu (op, cit., p. 22) is mistaken in reconstructing a wall at the east end of his church. 

{3) Middleton, Ancieni Rome in 1888, Edinburgh, 1888, p. 141. 
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Fig. 212 — s. Mariajcle Metrio. General plan (Survey: Frankl). 

consisting of marble tesserae of varicus colours, each cube measuring about 0.05 m across, but 

the level of this pavement is not recorded. 

The apse was lined with marble revetment, and was equipped with certain peculiar features, 

which seem to indicate a nymphaeum (fig. 

213). A water channel crosses the apse on 

the chord, and about half a metre behind 

this channel the apse floor is raised 0.60 m 

above the rest of the enclosure by a single 

vertical step. The raised floor is separated 

from the apse wall by a crescent-shaped 

trough, i.io m wide at the centre and 

0.75 m wide at the sides. The trough is 

0.60 m deep and its floor and sides were 

revetted with marble. At the focus of the 

apse, in the centre of the raised floor, there 

was a semicircular basin, also lined with 

marble. The Central basin and the crescent- 

shaped outer trough were connect ed toget- 

her by means of a channel, on the axis of 

the apse, hidden beneath the raised floor. 

It is impossible to doubt that these troughs 

were meant to contain water, and a ver¬ 

tical terracotta tube, buried in the masonry at the Southwest corner of the apse, may have convey- 

ed water under pressure to some fountain jet which is now lost 

Fig. 213 — S. Maria de Metrio. Apse and fountain shortly 
after excavation (from Parker, op. cit., Pl. xxv). 

(i) A wcll, sunk in the floor of the enclosure near the triple arcade, may originally have been an ordinary water supply for the horrea. However, 

a flight of steps going down to the water suggests also that the well may have developed some religious meaning. Neither feature is visible today 

35 ~ R. Krautkeimer. W. Frankl. S. Corbett ~ Cordus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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The floor-Ievel of the cross-shaped enclosure in front of the apse is indicated by the stylobate 

of the triple arcade. It must have been about a foot higher than the marble pavement at the base 

of the fountain complex within the apse. Therefore it is possible that, in a later stage of develop- 

ment, the water conduits belonging to the fountain were covered over; an alteration obviously ne- 

cessary before the structure could be converted to Christian use. Under such circumstances, the 

fountain may have been dismantled so that its platform could serve as the bema of the church. Un- 

luckily there is no direct evidence to show when the floor level was raised, the zeal of the excavators 

having removed every trace. Hence, the date of the conversion of the site to Christian use must 

remain conjectural. 



S. MARIA IN AQUIRO i 

{R. Krautheimer) 

S. Maria in Aquiro and the buildings of the adjoining orphanage occupy the short eastern side 

and the south-eastern corner plot of Piazza Capranica in the very center of the old Campus Mar¬ 

tius. Both church and orphanage as they stand today date principally from the turn of the six- 

teenth century. They were erected by the generosi ty of Cardinal Antonio Maria Sal via ti (1573- 
1602), who was the Cardinal protector of a confraternity for the care of orphans which had been 

established in the preceding church in 1541 The body of the present church was designed by 

Francesco da Volterra and consists of chancel, transept, nave and aisles, the nave resting on tali piers 

and extraordinarily high arcades, the aisles flanked by three chapels each. Construction is supposed 

to ha ve begun in 1590 After some time work was apparently suspended, possibly as a resuit of 

Cardinal Salviati’s death in 1602, and it appears to have been resumed only when Filippo Breccioli 

erected the lower storey of the facade under Carlo Maderna’s supervision, perhaps about 1620. Its 

upper parts were completed only in the eighteenth century by Pietro Camporese the Elder The 

garish decoration of the interior dates from a restoration undertaken under Pius IX and completed 

in 1866 5. 

Nowhere in the present church are there any visible traces of an earlier building. Nevertheless 

both the historical tradition and older illustrations provide evidence that the present structure mere- 

ly took the place of an older church whose foundation goes back to Early Christian times. A pas- 

sage in the biography of Gregory III in the Liber Pontificalis, and thus dating 731-741, States that 

prior to his pontificate the site was occupied by a diaconia which also contained a small oratory: 

(Gregory) ... basilicam S. Dei Genetricis quae appellatur Acyro in qua antea diaconia et parvum oratorium fuit 

a fundamentis longiorem et latiorem construxit atque depinxit Nothing is known as to when and by whom 

this diaconia was established, whether or not it was installed inside a Roman building, and if 

so, what building it was. In any event Gregory III built a basilica in its place, longer and wider 

than the old oratory, and had it painted and dedicated to the Virgin. Beginning with the reign of Leo 

III (795-816), and continuing under Gregory IV (828-844) and Leo IV (847-855), the diaconia 

(1) Bibliography: Fra Santi, Cose meravigliosey 1588, c. 37 v; Ugonio, Schedario^ Barb, lat. 2161, cc. 75, 115 f.; Panciroli, Tesori nascosti^ 

1600, pp. 497 ff. (1625, pp. 415 f.); Baglione, Vite dei Pittoriy Rome, 1642, pp. 48, 348; Martinelli, Roma ex ethnica sacra, pp. 215 ff.; Piazza, 

Gerarchia, 1703, pp. 832 ff.; Silvio Imperi, Delia chiesa di S. Maria in Aquiro, Rome, 1866; Giovannoni, “ Chiese della seconda meta dei Cin- 

quecento in Roma”, LMrte, XVI (1903), p. 100 (reprinted, id., Saggi sulPArckitettwra dei Rinascimento, Milan, 1935, p. 179). Huelsen, Chiese, 

P- 310; Armellini-Gecchelli, Chiese, 1942, p. 381. 

(2) Panciroli, op. cit., 1600, p. 499; 1625, p. 416. 

(3) So Giovannoni, loc. ciL, However, work may have started as early as 1585 when (Panciroli, op, cit,, 1625, p. 416) relics of Saint 

Artemia were ibund during the remodelling of the High Altar. Indeed, Imperi, op, cit., p, 37, suggests that work (on the nave?) was comple¬ 

ted as early as 1591. 

(4) Giovannoni, loc, cit., with reference to Baglione, ll. cc.; for Camporese, see Thieme-Becker, Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Kuenst^ 

ler, V, Leipzig, 1911, p. 478. Giovannoni gives, however, no reasons for his assumptions either of a stoppage of work about 1600 or of the date 

1620 for the resumption of work under Breccioli. Baglione only States that Francesco da Volterra “ termino la nave ” {op. cit,, p. 48); that 

Filippo Breccioli designed the catafalque for Cardinal Salviati (hence he was connected with the Salviati faraily as early as 1602); that he w^as 

the architect of the Orfanelli; and that he ** piantd e compi la fabbrica dei Collegio Salviati ed esegul gli ordini della facciata della loro chiesa in Piazza 

Capranica ” {ibid, p. 347). Both Imperi, op, cit., p. 43 and Pollack in Thieme-Becker, loc, cit,, state that the facade was completed by Campo¬ 

rese; Pollack with the date 1745, when Camporese was only nineteen, Imperi with the date 1774. 

(5) Imperi, op, cit., pp. 48 ff., 113 f. 

(6) L, P. 1., 119 f. 
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— its continued existence as “ Sancta Maria in Cyro ” or simply “ in Cyro ” thus ascertained — received 

gifts of textiles, a corona and a chandelier The smallness of the gifts hints at the insignificance 

of the building, even after the remodelling in the time of Gregory III. 

The church of Gregory III, however, wouid seem to have been rebuilt in the twelfth century 

on a plan which provided for at least three altars. One lateral altar was consecrated in 1179 by 

pope Alexander III in honor of the 

Virgin, as witness an inscription read by 

Martinelli Another altar was dedica- 

ted in 1295 ^y Cardinal Jacomo Colon- 

na to Saint Nicholas Apparently it is 

this church which Bufalini, in 1550, re- 

presented on his map as a small colon- 

naded basilica with a single apse, and 

which Ugonio some years later descri- 

bed as a basilica preceded by a narthex; 

the three naves of middling size divi- 

ded by sixteen columns; the pavement 

apparently of opus vermiculatum; the apse 

a few steps higher than the nave Tem- 

pesta’s map of 1593 stili shows the old 

facade: its narthex, supported by four 

columns was then surmounted by one or 

two upper floors served by a staircase at 

the left end of the narthex (fig. 214) 

Remnants of this medieval building 

were traced when the sixteenth-century structure was repaired in 1861-1866®. The pavement “of 

Byzantine design ... composed of white and yellow marble, porphyry and serpentine ...” was seen 

0.40 m below the present level. The entire medieval church was found to have occupied the area 

of only the nave of its sixteenth-century successor, and it seems that evidence came to light indic- 

ating the placing of the colonnades between nave and aisles. In all likelihood the Early Christian 

and Roman remnants lie at a greater depth. 

Fig. 214 — S. Maria in Aquiro. Templum Orfanorum, from 

Tempesta’s mapofRome, i6o6. 

(1) L. P. II, 12, 19, 77, 121. 

(2) Martinelli, loc. cit, from a Vatican manuscript (presumably Chig. I, V, 167) and following him Piazza, loc. cit. and Imperi, 

op. cit., p. 15. The dates ii8o or 1189 as given by these authors and by Moroni, Dizionario di erudizione storico-ecclesiastico, XII, Venice, 1841, 

p. 93 have been correctly revised into 1179 by Forcella, Iscrizioni, II, 1873, p. 433, p. 433, note, and by Kehr, It. Pont., I, 85. 

(3) Martinelli, op. cit., p. 216 copied the text of this inscription as well from. the same Vatican manuscript. 

(4) Ugonio, op. cit., cc. 115 f.: “ Questa chiesa ha di fuori il portico. Dentro h di mediocre grandezza dove sono tre navi spartiie da 16 colonne con il 

pavimento artificiosamente di varie pietre composto (?). Si sale con alcuni gradi alValtar maggiore sopra il quale k la Tribuna... dipinta di nuove piiture. A man 

manca di questa e Inaltare di S. Nicolb quale fu consecrato nel 12^0... per ordine di Jaeomo Card. Colonna...”. 

(5) A document of 1525, published by Imperi, op. cit., pp. 117 ff., identifies these upper floors as the apartment of the chaplains. 

(6) Imperi, op. cit., pp. 36, 52. 
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b) ILLUSTRATIONS 
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M. Van Heemskerk, One qf the many pa?ioramic views which skow the catnpanile only^ pen draw- 

ing; Berlin Kupferstichkabinett, (Hulsen-Egger, Heemskerk, p. 121, foL 92). 

L. Bufalini, Plan of the basilica^ woodcut\ map of Rome (ed. F. Ehrle, Roma al tempo 

di Giulio IIP\ Rome, 1911, p. 38)* 
Sallustio Peruzzi, Ground plaUy pen drawingy marked “ schola greca ” (Bartoli, Monu- 

mentiy IV, pL CCCLXXVI, fig. 657. Sketch offagade^ wrongly labelled ^^S,Paolo'\ 

pen drawing (Bartoli, op. ciL, p. CCCLXXVIII, fig. 658). 

Anonymous Fabrigzy, Fagade and campanile^ with surrounding, pen drawing] Stuttgart, Ku- 

pferstichkabinett, Sammelband, foL 67, n. 209 (Egger, Veduten I, 1911, p. 35, fig. 22). 

(our fig. 217). 
Mattheus Bril, Piazza Bocca della. Veritay with facade of the basilica from a position a little to 

the northy pen drawing^ (Egger, Veduten I, 1911, pl. 56), 

Du Perac-Lafrery, Birds-eye view of apse and north side of nave^ engraving; map of Rome 

(Ehrle, La Pianta di Roma dei 1577 ”). 

Jan Breughel, copy of the drawing by Bril (Egger, Veduten I, 1911, pl. 57). 

A. Tempesta, view of fagade and north side of nave^from the air^ woodcuty inscribed S. Maria 

de Scolla Grecha ” {Urbis Romae Prospectus). 

F. Van Valckenborch, View of thefagadCy detail from a larger paintingy oil; Vienna, Kunst- 

historisches Museum (Egger, Veduten I, 1932, p. 16, fig. 6). 

Anonymous north European draughtsman, View of the church and the Forum Boariumy 

pen and ink] collection of Curtis Baer, New York, N, Y. (our fig. 215). 

Anonymous German draughtsman, View of the.church and the Forum Boariumy pen and ink] 

Wolfenbiittel, Herzog August Bibi., Extr. 136, fol, 18 (63) (F. Thoene, Ein deutsch- 

romisches Skizzenbuch ..., Berlin, 1960, Pl. VIII) 

G. Lauro, View of the fagade^ and adjacent antique structuresy in highly schematic renderingy en¬ 

graving [Antiquae Urbis Splendor^ pl, 145). 

A. Giovannoli, Narthex and fagade seenfrom the northy engraving [Vedute degli Antichi Vestigj 

di Roma^ II, pL 66), 

G, Maggi, Slightly oblique view of the fagade from the northy woodcut] inscribed 5. MARIA. IN. 

COSMEDIN. A. SCOLA. GRECA. T. DE. CAR. [Iconografia della cittd di Roma^ fol. 22). 

G. B. Mercati, Distant view of narthex^ fagade and carnpaniUy seen between S. Maria Egiziaca 

and the so-called Temple of Vesta^ reversedy engraving] Rome, Gab. Naz, Stampe (Her- 

manin, Catalogo^ p. xxiii). 

Idem, Distant view of tower and upper part of fagade^ seen behind Ponte Rotto, engraving; Rome, 

Gab. Naz. Stampe (Hermanin, loc. cit.). 

Israel Silvestre, Distant view of narthex and campanilcy seen between S. Maria Egiziaca and 

Temple of Vesta^ engravingy entiled ‘‘ Scola Greca — overo bocca della verita Rome, 

Gab. Naz. Stampe (Hermanin, loc. cit.). 

CiAMPiNi, View of the fagade with slight perspectivCy engraving [Vetera Monimentay I, pl, X). 

Anonymous, view of fagade ^ engraving (Piazza, Gerarckia, p. 775). 

G. M. Crescimbeni, (R. Bassi and others), old fagade^ plan, longitudinal view and numerous 

other details of the basilica prior to remodellingy engravingSy [Istoriay p, 61, p. 175 and passim). 

Gaspar van Wittel, View of SardVs fagade^ the campanile and adjacent buildingSy pen and ink 

with wash; Rotterdam, Boymans Museum (fig. 216). 

Anonymous, restored view of fagade before baroque remodellingy pen drawing] perhaps the ori- 

ginal for Stato^ p. 25 (Giovenale, op. cit.y p. 137). 

G. M. Crescimbeni, view of fagade ^ cross sections of crypt and new entrance stairsy engravings 

{Stato, pp. 25, 74). 

G. Sardi, elevation of new fagade^ engraving (Crescimbeni, Stato^ p. 40). 

G, Nolli, ground plaUy engraving [La Nuova Topografia di Roma^ n. 1086). 

G. Vasi, View of Sardi fagade y northern nave wally campanile ^ engraving [Delie Magnificenze di 

Roma Antica e Moderna^ IIf pl. 56). 

Letarouilly, ground plan and fagade with neo-classic elements freely inventedy engraving [Edi- 

fices de Rome Moderne^ I, p. 68). 

(i) The relation of the vedute by the Anonymous Fabriczy, Bril and the two Anonymi of 1603 and 1609-1611, remains to be 

more fully clarified. ' 
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1823 G. M. Knapp, Ground plariy transverse section^ plan of the crypt^ and plan and cross-section of 

campanile; view of the nave looking toward the apse {Monumenti delVantico culto cristiano^ 

pL 30 a, b, c, d, e; pl. 31). Some of these plates in Bunsen, Die Basiliken des christ- 

lichen Roms, Munich, 1843, pl. XXII, XXIII, and Gailhabaud, Aionuments anciens et 

moderneSy Paris, 1865, II, unpaged. 

1829 Antonio Sarti, Interior view showing false vaulty perspective freely manipulated and west wall 

omitted to allow wide angle Vision^ Corinthian columns in foreground invented^ engraving\ Rome, 

Gab. Naz. Stampe (Hermanin, Supplemento^ p. xiii). 

1843 L. Rossini, View of the nave and ground plan^ engravings [Scenografia degPinterni delle piu belle 

chiese e basiliche antiche di Roma^ 1843, pL 13 and p. XXIX). 

1846 L. Canina, FagadCy transverse section of the nave^ longitudinal section^ ground plan^ plan of crypt\ 

pavement design^ engravings {Ricerche suWArchitettura piu propria dei Tempi Cristianiy pl. 

XLVI a, b, c, d, e; pl. XLVII), 

1855 G. Fontana, View of the fagade and piazzuy ground plan and interior of the nave looking toward 

apsey engravingSy {Raccolta delle Migliori chiese di Roma e Suburbane^ I, pl. XXXV and 

XXXVI). 

1893 Photograph before the destruction of the Sardi fagade (Gabinetto Fotografico Nazio- 

nale, Neg. D, i8ii), (fig. 220). 

C, — DATES 

493-534 

VII cent. 

772-795 

End of VIII cent. 

795-816 

827-844 

855-867 

Brick-stamps of Theodoric (493-526) and Athalaric (526-534), found among the tiles used 

in the roof of the church. (Giovenale, op. cit.y p. 332). 

Donations of land to the diaconia by Eustathius and his brother Georgius, according to 

an inscription in the portico: 

‘‘HAEC TIBI PRAECLARA VIRGO... DEI GENETRIX MARIA DE TUA TIBI OF¬ 

FERO DONA EGO HUMILLIMUS SERVULUS TUUS EUSTATHIUS IMMERI¬ 

TUS DUX QUEM... HUIC SANCTAE TUAE DIAC. DISPENSATOREM EFFICI 

JUSSISTI (follows list) ... ITEM ET EGO GEORGIUS ... OFFERO ... (follows list) ... 

QUOD VISUS SUM EGO QUI SUPRA AFFERE UNA GERMANO MIO... 

DAVIT ” (Giovenale, op. cit.y pp. 62 f. and pl. XLV). 

Under Hadrian I, a large structure of tufa blocks, in ruinous condition and overhanging 

the diaconia of S. Maria in Cosmedin, was demolished; the ancient basilica was then 

greatly enlarged and rebuilt from the foundations, with three apses: 

“ Diaconia vero sanctae Dei genetricis semperque virginis Mariae quae appelatur Cosmidin^ du~ 

dum breve in edificiis existenSy sub ruinis posita^ maximum monumentum de Tubertinos tufos super 

ea dependens, per annum circuli plurima multitudo populi congregans, multorumque lignorum struem 

incendens, demolivit. Simulque collectio ruderum mendans, a fundamentis aedificans, praedictamque 

basilicam ultro citroque spatiose largans, tresque absidas in ea construens praecipuus antistes, 

veram Cosmidin amplissima noviter reparavit (L. P., I, p. 507), 

Inscription on the lintei (of a pergola?), donated by the notary Gregory: “ ...IS DI ET 

SCE DI GENETRICIS MA.../... S. DONI HADRIANI PAPE EGO GREGORIUS 

NO,..’* (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 62, n. 3). 

The Itinerarium Einsidlense refers to the “ aecclesia Grecorum ” in or near the schola Grecorum 

(Lanciani, Itin. EinsidL, coi. 7; Monumenti Antichi, I, 1890, coi. 439). 

Gifts of a corona and of liturgical vestements by Leo III, to the diaconia sanctae Alariae 

qui vocatur Cosmidi'*^ fecit coronam ex argento ” (Z. P. II, 19), fecit veste alba olo- 

sirica cum tabula de chrisoclabo ..y (Z. P., II, 30). 

Gregory IV donates a cloth with scenes of the Nativity and Resurrection: fecit... in dia¬ 

conia beate semper Virginis Mariae in Cosmidi vestem de tireo, habentem storia dominice Nativi¬ 

tatis atque Resurrectionis Christi veri Dei nostri (Z. P., II, 77), 

Rebuilding of the secretarium, restoration of its portico, construction of an oratory and of a 

triclinium with side chambers under Nicolas I: Nam renovavit in basilica Dei Genitricis 

Mariae quae dicitur Cosmidi secretarium, ibique pulchri operis fecit triclinium cum caminatis ...” 

(Z. P., II, 161). Pari modo iuxta secretarium porticum renovans illic construxit atque edifi- 

cavit oratorium in honore sancti martyris Christi Nicolai... ” (Z. P., II, 161). Construction 

of a large lodging for the pope: fecit hospitium largum ac spaciosum satisque precipuum, 

ad opus atque utilitatem pontificum, ubi quotiens oportunum fuerit, cum omnibus qui eis famulan-- 
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XI cent. (?) 

XI—XIII cent. 

1118-1119 

1123 

XIII—XIV cent. 

1295-1304 

1521 

1639 

1671 

1684 

1686 

tur, amplissime hospitentur'\ {L. P., 11, 154). Gifts of textiles, curtains, and other li- 

turgical ornaments by Nicolas I. (Z. P., II, 152, 153, 158). 

Inscription on the architrave of the main portal: “ lOANNES DE VENETIA ME FE¬ 

CIT (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 63, n. 6, and pl. XXXIV). 

References to Sta. Maria in Schola Greca among the diaconiae of Rome, in the Descriptio 

Lateranensis Ecclesiae (Valentini-Zucchetti, Cod. Topograjico, III, 361), in the Itine- 

rary of Benedetto Canonico {idem, III, 231), and in Petrus Mallius’ Descriptio Basi¬ 

licae Vaticanae {idem, III, 438). 

Gelasius II enriches the diaconia “ quam Sanctam Mariam in Cosmidin vulgariter nuneupant ” 

with gifts of property, gold, silver, and books (Z. P., II, 312). 

Gallixtus II consecrates the main altar on May 6, according to an inscription on the men¬ 

sa^» t ANNO M. G. XXIII. INDG. I. DEDICATV ES HOC ALTARE P MANVS 

DO CALIXTI. PP. II. V. SV. PONTIFIGATVS ANNO MENSE MAIO. DIE. VI. 

ALFANO. CAMERARIO EIVS. DONA PLURIMA LARGIENTE ” (Giovenale 

op. cit., p. 63, n. 9; Forcella, Iscrigioni, IV, p. 306). This event, and the donation of 

relics by this pope, is also recorded in an inscription in the apse: “ IN NOMINE 

DOMINI... PONTIFICATUS DOMINI CALIXTI II PAPAE, DIE SEXTA DE¬ 

DICATUM EST HOC ALTARE PER MANUS IPSIUS, UBI RECONDITAE 

SUNT SANCTAE RELIQUE DE SEPULCHRO DOMINI...” (Giovenale, op. 

cit., p. 63, n. IO, Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 305). Grimaldi also records {Vat. lat. 6437, 

f. 200): “ Callistus 2“* anno V sui Pontificatus die 6 maij consecravit altare maius S.ae Mariae 

in Cosmedin et inter alias reliquias posuit brachium unum Sci Bonifacii pp. Illi; ex lapide ibi 

hodie muro affixo ”. 

Donation of furnishings for the main altar, by the Camerarius Alfanus, according to the 

inscription which records the dedication by Gallixtus II. Alfanus also donates a Bishop’s 

chair, inscribed « ALFANUS FIERI TIBI FECIT VIRGO MARIA » (Giovenale, 

op. cit., p. 63, n. 8), and perhaps a chancel barrier, according to an inscription formerly 

in the pavement, but now restored to its vertical position: « ALFANUS FIERI TIBI 

FECIT VIRGO MARIA / ET GENETRIX REGIS SUMMI PATRIS ALMA 

SOPHYA ” (Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 306). Alfanus’ tomb was erected during his 

lifetime in the narthex of the church, as recorded in the inscription: “ VIR PVS AL- 

FANVS CERNENS... HOC SIBI SARGOFAGVM NE TOTVS OBIRET FABRICA 

DELECTAT POLLET QVIA PENITVS EXTRA SED MONET INTERIVS 

QVIA POST HAEC TRISTIA RESTANT ” (Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 306). 

Gift by one Pascalis of an Easter candlestick, inscribed at the base: “ VIR PROBVS ET 

DOGT PASCALIS RITE VOGATV SVMO CUM STUDIO GODIDIT HVG 

CEREVM ” (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 64, n®. 14 and pl. XVIII d; Forcella, op. cit., 

IV, p. 307). 

Ciborium of the main altar executed by Deodatus, presumably in the time of Boniface 

VIII; Inscription on the upper part of the work, “ f DEODAT. ME. FEC ”. (Gio¬ 

venale, op. cit., p. 64, n«. 15 and pl. XVII; Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 306). 

The chapter of S. Maria in Cosmedin grants a group of masons the privilege of excava- 

ting in the vaults below, and in front of the church: “ subtus concavitates seu voltas et 

fornices prefate ecclesie S.te Marie de scola greca, videlicet in loco eiusdem ecclesie versus stratam 

publicam in conspectu mole eiusdem ecclesie... ” (Lanciani, Scavi, I, pp. 204 f.). 

Donation, by the canon Ghezzi, of a mosaic panel depicting the Virgin and Child, origi- 

nally in the chapel of John VII at St. Peter’s (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 64, n. 18, and pl. 

VIII b). 

Restorations in the church financed by the title Cardinal, Leopold Medici, according to 

an inscription in the forechoir. (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 64, n. 19; Forcella, op. cit., 
IV, p. 309). 

Construction of chapel by Canon Stefano Rodoifo Ciatti, (Giovenale, op, cit.y p. 65, n. 

21; Forcella, op. cit.y IV, p. 314) and insertion of light barrel vaults above the nave 

and aisles: ...facciamo spezial menzione dei Canonico Stefano Ridolfo Ciattiy il quale ... Vanno 

i684yfatta la volta sudetta... guadagnandosi meritamente con si cospicua generositd il titolo di 

Ristoratore (Grescimbeni, Istoria, p. 106). 

Construction and decoration of a chapel by Canon Christophorus Bianchi, according to 

an inscription on his tomb. (Giovenale, op, cit.y p. 65, n. 24; Forcella, op. cit.y 

IV, p. 315). 
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1687 

1717 

1718 

1719 

1727 

1871 

1892-1899 

1961-1962 

Construction and decoration of a winter choir, financed by Canon G. B. Sabbattini 
Gasparri, according to an inscription in the wall of the forechoir: “ D. O. M. / JO. 
BAPTISTAE SABBATINI GASPARRI FOM. / HVIVS INSIGNIS BASILICAE 
CANONICO / OB HYEMALEM CHORVM ANNO MDCLXXXVII / AERE PRO¬ 
PRIO EXTRVCTVM ATQUE ORNATVM / CAPITVLVM ET CANONICI / NE 
TANTI BENEFICII MEMORIA INTERIRET / H. G. A. M. P. P. ” (Crescimbeni, 

Istoria, pp. 158 fF.; Giovenale, op. cit., p. 65, n. 22; Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 314). 

Canon G. M. Crescimbeni restores the crypt, which had been neglected for two centuries. 
Inscription in the vestibule ofthe crypt: “ CLEMENTE XI. P. O. M. REGNANTE / 
SUB AVSPICIIS EMINENTISS. PATRIS AC DOM / D. ANNIBALIS HVIVS 
BASILICAE DIAC. CARD. ALBANI / VETUSTISSIMAM HANC CONFESSIO¬ 
NEM / IN CVIVS ARA CORPVS S. CYRILLAE V. ET M. FILIAE / DECI 
IMP. / OLIM CONDITVM ERAT / A DVOBVS FERE SECVLIS CLAVSAM 
ET IGNOTAM /1. MARIVS CRESCIMBENVS IN EADEM BASILICA CANO- 
NICVS / APERVIT ET PRISCO CVLTVI RESTITVIT / SIBIQVE IN HOC 
MONVMENTVM VIVENS STRVXIT / ANNO DOMINI MDCCXVH ” (Gio¬ 

venale, op. cit., p. 65, n. 27; Forcella, IV, p. 315). 

Building of a new fagade, designed by G. Sardi and financed by Cardinal Annibale Al¬ 
bani, as recorded by an inscription within the church: “ ANNIBAL S. R. E. CARD. 
ALBANO / OB FRONTEM HVIVS SVAE DIACONAE / VESTVSTATE SQVA- 
LENTEM/NOVO OPIFICIO / VETERI ADVC STANTI CONFORMATO/ 
AFFABRE RESTITVTAM / CAPITVLVM ET CANONICI / GRATI ANIMI 
MONVMENTVM / PP. / ANNO SALVTIS MDCGXVIH ” (Giovenale, op. cit., 

p. 66, n. 30; Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 316). 
By order of Clement XI, the piazza in front of the church is rebuilt at a lower level, having 

previously been seven steps above the level of the nave. A fountain is erected in front 
of the basilica: “ CLEMENTI XI P. O. M. / QUOD EGESTIS RVDERIBVS / 
QVAE AD SEPTEM GRADVVM ALTITVDINEM EXCREVERANT / FORVM 
PAVIMENTO BASILICAE AEQAVERIT/GEMINOQVE EXTRVGTO FONTE/ 
DIVINO CVLTVI / PVBLICAE VTILITATI AC URBIS ORNAMENTO /... / 
ANNO SAL. MDCCXIX ” (Giovenale, op. dt., p. 66, n. 32; Forcella, op. cit., 

IV, p. 316). 
Construction of a baptistery, donation of a font, and erection of an altar in a side chapel 

under Benedict XIII. (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 66, n. 34 and 37; Forcella, op. cit., 

pp. 317 f.). 
Restoration of the pavement by Cardinal Spada after damage caused by a flood of the Ti- 

ber; inscription on the pavement of the choir (Giovenale, op. cit., p. 67, n. 45; 
Forcella, op. cit., IV, p. 327). 

Restoration of the church, directed by G. B. Giovenale; demolition of the Sardi fagade, 
of the vaults in the nave and aisle, and stripping of the Baroque decoration (Gio¬ 

venale, op. cit., pp. 382 ff.). 
Restoration of campanile and nave roof. 

D, — GENERAL DESCRIPTIQN 

S. Maria in Gosmedin stands between the Tiber and the Circus Maximus, close to the open 

space which was once the Forum Boarium (fig. 215). It is a three-aisled, three-apsed basilica enter- 

ed through an arcaded narthex. The axis runs from north-west to south-east with the altar at the 

south-eastern end of the nave but, for simplicity, we will henceforward ignore this, calling the left 

hand side of the nave the north side, and so forth. The diagonal orientation and many other irregu- 

larities in the plan are consequences of earlier buildings being incorporated in the structure (pl. XX). 

Important alterations to the church were made in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

As early as 1684 false vaults were inserted in the nave and aisles^, and other enrichments were 

added. A new facade, with baroque stucco decorations, was erected in 1718 by Cardinal Albani, 

(1) See above, p. 280, dig. 1684. 

36 - R. Krautheimer, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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Fig. 215 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Anonymous, View of the Forum Boarium in 1603 (Curtis Baev collecticm, by kind 

permission of the owner). 

to the design of G. Sardi ^ (figs. 216, 220). Previously, 

the church had had a facade with a rose window and 

a great overhanging coved cornice, such as stili exist 

at S. Maria de Araceli and S. Maria Maggiore (figs. 

215, 217). However, a programme of restoration during 

the years 1892-1899 removed most of these alterations 

and returned the church as far as possible to the form 

which it had had in the twelfth century. An account 

of the Works, and a detailed architectural survey was 

published in 1927 by G. B. Giovenale, who directed 

the restorations 

At the West end, the church is entered through a 

romanesque narthex; a broad portico of seven arcaded, 

cross-vaulted bays which extend, on each side, somewhat 

beyond the lateral walls of the aisles. The centra! ope- 

ning is preceded by a vaulted porch resting on four 

ancient column shafts. The remains of a similar porch 

with two columns, facing north, are discernible at the 

north end of the narthex If the structure was sym- 

metrical, there must have been a third porch at the south end, where the seventeenth-century sa- 

cristy now stands, The north porch is now walled up to create the staircase which leads to the up- 

Fig. 216 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. G. Van 

VVittel, facade ca. 1720 (Boymans Museum). 

(1) Crescimbeni, hioria, Rome, 1715^ p. 106. 

(2) G, B* Giovekale, La Basilica di S, Maria in Cosmedin, Rome, 1927, possim. 

(3) Ibid,, pp* 7, 43, and 24^. 
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Fig. 217 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Anon. Fabriczy, View of the west front, 1568-1572 (Stuttgart Kupferstichkabinett), 

per storey of the narthex; a long, low chamber with a simple lean-to roof, illuminated by six 

small arched Windows. The numerous architectura! fragments of the original church which came 

to light during Giovenale’s researches are displayed in this gallery. 

As usual, three doorways open into the church from the narthex. The lateral ones, at the end 

of the aisles, are undistinguished, but the central one has a marble frame decorated with debased 

classical mouldings and the inscription IOHANNES DE VENETIA ME FECIT. The style 

of the sculpture suggests the eleventh century. The door-frame was originally somewhat higher 

and broader, and has been cut down to make it fit in between the Loggia columns, showing that 

it was originally made for some other place 

Inside the church the nave is flanked by arcades with twelve arches on each side. These are 

separated by rectangular piers into three groups, each with three columns carrying four arches 

(fig. 218); the columns are a miscellaneous collection, some fluted, others plain, some with corin- 

thian and others with composite capitals The arcades support high blank walls whichj in the 

twelfth century, were decorated with picture cycles. At the top, a row of twelve small clere- 

storey Windows opens on each side; these windows do not correspond with the arcades below. 

There is a single aisie on each side of the nave and, at the east end, aisles and nave terminate in 

apses (fig, 219). 

The campanile stands at the west end of the south aisie and is seen, from the plan, to have been 

built independently of the nave colonnade on its north side, and of the facade of the church on its 

(1) GiovenalEj op. ciLj pp, 268-9, 290-2, attributing it to the pootihcate of Nicholas I (858-867). 

(2) Ibid*, pp. 18-20, 95-110^ 
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West side It is obviously a twelfth-century construction, 

and seems to be nearly contemporary with the narthex; 

though it must in fact have been built before the narthex 

was even contemplated. This appears from the circumstance 

that the west side of the campanile is omitted at the base, 

and only begins at a height of 5.80 m from the ground, where 

a brick arch spans the interval between the north and south 

walls. The purpose of this lofty opening must have been to 

leave unencumbered a window above the west door of the 

south aisle, without which the Western part of the aisle is 

very dark. It is ciear that the campanile sacrificed a certain 

amount of strength in order to leave this window open. 

Nevertheless, the vaulted ceiling of the narthex blocks the 

same window, whence we conclude that the narthex is 

later in date than the campanile. 

The high altar consists of a marble slab lying across the 

top of an ancient granite basin. An inscription on the 

Fig. 219 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. S. Peruz- 

zi, Sketch plan {Uffizi, Dis. Arch. 660). 
(i) Ibid., pp. 11-17; Serafini, Torri Campanariiy pp. 188-190. The campanile 

was restorcd in 1961. 
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Fig. aao — S. Maria in Cosmedin. The west front, about 1895 {Gab. Foi. 

slab ^ records that it was donated by the camerarius Alfano and was consecrated in 1123. The 

same dignitary also supplied the episcopal throne ® and four cosmatesque transennae his tomb 

stands in the narthex AU these features must be more or less contemporary; so too, by analogy 

of style, are the two ambones and the opus alexandrinum pavement. The present chancel screen 

(apart from Alfano’s panels) and the screens which enclose the schola cantorum are modern 

A small rectangular crypt lies underneath the high altar. Narrow stairways, on each side of the 

nave, start close to the colonnades and descend to a transverse p^sage from which the crypt is en- 

tered. The crypt and its approaches are excavated in the heart of a huge mass of quadrate masonry, 

identifiable as the remains of the podium of a classical building. This structure lies underneath the 

eastern half of the church. In the western part of the church, the side wall of the north aisle and 

the west walls of aisles and nave together {i. e, the east wall of the narthex), incorporate the columns 

and arcades of an anclent portico which stood beside the Forum Boarium. In the following pages 

this building is called the Loggia. 

(0 See above, p* Dig. 1133* 

(a) Giovenale, op. ciL^ pp. 174-6. 

(3) Ibid., p. 176. 

(4) Ibid., pp. 172-4. 

(g) Ibid., pp. 387-90. In the eigheeenth century, the bema was fJanked by four marhie transenna slabs decorated with crosses; see Cre¬ 

sci MseNt, htoria, pp. 134-g. Only fragments of them survive today, but it is evident from their style that they date from the sixth century. 
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E. - ANALYSIS 

I. Structores preceding the churgh 

a) The site 

In classical times the place where the church now stands was flanked to the north-west, that is, 

in front of the present facade, by a Street, the pavement of which lies roughly 2.30 m below the nar¬ 

thex floor From it, opposite the Central axis of the church, a narrower Street branched ofF to the 

north-west, descending to the river bank. A drain named la Mamma ran along the south-west or 

right hand side of the church. It was either a remnant of the ancient Cloaca circi, or a conduit diver- 

ted by Callixtus II in order to supply water for water mills \ it appears as a creek on fifteenth 

and sixteenth-century maps, such as Bufalini and Tempesta, and was stili visible in 1715 A short 

distance away to the left of the church, Lanciani proposed to locate the Temple of Hercules Victor, 

underneath the huge modern building which was formerly a flour mill {Molino Pantanella); but when 

the cellars were excavated in 1931 no trace of it was found. Instead, a mithraeum came to light 

b) The temple 

Classical opus quadratum is found in situ, in the eastern half of the church only. It consists of rec- 

tangular blocks of brown Anio tufa, laid in perfectly regular courses with extremely fine joints 

The blocks are 0.55 m to 0.65 m in height and breadth, and up to 2.00 m in length. The blocks of 

each course are set at right angles to those above and below. The greater part of this material lies 

beneath the level of the church floor, but a few blocks are seen above that level, in the side wall 

of the South aisle. Of these, two courses appear in a courtyard on the south side of the church and 

Giovenale was able to identify three more courses at a lower level The thickness and the true 

alignment of the blocks has been falsified in the building of the aisle wall; but that they survive from 

a classical building is proved by the fineness of the jointing and the accurate squareness of the units. 

Another fragment of wall, with exactly similar masonry and coursing at the same level, occurs on 

the West side of the same courtyard Giovenale reports the existence of other blocks of opus qua¬ 

dratum on the east side of the church, in a wall which lies parallel to the east wall but some 2.60 m 

outside it *. It is now hidden below ground level. Similar material was also discovered in a wall 

which crosses the nave, below floor level, near the sixth column (counting from the west and exclu- 

ding piers) on the left side of the nave ®. Yet another wall face of opus quadratum was found on the 

north side of the church, in the foundations of the eastern part of the left aisle wall 1®. Thus the four 

sides of a large rectangular stone structure seem to be defined, lying underneath the eastern half 

of the church and measuring some 18 m by 21 m (fig. 221). The area which they enclose is solid 

opus quadratum except where the crypt of the church and its approach passages have been scooped 

out of it, probably enlarging a small original cavity The walls of the crypt are lined with later 

(1) Giovenale op. cit., p. 87. 

(2) V. Koudelka, “ Le Monasterium Tempuli Archivium Fratrum Praedicalorumy 1961, pp. 5 ff., esp. p. 22 and note 52. 
(3) Crescimbeni, Istoriay p. 17. 

(4) C. PiETRANGELi, Bollettino ComunaUy LXVIII, pp. 143-173, 

(5) TenneY Frank, Roman Buildings of the RepubliCy American Academy in Rome, 1924, p. 28. 

(6) Giovenale, op, cit.y fig. 92 on p. 299. 

(7) Nash, Pictorial DicHonaryy I, London, 1961, pp. 228. 
(8) Giovenale, op. cit.y p. 358 f. 
(9) Ibid., p. 298. 

(10) Ibid., p. 348. 

(11) See below, p. 299. 
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brickwork, but the ceiling is composed of a course of opus quadratum, o.6o m thick, and the floor is 

the upper surface of another, simiiar course. The walls of the approach passages show the out- 

lines of four intervening courses (fig. 234). The tufa opus quadratum thus formes a huge, nearly solid 

mole of masonry, which can scarcely be anything but the podium of some ancient building, presum- 

ably sacred. The facing of this podium 

has disappeared, except for a few blocks of 

travertine and one of marble, identified by 

Giovenale but now hidden; it seems to have 

been removed during the sixteenth century 

The wall of opus quadratum which projects to 

the South of the main structure, and is seen 

on the West side of the court, may perhaps 

be explained as a cheek wall flanking the 

steps by which the podium was ascended, If 

this interpretation is correct, the structure 

must have faced towards the south No- 

thing remains of the superstructure; it was 

dismantled in the eighth century and some 

of the masonry was re-used in the church 

building which then took its place. Ample 

evidence of this metamorphosis is found, 

both in the biography of Hadrian I and 

in the structure itself. 

; Podium Laggia I I Church 

Fig. 221 — S. Maria in Cosmedin, Sketch plan shovving 

earlier buildings. 

c) The loggia 

While the eastern half of the church stands on the remains of a classical podium, the western 

half is built inside the colonnades of a Loggia, 31 m long and 17 m deep, which faced the Forum 

Boarium while its rear wall was built against the west flank of the podium This wall was of brick, 

0.70 m thick, but only its northernmost extremity survives, built into the north wall of the church. 

Corner piers at each end of the Loggia facade were also of brick; the left hand onc is stili intact, 

and forms the north-west corner of the church. Seven columns stand between the corner piers to 

form the facade of the loggia. They are 6.go m high, and well conserved, with attic bases and flut- 

ed shafts of white marble. The capitals are ali of the composite order; their style suggests a second- 

century date, except for one, the third from the left, which is considerably earlier. Apparently all 

parts of the colonnade are spoils from earlier buildings. Small impost blocks above the capitals, 

formed with one or two courses of brick surmounted by slabs of marble, equalise the differences in 

height of the columns, and carry the eight brick arches of the facade. To the north, between the 

corner pier and the rear wall, the side of the Loggia had three columns all of which are stili erect, 

though lacking their arches. Of the capitals, the middle one is Ionie and the other two are compo¬ 

site The south flank of the Loggia matehed the north, with three columns. Only the western- 

(s) Giovenale, Gp. ciLy p. 358, 

(3) In ihat case it cannot have been the Temple of Ceres, as proposed by Giovenale {op. pp. 352-6) and Nash {PktorUil Dictxomry^ 

I, p. 327), because that temple stood with its back to the Aventine (Liw, xl, ii, i). It may be the Temple of Hercules Pompeianus — see 

Platner-Ashby, DicliGnajyi p. 255; but Lugli {Monumenti I, p. 375) identifies it as the Ara Maxima Herculis Victoris. 

(3) See above, p- 279, dig, 772-795. 

(4) Giovenale, op. ciL, pp. 336 and 343; Lugli, Monumenti^ I, pp. 372 h 

(5) Giovenale, op. p. 336, 6g, J13. 
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most remains today, but another one survived until 1687 The south-west comer pier has perished, 

The bricks of the north-west corner pier are well matched and of fairly large size (fig. 222). 

There are sixteen courses to the metre in height and the mortar beds average 2.8 cm. in thickness, 

giving a modulus of approximately five courses per R. ft. The mortar is struck off neatly at the wall 

Fig. 223 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Arcades of the Loggia 
seen from the west (Photo: Corbett). 

face, and worked with a round nosed trowel to a 

slight concavity. Between the corner piers the 

seven columns of the facade support brick arches, 

c xt ■ ■ j- n • 1 1 f .u which are faced with bipedales laid more or less 
Fig. 222 — S. Mana m Cosmedin. Brickwork of the ^ ^ 
northwest corner pier of the Loggia (Photo: Corbett). true to radius (fig. 223). The mortar joints be¬ 

tween the arch bricks are struck off, sometimes with 

a single and sometimes with a double chamfer. The intrados are revetted with decorations in moul- 

ded stucco, representing foliate scroll work and interlacing tendrils which emerge from baskets. From 

its style, the plaster work would seem to be no earlier than the second half of the fourth century. The 

technique of the brickwork accords with this date; witness the masonry of S. Balbina, with mortar 

beds averaging 3.1 cm in height; or S. Clemente, with slightly higher mortar beds ranging from 3.2 

to 3.9 cm.2. The thinner mortar beds in the Loggia may suggest a somewhat earlier date; say, the 

third quarter of the fourth century. This is the date already suggested by both Stevenson and Gio- 

venale on other grounds 

The Loggia has been identified as part of the Statio Annonae, the administration of the state gra- 

naries. This identification is based on three inscriptions found nearby, dedicated to the ruling em- 

perors in 337-341, 414, and 425, by the praefectus annonae or the praefectus urbi*. On this basis, it 

seems quite likely that the Loggia had to do with the Statio Annonae, but the hypothesis cannot be 

accepted as proved. 

(1) Crescimbeni, Istoridy p. 21 ** urCctltta era ... ot^e i U Coro d^Inverno^ che fu Uvata via per fabbricare esso Coro, ed usCaltra una liscia se ne vede ac¬ 

canto olla scala a ckiocciola che dalla ... sagrestia porta olle stanze di sopra ...” For the date of the Coro d*Invemo, see above, p. 281, dig. 1687. The 

spiral stair has now become a lavatory, but the column base is stili visible. 

(2) See above, Vol. I, pp. 91, 129, 130. 

(3) E. Stevenson, Scoperte a S, Maria in Cosmedin, R. Q.. Schr,, 1893, pp. ii f.; Giovenale, op, cit,, pp. 344 

(4) Giovenale, op, cit., pp. 344 f. 
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2. The church 

a) The west wall 

The wall at the Western end of the nave and aisles, against which the narthex is built, consists 

fundamentally of a row of filling walls which block up the five northern intercolumniations of the 

Loggia facade. The lower part of these walls is hidden by plaster, but the masonry is exposed in 

the gallery above the narthex, and at this level we are able to examine the Loggia facade, and the 

filling walls which were built when first the Loggia was transformed for ecclesiastical use (fig. 224). 

Presumably these alterations created a hall which was part of the diaconia mentioned in the inscrip- 

tion of Eustathius and referred to in the Liber Pontificalis as “ diaconia... quae appellatur Cosmi- 

din ” For the sake of brevity, we use the word diaconia to denote this hall. 

Up to a certain height, the diaconia walls were built of large, roughly squared, tufa blocks. Gio- 

venale’s illustrations show this material in several places which now are hidden by plaster revetment 

and the observation can be checked at a higher level, since a few of the blocks rise high enough 

to be seen in the chamber over the narthex. The blocks are yellow tufa from the quarries of Grotta 

Oscura, and must be spoils from a more ancient building Where they appear in the upper storey, 

they are 0.40 to 0.60 m in height and seem, at this level, to be reserved for the jambs of certain ope- 

nings which were left in the filling walls. Above the level of the large blocks the diaconia walls con¬ 

tinue, in masonry of a different character, using small rectangular tufa blocks interspersed with 

a few courses of brick. Like the large scale masonry below, these blocks are also of yellow Grotta 

Oscura stone, and are obviously re-used material. Originally, the blocks were shaped with great ac- 

curacy and were smoothly tooled. Height varies from 10 to 15 cm, and length from 20 to 45 cm. 

These blocks were probably culled from the quoins and angles of a building faced with opus incer¬ 

tum or reticulatum, and the nearby Porticus Aemilia ® seems to be a likely provenance. 

The wall which filis the northernmost arch of the Loggia facade is set askew in plan, so that 

while flush with the brick angle pier on the left it is set back 0.20 m behind the line of the arcade 

to the right. The filling walls of the other arches of the facade are also set 0.20 m to 0.30 m behind 

the plane of the arcade. Hence it is ciear that the columns and arches of the Loggia were stili meant 

to be seen, after they had been filled in by the diaconia walls. 

The filling wall of the left-hand arch contains two Windows, one above the other. The lower one 

is 0.95 m wide, and its lintei is 5.55 m above the present floor level. The sili cannot be seen because 

it is hidden by the vaulting of the twelfth-century narthex. The lintei, which appears stili to be the 

original one, is a wooden beam, o.i i m thick and 2.40m long (fig. 225). The upper window is 1.2 m 

wide and its sili is 6.75 m above the floor of the present church. Its jambs are decorated with 

painted plaster and formerly continued upwards as far as the intrados of the Loggia arch, obviating 

the need for a lintei. 

The wall which closes the next arch (the second from the left in fig. 224), has a window 1.15 m 

wide at the same level as the lower one in the preceding bay. The wooden lintei has disappeared, 

and the opening has been extended upwards in some later modification, but the jambs are discer- 

nible, outlined in large masonry blocks. Above it, another opening in the diaconia facade occu- 

pied the whole lunette of the Loggia arch; which was filled in, almost certainly, with a pierced 

marble transenna. The transenna which partly filis the arch today is modern, but there is suffi- 

(1) See above, p. 279, dig. VII cent. 

(2) Dig, 772-795. See also dig. 795-816, and subsequent digests. 

(3) Giovenale, op. cit,y pl. IV. 

(4) This type of stone had already ceased to be used as facing material by the end of the Republic. Tenney Frank, op. cit., pp. 19 f. 

(5) G. Garettoni, a. m. Colini, L. Cozza, G. Gatti, Pianta Marmorea, Rome, 1955, p. 81. 

37 - R. Krauthf.imf.r, W. Frankl, S. Corbett - Corfius Basilicarum Christiancarum Romae. 
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cient evidence to show that something of the 

same sort must have existed during the period 

of the diaconia. The proof of this is seen in a 

lateral wall, which stands at right angles to the 

facade and intersects the arch, continuing west- 

wards into the arch embrasure, until it termi- 

nates in a vertical plane which is only 0.20 m 

bchind the plane of the facade (fig. 226). Ob- 

viously, so narrow an interval leaves no space 

for the closure of the arch by a wall of ordinary 

thickness. Moreover it is evident that, when 

the lateral wall was being built, the masons 

constructed the end of the wall against some 

smooth vertical surface which already existed. 

The surface has disappeared, but its former 

existence is witnessed by the texture of the 

mortar in the contiguous structure; we can 

even detect that there was a narrow horizontal 

fissure in the missing surface, from the mark 

which it has left, embossed on the mortar. Hence 

we know that the Loggia arch must already 

have been closed, when the side wall was built, 

by some thin but rigid screen. It seems most 

likely to have been one of those pierced marble 

window transennae which were commonly 

used in Roman architecture. On the other 

hand, the stucco decorations prove that the 

transenna was not an original feature of the 

Loggia. 

The third Loggia archway corresponds with 

the axis of the church. It has been re-opened 

and it is impossible now to reconstruet the for¬ 

mer filling. However, we assume that this arch 

was filled with a wall of the diaconia, in which 

there were Windows, like those of the adjacent 

arch. The fourth arch is similar to the second 

one, but reversed. Here again we find a rec- 

tangular window below, and an open lunette 

above, with the extremity of an abutting lat¬ 

eral wall continuing to within 0.20 m of the 

facade; indicating a former transenna, against 

which the side wall ended. The fifth Loggia 

archway stands in front of the twelfth-century 

campanile. Its filling wall is modern, except 

for a small portion of early masonry in the 

lower right hand corner, partly masked by a 

flight of steps. A modern doorway at the 

Fig. 225 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Wall of the diaconia in 

the left hand arch of the Loggia facade (Photo: Corbett). 

Fig. 226 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Side wall of the diaconia 

intersecting the second arch from the left in the Loggia facade 

(Photo: Corbett). 
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centre of the archway leads into the campanile, and a large yellow tufa block, which exists on 

the right hand side of this doorway, is part of the jamb of another window in the series which we 

have been describing. The sili of this window, and part of the opposite jamb, are seen in the nar¬ 

thex below, over the doorway of the south aisle. A photograph published by Giovenale ^ shows 

the remains of this opening before the modern doorway was built, and reveals a timber beam 

which was probably the original lintei. 

b) Side walls of the nave 

We now turn to the walls of the church which stand at right angles to the Loggia facade. In- 

ternally, examination of the masonry is denied us by modern plaster revetment, although Giovenale 

saw it and recorded its charaeteristics (pl. XXI). Externally, the clerestorey walls are visible and, 

in addition, an important zone of the nave walls may be seen in two low atties which lie between 

the lean-to roof of each side aisle, and the modern 

wooden ceiling (pl. XX). Here, in a horizonta! 

strip about one and a half metres high, running 

the full length of the church, the exterior face of 

each nave wall is seen, bare of revetment. It is 

obvious that the masonry of the eastern half of the 

church is totally different from that in the Wes¬ 

tern half, indicating two distinet phases of construc- 

tion. In the Western part, the nave walls are built 

with the same masonry as we have aleady seen 

in the walls which close the Western Loggia ar- 

ches: small blocks of yellow tufa, with an occasional 

course of brick. (The extremities of the side walls 

have been noted above, at the point where they 

impinge on the Loggia facade and bear witness 

to the former existence of transennae). On each 

side of the nave, at this level, the walls are pier- 

ced by six arched openings; Giovenale was able to 

examine them completely, and the upper segments 

of the arches are stili visible in the plaster-free 

zone which we are now considering Each arch 

corresponds with one of the clerestorey Windows 

in the upper storey of the nave. The arches are 

Fig. 227 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Arched opening built with alternating brick and tufa voussoirs {fig. 

in the side wall of the diaconia (Photo: Corbett). 227), and the latter are insufficiently tapered, as 

though originally made for arches of greater span; 

additional evidence that they are re-used material. The apex of the arches is about 7.00 m above 

the present nave floor, and their breadth varies from 1.20 m to 1.50 m. The sili level of the openings 

is problematical but, if we are right in recognising one of them in a photograph published by Giove¬ 

nale it was some 4.40 m. above the floor. Thus the height of the arches would have been some 

(1) Giovenale, op. of*, pl. XLVII (a), 

(2) In addition, a larger porCion of the westemmost arch on the south side can be examined where it appears at the back of an opening 

in the campanile wall (fig. , Also, in replastering the interior of the nave, Giovenale omitted two small rectangles of revetment from the 

north wall, in order to demonstrate the shoulder of one of these arches and the junction, about the middle of the church, between the yellow 

tufa masonry of the wcst half, and the different construet ion in the easiem part. 

(3) Giovenale, tffi. dL, pL X (b), extreme top. Giovenale himself does noi allude to the feature. 
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2.60 m. The twelve arches are sealed up with ma- 

sonry which bears the characteristic falsa cortina tool- 

ing of the romanesque period and this date for the 

obliteration of the arches is confirmed at the point 

where the western arch of the south wall coincides with 

an opening in the north side of the campanile; for it is 

ciear that the masonry which seals the arch is later 

than that of the campanile itself (fig. 228). 

Thus the western half of the nave is flanked, at an 

intermediate level between the ground and the clere- 

story, by walls built of re-used yellow tufa blocks in 

which there were twelve arched openings, six on each side of the nave. In the eastern half of the 

nave, on the other hand, the walls at the same level are built in a totally different manner. Here we 

find the masonry composed of small fragments of brick, very unevenly coursed, and with no definite 

style of pointing. At this level, Giovenale discovered a further series of arched openings, inte- 

gral with the brickwork, slightly lower than those in the western half of the church, and therefore 

not now seen in the aisle attics. A little smaller than the yellow tufa openings, they are i.io m wide, 

and the apex of each arch is 6.70 m above the nave floor. The silis have disappeared in subsequent 

alterations to the lower part of the nave walls; the nave arcades at this end of the church having been 

rebuilt no less than three times Giovenale’s drawing (pl. XXI) records five of these arches in 

the south nave wall. Four corresponding arches are stili visible in the north wall; they were left 

open in Giovenale’s restorations for the sake of their painted embrasures ®. In spacing, all these 

openings are evidently intended to correspond with the Windows of the clerestorey above them. 

Ultimately, they too were sealed up with romanesque brickwork ^ 

The clerestory zone of the nave side walls is visible externally where it protrudes above the aisle 

roofs (fig. 229). Throughout the whole length of the church, the masonry at this level is of the same 

poor quality as was noted in the eastern half of the intermediate zone below. The bricks are all 

Fig. 228 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. Corresponden- 

ce of the diaconia opening, the campanile^ (left) and 

the wall which seals the opening (Photo: Corbett). 

Fig. 229 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. The clerestory 

(Photo: Corbett). 

(1) Giovenale, op, ciL p. 93. 

(2) First in the twelfth century; than at an unknown date, probably in the eighteenth century; hnally in 1899, restoring the roma¬ 

nesque form. 

(3) Presumably the fifth arch was destroyed in one of the many alterations to this part of the church. It must have been close to the 

east wall. 

(4) Giovenale, op, cit., p. 248 and fig. 21 on p. 96. 
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small, broken fragments, stones are sometimes used in place of bricks, and haphazard courses of 

herring-bone work appear. The window heads are formed with single arches of short bricks, 18 to 

20 cm. long, rarely set true to radius. There are twelve small, arched clerestory Windows on each 

side of the nave. The six Windows at the eastern end of the row are 0.70 m. wide, 1.30 m high, and 

about 2.30 m from centre to centre. The six at the western end have the same width, but are 1.45 

high, and about 2.80 m from centre to centre. Thus, although the masonry in this zone is conti- 

nuous ■from one end of the church to the other, the division of the nave into two halves, noted in the 

differing masonry of the intermediate zone, is repeated in the clerestory zone by differences in the 

window spacing. In the eastern half the Windows are closer together, and a little smaller than those 

of the Western half. The spacing corresponds with that of the intermediate zone arches; those in 

the eastern half of the church being contemporary, while those of the western half were set at 

wider intervals, to match the intervals of the yellow tufa arches, which already existed when the 

clerestory was built. 

Since there were only five arches in the eastern half of the intermediate zone, there is one clere¬ 

story window with no corresponding intermediate level opening beneath it. In place of the seventh 

intermediate arch (counting from the west) Giovenale found only a blank area in the nave wall, 

built in the low-grade brickwork of the eastern half of the church. 

At ground level, the colonnades on which the nave walls rest are a miscellaneous collection of 

re-used shafts, bases and capitals. They vary in height from 2.78 m. to 3.06 m. and are unequally 

spaced, with interaxial measurements varying from 1.85 m to 2.32 m. Rectangular piers divide 

the colonnades into three groups on each side, each group having three columns and four arches. 

About half the capitals are re-used spoils, and half are romanesque reproductions In the first 

group, on each side of the nave, the middle column has a fluted shaft and a classical capital, scul- 

ptured with Genii and Victories while the flanking columns are less elaborate In the se- 

cond group, on the left side, the Central column has a capital of the composite order, richly car- 

ved in sixth-century style The third group of columns, on each side of the nave, is modern re- 

construction using ancient elements. Until 1892 there were only two columns where there are 

now three; apparently an attempt to ease the constricted area of the choir. No record exists to 

say when this alteration was effected, but it must have been done after 1719 since Crescimbeni’s 

illustrations show three columns, and he makes no reference to the change. On the other hand, 

Sarti’s engraving of 1829 shows two columns; hence the change is likely to have been made during 

the eighteenth century. Giovenale restored the arrangement of three columns. 

For our knowledge of the arcades which these colonnades support, we have to rely entirely on 

Giovenale, as none of the masonry remains exposed. He discovered that all twelve archivolts on each 

side of the nave, and the piers which divide them into groups, are later in date than the walls which 

they support The brickwork of the arcades in the western two-thirds of the church is characte- 

ristic of the romanesque period, and is contemporary with the masonry which seals the arches of the 

intermediate zone. The latter, and the clerestory walls above, must therefore have been propped 

up on scaffolding while the arcades and colonnades were built underneath them. Presumably 

this was done in the eleventh or twelfth century, as part of the programme of remodelling which 

culminated in the reconsecration of 1123. 

(1) Giovenale, op. cit., pp. 95 f. 

(2) Ibid., fig. 9 on p. 21. 

(3) Ibid., p. 19, analysing the whole series of columns. 

(4) Giovenale, o/i. ciL, p. 331. 

(5) Ibid., pp. 247-254; but it must noted that the present writers disagree with many of the conciusions reached from the facts 

presented. 
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The lateral walls of the nave are thus seen to have been built in three distinet stages (fig. 230). 

a) The yellow tufa masonry with six arches, at intermediate level; evidently part of the earliest 

ecclesiastical structure to be built inside the Loggia. b) The eastward extension of this building, 

in brick, with slightly smaller arches at about the same level; together with the heightening of the 

H w y 
C« Y P T 

h) Hadrian I. [^/A^ RomMMquc 

4C 

aJDlaconla 

Fig. 230 — S. Maria in Ck>smedin. Stages of construction in the side wall of the nave. 

nave by the addition of a clerestorey. c) The blocking up of the arches of the intermediate zone, 

and the insertion of the present nave arcading, beneath pre-existing walls. Obviously the brick- 

built clerestorey and eastward extension of the yellow tufa walls, are part of a structural programme 

for the enlargement of the original building. Now, the vertical division between the two structures 

(where, in the intermediate zone, the tufa walls end and the brickwork begins) corresponds exac- 

tly with the line, on the ground, where the rear wall of the Loggia formerly backed up against the 

side of the podium. This suggests that the earlier church building was confined to the area of the 

Loggia, and that the enlargement took place when it became possible to extend the church across the 

place where the temple had previously stood. This is precisely what the Liber Pontificalis records in the 

biography of Hadrian I The eastward extension of the original church building, in brickwork of 

indifferent quality such as might well be expected in the eighth century, is unquestionably the 

Work of Hadrian 1. For the sake of brevity, therefore, we will anticipate our conclusions, and hence- 

forward call this part of the building the eighth-century church, or the church of Hadrian I. 

Although the romanesque remodelling of the nave colonnades destroyed almost every trace of 

what existed at ground level in the eighth century, a few factors may be noted which will be useful 

in our reconstruction (below, p. 299). The nature of the lower zone of the side walls in the earlier 

diaconia hall is indicated in the drawings which Giovenale made when the masonry was strip- 

ped of its plaster revetment. At the point where the Western end of the south wall joins the west 

facade, Giovenale’s long section (pl. XXI) shows a vertical pier made of four large stone blocks, 

which we suppose to be remains of an earlier structure, preserved by being incorporated in the 

brick end-pier of the romanesque arcade. Perhaps rather less definitely, the same drawing indicates 

the remains of another stone pier, which seems to be part of the south side of the diaconia^ incor- 

(i) See above, p. 279, dig. 772-795- 
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porated in a pier of the romanesque colonnade about ten metres to the east of the first pier. Again, 

the earlier structure is shown in Giovenale’s fig. 77, on p. 252, which depicts the end-pier at the north- 

west corner of the nave. The pier is divided into two parts; a pillar of large stone blocks, 0.57 m 

thick and 0.65 m deep, enlarged to its present size by the addition of some 0.40 m of romanesque 

brickwork. Another feature which may belong to the dia- 

" conia, discovered by Giovenale and stili exposed, is a hori- Jzontal wooden beam, embedded in the north face of the first 

pier on the left side of the nave As it survives, the beam is 

1.05 m long, o. 12 m thick, and lies 3.15 m above the present 

floor. Beneath it and to each side the raasonry of the pier is 

brick, but with no proper face; that is to say, the original 

brick-face stood a few centimetres to the north and has been 

shaved back to the present alignment. A second timber mem- 

ber rests on the beam, at right angles to it, and is flanked by 

small blocks of stone. Above this course we see the regular 

construction, in yellow tufa blocks, of the original diaconia hall, 

into which the brick arcades of the romanesque remodelling 

are inserted. 

To the east, in Pope Hadrian’s extension of the church, 

the supports which flanked the nave were so radically chan- 

ged in the romanesque period, and again in the eighteenth 

century, that reconstruction is barely possible. Nevertheless, 

__ it does appear that the upper walls of Hadrian’s nave were- 

supported on horizontal architraves and not on arcades. A 

mainsofeighth-ccntuiy nave trabeation ^agment of the trabeated lintei still protrudes from the east 
(Giovenale, op. cit., fig. 28). wall, on the north side of the Central apse. It is a beam of 

travertine, 0.55 m high and 0.40 m wide, broken off 0.40 m 

from the wall-face from which it protrudes. At present it is hidden by plaster revetment, but it was 

seen during Giovenale’s restorations (fig, 231). The end of the lintei stone was built into the wall 

between the two apses, and there was no pilaster or end-pier beneath it. The underside of the stone 

was about 3.40 m above the general level of the nave floor. 

c) ExTERNAL walls of THE AISLES 

We turn now to the left hand wall of the north aisle. The original brick corner pier of the Loggia 

stili forms the north-west corner of the aisle and a narrow brick pilaster, which is ali that remains 

of the Loggia rear wall, is seen about half way along the aisle. Between these two brick features 

are spaced the three marble columns which composed the north side of the Loggia. The arches, 

which they must once have supported, have disappeared. Giovenale noted the masonry of large 

blocks which formerly closed the intercolumniations, presumably remains of the walls which were 

built when first the iiatonia was created inside the Loggia At present, only two of the blocks 

can be seen, the others having been plastered over. To the right, in the eastern half of the church, 

the north wall continues beyond the area of the Loggia, in much the same alignment. The inte- 

(1) Although our interpreiation of this member <iiffers from Gioveoale% his view, that the beam is part of the scafifolding which suppor¬ 

ted the walls while the romanesque colonnades were being built, must not be hastily rejected. The two explanations seem equally valid. 

(2) Giovenale, dt, p, 334. 
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nor is plastered, but the outer face can be inspected. The lower portion incorporates a brick wall 

which belonged to some building of unknown purpose, standing close to the classical podium; it 

is later than the podium, but earlier than the eighth-century extension of the church. Although 

the bricks are rather small, and vary considerably in thickness, the coursing is level and there are 

exactly five courses to the R. ft. Where the 

mortar survives, it is flush with the bricks and 

neatly pointed. The north face of this wall is 

interrupted by two semicircular niches, i .40 m 

wide, 2,70 m high and 3.40 m apart^. The 

niche heads have archivolts of brick, 0.32 m 

wide, bordering very roughly executed concrete 

half-domes (fig. 232). A few peg holes in the 

brick face may suggest marble revetment, but 

this is very doubtfuh The niched brick con- 

struction rises to a level about 4.50 m above 

the church floor. Above this level, rest two 

courses of large, brown Anio tufa blocks, each 

course 0.60 m high. The tufa is the same 

material as we encounter in the podium; ap- 

Fig, 232 — S. Maria in Cosmedin. exterior of north wall 

of left aisle; remains of earlier niche (Photo: Corbett). 

parently having been salvaged from the ruins of that structure, and used again in the eighth- 

century extension of the church. Naturally, the big blocks would be used in the courses nearest 

the ground. In the eastern half of the north aisle, above the pre-existing wall with the two niches, 

the aisle is illuminated by a row of five round-hea- 

ded Windows, 2.30 m high, i.io m wide, and 1.15 m 

apart. The large tufa blocks are used here to form the 

piers between the windows (fig. 233) while the base 

of each window embrasure is cut down into the 

brickwork of the wall below. Above the two cour¬ 

ses of tufa blocks, the eighth-century aisle wall 

continues upwards in brickwork of the same poor 

quality as was noted in the clerestory. 

On the opposite side of the church, the exter- 

nal wall of the south aisle has five more arched 

Windows, corresponding with those of the north 

aisle. These too are built of brick in their upper 

parts, and of large tufa blocks from the podium in 

the courses which are nearer the ground Below 

the window silis the wall is built of similar mate¬ 

rial, except where a few blocks of the original po¬ 

dium structure, in situ, are incorporated in the 

eighth-century wall. A doorway, 1.70 m wide, 

opened in the south wall of the eighth-century ^ Cosmedin. Eighth-century 

church, just beside the surviving fragment of podi- Windows in the north aisle, exterior (Plioto: Corbett). 

(i) We rely on Giovenale {<ip, pp. 348-9 and fig* 118) for certain data which are now hidden below floor level* Howevcr, i here does 

not seem to be enough evidence to justify his interpretation of the wall with niches as one side of a hall (“ Tribunale della Annona 

Might not the niches equaJly well have omamented the side of an open Street or piazza? 

(a) GiovenalEj op, p- 299? and fig* ga* 
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um The western half of the south wall (in the area of the Loggia) has not been examined, but it 

is likely that the north wall of the vestibule of the Winter Ghoir contains masonry from the first 

ecclesiastical building. 

The east wall of the church comprises the three apses built by Hadrian 1. They are built of 

large tufa blocks (podium debris), with a few courses of brickwork interspersed. On removing the 

plaster decorations, Giovenale discovered the remains of arched two-Hght Windows in the Central 

apse and the Southern. The present Windows, and most of the wall paintings now seen in all three 

apses, are modem imitations. 

d) The crypt 

The crypt (fig. 234), beneath the church floor in the eastern part of the nave, is arectangular 

compartment, about 7.20 m by 4.00 m in plan and less than 2.50 m high. It has the plan of a mi¬ 

nute basilica, with colonnades dividing it 

into nave, aisles and transept, all of equal 

height. At the east end the chamber ter- 

minates in a small apse. The brickwork 

which lines the walls is characteristic of 

the eighth-century work noted elsewhere 

in the church. On three sides, the brick 

lining is formed into a series of sixteen 

round-headed niches, each divided hori- 

zontally by a marble shelf. 

Of the six columns which support the 

crypt ceiling, the first two shafts on the 

right hand side are grey marble, and the 

third is grey granite. On the left side, one 

shaft is grey granite and the other two 

are red granite. All the capitals are tra- 

vertine, roughly blocked out in the compo¬ 

site form. Perhaps to increase rigidity, or 

perhaps only because they happen to be 

too long, the bases of the column shafts 

are embedded in holes in the quadratum 

floor, for the depth of one course of ma¬ 

sonry, and they actually stand on the cou¬ 

rse beneath the one which appears to support them. In the eastern part of the^crypt the line of 

each colonnade is continued by a brick pier, similar in workmanship to the brickwork of the walls. 

A vertical joint seems to show that the piers were originally intended to be smaller than they are 

at present, but the style of pointing shows no difference of period in the enlargement and it may be 

no more than than a builders’ mistake. Beyond the piers lies the small ” transept ” and apse. Low 

brick transennae join the piers to the side walls and divide the aisles from the “ transept The 

apse, 1.80 m in diameter, contains a small marble altar made of a Roman cippus In the 

Fig* 234 — S* Maria in Cosmedin. Interior of the crypt, 

facing west (Photo: E, Nash). 

(1) On the opposite side of the church, a large nichc in the north wall of the north atsle seeim likely to lake the place of a corresponding 

doorway. 

(2) GlOVENALE, Op* of,, p, 332. 
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right hand side wall of the “ transept ”, the masonry has been scooped out to create a shelf, ra- 

ther like a loculus, while to the left of the altar a row of projecting stone blocks forms a low seat, 

o.6o m high. From their alignment, they seem to be blocks of the podium, stili in situ. 

The access passage and stairways are a modern amplification of the approaches which Crescim- 

beni laid out in 1717^. The original entrance seems likely to have been a stair on the center line 

of the church, landing on the floor of the crypt two or three metres to the east of the present doorway. 

This is indicated by a deep chamfer in the edge of the quadratum ceiling block which lies across the 

Western pair of columns, 

Being underneath the floor of the eighth-century part of the church, the crypt lies inside the 

core of the Roman podium. Its floor, which seems at first sight to be paved with large, rectangular 

stone flags, is really the upper surface of a course of the podium opus quadratum, 0,60 m thick. A least 

two more courses lie beneath it The narrow passage and stairways, through which the crypt 

is approached, are carved out of four intervening courses of the same kind of masonry. It is remark- 

able that the ceiling of the crypt is composed of a single course of quadratum, 0.60 m thick, supported 

by the columns and bricks piers which divide the chamber into nave, aisles and transept. The plan 

of this ceiling (inverted) shows how barely the columns suffice to support these massive blocks (fig. 

235). For instance, one large unit near the middle of the ceiling rests on only a small part of one 

capital. Since the blocks are over half a meter thick it is inconceivable that they were laid on top 

of the columns in an ordinary sequence of construction. There is only one way for such a structu- 

ral combination to come into existence; the ceiling blocks must have existed before the columns 

were installed, having been sustained originally by some other, more solid support. On the other 

hand, this hypothetical support cannot have been an uninterrupted core of opus quadratum, because 

no builder would have left the top course in position while removing the masonry underneath it. 

Therefore there must already have been some kind of chamber in the heart of the podium, for Ha- 

drian I’s builders to enlarge. It is possible that the present ceiling rested, originally, on a masonry 

or brick barrel vault which was removed as the crypt was formed, the columns being inserted one 

by one to take its place. In any case, it is ciear that some cavity in the podium core was turned to 

advantage in building the crypt. It should be noted also, that the quadratum of the crypt ceiling and 

floor only occurs in the nave and right hand aisle of the crypt; in the left hand aisle both floor and 

ceiling are of concrete. This interruption in 

the continuity of the podium may have been 

caused during the building of the crypt. 

F. - RECQNSTRUCTION 

The evidence set out in the preceding ana- 

lysis enables us to reconstruet the architectural 

history of the church in its main outlines. In 

the first place we have the Loggia, built in, or 

soon after the end of the fourth century A. D., 

close by the podium of an ancient pagan 

sanctuary. The reconstruction of the Loggia 

is ciear in nearly every respect. Briefly, it wais 

(1) Crescimbeni, Stato, pp. 67-69. 

(2) GioVENALE, op. cit.y p. 297: “ Scavando al disotto dei pavimento di essa cripta per una profondita di m, 1.20, abbiamo traforato due strati di pa- 

rallelepipedi, ed intaccato un terzo 
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a roofed space, measuring 31 m by 17 m, with a wall on one of its long sides, flanking the podium, 

and open colonnades on the other three sides. 

a) The diaconi a hall 

At an unknown date, the Loggia was walled up and sub-divided, in order to create the eccJe- 

siastical building which is described in the biography of Hadrian as “ diaconia... virginis Mariae, 

quae appellatur Cosmidin The masonry used in this alteration was taken from older buildings, and 

consists of yellow Grotta Oscura tufa; large blocks in the lower courses, and smaller blocks, with 

some brick reinforcement, in the higher parts. The west end of the new structure coincided with 

the front of the Loggia, which faced the Forum Boarium. The Loggia arcades were blocked up but 

the outlines of the columns and arches were allowed to remain visible on the facade of the new buil¬ 

ding. Inside the Loggia, more than half of its area was taken up by a hall, so arranged as to lie trans- 

versely across the former space; one end wall 

^ ^ coinciding with the wall at the back of the 

' other with the columned facade 

(fig. 236J. This hall was roughly 17 m long, 

7'4^ wide and 8.70 m high. It has been 

■'A V envisaged by Giovenale as a singie nave, Iit 

twelve arched openings which survive 

I i i Mr I ^ P^'''*' walls^. Un- 
W , Ji ’ ^ questionably, it had low rooms on either 

' "JJ 'l| ^^ ' side. These may have been separate cham- 

bers, which communicated with the Central 

hall through doorways; but it is equally 

possible that the side rooms were aisles. In 

this case the diaconia hall would have been 

a small basilica. However, the upper walls 

of its nave were probably supported, not by 

columns, but by rectangular stone piers with 

timber beams, What may possibly be re- 

mains of both these features have been noted 

above although it must be admitted that, in each case, the evidence is slender. On the 

other hand there need be no doubt about the higher part of the hall, since its side walls 

are stili in existence. Each side wall was pierced by six arched openings, 2.60 m high, at 

least 1.20 m wide, and not less than 4.40 m above the floor. Nevertheless these openings were 

certainly not Windows; the hypothesis is excluded by the presence of other Windows in the 

blocking walls of the Loggia facade, which prove that there were chambers on either side of 

the hall, at the level of the six openings. Such upper chambers may have been galleries, 

forining an integral part of the hall; or they may have had some distinet purpose and have commu¬ 

nicated with the nave, through the six openings, merely for better illumination. The nave itself 

was illuminated from the west, by semicircular Windows inserted in the arcades of the Loggia facade 

and by smaller rectangular Windows below them, To either side of these, at the level of the galler¬ 

ies or upper rooms (as the case may be), other rectangular Windows opened in the blocking walls 

S. Maria in Cosmedin, Interior of the diaconia, 

conjectural reconstruction. 

(f) GrOVEf«ALE, &p. pp. 324 f- 

(3) See above, p. 295 f. 
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of the arcades. They are higher than the arches in the side walls. It is probable that the Loggia 

roof remained intact at this stage, sheltering the whole diaconia hall irrespective of its internal 

partitions. To the east, the hall must have terminated against the rear wall of the Loggia, beyond 

which lay the ruins of the podium sanctuary; hence it is impossible to reconstruet an apse at the 

east end of the hall, as Giovenale proposes. Inside the hall, the bases of a pair of columns, axially 

placed at a short distance from what would have been the east wall, may be the remains of an altar; 

either as pedestals of a large stone table, or else as supports of a ciborium In the eighteenth cen- 

tury four marble transennae, decorated with crosses in the style of the sixth century, flanked the 

choir ^ and it is possible that they were used originally in the diaconia hall. However, since such 

slabs are not difficult to transfer from one place to another, it is a waste of time to speculate whe- 

ther, or how, they might have been used in this church, or in its eighth- and twelfth-century suc- 

cessors 

The north side of the diaconia hall was formed by walling up the north flank of the Loggia. Its 

South side, to be symmetrical, would have been where the south aisle wall stili stands, but it has not 

been identified as yet. We do not know what was done with the Southern part of the Loggia, out- 

side the diaconia hall. It could have been walled up to create other chambers, or it may have con- 

tinued to be an open Loggia, serving as a porch outside the hall. If so, the main entrance to the 

hall would probably have been in the south wall. 

b). The church of Hadrian I 

Under Hadrian I (772-795), the ruins of the Roman building on the east side of the diaconia 

were pulled down, the rear wall of the Loggia was removed, and the diaconia hall was extended 

eastwards across the site of the former podium. The remains of the podium were used as founda- 

tions for the eastward extension of the building, and many heavy stone blocks from its superstruc¬ 

ture were used again in the new church walls. The extension more than doubled the size of the 

former hall, increasing it to a total length of nearly 35 m. In plan, the new church was a basi¬ 

lica, with a nave and two aisles. At the east end, nave and aisles terminate at apses, built of 

large stones from the pagan structure, each apse having at its centre a two-light window The 

diaconia hall was heightened by the addition of a clerestory, which also continued in the eastern ex¬ 

tension. There were twelve clerestory Windows on each side. The six Windows in the Western 

part of the clerestory were set directly above the six arched openings of the diaconia side walls, and 

thus at slightly uneven spacing, ranging from 1.70 m to 2.45 m. The new Windows in the eastern 

extension, on the other hand, were spaced at regular intervals of 1.65 m. At ground level, colon- 

nades with horizontal stone linteis prolonged the sides of the diaconia hall, whether the latter were 

walls or rows of piers; either seems possible. The colonnades of the eighth-century extension have 

perished in the twelfth-century remodelling, but their existence can scarcely be doubted in view of 

the three apses. Moreover, a fragment of the trabeation has survived, incorporated in the end 

pier of the romanesque arcade, to the left of the main apse The spacing of the eighth-century 

(1) Giovenale, op. ciL, p. 256, takes them as a protiro in front of the romanesque schola cantorum, 

(2) Crescimbeni, Istoriay pp. 134 f.; Giovenale, op, cit.y p. 387. 

(3) Generally speaking it seems that, when the churches of Rome were refurbished in the cosmatesque period, most of the marble fit- 

tings which previously adorned them were removed to the masons’ yards, and were subsequently redistributed for use as paving stones. Only 

thus can we account for the entire lack of consistency in the distribution of dark-age sculpture in Roman churches. 

(4) The window of the Central apse is a modern reconstruction, based on the remains of the original which Giovenale discovered {pp. ciL, 

p. 160). In the right hand apse, the original window was better conserved {ibid,y p. 392), but that of the left hand apse is entirely modem. 

(5) Giovenale {op. cit., pp. 294-313) proposes a different reconstruction for the eighth-century extension. He interprets the surviving 

fragment of the eighth-century architrave as the lintei of a doorway, and thence seems led to presume that the three apses belonged each to a 

separate chapel, divided by longitudinal walls at ground level, but interconnected above by the small arcades. To the west of this triple church 
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columns is shown by the spacing of the clerestory Windows; they must have been set at centers 

about 2,30 m apart. The aisles of the eastern extension were Iit by five Windows on either side of 

the church. In the western part of the building, the old galleries (or upper chambers) of the dia- 

conia hall continued to exist; at least, their openings into the nave must stili have been visible, because 

the new clerestory windows were spaced to correspond with them. On the other hand, the galle¬ 

ries cannot have been made to continue into the new extension, since they would have cut the side 

apses in half. Nevertheless, to continue the rhythm of the upper arcades, the nave walls in the new 

eastern part of the church were provided with arches, somewhat smaller than those of the diaconia, 

at the level where galleries might have extended, but for the apses. These little arcades may have 

been purely ornamental, but it is also possible that they were intended to accomodate reliquaries, 

flanking the high altar. The spacing of the arches is the same as that of the clerestory windows, 

and must also repeat that of the former ground-level colonnades which no longer exist. The in- 

terval which occurs in the arcading of the upper level at the beginning of the eastward extension, 

where one arch seems to have been omitted from the series, may conceivably correspond with flights 

of stairs, built in the side aisles of Hadrian’s church to give access to the diaconia galleries or upper 

rooms; but such an arrangement is purely hypothetical. If there were no such stairs, the upper 

rooms of the diaconia must have been provided with parapets at the eeistern end, to take the place 

of the Loggia rear wall, once that had been removed. 

Below the chancel of the new church extended a crypt, which stili exists substantially in its 

original form. It is hollowed out of the masonry of the podium and, for the reasons set out above 

(p. 299), must take the place of a smaller chamber which already existed in the pagan structure. 

c). The romanesque alterations 

The last phase of development that has to be mentioned, was the drastic remodelling of the 

church in the twelfth century. The plan remained almost unchanged, but the galleries in the 

Western portion of the nave, that is, in the former diaconia, were abolished and their arched open¬ 

ings to the nave were walled up to make space for wall paintings^. At the same time, arcades 

were inserted throughout the whole length of the church, to take the place of the former trabeated 

colonnades (and possibly the side walls of the diaconia hall, if they stili existed). Presumably this 

difficult structural feat was performed in order to eliminate certain irregularities in the nave, which 

resulted from its having been built at two different periods. Thus remodelled, the church was 

provided with new cosmatesque pavements, ambones, schola cantorum and chancel screens. Soon 

afterwards, a campanile was built in the south-west comer of the church, partly blocking up the 

first two arches of the south aisle. Lastly, the two-storied narthex was added to the front, hiding 

the ancient facade in which, until then, the columns and arches of the original Loggia may stili 

have remained visible The tomb of Alfano the camerarius, whose pious generosity paid for many 

the old diaconia hall is supposed to have had side aisles, corresponding with the side chapeis of Hadrianas extension, and communicating with 

the nave through arcades. In order to allow these arcades reasonable proportions (since no trace of an arch is seen at the appropriate level 

in the surviving masonry of the diaconia side wall), Giovenale had to assume that the diaconia floor was .1.75 ^ below that of the Hadrianic 

extension. This, in turn, led to the further assumption that the Loggia columns formerly stood on pedestals (pp. 341-2). In support of this last 

theory Giovenale discovered a pavement of opus signinum at a depth of 1.75 m below the present floor (pp. 297-8), and he took this to be the 

original pavement of the diaconia, Although Giovenale’s reconstruction is extremely ingenious, we venture to think that the alternatives out- 

lined in these pages supply a simpler solution to the problem, and make fewer demands on the imagination. As for the stratum of opus 

signinum, might it not date from the period before the Loggia was built ? 

(1) Giovenale, op, cit., pp. 194-240. 

(2) We have no evidence for any structural alterations to the fa9ade, prior to the building of the romanesque narthex* At some date, the 

facade seems to have been re-plastered and decorated with painted panels^ a fragment of this decoration appears in fig. 223. When this was 

done is uncertain, but it seems likely to have been part of Hadrian I^s work. The present roof gable and the triple window of the west wall 

are entirely modem* We have no information about the appearance of the facade in the romanesque period. 
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of these improvements, was placed in the narthex. Stili later, the upper part of the Western fa- 

cade was remodelled. A rose window was made in the centre, above the narthex roof, and the nave 

roof was concealed behind a huge projecting cavetto, comparable with the ones at S. Maria Mag- 

giore and S. Maria in Aracoeli. 

G. - CHRONOLOGY 

Both the romanesque remodelling of the church and the construction of its eighth-century 

predecessor are well documented. The former is known to be earlier than 1123, from the dedica- 

tory inscriptions of Alfano on the altar, chancel screens and bishop’s throne, all of which give that 

year, and thus a terminus ante quem for the work. The year when the remodelling started cannot 

be established, but it seems unlikely to be earlier than 1120. Even that year is early for the use 

of the falsa cortina technique, which is found on all the twelfth-century wall faces at S. Maria in 

Gosmedin As for the eighth-century building, it is quite precisely dated between 772 and 795, 

through the biography of Hadrian I in the Liber Pontificalis. The setting of the relevant passage 

in the sequence of the biography suggests that the work did not take place early in his reign, yet 

not after 785 Perhaps the year 780 may be suggested as reasonable. 

The hall of the diaconia is harder to place. Obviously, the Loggia provides a terminus post quem, 

but the late fourth- or early fifth-century date for this building is based merely on brickwork cha- 

racteristics and the style of the stuccoes, and only supplies a vague limit. The documents adduc- 

ed by Giovenale, as evidence of a sixth-century date, are weak testimony when taken individually: 

a beautiful capital, supposedly of Ravennate origin; the sixth-century chancel screens illustrated 

by Crescimbeni; many tiles found in the roofs of the church, bearing kiln stamps from the reign of 

Theodoric (493-526) and Athalaric (526-534) But these are all movable elements, not least the 

chancel screens and the brickstamps of roof tiles are even more suspect than they might be, since 

it is possible that the diaconia continued to use the old Loggia roof, to give it protection from the ele¬ 

ments. The building techniques may give a firmer hint. Admittedly, the small yellow tufa blocks 

are spoils from a much older building, and therefore of no help, but the technique of alternating 

brick and tufa voussoirs in the arches of the intermediate zone, is significant. Its use at S. Maria 

in Gosmedin is unique among the Early Christian buildings of Rome. The technique has its roots 

in classical Roman construction, and is often found in the provinces, from Sicily and Campania to 

Gaul, although rare in Rome itself It continues into Christian times, both in Gaul and in the 

neighbourhood of Naples. The apses of S. Giorgio Maggiore, and S. Giovanni Maggiore, and 

the Baptistery at Nocera Superiore provide examples ®. Unluckily, the chronology of Early Ghris- 

tian building in the Naples region is not well established: S. Giorgio is traditionally, but uncertain- 

ly dated about 400, in the episcopate of Severus (368-408); S. Giovanni in that of Vincendus (554- 

557) > while the baptistery of Nocera has been assigned (we think rightly) to the second half of the 

(1) Notably in the filling walls of the gallery arcades, and the campanile (fig. 228), 

(2) See L. P, I, pp. 512, and 522, n. 119. 

(3) Giovenale, op, cit., pp. 331 f. 

(4) See above, note 3 on p. 301. 

(5) Pompei, Casa della Regina Garolina (Lugli, La tecnica edilizia Romanay Rome, 1957, pl. GXGVII, 2); Catania, Thermal building, 

now S. Maria della Rotonda (G. Agnello, I monumenti bizantini della Sicilidy Florence, 1951, fig. 67); Bordeaux, amphitheatre (Crema, Ar^ 

chitettura Romanay Turin, 1959, fig. 662). 

(6) De Rossi, “ L*abside della basilica Severiana di Napoli ”, B, A. C., ser. 3, V (1880), pp. 144 ff; idem, La basilica di S. Giovanni 

Maggiore a Napoli ”, ibid^y pp. 161 fF.; see also, ibid.y ser. 3,1 (1876}, pl, X; B. Gapasso, “ L*abside della antica basilica di S. Giorgio Maggiore ” 

in: Napoliy Commissione municipale per la conservazione dei momtmenti, Naples, 1881; M, Stettler, “Das Baptisterium zu Nocera Superiore”, 

R, A. C.y 17, (1940), pp. 83 fF. At S. Giovanni Maggiore, the masonry in question occurs in an arch which seems to antedate the present 

arcade of the apse; this latter attributed to the years 554-577 on account of the monogram of bishop Vincentius on an impost block. But 

is the block original or in second use? 
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sixth century, on stylistic grounds. The technique appears also in Sicily, at S. Salvatore in Catania 

Thus the construction of arches with alternating brick and stone voussoirs is a technique which 

might well have come to Rome from Southern Italy, to be employed once, and once only, in the 

Greek quarter Indeed, the mere use of stone in the construction of the walls, and the precision 

of the workmanship, combine to indicate the employment of masons not from Rome. The ratio 

of openings to intervening piers in the gallery arcading suggests a late fifth or early sixth-century 

date. Lastly, if the hall was really a small basilica, with piers carrying an architrave to support 

galleries, the building type itself would indicate the sixth century, and Byzantine influence; though, 

in this case, the latter would come not so much from Naples and Sicily, as from Constantinople 

itself, or from Greece or the Southern Balkans, where basilicas with trabeated colonnades and gal¬ 

leries were common in the sixth century 

Admittedly, our knowledge of building technique in Rome, between the late fifth and the eighth 

century, is sadly limited. Nevertheless, the factors set out above combine to suggest a sixth-century 

date for the diaconia of S. Maria in Cosmedin, adding validity to the otherwise insufiicient data, 

such as the brick stamps and the marble cancelli. Consequently, we see no reason to reject the date 

— suggested by Giovenale, thirty-five years ago, and generally accepted since — that the diaconia 

hall was built inside the Loggia, about 550 A. d. At the same time, we would stress that the tech¬ 

nique of construction, and perhaps the overall design of the building, bespeak influences from the 

Greek part of the Empire, especially Southern Italy. 

H. — HISTORICAE POSITION 

a). The diaconia hall 

The technical characteristics of the sixth-century building point to the Greek-speaking provin- 

ces of Italy, and especially Naples and Sicily. Hence, it would not be surprising if, as is possible, 

the building turns out to have been a basilica with aisles and galleries. As is well known, this 

building type was common in the Greek-speaking provinces of the Aegean coast, throughout the 

fifth and sixth centuries, and possibly even from the fourth century. It penetrated with the Byz¬ 

antine armies under Justinian into the reconquered Western provinces, from North Africa to Rome. 

In Rome, Pelagius’ basilica of S. Lorenzo f. l. m. is the first definitely established example It 

may have been preceded by the galleried basilica of SS. Nereo and Achilleo, which was inserted 

in the catacomb of Domitilla, we think between 523 and 536 If the diaconia hall at S. Maria in 

Cosmedin belonged to this series, as seems likely, it too would rank as one of the earlier members 

of the group. 

Links with the Greek provinces of Italy, with North Africa, or with the eastern coastlands, would 

be natural in a building which stood in what seems to have been the Greek quarter of the city. At 

the end of the eighth century the church was known to the compiler of the Einsiedeln itinerary as 

aecclesia Graecorum^ the church of the Greeks Admittedly, this was after the church had been re- 

built by Hadrian I, but it seems likely that the name was applied to the church before Hadrian’s 

time. According to the same source, the church was located in the schola Graecorum, the Street of the 

(1) G. Agnello, op, cit, fig. 

(2) See below, p. 305. 

(3) See above, Vol. I, pp. 36; Vol. II, pp. 143. 

(4) See above, p. 44 f., and p. 143 f. 

(5) But see O. Marucchi, Monumenti dei Cimitero di Domitilla {Roma Sotterranea Cristiana, I), Rome, 1914, p. 176 f, 

(6) See above, p. 279 dig,, end VIII cent. 
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Greeks; and it has been suggested that this quarter, close to the river port, had been occupied by 

Greeks either during the sixth-century Byzantine occupation of Rome, or at latest in the seventh- 

century At present, the question cannot be decided, but to the present writers it seems likely that 

the ternis schola Graeca and aecclesia Graecorum go back long before the eighth century. 

On the other hand, there is some doubt whether the name Cosmedin was applied, either to the 

Greek quarter as a whole, or to its church, before the time of Hadrian I. In Constantinople, the 

name Cosmidion was used for the neighbourhood of the Monastery of SS. Cosmas and Damian, at 

Eyub on the Golden Horn, as well as for the monastery itself 2. Although not linked to a sanctuary 

of the Theotokos, the monastery in 787 apparently owned a famous painting of the virgin accom- 

panied by the two titular saints For the church in Rome, the earliest known use of the epithet 

Cosmidin is by the writer of Hadrian’s biography in the Liber Pontificalis', “ ... praedictamque basilicam 

ultro citroque spatiose largans ... veram Cosmidin amplissima noviter reparavit ” *. This sounds as if another 

such church had formerly existed elsewhere, and that the pope erected “ a true Cosmidin ” in Rome, 

intended, one may suspect, for the use of a congregation of iconodule refugees which had recently 

been driven from the “ false Cosmidin It is tempting to imagine that the latter was the Cosmi¬ 

dion of Constantinople. But churches of the Virgin with the epithet Cosmedin, existed elsewhere 

in the Byzantine world. At Naples, S. Maria ad Cosmedin is first mentioned in a late eighth-century 

source, but it could be much earlier; it was one of the six (or seven) diaconiae of Naples ^ At Ra¬ 

venna, the Baptistery of the Arians was consecrated to the Virgin in 558, and at some indefinite lat¬ 

er date took the name “ in Cosmedin It was in the hands of a Greek monastic congregation at 

least until the fall of the Exarchate, in 752 

If, however, the first church building of S. Maria in Cosmedin at Rome dates from the sixth 

century, it either was not built to be a diaconia, or else the accepted date for the origin of the dia¬ 

coniae must be revised S. Maria in Cosmedin is first specifically called a diaconia in the inscription 

of Eustathius which, from lettering and style, has correctly been assigned to the middle of the eighth 

century. The present consensus is, that diaconiae were instituted in Rome sometime between the 

pontificates of Gregory the Creat (590-604) and Benedict II (684-685); and that they were already 

long established in the latter reign If this is so, our sixth-century church, with its galleries and upper 

rooms, must have been built at least half a century before being assigned the function of diaconia. 

On the other hand we need not be surprised at the presence, in the Greek quarter of Rome, in the 

sixth century, of a building which was in fact a diaconia even if the name had not been invented. 

Diaconiae are already heard of, in Naples, Ravenna and Pesaro in the last decade of the sixth cen¬ 

tury and the first years of the seventh. These three seaports all had Byzantine connections and the 

Greek community of Rome was apparently in close contact with two of them. The silence of offi- 

(1) Giovenale, op» cit*, p. 304; ^tude sur Vadministration byzantine dans Vexarckat,..^ Paris, 1888, p. 278. 

(2) R. Janin, La geographie Mesiastique de VEmpire ByzanHn, ///, Les eglises et monasthes, Paris, 1953, pp. 296 f; W. Unger, Quellen der by» 

zantinischen Kunstgeschichte {Quellenscknfien zur Kunstgeschichte, XII) Vienna, 1878, pp. 235, 244 f; J. P. Righter, Quellen der byzantinischen Kunst» 

geschichte (Qtiellenschriften...), Vienna, 1897, pp« 150 ff. The term Kosmidion^ for convent and neighborhood, appears in the sources only since the 

eleventh century, but it may have been used long before for the fifth-century foundation. The identification of the Kosmidiony with a Street or 

square in Constantinople (e. g. Duchesne, L. P., I, p. 520, note 90), must be discarded. 

(3) Righter, op, cit., p. 154; Janin, loc. cit, 

(4) See above, p. 279, dig. 772-795. 

(5) Gesta episcoporum Neapolitanorum, MGH, SS. Rer. Longob. VIII (1878), p. 404; H. Marrou, “ L*origine orientale des diaconies Romai- 

nes ”, Mei. Ec. Franc., 57 (1940), pp. 95 f., esp. p- 103. Since 1636, its place has been taken by S. Maria a Porta Nova, see P. Sarnelli, Nuova 

Guida di Napoli, Naples, 1782, pp. 49 f. 

(6) G. Fabri, Memorie sagre di Ravenna Antica, Venice, 1664, pp. 244 f.; C. Rigghi, Guida di Ravenna, Bologna, 1923, p. 21. 

(7) Dughesne, L. p., I, p. 364, n. 7; Ibid., II, p. 253, n. 7; J. Lestogquoy, “ Administration de Rome et Diaconies...”, R. A. C., 

VII, (1930) pp. 261 f.; H. Marrou, op. cit., possim. F. Niederer, The Roman Diaconiae, (diss. New York University, N. Y., 1950). 

(8) H. Marrou, op. cit., p. 96, n. 3. 

(9) Gregory the Great, Epistolae, V, 25; X, 8; XI, 27, the last two being dated 601. 

39 - R. Krauthbimer, W. Franki., S. Corbett - Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae. 
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cial sources need not surprise us, if the diaconia was privately established. But in any case, we feel 

inclined to question whether the pontificate of Gregory I need really be accepted as a firm terminus 

post quem for the institution of diaconiae in Rome. 

b). The church of Hadrian I 

Three features characterize the eighth-century church: apses at the ends of nave and aisles; ope- 

nings in the upper walls of the nave beside the high altar; a hall crypt. In Syria and the eastern 

provinces iateral apses for the aisles, as well as the main apse at the end of the nave, were common 

features after the end of the fifth century The pattern is transferred to the west in the course of 

the sixth century, apparently by way of the Adriatic ports. The Cathedra! at Parenzo, about 550, 

and the basilica occidentalis at Salona are well known examples The type remains uncommon, 

until in the eighth and ninth centuries it is generally adopted in northern Italy Thus it is not 

extraordinary to find it appearing in Rome in the latter part of the eighth century; first S. Angelo 

in Pescheria*, either 755 or 770, and then S. Maria in Cosmedin, in Hadrian Ts rebuilding which 

we date about 780. However, in view of the widespread if rare use of triple apses at that time, it 

would probably be a mistake to associate its adoption at S. Maria in Cosmedin with that church’s 

Greek connection. 

The openings which pierce the upper walls of the church, in its eastern extension, can be explain- 

ed in one of two ways. They may be a purely decorative motif, intended to continue the rhythm 

of the arches in the diaconia hall which already existed. Alternatively, they seem to be so distinctly 

reserved to the chancel part of the new church (by the omission of one opening at the west end of 

the row) that one cannot help suspecting some other purpose, for instance, that they were meant 

to accomodate small reliquaries of stone, or some other material. The crypt was presumably de- 

signed to receive some of the many relics which Hadrian transferred from the catacombs to the 

city The arcaded niches with shelves, in the aisles, announce their function no less clearly than 

the long, horizontal niche in the transept. They also suggest the models upon which the pope and 

his architect must have based their design. Arched niches, subdivided by shelves, are common- 

place features in Roman columbaria; and whether or not the contemporaries of Hadrian I believed 

such columbaria to be pagan or Christian, they found the type eminently suitable as depositories 

for the martyrs’ bones. The transept niche is obviously meant to imitate a loculus in a catacomb 

gallery. On the other hand, the plan of the crypt is quite extraordinary. Only vaguely, by its 

smallness and its low ceiling, does it suggest a catacomb chamber, such as the double cubiculum of 

the coemeterium maius ®. But no catacomb chamber, yet found, is subdivided into nave and aisles by 

colonnades. However, among private funerary chapels and mausolea, the pattern was well 

known. The mausoleum of Probus Anicius, attached to the apse of Saint Peter’s, seems to have 

been an outstanding example from the late fourth century. Alfarano’s plan, and a few hints given 

(1) K.alat Siman, ca. 4^0; Emmaus-Amwas, fifth or sixth centuryj Gerasa, St. Peter and Paul, ca* 540 and Procopius church, 526-527 

(J. Lassus, Sarwtuarires chrelUns de Syrie, Paris, 1948, 80 ff; pp. 129 ff., C. Kraeling, Gerasa, New Haven, pp. 251 ff., 260 ff.). 

(2) B. Molajoli, La Basilica Eufrasiana di Parenzo, Padua, 1942; E. Dyggve, History of Salonitan Chrisiianity, p. 59. 

(3) Miian, S. Ambrogio; Pavia, S. Maria delle Cacce; Bardolino, S. Severo and othens (P. Verzone, JJarchitetlura religiosa delValto I^e~ 

dioevo nell Italia settentrionale, Milan, 194^9 possim)*, Torcello, Cathedral ca, 697 (R* Cattaneo, Architecture en Italie, Venice 1890, pp, 66 ff. and 

185 ff.). Dignano, S. Michele di Bagnole (D. Rosmondo, ‘‘ La primitiva chiesa di S. Michele di Bagnole Atti e Mem, della Socieid Istriana di 

Archeologia e Storia, 24 (1908), pp. 352 ff.) and S. Quirino (A. Gnirs, Grundrissformen istrischer Kirchen ”, Jbch, d, K, K, Z^ntralkommis- 
swn, VIII, (1910), Bsiblatt, pp. 51 ff,). 

(4) See above, Vol. I, pp. 64 ff. 

(5) L, P,, I, p. 507. 
(6) G. Marchi, Monumenti delle Arti Cristiane Architettura, Rome, 1844, pls. xxxv-xxxvii. 
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by Maffeo Vegio, show that it was a small basilica, or rather, a hall church, partly or entirely un- 

derground and subdivided longitudinally by two rows of columns with architraves Admitted- 

ly, Vegio’s hints are ambiguous, and it is not certain that Alfarano’s plan is reliable, since the 

tomb was destroyed a century before the plan was drawn up. However, until proof is forthcoming 

to the contrary, we venture the hypothesis that the architect of S. Maria in Cosmedin may well 

have drawn on the mausoleum of Anicius Probus as a model for the design of his crypt. Never- 

theless, the crypt seems to depart from the supposed prototype in one important respect; that is, in 

inserting a transept between the nave and the apse. In this respect, the crypt seems to be an early 

example of the Carolingian revival of the Constantinian basilica plan; being nearly contemporary 

with the first appearance of that plan, on the other side of the Alps, at S. Denis. It may supply 

additional proof that this architectural renascence of Early Christian patterns existed in parallel, 

simultaneously to the north and south of the Alps 

At the same time, the crypt of S. Maria in Cosmedin is obviously an early example, perhaps the 

earliest, of an architectural expression which became very widespread in the early and high Middle 

Ages — namely, the hall crypt. Nevertheless its exact form, a tiny church with three naves, remains 

very uncommon. The only example which comes readily to mind is the nucleus of the crypt of 

S. Germain at Auxerre, which was designed in 841 

(1) Tiberii Alpharani, De Basilicae Vaticanae ed. M. Ceretti [Siudi e Tesii^ 26), Rome, 1914, p- 52. k on plan; M. Vegio, De rebus 

Basilicae 5. Petri, A A* SS., Junii, VII, pp. 78 f., recording the inscription on the marble architraves ** quae columnis in fronte atque utroque ex latere 

superposita erant”. Also, see Duchesne, Me'L Fr., xxii, 1902, p. 386. 

(2) R» Krautheimer, “The Carolingian revival of the Constantinian Basilica”, Art Bulletin, 1942, pp. i f. For S. Denis, see revised 

plan by S. McK, Crosby, Uabbaye royale de S, Denis, Paris, 1953. 

(3) R. Louis, Les eglises d'Auxerre, Paris, 1952, pp. 47 f. 
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1699 Anonymous Mosaics of the triumphal arch and apse^ engravings (Giampini, Vetera Monimentay II, 

pls. XLIII-XLIV). 

1748 G. B. Nolli, ground plaUy engraving, inscribed ‘‘ S, M, IN, DOMNICA ”, La Nuova Topogra¬ 

fia di Romay Rome, 1748, (Map of Rome, ed. F. Ehrle). 

1753 G. Vasi, View of the church from the south-west, showing facade and south clerestorey wally engraving; 

Delie Magnificence di Romay Rome, 1573, III, pl. 52. 

before 1771 J. J. Preisler, (?) View of the porticoy pen and wash (Egger, Kritisches Verzeichnis der Stadt- 

romischen Architektur-Z^ichnungen der Albertina^ Vienna, 1903, n. 136 r.). 

1820 (?) A. Celles, Elevation of south wally watercolour; excavation survey of the Statio Cohortis V 

Vigilium; Rome, Pal. Venezia, Istituto di Archeol. e Storia delPArte, Raccolta Lancianiy 

16571, f. 3 (Colini, op, ciLy p. 229, fig. 191). 

1821-1845 P. Letarouilly, Ground plaUy View of the interior looking toward the apsCy detail of coffered ceilingy 

facadey engraving; Edifices de Rome Moderney I, 4, 5. 

1821 Prosper Barbot, View of the apse and left flank of the churchy draving; Paris, Louvre, Ca- 

binet des Dessins, n. 26675 (fig. 239). 
1826 Henri Labrouste, Plan and facadey drawing; Paris, Bibi. Nat., Cab. d^Est., Vb 132W (330> 

p. 49 (fig. 00). 

1846 L. Canina, Ground plaUy transverse and longitudinal sectionSy views of the facade and apsCy engra¬ 

vings; Ricerche sulVarchitettura piu propria dei Tempi Cristiani, pls. L, b; LII a, b, c, d. 

1655 G. Fontana, Ground plany views of the facade and piazzcty interior y apse and mosaic decorationy engra¬ 

ving; Raccolta delle Migliore chiese di Romay II, 1838, pls. XXIV, i, 2, XXV, XXVI. 

1866 H. Hubsgh, Ground plan and view of the interior looking toward the apsey lithograph; Monuments 

de Varchitecture chretienncy pls. IV, fig. 8 and LIII, fig. 2. 

ca, 1870 J. Parker, Photographs nos. 273, 1083, 1926, 1927. 

C. — DATES 

End of VIII cent. Reference in the Itinerarium Einsidlense to “ santa maria domnica ” (Lanciani, Itin, EinsidLy 

coL 443). 

795-816 Leo III donates to the diaconia of S. Maria in Domnica two embroidered textiles, one 

decorated with a scene of the life of the Virgin: Et in diaconia sanctae Dei genetricis 

qui vocatur Dominica fecit veste de stauraci ” [L, P., II, 9); Verum etiam et in diaconia 

ipsius Dei genetricis dominae nostrae quae appellatur Dominica fecit vestem rubeam alinthiay 

habentem in medio tabulam de chrisoclabo cum storia eiusdem Dei genetricis ex margaretis or¬ 

tam et periclisin de chrisoclabo ” {L, P., II, 14). He further donates a silver and a gold- 

en Crown, the latter decorated with precious gems, to hang over the main altar: 

^\„et in diaconia sanctae Dei genetricis quae appellatur Dominica pari modo fecit coronam ex 

argento y pens. lib, VIIIT^ {L, P., II, 19). Atque in diaconia ipsius Dei genetricis quae 

appellatur Dominicay fecit regnum ex auro mundissimOy pendentem super altare maioremy ex 

gemmis pretiosis ornatumy pens, lib, IT^ (L, P., II, 16). Stili later, he contributes a 

textile decorated with a Grucifixion, and a set of curtains: In diaconia vero ipsius 

Dei genetricis quae appellatur Dominicay fecit veste alba oloririca rosatUy habentem in medio 

tabula de tyreo cum storia Crucifixiy necnon et rotas de chrisoclaboy ornata in circuitu de quadru¬ 

pulo, Fecit ubi supra cortina fundatUy ornata in circuitu de blatin {L, P., II, 30)- 

817-824 Paschal I rebuilds the church in its entirety, after the threat of imminent collapse of 

an older building. He decorates the main apse with a mosaic, contributes a silver 
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ciborium and a silver panel [propiciatorium) for the altar. He adorns the confessio 

with silver grills outside and inside and also contributes a lamp (?) to be hung above. 

He further provides a silver arch, an altar cloth with scenes of the Nativity, and 

other precious textiles, The altar is furnished with hangings, and other textiles 

are provided for the rood beam ante vestibulum altaris The pope also donates 

curtains for the nave arcades, and smaller ones for those of the chancel. The entrance 

to the chancel is furnished with hangings, and the entrance to the church with large 

curtains: Ecclesiam denique sanctae Dei genetricis semperque virginis Mariae dominae 

nostrae quae appellatur Dominica^ olim constructam et iam ruine proximam^ sollerti vigilantia 

praefatus pontifex ampliorem melioremque quam ante fuerat a fundamentis aedificans renova¬ 

vit. Absidamque eiusdem ecclesiae musibo mirifice decoravit. Ubi etiam et plurima obtulit dona^ 

scilicet ciburium ex argento^ pens. lib. CCCXXXII; propiciatorium sacri altaris ex lamminis 

argenteis compte decoravit. Confessionem quoque eius cum regulis intus et foris mirum in modum 

perficiens adornavit^ pens. lib, CXV^ unc, III. Item ubi supra fecit gabatam ex auro purissimo, 

pens. lib. II, unc. VIII. Verum etiam et arcum ex argento et columnelle II cum gammadiis 

duabus, pens, lib, (lacuna). Immo et in sacro altare fecit vestem de chrisoclabo, habentem sto¬ 

riam dominicae Nativitatis domini nostri lesu Christi, mire pulchritudinis exornatam. Item 

ubi supra fecit vestem de stauraci pulcherrimam, cum periclisin de blati', item aliam vestem de 

blati bizantea, habentem tabulam de chrisoclabo, cum vultu sanctae Dei gentricis et angeli ob¬ 

sequia stantes, cum periclisin de stauraci', pariter que et aliam vestem de stauraci, habentem pa- 

vones et in medio crucem de blatin. Porro et vestes II de quadrupulo, habentes in medio cruces 

de blatin. Item ubi supra fecit vestem ex auro textam cum periclisin de blatin; coopertorium ru¬ 

beum de syrico I, Fecit etiam in circuitu altaris vela rubea sirica IIII, cum grammadiis et cru¬ 

ce de quadrapulo. Hic venerabilis praesul obtulit in trabem ante vestibulum altaris vela tyrea 

III, et de quadrapulo V; in arcos maiores eiusdem ecclesiae fecit vela de quadrapulo numero XX, 

et per arcos presbiterii vela parva de stauraci ////; simulque in ingressu presbiterii vela tyrea 

III. Hic benignissimus pontifex fecit in ingressu iamdictae ecclesiae cortinam maiorem de qua¬ 

drapulo, cum periclisin de fundato ” {L, P,, II, 55). The same pope later donates silver 

grills (probably for the confessio): Venerabilis etenim praesul fecit in ecclesia beatae 

Dei genetricis quae appellatur Dominica rugas ex argento, pens, lib. LXW^ {L, P,, II, 63). 

Inscription in the apse below the mosaic, recording the restoration of the church: 

“ ISTA DOMUS PRIDEM FUERAT CONFRACTA RUINIS 

NUNC RUTILAT JUGITER VARIIS DECORATA METALLIS 

ET DEUS ECCE SUUS SPLENDET CEU PHOEBUS IN ORBE 

QUI POST FURVA FUGANS TETRAE VELAMINA NOCTIS 

VIRGO MARIA TIBI PASCHALIS PRAESUL HONESTUS 

CONDIDIT HANC AULAM LAETUS PER SAECLA MANENDAM 

The monogram of the pope is placed in the soffit of the apse. 

XI, XII, and XIII The clergy of the church are referred to by their tities archidiaconus^^ and diaconus 

cent. cardinalis ” in the Descriptio Lateranensis Ecclesiae (Valentini-Zucchetti, Cod, Topo- 

grafico, III, p, 361), Petrus Mallius’ Descriptio Basilicae Vaticanae (idem, p. 438) and 

Cencius Camerarius’ Itinerarium secundae feriae paschae (idem, p, 230, 309). 

1447 The church is in poor repair. “ La chiesa di S, Maria in Dominica che secondo dimostra, e 

per gir{gitare?) prestoper terra... ” (Biondo, Roma Instaurata, ed. Venice, 1543, fol. 200). 

The Latin text [De Roma instaurata, Venice, 1510, f. i iv.) has “ brevi ut apparet ruitura 

1452 The church is mentioned as unser Heben frawen zum schiffiein ” (N. Muffel, Beschreibung 

der Stadt Rom, Tiibingen, 1876, p. 42). See also lecture notes of Pomponius Laetus, 

as quoted by de Rossi, Note di Topografia Romana raccolte dalla bocca di Pom¬ 

ponio Leto Studi e documenti di Storia e Diritto, III (1882), pp. 49 ff., esp, p. 62: 

templum S. Mariae in Domnica sive in Navicula ubi est navicula marmorsa ...”. 

1489-1513 The church, in need of repair, is restored by Giovanni Medici, title Cardinal from 1489 

until his election to the papal throne, as Leo X, in 1513. Payment records are 

preserved but, having been written down after 1527, the dates of the entries are not 

always reliable. The first list, undated, includes new window and door frames, 

the marble cornice and lettering in the apse, capitals and bases for the two porphyry 

columns at the apse opening, two coats-of-arms of Cardinal Medici and adjustment to 

the arms of Innocent VIII, also four new capitals for the columns of the old portico. 

These works were evaluated under the supervision of Andrea Sansovino. Stima... 

^.finestre di travertino ... 8 canne di cornicie di marmo alia tribune grande; Vocchio di marmo; 
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2 capitelli e 2 hasi e 2 zocholi e p, la colonna (sic) di porjido alia tribuna; per la porte grande 

della chiesa; per 2 porte pichole; per 4 capitelli di tevertino che se avevano a costruire alie co- 

lonne tonde dei perticale da prima; p. i capitello quadro a base abozzata; p, 4 canne di scha- 

glione; p. 2 arme dei cardinale di Medici e per aconciatura di quello di pp. Innocento che sono 

nella facciata; p, le lettere ... nel fregio ... nella tribuna grande; p, la stima della barcha 

[Archivio^ Fabbrica di S. Pietro^ Lib, I di Francesco Magalotti^ p, 20; repeated, ibid,^ p. 47, 
with date, June 23, 1513, and with the correct version per le colonne di porjido and 
with the addition 10 jinestre di travertini^\ Published by Giovannoni. op^ cit.^ 

p. 157 f.). These restorations are also mentioned in contemporary guide books: Ec¬ 

clesia S, Mariae in Domnica^ vulgo in Navicula,,, loannes de Medicis ... Cardinalis ... eius¬ 

dem tituli^ collapsam^ in pristinam formam restituit (Francesco Albertini, Opusculum 

de Mirabilibus Novae Urbis Romae^ ed, A. Schmarsow, pp. 7 f.); ... sanctae Mariae in 

Domnica ... collapsam a solo pucherrime refecit Leo X in minoribus existens ” (Fra Mariano, 
Itinerarium^ p. 144). The restorations are also recorded in inscriptions at the apse 
and on the architrave of the portico: “ IOHANNES MEDICES S. R. E. DIACO¬ 
NUS CARDINALIS HANC AEDEM DIVAE MARIAE VIRGINI IN DOMNI¬ 
CA NUNCUPATAE DICATAM QUAE SUI CARDINALATUS DENOMI¬ 
NATIO EXISTIT VETUSTAE COLLABENTEM INSTAURAVIT” (For- 
CELLA, op, ciL, VIII, p. 175), and DIVAE VIRGINI TEMPLUM IN DOMNICA 
DIRUTUM IO. MEDICES DIAC. CARD. INSTAURAVIT” (ibidf 

1513-1514 Construction of the new portico, the ceiling of the nave, the aisle vaults, raising of the 
nave walls, numerous repairs, replacement of the Navicella; payment records of 
Nov. 2, 1513, May 2 and 6, 1514. ^‘ ... Fondamento achanto (or avanti?) a la chiesa di 

verso la vigna lungho p, 27 ... a/ disotto dello iscaglione deiporticale ,„^el s, do appiccato 

coi primo ... lungo p, 80 ..., ^/ 3<> err ... el 4® ecc \ fondamenti dei pilastri ... dei porticale; 

pilastri sino al disopra della cimasa e il muro sopra detti pilastri e archi e architravi e cor¬ 

nice Iungi p, 126/ pilastri a ricontro nel muro della chiesa; la volta ...; ... lo tetto ...; le due 

nave messe in volta della ciesa; le due cappellette delle navi in testa; la cappella grande messo 

e adatto (?) due colonne di porfido ... e tagliata e ritondata detta cappella e messo fresio e cornice 

da muro ... ^ fatto uno podio attorno ...; Valzatura dei tetto ...; li muri sopra la vecchia acanto 

al tetto; lo muro sopra la cappella maggiore ..., racconciatura ... dei tetto ...; ponte per dipin- 

tori in ciessa; per murare 4 finestre ..., p, murare Vocchio ...; palcho ... {Archivio^ Fabbrica 

di S, Pietro^ op, ciL^ f. 20 v., summed up on f, 47, with added note for the gilding of 
the ceiling and « nave di marmo a spese di M. Leonardo Bartolini ” (Giovannoni, loc, 

ciL), These activities are confirmed by the arms of Leo X with the papal tiara, 
and his personal device in the vaults of the portico and the aisles. They are also 
mentioned by Ugonio {Stationi, 1588, cc. 119 f.) with additions concerning the gla- 
zing of the Windows and the painting of the lion frieze in the nave, in allusion to 
the pope’s name. La faccia ... ha un bel portico con archi di Trevertini, fattovi da Papa 

Leone X II coperto delle due navi piccole Papa Leone fece fare a volta II fregio con quei 

Leoni che gira neWatto attorno la chiesa fece fare Papa Leone ad allusione dei suo nome ... ri- 

fece de invitriato le finestre di questa chiesa Et vi fece una Navicella di marmo nova drizzan- 

dola sopra una bella base dinanzi alie sue porte, La vecchia si vede quivi appresso mezza rotta^ 

a lato al portico ”. 
1566-1567 Restoration by the title Cardinal Ferdinand Medici during the first year of the ponti- 

ficate of Pius V recorded by the inscription: “ FERDIN. MEDICES. CARD. 
TEMPLI ORNAMENT, MEMORIAEQ. LEONIS X RENOVANDAE. F. 
PII. V. ANNO. I ” (Forcella, op, cit,, VIII, p. 175)* These restorations comprised 
the construction of the nave ceiling and the pavement: II palco di quella di mezzo 

maggiore possedendo questa Diaconia ha fatto Ferdinando Card, de Medici .„11 medesimo 

Card, Ferdinando ha rinovato, & ornato il pavimento ” (Ugonio, op, ciL, 119). 
before 1686 Unidentified repairs to the church: ... ultimamente risarcita di nuovo ” (Titi, Nuovo Stu¬ 

dio di Pittura, 1686, p. 184). 
1699 An altar is erected to the right of the entrance by Joseph de Nova, the only remaining 

canon. Another one was planned on the left side: Ad praesens vero unicus in ea superest 

Canonicus, nomine loseph de Nova ... ad ingredientium dexteram Altare variorum marmorum 

incrustationibus ornatu aedificavit, aliudque simile ad sinistra construere intedit ” (Ciampini, 
Vetera Monimenta, II, Rome, 1699, p. 142). 

1700-1721 Clement XI decorates the portico (?) with iron grills and restores the mosaic in the 
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Fit. 238 — S. Maria in Dnmntca. Interior (Photo: Gab, Fot. 

rooms may be to one another and to the Statio Vigilium^ it is ciear (as GoHni observes) that, contrary 

to earlier belief, they have no connection with the Castra Peregrinorum which extended below and 

beside S. Stefano Rotondo, on the other side of the Via della Navicella. Although no Roman Street 

pavement has yet been found below Via della Navicella it is probable that such a Street existed. In 

medieval times its place was taken by the narrow Via della Mole di S. Sisto, which curved down 

the hili towards Porta Metronia and the church of S. Sisto Vecchio 

E, - ANALYSIS ^ 

As pointed out above, the church is a simple basilica with nave, aisles and three apses (fig. 238). 

Its ciear length from the facade to the springing of the apse is 30.88 m, its ciear width 20.12 m 

from wall to wall. The outer walls differ slightly in thickness, the one to the left being 0.58, the one 

to the right 0.65 m. The nave and aisles are divided from each other by two rows of nine columns. 

Together with piers projecting from the facade and the rear wall respectively, they carry the 

ten arches of the arcades on either side. The apses which terminate aisles and nave are semi- 

circular in plan, and are bonded into the walls of the church. The width of the nave, measured 

from center to center of the columns, is 12.52 m; in the ciear it is 11.80 m. The aisles are each 

(1) V. Kouoelka, ** Le Monasterium Tempuli ”, Archivum Fratrwn Praedicaterum, 31, 1961, pp. 5 ff., esp. p. 23. 

(2) This analysis depends very largely on observations which were made in 1938. More recentlyj the incumbentes uncompromising hosti* 
liiy to archaeoiogica! rescarch has made further study impossihie. 
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3.80 m wide, measured from the center of the column to the outer walls. The spacing of the col- 

umns, again from center to center, average 2.90 m, roughly 10 R. ft.; the clerestorey walls are 

0.78 m thick. Five large rectangular Windows in each clerestorey open into the nave, three simi- 

lar Windows into each of the aisles. At present the level of the church floor is 70 cm above that of 

Via della Navicella and this has been so at least since the early sixteenth century. The coffered 

ceiling of the nave, in its present state, hangs 14.60 m above the floor. The aisles, covered with 

groin vaults, are 6,75 m high. An apartment, presumably of early nineteenth-century date, ex- 

tends above the right-hand aisle. 

The entrance portico, three steps above Street level and one step below nave level, was built 

in 1513-1514. The abundant documen tation ^ is confirmed by the papal arms of Leo X in the 

vault and by the lions heads (an allusion to the pope’s name) on the keystones of the arches. At 

the same time, the aisles were vaulted and the frieze of lions and genii was painted at the top of the 

nave walls; both being dated by the papal arms, Leo’s personal device % the allusion to his name 

and by the payment accounts. The remodelling of the nave by raising its walls, building a new roof 

and installing a ceiling (which has now disappeared) probably occurred at this period, as the pay- 

ments of May i, 1514 suggest, and it is also likely that the ten Windows of the nave walls were made 

at the same time; they are listed in, the summary of June 23, 1513 However, the restorations 

had been started while Leo was stili a Cardinal (1489-1513); his arms on the facade are surmoun- 

ted by the cardinaPs hat, and the inscriptions on the entablatures of the facade and apse confirm 

it. It is likely that the undated 

first list of payments, which is 

entirely concemed with sculp- 

tor’s Work, and its summary, 

dated April 15, 1513, refer to 

the earlier campaign, which thus 

comprised the apse cornice, 

the marble lattice of the oculus 

in the facade, the capitals, bases 

and plinths of the porphyry co- 

lumns at the corners of the apse, 

and the door frames of the nave 

and aisles. It is possible that 

this first campaign was preceded 

by an even earlier programme, 

started during the years between 

Giovanni Medici’s preferment to 

the rank of Cardinal, 1489, and 

the death of Innocent VIII in 

1492. In this early stage a porch 

may have been built and four Windows pierced in the nave walls. They ha ve been superceded, and 

have left no trace except the payments for “ four capitals for the round columns in the former 

porch ” and “ four travertine Windows ” However, the passage is obscure and could equally 

well refer to the repair of a medieval narthex. 

Fig. 239 — S. Maria in Domnica, Prosper Barbot, View from the south-west 

{Louvre, Cab, des Dessins), 

(i) See above, p. 00. dig. 1513-1514* 

(3) A yoke surrounded by the word SUAVE; see J. Gelli, Motti, divise, imprese Milan, 1916, p» 593, 

(3) See above, p. 310, dig. 14S9-1513, 

(4) See note 3. 

(5) See note 3. 
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apse: “ Ora e stata notabilmente ristaurata da Clemente XI, che orno le Porte con cancellate 
di ferro ” (Panciroli, Roma Sacra e Moderna, 1725, p. 40); “ esso [the mosaic]^ ri- 
storato d’ordine di Clemente XI” (Nibby, Roma neWanno 1838, I, parte moderna, p. 

373)- 
Inscription recording the construction of a campanile, possibily the structure shown 
on the adjoining house on the plan of Falda: 

CURTIVS. S. R. E. DIAC. 
CARD. ORIGVS 
EREXIT ANNO 
DNI. MDGCXIV 

(Forcella, op. cit., p. 177). 
Restorations of Benedict XIII and dedication of altars, recorded in an inscription on 

the wall of the left aisle: “ BENEDICTUS PP. XIII /.../ ECCLESIAM HANC A 
SE INSTAURATAM / AC PRISTINO RESTITUTAM DECORE /...” (For¬ 

cella, op. cit., p. 177). 
Restorations under Pius VII and Leo XII, financed by the title Cardinal Tommaso 

Riario-Sforza, as recorded in an inscription on the left wall; 
PROVIDENTIA. PII VII. ET. LEONIS. PONT. MAX. 
HAC. AEDE. D. N. MARIAE. AD. NAVICULAM. IN. COELIO. 
IN KYRIACA. SEU. DOMNICA. ANTIQUITUS. NUNCUPATA. 
IN. MELIOREM. FORMAM. 
PER. BELISARIUM. CRISTALDUM. V. G. PRAEF. AERARI. 
UNA. CUM. PORTICU. RESTITUTA. ATQ. ESAURITA. 

THOMAS. RIARIUS. SFORZA. DIACONUS. CARDINALIS. 
IO. DE. MEDICIS. POSTEA. LEONIS. X. 
PRISTINI. EIUSDEM. TEMPLI. INSTAURATIORIS, AEMULATOR. 
AD. PERPETUAM. VETERIS. AC. NOVAE. 
PONTIFICIAE. LIBERALITATIS. MEMORIAM. 
PONI. CURAVIT. ANNO. GIG. IG. GGC. XXXIII. PONT. LEON XII. 
ANNO I (Forcella, op. cit., p. 178); “ Meipontijkato di Pio VII il card. Rqffaele 
(sic) Riario-Sforza, titolare, assieme ai suddetti monaci fecero in questo tempio tutti que’ 
ristoramenti di cui abbisognava ” (Nibby, op. cit., II, i, p. 373). 

1881 Under Cardinal Domenico Gonsolini the church is once more restored, according to an 
inscription in the church. These restorations are said to have included the renova- 
tion of the altars, the portico, and the construction of an opening into the sacristy. 
“ ECCLESIAM S. MARIA IN DOMNICA MONACHIS BASILIANIS GRAE¬ 
CIS MELGHITIS A S. lOANNE PABT. E COENOBIO SCIOAIRIENSI IN 
MONTE LIBANO A CLEMENTE XH A. A. MDCGXXXIX AD TRIBUTAM 
DIONYSIUS SAVAYA PROCURATOR GEN. A. MDGCCLXXXI INSTAU¬ 
RANDAM CURAVIT FAUTORE ATQUE AUSPICE DOMINICO GONSO¬ 
LINI DIAC. CARD. TIT. EIUSDEM ” (Cattan, “ La chiesa di S. Maria in 
Domnica detto vulgarmente della Navicella ” Bessarione, 1917, p. 388). 

1935 Restoration of the apse mosaics (A. Terenzio, “ Notizie sulla chiesa di S. Maria in 
Domnica. Restauri dei Mosaici ”, Bollettino d’arte, ser. 3, XXIX, 1935, pp. 199-201). 

1957 Construction of new open crypt at the sole initiative of the parish priest. 

1714 

1752 

1823-1824 

D. — GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The church of S. Maria in Domnica or S. Maria della Navicella (pl. XXII) rises on the crest 

of the Gelian hili, and is partly enclosed in the gardens of the Villa Mattel, which lie to the South¬ 

west. The plan of the church is simple; it consists of a nave and two aisles, communicating by ar- 

caded colonnades, and terminating in three semicircular apses. The axis of the church runs east- 

north-east to west-south-west, but for convenience sake we shall speak simply of east and west. The 

portico (fig. 237), a renaissance design long attributed to Raphael but, as recently published evi- 
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Fig. 237 — S. Maria in Domnica seen from the north (Photo: AI i nari). 

dence shows, really the work of Andrea Sansovino ^ faces Via della Navicella to the east, which at 

that point is enlarged into Piazza della Navicella. The center of the piazza is occupied by the Na¬ 

vicella, the stone ship which has given its name to church, piazza, and Street. It was set up in 

1513-1514 and bears on its prow and pedestal the badge and arms of Leo X. However, a stone 

boat is menti oned in this neighbourhood m the middle of the fifteenth century and may well ha ve 

existed earlier The gardens of Villa Mattel, which partly surround the church, have been gra- 

dually developed since 1553^. 

A number of Roman constructions have been found near the church, and some have come to 

light recently underneath the church itself^ The most important are the remains of the precinct 

barracks of the fire brigade and police, the Statio Cohortis V Vigilium. They survive in the form of 

two rows of comparatively small rooms which follow the slope of the hili along the east boundary of 

Villa Mattel and the west side of Via della Navicella. The rooms nearest to the church open west- 

wards in the direction of the gardens; those further down the hili, projecting eastwards beyond the 

line of the rear wall of the rooms closer to the church, face towards the Via della Navicella. There 

is no proof that these two groups of rooms belonged to the same building, but those closer to the 

church are identified as the Statio Vigilium by two bases, with inscriptions dated 205 and 210, which 

were found in 1820 approximately i8m. from the south flank of the church and 2.50 m. below thesur- 

face of the ground Two rooms found in the gardens of Villa Mattel in 1814, approximately 25 m. 

west of the left side apse of the church, may or may not belong to the Statio Vigilium. But it is most 

likely that the Statio included another group of rooms which were discovered in 1957, in and below 

the new crypt. Their axis coincides with the rooms which lie to the south of the church, and their 

brickwork points to an early third-century date, Nevertheless, whatever the relation of all these 

(t) G. GiovANNONi, Qp. cit- Also above, p. 311 dig* 1513-14. 

(a) See abovc, p. 310, dig.j 1453. 

(3) Lanci ANI, SUyria Scaui^ 1902-19112, III, pp. ff- 

(4) CouNi, Gf/wj p. aaS fiT.; Matthiae, S, Maria in Domnica^ pp. 9 f. and 46, andj followiog. him, VoelkLj op. cit. 

(5) CoLiNi, loc. cit. and fig. 291, reproducmg threo sheets from the survey made at the t[me of excavation by A. Celleis. Raccolta Lan- 

ciani^ 16571. 

40 - U. Krautheimrr, W. FrankLj S. Cobbett - Oitisii&narum Romat. 
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The present ceiling of the nave with its Marianic emblems dates from 1566-1567, and to the same 

period one would like to assign the decorative painted panels between and below the clerestorey 

Windows, with their Marianic inscriptions enclosed in cartouches. It is not known when the aisle 

Windows were made. They seem to be imitations of the clerestorey Windows and they must be earl- 

ier than 1820 since they appear on both Celles’ drawings and Barbot’s sketch (fig. 239). Until the 

S. Maria in Domnica. Monogram of Paschal I 
in the apse mosaic (Gab. Fot. Naz.). 

recent thorough and somewhat unfortunate re- 

modelling of the choir, the altar and chancel were 

of baroque design, and were presumably the ones 

which Benedict XIII dedicated in 1752. The 

eighteenth-century choir occupied the apse and 

the first bay of the nave, and was raised six steps 

above the nave floor. In the center, at the foot 

of the altar, the chancel wall curved back to give 

access to the fenestella confessionis by six descending 

steps (fig. 240). Underneath the altar, the small 

confessio was covered by a sloping barrel vault; the 

railings at the foot of the chancel were the same 

date as the altar. These features were replaced in 

1957 by shining marble steps flanked by straight 

railings and by a new altar, all stile novecento. At the same time, a large open crypt was laid out be¬ 

low the apse, its opening toward the nave corresponding with the seventh column in the nave col- 

onnades, and the floor of nave and aisles was embellished with an elaborate marble pavement. In 

removing the old floor, various classical and Early Christian sculptured fragments were found, 

re-used in the pavement but we do not know whether this pavement was of the ninth or sixteenth 

century. 

Despite the remodellings of the last five hundred years, the original core of the church is 

well preserved; and also is well dated by the notice in the Liber Pontificalis, by the inscription of 

Pascal I which runs along the foot of the apse mosaic, and by his monogram at the apex of 

Fig. 240 — S. Maria in Domnica. Labrouste. 
plan and elevation (Paris, BibL NaL Cab. d^Est) 

(i) PoRcu, lac, cit. 
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the apse arch (fig. 241) Except for the portico, the entire structure is of one build; the facade, 

the walls of the aisles, the nave walls and the three apses ali being homogeneous 

AU the walls of the building are at present covered with plaster, but parts of them were 

checked by us in 1937-38 and again by the Soprintendenza ai Monumenti dei Lazio in 1954. 

They are faced with brickwork which has a modulus of approximately five bricks and five mor- 

tarbeds in a height of 30 cm. The bricks are spoils from ancient buildings and vary in thickness 

from 2 to 4 cm. The mortarbeds are from 1.4 to 3 cm, in thickness The brick coursing is 

fairly regular and even, and the mortar is grey, with large quantities of pozzolana. The wall of 

the Central apse rests on a foundation of large tufa blocks, probably taken from the Servian wall. 

The nave arcades rest on continuous foundation walls which extend from the facade to the rear 

wall of the nave. It is said that individual foundation blocks of brickwork rise from these walls, to 

suppor t each column, but this detail is no longer visible The column shafts are ali of grani te and 

are quite well matched, except for minor variations in diameter. The two shafts on the left side 

nearest the entrance are pink granite, ali the others grey. The bases are spoils and differ slightly 

Fig. 342 — S. Maria in Domnica. Fifth-century Fig. 243 — S. Maria in Domnica. Ninth-century 
capital int the left colonnade (Photo: Gai. fot. capital in the left colonnade (Photo: German 

Archeological Institute). 

in height, presumably to equalise the varying lengths of the shafts and capitals. The capitals vary 

greatly in size and style. The eighth in the right hand colonnade has an unusual pattem of tend- 

rils and leaves. The others are of Standard Gorinthian type, but they differ greatly in style and 

date. Nos. i, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 in the right colonnade and nos. 2, 5 and 9 in the left, are spoils from 

Roman buildings of the first three centuries. Nos. 7 and 8 in the left colonnade are of fourth-century 

pattern, while nos. 2, 3 and 9 on the right, and no. 4 on the left (fig. 242), are of the fifth-century 

(1) See above, p, 309 dig. , 817-824* 

(2) LancianIj Fotma Urbis^ erroneously suggests a prc-Chriscian date for the outer wall of the soath aisle, a medieval date for the latcral 

apses. 

(3) These dimensions were measured by us in 1938 in the roof space of the south aisle, 

(4) PoRGu, up, cit,j p, 4. 

(5) Kautzsgh, Kapitilistudienj pp. 237, f., convJncingly compares these capitals with examples in Constantinople which date from the se- 

cond quarter of the fifth century, (Dbregarding the occidentation of S. Maria in Domnica, Kautzsch confuses north with souih and east with 

West in his description)* See also, R* Gattaneo, UarchiUcture en Italie du au XI^ siecie^ Venice, 1890, p, 168, 
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Only one, the sixth capital on the left side, seems to be of the ninth century (fig. 243). The ciear 

distinctiori between the upper and lower tiers of foliage, and the neat, dry sculpture of its widely 

separated acanthus leaves, suggest that it is contemporary with the foundation of the church. 

The semicircular arches of the colonnades spring from thin and barely noticeable impost blocks. 

Above them, some of the original round-headed clerestorey Windows have survived in the wall 

space between the rectangular sixteenth-century openings and, though now hidden by new plaster, 

could be seen until 1957 through gaps in the revetment. In fact, their outlines are stili faintly vi- 

sible on the south side of the church; the apex of the blocked openings being at a level which is 

about two thirds of the height of the sixteenth-century Windows. The original window silis were 

roughly 9.20 m above the nave floor; the openings were 1.20 m wide and 1.80 m high. The semi¬ 

circular arched window heads are made with single rings of bessales, in which the springers are 

already sharply inclined. The height of the original clerestorey walls cannot be determined at pre- 

sent but, if some of the external plaster were removed, no doubt the part which was added at the 

time of Leo X would be easily distinguishable The thickness of the original wall, 0.78 m, can 

be measured at a doorway which leads from the organ loft into the attic above the aisle vaulting 

The half-gables of the original aisle end-walls have survived and are 0.73 m thick. At the east end 

of the aisle we note that the half-gable has been heightened by about 45 cm., presumably in the 

sixteenth century. Above the vaulting of the left aisle, 25 cm. below the level where the present 

roof meets the wall of the nave, the beam-holes of an earlier roof are preserved. Each hole is 20 

cm. wide and 25 cm. high, and they are spaced at intervals of 2.66 m. A meter lower down, we 

note another row of holes of the same size, apparently intended for the horizonal beams of the roof. 

Externally all three apses are buiit of brick, and the main apse and the northern side apse have 

cornices decorated with crudely profiled marble brackets. These differ in that the ones on the main 

apse have a simple cyma, whereas those of the north apse hdcvt fasciae as well as cymata. It has been 

suggested that the upper part of the north apse differs from the lower part and is therefore later, 

and the bracket cornices of both apses have consequently been attribued to a later medieval period 

but there is no evidence to support this hypothesis. In the Southern apse there are no brackets 

and the wall has certainly been raised; but this was a sixteenth-century modification. 

Above the apse opening, on the interior of the nave end-wall, the mosaic of Paschal I termina- 

tes at a height of 11.25 rn above the floor. 

.. . If must remain undecided whether or not an annular crypt existed in the original church of Pope 

Paschal I, as in so many other carolingian Roman churches. The old confessio, with its sloping 

vault, which formerly existed below the eighteenth-century altar could possibly have been a rem- 

nant of such a crypt, but the last traces, if it ever existed, must have been destroyed when the present 

open crypt was buiit in 1954* Unhappy though the construction of this crypt is, it brought to 

light a number of older structures, some of Roman date and others part of the present church. The 

Roman walls were partly destroyed to make way for the new crypt, but the details were noted by 

the observers of the Soprintendenza o,i Monumenti dei Lazio by whose permission it is included in our 

survey (Piate XXII). The Roman structure is rectangular and has the same orientation as the church. 

Foundation walls of shutter-cast concrete, retaining the grooves left by the former wooden shut- 

tering posts, rose to within one meter of the present church floor. Brick faced walls which stood 

above these foundations had the usual character of early third-century construction. The bricks 

(1) See above, p. 310 f., digs. 1489-1513 and 1513-1514. 

(2) Observation made in 1938. 

(3) PORGU, loc, cit. 

(4) Brackets are shown on this apse in Prosper Barbot’s drawing (fig. 239)» but we presume erroneously. 

(5) Pian and longitudinal section of the church by A. Leporini, in Matthiae, op. cit, figs. 15 and 16. 
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were new and of fairly uniform thickness, averaging 4.2 cm in height; the mortar averaged i cm 

in thickness, giving a modulus of six courses in the R. ft. The coursing was accurately horizontal. 

On the west side of the crypt, one Roman wall was used to support the chord of the church apse. 

To the north, a wall at right angles to it has been re-used in the foundations of the north colonnade 

of the carolingian church; part of it can stili be examined at the back of the steps which lead down 

to the crypt. The south side of the crypt makes use of another Roman wall, parallel to the one 

last mentioned and 10.16 m distant from it. A panel of the facing brickwork has been left exposed. 

About half way between the north and south walls which we have described, the foundations of an 

intermediate wall were discovered, but were soon afterwards destroyed. Similarly, the foundations 

of a wall lying parallel to the one first mentioned, intersecting the south wall at right angles, were 

also destroyed. All these walls seem to be contemporary. They appear to define two chambers, 

measuring 3.90 m in width and about 4.80 m in length, lying end to end, on a north-south axis. An¬ 

other chamber lay to the east, but its dimensions are unknown. The west wall coincides with the 

chord of the apse. The dimensions and orientation of these rooms are about the same as those pre- 

viously noted in remains of the Statio Vigilium, a little distance away to the south, and it seems pro- 

bable that the rooms now discovered also belonged to the same establishment. 

F, — RECONSTRUCTION 

Of the original church of Pascal I, all the essential parts are preserved; the nave, the aisles, the 

arcades, the clerestory, and the three apses terminating the nave and aisles respectively. The ac- 

tual measurements indicate the use of a unit 0.305 m in length, which is slightly longer than the 

usual Roman foot, but may coincide with a Byzantine foot The total length of the church, inclu- 

ding the facade and the wall of the apse, amounts to 36.50 m or 120 feet; the width, including the 

walls of both aisles, 21.35 m or 70 feet; while the width of the nave alone is 11.60 m or 38 feet. The 

height of the aisle walls, 7.80 m or 25 feet, is deduced from the lower row of beam holes, which are 

visible above the sixteenth-century groin vaults. The original height of the nave is doubtful. The 

upper margin of the mosaic, 11.40 m above floor level, might seem to show the height of the walls 

if comparison with other contemporary churches did not suggest that it was somewhat higher. In 

most buildings, the eaves of the roof are separated from the voussoirs of the clerestory Windows by 

two or three feet of ordinary brickwork. At S. Maria in Domnica the apex of the window voussoirs 

is about level with the top of the mosaic. Therefore it seems likely that there was a low band of 

plain wall above the mosaic, bringing the roof-level to a height of about twelve metres. 

A number of questions remain open. We know nothing of the original facade; nor do we know 

whether it was preceded by a narthex as early as the ninth century. The documents indicate that 

the portico built in 1513-14 took the place of an older one, but this older portico may well have 

been added to PaschaPs church sometime during the middle ages. Alternatively, it could have 

been merely an early project, planned in 1489-92, and abandoned before it was finished^. Nor is 

it possible, at this point, to establish the presence of Windows in the aisle walls, or to determine the 

existence of an annular crypt, following the curve of the apse and linked by a corridor to a confessio 

below the altar. 

On the other hand, the layout of the chancel can be reconstructed on the basis of the gifts pre- 

sented by Pascal I. The list States first that the altar was surmounted by a silver canopy, closed 

(1) Cf. also S. Marco, see above, p. 243. 

(2) See above, p, 310, dig. 1489-1513 and p» 315. 
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ofF by four curtains. It States further that the altar was decorated with a frontale {propiciatorum) of 

silver plaques. 'The fenestella confessionis was protected by two small grills (rugulae), one outside 

and one inside, and framed, it would seem, by a silver arch resting on two colonettes. In front of 

the altar {ante vestibulum altaris), a rood beam extended across the opening of the apse. The two 

sets of curtains listed for this beam, three and five respectively, suggest a possible reconstruction of 

four columns to support the rood, but it is not certain. In front of the apse a chancel seems to have 

projected into the eastem bays of the nave. Four small curtains are listed “ per arcospresbyterii ”, 

presumably to close two arches on either side of the chancel. At the entrance to the chancel, “ in 

ingressu presbyterii ”, three purple curtains were hung, possibly placed inside three arches. The 

reconstruction of the chancel can thus be ascertained in its main lines. Likewise, it is obvious 

that the twenty curtains donated by Pascal “ in arcos maiores... ecclesia ” correspond to the ten ar¬ 

ches on either side of the nave. At the same time, it is ciear that no minor altars existed in the time 

of Pascal I and the function of the lateral apses remains obscure. One can only suggest hypothe- 

tically that they served for the rite of the olfering. 

G. — CHRQNOLQGY 

The chronology of S. Maria in Domnica is fairly ciear. No doubt a diaconia existed at the time 

of Leo III and, from the gifts of that pope listed in the Liber Pontificalis, it is evident that the dia¬ 

conia enclosed an oratory. But no trace of this early sanctuary has yet been found. In all likeli- 

hood it was installed in some of the rooms of the Statio Vigilium and it must even then have been in 

need of i'epair, since Pascal found it jam ruine proximam ”. 

The church of Pascal I, of course, is firmly dated in the short span of his pontificate. It has 

even been suggested ^ that the time of its construction can be limited to the years 818-822, but this 

refinement seems hardly worth discussion. No repairs to the church are mentioned during the 

middle ages, and no traces of such repairs are left. 

The first major remodelling seems to have taken place in the cardinalate of Giovanni Medici, 

and later, during his reign as Pope Leo X. The date when work was started remains uncertain. 

The arms of Innocent VIII in the pediment of the facade, and the adjustment of the cartouche in 

1513-1514 as reported in the documents, might suggest that the remodelling started between 1489 

and 1492, before the death of Innocent VIII; but then the presence of his arms may be no more 

than an expression of gratitude by Giovanni Medici to the pope who made him Cardinal. In any 

case, much of the remodelling of the church was done before 1513, that is, while Giovanni Medici 

was stili a Cardinal. On the other hand, the present portico was built, and the lion frieze in the 

nave was painted after March ii, 1513, when Giovanni had been raised to the papal throne. This 

is proved by the allusion to his papal name, Leo, in the lion masks of the portico and the lions of the 

frieze, and confirmation is found in the documents which we have quoted above, in the inscriptions 

of the apse and the facade, and in the Medici coats of arms, with papal tiara. 

Of later repairs, the only significant ones are those exeeuted by Cardinal Ferdinand Medici in 

1566-1567. These include the nave ceiling and the painted decoration of the clerestorey walls. 

The crypt was remodelled in 1957, unfortunately without the benefit of expert advice. 

H. - HISTORICAL POSITION 

The place of the church of S. Maria in Domnica in early Christian architecture is easily defin- 

ed. It is a characteristic example of the carolingian revival of Early Christian church planning 

(l) PORCU, loc. cit. 
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in Rome except for one element; the side apses. These apse triads begin to appear in Roman chur- 

ches in the later part of the eighth century: at S, Angelo in Pescheria, either 755 or 770, and at S. 

Maria in Cosmedin during the pontificate of Hadrian I, 772-795 At about the same time, and 

shortly afterwards, churches north of the Alps make use of the same feature, either in single naved 

buildings, such as Miistair or Malles (805-810); or projecting from transepts, whether of the tripar¬ 

tite type as at Steinbach (819) or continuous, as at Hersfeld (829) and Seligenstadt (830) Atta- 

ched to aisles, the motif is in common use in North Italy from the eighth and ninth century onwards 

Originally, of course, triple apses are of Eastern origin (Kalat Siman, ca. 480) and penetrated into 

Europe by way of the Adriatic ports; occasionally joined to the aisles, as at Parenzo [ca. 550), but 

more frequently projecting from lateral chambers flanking the apse, as at S. Apollinare in Classe 

{ca. 540) In this latter form, the motif apparently came to Rome at roughly the same time, as is 

seen at S. Giovanni a Porta Latina The reasons for its revival in Rome in the later eighth cen¬ 

tury remain as yet unexplained. 

(1) See above, pp. 306, and voL pp. 64 flf. 

(2) E. Lehmann, Der friike deulsche KirchenbaUy Berlin 1938, pp- 129, 131. 140 f. 

(3) See above, p. 306 and note 3. 

(4) Ibid., p. 54. 

(5) See above, vol. I, pp. 304 ff. 
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Survcy, W. Frankl. Drawing, S, Corbett 



S. MARIA IN COSMEDIN Pl. XXI 

Longitudinal section, i 895 

OrIGINAL DRAWING IN THE POSSESSION OF THE Centro di Studi per la Storia dell’Architettura 

Survey, G. B. Giovenale. Drawing, C. PisTRUcca 
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S. MARIA IN DOMNIGA Pl. XXII 

Survey and drawing, W- Frankl> S, Corbett 



Survey and drawing, W. Frahkl, S. Gorbett 


